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Executive Summary
InteGrid’s vision is to bridge the gap between citizens and technology/solution providers such as utilities,
aggregators, manufacturers and all other agents providing energy services, hence expanding from DSOs
distribution and access services to active market facilitation and system optimisation services while
ensuring sustainability, security and quality of supply.
The main objectives of the project are:




To demonstrate how DSOs may enable the different stakeholders to actively participate in the
energy market and to develop and implement new business models, making use of new data
management and consumer involvement approaches.
To demonstrate scalable and replicable solutions in an integrated environment that enable DSOs
to plan and operate the network with a high share of RES in a stable, secure and economic way,
using flexibility inherently offered by specific technologies and by interaction with different
stakeholders.

InteGrid will address the aforementioned objectives in an integrated approach that will be demonstrated
across the different demonstration locations. This project aims to demonstrate concepts integrating single
solutions from different systems, underlying regulations and scales that will be demonstrated in three
large demonstration locations: Portugal, Slovenia and Sweden. Thereby the demonstration of operating a
distribution network displaying a high share of renewables making use of flexibility offered by different
technologies as well as energy carriers is focused.
This document describes the use cases drafted in InteGrid for the business (high level use case – HLUC)
and functional (primary use case – PUC) levels of the Smart Grids Architecture Model (SGAM) framework,
which enables entering into the definition of lower level requirements that support the integration and
coordination of different management and control methods.
The use case methodology from the “IntelliGrid Methodology for Developing Requirements for Energy
Systems”, Publicly Available Specification (PAS) IEC/PAS 62559, is followed to ensure a complete
compatibility with both normalisation and European Union work in a comprehensive manner. Key
Performance Indicators are identified for each use case and result from project’s goals and requirements
and methodologies from the EEGI, namely Grid+ and Grid+Storage.
The combination of project and partner’s objectives in interactive workshops, resulted in a final list of 12
HLUCs classified according to four business domains, based on the conceptual architecture presented in
CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group “European Conceptual Model for the Smart Grid”: a)
grid operations; b) grid and market hub; c) grid users; d) energy services. The following figure depicts the
InteGrid HLUCs. KPI that measure project objectives were identified in each HLUC.
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The result of this work served as a basis for the identification of the functions to be described in PUC and
of the associated tools to be developed, improved and demonstrated within InteGrid. The main goal was
to extract business needs and identify functional requirements that give origin to a set of functions and
sub-functions to be potentially described in PUCs. The result of this exercise was 17 PUCs, depicted in the
following figure.

Each HLUC was classified per demonstration location using the DISCERN 3L concept: Leader, Learner and
Listener. The level of innovation (in InteGrid) and tools in each PUC were identified, together with KPIs
that measure function’s performance. This set of use cases fully cover the limitations described in the
InteGrid Description of Action.
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1. Introduction
During the last years, a large number of R&D and innovation projects have been implemented by DSOs
throughout Europe with the aim to smarten the distribution grid and to enable the integration of a large
share of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) [1]-[3]. Moreover, policy makers have further refined the
related market and regulatory framework in order to pave the way towards a new energy system taking
into account the opportunities resulting from digitalization and consumer engagement in demand-side
management projects [4].
One of the main challenges persisting today for the full exploitation of the different solutions is an
integrated understanding on how new technologies can be effectively put into operation considering the
roles and expectations of the different stakeholders and enabling new business models under the
relevant regulatory environments. InteGrid project will integrate existing technological solutions and
participatory approaches from three different demonstration locations in Europe (Portugal, Slovenia and
Sweden) to enable the different stakeholders to develop new business models as well as to bring new
technologies to the market.

1.1. InteGrid Vision and Objectives
InteGrid’s vision is to bridge the gap between citizens and technology/solution providers such as utilities,
aggregators, manufacturers and all other agents providing energy services, hence expanding from DSOs
distribution and access services to active market facilitation and system optimisation services while
ensuring sustainability, security and quality of supply. The main objectives of the project are:
1. To demonstrate how DSOs may enable the different stakeholders to actively participate in the
energy market and to develop and implement new business models, making use of new data
management and consumer involvement approaches.
2. To demonstrate scalable and replicable solutions in an integrated environment that enable DSOs
to plan and operate the network with a high share of RES in a stable, secure and economic way,
using flexibility inherently offered by specific technologies and by interaction with different
stakeholders.
The two overarching objectives are divided in the following seven specific objectives:
1. Demonstrate the feasibility of smart distribution networks coping with a high amount of RES
making use of available Distributed Energy Resources (DER) flexibility for various functions /
business cases at different levels: i) customer-level (e.g. maximisation of self-consumption,
minimisation of electricity costs); ii) (distribution) network-level (e.g. optimised network
operation by minimisation of losses, correction of voltage profiles, solve congestion problems,
increase RES hosting capacity); iii) system-level (e.g. VPP participation to energy markets incl.
ancillary services markets).
2. Develop, implement and demonstrate integrated concepts making use of the complementarity of
different technologies offering different types, degrees and levels of flexibility such as demand
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3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

response (DR) at various customer levels (domestic, commercial, industrial) and electrical storage
(utility scale / domestic scale).
Demonstrate smartened monitoring and automation in a secure, stable and integrated network:
a. Improved network observability for a more efficient operation of the distribution
network, allowing the maximum use of the flexibility provided by network users.
b. Improved DER controllability to ensure a secure network operation.
c. Integrated use of data to enable DSOs to better plan and operate the network despite the
growing number of uncertainties and dependencies.
d. Enable access to data to enable the creation of new business models for electricity
retailing, consumer engagement and technology aggregators.
Develop, implement and demonstrate a market hub concept to facilitate market access allowing
new business models and services while ensuring efficient and secure network operation as well
as highest standards of data security.
Develop, implement and demonstrate business models complying with different objectives
among market-driven operation and secure network operation, also enabling to share benefits
among stakeholders at distribution level.
Make a functional validation of the proposed concepts close to large scale in real-environment
and commercial exploitation, up to TRL (Technology Readiness Level) 8 /91.
Investigate the potential for replication to other boundary conditions (other RES landscape,
markets setups, regulatory framework, etc.) and design detailed exploitation plans.

1.2. InteGrid’s Business Domains
The project objectives (1)-(5) were mapped into four business domains from the conceptual architecture
presented in the Description of Action (DoA) and that follows the “European Conceptual Model for the
Smart Grid” [5]. Namely:





Grid operations: monitoring and forecasting; MV-LV grids cooperation; predictive and adaptive
grid management; power quality monitoring.
Grid and market hub platform: data management; technical validation of flexibility.
Grid users: home energy management system (HEMS); distributed renewable energy sources;
grid storage; industrial loads; electric vehicles (e-mobility).
Energy services: virtual power plant (VPP); self-consumption; demand response.

These business goals can be aggregated into three main pillars of the InteGrid concept: predictive
operational planning with DER, business models for flexible DER, information exchange between different
power system actors. The key idea is that bottom-up smart network management tools combined with
adequate business models for DER are the ultimate layer to foster flexibility (and respective use) that
results from the combination of smart grid technology and DER across the entire distribution network.
The use cases described in this document are grouped by these four business domains.
1

The definitions and nomenclature of Horizon 2020 Annex G. [Online]
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/2016_2017/annexes/h2020-wp1617-annex-gtrl_en.pdf
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1.3. InteGrid’s Demonstration Locations
InteGrid will address the aforementioned objectives in an integrated approach that will be demonstrated
across the different demonstration locations. This project aims to demonstrate concepts integrating single
solutions from different systems, underlying regulations and scales that will be demonstrated in three
large demonstration sites. Thereby the demonstration of operating a distribution network displaying a
high share of renewables making use of flexibility offered by different technologies as well as energy
carriers is focused. The European demonstrations depicted in Figure 1 are part of InteGrid.

Figure 1: InteGrid’s demonstration locations.

1.4. Document Objectives and Structure
Modelling the increasing complexity of interactions between future power systems stakeholders is
required in order to achieve a fully interoperable system. To address this need, Task 1.2 (WP1) defined
and drafted use cases for the business and functional levels to enable entering into the definition of lower
level requirements that support the integration and coordination of different management and control
methods. These use cases for future smart grids will serve as fundamental guidelines for the remaining
WPs.
The use case description by itself defines the functional requirements for the business and function layer,
while the non-functional requirements are defined in the end of each use case. Therefore, this work fully
addresses concern CC21 from [REF D1.1]: “Lack of time to gather functional requirements and to define,
validate, agree and develop new functionalities required”.
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The use case methodology from the “IntelliGrid Methodology for Developing Requirements for Energy
Systems”, initially developed by EPRI, as a Publicly Available Specification (PAS) IEC/PAS 62559 is followed
to ensure a complete compatibility with both normalisation and European Union work in a
comprehensive manner. Finally, Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are identified for each use case and
result from: project’s goals and requirements and methodologies from the EEGI, namely Grid+ and
Grid+Storage.
The remaining of this document is structured as follows: section 2 presents the InteGrid’s methodology
used to identify and write the use cases (use case template with instructions to writers is available in
Annex I); section 3 provides an overview of the high-level use cases (HLUC) and their complete description
can be found in Annex III; section 4 presents an overview of the primary use cases (PUC) and their
complete description can be found in Annex IV. The conclusions, which analyse how the use cases cover
the needs identified in the DoA, are presented in section 5.
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2. InteGrid Use Cases Methodology
Several organisations and projects over the world have used and developed the use case methodology
from IEC PAS 62559. For instance, the Smart Grid-Coordination Group has enriched it with the Smart Grid
Architecture Model (SGAM), which was used in [REF 1.1] to build InteGrid’s architecture. The National
Institute of Standards and Technology has developed the Smart Grid Conceptual Reference Model to
analyse use cases and facilitate a shared and common understanding on Smart Grid systems.
The use case methodology has also been used and is currently been deployed in several Smart Grid
projects in Europe, such as ADDRESS (2008-2013), Grid4EU (2011-2015), IGreenGrid (2013-2015),
DISCERN (2013-2016), SENSIBLE (2014-2018), FLEXICIENCY (2014-2019), SmartNet (2016-2019). A
historical overview of the methodology can be found in [6].

2.1. Definitions
The following nomenclature and definitions are used across all use cases, as well as in this report. The IEC
62559-2 was the baseline document for these definitions.
Domain is an area of knowledge or activity characterized by a set of concepts and terminology
understood by the practitioners in that area. EXAMPLE Taken from Smart Grid/energy system area:
Generation, transmission, distribution, customer.
Actor is an entity that communicates and interacts. Role is played by an actor in interaction with the
system under discussion. EXAMPLES: A legally defined market participant (e.g. grid operator, customer), a
generic role which represents a bundle of possible roles (e.g. flexibility operator) or an artificially defined
body needed for generic process and use case descriptions. It is important to emphasize that an actor can
have different roles and different actors can play the same role.
Use case describes functions of a system in a technology-neutral way. It identifies participating actors that
can for instance be other systems or human actors that are playing a role within a use case. Use cases can
be specified on different levels of granularity and are according to their level of technological abstraction
and granularity described either as High-Level Use Case (HLUC) or Primary Use Case (PUC).
Primary actor is who or which initiates an interaction with the system under development to achieve a
goal. A HLUC describes a general requirement, idea or concept independently from a specific technical
realization like an architectural solution. A PUC describes in detail the functionality of (a part of) a
business process.
Functional requirements capture the intended behaviour of the system. This behaviour may be expressed
as, services, tasks and functions, which the system is required to perform. Use cases are a valuable tool to
capture the functional requirements of a system.
Non-functional requirements capture general restrictions the system is subject to, such as:



Pre-existing architectural constraints.
Architectural qualities (extensibility, flexibility…).
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Performances, reliability, fault tolerance, frequency.
Maintainability.
Security.
Priority.
Etc.

Finally, it is important to underline that use cases must capture all of the functional requirements of a
given system (business process or function), and part of its non-functional requirements (performance,
security, or interoperability for instance), not based on specific technologies, products, or solutions.

2.2. Use Cases Identification and Writing Process
The use case identification and writing process was inspired by the use case methodology adopted in the
FP7 evolvDSO project, also based in the IEC/PAS 62559 standard, which was used to describe business use
cases (business processes designed to implement the key services associated with the future DSO Roles)
[6] and system use cases (innovative smart grid functions) [7].
In InteGrid, the work with the use cases identification started in a Workshop session organized on 13th
January 2017 (kick-off meeting), which aimed at conducting a first assessment of the project and endusers goals (i.e., DSO, retailers, large energy consumers). Six topics were defined for a discussion between
all consortium members:







Domestic demand response
Industrial/commercial demand response
Smart integration of grid users from transport for charging
Energy storage
Smartening the MV distribution grid
Smartening the LV distribution grid

and all partners circulated around these groups. This allowed to identify the potential benefits and/or
consequences on different stakeholders and evaluate to what extent these six topics would bring value to
the smart grid ecosystem.
The outcome was a debriefing of each group (composed by different partners) with the following
information:






Primary actor.
Business goals and priority: high, medium, low.
Risks and difficulties.
Demo/infrastructure/resources.
New functional processes.

The information presented at the end of the workshop was compiled to create a first draft version of the
business goals and assess the risks related to the demonstration activities. The main objective was to
construct the hierarchy of goals proposed by Alistair Cockburn in “Writing Effective Use Cases” [8],
namely: summary goals; user goals; sub-functions. The business goals give a first answer to the question:
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“Why is the primary actor doing this?”; conversely, the functional processes answer: “How is the system
going to deliver the primary actor<<< goal?”.
In the InteGrid nomenclature (section 2.1), and according to IEC 62559-2 definitions, the HLUC are related
with the first question and the PUC with the second one. In other words, a HLUC is concerned with
describing how the business operates and its associated requirements, while a PUC is concerned with
using functions and sub-functions to achieve a certain goal. The main differences between both are:




HLUC: involved actors are mainly roles; high-level requirements are identified; describes a
business process in general related to a service (e.g., engage consumers in demand response
services) or an overarching objective of a DSO (e.g., maximize renewable energy hosting capacity).
In the SGAM, these use cases belong to the business layer.
PUC: involved actors are systems, other functions, human operators, etc.; requirements for a field
implementation of the solution are identified; describe a function or sub-function related to a
business process. In the SGAM, these use cases belong to the function layer.

A second Workshop was organized on 23-24th February in Porto, and specifically dedicated to introduce
the partners to use cases writing (following the guidelines from “Writing Effective Use Cases” [8] and IEC
template IEC 62559-2) and consolidate a first list of HLUC. Before the Workshop, partners involved in the
demonstration activities (WP3, WP4 and WP5) were asked to provide the business goals (example in
Table 1), which were revised and consolidated by Task 1.2 leader into a single document before the
Workshop. The DSOs based this work on a thorough analysis of their roadmap, their internal organisation,
as well as the current regulatory framework and its evolutions in the short and medium term. This
allowed them to evaluate the potential gaps to be closed to implement the identified business processes
in the demonstration sites and the impact on their organisation.
Table 1: Example of business goals assessment for the Portuguese demonstrator.
Actor(s)
DSO

Business Process
- Conduct technical constraints
analysis in different time
frames to identify the set of
most efficient resources that
can be activated based on DSO
needs (Storage, MV, LV
customers, RES, consumption
and production forecasts)
- Pre-assessment of local
networks constraints (e.g.
assess the set of networks
without any constraint in the
case of its resources activation)

Priority
HIGH

Demo/infrastructure/resources

Functional processes

Information of Distribution network
parameters, as well as from
distributed resources available in
the demo:
- RES.
- Storage.
- Electric vehicles charging
schedule.
- Electric vehicles charging stations
flexibilities.

- Adaptive Network Management –
ANM:
Development of algorithms to
support most efficient decisions
regarding the set of activated
resources. (use of network, RES
storage and consumer’s information.
-Forecast algorithms.
-Information of “flexibility price
based on contracts”.

The results of the Workshop in Porto were a preliminary list of 13 HLUC, Use Cases Briefs (example
presented in Table 2) and partners responsible for writing the HLUC. The criteria to consolidate and
reduce the number of use cases were:




Aggregation of use cases with common business goals and primary actor.
The level of priority of the business process defined by the demonstration leader.
Alignment with the objectives and WPs of the DoA.
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The final list of 12 HLUC was fixed in a follow-up meeting on 13th March 2017. The HLUC were classified
according to the following domains (definitions in Annex II):





Grid operations.
Grid and market hub.
Grid users.
Energy services.
Table 2: Example of a use case brief.
ID

HLUC01

Primary Actor or
Role

Name of use case
(Goal to be achieved)

Distribution
System Optimiser

Operational planning
(from hours to weekahead) of MV
distribution network to
pre-book available
flexibility

Brief description
The scope if this HLUC is the management of
distributed energy resources (DER) connected to the
distribution networks considering a multi-period and
predictive approach. The DSO will compute for a
predefined time horizon (e.g., between hours and
week-ahead) a set of optimal control actions for DER
(and DSO own resources) to minimize active power
losses and solve potential technical problems. The
input data are the active and reactive power
forecasts for the net-load in each bus and for the
renewable energy sources (RES) connected to the
MV network. The control set points computed for
the resources not owned by the DSO will be
considered as pre-booked (reserve) flexibility that
can be later activated based on real-time
information about technical constraints verification.
The interaction with the LV network control is also
included in the predictive management strategy, in
articulation with HLUC02.

Domain
Grid Operations

The project has adapted the IEC 62559-2 template and instructions in the InteGrid use cases template
were provided to the writers (see Annex I). A standardization of the actors’ definitions was conducted in
the project. A list of actors based on standard definitions (from IEC 62559-2, FP7 DISCERN project, CENCENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group) was elaborated and made available to all partners.
Two types of use cases templates were considered:



Long-version (see Annex I).
Short-version: only with the use case UML diagram; without scenarios steps.

The division of HLUC writing responsibility was made according to the person-month distribution for Task
1.2, but trying to push the involvement of DSOs, demo leaders, end-users (e.g., AdP) and services
providers (e.g., CyberGrid). In fact, the three DSO were actively involved in the writing and revision of the
HLUC.
To write the use case, each partner conducted interviews and workshops with the relevant business
experts and business analysts to describe the business processes, their activities and the associated
information exchanges. It is important to highlight that the available smart grid infrastructure in each
demonstration location and the regulatory framework were not considered to impose constraints in the
use case writing. Therefore, the result was a set of business processes that go beyond the existing
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infrastructure and regulatory framework. The HLUC were reviewed by the Task leader and by the DSO
interested in leading the related demonstration activities.
The result of this work served as a basis for the identification of the functions to be described in PUC and
of the associated tools to be developed, improved and demonstrated within the project (link with WP2
and WP3-WP5).
Based in the HLUC work, Research Institutes, Universities, Technology and ICT companies analysed the
business processes and associated requirements. The main goal was to extract business needs and
identify functional requirements that give origin to a set of functions and sub-functions to be potentially
described in PUCs. The result of this exercise was 17 PUC, which resulted after considering the following
criteria:




Importance of the function for the success of the HLUC.
Innovative nature of the associated tools and alignment with the WPs’ descriptions.
Alignment with the effort available for development and demonstration.

The same long and short-version templates from the HLUC were used. The definition process of the PUC
was organized with strong interactions between the different partners. The partner responsible for the
description of the associated HLUC either wrote the PUC or had a close cooperation in the definition of
the PUC details. This ensured the overall consistency between the business process and the required
functions. Finally, the Task 1.2 leader and HLUC main author reviewed the PUC.

2.3. Identification of Functional
Functional Requirements

and

Non-

The use case is a powerful tool to document existing functional requirements and find non-functional
requirements (e.g., technology requirements, data variation, interface requirements, execution time). The
methodology was also used to identify the impact of the changes and opportunities brought by smart grid
implementation, electricity market development and new regulations.
The functional requirements correspond to each sentence of the step-by-step description of the use case
(“Complete Description” – see Annex III and Annex IV), i.e. what its associated actors must do. When the
use case is complete, we can assume that the main functional requirements were documented. In the
PUC case, the functional requirements lead to one or more tools, which are identified in a “Tool called by
this step” box and distributed throughout the architecture layers (see [REF D1.1]).
Non-functional requirements are identified in a specific section of the use case. The partners were
encouraged to use the categories and list of non-functional requirements defined in IEC PAS 62559 and
FP7 DISCERN project. The list of non-functional requirements was provided to the use cases’ writers in
order to provide guidelines on possible values that could be given to each type. However, other values
not included in the list could be used if necessary.
Finally, it is important to underline that both HLUC and PUC do not capture all non-functional
requirements [6]. First of all, they do not intend to describe algorithms or aspects related to the design of
a system’s user interface. Including these elements in the description only adds complexity and length to
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the use case, which should ideally be as simple and as concise as possible. Besides, use cases, to be
considered as generic, should not be based on specific technologies or products.

2.4. Identification of KPI
A set of KPIs are identified in each HLUC and PUC. The HLUC defined KPI linked to specific objectives (and
ad-hoc indicators) from the DoA, as well as the business process objectives. For these use cases, a list of
KPI and definitions from past European projects (including the EEGI initiative) was compiled and made
available for writers to use. The partners were encouraged to use this list and update the list with new
KPIs if necessary.
The authors also tried to identify economic KPIs in order to feed the economic scalability and replicability
analysis in WP8.
For PUCs, KPIs were linked to InteGrid’s functions and measure their performance in the field-tests of
WP3-WP5. These KPIs will also identify room for improvement and weaknesses of the proposed
innovative functionalities. The definition of these KPIs was up to the writer and there was no standardized
list.

2.5. Benefits of the Methodology for InteGrid
The use cases consist of a coherent and structured description of business processes and functions, which
allows to analyse key issues according to different levels or perspectives while ensuring a global
consistency. In fact, the use case methodology allows to represent the characteristics of a complex system
according to a structuring and at the same time iterative method.
Moreover, the methodology is a collective bargaining process that is based on a pragmatic approach. It is
designed to involve and actively engage different partners (countries, organizations, domains, etc.) from
the project, both during the writing and the review process. This contributes to provide an exhaustive and
accurate list of requirements for the system under study, and ensures no topic or point of view has been
left aside.
Use case methodology is particularly appropriate for describing DSOs services, business processes, and
functions evolving with smart grid technologies and smart metering systems as it allows domain experts
to brainstorm new requirements. On this basis, its use is relevant to identify the impact of the changes
and opportunities brought by smart grid technologies, markets development, or regulations.
In InteGrid, it allowed us to identify a set of new processes and functions across the four domains and to
establish the foundations for the follow-up activities in other WP. The simple picture of the HLUC and PUC
divided by domains and their title, gives to the stakeholders a summary image of the project’s scope,
goals and activities.
Figure 2 summarizes the interrelations between the use cases work in Task 1.2 (WP1) and the other WPs
of the project. The use case work in WP1, in combination with the work described in the DoA, will define a
set of functional requirements that can lead to: a) new functions to developed in WP2; b) improve
existing functions in WP2 in order to comply with the new requirements. These new tools will be placed in
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InteGrid architecture from WP1, as described in [REF D1.1]. The validation and implementation plan from
WP2 will follow the functional and non-functional requirements from WP1, as well as the KPIs from both
HLUC and PUC. In fact, the description of a PUC can be understood as a validation plan of the functional
requirements.
The HLUC will be analysed in WP7 in terms of regulatory frameworks and business models Scalability and
replicability analysis will be conducted in WP8 over the set of HLUC, as well as corresponding PUC. The
construction of the demonstration sites and definition of their goals will be based in the outcome of the
HLUC work. The HLUC and PUC work will be an input to align the demonstration infrastructure (WP3WP5) with the use case requirements and InteGrid’s architecture. In order to facilitate this exercise per
demonstration activities, the HLUC were divided according to the 3L concept (Leader, Learner and
Listener) introduced in the FP7 DISCERN project (see section 3.7 for more details).

Figure 2: Use cases impact across InteGrid’s work packages.
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3. Overview of High Level Use Cases
3.1. Innovative Business Functions of InteGrid
This section presents a brief overview of the HLUC defined in the project and that describe business
functions, i.e., business layer of the SGAM framework. For each HLUC, the scope, objectives, shortdescription and PUC are identified. Figure 3 depicts the 12 HLUC divided for the four domains.

Figure 3: InteGrid’s high-level use cases (HLUC).

3.2. InteGrid Architecture
Figure 4 depicts the mapping of the HLUC in the SGAM business layer and that was included in [REF D1.1].
It is worth mentioning that HLUC07 and HLUC12 do not have the required intrinsic characteristics for
being represented in the enterprise zone: both should be depicted only in market and operation zones.
Nevertheless, given the own features of SGAM diagram, it would be impossible to map HLUC07 and
HLUC12 in one block without crossing the enterprise zone.
The following subsections provide an overview of the 12 HLUC drafted in InteGrid.
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Figure 4: HLUC mapped in the SGAM business layer.

CustomerPremises

3.3. Grid Operations Domain
3.3.1. HLUC01: Operational planning (from hours to
week-ahead) of MV distribution network to prebook available flexibility
The scope of this HLUC is the short-term management of DERs to solve grid constraints and to optimize
network operation in different locations and periods. Since internal flexibility-based actions (management
of DSO-owned equipment, like energy storage systems) may not be sufficient to meet technical
requirements, the use of external flexibility (from DERs; industrial and commercial consumers; among
others) is considered within the operational planning of the MV network. Load and generation forecasts
are additional inputs to the envisioned control actions.
The primary actor is the Distribution System Optimiser (DSO role).
Objectives
The objectives of this HLUC are_







Anticipate and solve distribution grid contingencies.
Safely integrate DER and RES in the most cost-efficient way.
Defer distribution grid expansion investments.
Improve quality of service.
Minimize distribution network losses.
Minimize RES curtailment due to the increasing hosting capacity.

Short Description
The business process associated to this HLUC is the management of DER connected to the distribution
networks considering a multi-period and predictive approach. The DSO will compute for a predefined time
horizon (e.g., between hours and week-ahead) a set of optimal automatic and manual control actions for
DER (and DSO own resources) to minimize active power losses and solve potential technical problems.
Network reconfiguration capabilities should also be considered. The input data are the active and reactive
power forecasts for the net-load in each bus and for the RES connected to the MV network, as well as
operating points and available flexibilities.
As the time goes by, more reliable forecasts along with the current state of the resources will be used to
update the plan. The control set-points computed for the resources not owned by the DSO will be
considered as pre-booked (“reserved”) flexibility that can be later activated based on real-time
information about technical constraints verification (automatic actions proposed by the developed tools
can be performed on the DSO assets). The interaction with the LV network control capabilities is also
included in the predictive management strategy, in articulation with HLUC02 (see 3.3.2).
Is intended that the developed tools (described in the PUC) and load and renewable energy forecast
algorithms are integrated into the DSO DMS system to help the decision-making process and to enable
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real time operation and supervision. All control actions over DSO assets must only be performed under
supervision and must be previously validated by the operation centres.
Primary Use Cases
Two primary use cases were generated from this HLUC:
PUC01.1 - Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in operational
planning and optimize MV network operation.
PUC02.1 - Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real-time.
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:













The regulatory framework should enable the DSO to use external flexibility (e.g., from flexibility
operators, third-party storage, industrial consumers) to solve grid contingencies. The decision
where to offer a specific amount of flexibility from DER is up to the market player (i.e.,
aggregator, VPP, retailer) and, when pre-booked, this flexibility margin cannot be shared with
other potential buyers (e.g., TSO).
Load and generation forecasts are required for the operational planning of the MV network and
for planning activation of flexible resources. Access to data with good quality is important to
guarantee acceptable forecasts.
The activation of flexibility should consider grid technical conditions in real-time, but also
flexibility cost.
Existence of a defined data model and communication protocols between all the involved actors
and roles.
Large connection of external sources of flexibility available and its data can be retrieved.
External flexibility providers have the equipment to receive and execute grid control set-points.
Contractual relationship between retailer and consumers, that allows the sending of control setpoints by the DSO.
The interaction with the LV network control capabilities (HLUC 02) must be considered in the MV
predictive management strategy.
All automatic control actions over DSO assets must only be performed under supervision and
must be previous validated by the operation centres.
Relevant LV RES aggregated to the secondary substation level should also be taken into
consideration in predictive models (HLUC02).

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:




Better support of network planning: Qualitative evaluation by questionnaire.
Fulfilment of voltage limits: The performance of an electrical grid is inversely proportional to the
difference between the nominal and the actual voltage of the supplied elements.
Voltage variability: The voltage variability along time can be directly connected with the voltage
fluctuation requirements and evaluates the ability of a node to have voltage variations, as low as
possible. The voltage profile variability, evaluated along the feeder, provides an indication of the
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uniformity of the load and generators distribution along the considered feeder, based on the
observation of the voltage difference between two consecutives nodes.
RES hosting capacity: Amount of power/energy that can be injected in a given electrical system
without violating the adopted constraints (technical, economic and regulatory).
Investment deferral: Net present value is used to measure the investment.
Percentage reduction on complaints of customers: Measure the impact of the Use Case on the
number of customer complaints. It is focused on the irregularities of quality of supply
(interruptions, voltage variations, etc.).
Reduced overall cost: Measures the reduction of network costs by using network planning cases
selected by the tool in comparison to using the business-as-usual network planning cases
Potential for reduction in technical losses: This KPI determines the potential reduction of losses
by introducing certain measures to the network. Reduction potential relates mainly to optimize
operation of the network.
Reduced energy curtailment of RES and DER: Measurement of the energy curtailed for RES/DER
generation due to technical or operational problems.

3.3.2. HLUC02: Distributed monitoring and control of
LV network using available flexibilities
Scope
The scope of this HLUC concerns the operation of the electrical distribution system, in particular at the LV
grid level. Given the presence of DER that can be exploited for control and management purposes, it is
possible to take advantage of the available flexible resources that can be owned by the DSO, such as grid
storage units, or used after an agreement with consumers/prosumers willing to participate in grid
operation.
According to the architecture defined in the InteGrid project [REF D1.1], the scope of this HLUC is related
to the interaction between the grid operational management, that transmits information and commands
to the LV network, and the grid users that provide services to support grid operation.
In this HLUC, the DSO acts in his role of Distribution System Optimizer (primary actor) by using flexibility
services from the Market (through the Neutral Market Facilitator) concerning the information related to
the provision of flexibility from domestic clients via their HEMS. This flexibility services are aggregated and
communicated through an Aggregator, Retailer or Flexibility Operator.
A forecast provider acts as an internal/external party and provides forecasts for net-load and PV
generation per LV network node.
Objectives
The objectives of this HLUC are related to the operation of the distribution network within the scope of
the DSO activity, namely:
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Manage the available flexibilities in order to avoid technical violations that may occur in LV
networks such as under-voltages and over-voltages or branch overload.

Short Description
This HLUC addresses the operation control of the LV flexibilities (i.e., small-scale storage,
consumer/prosumer flexibility) based on a predictive management and real-time monitoring of voltage
profiles. This will ensure that the DSO will be able to comply with the requirements of the EN 50160
standard concerning admissible supply voltage variations or other more stringent criteria defined in the
national legislation (if applicable). It should also be stressed that the case of three-phase unbalanced
nature of LV networks is explicitly addressed in the proposed approach.
The predictive management takes into consideration the net-load and solar photovoltaic (PV) forecasts
for a predefined time horizon (n-hours ahead) in order to define a set of control actions to reserve
flexibility and prevent technical problems.
In real-time operation, the state of the grid is analysed and if there are no significant deviations from the
predictive management scenario, the pre-booked flexibility is activated. Otherwise, the control is
triggered to re-calculate the control actions necessary to manage the voltage deviation. In this case, a
new management plan is produced taking into account the new grid conditions.
Primary Use Cases
Two PUC were generated from this HLUC:
PUC01.2 - Avoid technical problems in LV networks.
PUC02.2 - Estimate the operating conditions of the LV network in real-time.
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:









DSO must have deployed smart meters and other intelligent energy devices in the LV grid for
improving the monitoring capability. A subset of this equipment must have real-time
communication.
DSO should be able to use (by regulation) data collected by the smart meters for LV network
technical constraints assessment/management.
A full knowledge of the LV grid’s topology and electrical characteristics is required.
A regulatory framework for providing flexibility services must exist where LV prosumers are able
to provide flexibility services, exploring the intelligent functions of the HEMS, via their electricity
Retailer or Flexibility Operator.
Existence of a defined data model and communication protocols between all the involved actors
and roles.
The pre-booked flexibility coming from the operational planning of the MV distribution network
must be compatible with the control envisaged for the LV network (period, discretization,
format…), which means there is the need to ensure compatibility with HLUC01. The decision
where to offer a specific amount of flexibility from DER is up to the market player (i.e.,
aggregator, VPP, retailer) and, when pre-booked, this flexibility margin cannot be shared with
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other potential buyers (e.g., TSO) and for other grid management tasks (i.e., MV network
management in HLUC01).
The multi-period availability of flexibility from the LV prosumers must be compatible with the
control envisaged for the LV network (period, discretization, format…), which means there is the
need to ensure compatibility with HLUC10.
All automatic control actions over DSO assets must only be performed under supervision by the
DSO and need to be previously validated by the operation centres.

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:






Reduced energy curtailment of RES and DER: due to some technical reasons, RES/DER production
is curtailed partially or totally, i.e. tripped. This is done because of the generation profile of
RES/DER does not always correlate to the demand profile. This may create local thermal
congestions or over-voltages, leading to partially or totally shedding RES/DER.
Power Quality and Quality of Supply: Aged infrastructures, plus volatile and dramatic changes of
the power flow patterns of RES/DER generation and load cause may increase the risk of system
failures, thus resulting in many interruptions, i.e. low levels of power quality for customers and
decrease of the security of supply.
Reduced payment for flexibility: due to technical reasons, flexibility from domestic customers is
activated. This is done in case traditional voltage regulation strategies are not effective in solving
thermal congestions or under/over-voltages.

3.3.3. HLUC03: Perform health diagnostics and
preventive maintenance planning of distribution
network assets
Scope
The scope of this HLUC is asset management in MV/LV and HV/MV substation equipment, in particular
the definition of preventive maintenance planning of smart distribution network assets.
The primary actor is the DSO, with two roles: data manager; maintenance and inspection.
Objectives
The objectives of these HLUC are:
•
•
•

To perform distribution network assets health diagnostics (MV/LV and HV/MV substation
equipment) based on information remotely collected by sensors mounted in substations.
To identify investments or maintenance actions for end-of-life assets taking into the
consequences from the outage of these assets.
To select the cost-effective investment or maintenance plan for end-of-life assets considering the
prioritization guidelines issued by business analysts.
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This use case and HLUC04 (“Define optimal repair actions for unplanned outages based on sensor data,
historical information and remote equipment diagnostics”) share the objective of improving distribution
networks reliability indexes. If asset failures can be predicted before they happen, and work schedules
can be given a month or two in advance, overtime should be reduced, emergency repairs are minimized,
and costs will be reduced. On the other hand, repair and replacement decisions must take into account
the programmed preventive maintenance and influence it as well.
Short Description
This HLUC aims at using big-data analytics along with intelligent scheduling techniques to improve
distribution-grid reliability indexes. Since more information is expected to be gathered from advanced
metering infrastructures, while supported by the integration of information and communication
technologies, it will be possible an active posture towards a preventive management.
The goal of this HLUC is to increase the distribution grid reliability, avoid fatal errors, reduce maintenance
costs, and postpone unnecessary local maintenance tests by using big data analytics with event-driven
maintenance for self-monitored equipment. Vital information for important network assets (e.g.,
historical oil temperature of transformers, number of short-circuits sustained, number of changes in
control) is collected using the advanced metering infrastructure and processed through tools that can
diagnose and assess the current technical conditions and trigger probabilistic alarms to (re)schedule
maintenance actions.
Health indexing quantifies equipment condition based on several condition criteria that are related to the
long-term degradation factors that lead to an asset’s end-of-life. Consequently, the strategy of
prioritization of maintenance spending is fundamental to enable a fact-based management of assets.
Primary Use Cases
A primary use case was generated from this HLUC:
PUC01.3 - Health monitoring / assessment and lifetime estimation of batteries.
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:




Existence of a grid assets database where information was previously processed to form a
coherent dataset (e.g. collect all with mitigation of bad data quality and missing data).
There is a team in charge of putting in action the assets management plan.
Data available in number of variables, resolution and size that enables the estimation of the
health indexes and application of big data analytics. Data quality is also a critical requirement.

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:


Asset health awareness: this is a qualitative indicator on a scale of 1 – 10 (1 – extremely unaware,
10 – extremely aware) for the awareness of the process owner regarding every equipment lifecycle stage.
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SAIFI improvement: percentage improvement in System Average Interruption Frequency Index
(SAIFI) (%).
Mean time between failures: mean time between failures of every equipment (hours)
considering its life-cycle stage.
Maintenance costs: measure how preventive maintenance reduces the cost of secondary
damage.

3.3.4. HLUC04: Define optimal repair actions for
unplanned outages based on sensor data,
historical information and remote equipment
diagnostics
Scope
The scope of this HLUC is the definition of repair actions of unplanned outages using sensor data,
historical information and remote equipment diagnostics. The focus is MV and LV networks.
The primary actor is the DSO (data manager role) and human operator.
Objectives
The main objective of this HLUC is to develop a process to optimize restoration and repair actions of
unplanned outages based on pre-fault data collected from sensors, on remote equipment diagnostics,
and on historical data collected from smart secondary substations. Moreover, a historical database with
details of past interventions will be used thus enhancing the awareness of decision makers.
Short Description
Unplanned outages can be caused by incidents, such as traffic accidents, power lines’ damage due to
snowstorms and/or high winds, etc. The business process described in this HLUC aims to provide fast and
reliable detection of the outage, location and isolation of the faulted circuit, and restoration and repair of
faulted components.
The estimated result is a reduction in the outage time and consequently an improvement in the
distribution network continuity of service indexes, such as the System Average Interruption Duration
Index (SAIDI) and the Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI). Furthermore, repair and
replacement decisions will take into account the preventive maintenance plan so other indexes related to
the frequency of unplanned outages will benefit as well.
The combination of multiple sources of information will not only allow to reduce the average outage
duration, but also to provide crew and dispatcher efficiency savings, and reduction in restoration and
trouble call centre costs.
Primary Use Cases
A primary use case was generated from this HLUC:
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PUC01.4 - Locate fault in MV network.
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:







Database with historical outage information available at the dispatch centre.
Fault location tool available in the DMS.
Work order management system available at the dispatch centre.
System and orders available for the field works.
A structured and controlled fault repair process including control centre activities, high and
reliable communications and available field work personnel.
Structured database with data mining tools, big data analytics.

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:




SAIDI improvement: Improvement percentage of SAIDI (%).
CAIDI improvement: Improvement percentage of CAIDI (%).
Energy not supplied (ENS) improvement: reduction percentage of ENS (%).

3.4. Grid and Market Hub Domain
3.4.1. HLUC05: Manage the impact of flexibility
activation from resources connected to the
distribution network
Scope
The scope of this HLUC is a regulatory framework where flexibility resources connected at the MV or LV
levels can provide flexibility to the network operators, e.g. frequency control to the TSO. However, it is
necessary to define a set of rules and roles as well as to specify in which modalities the different actors
interact with each other’s in order to exploit the maximum potential of these resources while ensuring a
sufficient quality and security of service.
The present HLUC describes how the DSO ensures that the activation of flexibility located in the
distribution network by the TSO does not create any local constraint (for instance, overloading in lines)
while answers to specific frequency control requests.
The participation of the DSO as a buyer in the ancillary services market is out-of-scope since this use case
concerns to the technical validation of the flexibility activated by the TSO. Flexibility sources connected to
the transmission network are not considered.
The primary actor is the neutral market facilitator (DSO role).
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Objectives
The objectives of this HLUC are:






Ensure a non-discriminatory access to the market for all actors.
Enable the TSO to use the flexibility from the distribution grid for balancing reserves, while the
DSO guarantees the safe operation of the distribution grid in line with the quality standard (e.g.
voltage quality and interruption times).
Ensure a safe operation of the transmission grid.
Minimize the curtailment of DER flexibility for security reasons.

Short Description
In the context of this HLUC, the TSO is contracting flexibility products on the balancing market (manual
Frequency Restoration Reserve, mFRR, and Replacement Reserve, RR). These flexibilities are provided by
resources connected on the distribution grid and therefore their behaviour affects the distribution
network state. For instance, the shedding of loads in order to provide upward reserve has a direct impact
on the voltage profiles of the feeder where the loads are located; in case the contracted volume of
reserve is too large, the upper voltage limit can be exceeded. Therefore, the effects of flexibility
activations on the distribution network must be evaluated in order to ensure a safe and reliable operation
of the network.
Concerning the evaluation of the upwards and downwards flexibility programs, the TLS classifies the
result according to the following cases with respect to the expected network conditions:





“Green Flag”: the entire flexibility resources proposed by the flexibility operator can participate
limitless (within the proposed volume of flexibility);
“Orange Flag”: the flexibility unit can only participate in the market to some limited amount and
not to its full flexibility potential - which is similar to a curtailment of the power. The TLS will
indicate to the flexibility operator the amount of flexibility can be provided by each flexibility
resource to the market without causing constraints in the distribution grid.
“Red Flag”: the flexibility is entirely rejected in case constraints cannot be avoided by any mean
(even by using the network devices). This flexibility resource cannot be activated for balancing
energy requests.

The HLUC comprises two consecutive phases forming the process of evaluation:
1. Ex-ante evaluation and pre-activation validation: FOs submit their schedule to the DsO for
evaluation and the latter assesses the impact of the flexibility on his network state. He flags each
program based on the rules defined in the Traffic Light System (TLS). And the DsO evaluates the
programs submitted by each FO that are corresponding to the market bids and he flags them
according to the rules defined in the TLS. Thereby, the FO can anticipate which units will probably
be limited if activated close to real-time. For this evaluation, all flexibilities from all FOs that are
on the merit order curve of the TSO are considered (including backup flexibilities from the FOs in
case needed).
2. Post-activation programs selection: the TSO selects the bids that he needs to activate in order to
reach the volume of balancing energy needed. The selection process is based on the merit order
curve. Based on the flexibility resources of the activated FOs (or based on the flexibility resources
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from the bids in case this information is available) a new TLS validation is performed by the DSO.
In case some flexibility unit of a selected bid cannot be activated or are limited because they are
located in a problematic network area (this information is provided by the TLS flags) the FO can
either fulfil the full balancing energy request by the TSO (i.e. by using other units) or the FO is not
able to fulfil the full requested balancing energy amount. In this last case, the TSO will be
informed and the TSO will activate the next bid on the merit order.
Primary Use Cases
Two primary use cases were generated from this HLUC:
PUC01.5 – Ex-ante evaluation of the flexibility programs by the traffic light system.
PUC02.5 - Post-activation selection of programs.
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:









DSO should have all the infrastructure that enables him to conduct the technical validation at
different time-frames (i.e. ex-ante or close-to-real time), such as:
o Knowledge of the MV grid's topology and electrical characteristics.
o Metering, control and operation infrastructure.
o Existing data exchange infrastructure between the actors (e.g. between the DSO and the
flexibility providers or between the MO and the sellers/buyers).
o Load and generation forecasting tools.
o State estimator for MV networks.
o A function that enables the DSO to simulate the grid states/conditions for different time
frames and therefore to detect potential constraints caused by the activation of a
product. The function should also be able to solve the eventual problems by considering
the usage of DSO owned assets (e.g. tap changing, capacitors banks, network
reconfiguration…) or the procurement of flexibilities connected at the distribution level
(MV and LV levels). The DSO should guarantee access to the flexibility providers.
A common platform is required for flexibility data exchange between TSO and DSOs.
All the flexibility offers submitted to the market should be previously pre-qualified by the DSO
(see HLUC07) or by an independent operator.
The regulatory framework should allow the DSO to use external flexibility to solve technical
problems (e.g. grid contingencies).
The DSO should be able to reject/modify offers made on the ancillary services markets if they
affect the distribution grid operation. However, it is important to ensure the effectiveness of
these control actions without undermining the TSO’s flexibility activations.
Internal portfolio balancing should be possible for flexibility operators, VPP, retailers, etc.

The functional description of this HLUC, and corresponding PUC, addresses CC20 from [REF D1.1]:
“Information exchange (and set-points’ control) taking place between DSO and TSO, for flexibility
management”.
KPI
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The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:







Amount of load capacity participating in Demand Response: capture the amount of flexibility
provided by Demand Response necessary to accommodate a pre-set level of DG without harming
any threshold values for grid stability. Differentiates between upward and downward services.
Cost due to offers rejection: this KPI measures the cost for each stakeholder induced by the
rejection of a flexibility product.
Usage of Distribution Network Assets: measures the frequency of usage of the devices operated
by the Distribution System Operator (e.g. OLTC, switches…).
Avoided violations due to the introduction of the technical validation: describes the number of
violations avoided by using the technical validation.
Average flexibility quantity validated per network area: quantifies how much of flexibility
submitted by the FO is accepted in average in the network areas.

3.4.2. HLUC06: Provide data management
exchange between DSO and stakeholders

and

Scope
This HLUC is related with the data management and exchange functions, as well as other data driven
services, of the gm-hub and covers how:




Customers’ metering data is managed and exchanged, through the gm-hub, between the DSO
associated roles and external stakeholders.
The gm-hub external actors ask for/receive information to/from the gm-hub.
Permissions and other regulatory aspects affect gm-hub processes.

The scope was defined by the interactions between roles and actors that belong to different areas of
InteGrid’s gm-hub role model [REF D6.1].
The primary actor is the data manager (DSO role).
Objectives
The following objectives are presented from the perspective of the primary actor – the Customer
Relationship Manager (a role of the DSO):








Collect customers’ metering data.
Reply to all customers’ metering data requests.
Present the requested data in a clear and transparent way in the gm-hub.
Guarantee that all the legal obligations (customers’ consents, contractual relationships and
privacy and security constraints) are respected.
Boost, and maintain, the registration of external stakeholders in the gm-hub.
Foster, and maintain, the provision of new data driven services that grow around the gm-hub.
Promote, and maintain, the number of subscribers of the services offered in the gm-hub.

Short Description
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The DSO provides anonymized and pre-processed metering data available to external stakeholders in
order to promote new data driven services provided by market entities with benefits for distribution grid
users and market actors such as:






Provision of data regarding time-of-use / dynamic network tariffs to customers, suppliers,
aggregators, in order to induce end-user flexibility.
Provision of information to LV consumers about their peak demand in order to increase threshold
if necessary (e.g. based on switch disconnections information or based on peak load before it
happen) or the effective use of contracted power to incentivise them to reduce peak demand.
Provision of data (e.g., load diagram) to customers or third-parties (e.g. suppliers, ESCOs) with an
explicit consent from customers (acting also as authorization manager).
Provision of information about high consumption patterns or energy consumption above a
threshold defined by the consumer in the gm-hub.

Primary Use Cases
No primary use cases were generated from this HLUC, since the description of the gm-hub services is
presented in [REF 6.1] and detailed in the technical specification [REF 6.4].
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:












Establish a data management plan that defines the conditions and obligations for sharing active
power data from consumers. Consumers should be able to give explicit consent on personal data
sharing through the web application that redirects this consent to the DSO platform.
Protect data privacy and ensure cybersecurity for sharing personal data from consumers (active
power measurements, registration profile) is essential. The services offered within the gm-hub
must follow the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679/EC.
Certificate access control through database security mechanisms.
Standardized data format for exchanging flexibility and energy data from LV prosumers, VPP,
aggregators, retailers. The following standards are suggested:
o Business-to-Business: XML data exchange format according to CIM IEC 61968.
o Business-to-Client: comma separated values (CSV) Requests for Comments (RFC) 4180.
The access to smart meter interval data from LV consumers is a key requirement for building
energy services on the top of the smart grid infrastructure.
Metering data must be processed before it reaches the gm-hub, using the Validation, estimation
and editing (VEE) defined in the regulatory framework.
The data exchange method should be gm-hub to client.
Received data does not need to be up-to-date. The maximum update delay should be one month.

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:


Successful reply rate: number of queries replied, by the Customer Relationship Manager (CRM),
without an error/Number of queries received by the CRM.
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Stakeholders’ satisfaction: inquire stakeholder about the way and format that the request data is
presented in the gm-hub (in a scale from 1 to 10).
Number of complaints: number of complaints about the non-compliance of legal obligations,
from any stakeholder.
Number of gm-hub registrations: number of new registrations in the gm-hub per month.
Number of gm-hub unregistrations: number of unregistrations in the gm-hub per month.
Number of subscriptions: number of new subscriptions to gm-hub provided services, per month.
Number of cancelled subscription: number of cancelled subscriptions in the gm-hub provided
services, per month.

3.4.3. HLUC07: Procure and manage regulated
flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and
costs
Scope
This HLUC is for a scope where:




DSO is performing operational planning and real-time operation for the MV distribution grid.
Flexibilities of DER connected to the MV and LV networks are available for DSO use.
Provision of non-frequency ancillary services at distribution level based on InteGrid gm-hub is
possible.

The primary actor is the DSO (two roles: neutral market facilitator; distribution system optimiser).
Objectives
The objectives are:





Pre-qualify potential flexibility providers at distribution level.
Collect information on available flexibilities and their updates.
Define, sign and manage flexibility contracts with providers.
Manage the exchange of information between the DSO and other stakeholders for the provision
of non-frequency ancillary services at distribution level.

Short Description
This HLUC comprises two main steps occurring in different time domains:
1. In the first stage, the DSO aims to pre-qualify potential flexibility providers/operators ensuring
that they can technically provide the service needed and define the terms and conditions of the
flexibility contracts signed with them. This step requires a techno-economic validation of the
service providers and a pre-assessment of network areas to determine where and when the
services are needed. This first stage happens before the horizon in which distribution grid
operational planning takes place (usually, between one week and one day ahead of real-time
operation).
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2. In the second stage, the DSO aims to activate the flexibilities previously contracted when and
where needed based on the flexibility needs for operational planning and real-time operation. In
order to do this, the DSO would compute the flexibility needs and publish them through the gridmarket hub. Qualified flexibility providers/operators would submit the information about their
available flexibility for the desired timeframe in order to identify the most efficient decisions
regarding the set of activated resources. Alternatively, in case the DSO identified an imminent risk
to network security, flexibilities can be directly activated by the DSO through the LV smart meters
to reduce the demand of LV users temporarily.
Primary Use Cases
A primary use case was generated from this HLUC:
PUC01.7 - Prequalification of potential flexibility for the DSO: technical prequalification
procedure/requirements for the DSO.
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:














The DSO must be allowed and encouraged by the regulation to use flexibilities for improving
network operation. The business case “flexibility use” vs “traditional network reinforcement”
should be assessed by the regulatory body. In other words, the regulation should provide the DSO
with economic incentives to use flexibility services in order to reduce CAPEX and/or OPEX.
The DSO should be able, by regulatory framework, to define the technical requirements in order
to quantify the flexibility needs and activate the contracted flexibilities.
Flexibility operators must be willing to and capable of providing flexibility services in the terms
and conditions required by the DSO. This request should include the administrative information
(legal name, activity, guarantees, etc.) as well as the functional information (available flexibilities
per location and timeframe or activation time, interoperability conditions compliance, etc.).
The following flexibility mechanisms could be used: bilateral flexibility contracts (negotiated,
regulated or allocated through tendering), dynamic network tariffs, or LV flexibilities (via a
retailer/aggregator through the Home Energy Management System (HEMS) or directly through
the smart meter).
The DSO should have tools/functions to run simulation analyses and assess whether the
activation of the flexibilities serves the DSO needs previously declared.
In case LV smart meters are used to temporarily limit the demand of end users, regulation should
grant the DSO with access to the smart meters to send such commands. The infrastructure must
support two-way communication.
A one-to-many and a many-to-one communication paradigm has to be established for the DSO to
communicate which flexibility will be activated and for the providers to communicate which
flexible resources are available.
DSO must have updated information regarding all flexibilities (as client and as technical validator).

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:
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Engagement of flexibility providers: share of potential flexibility providers that comply with the
requirements and offer flexibility through the grid-market hub. The locational granularity should
be defined.
Reduced delays for new connections: reduction in the time spent in assessing and approving a
new grid connection request achieved thanks to non-firm connection agreements.
Amount of flexibility contracted: amount of flexibility, presumably measured in kW, the DSO
contracts for operational purposes. This may require introducing a differentiation per type of
contract, timeframe, location and/or voltage level.
Share of flexibility activated: share of the flexibility that has been previously contracted and that
is actually activated. This may require introducing a differentiation per type of contract,
timeframe, location and/or voltage level.
Flexibility contracting and activation costs: DSO total expenditures in contracting and activation
flexibilities.

3.5. Grid Users Domain
3.5.1. HLUC08: Manage internal processes’ flexibility
to minimize energy costs according to marketdriven mechanisms and system operators’
requests
Scope
The scope of this HLUC is the flexibility from industrial processes, namely energy and flexibility
optimization in urban wastewater systems considering dynamic tariffs and participation in ancillary
services to both TSO and DSO.
The primary actor is the industrial consumer.
Objectives
The objectives are:




Minimization of the energy cost considering retailing time-of-use tariffs for energy, dynamic
tariffs for network use and self-consumption from PV and biogas.
Flexibility modelling and active demand side management of wastewater systems (wastewater
treatment plant).
Provision of flexibility services to distribution (grid constraints management) and transmission
system operators (replacement reserve).

Short Description
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This use case covers the role of a large industrial consumer (wastewater utility) that explores flexibility
from its internal processes with two goals:



To optimise electricity cost taking into account electricity purchasing costs, grid usage cost
(specific timeframe) and self-consumption if local generation is available;
To sell flexibility to both DSO and TSO.

The goals of the use case will be achieved through analysing the existing flexibility in wastewater
treatment facilities. In general, these installations do not have buffer volume (reservoir). The flexibility
will be achieved by intertemporal displacement of energy intensive processes considering multi-period
constraints.
The use case is supported by flexibility audits to characterize the degrees of freedom in wastewater
treatment processes. From the flexibility characterization and activation (i.e., flexibility matrix),
wastewater processes are planned to minimize overall costs considering energy purchasing costs and
flexibility offers.
Primary Use Cases
No PUCs were generated from this HLUC. However, the HLUC describes a procedure that will be
implemented in the wastewater sector with two main purposes: (a) identify energy-intensive processes
and implement energy optimization strategies; (b) provide flexibility to the system operator (mainly the
DSO) that can be used for operational planning and/or emergency operation.
Most of the inputs will come from domain knowledge about the wastewater stations and data-driven
methodologies.
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:








Large energy consumers must be capable (by regulatory framework) of providing flexibility
services in the terms and conditions required by the TSO and DSO. This flexibility prevision can be
directly offered in the electricity market or via bilateral flexibility contracts (flexibility tenders).
Industrial consumers should be able to provide demand response services to DSO (under normal
and emergency operating scenarios for energy network).
For increasing the monitoring capacity in wastewater treatment plants, and due to the large
numbers of intensive energy consumption equipment, low-cost data acquisition is required for
metering and sub-metering of the different processes.
Predictive control strategies are required for wastewater plants since the water inflow cannot be
controlled. Therefore, forecasts for reserve prices and wastewater inflow are required.
The treated wastewater quality must comply with the discharge requirements and quality
requirements. In this context, an expert must assess the priority and risk of the flexible processes.
In a preliminary phase, flexibility audits are required to characterize the degrees of freedom in
wastewater treatment processes. This audit should be a combination of domain knowledge and
analysis of historical data.

KPI
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The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:







Engagement of flexibility providers: share of potential flexibility providers that comply with the
requirements and offer flexibility through the grid-market hub. The locational granularity should
be defined.
Reduction of energy cost: reduction in the energy and network tariffs costs by shifting flexible
processes to less expensive periodsPeak demand reduction ratio: compare the peak demand before the optimization with the peak
demand after the implementation of the strategy.
Available flexibility: amount of flexibility available to the distribution and transmission system
operators.
Flexibility Provision: ability to respond to the activation signals from the distribution system
operators (grid constraints management) and transmission system operators (replacement
reserve).

3.5.2. HLUC09: Home Energy Management
Scope
The scope of this HLUC is the energy management at the residential consumer premises to maximize selfconsumption and self-sufficiency. The ability of monitoring and control loads, PV generation and storage
can allow consumers to explore the potential of self-consumption and electricity cost minimization. It can
also be exploited for implementing flexibility in the energy use by residential consumers that can be used
by service providers like DSO, retailers or aggregators in the scope of HLUC10 and HLUC02.
The primary actor is the prosumer.
Objectives
The objectives are:
•
•
•

Use of load management considering dynamic tariffs to minimize energy cost to the end user.
Use of load management to improve self-consumption from PV.
Flexibility modelling so the consumers can participate in demand response programs.

Short Description
This HLUC presents a procedure for the provisioning of demand response that allows an optimal schedule
of operation for the appliances at end-user premises through an HEMS. This is a proactive approach
aimed at making consumers energy-efficient in long-term.
This business process has three main areas:




Flexibility estimation: determines the potential energy use flexibility from the household,
considering the comfort considering the user comfort definitions, the configuration preferences
of participating appliances and systems and the selected optimization criteria.
Data acquisition: collects the characteristics of a household’s demand load profile mainly depend
on the surrounding weather conditions, appliances used, comfort preferences and consumption
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patterns of its inhabitants. In order to efficiently perform demand side management, it is
necessary to collect and analyse the data about domestic electricity consumption, as well as enduser requirements/preferences.
Scheduling appliances: determine the optimal schedule for the next day/hours considering the
user comfort definitions, the configuration preferences of participating appliances and systems
and the selected optimization criteria. Both automatic and manual control of appliances is
possible and the minimum comfort level specified by the consumer should be maintained.

Primary Use Cases
Two primary use cases were generated from this HLUC:
PUC01.9 - Collect Data and Schedule Optimization
PUC02.9 - Automate devices and verify activation
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:















Availability of economic incentives (dynamic tariffs) for load management.
Availability of forecasts for generating predictive management strategies, in particular under the
presence of storage (e.g., batteries, electric water heaters).
Access to metering data, e.g. smart meters, smart appliances, and smart plugs.
The prosumer must have a connection to the internet, as well as software and hardware to
communicate to smart meter readings
A dashboard to support prosumer decisions regarding the optimized scheduling is essential and
should incorporate consumer engagement strategies defined in [REF D1.4].
It is important to guarantee a standardized data structure for the information exchange between
appliances and the HEMS and middle layer where the HEMS pre-processes the measured
information before being available to the optimization/control functions.
The integration with the smart meter is also a point that should be analysed before integration
phase. The meter should be only a gateway to get electrical energy consumption measures and
not a control hub. The only control action possible and considered in the gm-hub use cases is the
limitation of the contracted power, which should be also transmitted to the HEMS.
Requires authentication and encryption of the data exchanged between the HEMS and internal
building devices as well as with external systems (e.g. from service providers). Key encryption,
certificates and other access control mechanisms are necessary.
The following formats are required to be supported by the HEMS: standard computer formats
(e.g. binary, integers and floating pt, files); Serial transfer formats (e.g. DNP, Mobdus, LonTalk,
BACnet); Graphics formats; Mark-up based HTML, XML; Human readable CSV and JSON; etc.
Establishes communication network separation (including physical one) and the firewall control
list to allow external access to the HEMS.

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:
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Reduction of energy costs: assess the economic benefits of a scheduling strategy for prosumers
coordinated by an aggregator. It measures the cost of the energy traded by an aggregator in the
organized markets (day-ahead and intraday) when following different optimization strategies, and
will compare them. It will consider also the savings that the end-consumer may achieved with the
energy optimization schemes.
Ratio between minimum and maximum electricity demand within a day: the ratios between
maximum and minimum load for the daily consumption.
Peak demand reduction ratio: Compare the peak demand before the aggregator implementation
(baseline) with the peak demand after the aggregator implementation (per final consumer, per
feeder, per network).
Demand Response: this KPI evaluates the electricity cost per kWh that is to check the
optimization of the energy plan of flexible demands.
Self-consumption: measures the amount of self-consumption that is achieved by determining the
amount of load allocated to the potentially existent microgeneration (e.g. PV production),
considering the optimal schedule.

3.6. Energy Services Domain
3.6.1. HLUC10: Aggregate and communicate multiperiod behind-the-meter flexibility from LV and
MV consumers
Scope
The scope of this HLUC is the aggregation of behind-the-meter flexibility from LV prosumers and MV
consumers by an electricity retailer (it could be another actor with the same degree of freedom) that
takes the role of a flexibility operator (primary actor). The interaction with the DSO, LV and MV
consumers is part of the scope. The provision of grid support services to the DSO is out of the scope.
The HLUC considers portfolio internal balancing for minimizing penalties that arise from market
participation, but also considers that the flexibility from these aggregated clients can be used for
participation in the ancillary services market, if profitable.
Objectives
The objectives of the current HLUC, albeit having its genesis in the availability of the LV and MV
consumers to provide flexibility, can be presented from two different perspectives:
Generic:
•
•

Enables fully use of consumers’ flexibility.
Aggregates and communicates consumers’ flexibility to the gm-hub.

Market domain:
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Day-ahead wholesale market: improve Retailer’s profit by trading its consumers’ flexibility in a
day-ahead perspective. The customers will also benefit from this action, since the cost of its
energy will be optimized;
Intraday perspective: use of consumers’ flexibility to reduce the deviation between the energy
consumption forecast and real value, improving benefit for both customers and Retailer, by
minimizing costs/improving profits;
Ancillary services perspective: use the flexibility to provide some ancillary services (reduce the
variation between real and forecast generation, provide balancing capacity, etc.), resulting in
profit for both Retailer and end-users and improving grid operation performance.

Short Description
The goal of this HLUC is to aggregate and communicate behind the meter flexibility calculated in the
HEMS (HLUC09) – for LV prosumers - or Building Management System (BMS) – for MV consumers - to the
gm-hub hub. The aggregated flexibility from multiple LV (residential, commercial and/or industrial) and
MV consumers will be segmented and used in the market by performing bidding optimization in dayahead, intraday and ancillary services markets.
Primary Use Cases
Two primary use cases were generated from this HLUC:
PUC01.10 - Aggregate end-user flexibility.
PUC02.10 - Participation in intraday and ancillary services market.
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:







Existence of a defined data model and communication protocols between all the involved actors
and roles.
Enabling consumers to provide flexibility through their HEMS or BMS.
Ensuring confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate use of data, and preventing unauthorized reading of
data.
A retailer can aggregate flexible consumers for internal portfolio balancing (day-ahead and
intraday markets) or provision of ancillary services to the TSO.
Segmentation of consumers should be done at least reflecting the most important parameters for
the DSO activity, namely Contracted Power and Energy Consumption.
The possibility of technical validation, by the DSO, on the flexibility programs (except the ones
related with internal balancing), before its activation.

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:


Amount of Load capacity participating in Demand Response: capture the amount of flexibility
provided by Demand Response necessary to accommodate a pre-set level of DG without harming
any threshold values for grid stability. Differentiates between upward and downward services.
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Increased flexibility from energy players: increase flexibility from the perspective of a DSO.
Measure of the additional storage participation in ancillary services.
Increased economic welfare: calculation of the reduction in consumers’ electricity bill.
Reduction of energy cost: assess the economic benefits of a scheduling strategy for consumers
coordinated by an aggregator. It measures the cost of the energy traded by an aggregator in the
organized markets when following different optimization strategies, and will compare them.

3.6.2. HLUC11: Engage Consumers in Demand Side
Management Programs
Scope
The scope of this HLUC is limited to feedback-based demand-side intervention strategies applied at the
residential level.
The grid side exchanges of information among Flexibility and Balancing Market Operators are out of
scope.
This HLUC assumes that




The TSO or DSO can transmit a forecasting signal based on the generation portfolio and estimated
carbon intensity.
The residential homes have sub-metering or smart meters.
There is a legal framework to grant permission by residents that DSO, or retailer, or a third party
sub-metering company can transmit information on their residential energy use.

The primary actor is the DSO.
Objectives
The objectives are:




Influence residential attitudes, interactions, and behaviours related to energy.
Increase demand flexibility considering price and/or environmental signals.
To reduce overall electricity use, or in other words, boost energy efficiency through feedback
mechanisms about energy consumption.

Short Description
This HLUC describes how the DSO and/or Retailer provide a feedback mechanism in a context that is
relevant to the needs of the households, and thereby increases residential awareness and engagement to
demand side management programs in order to:



Increase residential demand flexibility.
Decrease residential energy use.

The High-level Use Case includes the following general steps:
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1. Based on data from TSO and or DSO a price and environmental forecasting signal is created
based on planned grid mix.
2. Residential homes are deployed with sub-metered or have a smart meter managed by the
DSO. The smart meters should provide an hourly or 15min profile of power consumption.
3. The feedback is presented as a visualization in a relevant context. This context is provided,
either to increase residential comfort or to simplify local life and increase social interactions in
the local community.
4. The home customer becomes more cognizant of his/her household’s energy use, and/or
his/her potential cost savings, and/or their potential contribution to environmental impacts.
5. The home customer can react by reducing / shifting his/her energy use, either via automation
or via behavioural change.
Primary Use Cases
Two primary use cases were generated from this HLUC:
PUC01.11 - Engage consumers in comfort-oriented demand side management in smart homes
PUC02.11 - Engage consumers in demand side management programs utilizing a social context.
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:














Based on TSO and/or DSO data, a price and environmental forecasting signal should be generated
that differentiates residential prices based on grid side flexibility needs and quantified
greenhouse gas emission (GHG). The GHGs are quantified based on grid mix, and planned imports
and exports on the TSO level. Forecasted price signals are also required to induce load shift based
on economic criteria.
Access to DSO's energy data, or retailer's smart meters, or stand-alone smart meters. Residential
homes should be deployed with sub-metered (managed by a third-party or client) or have a smart
meter managed by the DSO.
Existing data communication channels (via API's) and standardized formats.
Assuming existing communication channels to end-users (to recruit/on-board).
Establish a data management plan that defines the conditions and obligations for sharing active
power data from consumers. Consumers should be able to give explicit consent on personal data
sharing.
Protect data privacy and ensure cybersecurity for sharing personal data from consumers (active
power measurements, registration profile) is essential. It must follow the EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679/EC.
To increase trust among neighbours, each neighbour has to be verified via one validation method.
Once verified, neighbours get full access to the network These could include:
o BankID
o SMS
o Postcard
o Energy Retailer / DSO customer account
Data format requirements: XML-based, JSON.
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An HEMS should be deployed that allows for automation of lights, plug loads, and appliances to
provide functions such as “home away”.

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:











Peak Load Reduction: reflects the impact of the Use Case on the peak load of the network
(therefore DSO gains flexibility in operation and network planning).
Load Shift: changes (relative and absolute) in distribution between electricity consumption
between peak periods and off peak periods.
Energy use reduction: changes (relative and absolute) in energy consumption levels.
Interaction: interaction with the feedback mechanism.
Self-awareness of household energy use: end-users that are aware of their own households’
energy use.
Price awareness: end-users’ awareness of cost savings related to changes in electricity use.
Environmental awareness: end-users’ awareness of the relationship between their electricity use
and climate change.
Electricity cost reduction: residential cost reduction stemming from total electricity reduction
and/or peak load reduction (provided that there is a differentiated price tariff to incentivize peak
load reductions).
Economic Internal Rate of Return: providing an indication of the quality the project investment in
the feedback technology by accounting for grid side cost savings compared against the
investment of the feedback technology over time.

3.6.3. HLUC12: Aggregate geographically distributed
third-party (multi-client) resources to offer
ancillary services to TSO (frequency) and DSO
(non-frequency)
Scope
Flexibility provision is decoupled from energy supply, so aggregation is possible across many different
market players and balance groups. The scope is the aggregation of geographically distributed resources
(e.g., distributed generation, energy storage, and industrial consumers) and charging stations for electric
vehicles. Flexibility is additionally characterized by its location. The virtual power plant (VPP) concept can
be explored by a market player (e.g., aggregator, retailer) and used for commercial (manual frequency
restoration reserve, mFRR, provision to TSO) or technical purposes (services for DSO to solve voltage
problem or local congestions). The primary actor is the flexibility operator, exploring the VPP concept and
potential resources from different clients.
Compared with HLUC10, this HLUC has the following differences:
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Flexibilities activated for optimizing retailer’s portfolio are out of the scope of this use case.
Flexibilities activated by balance responsible parties (day-ahead, intraday) in order to optimise
their portfolio are out of the scope of this use case.
The VPP concept includes heterogeneous resources, like storage, flexible loads and renewable
energy sites, and that could be owned by different entities. On the other hand, HLUC10 covers
the business case of an electricity retailer exploring the flexibility from its portfolio of clients.
This HLUC also considers the technical VPP concept, oriented to support the operation of
distribution grids. HLUC10 only consider ancillary services for the TSO.

Objectives
This HLUC materializes the goal of the VPP which is to offer bids in flexibility markets by aggregating the
flexibility from eligible consumers and distributed energy resources and exploit management functions to
support their participation in energy and ancillary services (i.e., frequency services for TSO and nonfrequency services for DSO).
The final goal is to supply reliable and efficient (technically and competitively priced) flexibility to TSO or
DSO from geographically distributed third-party (multi-client) energy resources.
Short Description
Customers and distributed third-party energy resources that have the ability of changing their
consumption or generation for short time could be aggregated, and their flexibility could be offered as
ancillary service to TSO or to be used for DSO grid purposes.
For commercial purposes, the flexibility operator offers ancillary services to the TSO (frequency control
services and balancing). The flexibility operator pools flexibility of DER with the commercial VPP system.
On the other hand, the same DERs’ flexibility could be used by the DSO for non-frequency DSO needs
(solving local congestions and voltage problems). Provision of services for the DSO is covered by the
technical VPP.
In case of the commercial VPP, when the TSO triggers an activation of mFRR, the flexibility operator
executes TSO’s requested activation schedule by means of the VPP system. The VPP activates distributed
flexibility resources like loads, renewables and storage for a predefined maximum period and controls the
fulfilment of the activation schedule.
In case of the technical VPP, whenever the DSO detects some congestions or voltage problems, he orders
activation of distributed flexibility resources like loads, renewables and storage on MV/LV grid that are
aggregated within the relevant grid sections by the flexibility operator.
Primary Use Cases
Two primary use cases were generated from this HLUC:
PUC01.12 - Commercial VPP for offering ancillary services to TSO
PUC02.12 - Flexibility operator of technical VPP
Business Requirements
The main business requirements highlight the need for:
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Customers have an interest and the ability to curtail their consumption or generation when
requested.
Two-way communication between the TSO/DSO system and VPP system.
A proper business model, ensuring that consumers have an interest to curtail their consumption
or generation (flexibility) when requested. Reward for resources who participated could be lower
grid fee or special discount on energy (for the grid and not for supplier).
Regulatory rules allow aggregation across balance responsible parties.
TSO ancillary service market is accepting flexibility offers from VPPs (e.g. geographically
distributed small-scale DER).
The DSO is allowed to purchase ancillary services for support of distribution grid operation.
The VPP system is pre-qualified (by TSO and DSO) for ancillary service provision.
The DER associated to the VPP should be able to comply with reliability standards for ancillary
services provision. For instance (note: country/system operator specific requirements):
o Resource must provide at least 90% of requested flexibility within 15 minutes (TSO
requirement).
o Resource must provide at least 90% of requested flexibility within 25 minutes (DSO
requirement).
Coordination between TSO and DSO is required for flexibility activation from VPP-DER resources.
This requirement is related with the technical validation of flexibility activation of VPP-DER
connected to the distribution network, addressed by HLUC05.
Availability of calibrated meters or sub-meters with high precision and short communication
interval (according to national requirements, e.g. error class 1% and 1 min measurement interval).

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this HLUC:









Peak Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control: describes the
amount of flexibility from all kind of DER necessary to provide the required service for the mFRR
market throughout the whole service period without harming any threshold values for grid
stability. Differentiates between upward and downward services. Depending on specifications of
market and mix of resources, a seasonal behaviour should be taken into account.
Success index in meter reading : captures the total amount of communication attempts within
the allowed time frame and indicates the efficiency of the communication by revealing the
portion of successful communication.
Commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) – Economic Parameters: market player perspective: The objective
of the KPI is to evaluate the benefits and performance of the commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) from
an economic point of view. The KPI compares the revenues from the mFRR or RR market
participation with the costs for operation of the VPP and the reimbursement of the DER and
controllable resources within one year.
Critical volume of commercial VPP: this KPI indicates the required amount of tradeable flexibility
in order to reach the economic break even after 1 year (or 2 years).
Technical VPP – Economic Parameters (DSO perspective): The objective of the KPI is to evaluate
the benefits and performance of the technical VPP (DSO support) from an economic point of view
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by comparison of costs of the service provided by a technical VPP with capital costs of
(alternative) new grid investments over a duration of 5 years (or 10 years).

3.7. Leader, Learner and Listener (3L) Concept for
HLUC
This subsection presents a division of the HLUC per demonstration location (Portugal, Slovenia and
Sweden). Since the three demos have complementary and cross objectives, the 3L (Leader, Learner and
Listener) was adopted to support the division of HLUC.
The 3L concept was introduced in the FP7 DISCERN project as a method to explain interactions between
demos to the project’s stakeholders [9]. The following categories were defined:




A Leader has good knowledge on a particular topic that has been implemented through the DSO,
i.e. a DSO with this role shares its knowledge.
A Learner is a DSO that learns from the information provided by the leader.
A Listener studies the information provided by leaders and learners to check whether the
implementation of a new function through the learner is successful. Based on this information,
the listener decides whether this function and its implementation process can be realized for its
own operation.

These definitions were adapted for the InteGrid project:




A Leader is a demo provider (e.g., DSO, industrial consumer, VPP) was adequate infrastructure
and background (from previous projects) for a full demonstration of the use case.
A Learner is a demo provider (e.g., DSO, industrial consumer, VPP) that demonstrates a part of a
concept (use case) fully demonstrated in another demo (Leader).
A Listener is a demo provider (e.g., DSO, industrial consumer, VPP) that analyses the information
and results provided by leaders and learners to check whether the implementation of a new
function in the future is viable (e.g., interested in the cost-benefit analysis).

Figure 5- Figure 7 below depict the HLUC divided by Portugal, Slovenia and Sweden according to the 3L
classification (adapted to InteGrid).
From this HLUC distribution, it is possible to conclude that:


Portugal: the demonstrator is mainly focused in using the distribution system as an enabler of
flexibility-based products from LV and MV customers, with particular emphasis for flexibility
integration with smart grid technologies in order to design predictive management strategies. To
accomplish these objectives, a bottom-up approach is followed:
o LV and MV consumers are provided with technology and advanced functions that enable
a control of their consumption levels;
o More advanced tools to monitor and operate the LV network will be employed to
estimate voltage violations and current networks constrains and therefore increase grid
observability; a middle layer provided by the gm-hub is used for data management and
exchange between DSO and stakeholders in LV and MV network;
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o
o

MV grid management functions are demonstrated to exploit multi-period flexibility from
grid assets;
And finally, business models for new and current market players emerge.

The VPP concept (HLUC 12) and behavioural demand response with contextualized feedback
(HLUC 11) are important lessons to take for the Portuguese demonstrator.




Slovenia: this demonstrator is focused in exploring VPP technology and distributed/demand
energy resources flexibility for providing e.g. mFRR services to TSO and services to DSO. It will
benefit from the lessons learned from the modelling of large energy consumers flexibility (HLUC
08), technical validation of flexibility connected to the distribution system and activated for the
needs of mFRR by the TSO (HLUC 05). This corresponds to test and demonstrate multiple layers of
DER management software aggregated in a VPP platform: flexibility estimation; DER optimization
and control; optimal market bidding; technical validation and activation of flexibility from the DSO
point of view (using the flexibility activation functions described in the PUC of HLUC01).
Sweden: this demonstrator is driven to maximize consumer engagement and awareness in
demand-side management programs, by exploiting new technologies for inducing behavioural
changes in residential consumers. New advances in HEMS technology and respective smart
energy management functions can be a complementary technology (i.e., HLUC 09) to HLUC11. By
implementing and evaluating the efficacy of two contrasting approaches to residential demandside flexibility, the demonstrator is positioned to provide new insights on long-term end-user
engagement. The operational improvement of the DSO is also explored in this demonstration,
mainly in the area of asset management. The main idea is to explore information collected by
smart substations about grid assets and integrate this information in the traditional DSO asset
management actions and prepare for DR services to reduce losses and host more DER and EV. The
lessons learned from HLUC 01, in terms of load/RES forecasting tools are an added value for the
DSO in this demo. In summary, the Swedish demo combines grid-side and user-side interventions
towards increased flexibility and reliability.
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Figure 5: 3L division for Portugal.

Figure 6: 3L division for Slovenia.

Figure 7: 3L division for Sweden.
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4. Overview of Primary Use Cases
This section presents an overview of the PUCs identified in the HLUC described in section 3. These PUCs
are also organized into four business domains, as depicted in Figure 8. The functional description of the
PUCs identifies the tools required to perform a specific step of the main function. These tools are also
identified in this section, together with the main areas of innovation in InteGrid.

Figure 8: InteGrid’s primary use cases (PUC).

4.1. Operational planning of MV network to prebook available flexibility
4.1.1. PUC 01.1: Reserve distribution flexibility offers
to solve constraints detected in operational
planning and optimize MV network operation
Scope
The scope is the operational planning of the MV grid considering DSO-owned equipment (such as OLTCs,
capacitor banks) and external flexibility resources (such as industrial/commercial consumers and
renewable energy power plants).
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This function acts within the DSO domain and it is associated with the following DSO role:
Distribution System Optimizer: improving the development, operation, and maintenance of the
distribution network by managing network constraints, including emergencies and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and non-discriminatory manner, and operates at the SCADA/DMS
functional level.
Objectives
The objectives of this PUC are the following:





Anticipate and solve potential technical constraints violation of the MV distribution grid, such as
under/over-voltages or branch overloads.
Minimize the grid operational costs for a given time frame, while complying with the grid
technical requirements.
Reserve flexibility offers for activation upon request within a given time frame.
Exploit flexible resources for a better planning of maintenance actions over network assets.

Short Description
This PUC describes a smart grid function for MV network operational planning and flexibility
management. It considers a multi-period Optimal Power Flow (OPF) that acts over DSO assets and over
external flexibility resources. This function aims to provide operational optimization while keeping the
grid power flows and voltage magnitudes within admissible ranges. Such targets are achieved by
identifying and reserving flexibility-based actions to meet the grid technical constraints management.
The PUC main inputs consist of a set of operating scenarios that are generated for a given period
considering a combination of measurements and load and generation forecast. These scenarios are
obtained from PUC02.1 “Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real time”.
The multi-temporal OPF calculation function generates a set of preventive control actions for the given
network operation period. The need for considering the partial or full deployment of such control actions
depends on the close to real time technical constraints assessment function that is also provided by
PUC02.1.
A subsequent (close to real-time) single-period OPF calculation confirms the adequacy of proceeding with
the activation of the pre-booked flexibility, while ensuring that the preventive control actions defined for
the succeeding periods remain valid.
KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:




Reduced overall cost: measures the reduction of the networks’ operational costs by using the
network planning cases obtained through optimization in comparison to using the business-asusual network planning cases.
Total active power losses improvement: comparison between the active power losses value
obtained for the MV network operating scenarios without optimization, with the losses value
obtained considering optimization.
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Total active power losses cost reduction: comparison between the total cost for the active power
losses obtained for the MV network operating scenarios without optimization, with the cost of
the losses considering optimization.
Total execution time: measures the function total execution time for evaluating the scalability of
the tool. The execution time is used for comparison between operating scenarios with different
dimensions and variables complexity.

4.1.2. PUC 02.1: Estimate the operating conditions of
the MV network in real time
Scope
This use case covers different stages of MV network operation:



Real-time estimation of the network operating state, considering scenarios with and without
measuring devices installed at the secondary substation level (connected to the LV side).
Operational planning (next hours/day) of the distribution network using load and generation
forecasts.

Objectives
The objectives of this use case are:


In both real-time and operational planning, estimate the active and reactive power in each
secondary substation of the MV grid.
 Estimate in close to real-time the operating conditions of the MV network by combining data
collected by the SCADA, metering devices installed in secondary substations and renewable
power plants, and including forecasted information as well.
In operational planning, combine forecasts generated at different instants by using measurements from
multiple sources (e.g., SCADA, RTU, etc.).
Short Description
This use case describes a load allocation process that serves the following purposes, resulting in two
different processes:
1. Real-time estimation of the operating conditions of the MV network: combine information
collected in different time instants, e.g. SCADA measurements (HV/MV feeders, RES power
plants) collected with very high refresh rate, active and reactive power in secondary
substations collected with 1-day to 1-week delay, and forecasts generated in previous hours.
This information is combined to estimate the network operating conditions close to real -time,
considering the uncertainty from having incomplete information close to real -time, which
may result in probabilistic alarms (e.g., overvoltage in node MT683 with probability 95%) for
technical constraints violation.
2. Predictive estimation of the operating conditions of the MV network: combine forecasts
generated in different time instants, e.g. forecasts for the HV/MV feeders generated with
SCADA high-resolution time series data and forecasts for MV/LV substations gene rated with
data updated every day or week. This information is combined to construct future operating
scenarios for the MV network that will be used as inputs for the operational planning and
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flexibility management (PUC01.1 - “Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints
detected in operational planning and optimize MV network operation”). A moving temporal
window comprising several hours (e.g., 24 hours) will be used to display these scenarios. As
time goes by, new information and forecasts that are more accurate will be used to update
the scenarios.
Not focusing on any particular technique, this methodology follows a priority sequence of techniques to
turn the system under analysis observable. This function can also cover MV networks where
measurements are only available at the HV/MV feeders, and the approach consists in combining SCADA
measurements with statistic information from the MV/LV substation (e.g., transformer power rate, load
simultaneous factor, typical load diagrams).
KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:




Operator awareness: this is a qualitative indicator on a scale of 1 – 10 (1 – extremely unaware, 10
– extremely aware) for the awareness of the operator regarding the state of the system.
Mean absolute estimation error: indicates the average absolute deviation between the
estimated and the real values for different time horizons (e.g., 1-week, 1-month).
Maximum absolute estimation error: indicates the maximum absolute deviation between the
estimated and the real values for different time horizons (e.g., 1-week, 1-month).

4.1.3. System Requirements
The main systems requirements highlight the need for:






Access to load (active and reactive power) and renewable energy forecasts for each secondary
substation (or MV/LV substation nodes). These forecasts require the following information:
o Active and reactive power measurements from:
 HV/MV substations.
 MV/LV substations. The SCADA database should have average interval values and
not instantaneous measurements collected every 15/10 minutes.
 RES power plants.
o Update of historical data every hour [important] or every day [essential].
o Numerical weather predictions.
o The measurements historic used as source data for forecasting, must not contain
information gaps that surpass the specified threshold (e.g. measurements historic must
not be missing a week of information and should provide a time resolution of 15
minutes).
Access to the network topology.
o Current topology and planned topology changes (e.g., from planned maintenance
actions). The formats for electrical networks information exchange must be compliant
with IEC CIM standard for electricity version 14 or later - according to the XML
specification standard format version 1.0 or later (e.g. ENTSO-E CIM Profile 1 based on
IEC CIM UML14 or CGMES v2.4 based on IEC CIM UML16).
Access to information about controllable devices (OLTC and Capacitors).
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o Characteristics and flexibility.
o Normal operating schedule.
Information exchange: existence of a common platform or a computational system that allows
information to be exchanged between the DSO, intermediate information processing functions
and external systems.
Communicate remote set-points: Existence of a platform or other communication infrastructure
that allows the DSO to send remote control set-points that define the operating point of DSOowned assets or re-route the control set-points information for implementation over external
resources.
The end-user should define a set of function’s parameters:
o Length of the operational planning time horizon (e.g. 24 hours).
o Temporal resolution of each operational planning period (e.g. 1 hour).
o The flexibility resources available operating ranges must be updated with an adequate
rate (e.g. once a day).
o The expected or normal operating states for the DSO-owned assets must be reported
(e.g. weekly-scheduled operation for capacitor banks, OLTCs tap positions and switching
devices status and operability).
The connections to the SCADA/DMS database and systems must require a secure authentication
routine.
The channels used for information and data exchange must be encrypted (e.g. FTP over TLS or
SSH network communication protocols).
External resources data confidentiality: the information gathered from external
equipment/resources must be protected (e.g. location, generation or consumption profiles).
Ensure compatibility with PUC 01.2 “Avoid technical problems in LV networks”. The pre-booked
flexibility coming from the operational planning of the MV distribution network must be
compatible with the control envisaged for the LV network.

4.1.4. Main Innovations and Tools
The core tools of this PUC are: MV Load Allocation and the multi-temporal OPF. The outputs of the MV
Load Allocation are used as inputs for the multi-temporal OPF in two different time domains:




Operational planning (predictive MV flexibility management): allocate (or distribute) the forecasts
generated at the HV/MV substation feeders by the secondary substation (MV/LV) nodes. This
function is indispensable and justifiable for MV networks with low monitoring in secondary
substations, i.e. cases where metering of active and reactive power is not available in all
secondary substations). The multi-temporal OPF uses this information to optimize the MV
network operation (for the next hours) and define flexibility activation measures for a future time
horizon.
Real-time: generation of probabilistic alarms related to technical constrains violation, which are
used to trigger the pre-booked flexibility defined by the multi-temporal OPF. A single period OPF
is used to activate the available flexibility.
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The relations between these tools are illustrated in Figure 9 and the main innovations are described in the
following paragraphs. It is also important to mention that forecasts of load and renewable energy are
used as input in both tools.

Figure 9: MV predictive management strategies.

MV Load Allocation
The main innovations of the MV Load Allocation are:



Combines SCADA measurements, MV/LV substation measurements and forecasts to estimate the
real-time operating conditions of the MV network and support the operational planning.
Can quantify uncertainty (due to low observability) and risk (i.e., probabilistic alarms) for realtime operation.

Multi-Temporal OPF
The multi-temporal OPF relies in mathematical optimization (interior point method) combined with metaheuristics (EPSO - Evolutionary Particle Swarm Optimization) and the main goal is to have a software
module competitive with open-source (MATPOWER [10]) and commercial (PSS®E [11]) software, and with
the following innovative aspects:





Include resources with inter-temporal dependencies and constraints (e.g., storage, demand
response, OLTC) and solve the optimization problem in a single execution using a multi-period
mathematical formulation. The multi-temporal OPF distinguishes itself from the sequential
optimization problems family, since it is capable of simultaneously optimizing each period on the
considered operating time-frame.
Benefits from embedded support for optimal network reconfiguration and for data exchange in
formats compatible with IEC CIM standard UML 16 for electricity [12].
Implement computationally efficient predictive management strategies (scheme depicted in
Figure 9) for managing flexibility pre-book and maximize RES integration considering grid
technical constraints.

This tool is being improved in InteGrid, departing from the OPF module developed in the FP7 project
evolvDSO. Its computational performance is being improved with more efficient mathematical
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optimization techniques, sparse matrices representations and inclusion of multi-temporal constraints. The
new modules and functions from InteGrid (compared to evolvDSO project) are identified in Figure 10.
The forecasting algorithms depart from the SuSTAINABLE and H2020 UPGRID projects and have the
following innovative features:




Joint forecasting of active and reactive power.
Use of parallel computational techniques to increase scalability.
Explores spatial-temporal information (feature engineering).

Figure 10: OPF before and after InteGrid.

4.2. Monitoring and control of LV network using
available flexibilities
4.2.1. PUC 01.2: Avoid technical problems in LV
networks
Scope
The context of this PUC concerns the management of technical problems in the LV network. It uses
forecast data regarding LV demand and photovoltaic (PV) microgeneration and active power flexibility
from domestic clients in each node to determine preventive and real time operational set-points.
Controllable resources are here defined as network assets that the DSO can interact with, being the DSO
property or providing flexibility through, for instance, a bilateral contract. The controllable resources
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considered here are the transformer with OLTC capacity, energy storage, and the flexibility of LV domestic
clients to change their consumption levels through their HEMS applications.
Objectives
The objectives of this PUC are related to the operation of the LV distribution network within the scope of
the DSO activity. The following objectives are therefore pursued:



Define a preventive operation plan for the available flexibilities in order to solve potential
network problems, namely in terms of voltage profiles.
Monitor and manage in real time the network operation by using the available flexibilities.

Short Description
This PUC regards the management of the network flexibilities in two distinct modes.
The preventive approach defines an operation plan for the available flexibilities in order to avoid potential
operation problems considering a time horizon of n-hours ahead. This mode uses forecasts of PV
microgeneration and demand by LV network node in order to identify potential operational constraints
during the considered period. The available flexibilities for each time of the considered period are also
taken into consideration in order to define the best-suited control action plan in accordance with the
DSO’s preferences.
In real time operation, the algorithm analyses the network measurements that are directly obtained
through the metering infrastructure and/or using the state estimation function. Consequently, the current
state of operation can be compared to the one used in the preventive mode which was based on forecast
data. If the difference is significant, most likely, the control actions defined may not be suited to manage
the problem and in this case, the control actions plan is updated.
This real time approach intends to manage all unforeseen network constraints and correct/update the
control actions previously determined in the preventive control. The resulting set-point plan is sent to the
DSO for validation before execution.
KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:




Voltage profile improvement: aged infrastructures, plus volatile and dramatic changes of the
power flow patterns of RES/DER generation and load cause may increase the risk of substantial
voltage deviations. The proposed control is designed to improve the voltage profile by minimizing
the voltage deviations magnitudes.
Flexibility activation: percentage of the total flexibility available that is used to manage operation
without technical constraints.

4.2.2. PUC 02.2: Estimate the operating conditions of
the LV network in real-time
Scope
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Different challenges are now found and envisioned at the lower levels of the distribution system: the
growing penetration of renewable resources and storage devices, including electric vehicles, demandside-management strategies, and the massive deployment of smart meters. This justifies the
development of new tools that increase the awareness of operators since the traditional state estimation
approaches are proven not to be suitable for distribution networks. Therefore, the scope of this PUC is
the real-time operation for power quality estimation supported by Information collected by a smart grid
infrastructure.
Objectives
The objective of this PUC is to estimate in real time, and with uncertainty characterization, voltage
magnitudes and active power of a LV network using a subset of smart meters with real-time
communication capability.
Short Description
This PUC covers the application of an innovative process for state estimation (i.e., voltage magnitude and
active power) for LV networks that relies on historical data collected by the smart grid infrastructure to
make up for the common incomplete characterization of network elements, on top of the lack of full
coverage of measuring devices with real-time communication capabilities. Additionally, this methodology
contributes even further to the awareness of the network operator by outputting system states
supplemented by estimation intervals (set of conditional quantiles) that can be used to generate
probabilistic alarms for operators (e.g., overvoltage with a probability of 95% in node BT1872).
The PUC comprises two different processes:



Update historical smart meter database and state estimator.
Perform real-time state estimation.

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:







Operator awareness: this is a qualitative indicator on a scale of 1 – 10 (1 – extremely unaware, 10
– extremely aware) for the awareness of the operator regarding the state of the system.
Mean absolute estimation error: indicates the average absolute deviation between the
estimated and the real values for different time horizons (e.g., 1-week, 1-month, etc.).
Maximum absolute estimation error: indicates the maximum absolute deviation between the
estimated and the real values for different time horizons (e.g., 1-week, 1-month, etc.).
Quantile calibration maximum deviation: this indicator expresses the maximum deviation
between the nominal proportions and the coverages obtained from the estimation for quantiles
1%, 5%, 95% and 99%.
Sharpness of predictive distributions: this indicator corresponds to the ability of the probabilistic
estimation method to concentrate the probabilistic information, considering two intervals: 1%99% and 5%-95%.

4.2.3. System Requirements
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The main systems requirements highlight the need for:















Access to load (active power) and renewable energy forecasts for LV client and/or aggregation of
LV clients per feeder, and MV/LV substation. These forecasts require the following information:
o Historical measurements of:
 Voltage magnitude in each LV node.
 Active power in each LV node.
 Voltage magnitude in the MV/LV substation.
 Active power in the MV/LV substation.
o The percentage of missing values should be below 20% for each measurement
device/source - allowed outage: 1 day per month.
The state estimation tool needs close real-time data of a subset of smart meters (i.e., from 15
minutes to 60 minutes maximum] of the following variables:
o Voltage magnitude in each LV node [essential].
o Active power in each LV node [non-essential].
o Voltage magnitude in the MV/LV substation [important].
o Active power in the MV/LV substation [important].
o This data should have a temporal resolution of 60 minutes maximum.
Active power and voltage measurements should be synchronized, i.e. average active power and
voltage or instantaneous active power and voltage.
Smart meter and remote terminal unit data should be provided in a standardized data format:
CSV or XML.
As long as the data quality requirements are fulfilled, correctness of source data is not relevant.
Nevertheless, the PUC considers a VEE (Validation, Estimation, and Editing) function to preprocess data.
The following “static” information shall be available for each device/source: connection phase
and feeder ID; contracted power of low voltage consumer; rated power of microgeneration units.
Access to the network topology.
o The formats for electrical networks information exchange must be compliant with IEC CIM
standard.
o A full knowledge of the LV grid’s topology and electrical characteristics is required. The
network data should contain information regarding the topology (node connection
sequence and graphical representation), the GPS coordinates of each node, the technical
characteristics of the connection cables/lines (resistance and reactance, length and
maximum admissible current).
Access to information about controllable devices.
o Characteristics and flexibility.
o Normal operating schedule.
The end-user should define a set of function’s parameters:
o Length of the operational planning time horizon (e.g. 24 hours).
o Temporal resolution of each operational planning period (e.g. 1 hour).
o The flexibility resources available operating ranges must be updated with an adequate
rate (e.g. once a day). The update of the forecasted information should be compatible
with this parameter.
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The connections to the SCADA/DMS database and systems must require a secure authentication
routine.
The channels used for information and data exchange must be encrypted (e.g. FTP over TLS or
SSH network communication protocols).
External resources data confidentiality: the information gathered from external
equipment/resources must be protected (e.g. location, generation or consumption profiles).
Ensure compatibility with PUC 01.1 “Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints
detected in operational planning and optimize MV network operation”. The data regarding the
MV voltage requirements should define a minimum and maximum voltage magnitude at the
secondary substation for the next hours ahead with hourly updates.
Controllability of available flexible resources:
o Communication access to the controllable energy storage device inverter in order to send
operation set-points (active power).
o Communication access to the HEMS device in order to send operation set-points (active
power).
o Communication access to the transformer with on-load-tap-change capability in order to
send operation set-points (tap position number).
o Communication access to the Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices in order
to send operation set-points (voltage set-point).
Communication access to the gm-hub database enabling data queries regarding updated DER
flexibility.

As described in this PUC, the communication channel between the HEMS flexibility for grid management
purposes (concern CC16 in [REF D1.1]) and the DSO grid management system is always performed with
the gm-hub as an interface. This process was described in HLUC10 – “Aggregate and communicate multiperiod behind-the-meter flexibility from LV and MV consumers”.

4.2.4. Main Innovations and Tools
The predictive control of the voltage in LV networks encompasses two core tools: LV state estimation and
Control Actions Management Module (CAMM). The LV state estimator provides a full snapshot of the LV
network operating conditions (including a probabilistic characterization of the electric measurements)
that is used to trigger voltage alarms that call the CAMM module. The CAMM uses load and renewable
energy forecasts as input to define a set of preventive control functions that help to keep voltage within
upper and lower limits.
The following paragraphs describe the innovative concepts of these two tools.
LV State Estimation
The LV state estimation departs from a concept developed in the FP7 project evolvDSO [12] and depicted
in Figure 11. It consists in using information about active power and voltage collected by a subset of smart
meters with real-time communication to infer the voltage and active power in all nodes of the LV network
(full snapshot of the LV network) in real-time.
This tool is being fully developed in InteGrid and has the following innovations:
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Data-driven close to real-time full monitoring of the LV network (in particular voltage
magnitudes).
Generation of probabilistic alarms, e.g. over-voltage with 99% probability in node XYZ. Compared
to the evolvDSO project, an entirely new statistical algorithm is being developed.
Integration of exogenous information in the state estimation process, such as solar irradiance,
ambient temperature, control actions, dynamic tariffs.

Figure 11: LV state estimator concept.

Control Actions Management Module (CAMM)
The CAMM has the following innovations:





Exploits forecast data in order to run a predictive management of the available flexible resources
(including customer flexibility and DSO owned resources such as storage devices and OLTC
transformers) in the LV network.
Uses pre-booked flexibility to manage voltage deviations.
Re-evaluates the conditions of the LV grid in real-time using the most recent data available.

The tool was initially developed and tested in the FP7 SuSTAINABLE project, and is being enhanced with
preventive management strategies by combining load and PV forecasting and flexibility (controllable
loads, storage) transmitted by the HEMS. The evolution between SuSTAINABLE and InteGrid projects is
depicted in Figure 12.
The smart power electronic converters prototypes (that were already validated in the field (FP7
SuSTAINABLE project) are being further improved up to the certification stage. These converters enable
local voltage control and ensure bi-directional communication. Both centralised and local control will coexist, thus guaranteeing a sound integration of renewable-based energy sources in the LV grid.
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Figure 12: Evolution of the LV control concept between SuSTAINABLE and InteGrid projects.

4.3. Perform asset health
preventive maintenance

diagnostics

for

4.3.1. PUC01.3: Health monitoring / assessment and
lifetime estimation of batteries
Scope
This PUC describes the function for health status and lifetime assessment of electrical energy storage
(EES) systems. This function works within the grid operation domain supporting asset management of
battery energy storage systems connected to the grid. The primary actor of the present PUC is the EES
system operator. The EES system operator is interested in the performance of this system, and whether
the EES system is used in the best way.
Objectives
The objectives of this PUC are:




Validate whether EES system is used according to its specifications.
Perform asset health diagnostics and assess the level of degradation of the EES system.
Understand if the EES system will be able to deliver according to its specifications for the intended
application(s) until end-of-life.
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Compare use-case scenarios with predictive analysis in order to determine the optimal operation
strategy.

Short Description
EES systems are subject to degradation of the batteries. Therefore, it is important for the system user to
understand how the EES system behaves compared to a new EES system in ideal conditions. This is
measured by the State of Health (SoH).
The level of degradation can differ from the expected degradation as result of different operational load
than was assumed or because of different degradation behaviour. Comparison of the SoH with the
expected degradation will give insight in the EES system performance.
The expected lifetime of an EES system is the technical design duration for which the EES system
performance characteristics are valid at nominal operation. The lifetime depends on the performance
characteristics of the application that it was designed for, such as depth of discharge, input/ output power
and number of cycles. Assessment of the remaining lifetime, taking into account both calendar and cycle
lifetime, indicates how long the EES system will be able to provide services for the agreed application.
Estimation of the remaining lifetime in different use case scenarios allows the operator to choose the best
operation strategy, depending on the EES degradation and profit of the flexibility services that the EES can
provide.
This PUC covers three different processes:




Performance monitoring.
State of Health check and lifetime assessment.
Cost-based operation decision.

EES Performance Metrics
The following KPIs related to EES performance were defined:








State of health: the SoH is a measure of the condition of an EES system (especially an
electrochemical EES system) compared to a new EES system in ideal conditions. The state of
health is a relative indicator expressed in percentage with respect to a new EES system, where
100% corresponds to being perfectly healthy. The end-of-life of a system depends on the
specifications of the EES system. Typically, 70% of the energy capacity (i.e. SoH=70%), but can also
include decrease in power and increase of internal resistance of the EES system.
Calendar lifetime: theoretically expected lifetime if the EES is not cycled at all caused by EES
degradation over time [unit: years]. Many EES technologies will experience regular degradation as
a function of time, even in the absence of cycling. The calendar lifetime expresses the EES system
lifetime in years assuming no cycling of the EES system.
Cycle lifetime: theoretically achievable number of cycles when the EES is cycled with equal full
charge-discharge cycles. Cycle lifetime gives the number of full charge-discharge cycles the EES
system is capable to provide within its calendar lifetime.
Remaining lifetime: the expected remaining lifetime from time-to-date until the end-of-life
criteria are reached.
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4.3.2. System Requirements
The main systems requirements highlight the need for:













Supplier's technical specification of EES system:
o Functionality/Application i.e. peak shaving, frequency support, load following, etc. The
expected use is described in terms of an expected in- and output power profile (time
series).
o Rated and nominal energy capacity.
o Duty cycle.
o Response time parameters.
o Recovery times (i.e. required availability).
o Rated voltage (and range of voltage variations).
o Short circuit current.
o Rated frequency (and range of frequency variations).
o Provision of Active/Reactive power.
o Upward or downward service.
o Location where the service can be provided.
o Maximum threshold of harmonic voltage and current disturbances contributions
o Local grid code.
o Grid stability required features i.e. voltage ride through, Q(U) characteristic, etc.
o Possible communication protocols for flexibility integration.
EES system complies with IEC 62933-3-1:2017 clause 5.2.2-Grid parameters and requirements
validated/tested per IEC 62933-2-1:2017.
EES system complies with IEC 62933-3-1:2017 clause 5.4-Functional system performance
validated/tested per IEC62933-2-1:2017.
EES system complies with IEC CDV 61427-2:2014 clause 6-Battery endurance for the intended
application.
EES system complies with IEC 62933-5 Ed1:2016 clause 8-System Testing
In the situation that the EES system has already been used in the field, historical data (power
input and output versus time) needs to be available.
The SoH definitions should be specified by the supplier or by the user in terms of energy capacity,
in- and output power and/ or response time. Additional requirements may apply.
End-of-life criteria should be defined specifically for each application and may include among
others
o Energy capacity reduction (e.g. <70% of initial capacity).
o Internal resistance increase (e.g. >2x initial value).
o Number of complete charge-discharge cycles.
o Total energy throughput.
o Calendar age.
SCADA should provide data communication between EES system and DSO-data manager.
The measurement system should hold a record of the initial conditions or at least a set of
standard conditions for the SoH.
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The supplier should provide expected degradation curves as function of time.

4.3.3. Main Innovations and Tool
The core tool of this PUC is the lifetime asset management (depicted in Figure 13), which is able to
monitor the health status and estimate the lifetime of energy storage systems based on the measured cell
degradation, as well as real-time performance data. Comparison of these results with predicted analysis
of the performance of alternative use-case scenarios makes it possible to operate using the optimal
operation strategy. InteGrid provides the following innovative aspects:






Combining cell degradation with performance data – The degradation behaviour of an individual
cell within the EES system can be characterized by using a pre-defined set of charge and discharge
cycles. A series of various C-rates (i.e. (dis)charge speed), and depth-of-discharge levels are used
to charge and discharge the battery while monitoring the voltage, current and capacity of the EES
system. The lifetime asset management tool combines the historic deployment (power) profiles of
the battery energy storage system with the degradation characteristics as measured in the lab
environment.
Predictive analysis – The lifetime asset management tool can also combine the degradation
characteristics of the battery with expected (power) deployment profiles. In this way, the lifetime
of the battery energy storage system can be assessed.
Systematic method to compare use-case scenarios of EES systems – The lifetime asset
management tool can process a number of different deployment (power) profiles and compare
the expected BESS lifetimes. The lifetime and correlated expected profits can be used to
determine the optimal operation strategy.

Figure 13: EES lifetime asset management tool.

4.4. Planning repair of unplanned outages based
on sensors and remote diagnostics and
historical data
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4.4.1. PUC01.4: Locate fault in MV network
Scope
The scope of this PUC is the following:






Unplanned outages and part of network affected.
Customers affected by outages.
Affected assets equipped with data sensors
Available historical information about faults and maintenance related to the assets.
Network under study: MV and LV.

Objectives
The objectives of this PUC are:





To identify and detect the outage.
Scope of the outage: affected customers and concerned network and historical data on outage
and/or maintenance history.
To identify the fault location, to detect the protection devices that opened upon the fault (fuse,
recloser or breaker) and to identify the network equipment affected.
To perform a post-mortem outage analysis and update historical database of interventions.

Short Description
This PUC describes a process to locate the fault based on pre-fault data collected from sensors, on remote
equipment diagnostics, and on historical data collected from smart secondary substations. Moreover, a
historical database with details of past interventions will be used thus enhancing the awareness of
decision makers.
Unplanned outages can be caused by incidents, such as traffic accidents, power lines’ damage due to
snowstorms and/or high winds, etc. The process described in this use case aims to provide fast and
reliable detection of the outage.
The estimated result is a reduction in the outage time and consequently an improvement in the
distribution network continuity of service indexes, such as the SAIDI and the CAIDI.
The combination of multiple sources of information will not only allow to reduce the average outage
duration, but also to provide crew and dispatcher efficiency savings, and reduction in restoration and
trouble call centre costs.
This PUC comprises the following general steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Detect the unplanned outage.
Locate the unplanned outage.
Identify the faulted equipment.
Post-mortem outage analysis.
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4.4.2. Main Innovation
For instance, presently, Ellevio receives a general signal that an event has occurred but no details on what
type of event it might be. Due to the technologies that are tested and evaluated in the InteGrid project,
Ellevio can now understand what type of alarm or fault it is and where it has occurred, and take the
necessary actions to minimize downtime at the secondary sub-station level. The major innovation is the
combination of multiple sources of information, e.g. collected from sensors, remote equipment
diagnostics, and historical data collected from secondary substations.
This enables the maintenance cycle to be drastically improved with chain of events. This starts with a
twice amount of time in the control central to take a necessary action, and to decide whether or not to
connect reserve power. Furthermore, by knowing the type of fault, the repair team can go prepared with
the right tools, and even estimate the repair time before arriving to provide customers with and
estimated duration of outage. As such, the InteGrid project enables test and demonstration of these types
of events that can be evaluated across the entire afflicted value chain. The pre and post-InteGrid
scenarios are depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Pre and post-InteGrid scenarios in locate fault in MV network.

KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:




SAIDI improvement: improvement percentage of SAIDI (%).
CAIDI improvement: improvement percentage of CAIDI (%).
Energy not served improvement: reduction percentage of ENS (%).

4.4.3. System Requirements
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The main systems requirements highlight the need for:







Database with historical outage information as network device concerned and its location in the
network, cause, time and date, tension level available at the dispatch centre. On site database
shall store data for 30 days. Age of data needs to be known; Quality of data characterization is
important
ICT channels up time considered to be >95%. Contingency communication channels must be
available.
In order to analyse the location and extent of an outage, outage prediction capabilities are
enabled by a detailed representation of the distribution network. A model that represents the
network’s current topology and connection to the end consumer is essential to determine the
location of the outage.
Fault location tool available in the DMS.

4.5. Manage the impact of flexibility activations
connected to the distribution network
4.5.1. PUC01.5: Ex-ante evaluation of the flexibility
programs by the traffic light system
Scope
The Flexibility Operator schedules flexibility programs in order to offer ancillary services on the balancing
market. The effect of their activation on the distribution network must be assessed by the DSO, by means
of the TLS, in order to prevent any operating/technical issue. The results of the evaluation are
communicated to the flexibility operator via the gm-hub platform. The flexibility operator can consider
the evaluation by the TLS in his bidding strategy.
The flexibility offered on markets other than the balancing market (for mFRR and RR) is out-of-scope. The
participation of flexibility resources connected to the transmission network is out-of-scope (the effect of
their activation on the distribution side is neglected).
The balancing market is still in the tendering phase.
Objectives
This PUC has the following objectives:




The evaluation of the flexibility programs by the TLS provides reliable information to the flexibility
operator for his bidding strategy. It also provides the TSO a first idea concerning the volume of
“feasible” flexibility that will be available on the distribution grid.
The TLS does not constraint the FO to a market participation.

Short Description
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In the corresponding HLUC, the evaluation of the activation of flexibility products from resources located
in the distribution grid is considered. In particular, this PUC describes the first time evaluation process of
flexibility offers before the gate-closure (i.e. “ex-ante”) by the TLS, which is owned and operated by the
DSO.
Flexibility operators (e.g. a VPP operator, aggregators, industrial consumers, generators, etc.) submit the
flexibility programs they would like to offer on the balancing market to the gm-hub. The TLS evaluates
them, using a power flow calculation. If one or more programs were flagged red/orange, an OPF can be
performed to identify future control actions to avoid a red/orange flag. The results of the evaluation are
sent back to the gm-hub, such that the flexibility operator can consider the flagged flexibility programs in
his bidding strategy. The entire process is performed before and after the gate closure of the considered
balancing market but before the activation (close to real-time). After the gate closure and if significant
changes of the flexibility programs are made by flexibility operators, they request the TLS evaluation.
KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:






Average flexibility quantity flagged red per network area: average of flexibility volume that will
potentially be rejected (per network area).
Operating cost to ensure flexibility access: quantifies the additional (operational) cost for the
DSO caused by the use of controllable resources (such as OLTC and storage) or commercial
flexibilities, in order to solve the constraints caused by the activation of a flexible program.
Additional available flexibility: increase of the feasible flexibility volume by exploiting other
flexible resources (OLTCs, reconfiguration actions).
Flexibility program changes: number of changes in the flexibility programs/bids after the TLS
assessment.

4.5.2. PUC02.5: Post-activation selection of programs
Scope
The scope of this PUC is to use the results of the TLS after the TSO has sent the activation signal for
mFRR/RR balancing energy (post-activation selection of programs) in order to consider the state of the
distribution grid short before the activation of the flexibility units in these grid sections. The market
participation and optimisation of the flexibility units is done in other use cases. This PUC builds on the
PUC01.5 “Ex-Ante Evaluation of the flexibility programs by the Traffic Light System”.
Objectives
The objectives of this PUC are as follows:
1. Total amount of balancing energy required by the TSO is activated.
2. Activation of cheapest bids.
3. Non-discriminatory access for aggregators:
a. No penalization in case of unforeseen problems in the distribution grid
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b. Freedom for aggregators to use either back up capacities in case of unforeseen problems
in the distribution grid or to limit the amount of balancing energy activation.
4. Limiting the impact of unforeseen problems in the distribution grid due to e.g. disconnection of
lines/transformers due to protection management, on the activation of balancing energy or
failures in the grid.
Short Description
Close to real time, the TSO calculates the volume of mFRR/RR balancing energy he needs in order to
restore the frequency of the system. The TSO selects the bids in order to meet the total volume of
balancing energy (based on the merit order curve).
Then the TSO sends the information to the DSO, who can perform an analysis of the impact of the
activation on the distribution grid with the TLS. The TLS considers all flexibilities from all activated
flexibility operators or - in case the information is available – only the flexibilities that will be activated to
meet the activated bids. The DSO provides the newest TLS flags (colour and limits) to the activated
flexibility operators. Each flexibility operator chooses the most efficient flexibilities, activates the
requested flexibility and reports it to the TSO.
In case to many flexibilities are limited by the TLS and the flexibility operator cannot fulfil the requested
balancing energy amount due to this, he informs the TSO that only a limited amount of balancing energy
can be activated and the process begins again with the TSO sending an activation signal to the next bid on
the merit order.
KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:








Fulfilment of balancing energy: percentage of fulfilled balancing energy in comparison to total
per flexibility operator.
Non-fulfilled balancing energy based on grid problems: percentage of non-fulfilled balancing
energy due to problems in the distribution grid (TLS) and amount of curtailed balancing energy
per year.
Amount of curtailed flexibility: volume of flexibility curtailed/blocked based on grid problems.
Higher costs for TSO and flexibility operators: in case the TSO uses the next bids or the FO uses
other flexibility units higher costs apply than without the problems in the distribution grid.
Higher revenues due to TLS: in case no TLS is implemented, some flexibility units could not
participate in the markets. These additional revenues are quantified.
Number of avoided problems in the distribution grid by TLS: number per year of avoided
problems in the distribution grid by implementation of the TLS.

4.5.3. Main Innovations of the Traffic Light System
Currently flexibility is mainly used for market services alone and the distribution grid is not considered in
case of the activation. Also in case of distribution grid services, the flexibility is in this case only used for
the grid alone. The main innovation of these PUCs is to bring together the flexibility services for the
distribution grid operator as well as for the market participation. By the implementation of these PUC, the
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requirements of the “System Operation” network codes/guidelines drafted under the Third Energy
Package are fulfilled2, where the DSO is allowed to prevent or limit the activation of flexibility resources in
the balancing markets prior to their activation.
The core concept of these PUCs is the TLS utilizing power flow calculations and a multi-period OPF. The
following paragraphs describe the main innovative points, per PUC, of this concept.
Ex-ante evaluation of the flexibility programs by the TLS






Exploits the submitted programs of FO to investigate if grid constraints may occur.
Uses an OPF to suggest new set-points for operational equipment of DSO to minimize the amount
of declined flexibility programs due to grid constraints.
Flexibility operators receive in advance a feedback on their planned flexibility programs to
optimize their portfolio.
Evaluates rescheduling of the flexibility programs of flexibility operators as well as updated
forecasts and their effect on the distribution grid and flexibility programs.
The TLS performs power flow and/or OPF calculations to report optimal operation of DSO assets
to maintain a high level of accepted flexibility programs.

Post-activation selection of programs






The TLS is capable to perform close to real-time evaluation of if adaptations of flexibility programs
to be activated are required, giving the flexibility operator the opportunity to consider back-up
flexibility.
Troubleshooting in the case that a flexibility operator cannot provide the offered flexibility. The
first player to react to the limited availability of flexibility is the flexibility operator, and in case is
necessary the TSOs can activate the next bid on their merit order to ensure the full activation of
the needed balancing energy.
The two-step evaluation performed by the TLS allows the division of risk between stakeholders
(TSO, DSO and flexibility operators).

2

Article 182, Paragraph 5: “Each reserve connecting DSO and each intermediate DSO shall have the right, in
cooperation with the TSO, to set, before the activation of reserves, temporary limits to the delivery of active power
reserves located in its distribution system. The respective TSOs shall agree with their reserve connecting DSOs and
intermediate DSOs on the applicable procedures”. Source: https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/network-codedevelopment/system-operation/Pages/default.aspx
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Figure 15: InteGrid traffic light system.

4.5.4. System Requirements
The non-functional requirements for this PUC are analogue to PUC01.1 and PUC02.1 since the OPF and
MV Load Allocation (power flow tool) will be used in these two PUC are two core functions. In addition,
the following requirements should be considered:







Two-way communication between the flexibility operator and the gm-hub.
Infrastructure and tools to estimate accurately the availability and the status of the flexible units
(note: requirement for the flexibility operator).
Existing data exchange infrastructure between the DSO (user of the TLS) and the gm-hub
The running time of the TLS validation and the extra communication should be short. According to
the “System Operation” network code Article 157 point 2c) the manual FRR full activation time of
the LFC block shall not be more than the time to restore frequency. This time to restore frequency
is 15 min in all synchronous areas. Therefore, the maximum time is 15 min from a frequency
deviation until full activation including all processes (also incl. TLS validation).
Information exchange platform (or hub) between the TSO and the DSO.

4.6. Manage flexibilities from DER to optimize
operation and costs
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4.6.1. PUC 01.7: Prequalification of potential
flexibility for the DSO: technical prequalification
procedure/requirements for the DSO
Scope
The scope of this PUC is the pre-qualification process concerning the technical requirements that a
flexibility operator must comply with depending on the flexibility application. These requirements will
limit the number of flexibility operators who can provide the required services.
Moreover, the adequate communication technology and software and hardware capabilities should be in
place such that the DSO as a distribution system optimizer is able to have updated information about the
available flexibilities and call the contracted services upon activation.
Objectives
The following objectives are presented from the perspective of the DSO:



Make sure that the list with pre-qualified services contains the adequate services to fulfil the
previously defined flexibility needs.
The contracted flexibility operators have the adequate communication technology to be activated
upon request.

Short Description
This PUC describes the process through which the DSO certifies that a flexibility operator complies with all
the technical, interoperability and cost-related requirements for the provision of non-frequency ancillary
services to the DSO.
The process starts when the Flexibility Operator submits a pre-qualification request to the gm-hub. The
DSO will assess this request to determine if all the required administrative information has been provided.
After registering the request, the DSO assesses the compliance with the technical functional
requirements. If the flexibility operator does not comply with the technical requirements, he cannot
submit any offers unless a new pre-qualification process is started.
The following technical requirements are considered:










Required duration of the service provision once activated.
Duty cycle required to meet the DSO needs.
Provision of Active/Reactive power.
Amount of flexibility that can be offered (e.g. expressed in MW/MVar).
Upward or downward service.
Location where the service can be provided.
Response time parameters.
Required availability.
Compliance with grid codes and standards.
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KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:




Share of flexibility required that has been pre-qualified: this KPI is computed as the ratio of prequalified flexibility over the flexibility required that has been previously identified by the DSO. It
may be computed separately for different types of flexibility needs.
Response time capability: the time it takes for a flexibility operator to respond to the request of
the DSO. This KPI is an indication of the existence of the adequate technology.

4.6.2. System Requirements
This subsection presents the requirements defined for the pre-qualification in the PUC.
Standards Compliance for Electric Energy Storage (EES)





Complies with IEC 62933-3-1:2017 clause 5.2.2-Grid parameters and requirements
validated/tested per IEC62933-2-1:2017.
Complies with IEC 62933-3-1:2017 clause 5.4-Functional system performance validated/tested
per IEC62933-2-1:2017.
Complies with IEC CDV 61427-2:2014 clause 6-Battery endurance for the intended application.
Complies with IEC 62933-5 Ed1:2016 clause 8-System Testing.

Technical requirements for flexibility providers

















Functionality/Application i.e. peak shaving, frequency support, load following, etc.
Rated and nominal energy capacity.
Duty cycle.
Response time parameters.
Required availability.
Rated voltage (and range of voltage variations).
Short circuit current.
Rated frequency (and range of frequency variations).
Provision of Active/Reactive power.
Upward or downward service.
Location where the service can be provided.
Maximum threshold of harmonic voltage and current disturbances contributions.
Local grid code.
Grid stability required features i.e. voltage ride through, Q(U) characteristic, etc.
Possible communication protocols for flexibility integration.
Communication technology and (real-time) activation capabilities.

4.6.3. Main Innovations
The innovative aspects of this PUC are at the conceptual level:
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Having the DSO as neutral market facilitator through a platform like the grid and market hub.
Having third-party-owned distributed storage as a provider of network services to the DSO.
Definition of technical and non-technical requirements for the provision of non-frequency
ancillary services with a locational component.

4.7. Home Energy Management
4.7.1. PUC01.9:
optimization

Collect

data

and

schedule

Scope
The scope of this PUC is to describe how the necessary data is collected to allow the computation of an
optimal schedule that considers user preferences and appliances and systems configurations. This is
achieved through the interaction with service provider and the definition of the consumer flexibility.
Objectives
This PUC has the following objectives:



Use of data collection mechanisms to characterize the flexibility potential of the consumer.
Use preferences and configurations to produce optimal schedule of existing devices and systems.

Short Description
This PUC is divided in three main phases:






Compute flexibility: the Energy Manager determines the potential energy use flexibility from the
household, considering the user comfort definitions, the configuration preferences of
participating appliances and systems, and the selected optimization criteria.
Collect data: the characteristics of a household’s demand load profile mainly depend on the
surrounding weather conditions, appliances used, comfort preferences and consumption patterns
of its inhabitants. In order to efficiently perform demand side management, it is necessary to
collect and analyse the data about domestic electricity consumption, as well as end-user
requirements/preferences. Both automatic and manual control of appliances is possible and the
minimum comfort level specified by the consumer should be maintained. This information will be
used by the software algorithms to define the optimal schedule of each appliance, on/off control
signals are sent by the Energy Manager to the appliances or manual action requests are sent to
the prosumer.
Schedule creation: the Energy Manager computes the optimal schedule for the next day/hours
considering the user comfort definitions, the configuration preferences of participating appliances
and systems and the selected optimization criteria (price oriented and/or self-consumption
based). It publishes the proposed schedule on the user interface for either manual or automatic
validation. The validation will define which of the appliances and systems will be considered for
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activation for the next day/hours. Then the Energy Manager stores the approved schedule on a
local database.
KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:







Number of controllable devices: number of controllable devices (including loads and generation).
Time to compute an optimal schedule: the time it takes the energy optimization algorithms to
run according to the operation scenario and the selected optimization criteria.
Number of changes in comfort preferences: number of times that the prosumer changes the
comfort preferences using the Energy Management User Interface.
Number of device settings change: number of times that the prosumer changes the device
settings using the Energy Management User Interface.
Number of accepted scheduled devices: number of devices that were considered within the
proposed optimal schedule.
Number of accepted solutions: number of solutions that are fully accepted by the user.

4.7.2. PUC02.9:
activation

Automate

devices

and

verify

Scope
The scope of this PUC is to describe how the Energy Manager is able to automate the devices remotely or
manually and verify the result of the activation.
Objectives
This PUC has the following objectives:



Use of automation schemes to implement the optimal schedule
Use existing metering systems to verify the actual activations from the proposed schedule
(optimal).

Short Description
This PUC is divided in two main phases:




Activate appliances: the Energy Manager sends activation signals (e.g. on/off, temperature setpoint, etc.) to the automated devices (ex: appliances, storage, electric vehicles) according to the
optimal schedule and receives feed-back on the requested activation. The prosumer is
responsible for the successful activation of appliances that are not automated, according to the
optimal schedule using the Energy Management User Interface. The Energy Manager notifies the
prosumer, via the Energy Management User Interface (EMUI), with some time in advance, of the
need to activate a specific appliance (or a set of appliances) manually.
Verify activation: the Energy Manager tracks down the loads that were effectively activated from
the set proposed in the optimal schedule. This includes the direct retrieval of data from meters or
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indirectly inferred from the global consumption data. This allows the Energy Manager to evaluate
the performance of the energy management effectiveness and the participation of users
KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:



Number of automated implemented actions: number of actions that we successfully
implemented by the energy manager in an automated fashion (if applicable).
Number of manually implemented actions: number of actions that are successfully implemented
by prosumers in a manual fashion (if applicable).

4.7.3. System Requirements
The main systems requirements highlight the need for:










Flexibility parameters calculation: access to the parameters that allow the local computation of
flexibility so that information can be safe exchanged with the service provider
Tariffs information: receive, on a regular basis, information related with the energy prices (for
multiple periods) for consumption and production. All other relevant information related to the
energy cost should be accessible by the HEMS, like contracted power.
Access to the following information:
o Numerical weather predictions and/or solar power forecasting.
o Shiftable appliances preferences: get information from the user regarding the expected
operation of the controllable shiftable devices
o Shiftable appliances nominal power: get information directly from the device or though
the user, via the user interface, of the nominal power of the shiftable appliance
o Shiftable appliances time of operation: get information directly from the device or
through the user, via the user interface, of the device time of operation. If the user is
providing a value, an estimate/approximate value can be used.
o Thermal appliances preferences: get information from the user regarding the expected
operation of the controllable thermal devices, e.g. “heat pump” (water temperature,
number of baths, hour of bath).
o Thermal appliances nominal power: get information directly from the device or though
the user, via the UI, of the nominal power of the shiftable appliance.
o User participation availability: define the time of the day where the user interacts with
the HEMS to receive notifications or to provide specific data inputs
Optimization preference: determine the optimization preferences set by the user in the HEMS
user interface or derived from the flexibility parameters sent by the service provider.
Preferences and configurations storage: store the user preferences regarding the configuration of
the HEMS and well as the use of devices and system under its control in database system.
Optimal schedule: store in the local database and publish in the HEMS user interface the optimal
schedule of appliances and systems for the following day.
Real time status: store locally the status of operation of the different devices and systems under
control by the HEMS automation system.
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Data access differentiation: provide access to data differentiated to distinct types of: users,
devices and service providers.
Data validation: validate the data exchanged between the HEMS, devices and remote systems
(like the service provider energy platform). Protect all stored data against errors and/or
omissions.
Usage statistics : store usage statistics of the HEMS configuration and operation. This includes the
number of configurations made by the users of HEMS as well as the number of accepted or
rejected optimal schedules.
Alarms and notifications: rank and store different types of alarms and notifications pertaining to
the status of different actions related with the HEMS operation.
Consumption data:
o Global consumption data: get metering data from the house energy and power
consumption with a sample period of 15 minutes maximum.
o Device energy consumption data: get metering data from the existing devices energy and
power consumption with a sample period of 15 minutes maximum.
o Smart plug consumption data: get metering data from the existing smart plugs (where
legacy devices are connected) energy and power consumption with a sample period of 15
minutes maximum.
Optimization runtime: ensure that the energy optimization procedure is carried out within a
specified time limit.
User roles: set distinct roles for the user (general, administrator, etc) to allow the protection of
sensitive information.
Authenticated user input: authenticate user via different sets of credentials (ex: user/password,
pin, etc.) when the user wants to change.
Data encoding and encryption: encode the data exchanged between the HEMS and the service
provider energy platform via different mechanisms secure keys, user password.

4.7.4. Main Innovations of the HEMS
The development of a HEMS for the demonstration activities of the InteGrid project is based on the work
carried out in the Horizon 2020 AnyPLACE project, where a modular software and hardware platform was
designed and implemented to allow the interaction with different stakeholders like the end-user, the
retailer and indirectly the DSO/meter operator.
In InteGrid, the HEMS will be enhanced with functionalities that intend to maximize the end-users’
participation by providing convenience functionalities, based on self/machine learning techniques and
though the use of advanced local analytics to determine more accurately the availability of existing energy
resources, including the flexible loads. The new contributions from InteGrid are depicted in Figure 16.
These functionalities, part of the HLUC and supporting PUCs are divided into:



Machine learning techniques to anticipate comfort preferences and the expected use of
appliances as a complement and minimization of input information from the user side
Local analytics to enhance the PV integration to allow a more fine-grained maximization of the
renewable resource integration.
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Dynamic user interface that presents optimal and suboptimal solutions for the house operation
and introduce a sensitivity analysis based on restrictions relaxation techniques.
Computation of flexibility behind the meter that will be exchanged with the gm-hub to preserve
data protection and anonymity based on a virtual battery model.
Multi-home / community operation integration to combine synergies from local homes to provide
combined services to the gm-hub.

DSO

Retailer

Smart Meter

HEMS
Dynamic
Prices

PV

Retailer A

Static UI

Flexible Loads
(manual characterization)

Preferences
(manual insertion)

DSO

Retailer B

Grid and Market
HUB

HEMS

Smart Meter

HEMS
Flexibility

Dynamic UI

Flexible Loads
(load estimation)

Enhanced
PV Forecasting
Preferences
Home (Automated Learning)
Storage

EV

Figure 16: Contributions of InteGrid to the development of an advanced HEMS.
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4.8. Aggregate and communicate multi-period
behind-the-meter flexibility from LV prosumers
4.8.1. PUC01.10: Aggregate end-user flexibility
Scope
The scope of this PUC was defined through the interactions that the primary actor – the Flexibility
Operator – must perform in order to aggregate the available flexibility, per grid node, and communicate it
to the interested stakeholders’ systems. In reality, the Flexibility Operator is a role that can be played by
the Retailer. Other players with the same degree of freedom could play the role of Flexibility Operator,
such as the Aggregator, for instance.
The future use of the aggregated flexibility (in the market and/or for grid operational management), as
well as the provision of services that can arise around the available flexibility, is out of the scope of the
present use case, which should be included in the Energy Services domain.
Objectives
The following objectives are presented from the perspective of the primary actor – the Flexibility
Operator:




To maximise consumers’ flexibility potential.
To engage end-users’ long-term participation in the provision of flexibility for market and/or grid
operations actions.
To ensure that the flexibility providers, i.e., the consumers, with higher rank – the ones that
provided a higher degree of flexibility (considering the arithmetic average for several
participations), when comparing to the value that was initially communicated – are the ones that
most benefit from the process.

Short Description
This PUC describes the functional process through which the Flexibility Operator, after receiving the
available multi-period flexibility from each consumers’ HEMS and/or BMS, aggregates it per grid node. To
accomplish that goal, the Flexibility Operator has to request to the DSO the grid node in which the
flexibility providers are associated, in order to assign each individual flexibility offer to that specific node.
That information is obtained through the DSO-owned GIS.
In order to define which consumers will have priority in providing flexibility, the Flexibility Operator
applies a merit-order rank to all of clients, clustered by grid node. This merit-order best ranks the
consumers that had, in previous analogous processes, a better performance in providing flexibility,
regarding the offers initially assigned. The issue of price-signals, via HEMS/BMS, aiming customers to fully
engage in this process, is also considered in this PUC.
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KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:







Number of controllable: amount of provided flexibility Capture the amount of flexibility provided
by the aggregated consumers, without harming any threshold values for grid stability.
Differentiates between upward and downward services.
Flexibility ratio: ratio, per consumer, between the provided flexibility and the one communicated
by the HEMS/BMS.
Consumer engagement: number of times that a specific consumer has provided flexibility.
Consumer engagement ratio: ratio between the number of times that a consumer has provided
flexibility and the number of times that it flagged an offer.
Merit-order compliance: assessment on the compliance of the merit-order list, i.e., if the
consumers with a higher rank provide more flexibility than the ones with a lower one.

4.8.2. PUC02.10: Participation
ancillary services market

in

intraday

and

Scope
The scope is confined to the interactions between the Energy Services Platform – the primary actor – and
other systems to enable the participation of the former in the intraday and/or ancillary services market,
offering Replacement Reserve (RR), using the available aggregated flexibility.
The aggregation of flexibility is outside the scope of this PUC, since this topic was addressed in PUC01.10,
as well as the pre-activation and post-activation evaluation considered in HLUC05 (PUC01.5 and PUC01.5,
respectively).
Objectives
The following objectives are presented from the perspective of the primary actor – the Energy Services
Platform (representing, herein, the Flexibility Provider):





To maximise customers’ flexibility provision.
To optimise trading portfolio through use of flexibility.
To optimise trading portfolio in the intraday market.
To optimise trading portfolio in the ancillary services market, through the provision of the
following balancing product: Replacement Reserve (RR).

Short Description
The present PUC addresses the functional processes through which the Flexibility Operator
(represented, herein, by the Energy Services Platform) optimises its portfolio through flexibility
activation or participation in intraday market and/or participates in the ancillary services market,
offering RR services based on its customers’ flexibility. To attain that optimisation, the Energy
Services Platform performs price forecasts and outputs flexibility plans, that are later evaluated,
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through the TLS, by the DSO, that communicates a hypothetical constraint that can be, or not,
voluntarily rectified (if the system is being operated in normal mode).
Three decision tools are called:


Intraday market participation assessment: assessment that concludes about intraday market
participation or use of available flexibility.
 Ancillary services market participation assessment: assessment on the activation of flexibility
for further provision of ancillary services.
 Flexibility activation assessment: infers about the most profitable way of using the available
flexibility for portfolio internal balancing, within ancillary services market or both.
In the event of flexibility trading (within intraday and/or ancillary services market), the control set
points are communicated to the customers via HEMS/BMS.
KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:









Amount of provided flexibility: capture the amount of flexibility provided by the aggregated
consumers, without harming any threshold values for grid stability. Differentiates between
upward and downward services.
Flexibility ratio: ratio, per consumer, between the provided flexibility and the one communicated
by the HEMS/BMS.
Deviation reduction: percentage of the reduction of Flexibility Provider’s deviation, through use
of flexibility. Case the provided flexibility would not be sufficiently large to impact the global
deviations of the Flexibility Operator, the number of required clients to reach a null deviation,
based in the attained flexibility values, will be estimated
Intraday deviation reduction: percentage of the reduction of Flexibility Provider’s deviation,
through participation in intraday market. Case the provided flexibility would not be sufficiently
large to impact the global deviations of the Flexibility Operator, the number of required clients to
reach a null deviation, based in the attained flexibility values, will be estimated.
Ancillary services deviation reduction: Percentage of the reduction of Flexibility Provider’s
deviation, through participation in ancillary services market. Case the provided flexibility would
not be sufficiently large to impact the global deviations of the Flexibility Operator, the number of
required clients to reach a null deviation, based in the attained flexibility values, will be
estimated.

4.8.3. Main Innovations and Tools
The main innovative features of these two PUC are related with the development and improvement of
business models to be deployed by an electricity retailer. The innovations are described in the following
paragraphs.
Aggregation of LV and MV Consumers Flexibility
The interaction scheme for the aggregation of LV and MV consumers is depicted Figure 17. The following
innovative features were identified:
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Aggregation of flexibility of LV and MV consumers, per grid node.
Creation of a merit-order rank (a list that establishes the order of the available sources of
flexibility that will be activated) to all the engaged consumers for flexibility provision, privileging
the consumers that had, in previous analogous processes, a better performance in providing
flexibility, when compared with their assigned initial offers, since the aggregated flexibility that
will be used can be less than the one that is available:
o In the event of a consumer with several participations, an arithmetic average shall be
considered.
o The default value for a consumer’s first offer is 50%.
o For two or more consumers having the same historic average flexibility offer, more recent
engagement dates will be deemed as prevailing.
Sending of price-signals to consumers, concerning day-ahead market prices’ forecasts, in order to
engage them in providing flexibility.

Gm-hub
GIS Database
Energy Services Platform

DSO domain

...
HEMS/BMS

HEMS/BMS

HEMS/BMS

Consumer domain

Figure 17: Aggregate flexibility from LV and MV prosumers.

Participation in Intraday and Ancillary Services Market
InteGrid will produce the following innovations for the participation in intraday and ancillary services
markets:




Optimisation of portfolio internal balancing through activation of customers’ load-related
flexibility (associated with the tool “Intraday market participation assessment” - Figure 18).
Optimisation of portfolio internal balancing through intraday market participation (related with
the tool “Intraday market participation assessment”).
Provision of RR to the TSO, through activation of customers’ load-related flexibility, by bidding
within the ancillary services market (associated with the tool “Ancillary services market
participation assessment” - Figure 19).
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Bids

Intraday market
participation assessment

Energy Services Platform

Internal
balancing

Flexibility plan

...
HEMS/BMS

HEMS/BMS

HEMS/BMS

Consumer domain

Figure 18: Intraday market participation assessment.

Do not participate

Ancillary services market
participation assessment

Energy Services Platform
Communicates
bids

Gm-hub

Flexibility plan
TLS: Ex-ante validation
DSO domain

...
HEMS/BMS

HEMS/BMS

Submits
bids

HEMS/BMS

Consumer domain

Figure 19: Ancillary services market participation.

4.8.4. System Requirements
The following systems and requirements are necessary for these two PUC:


Home Energy Management System (HEMS)
o Should be able to communicate residential LV consumers' available multi-period
flexibility. Each time an individual flexibility value is activated, its value is recalculated,
since the activation of a customer’s flexibility for one time range influences the next-time
ranges proposals.
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o









Should be able to receive control set-points, in order to comply with the provision of an
agreed flexibility for a domestic LV consumer.
Building Management System (BMS):
o Should be able to communicate commercial and industrial MV consumers' available
multi-period flexibility.
o Should be able to receive control set-points, in order to comply with the provision of an
agreed flexibility for a commercial or industrial LV and MV consumer.
Energy Services Platform (owned by the Flexibility Operator): should be able to perform several
actions related to the flexibility flow of information, respectively:
o Gather consumers' available flexibility;
o Aggregate consumers' available flexibility per grid node;
o Create a merit-order list, to define consumers' priority in providing flexibility;
o Run a simulation whose outputs are previsions of the benefits, for each consumer, that
result from the provision of flexibility in the day-ahead market;
o Interact with several stakeholders' systems to receive and communicate essential data to
the aggregation of flexibility per grid node.
o Forecast intraday and ancillary services market prices.
o Elaborate flexibility plan and execute it within the ancillary services market and
participate in the intraday market.
o Communicate the proposed flexibility plan to the gm-hub platform and the TLS.
o Submit bids to the intraday and/or ancillary services market.
o Send control set-points, in order to deliver the proposed flexibility.
o Account for delivered individual flexibility.
Grid-Market Hub (gm-hub):
o Should be able to store aggregated flexibility data.
o Evaluate the flexibility plan proposed by the Energy Services Platform.
o Receive the flexibility plan from the TLS and the Energy Services Platform.
o Communicate the flexibility plan to the Energy Services Platform.
Geographic Information System (GIS) (owned by the DSO): communicates to the Energy Services
Platform the grid node where the consumers are connected.

The following technical requirements should be also considered for the participation in the day-ahead and
intraday markets:









Communication configuration: WAN, dedicated channel.
Multi-period flexibility update: each time an individual flexibility value is activated, its value is
recalculated, since the activation of a customer’s flexibility for one-hour influences the next-hours
proposals.
Frequency of individual flexibility data exchanges: daily (until 09:00 UTC) and upon update.
Frequency of other data exchanges: daily (after 09:00 UTC) and upon update.
The Flexibility Operator performs the acquisition of the individual multi-period flexibilities,
calculated in the HEMS/BMS, at 09:00 UTC, every day.
Price-signal report: the price-signal is sent to the customers at 10:00 UTC, every day.
Ensuring confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate use of data, and preventing unauthorized reading of
data, is crucial.
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Flexibility data format XML-based, according to ENTSO-E “Reserve Resources Processes” for
flexibilities.
Grid node data format: according to DSO internal specification.

The following technical requirements should be also considered for the participation in the reserve
replacement market:














Replacement reserve bid activation: the individual flexibilities can be delivered within 15 minutes,
complying with the aggregated offer presented in the balancing market. They must be capable to
communicate to the Energy Services Platform the flexibility activation status at a constant refresh
rate, or timeout error will occur.
Replacement reserve bid duration: each aggregated flexibility offer can be maintained, at least,
for two consecutive hours. The individual flexibilities must be capable to communicate to the
Energy Services Platform the flexibility delivery status at a constant refresh rate, or timeout error
will occur.
Replacement reserve bid resolution: each bid has an hourly resolution.
Acknowledge timeout: 1 minute
Availability of information flows: 99.9% + availability
Update rate of evaluated flexibility reporting: the evaluated flexibility plan must be reported to
the Energy Services Platform before the deadline for ancillary services market bid submission
Web services should run over Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
File sharing between two machines should occur over FTPS or in pre-agreed encrypted format
(file format; private key)
Consumer's penalty for non-delivery: the amount to be paid by the consumer, case it does not
provide the agreed flexibility, must be dealt in the agreement between customer and Flexibility
Operator
Flexibility Operator's penalty for non-delivery: the amount to be paid by the Flexibility Operator,
case it does not provide the flexibility contracted by the TSO, must be specified by the latter.

4.9. Engage consumers in DSM
considering
contextualized
mechanisms

programs
feedback

4.9.1. PUC01.11: Engage consumers in comfortoriented DSM in Smart Homes
Scope
The scope of this PUC is limited to feedback-based intervention strategies as a part of residential demandside management (primarily the residential LV network).
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The grid side exchanges of information among Flexibility and Balancing Market Operators are out of
scope.
This PUC assumes that




The TSO and/or DSO can transmit a forecasting signal based on planned generation mix at the grid
level
The residential homes have sub-metering or smart meters and actuators
There is a legal framework to grant permission by residents that the Re-tailer is allowed to
transmit information on their residential energy use.

Compared to HLUC09 (in particular PUC01.9), this PUC is characterized by a higher level of automation
and monitoring at the residential level and the application of non-economic (environmental) signals to
induce automatic demand-side adjustments.
Objectives
This PUC has the following objectives:




To influence residential attitudes, interactions, and behaviours related to energy by relying on the
added comfort provided by a smart home.
To increase demand flexibility.
To reduce overall electricity use.

Short Description
This PUC describes the data flows and computations related to the smart living concept, which is a smart
home equipped with sub-metering, smart appliances, and actuators, intended to raise
consumer/prosumer engagement. The retailer provides a feedback mechanism in a smart home that
provides added comfort to its tenants, and thereby has a better opportunity to increase residential
awareness and engagement in demand side management programs.
The following general steps are considered:
1. Based on the forecasted generation mix at the transmission and/or distribution an environmental
forecasting signal is created. An economic signal based on the retailer costs in the wholesale
market, which can be combined with the environmental signal.
2. Residential homes are deployed with sub-meters and actuators in smart appliances and lights.
3. The feedback is visualized in an in-home-display.
4. The user interacts with feedback mechanism for comfort and / or energy-related purposes.
5. Through these interactions, the home customer receives feedback that supports him/her to
become more cognizant of his/her household’s energy use, and his/her potential cost savings,
and/or their potential contribution to environmental impacts.
The Home Customer can then react by manually reducing / shifting his/her energy use and see how that
changes the household level energy use, or by using home automation such as an “away from home
button” or setting clothes washer to the optimal time based on the forecasting signals.
KPI
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The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:







Peak Load Reduction: reflects the impact of the PUC on the peak load of the network (therefore
DSO gains flexibility in operation and network planning).
Energy use reduction: changes (relative and absolute) in energy consumption levels.
Monthly Interactions: interaction with the feedback mechanism.
Self-awareness of household energy use: end-users that are aware of their own households’
energy use.
Price awareness: end-users’ awareness of cost savings related to changes in electricity use.
Environmental awareness: end-users’ awareness of the relationship between their electricity use
and climate change.

4.9.2. PUC02.11: Engage Consumers
Programs Utilizing a Social Context

in

DSM

Scope
The scope of this PUC is similar to PUC01.11, but considering a social context for the DSM program.
Objectives
This PUC has the following objectives:




To influence residential attitudes, interactions, and behaviours related to energy by relying on
social influence.
To increase demand flexibility.
To reduce overall electricity use.

Short Description
This PUC describes how the DSO and/or Retailer provide a feedback mechanism in a social context that is
inherently relevant to the households, and thereby has a better opportunity to increases residential
awareness and engagement in DSM programs.
The following general steps are considered:
1. Based on data from TSO, DSO or Retailer a price and/or environmental forecasting signal is
created based on planned generation/grid mix.
2. Residential homes are deployed with sub-metered or have a smart meter managed by the DSO or
Retailer.
3. The feedback is presented as a visualization in a local social network. This context is provided in
two different ways to simplify local life and increase social interactions in the local community.
4. The home customer interacts with feedback mechanism for social and / or energy-related
purposes.
5. Through these interactions, the home customer receives social feedback that supports him/her to
become more cognizant of his/her household’s energy use, and his/her potential cost savings,
and/or their potential contribution to environmental impacts.
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The Home Customer can then react by reducing / shifting his/her energy use and see how that changes
the household and neighbourhood level energy use.
KPI
The same KPI from PUC01.11 were considered for this PUC.

4.9.3. Main Innovations in DSM
These two PUC represent innovation is two main areas, i.e. technological and behavioural DSM actions.
The following paragraphs describe the innovations per PUC.
PUC01.11: Engage consumers in comfort-oriented DSM in Smart Homes
The main objective of InteGrid for the smart homes is to add new components (e.g., smart thermostats
and heating management) tested in operational environmental, new functions (like environmental
forecast signals, flexibility modelling according to incentives) integrated with the hardware, as well as
advanced consumer engagement strategies implemented and demonstrated to increase technology
adoption. In particular, the following innovations are expected (depicted in Figure 20):





Provides new insights on efficacy engagement by adding a substantial amount of comfort through
a smart home.
Provides new insights on the effects of giving residents the autonomy to select a fully manual
setting versus optimizing by cost conservation, versus optimizing by environmental impact.
Provides new insights on the defacto load-shifting potential of such an intervention in a
longitudinal study that spans a year.
Provides an in-depth understanding of changes in attitudes, intentions, and behaviours from such
an extensive demand-side management program.
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Figure 20: InteGrid innovations in smart homes.

PUC02.11: Engage Consumers in DSM Programs Utilizing a Social Context
The InteGrid project expects to conduct extensive tests on the local social network to improve the
replicability of the solution and design solutions that foster long-term engagement of end-users. The role
of behavioural sciences in this concept is more relevant than technological developments. Therefore, the
increase in TRL will be achieved with the following innovations (depicted in Figure 21):





Integrates a local social network with a demand response service to increase long-term residential
engagement.
Provides more much more suitable motivator than energy or cost conservation, as depicted in
Figure 22.
Provides new insights on whether or not collective feedback provides intrinsic motivation that in
such a case is much longer lasting.
Provides new insights on whether or not social sustainability indicators such as place identity and
collective goal setting on demand response are positively correlated or not.

Figure 21: InteGrid innovations in behavioural DSM.
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Figure 22: Innovation in motivational sources for consumer engagement in DSM.

4.9.4. System Requirements
The system requirements are similar to the ones presented in section 4.7.3. However, the following
additional requirements should be considered for the social context:








3

Processing and storing digital consent contract where ten-ants allow access of energy metering
data to third parties.
Electricity data from the DSO needs to be able to be sent to the energy management system in an
agreed format such as EDIEL3 via SMTP.
Data validity check should be performed, i.e. no negative consumption, sum of hourly readings
equal the difference of the meter readings for the whole day etc., but no guarantees can be made
that the source data is correct.
SOAP web services for communication between the energy management system and the social
network. JSON (using REST) in case a foreign front-end needs to communicate with the social
network back-end
Availability of a data-set with polygons for neighbourhood boundaries, coordinates for building
addresses, and unique identifiers for apartments associated with those buildings, communicated

https://www.ediel.org/Sider/default.aspx
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with KMZ or similar geo-format. The geographical data needs to be updated at least annually to
reflect current conditions
A price forecast signal that us updated at least on a weekly basis.
Smart meter data updated at least daily.
A user input to decide whether to optimize based on environmental or price signals.

4.10. Aggregate
geographically
distributed
resources to offer ancillary services to TSO and
DSO
4.10.1. PUC01.12: Commercial VPP for offering
ancillary services to TSO
Scope
The scope of this PUC is the participation of a VPP system, operated by VPP operator, aggregator or
retailer, in the ancillary services market of a TSO. The RR and mFRR services are considered in this PUC.
Objectives
The main objective is to have the VPP system supplying reliable and efficient ancillary services (mFRR or
RR) to the TSO, taking into account the state of the DSO grid (traffic light system - PUC01.5, PUC02.5 and
PUC03.5).
Short Description
Based on various business models the VPP operator is purchasing flexibility from different distributed
flexibility sources. After gathering a portfolio of flexible DER, the procedure described in the following
paragraphs is adopted.
The required steps can be differentiated between ex-ante procedures (ancillary service bidding), real-time
procedures (mFRR or RR activation) and ex-post procedures (Reporting and invoicing)
Ancillary service bidding procedure
1. The VPP gets information about expected market prices for mFRR or RR or both.
2. The VPP gets information about available flexible capacities inside the pool. If no information is
received from external systems, the VPP performs an internal calculation.
3. The TLS periodically calculates the outlook for traffic lights per distribution grid section using
latest data from the DSO’s SCADA.
4. The VPP gets information about restrictions from grid operation via the TLS from gm-hub.
5. The TSO publishes the Auction schedule via the ancillary service trading platform.
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6. The VPP calculates available capacity and optimal price of bids, considering grid restrictions and
further rules for internal backup.
7. The VPP submits bids to the ancillary service trading platform.
8. The VPP sends information about volume and location of submitted bids to gm-hub.
9. The ancillary service trading platform informs the VPP about acceptance or non-acceptance of
submitted bids.
10. The VPP internally assigns flexibilities (incl. backup) to accepted bids and reserves the capacities
(of DER) to avoid double trading of flexibilities.
11. The VPP sends information about volume and location (in the grid) of accepted flexible reserves
to the gm-hub.
12. The TLS gets the information of reserved flexibilities (DER) from gm-hub and recalculates the
traffic lights.
13. Optional: The VPP informs the DER about reservation of flexibilities, if this was agreed between
the parties.
Reserve activation
1. The VPP periodically receives measurement of each DER via the DSO’s advanced metering
infrastructure.
2. The VPP periodically receives traffic lights of each relevant grid section.
3. The VPP periodically calculates the aggregated values of the pool (e.g. baseline, measurements,
available capacities) and sends the information to the TSO’s P/f controller. This is only done if
there is an accepted bid, which is currently active, otherwise 0 MW will be sent. (TSO-specific
requirements).
4. In case of an enduring frequency deviation the P/f-controller initiates the activation of DER by
sending an activation request to the VPP.
5. The VPP reads the latest activation status of DER from the gm-hub and corrects the available
flexibility periodically.
6. The VPP calculates the optimized dispatch of DER.
7. The VPP sends activation commands to the DER(s) and monitors the performance of the
activation.
8. The VPP sends information about activated DER to the gm-hub.
9. If needed, the TSO’s P/f controller can change the activation schedule (capacity, end time or both)
by sending a new command to the VPP.
10. If an activation change was received (step 9) the VPP repeats the steps 6) to 8) to adjust provision
of ancillary service to the new schedule.
11. The TSO’s P/f controller sends the “activation stop” message to the VPP.
12. The VPP sends deactivation commands to the DER(s) and continues monitoring the behaviour of
the DER(s).
13. The VPP sends an updated list of activated DER to the gm-hub, so other systems like the DSO’s
SCADA can get updated information of activated DER from the gm-hub.
After the end of a delivery period (bidding period) or on the following day the VPP sends a report about
activation performance to the ancillary service market platform.
KPI
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The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:










Forecasting accuracy: used to evaluate the accuracy of the forecasting algorithm
(load/generation). This is a measure of the reliability of the applied forecasting method as a
function of the considered forecast horizons. This provides an error measure for the variance of
the considered load/generation prediction horizons in the field. Divided between MV and LV.
Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control: describes the amount of
flexibility from distributed generators, demand response and prosumers necessary to provide the
required service for the mFRR market throughout the whole service period without harming any
threshold values for grid stability. Differentiates between upward and downward services.
Depending on specifications of market and mix of resources, a seasonal behaviour should be
taken into account.
Success index in meter reading: captures the total amount of communication attempts within the
allowed time frame and indicates the efficiency of the communication by revealing the portion of
successful communication.
Commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) – Economic Parameters from market player perspective: The
objective of the KPI is to evaluate the benefits and performance of the commercial VPP (mFRR or
RR) from an economic point of view. The KPI compares the revenues from the mFRR or RR market
participation with the costs for operation of the VPP and the reimbursement of the DER and
controllable resources within one year.
Critical volume of commercial VPP: indicates the required amount of tradeable flexibility in order
to reach the economic break even after 1 year (or 2 years).

4.10.2. PUC02.12: Flexibility operator of technical
VPP
Scope
Technical VPP system operated by a flexibility operator aggregates geographically distributed energy
resources (DER), like CHP, renewables demand response and storage units. Flexibility is additionally
characterized by its location. Aggregated flexibility is used for non-frequency services offered to the DSO
for technical constraints management.
Flexibilities used for optimizing retailer’s portfolio or for TSO’s balancing market are out of the scope.
Flexibilities used by Balance Responsible Parties (day-ahead, intraday) in order to optimise their portfolio
are out of the scope.
Objectives
The main objective of this PUC is to have a technical VPP contributing to solve congestions or voltage
problems with activation of flexibility of DER on constrained parts of grid.
Short Description
Technical VPP system used for DSO grid needs, like solving local congestions or solving voltage problems
and communicating with the market hub. The VPP (regionally) aggregates distributed flexibility resources
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like loads, renewables and storage per MV/LV grid area. Only flexibilities which are connected to
problematic MV/LV grid are activated, so activation boosts security, reliability and efficiency of network
operation and does not compromise DSO grid operation. For economic reasons the technical VPP focusses
on flexibilities connected to the MV grid.
The following procedure is followed:
1. Activation
1.1 Process input data
1.1.1 Retrieve measurement of each DER via the DSO’s MDM.
1.1.2 Retrieve traffic lights of each relevant grid section and further restrictions
1.1.3 Calculate aggregated values of different regions
1.1.4 DSO activation request
Note: The DSO sends an activation request to the technical VPP considering information provided by the
process described in PUC01.1. The message provides: amount of (change in) active power needed,
direction, staring time, activation duration and grids section.
Preceding decision making process of the DSO: Process the pre-defined n-hours ahead operating scenarios
and probabilistic alarms from the outputs of PUC01.2 “Estimate the operating conditions of the MV
network in real time”.
1.2 Activation of VPP
1.2.1 Retrieve latest activation status of DER
1.2.2 Calculate optimized dispatch of DER
1.2.3 Sending activation commands to the DER and monitoring the performance of the activation
1.2.4 Sending information about activated DER to the gm-hub
1.2.5 Retrieve update of alarms from forecasting tools
1.3 Stopping activation of VPP
1.3.1 Retrieve stop message
1.3.2 Deactivating DER(s)
1.3.3 Sending information about deactivated DER to the gm-hub
2 Reporting and invoicing
2.1 Sending activation report to the DSO
2.2 DSO’s approval of activation report
2.3 Sending activation schedule to the gm-hub
2.4 VPP sends activation report to the DER
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KPI
The following KPIs were considered for this PUC:










Required amount of total flexible capacity available for remote control: describes the amount of
flexibility from all kind of DER necessary to provide the required service for the mFRR market
throughout the whole service period without harming any threshold values for grid stability.
Differentiates between upward and downward services. Depending on specifications of market
and mix of resources, a seasonal behaviour should be taken into account.
Success index in meter reading : captures the total amount of communication attempts within
the allowed time frame and indicates the efficiency of the communication by revealing the
portion of successful communication.
Technical VPP – Economic Parameters DSO perspective: the objective of the KPI is to evaluate
the benefits and performance of the technical VPP (DSO support) from an economic point of view
by comparison of costs of the service provided by a technical VPP with capital costs of
(alternative) new grid investments over a duration of 5 years (or 10 years).
Forecasting accuracy: used to evaluate the accuracy of the forecasting algorithm (for load or
generation). This is a measure for the reliability of the applied forecasting method as a function of
the considered forecast horizons. This provides an error measure for the variance of the
considered load/generation prediction horizons in the field. Divided between MV and LV.
Technical VPP annual service costs: the specific average costs to operate the technical VPP
expressed as EUR/MW/a, from the perspective of the flexibility operator.

4.10.3. Main Innovations of the VPP Platform
The VPP system is a software bundle “ready-to-market” in its core functions. Further development of
modules in the InteGrid project is particularly based on several earlier, company (CyberGrid) financed
internal developments as well as functionalities derived from other research projects.
In the FLEXICIENCY project (H2020) a modular architecture for a high performance and scalable VPP was
investigated and designed. In the FutureFlow project (H2020) initial concepts for an automatic bid
generation for automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve markets and closed loop control for continuous
activation without predefined schedule (secondary control) is being developed. In the hybridVPP4DSO
(Austrian Climate and Energy Funds) project the concept of a TLS to enable DSO support by a VPP was
investigated and proven on basis of simulations, though no real-life coupling between a TLS and a VPP has
been developed.
In the use cases PUC01.12 (commercial VPP) and PUC02.12 (technical VPP) those developments are
driven further to a higher TRL and new modules are added to the existing bundle of software modules
and micro-services. The identification of the InteGrid innovative modules/functions is provided in Figure
23 and described in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 23: Further development of the VPP software suite in the InteGrid project.

Commercial VPP
The InteGrid use case of the commercial VPP will bring the following innovations:









The innovative software design (based on micro-service architecture) will be adapted to be
useable in mFRR (and RR) markets requiring operation with activation schedules. This will be the
first demonstration the micro-service based VPP for mFRR markets.
A new software module will provide interfaces and algorithms to support of batteries as flexibility
assets taking into account the specifics of battery technology.
The functionality “Real-time control of DER” including closed loop control of activations on pool
level will be further developed to be able to support activation schedules, which is required in
mFRR and RR markets.
The bid optimization module is adapted to requirements of mFRR markets and (new) rules of
national markets. A new interface to import external price forecasts will be developed.
The Reporting and Invoicing module is further developed to fit to the requirements of the use
cases and the interface of the gm-hub.
Interface and data exchange with gm-hub (same as in PUC technical VPP).

Technical VPP
The InteGrid use case of the technical VPP includes the following innovations:



The hybridVPP concept and support of a TLS will be further developed to the level of a stable
demo system.
The interface to import information from a DSO’s TLS is totally a new development. This
information will be automated and used to the availability of flexibilities from green (fully
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available) over orange (partly available) to red (non-available and locked for DSO purposes),
which is going far beyond the conceptual state of hybridVPP4DSO.
The support of the gm-hub to exchange data of traffic lights as well as schedules, status and
availabilities of DERs is developed from scratch within the scope of InteGrid.
Another innovation is the new web-based interface for a DSO, which will allow to visualize traffic
lights in a grid scheme, inform the DSO about available flexibilities in different grid sections and
allow the DSO to request regional activations of active power flexibilities. To support access of the
DSO to a market participant’s platform multitenancy properties will be developed to restrict
access to inadequate information.

4.10.4. System Requirements
Firstly, market player has to fulfil pre-qualifications tests, at which TSO and DSO checks if VPP system
fulfils all required technical characteristics. Some examples of TSO’s requirements:







Limits of minimum and maximum power of offered flexibility.
15 minutes full activation time from call of TSO to provision of full capacity of the unit.
Maximum duration of activation can be limited (e.g. two hours).
Full (100%) delivery already the first minute of activation, otherwise penalization might be
applied.
Capacity must stay within narrow limits during the whole duration of activation (e.g. in Slovenia in
every 15 minutes interval energy in activation could vary 20%) otherwise penalization applies.
Measurement and forecast (baseline) must be provided in 1 minute resolution or lower.

The requirements are TSO specific, and for the technical VPP similar requirements can be defined by the
DSO - see PUC01.7.
The main systems requirements highlight the need for:







Up-to-date management: received data must be up-to-date within minute of source data
changing. received data must be up-to-date within seconds of source data changing.
Availability of information flows: 99.9% + availability - Allowed outage: 9 hours per year.
Accuracy of data: device has error class 1% or better.
Frequency of data exchanges: 1 min interval.
Full activation time: resource must provide 100% of requested flexibility within 15 min (TSO
requirement).
Full activation time: resource must provide at least 90% of requested flexibility within 25 min
(DSO requirement).
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5. Conclusions
5.1. Project Outcomes
The steady increase of electricity generated by RES technologies has created new challenges for DSOs,
especially in MV and LV networks. The response from InteGrid project to these challenges covers four
domains: a) grid operations; b) grid and market hub; c) grid users; and d) energy services. The main idea is
to combine technologies (hardware and software) and new business models from these four domains,
supported by consumer engagement and awareness strategies, in order to design an integrated solution
for smart grid management.
The project should be able to:







Design and demonstrate predictive management strategies for MV and LV distribution networks.
Explore information collected from the advanced metering infrastructure for asset health
diagnostics and plan repair of unexpected outages.
Implement advanced data management platforms to foster data-driven energy services and
support flexibility data exchange/technical validation.
Create technical and regulatory conditions to use flexibility from industrial and residential
consumers, targeting sectors with social and environmental value (e.g., wastewater treatment).
Develop and test technology for new business models (e.g., flexibility operators, VPP) and
leverage the integration of DER in the electricity market and network management tasks.
Improve consumer engagement and awareness strategies for demand response products.

The use case methodology applied in the InteGrid project provides a description through a structured
methodology of roles, business and system processes related with the abovementioned goals. The
following results were obtained from this methodology:






12 HLUC and 17 PUC that fully address the project’s objectives and challenges.
Identification of regulatory requirements to implement the envisioned business processes [inputs
for WP7 - CBA, regulatory analysis and business models].
Identification of new tools and functional requirements to implement the envisioned business
processes [inputs for WP2, WP3, WP4 and WP5].
Identification of non-functional requirements (e.g., data handling, performance, security) for the
demonstrators and tools developers [inputs for WP2, WP3, WP4 and WP5].
KPI for measuring project’s goals and systems’ performance [inputs for WP3, WP4, WP5, WP7 and
WP8].

5.2. Business Requirements
The detailed business analysis carried out as part of the project in the HLUC drafting, underlined the
following business requirements:
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Grid operations
o The regulatory framework should enable the DSO to use external flexibility (e.g., from
flexibility operators, third-party storage, industrial consumers) to solve grid contingencies,
with a higher priority of it use within energy markets (wholesale, TSO ancillary services).
LV prosumers should be able to provide flexibility services, exploring the intelligent
functions of the HEMS, via electricity retailer or flexibility operator.
o DSO must have deployed smart meters and other intelligent energy devices in the LV grid
for improving the monitoring capability and should be able to use (by regulation) their
data for network technical constraints assessment/management.
o Data available in number of variables, resolution and size that enables the estimation of
the health indexes and application of big data analytics. Data quality is also a critical
requirement.
Grid and market hub
o Existence of a defined data model and communication protocols between all the involved
actors and roles.
o A common platform is required for flexibility data exchange between TSO and DSOs. The
DSO should be able to reject/modify offers made on the ancillary services markets if they
affect the distribution grid operation, but without undermining the TSO’s flexibility
activations.
o Establish a data management plan that defines the conditions and obligations for sharing
active power data from consumers. Consumers should be able to give explicit consent on
personal data sharing through the web application that redirects this consent to the gmhub platform. The services offered within the gm-hub must follow the EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679/EC.
Grid users
o Protect data privacy and ensure cybersecurity for sharing personal data from consumers
is essential.
o A dashboard to support prosumer decisions regarding the optimized scheduling is
essential and should incorporate consumer engagement strategies.
o Consumers should be presented with non-economic signals, such as an environmental
signal reflecting the share of “green electrical energy” they are consuming.
Energy services
o To have proper business model, that consumers have an interest to adjust their
consumption or generation (flexibility) when requested. Reward for resources who
participated could be lower grid fee or special discount on energy (for the grid and not for
supplier).
o A retailer can aggregate flexible consumers for internal portfolio balancing (day-ahead
and intraday markets) or provision of ancillary services to both TSO and DSO.
o The DER associated to the VPP should be able to comply with reliability standards for
ancillary services provision.

5.3. System Requirements
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In terms of system requirements, the following aspects should be considered during the development
and/or demonstration phases:








Grid operations
o Access to load (active and reactive power) and generation measurements for each
secondary substation (or MV/LV substation nodes).
o Access to the network topology in a standardized format, e.g. IEC CIM standard.
o Existence of a platform or other communication infrastructure that allows the DSO to
send remote control set-points for DSO-owned assets or services supplier platforms (e.g.,
VPP, aggregator).
o Ensure compatibility between MV and LV advanced network management functions.
o Close to real-time communication of a subset of smart meters in the LV network (input
for LV state estimation).
o Availability of advanced network calculation tools, i.e. fault locator, power flow, OPF,
load/RES forecasting, MV load allocation, LV state estimator.
o The health monitoring condition of new assets (like EES) requires supplier's technical
specification (e.g., duty cycle, recovery times, SoH definitions) and end-of-life criteria
should be defined specifically for each application and may include among others. If
already operating in the field, historical data (power input and output versus time) needs
to be available.
Grid and market hub (from [REF D6.1])
o Access to smart meter data.
o Processing and storing digital consent contract where tenants allow access of energy
metering data to third parties.
o Availability of power flow and OPF tools for the TLS.
o The pre-qualification of flexibility resources should comply with a set of technical
parameters defined the system operators and available in the local grid code, e.g.
provision of active/reactive power, location where the service can be provided, maximum
threshold of harmonic voltage and current disturbances contributions, etc.
Grid users
o Tariffs information: receive, on a regular basis, information related with the energy prices
(for multiple periods) for consumption and production.
o Access to consumption data from smart meters, sub-meters and smart-plugs.
o Encode the data exchanged between the HEMS and the service provider energy platform
via different mechanisms secure keys, user password.
o It is important to guarantee a standardized data structure for the information exchange
between appliances and the HEMS and middle layer where the HEMS pre-processes the
measured information before being available to the optimization/control functions.
Energy services
o Received data from DER and prosumers must be up-to-date within minute of source data
changing. received data must be up-to-date within seconds of source data changing.
o Availability of information flows: 99.9% + availability - Allowed outage: 9 hours per year.
o Accuracy of data: device has error class 1% or better.
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o

o
o
o

Market player has to fulfil pre-qualifications tests, at which TSO (and DSO) checks if VPP
system fulfils all required technical characteristics, e.g. activation time, ramp rates, full
delivery, baseline.
Fulfil pre-qualifications tests, at which TSO and DSO checks if VPP and DER system fulfils
all required technical characteristics.
Availability of economic and non-economic (e.g., environmental) signals for residential
consumers.
SOAP web services for communication between the energy management system and the
social network. JSON (using REST) in case a foreign front-end needs to communicate with
the social network back-end.

5.4. Mapping to Limitations in DoA
In the DoA, InteGrid project defines a set of regulatory, business and technological limitations that need
to be addressed.
Table 3 presents a mapping between the HLUC and the limitations identified in the DoA for “distribution
network operation”, which shows that the HLUC from InteGrid fully cover these needs. HLUC 05 is only
partially addressing the need “Lack of coordination between LV and MV networks in terms of flexibility
activation and management” since it was mainly designed for the TSO-DSO cooperation in flexibility
activation. Nevertheless, the same concept can be extended for the MV and LV network cooperation, but
this possibility will not be explored in the project. For the MV-LV interaction, the following process is
being considered:








The service provider (e.g., retailer, aggregator) shall define internally how the LV prosumer
flexibility is divided by the different services: a) portfolio balancing; b) ancillary services to the
TSO; and c) grid support for the DSO.
The LV management functions (i.e., CAMM) shall inform the MV control function (i.e., multitemporal OPF) about the forecasted operating point (i.e., active and reactive power values) in the
secondary substation. This information already includes the control actions defined for the LV
network and its impact in the secondary substation operating point.
The flexibility from LV prosumers aggregated up the secondary substation shall be used only as a
last resort action, i.e. last position in the merit order (of the multi-temporal OPF) for flexibility
activation.
Under emergency operation, the multi-temporal OPF may impose operational constraints in order
to induce a change in the secondary substation operating point.
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Table 3: Challenges and needs for distribution network operation.
Limitations identified in the DoA
Weak monitoring of the LV network nodes and incomplete knowledge of the
network topology/parameters at the DMS level
Low controllability at the LV network level and without considering multi-period
flexibility provided by HEMS
High load forecast errors at the LV nodes level and uncertain about future
consumption profiles
Smart meter information is not widely included in network management
functions at the MV and LV level
Lack of coordination between LV and MV networks in terms of flexibility
activation and management
Lack of information exchange between DSO and stakeholders in terms of smart
grid technical data and flexibility exchange

HLUC01

HLUC02

HLUC03

HLUC04

HLUC05

HLUC06

HLUC07

HLUC08

HLUC09

HLUC10

HLUC11

HLUC12

Reactive operational planning of the distribution network at the DMS level
Lack of integration of new DER in DSO management tools
Yes

Partial

n/a

Table 4 presents the mapping between the HLUC and the limitations identified in the DoA for “business
models and regulatory framework”. It is important to underline that InteGrid has one WP (WP7 – “CBA,
regulatory analysis and business models”) specifically dedicated to propose modifications in the current
regulatory frameworks and study new business models.
The enhancement of the VPP technology, new aggregation methods for electricity retailers and advances
in behavioural DSM contributed to address the following limitation: “outdated business models for
electricity retailing activity”.
Table 4: Challenges and needs for business models and regulatory framework.
Limitations identified in the DoA

HLUC01

HLUC02

HLUC03

HLUC04

HLUC05

HLUC06

HLUC07

HLUC08

HLUC09

HLUC10

HLUC11

Outdated business models for the electricity retailing activity
Uncertainty regarding DSO costs and revenues, particularly in a scenario with high
self-consumption level
Local markets for DER do not guarantee adequate liquidity to enable competition
for solving local technical problems. There is a lack of support schemes to increase
flexibility from LV prosumers
Lack of policies to: induce the right behaviour from each stakeholder, improve
distribution network efficiency/quality of supply and maximise the benefits from
all stakeholders
Lack of field tested and proven technical, economic, social and environmental
benefits from alternative investments in the distribution network, e.g. storage,
DR, electricity from renewable energy sources
Yes

Partial

n/a

Table 5 presents the mapping between the HLUC and the limitations identified in the DoA for “consumer
engagement”. HLUC11 is the central use case for consumer engagement since it combines technology
(e.g., HEMS) with social context (e.g., behavioural demand response).
The HEMS technology and advanced functions from HLUC09 are also an enabler for new consumer
engagement strategies supported by innovative data visualization dashboards. The gm-hub concept from
HLUC06 will contribute to democratize the access to metering data and boost data-driven energy services.
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Table 5: Challenges and needs for consumer engagement.
Limitations identified in the DoA

HLUC01

HLUC02

HLUC03

HLUC04

HLUC05

HLUC06

HLUC07

HLUC08

HLUC09

HLUC10

HLUC11

Incentives exclusively based on price arbitrage do not generate significant cost
saving, or perceived cost savings, for a long-term engagement of consumers
Data privacy and security remain a key barrier for consumer engagement in DR
products
Lack of integration of end-user comfort preferences in energy management
solutions
Existing energy management solutions are expensive and somewhat limited in
terms of applicability, regulatory issues, physical context and interoperability
Some users (e.g. elderly people) still find it complex or time consuming to handle
these solutions due to low Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
literacy, especially if they are not fully automated
Yes

Partial

n/a

To conclude, the use cases described in this document address the seven specific objectives and
limitations identified for these three areas, and represent a synergy of new software, hardware and
business models.
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Annex I – Use Case Template
1 Description of the use case
Use case describes functions of a system in a technology-neutral way. It identifies participating actors which can
for instance be other systems or human actors which are playing a role within a use case. Use cases can be
specified on different levels of granularity and are according to their level of technological abstraction and
granularity either described as High Level Use Case (HL-UC) or Primary Use Case (PUC).
1.1 Name of the use case
ID

Area / Domain(s)

Name of Use Case

Select from: (1) grid
operations; (2) market
hub; (3) grid users; (4)
energy services

1.2 Version management
Version Management
Version
No.

Date

Name of
Author(s)

Changes

DD.MM.YYYY

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case
Scope

The scope defines the limits of the use case.

Objective(s)

List of objectives of the use case

Related
business
case(s)

Provides a description or reference with some rationale for the suggested use case. Usually
the business case is related to several use cases. Therefore, an external reference or link to
a business case/business requirements might be more efficient and can be added here.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
Short text intended to summarize the main idea as service for the reader who is searching for a use
case or looking for an overview. Recommendation: This short description should have not more than
150 words.
Complete description
Complete Description Provides a complete narrative of the use case from a user’s point of view,
describing what occurs when, why, with what expectation, and under what conditions. This narrative
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should be written in plain text so that non-domain experts can understand it. The complete description
of the Use Case can range from a few sentences to a few pages.
This section often helps the domain expert to think through the user requirements for the function before
getting into the details required by the next sections of the Use Case.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
This information will be used in the remaining WP of InteGrid, so it is crucial.
High level use cases should define KPI linked to specific objectives (and ad-hoc indicators) from the DoA, as
well as business processes. For these UC, a list of KPI will be elaborated by AIT and the writes should try to
use the KPI from this list.
Primary use cases should define KPI linked to InteGrid tools and respective performance. The definition of
these KPI is up to the writer, there is no list.
ID

Name

Description
The description specifies the KPI and may
include specific targets in relation to one of
the objectives of the use case and the
calculation of these targets.

Reference to mentioned use case
objectives
Here is the link to one of the objective
which are specificed in the targets and
the KPI before.

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions
May be used to define further, general assumption for this use case. In some use cases, it is critical to
understand which preconditions or other assumptions are being made.



Any assumptions shall be identified, such as: which systems already exist, which c ontractual
relations exist, and which configurations of systems are probably in place.
Any initial states of information exchanged in the steps in the next section shall be identified.

Prerequisites
Describes what condition(s) should have been met prior to the initiation of the use case, such as prior
state of the actors and activities.

1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
Known relations to other use cases can be provided here if e.g. the use case is a more detailed one related
to a high level use case, or it is an alternative to an existing use case.
Could be used to include the IDs of InteGrid use cases related to this one, or even to refer to external Use
Cases from which the particular InteGrid Use Case derives.
Level of depth
Defines the level of depth of the use case:
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High level use case (HL-UC) use case which describes a general requirement, idea or concept
independently from a specific technical realization like an architectural solution
Primary use case (PUC) use case which describes in detail the functionality of (a part of) a business
process.
Specialized use case (SUC) use case which is using specific technological solutions/implementations
Prioritisation
Considering a larger number of use cases it might be interesting to cluster them according to priority. This
prioritisation might be different from country to country.
Nonetheless, in InteGrid this field should indicate whether the solutions will be implemented in more than one
demo and if replicability is a key objective.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic, regional or national relation: On international level, the use case description might be generic
enough to describe a use case in a more general way independently from the national or regional market
design. But use cases might be used to describe regional or national specific circumstances like laws or even
project-specific details. If the use case reflects those circumstances, it should be characterized accordingly.
Note: Use Cases demonstrated in more than one DSO (country) should be classified and written as
Generic.
Nature of the use case
This field can help to classify the main focus of the use case. EXAMPLE: Technical/system use case,
business use cases (e.g. market processes), political, test use cases.
Further keywords for classification
Keywords can be defined in order to support extended search functionalities within a use case repository.
Multiple keywords should be provided as a comma-separated list.
EXAMPLE: Smart grid, electric vehicles, loading of vehicles, electricity metering, storage.

1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
Is used for further comments which are not considered elsewhere.

2 Diagrams of use case
For clarification, in general it is recommended to provide drawing(s) by hand, by a graphic or as UML graphics.
The drawing should show interactions which identify the steps where possible.
Diagram(s) of use case

Please paste below the Use Case Diagram: shows how actors interact within the Use Case by participating
in the technical functions
Please paste below the HLUC-PUC Relations Diagram: shows which primary use cases (PUC) are used by
the High Level Use Case (HLUC). This is diagram is only included in HLUC.
Please paste below the Sequence Diagram: shows the dynamic sequence of the activities (information
exchanges/internal operations) required in the sub-functionality

3 Technical details
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3.1 Actors
In this section 3.1, actors which are involved in the use case are listed and described. These can for instance
include people, systems, applications, databases, devices, etc.

With the aim of improving consistency among Use Case descriptions, a list of actors based on standard
definitions (IEC 62559-2,DISCERN project, Sustainable Processes”, CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid
Coordination Group, CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group Smart Grid Reference Architecture),
should be used. Thus, the information included in the fields of the following table should be obtained from the
Actors List defined in InteGrid.
Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Actor Description

3.2 References
References (which are standards, reports, mandates and regulatory constraints) associated with the Use Case.
The writers must identify the standards that should be used to realize the Use Case and improve the replicability
of the solution.
Identify any legal issues that might affect the design and requirements of the function, including contracts,
regulations, policies, financial considerations, engineering constraints, pollution constraints, and other
environmental quality issues.
References
No.

References
Type

Reference

Status

Impact on use
case

The status
of the
referenced
document.

e.g. copy

Originator /
organisation

Link

right, IPR

4 Step by step analysis of use case
Template section 4 focuses on describing scenarios of the use case with a step-step analysis (sequence
description). There should be a clear correlation between the narrative and these scenarios and steps.
4.1 Overview of scenarios
The table provides an overview of the different scenarios of the use case like normal and alternative scenarios
which are described in section 4.2 of the template.
In general, the writer of the use case starts with the normal sequence (success). In case precondition or postcondition does not provide the expected output (e.g. no success = failure), alternative scenarios have to be
defined.
Scenario conditions
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No.

InteGrid

Scenario
name

Scenario
description

Primary actor

Triggering
event

Pre-condition

Postcondition

Refers to the
actor that
triggers the
scenario. For
instance, a
function called
“Protection”
would probably
be triggered by
an “Intelligent
Electronic
Device (IED)”.
It is worth
pointing out
that the names
of the Actors
should be
consistent with
Actors List in
all sections of
the Use Case
description.

Event that
triggers the
scenario. It can
be a real event
(such as, “a
fault occurs in
the grid”), or it is
also possible to
define
scenarios that
occur
“periodically”.

Describes the
state of the
system before
the scenario
starts.

Describes the
expected
state of the
system after
the scenario
is realized.
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
For this scenario, all the steps performed shall be described going from start to end using simple verbs like – get, put, cancel, subscribe etc. Steps shall be numbered
sequentially – 1, 2, 3 and so on. Further steps can be added to the table, if needed (number of steps are not limited).
Should the scenario require detailed descriptions of steps that are also used by other use cases, it should be considered creating a new “sub” use case, then referring to that
“subroutine” in this scenario.
Scenario
Scenario name :

No. 1 - Reference scenario

Step
No.

Name of
process/
activity

Description
activity

Label that
would appear
in a process
diagram.
Action verbs
should

This describes what action
takes place in this step. The
focus should be less on the
algorithms of the applications
and more on the interactions
and information flows between
actors.

Event

Event that
triggers the
activity. This
triggering
event can be
an event, such
as “a fault that
occurs in the
grid”, or it may
refer to an
activity that
occurs
“periodically”.

be used when
naming
activity.
EXAMPLE:
“Fault occurs
in the grid”.

of

process/

Service

Identifies
the
nature of
flow of
informatio
n and the
originator
of the
informatio
n (*).

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information

Name of the
actor that
produces the
information.
When the
activity is an
internal
process, the
information
producer is
the actor that
carries out the
internal
process. For
instance,
when the
activity is an
internal
algorithm
within an
Intelligent
Electronic
Device (IED),

Name of the
actor that
receives the
information.
When the
activity is an
internal
process, the
information
receiver is
the same
actor as the
information
producer.

Here the
information can
use a short ID
referring to
template
section 5 for
further details.

Requirement, R-IDs

Exchanged
(IDs)

Several
information
exchanged IDs
can be listed,
comma
separated.

Refer to the identifiers (RID) of the detailed
requirements that apply for
each activity.
These R-ID should be
obtained from the InteGrid
Requirements List, which is
based in the IEA PAS
62559 and DISCERN list of
requirements/issues, and
revised in the project.

Refer to template Clause 7
“Definition of a list for
requirements” for further
details.

then the
information
producer is
the actor
“Intelligent
Electronic
Device (IED)”.
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(*) Available options are:










CREATE means that an information object is to be created at the Producer.
GET (this is the default value if none is populated) means that the Receiver requests information from the
Producer (default).
CHANGE means that information is to be updated. Producer updates the Receiver’s information.
DELETE means that information is to be deleted. Producer deletes information from the Receiver.
CANCEL, CLOSE imply actions related to processes, such as the closure of a work order or the cancellation
of a control request.
EXECUTE is used when a complex transaction is being conveyed using a service, which potentially contains
more than one verb.
REPORT is used to represent transferral of unsolicited information or asynchronous information flows.
Producer provides information to the Receiver.
TIMER is used to represent a waiting period. When using the TIMER service, the Information Producer and
Information Receiver fields shall refer to the same actor.
REPEAT is used to indicate that a series of steps is repeated until a condition or trigger event. The condition
is specified as the text in the “Event” column for this row or step. Following the word REPEAT, shall appear, in
parenthesis, the first and last step numbers of the series to be repeated in the following form REPEAT(X-Y)
where X is the first step and Y is the last step.

5 Information exchanged
These information objects are corresponding to the “Name of Information” of the “Information Exchanged” column
referenced in the scenario steps in template section 4 “Step by Step Analysis”. If appropriate, further requirements to
the information objects can be added.
Information exchanged
Information
exchanged (ID)

Name of information

Description of information
exchanged

Requirement, R-IDs

Refers to an
identifier used in
the field
“Information
Exchanged” of
Table 4.2.

Is a unique ID which
identifies the selected
information in the
context of the use case.

Brief description, in case a reference
to existing data

Can be used to define
requirements referring to the
information and not to the
step as in the step by step
analysis (see template
section 6 below):
EXAMPLE: Data protection
class corresponding to this
information object.

models/information classes should be
added. Using existing canonical data
models is recommended.

6 Requirements
This table summarizes the requirements of all steps in the use case and it is linked to template section 4 “Step by Step
Analysis”. The ID for requirements (R-ID) is a unique ID which identifies the requirement in all use cases (e.g. in a
repository).
A list of non-functional requirements was defined in InteGrid (based on DISCERN list) to provide guidelines on possible
values that could be given to each type of requirement. However, other values not included in the list could be used if
necessary.
Requirements
Categories
ID

Category name for requirements

Category description

Unique
identifier for
the category.

Name for the category of requirements.

Description of the requirement category.

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Requirement description

Unique
identifier
which
identifies the
requirement
within its
category and
which

A name of the requirement.

Description of the requirement (this might be
populated automatically from the repository, if
the requirement has already been described in
the external document before).

can link the
requirement
to an external
requirement
document.

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Should be defined in a common glossary for all use cases. Here relevant terms belonging to this use case are listed.
Using a database repository for the glossary, the definitions might be filled automatically based on existing information.
Common Terms and Definitions
Term
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Annex II – InteGrid Domains
Grid Operations
Definition from CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination [5]: “The grid operations domain is defined by
roles and actors related to the stable and safe operations of the power system; the domain ensures the
usage of the grid is within its constraints and facilitates the activities in the market. Grid Operations,
System Operations and Metering Operations are identified as sub-domains in the Operations domain.
System actors in this domain include grid assets such as transformers, switchgear, etc. in Transmission and
Distribution Grids, metering systems and control centre systems.”
Grid and Market Hub
Definition adapted from [REF D6.1]: The grid and market hub domain is defined by roles and actors
related to the provision of services in a neutral standardized way between customer relationship
manager/neutral market facilitator (DSO roles) and stakeholders like electricity retailers, transmission
system operator (TSO), aggregators, group of consumers and energy services providers (e.g., Energy
Services Company - ESCo, data analytics companies). The domain facilitates market access allowing new
business models and services while ensuring efficient and secure network operation as well as highest
standards of data security.
Grid Users
Definition from CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination [5]: “The grid users domain is defined by roles
and actors involved in the generation, usage and possibly storage of electricity; from bulk generation and
commercial and industrial loads down to distributed energy resources, domestic loads, etc. The roles and
actors in this domain use the grid to transmit and distribute power from generation to the loads. Apart
from roles related to the generation, load and storage assets, the grid users domain includes system actors
such as (customer) energy management and process control systems.”
Energy Services
Definition from CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination [5]: “The Energy Services domain is defined by
roles and actors involved in providing energy services to the grid users domain. These services include
trading in the electricity generated, used or stored by the grid users domain, and ensuring that the
activities in the grid users domain are coordinated in e.g. the system balancing mechanisms.
Through the energy services domain the grid users domain is connected to activities such as trade and
system balancing. From the grid users domain, flexibility in power supply and demand is provided. This
flexibility is used for system balancing (through e.g. ancillary services, demand response, etc.) and trading
on the market. The roles and actors from the energy services domain facilitate participation in the
electricity system, by representing the grid users domain in operations (e.g. balance responsibility) and
markets (trading).”
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Annex III – High Level Use Cases
HLUC01 - Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution
network to pre-book available flexibility
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
HLUC01
Grid Operations

1.2 Version management
Version Management
Version No. Date
01

28.06.2017

Name of Use Case
Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV
distribution network to pre-book available flexibility

Name
Author(s)
Rita Viegas

of

Changes

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business

InteGrid

The present HLUC aims to clarify the management of DERs to solve grid constraints and to
optimize network operation in different locations and time frames. Since internal flexibilitybased actions (management of DSO-owned equipment, like energy storage systems) may
not be sufficient to meet technical requirements, the use of external flexibility (from DERs;
industrial and commercial consumers; among others) is considered within the operational
planning of the MV network. Load and generation forecasts are additional inputs to the
envisioned control actions.
The scope was defined by the interactions between roles and actors that belong to different
areas of InteGrid’s gm-hub role model [REF D6.1].
Concerning the DSO’s associated roles, the following actors are considered:

Data Manager: collects and stores metering data from the distribution grid
infrastructure and then provides it upon request;

Distribution System Optimizer: ensures the technical performance of the power grid
for a certain time slot (multi-temporal) and grid node (transition TSO-DSO, primary
substation or feeder);

Distribution Constraints Market Officer: requests and aggregates, according to
flexibility needs, the answers (internal and external), providing them to the DSO, in
order in order to solve technical constraints and manage distribution grid efficiently.
Outside the DSO domain, other actors (some of them do not belong to InteGrid’s list of actors
[REF 2]) are, as well, considered, as source of external flexibility or forecasts providers:

Forecast Provider: provides generation, consumption and weather-related
operational risks, for a given location and a specific time horizon;

External flexibility resources (Flexibility Operator, consumer, DRES, etc): should be
able to provide flexibility to solve indicated grid contingencies.
Regulatory constraints for further development shall be observed.
List of objectives of the use case
The objectives of the current HLUC, from the perspective of the DsO, are the following:
1. Anticipate and solve distribution grid contingencies;
2. Safely integrate DERs and DRES in the most cost-efficient way;
3. Defer distribution grid expansion investments;
4. Improve quality of service;
5. Minimise distribution network losses;
6. Minimize RES curtailment due to the increasing hosting capacity.
Provides a description or reference with some rationale for the suggested use case. Usually
the business case is related to several use cases. Therefore, an external reference or link to
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case(s)

a business case/business requirements might be more efficient and can be added here.
HLUC02– Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibilities;
HLUC06– Provide data management and exchange between DSO;
HLUC07– Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and
costs;
HLUC08– Manage internal processes’ flexibility to optimize energy consumption according to
market-driven mechanisms and system operators’ requests;

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
The scope of this HLUC is the management of distributed energy resources (DER) connected to the
distribution networks considering a multi-period and predictive approach. The DSO will compute for a
predefined time horizon (e.g., between hours and week-ahead) a set of optimal automatic and manual control
actions for DER (and DSO own resources) to minimize active power losses and solve potential technical
problems. Network reconfiguration capabilities should also be considered. The input data are the active and
reactive power forecasts for the net-load in each bus and for the renewable energy sources (RES) connected
to the MV network, as well as operating points and available flexibilities. As the time goes by, more reliable
forecasts along with the current state of the resources will be used to update the plan. The control set points
computed for the resources not owned by the DSO will be considered as pre-booked (reserve) flexibility that
can be later activated based on real-time information about technical constraints verification (automatic
actions propose by the developed tools can be performed on the DSO assets). The interaction with the LV
network control capabilities is also included in the predictive management strategy, in articulation with
HLUC02. Is intended that the developed tools and load and renewable energy forecast algorithms are
integrated into the DSO DMS system to help the decision making process and to enable real time operation
and supervision. All automatic control actions over DSO assets must only be performed under supervision
and must be previously validated by the operation centres.
Relevant LV RES aggregated to the secondary substation level should also be taken into consideration in
predictive models (HLUC02).
Complete description
This HLUC concerns the monitoring and control of MV grid operation taking into account distributed
flexibilities.
The main purpose is to manage distributed energy resources (DER) connected to the distribution networks
considering a multi-period and predictive approach in order to surpass operational constraints. To achieve
its purpose, the primary use case “Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in
operational planning and optimize MV network operation” with the distrib uted system optimizer (DSO
role) as primary actor needs to be fed with critical information regarding electrical energy forecast of
consumption, production and network risk failure associated. Furthermore, all possible flexibility
provided by DER (External and DSO owned) must be considered to overcome such constraints, as
efficiently as possible.
1 Operational planning with external flexibility pre-booked
For each period of analysis, a request is sent to the Data Manager (DSO role), who provides historical
consumption data to the forecast provider; by default, if no period is selected, it must consider the next 24
hours;
The forecast provider gathers the required critical information and feeds the Distribution System Optimizer to
perform an optimization task that defines the optimal allocation of flexibility for the next hours.
In this scenario, the Forecast Provider provides the Distribution System Optimizer with generation, load and
weather forecast-related grid’s operational risk data, based on the metering data communicated by the gmhub, more precisely, the Data Manager.
Retrieve Forecast Data
Forecasting data for hours or days ahead must be obtained for both load, generation (wind, hydro or solar) in
each MV network node. The period and discretization of this data to be provided by the forecasting tool must
be compatible with the requirements of the distribution system optimizer.
Detection of grid constraints
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The distribution system optimizer assesses the grid constraints considering the data provided by the forecast
provider (production and generation forecast) and the data provided by the data manager (grid topology and
planned maintenance).

The outcome of this analysis is network constraints evaluation (voltage limits and maximum current
per branch).
Flexibility Assessment
After identifying constraints violation, the distribution system optimizer requires external flexibility
procurement to the distribution constraints market officer (DSO role) that DER are “willing” to provide;

The distribution constrains market officer collects all the available flexibility for the requested
time frame and location.

The flex procurer sends the list of flexibility to the distribution system optimizer (with cost
associated with power unit (kW and KVAR)) to verify the most efficient way to overcome the
operational constraints;
Retrieve available flexibilities
Available flexibilities from the MV customers/prosumers (or aggregated LV through HLUC02) and internal
flexibility (DSO) for hours/days ahead scenarios are provided to the Distribution System Optimizer (DsO)
(Tap changes, Capacitor Banks Activation, Circuit breaker manoeuvre to operate network changes), to
overcome as efficiently as possible by implementing the actions according to a merit-order of available
flexibilities, the operational constraints. The period and discretization of this data to be provided must be
compatible with the requirements of the Distribution System Optimizer (DsO).

The list and sequence of flexibility activation must be communicated to the TSO.

The DSO activate the flexibility chosen.
2

Implement control set-points close to real-time

The (close) to real time control aims at monitoring the current state of MV grid and implementing the setpoints calculated for the available flexibilities obtained based on forecast data retrieved and considering the
DsO assessment list.
Retrieve current status of the MV grid
The Data Manager reports metering data to the Distribution System Optimizer, as a backup action. By
default, the mentioned information is continuously transmitted.
The information that flows concerns:

Metering data
o Customers’ consumption data;
o Technical data.
The PUC “Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real-time” is applied in this step.
Confirm set-points’ plan
The DsO computes a set-point plan to solve the voltage constraints and make it available for execution. A
verification is performed in order to guarantee that the grid conditions used to compute the set-points’ plan
remain valid.
Set-points’ plan execution
The plan of set-points is implemented, which means that the flexibilities associated to MV
customers/prosumers (or aggregated LV through HLUC02) are activated. The activation of the required
flexibility (either total or partially) is acknowledged and confirmed.
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1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)

ID

Name

Description

Better support of
network planning
Fulfilment of voltage
limits

Qualitative evaluation by questionnaire

Voltage variability

1

DRES
capacity

hosting

Investment deferral
Percentage
reduction
on
complaints
of
customers
Reduced
overall
cost

Potential
for
reduction
in
technical losses
Reduced
energy
curtailment of RES
and DER

The performance of an electrical grid is inversely
proportional to the difference between the nominal
and the actual voltage of the supplied elements
The voltage variability along time, can be directly
connected with the voltage fluctuation requirements
and evaluates the ability of a node to have voltage
variations, as low as possible. The voltage profile
variability, evaluated along the feeder, provides an
indication of the uniformity of the load and generators
distribution along the considered feeder, based on the
observation of the voltage difference between two
consecutives nodes
Amount of power/energy which can be injected in a
given electrical system without violating the adopted
constraints (technical, economic and regulatory)
Net present value is used to measure the investment
Measure the impact of the Use Case on the number
of customer complaints. It is focused on the
irregularities of quality of supply (interruptions, voltage
variations, etc)
Measures the reduction of network costs by using
network planning cases selected by the tool in
comparison to using the business-as-usual network
planning cases
This KPI determines the potential reduction of losses
by introducing certain measures to the network.
Reduction potential relates mainly to optimize
operation of the network
Measurement of the energy curtailed for RES/DER
generation due to technical or operational problems

Reference
mentioned
objectives
1

use

to
case

1, 4

1, 4

2, 6

3
4

5

6

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

The regulatory framework allows the DSO to use external flexibility to solve grid contingencies, with
a higher priority of it use within energy markets (wholesale, ancillary services);

Load and generation forecasts required for the operational planning are always available;

The Data Manager has always available metering data required by the Forecast Provider, in order
to provide to the DsO the abovementioned forecast values;

The DsO is able to anticipate distribution grid constraints in order to allow efficient network real-time
operations and takes into account real-time events in the most technically and economically way;

The Flexibility Operator has the information of each individual schedule of flexibility (power and time
frame) and therefore the merit order at the time of the Distribution Constraints Market Officer
request;

The DsO is able to detect grid contingencies;

External sources of flexibility are able to provide the flexibility needed to solve distribution grid
contingencies.
Prerequisites

InteGrid
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Existence of a defined data model and communication protocols between all the involved actors and
roles;
Large connection of external sources of flexibility available and its data can be retrieved;
External flexibility providers have the equipment to receive and execute grid control set-points;
Data regarding the internal flexibility is already gathered and available to the DsO;
Contractual relationship between retailer and consumers, that allows the sending of control setpoints by the DSO.

1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
Known relations to other use cases can be provided here if e.g. the use case is a more detailed one related
to a high level use case, or it is an alternative to an existing use case.
Could be used to include the IDs of InteGrid use cases related to this one, or even to refer to external Use
Cases from which the particular InteGrid Use Case derives.
HLUC02– Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibilities: related to the
aggregated LV RES in the secondary substation, whose flexibility can also be pre-booked
HLUC06– Provide data management and exchange between DSO and stakeholders: explains how the data
stored in the Grid-Market Hub (gm-hub) is exchanged between the different stakeholders
HLUC07– Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and costs: related to
the definition of terms of new flexibility contracts and the selection of the set of active resources, following a
specific merit-order, that will provide flexibility to the operational planning of a certain MV or LV network
HLUC08– Manage internal processes’ flexibility to optimize energy consumption according to market-driven
mechanisms and system operators’ requests: related to the provision of external flexibility available for DSOrelated pre-booking
Level of depth
High level use case (HLUC)
Prioritisation
High level of priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Business use case
Further keywords for classification
Grid-Market Hub, Internal and external flexibility, Metering Data, Operational Planning, Smart Meter, MV
distribution
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

InteGrid
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Operational planning with external flexibility pre-booked

InteGrid
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Implement control set-points close to real time
3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Data Manager

DSO Role

Distribution
Constraints
Market Officer

DSO Role

Distribution
Optimiser

DSO Role

Flexibility Operator

InteGrid

System

Role

Actor Description
Ensures metered, network and contractual data
procurement, management, and transmission. The role
receives, aggregates, validates, processes, analyses,
archives and provides data in a cost-efficient and secure
way
Select, contract and activate flexibilities that may be used
by the Distribution System Optimiser in case of local
constraints. The role operates a dedicated market to solve
specific distribution network constraints by contracting
flexibilities offered by flexibility operators in advance, i.e.
flexibilities may be offered and contracted at the mid- and
short-term time horizons. These flexibilities may also be
offered and contracted at the planning and connection
(long-term) timeframe through a call for tender. The
flexibilities contracted by means of the distribution
constraints market may be activated day-ahead or
intraday
Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of
the distribution network by managing network constraints,
including emergency situations and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and nondiscriminatory manner.
Generic role which links the role customer and its
possibility to provide flexibilities to the roles market and
grid; generic role that could be taken by many
stakeholders, such as a DSO company, an Energy
Service Company (ESCO) or an energy supplier.

GA 731218
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Forecast Provider

Role

Industrial consumer

Role

Producer

Role

Prosumer

Role

DERs

Role

Transmission
Operator (TSO)

System

Role

According to flexibility needs to guarantee technical
management of the distribution grid, it requests and
aggregates the answers (internal and external) which are
provided to the Distribution System Optimizer.
A hybrid role between DSO Domain and External Domain.
Provide production, consumption and operational risk
related to weather forecasts, for a given geography and
specific time horizon.
A large consumer of electricity in an industrial /
manufacturing industry. May be involved in contract based
Demand/Response.
A party that produces electricity.
Additional information: This is a type of Party Connected
to the Grid.
Consumer that can also generate energy using a
Distributed Energy Resource.
Group of energy assets distributed in the grid and
available for flexibility control purposes.
According to the Article 2.4 of the Electricity Directive
2009/72/EC (Directive): "a natural or legal person
responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of
and, if necessary, developing the transmission system in a
given area and, where applicable, its interconnections with
other systems, and for ensuring the long-term ability of the
system to meet reasonable demands for the transmission
of electricity". Moreover, the TSO is responsible for
connection of all grid users at the transmission level and
connection of the DSOs within the TSO control area.

3.2 References
References
No. References
Type
1
Standard

Reference

Status

IEC
62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
InteGrid Actors

Published

2

Spreadsheet
Document

3

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
KPI
reference list

Approved

4

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
nonfunctional
requirements

Approved

5

Project’s
deliverable

InteGrid D6.1 –
Concept
of
Market
Hub,
Central
Platform
and
Services

On going

InteGrid

Approved

GA 731218

Impact on use
case
Definition of the
presented
template
Provision
of
possible actors
and roles
Provision
of
KPIs
to
be
included
Provision
of
already-written
non-functional
requirements
Provision
of
crucial
concepts for the
clarification of
roles, gm-hub
role
model
(interactions
between
actors/roles)
and services

Originator
organisation
International
Electrotechnical
Commission
INESC TEC

/

Link

AIT

INESC TEC

INESC TEC
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4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

2

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Operational
planning with
external
flexibility prebooked.

Scenario
description
The
DsO
performs
the
operation
planning of the
MV
grid,
considering
available
internal
and
external
flexibility

Primary actor

Triggering event

Pre-condition

DsO

There
is
external
and
internal
flexibility to be
used in order to
solve technical
grid problems

Implement
control
setpoints close to
real time

Definition of setpoint plan due
to the detection
of
an
unpredicted
deviation
situation.

DsO

Data available
indicates
a
probable
deviation
situation n-hour
ahead.
The
DsO detects a
need
for
flexibility
(internal
or
external)
to
solve
grid
contingencies
Updated
measurement
from the grid
indicate
a
deviation
situation

GA 731218

Control
over
external
flexibilities

Postcondition
The
DsO
sends
specific
control setpoints
to
manage
DER, solving
grid
constraints in
different
locations and
time frames
A number of
set-points are
applied
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1.1

1.2

1.3

DsO asks Data
Manager
for
forecast data
Data Manager
reports
to
Forecast
Provider
Retrieve
forecast data

1.4

Detection of grid
constraints

1.5

Transmission of
flexibility needed

1.6

DCMO requests
external
flexibility data to
Flexibility
Operator
Exchange
flexibility
information
Retrieve
available
flexibilities

1.7

1.8

No. 1 - Operational planning with external flexibility pre-booked.
Name
of Description
of
process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Forecast data The DsO sends a data REPORT
DsO
requested
forecast request to the Data
Manager
Data Manager The Data Manager sends REPORT
Data
reports
to metering data and forwards
Manager
Forecast
DsO forecast request to the
Provider
Forecast Provider
Forecast data The
Forecast
Provider REPORT
Forecast
is updated
reports to the DsO the
Provider
requested forecast data
Grid
The DsO detects grid CREATE
DsO
constraints are constraints violation and
detected
by assesses
the
needed
DsO
flexibility to solve them
Needed
The DsO reports to the REPORT
DsO
flexibility
DCMO the needed flexibility
transmission
to be applied in a specific
location and time period
Request
of The DCMO requests to the REPORT
DCMO
external
FO information about the
flexibility data
available flexibility, for a
certain location and time
period
FO
flexibility The FO communicates the REPORT
FO
data
is external flexibility offers to
updated
the DCMO
Active power The DCMO reports updated REPORT
DCMO
flexibility
is flexibility information offers to
updated
the DsO

Information
receiver
(actor)
Data
Manager

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
2

Requirement, R-IDs

Forecast
Provider

1,2

DsO

3

DsO

4

DCMO

4

R-1_CONF; R-2_CONF; R3_CONF; R-4_CONF; R37_DM; R-38_DM

FO

4

R-1_CONF; R-2_CONF; R3_CONF; R-4_CONF; R37_DM; R-38_DM

DCMO

5

DsO

5

R-1_CONF; R-2_CONF;
3_CONF; R-4_CONF;
37_DM; R-38_DM
R-1_CONF; R-2_CONF;
3_CONF; R-4_CONF;
21_QoS

R-1_CONF; R-2_CONF;
3_CONF; R-4_CONF;
37_DM; R-38_DM
R-1_CONF; R-2_CONF;
3_CONF; R-4_CONF;
37_DM; R-38_DM

RR-

R-1_CONF; R-2_CONF;
3_CONF; R-4_CONF;
37_DM; R-38_DM
R-1_CONF; R-2_CONF;
3_CONF; R-4_CONF;
37_DM; R-38_DM

RR-

RR-

RR-

RRRR-
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Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1.9

Flexibility
assessment

1.10

Flexibility
reporting

1.11

DCMO
to TSO

InteGrid

list

reports

No. 1 - Operational planning with external flexibility pre-booked.
Name
of Description
of
process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Flexibility
The DsO assesses the CREATE
DsO
assessment is available
internal
and
performed by external
flexibility
and
the DsO
outputs
the
to-be-used
flexibility list, complying with
a specific merit order, and
the consequent control setpoints
Flexibility list is The DsO reports to the REPORT
DsO
reported
DCMO
the
to-be-used
flexibility, in order to solve
grid constraints, and the
control set-points
DCMO reports The DCMO reports to the REPORT
DCMO
to TSO
TSO the internal and external
flexibility that will be activated
within the distribution grid

GA 731218

Information
receiver
(actor)
DsO

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
6,7,8

Requirement, R-IDs

DCMO

6,7,8

R-21_QoS; R-45_DM

TSO

6,7

R-21_QoS; R-45_DM
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Scenario
Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.

No. 2- Implement control set-points close to real time
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
activity

(2.0)

Retrieve current
status of the MV
grid

Network
measurements are
updated

The Data Manager reports,
continuously, metering data, to
the DsO

REPEAT

Information
producer
(actor)
Data Manager

2.1

Apply set-points

Execute
preplanned set-points

EXECUTE

DsO

DsO

8

2.2

Validation of Setpoints’ plan
Define new setpoints’ plan

The set-point is
sent for validation
A new set-point
plan is determined

REPORT

DsO

DsO

2.3

TIMER

DsO

DsO

8

plan

The set-points plan
is executed

Set-points based in forecast
information are send to the prebooked flexibility to ensure its
implementation
Evaluate the need for new setpoints
Produces a set-point plan to
solve the voltage constraints and
sends it to the DsO for validation
The validated set-points are sent
to the selected resources

REPORT

DsO

5

DsO
TSO

The DsO reports to the TSO the
updated activation flexibility

REPORT

DsO

DREs/Industrial
Resources/Prod
ucers
TSO

2.3

2.4

Set-points’
execution

2.5

DsO reports to
TSO

reports

to

Service

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
Exchanged (IDs)

Requirement,
IDs

R-

DsO

1

R-1_CONF;
2_CONF;
3_CONF;
4_CONF
R-1_CONF;
2_CONF;
3_CONF;
4_CONF
Set-points’
validation

RRR-

6,7

R-21_QoS;
45_DM

RRRplan

R-
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Information
Name of information
exchanged (ID)
1
Metering data

2

Data forecast request

3

Forecast data

4

Flexibility need

5

Flexibility offer

6

Internal flexibility list

7

External flexibility list

8

Set-points

Description
of
information
exchanged

Customers’ consumption
data (data on the usage
associated with the meter.
Among the forms of data
collected can be: real-time
energy usage, current and
historic consumption and
the
energy
efficiency
information
when
available,
and
microgenerated input data)

Technical data (data on
the
grid
variables
associated with the meter.
Among the forms of data
collected can be: real-time
voltage magnitude, historic
voltage
magnitude,
frequency, reactive power
consumption/injection and
meter events (e.g., underovervoltage,
outage,
reduced
contracted
power))

Location

Time horizon

Generation forecast (and
primary source typology)

Consumption forecast

Weather forecast-related
grid operational risk

Needed flexibility value
(apparent power)

Location

Time period

Available flexibility value
(apparent power)

Location

Time period
List with the internal to-be-used
flexibility, with respective locations
and time periods
List with the external to-be-used
flexibility, with respective locations
and time periods
Control set-points to manage DERs

Requirement, R-IDs

6 Requirements
Requirements
Categories ID
1

InteGrid

Category name for requirements
Configuration (CONF)

GA 731218

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
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the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. Quality of Services issues also
address accuracy and precision of data, the
frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far
more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures,
and errors. At the same time, it is necessary
to try to identify the requirements and the
concerns
for
implementing
security
measures.
Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each Use Case step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications.
Additional issues or concerns.
Requirement description

2

Quality of Service (QoS)

3

Security (SEC)

4

Data Management (DM)

5
Requirement
R-ID

Others (O)
Requirement name

R-1_CONF

Communication
access
requirements
Communication bandwidth
Communication configuration
Communication media
Availability of information flows

R-2_CONF
R-3_CONF
R-4_CONF
R-21_QoS

InteGrid

services
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Request-response
n/a
WAN
Any
Continuous availability not required but must
be available at specific times or under
specific conditions
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R-25_SEC

R-37_DM

Eavesdropping: Ensuring confidentiality,
avoiding illegitimate use of data, and
preventing unauthorized reading of data, is:
Information integrity violation: Ensuring that
data is not changed or destroyed is:
Authentication: Masquerade and/or spoofing:
Ensuring that data comes from the stated
source or goes to authenticated receiver is:
Repudiation: Ensuring that the source cannot
deny sending the data or that the receiver
cannot deny receiving the data is:
Replay: Ensuring that data cannot be resent
by an unauthorized source is:
Information theft: Ensuring that data cannot
be stolen or deleted by an unauthorized
entity is:
Type of source data

R-38_DM

Correctness of source data

R-45_DM

Management of data across organizational
boundaries

R-50_DM

Management
implementations

R-26_SEC
R-27_SEC

R-28_SEC

R-29_SEC
R-30_SEC

across

different

Crucial

Crucial
Crucial

Crucial

Crucial
Crucial

Source data was previously automatically
stored in database
Source data is always correct (e.g. by
definition)
Numbers or types of data being exchanged
are changed or updated every few days or
weeks
Types of data being exchanged can vary
significantly in different implementations

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Common Terms and Definitions
Term
DCMO
DER
DsO
FO
DSO
gm-hub
HLUC
LV
UC
TSO

InteGrid

Definition
Distribution Constraints Market Officer
Distributed Energy Resource
Distribution system Optimizer
Flexibility Operator
Distribution System Operator
Grid-Market Hub
High Level Use Case
Low Voltage
Use Case
Transmission System Operator

GA 731218
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HLUC02 - Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available
flexibilities
1 Description of the use case

1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
HLUC02
(1) grid operations

Name of Use Case
Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using
available flexibilities

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1
1.0

Date

1.1

15.06.2017

1.2

06.10.2017

11.04.2017
30.05.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
André Madureira
Creation of the document
André Madureira
First draft
Hélder Costa
André Madureira
Requirements, Interaction with HLUC01, New
Hélder Costa
scenarios, Other small corrections
André Madureira
Additional KPI

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

InteGrid

The context of this High Level Use Case (HLUC) concerns the operation of the electrical
distribution system, in particular for the Low Voltage (LV) grid. Given the presence of
Distributed Energy Resources (DER) that can be exploited for control and management
purposes, it is possible to take advantage of the available flexible resources that can be
owned by the Distribution System Operator (DSO), such as grid storage units, or used by
him following an agreement with consumers/prosumers willing to participate in grid
operation.
According to the architecture defined in the InteGrid project, the scope of this HLUC is
related to the interaction between the grid operational management, that transmits
information and commands with the LV network, and the grid users that provide services to
support grid operation.
In this HLUC the DSO acts in his role of Distribution System Optimizer (DsO) by using
flexibility services from the Market (through the Neutral Market Facilitator) concerning the
information related to the provision of flexibility from domestic clients via their Home Energy
Management System (HEMS). This flexibility services are aggregated and communicated
through an Aggregator, Retailor or Flexibility Operator.
A Forecast Provider acts as an internal/external party and provides forecasts for net-load
and PV generation.
This HLUC falls into the domain of grid operations and the primary actor is considered to be
the Distribution System Optimizer.
Two Primary Use Cases (PUCs) will be derived from this HLUC, one related to the
observability of the LV grid and other related to the management of the available
flexibilities. Consequently, two tools will be developed to address each one of these
issues: a state estimator for LV grids and a voltage control algorithm for LV grids,
respectively.
The objectives of this HLUC are related to the operation of the distribution network within the
scope of the DSO activity. The following objectives are therefore pursued:
Monitor the LV network and its assets in (or close to) real time;
Manage the available flexibilities in order to avoid technical violations that may
occur such as undervoltages and overvoltages or branch overload.

GA 731218
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Related
business
case(s)

HLUC01 – Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution network to
pre-book available flexibility
HLUC10 – Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV
prosumers

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This HLUC addresses the operation control of the LV flexibilities (i.e., small -scale storage,
consumer/prosumer flexibility) based on a predictive management and real-time monitoring of voltage
profiles.
This will ensure that the DSO will be able to comply with the requirements of the EN 50160 standard
concerning admissible supply voltage variations.
The predictive management takes into consideration the net-load and solar photovoltaic (PV) forecasts
for a predefined time horizon (n-hours ahead) in order to define a set of control actions to reserve
flexibility in order to prevent technical problems.
In real-time operation, the state of the grid is analysed and if there are no significant deviations from the
predictive management scenario, the pre-booked flexibility is activated. Otherwise, the control is triggered
to re-calculate the control actions necessary to manage the voltage deviation. In this case, a new
management plan is produced taking into account the new grid conditions.
Complete description
This HLUC concerns the monitoring and control of LV grid operation taking into account distributed
flexibilities.
The main objective of this HLUC is to monitor the operation of the LV network and ensure that no
technical constraints (such as voltage violations or branch overloads) occur. In case any potential
violation occurs or is foreseen, a set of control actions are identified in order to overcome that situation.
The proposed approach will rely on two different and complementary approaches.
1. In a first level, a predictive control will be sought aiming at identifying potential violations for a
pre-defined time horizon (n-hours ahead) based on forecasting information. The forecasting data
required includes net-load and solar PV forecast for each bus of the LV network. Whenever
potential violations (voltage or congestions) are identified, a set of control actions are determined
for the available flexibilities to correct the violations and/or prepare beforehand certain resources
to ensure the required flexibility (i.e., storage devices). These control actions consist on a set of
set-points for the DER (namely storage devices owned by the DSO and flexibility of domestic
clients via their HEMS) but also secondary substation transformers with On-Load Tap Changer
(OLTC) capability or voltage regulators for the pre-defined time horizon in order to mitigate the
violation identified.
2. In a second level, in real-time or close to real-time, the operation of the LV network is monitored.
In case the current operating conditions do not differ much from the scenario used to produce
the plan with control actions, the resulting set-points, which aim at mobilizing a specific amount
of flexibility, are sent to the Operator to be validated before being sent to the field. In case the
conditions are significantly different or should any unforeseen violation be detected, new control
actions must be determined based on the most recent data available.
This HLUC includes the following steps:
1 N-hours ahead predictive control
The predictive control of the flexibilities available in the LV grid aims at determining a plan of set -points
for the available flexibilities in a rolling window of n-hours ahead based on forecasting data. The setpoints plan aims at mitigating foreseen violations that may occur during network operation by evaluating
the operating conditions in a preventive way.
Retrieve forecasting data
Forecasting data for n-hours ahead is obtained for both load and solar PV generation in each LV network node
from a Forecast Provider. The period and discretization of this data to be provided by the forecasting tool must
be compatible with the requirements of the voltage control tool for LV.
Retrieve available flexibilities

InteGrid
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Available flexibilities from the LV customers/prosumers (via their HEMS) for n-hours ahead are provided to the
Flexibility Operator (FO), who communicates the flexibility to the Neutral Market Facilitator (NMF). The NMF
then sends the flexibility data to the Distribution System Optimizer (DsO). The period and discretization of this
data to be provided by the HEMS must be compatible with the requirements of the voltage control tool for LV.
Retrieve constraints from MV network optimization
The MV optimization defines an admissible range for voltage at the connection between MV and LV (minimum
desired voltage and maximum desired voltage) that serves as a constraint for the voltage control tool for LV
grids.
Define set-points’ plan
The voltage control tool for LV grids determines a plan of set-points for the available flexibilities obtained in
step 1.2 based on the forecasting data retrieved in step 1.1 and considering the constraints imposed by the
MV optimization in step 1.3. It uses a set of simple heuristic rules to derive the set-points for the activation of
the available flexibilities in order to mitigate foreseen violations (either in terms of voltages or branch
overloads).
Confirm set-points’ plan
The plan of set-points is sent to the Contributor for System Security (CSS) for validation. If validated, the setpoints are stored to be later implemented in (close to) real time operation. If the CSS does not validate the
plan, changes are proposed and a new plan must be computed (go to step 1.4).
2

(Close to) Real time control

The (close) to real time control aims at monitoring the current state of the LV grid and implementing the setpoints calculated previously. In case any unforeseen violations occur, a new set-points’ plan must be
computed.
Retrieve current status of the LV grid
The current status of the LV grid is assessed based on a state estimation routine that takes as inputs data
from several smart meters or other Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) in (close to) real time. This enables
computing the most recent state of the LV grid.
Confirm set-points’ plan
A verification is performed in order to assess if the grid conditions used to compute the set-points’ plan remain
valid, taking into account the severity of the potential violation, after which the set-points of the plan are
confirmed. In case an unforeseen violation occurs or the conditions are significantly different, a new set-points’
plan must be computed (go to step 1.1).
Implement set-points
The plan of set-points is implemented, which means that the DER receive a set-point to change their operating
point and the HEMS receive a set-point to activate the flexibilities associated to the LV customers/prosumers.
The activation of the required flexibility (either total or partially) is acknowledged and confirmed by the HEMS.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

B.2

Reduced
energy
curtailme
nt of RES
and DER

Due to some technical reasons, RES/DER
production is curtailed partially or totally, i.e.
tripped. This is done because of the
generation profile of RES/DER does not
always correlate to the demand profile. This

InteGrid
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Reference to mentioned use case
objectives
The use of the available flexibilities
must aim at reducing as much as
possible the control actions undertaken
(either through load shedding/shifting,
generation curtailment or energy
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may create local thermal congestions or storage use).
over-voltages, leading to partially or totally
shedding RES/DER.
B.3 Power
Aged infrastructures, plus volatile and Ensure that line voltage profiles fulfil
Quality
dramatic changes of the power flow patterns grid nominal voltage requirements, as
and
of RES/DER generation and load cause may defined in EN 50160 standard.
Quality of increase the risk of system failures, thus
Supply
resulting in many interruptions, i.e. low
levels of power quality for customers and
decrease of the security of supply.
X.1 Reduced
Due to technical reasons, flexibility from Reduce the payment for flexibility
payment
domestic customers is activated. This is done services by limiting the amount of
for
in case traditional voltage regulation strategies flexibility requested from domestic
flexibility
are not effective in solving thermal congestions clients.
or under/over-voltages.
1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions
The DSO must have deployed smart meters and other IEDs in the LV grid.
A full knowledge of the LV grid’s topology and electrical characteristics is required.
A regulatory framework for providing flexibility services must exist.
Prerequisites
Link to HLUC01
Link to HLUC10
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
In InteGrid:
- Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution network to pre-book available flexibility
- Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV prosumers
In evolvDSO:
- Optimise the development of the network using available levers (such as LV phase balance optimisation
and/or network tariff structure)
In GRID4EU:
- Secondary Substation Node (SSN) or LV & MV Control Infrastructure
- Reduce power demand
- Manage maximised PV production on LV network regarding constraints and flexibility programs
- Encourage resident to adopt smarter habits according to network state
In DISCERN:
- Enhanced monitoring and control of MV/LV network
- Real time monitoring of LV grid
- Optimized AMR data collection and analysis using virtualized as well as physical concentrators
In NobelGrid:
- Controlling the grids for power quality & security
In Flexiciency
- Optimal LV distribution network operation supported by flexibility services
Level of depth
High level use case
Prioritisation
High level of priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Business use case
Further keywords for classification

InteGrid
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Smart grid, distribution system operator, voltage control, state estimation, distributed energy resources,
flexibility, storage.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case

Diagram(s) of use case

«PUC»
Estimate the operating
conditions of the LV network
in real-time

«PUC»
Solve technical problems in LV
networks

<<use>>

<<use>>

«HLUC02»
Monitor and control the LV
network in a distributed way
using available flexibilities

InteGrid
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Predictive Management

Real-time control
3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Distribution System
Optimizer

DSO Role

InteGrid

Actors
Actor Description
Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of
the distribution network by managing network constraints,

GA 731218
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Contributor to System
Security

DSO Role

Data Manager

DSO Role

Forecast Provider

DSO Role

Aggregator

Role

Retailer

Role

Flexibility Operator

Role

Neutral Market Facilitator

DSO Role

Prosumer

Role

Consumer

Role

Distributed Energy
Resource

Device

Tap Changer

Device

InteGrid

including emergency situations and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and nondiscriminatory manner.
Responsible for the exchange of structural data (e.g.
network structure and its evolution) and forecasts (e.g.
load forecasts aggregated at primary substation) along
with the TSO. It also manages the operational planning
contracts. The goal of this role is to provide cost-efficient
local solutions to system wide problems, by responding to
the TSO’s operational planning, scheduling and security
requests (including emergency situations).
Ensures metered, network and contractual data
procurement, management, and transmission. The role
receives, aggregates, validates, processes, analyses,
archives and provides data in a cost-efficient and secure
way.
Provides forecast data through the use of statistical
algorithms. These data are provided by network node for
both for net-load consumption and solar PV generation.
Offers services to aggregate energy production from
different sources (generators) and acts towards the grid as
one entity, including local aggregation of demand
(Demand Response management) and supply (generation
management). In cases where the aggregator is not a
supplier, it maintains a contract with the supplier.
Entity selling electrical energy to consumers - could also
be a grid user who has a grid connection and access
contract with the TSO or DSO. In addition, multiple
combinations of different grid user groups (e.g. those grid
users that do both consume and produce electricity) exist.
In the remainder of this document, the terms
customer/consumer and grid user are used
interchangeably where appropriate.
Generic role which links the role customer and its
possibility to provide flexibilities to the roles market and
grid; generic role that could be taken by many
stakeholders, such as a DSO company, an Energy
Service Company (ESCO) or an energy supplier.
Administrates the exchange of market information and
validates the market participation of market participants
from a technical perspective in established markets.
Traditionally this role aims to provide access to the
network as well as to consumption information enabling
market actors’ transactions. Currently, it is evolving to also
include the facilitation of flexibility services within the
market.
Consumer that can also generate energy using a
Distributed Energy Resource
"End user of electricity, gas, water or heat.
NOTE: As the consumer can also generate energy using a
Distributed Energy Resource, there is an actor called
""Prosumer""."
Small unit which generates energy and which is connected
to the distribution grid. Loads which could modify their
consumption according to external set points are often
also considered as DER
Mechanism for changing transformer winding tap

GA 731218
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positions.
3.2 References

No.

References
Type
Standard

Reference

2

Internal
Document

InteGrid Actors

3

Internal
Document

InteGrid
KPI
reference list

4

Project
Deliverable

GRID+
KPI
reference list

1

EN 50160

References
Status
Impact on use
case
Published
Requirements
for
supply
voltage
variations
n/a
Provision
of
possible actors
and roles
n/a
Provision
of
KPIs
to
be
included
Published
Provision
of
KPIs
to
be
included

Originator /
organisation
CENELEC

Link

INESC TEC

n/a

AIT

n/a

GRID+ Project

n/a

n/a

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

2

3

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Preventive
control

Real-time
control

Return
to
normal
operation

Scenario
description
The preventive
mode defines a
set-point plan for
managing a
probable
overvoltage
situation n-hour
ahead
An
unpredicted
voltage deviation
situation
is
detected and a
set-point plan is
defined

Primary actor

The
preventive
control defines a
set-point plan to
un-restrict
previous activated
flexibilities

DsO

DsO

DsO

GA 731218

Triggering
event
Data available
indicates a
probable
voltage problem
n-hour ahead

Pre-condition

Updated
measurement
from the grid
indicate
a
voltage
deviation
situation
Preventive
control without
any
foreseen
constraints
nhours
ahead
and
currently
activated
flexibilities

Network
operation
without
technical
problems

Network without
any constraints
or activated
flexibilities

Network
operation
without
technical
problems

any

any

Postcondition
Set-point
plan created
for the nhours ahead

A number of
set-points are
determined to
be applied

One or more
set-point
is
defined to be
sent to field
in a specific
time
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario
name :
Preventive Control
Step Event
No.
1

2

Retrieve
forecasting
data
Retrieve
HEMS
flexibility

3

Exchange
flexibility
information

4

Retrieve
available
flexibilities

5

Retrieve
constraints
from MV
optimization

6

Define setpoints’ plan

7

Set-points’
plan validation

8

Store set-

InteGrid

No. 1 - Reference scenario
Name of
process/
activity
Forecast
information is
updated
HEMS
flexibility is
updated

Description
activity

of

process/

Service

Information
producer
(actor)
Forecast
Provider

Information
receiver
(actor)
DsO

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
I.E.1

Requirement, R-IDs

Forecast provider sends new
information to the DsO

CHANGE

Flexibility Operator retrieves
HEMS flexibility

CHANGE

Consumer

Flexibility
Operator

I.E.3

Flexibility
Operator
flexibility data
is updated
Active power
flexibility is
updated

Flexibility Operator sends
the updated flexibility
information to the Neutral
Market Facilitator
Neutral Market Facilitator
sends the updated flexibility
information to the DsO

CHANGE

Flexibility
Operator

Neutral
Market
Facilitator

I.E.3

CHANGE

Neutral
Market
Facilitator

DsO

I.E.3

Voltage range
in connection
between MV
and LV is
provided
A set-point
plan is
determined

MV optimization sends the
desired voltage range to
DsO

TIMER

DsO

DsO

I.E.4

The voltage management
system produces a set-point
plan and sends it to the DsO
for validation
The set-point plan created in
step 6 is sent to the CSS for
validation
The validated set-point plan

TIMER

DsO

DsO

I.E.5

1-Qos; 2-Qos; 3-data; 4data

REPORT

DsO

I.E.5

1-Qos; 2-Qos; 3-data; 4data

TIMER

DsO

Contributor
to System
Security
DsO

I.E.5

1-Qos; 2-Qos; 3-data; 4-

The set-point
plan is sent for
validation
The set-point

GA 731218
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1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data
1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data; 1comp; 2-comp
1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data; 1comp; 2-comp
1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data; 1comp; 2-comp
1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data; 1comp; 2-comp
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points’ plan

plan is stored

is saved in a database

data
Scenario

Scenario
name :
Real Time Control
Step Event
No.

No. 2 - Reference scenario
Name of
process/
activity
Network
measurements
are updated

1

Retrieve
current status
of the LV grid

2

Define setpoints’ plan

A set-point
plan is
determined/up
dated

3

Set-points’
plan validation

4

Set-points’
plan execution

The set-point
plan is sent for
validation
The set-points
plan is
executed

InteGrid

Description
activity

of

process/

The DsO collects new
measurements from the
network, trough
communication with the
smart meter infrastructure in
a defined timed manner.
Missing measurements are
obtained through state
estimation.
The voltage management
system produces a set-point
plan, to solve the voltage
problem, and sends it to the
DsO for validation
The set-point plan created in
step 2 is sent to the CSS for
validation
The validated set-points are
sent to the selected
resources

GA 731218

Service

Information
producer
(actor)
Data
manager

Information
receiver
(actor)
DsO

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
I.E.2

Requirement, R-IDs

TIMER

DsO

DsO

I.E.5

3-data; 3-QoS

REPORT

DsO

I.E.5

1-Qos; 2-Qos; 3-data; 4data

REPORT

DsO

Contributor
to System
Security
Consumer/Di
stributed
Energy
Resource/Ta
p Changer

I.E.5

1-Qos; 2-Qos; 3-data; 4data

GET
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Scenario
Scenario
name :
Return to normal
operation
Step Event
No.
1

2

Retrieve
forecasting
data
Retrieve
HEMS
flexibility

3

Exchange
flexibility
information

4

Retrieve
available
flexibilities

5

Retrieve
constraints
from MV
optimization

6

Define setpoints’ plan

7

Set-points’
plan validation

InteGrid

No. 3 - Reference scenario

Name of
process/
activity
Forecast
information is
updated
HEMS
flexibility is
updated

Description
activity

of

process/

Service

Information
producer
(actor)
Forecast
Provider

Information
receiver
(actor)
DsO

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
I.E.1

Requirement, R-IDs

Forecast provider sends new
information to the DsO

CHANGE

Flexibility Operator retrieves
HEMS flexibility

CHANGE

HEMS

Flexibility
Operator

I.E.3

Flexibility
Operator
flexibility data
is updated
Active power
flexibility is
updated

Flexibility Operator sends
the updated flexibility
information to the Neutral
Market Facilitator
Neutral Market Facilitator
sends the updated flexibility
information to the DsO

CHANGE

Flexibility
Operator

Neutral
Market
Facilitator

I.E.3

CHANGE

Neutral
Market
Facilitator

DsO

I.E.3

Voltage range
in connection
between MV
and LV is
provided
A set-point
plan is
determined to
lift restrictions
previously
imposed
The set-point
plan is sent for
validation

MV optimization sends the
desired voltage range to
DsO

TIMER

DsO

DsO

I.E.4

The set-point created in this
step un-restricts the
activated flexibilities assuring
that the voltage values are
maintained within the limits

TIMER

DsO

DsO

I.E.5

3-data; 3-QoS

The set-point plan created in
step 6 is sent to the CSS for
validation

REPORT

DsO

Contributor
to System
Security

I.E.5

1-Qos; 2-Qos; 3-data; 4data

GA 731218
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1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data
1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data; 1comp; 2-comp
1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data; 1comp; 2-comp
1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data; 1comp; 2-comp
1-config; 2-config; 3-config;
4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data; 1comp; 2-comp
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8

InteGrid

Store setpoints’ plan

The set-point
plan is stored

The validated set-point plan
is saved in a database

GA 731218

TIMER

DsO

DsO
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5 Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
I.E.1

Name of information

I.E.2

Network
Measurements

I.E.3

Flexibility

I.E.4

I.E.5

Forecasting Data

Voltage Range

Set-point Plan

Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged
Generation and demand active
power, per node, for a predefined
time period
Information referring to the smart
meter measurements
Available
flexibility
for
each
available resource for a given time
period.
Voltage range for the connection
between MV and LV.

A group, or a single, set-point for
the network resources. It may
represent an active power operating
point or a tap position.

Requirement, R-IDs

1-config; 2-config; 3config; 4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data
1-config;
2-config;
config; 4-config; 1-Qos;
Qos; 3-data; 5-data
1-config; 2-config; 3config; 4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data;
comp; 2-comp
1-config; 2-config; 3config; 4-config; 3-Qos;
1-data; 2-data; 5-data;
comp; 2-comp
1-Qos; 2-Qos; 3-QoS;
data; 4-data

32-

1-

13-

6 Requirements

Categories
ID
config

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Configuration

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-config

Communication
access
requirements
Communication bandwidth
Communication configuration
Communication media

2-config
3-config
4-config

Categories
ID
QoS

InteGrid

Category description

services

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Quality of Service (QoS)

Request response
n/a
WAN
Any

Category description
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,

GA 731218
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rollback, etc. QoS issues also address
accuracy and precision of data, the frequency
of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-Qos

Elapsed time response requirements for
exchanging data
Availability of information flows

2-Qos

Categories
ID
data

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Data Management

Requirement name

1-data

Type of source data

2-data

Correctness of source data

3-data

Data consistency and synchronization
management across systems
Management of accessing different types of
data to be exchanged

5-data

Categories
ID
comp

InteGrid

Continuous availability not required but must
be available at specific times or under specific
conditions

Category description
"Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each UseCase step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications."
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

4-data

15 minutes

Data format requirements

Source data was previously automatically
stored in a database
Source data is always correct (e.g. by
definition)
n/a
Numbers or types of data being exchanged
are changed or updated every few days or
weeks
Existence of a defined data model and
communication protocols between all the
involved actors and roles.

Requirements
Category name for requirements

Category description

Compatibility

Compatibility with other functions

GA 731218
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Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Requirement description

1-comp

Compatibility with the operational planning of
MV distribution network (MV optimization)

2-comp

Compatibility with the multi-period behind-themeter flexibility from LV prosumers

The pre-booked flexibility coming from the
operational planning of the MV distribution
network must be compatible with the control
envisaged for the LV network (period,
discretization, format…).
Ensure compatibility with HLUC01.
The multi period availability of flexibility from
the LV prosumers must be compatible with
the control envisaged for the LV network
(period, discretization, format…).
Ensure compatibility with HLUC10.

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
CSS
DER
DSO
DsO
FO
HEMS
HLUC
IED
LV
MV
NMF
OLTC
PUC
PV
RES

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Contributor to System Security
Distributed Energy Resources
Distribution System Operator
Distribution System Optimizer
Flexibility Operator
Home Energy Management System
High Level Use Case
Intelligent Electronic Device
Low Voltage
Medium Voltage
Neutral Market Facilitator
On-Load Tap Changer
Primary Use Case
Photovoltaic
Renewable Energy Sources

GA 731218
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HLUC03 - Perform health diagnostics and preventive maintenance planning of
distribution network assets
1 Description of the high level use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
Name of Use Case
Smart Distribution
Perform health diagnostics and preventive maintenance
HLUC03
Network Maintenance
planning of distribution network assets
Planning

1.2 Version management
Version
No.

Date
24.02.2017

V4
V5

08.03.2017
09.03.2017
11.04.2017
03.052017
17.05.2017
22.05.2017
24.05.2017
29.05.2017
02.10.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Olle
Hansson/Erik First version
Lejerskog/Stefan
Rebner
Ricardo Bessa
Comments inserted in the document
Olle Hansson
Adjustments with respect to Bessa comments
Olle/Erik/Stefan
New adjustments and more
Olle/Erik
New adjustments with respect to 11/4-17
INESC TEC
Contributions to the main description
INESC TEC
KPI for the use case
Olle/Erik/Stefan
Mostly chapter 4 Requirements
INESC TEC
Final revision
Ellevio AB
Monetary effects in 1.5 KPI02

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case
Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

InteGrid


Preventive management planning of smart distribution network assets.

Networks under study: MV and LV.

Area of operation: Asset management.
The objectives of this use case are:

To perform distribution network assets health diagnostics ( 10/0,4 and 70/20 kV
substation equipment and for example ) based on information remotely collected by
off-the-shelf sensors mounted in substations.

To identify investments or maintenance actions for end-of-life assets taking into the
consequences from the outage of these assets.

To select the cost-effective investment or maintenance plan for end-of-life assets
considering the prioritization guidelines issued by business analysts.
Take into account the Swedish regulation currently in force to reduce the ENS
considering the trade-off between OPEX (operational expenditure) and CAPEX (capital
expenditures), for the different customer categories:

OPEX effects are in principal a pass through and compensates the DSO.

CAPEX will be compensated with a straight-line depreciation, 40 years for
network equipment and 20 years for ICT, and the WACC (weighted average
cost of capital) on depreciated CAPEX each year.

Scrapped equipment will be taken out from depreciations and WACC if less
than 40/10 years of age.

Assumptions on future outages and customer categories affected based on
historical data will affect the repair costs and quality adjustments of the
income frame for the DSO.
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1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This HLUC aims at using big-data analytics along with intelligent scheduling techniques to improve
distribution-grid reliability indexes. Since more information is expected to be gathered from advanced
metering infrastructures (AMI), while supported by the integration of information and communication
technologies (ICT), it will be possible an active posture towards a preventive management.
The goal of this HLUC is to increase the distribution grid reliability, avoid fatal errors, reduce
maintenance costs, and postpone unnecessary local maintenance tests by using big data analytics with
event-driven maintenance for self-monitored equipment. Vital information for important network assets
(e.g., historical oil temperature of transformers, number of short-circuits sustained, number of changes
in control) is collected using the advanced metering infrastructure and processed through tools that can
diagnose and assess the current technical conditions and trigger probabilistic alarms to (re)schedule
maintenance actions.
Health indexing quantifies equipment condition based on several condition criteria that are related to the
long-term degradation factors that lead to an asset’s end-of-life. Consequently, the strategy of prioritization of
maintenance spending is fundamental to enable a fact-base management of assets.
This HLUC comprises the following general steps:
1.
Perform distribution networks assets health diagnostics
2.
Identify investments and maintenance actions
3.
Create a management plan for the distribution network assets
Complete description
In the following paragraphs are described the steps of a process that uses health indexes based on
sensor data and that explores historical data to optimize the management of assets. Since power
transformers are the most strategic asset in a distribution network, the description will focus on this
equipment although it can be applied to others.
Generic asset management process

Define asset
strategy

Identify risks and
opportunities

Create asset
management
plan (15 years)

Collect asset data

Define potential
solutions to
mitigate risks

Create activity
plan (1 year)

Analyze asset
data

Optimize
portfolio of
solutions

Execute and
manage plan

1. Perform distribution networks assets health diagnostics
The health diagnostic algorithm receives as input data collected from sensors as well as data provided
by inspection teams. All this data, before being available to use goes through a process of validation
and synchronization to guarantee the most coherent dataset possible. The description of this process is
out of the scope of the present use case. The existing of the process is declared as an assumption and
pre-requisite of the use case but it should be mentioned that the process itself could contribute to infer
about the health of equipment, namely the sensors and the ICT infrastructure. Likewise, during the
process of putting in practice the actions defined in the plan by the maintenance team, valuable
information can be gathered to be included in the next time the algorithm runs, such as:

Without the transformer removed from service:
o External visual aspects.
o Comparison between factory test reports and the current test results and operating
ability.
o Failure reports indicating the rate of aging, availability and performance.
o Maintenance practices.

InteGrid
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o Loading, temperature, etc (to estimate the loss of life).
With the transformer offline:
o Oil quality indicators.
o Paper condition.
o Dissolved gas analysis (DGA).
o Infrared scan.
o Partial discharge scanning.
Moreover, the existence of an historical of interventions for each equipment will be very important for
the algorithm to provide the equipment’s probability of failure.
After defining all the criteria used to calculate objectively the health index of an asset, experts must
attribute a weight to each criteria so the final score results from a weighted average of factors, thus
understandable and readily interpreted.
1.1. A. Periodic diagnostic
The health of the distribution network equipment is automatically assessed according to a suitable time
frequency established by business analysts. From the data, the algorithm will attribute a health index to
each equipment and will point out equipment for which it was not possible to asses s the health. For the
latter it could be generated a requirement for inspection.
1.1. B. Manual diagnostic
The algorithm is manually initiated.
2. Identify investments and maintenance actions
For each equipment it will be determined the economic impact of each option. This analysis will depend
on the health index of the equipment and must consider a long timespan (e.g. years).
2.1. Analysis based on health indexes
The indexes should be representative of the suitability of the asset and indicative of the overall asset
health. From it, analysts can infer an expected lifetime and establish the proper maintenance
intervention.
From health indexing to action


Health Index
[0, .., 100]

Condition
[Very poor, …, Very
good]

Expected
lifetime
[More than 15 years,
…, Near end of life]

Action
[Normal
maintenance,
increase diagnostic
testing, rebuild, …,
immediately replace]

2.2. Analysis based on historical data
The existence of an abnormal number of past interventions due to malfunctions and failures must be
considered and affect the health index determined before by introducing the probability of an equipment
failure (e.g. a recent equipment may be prone to malfunctions due to bad design and require a
replacement regardless of its health index).
Analysing failure modes and conducting root cause analysis will provide insight into the conditions
leading up to asset failures. Once the factors leading to failures are known, assets can start to be
monitored for those factors, and repaired prior to failure.
3. Establish a management plan for the distribution network assets
The analysts will come up with a preventive management action for every asset of the distribution
network.
3.1. Define possible strategies
The combination of the multiple management planning options of the distribution network assets will
generate a considerable amount of strategies. Some actions may introduce much complexity if they
affect several equipment.
Health index ratings will indicate how urgently assets should be repaired or replaced. The higher the
rating, the more urgently the asset needs attention. Nonetheless, the asset management process is
grounded in risk levels and may influence other corporate priorities, which may override purely
condition-based decisions.
3.2. Analyse and create asset management plan for different time horizons
From here, it is necessary to establish an ordering process based on multiple criteria so it may not only
consider economic factors, but also safety, reliability, environmental, technical and othe r processoriented aspects. This decision problem must consider multi-temporal scenarios complying with the
expansion planning strategy defined by the distribution company.
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1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

KPI01

Asset
health
awareness

KPI02

SAIFI
improvement

KPI03

Mean
time
between failure

KPI04

Maintenance
costs

Description
This is a qualitative indicator on a
scale of 1 – 10 (1 – extremely
unaware, 10 – extremely aware)
for the awareness of the process
owner regarding every equipment
life-cycle stage.
Percentage improvement in SAIFI
(%).
Mean time between failures of
every equipment (hours)
considering its life-cycle stage.
Measure how preventive
maintenance reduces the cost of
secondary damage.

Reference to mentioned use case
objectives
Determine distribution network assets
health indexes.

Improve distribution network reliability
(higher-level business goal). Value in
reduced CML, 0,4 €/min and customer.
Create a preventive management
planning for the distribution network
assets.
Reduce operational cost (higher-level
business goal).

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Existence of a database where information was previously processed to form a coherent
dataset (e.g. collect all with mitigation of bad data quality and missing data).

There is a team in charge of putting in action the assets management plan.
Prerequisites

Data available in number of variables, resolution and size that enables the estimation of the
health indexes as described in Grid Infrastructure appendix, which specifies functions in the
demo sites.

Big data analytics can be performed on the equipment described in the demo Grid
Infrastructure for Stockholm.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
This use case and HLUC04 – Define optimal repair actions for unplanned outages based on sensor data,
historical information and remote equipment diagnostics – share the objective of improving distribution
networks reliability indexes. If asset failures can be predicted before they happen, and work schedules can
be given a month or two in advance, overtime should be reduced, emergency repairs are minimized, and
costs will be reduced. On the other hand, repair and replacement decisions must take into account the
programmed preventive maintenance and influence it as well.
Level of depth
High level use case (HLUC)
Prioritisation
Low priority for current operation though with future potential benefit.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical use case to prove business value for a DSO.
Further keywords for classification

Preventive maintenance

Big-data analytics

Sensors

Real-time data

Condition based maintenance

Reliability centred maintenance

Asset Health
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1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

<<Objective>>
Perform distribution networks
assets health diagnostics
Field Fo rce Man agement Syste m

<<Objective>>

<<Objective>>

Identify investments and
maintenance actions

<<Objective>>

<<Objective>>

<<Objective>>

HLUC03 – Perform health diagnos tic s and preventive
maintenance planning of distribution network assets

Create a management plan for the
distribution network assets

Maintena nce a nd Inspecti on
(Field Fo rce)

Data Manage r

Records an d Asset Manag ement
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actors
Actor Description

Actor Type

Maintenance and
Inspection (Field Force)

Role

This actor provides work involving inspection, cleaning,
adjustment, or other service of equipment to enable it to
perform better or to extend its service life. Examples of
maintenance work are routine oil changes and painting.
Examples of inspection work are pole inspections, vault
inspections, and substation inspections.

Field Force Management
System

System

Applications helping to manage Field Force.

Records and Asset
Management

System

Data Manager

DSO Role

The Records and Asset Management actors track and
report on the substation and network equipment inventory,
provide geospatial data and geographic displays, maintain
records on non-electrical assets, and perform asset
investment planning.
Ensures metered, network and contractual data
procurement, management, and transmission. The role
receives aggregates, validates, processes, analyses,
archives and provides data in a cost-efficient and secure
way.

3.2 References

N
o.

References
Type
Standard

Whitepaper

Standard

InteGrid

Reference
BS EN
60599:1999,
IEC
60599:1999
Mineral oilimpregnated
electrical
equipment in
service. Guide
to the
interpretation
of dissolved
and free gases
analysis
Asset Health
Indices - A
utility industry
necessity
IEEE Std
C57.104™2008 - IEEE
Guide for the
Interpretation
of Gases
Generated in
Oil-Immersed
Transformers

References
Impact on use
case
Revised,
None
Withdraw
n
Status

None

Active

None

GA 731218

Originator /
organisation
IEC

Link

Deloitte /
Canadian
Electricity
Association
IEEE

www.electricity.ca/m
edia/Analytics/Asset
HealthIndex2014.pdf

https://webstore.iec.
ch/publication/2582

http://ieeexplore.iee
e.org/document/477
6518/
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Manufacturer
information

ABB Ability Asset Health
centre:
From field data
to fleet
optimization

Prospect

Asset Health
Centre product
with relevance to
Stockholm Royal
Seaport.
Equipment
transformer,
disconnectors
and batteries.

ABB

https://library.e.abb.
com/public/d464a10
37e7843b69d46aa4
650a200dd/AHC%2
0brochure_utilities_
English_170425.pdf

4 Requirements

Categories
ID
QoS

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Quality of Service Issues

Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup, rollback,
etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and precision
of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

QoS-1
QoS-2

Elapsed time response requirements
for exchanging data
Availability of information flows

QoS-3

Accuracy of data requirements

QoS-4
QoS-5

Frequency of data exchanges
Commonly used techniques for
meeting quality of service
requirements of this data exchange
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description

Categories
ID
C

Configuration Issues

Less than 1 second
Continuous availability not required as long as
downtime is scheduled
Age of data needs to be known; Quality of data
characterization is important
Upon request
Backup of data

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are relevant to the
use case step. These configuration issues include
numbers of devices and/or systems, expected
growth of the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth, existing
protocols, etc., but only from the user’s point of view.
In some cases, only one of the possible choices is
reasonable, while for other situations, more than one
choice is reasonable.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

C-1

Communication access services
Periodic reporting; Request-response for equipment
requirements
with 2-way communication protocol
Communication paradigm
Many-to-One; One-to-many
Location of Information Producer
Substation
Location of Information Producers
Control room operation
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description

C-2
C-3
C-4
Categories
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ID
DM

Data Management Issues

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

DM-1
DM-2

Type of source data
Correctness of source data

DM-3
DM-4

Categories
ID
S

Covers both the management of the data exchanges
in each Use Case step and the management of data
at either end if that management is impacted by data
exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going
maintenance of what data needs to be exchanged,
say between a Geographic Information System and
the many different applications that use its data. An
example of the second type of data management is
the need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if new
protection settings are issued to multiple field
devices, these settings need to be reflected in
Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should
concentrate on the user requirements for the
interfaces to databases and other data handling
applications.
Requirement description

Data was stored in a database
Source data is usually correct to the process of
validation and synchronization applied before storing
Up-to-date management
Data was synchronized to build a coherent historical;
Data is up-to-date as possible
Validation of data exchanges
Data is considered validated if available in database
though errors may be present
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Security Issues

Assess how different security measures applied to
different items can potentially interact and either
leave security holes or make user interfaces very
laborious and possibly unworkable. Security must not
only protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far more likely
inadvertent mistakes, failures, and errors. At the
same time, it is necessary to try to identify the
requirements and the concerns for implementing
security measures.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

S-1

Eavesdropping: Ensuring
confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate
use of data, and preventing
unauthorized reading of data, is:
Information integrity violation:
Ensuring that data is not changed or
destroyed is:
Authentication: Masquerade and/or
spoofing: Ensuring that data comes
from the stated source or goes to
authenticated receiver is:

S-2

S-3

InteGrid
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5 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
Health Index

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Quantifies equipment condition based on several criteria that are related to
the long-term degradation factors that lead to an asset’s end-of-life.
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HLUC04 - Define optimal repair actions for unplanned outages based on sensor
data, historical information and remote equipment diagnostics
1 Description of the use case

1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
Smart Distribution Network
Real Time Operation

HLUC04

Name of Use Case
Define optimal repair actions for unplanned outages based on
sensor data, historical information and remote equipment
diagnostics

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
V3

Date

V4

05.05.2017

V5
V6
V7
V8

22.05.2017
05.06.2017
14.06.2017
19.06.2017
02.10.2017

11.04.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Olle
Hansson/Stefan New from template
Rebner/Erik Lejerskog
Olle
Hansson/Erik Bessa comments handled in principal
Lejerskog/Stefan
Rebner
INESC TEC
Contributions to the main description
INESC TEC
Additional contributions and revisions
Ellevio
Additional contributions and revisions
INESC TEC
Final revision
Ellevio AB
Monetary terms in 1.5 KPI01, KPI02

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

InteGrid




Define repair actions of unplanned outages using sensor data, historical information
and remote equipment diagnostics.
Network under study: MV and LV.
Area of operation: Asset management.

The objectives of this use case are:

To identify the fault location, to detect the protection devices that opened upon the
fault (fuse, recloser or breaker) and to identify the network equipment affected.

To identify optimal restoration actions using historical database of interventions,
sensor data and remote equipment diagnostic data.

To select a restoration plan based upon criteria such as locations of emergency
facilities, number of customers not supplied, and duration of outages.

To select a team with suitable equipment to restore service.

To define optimal repair actions for damaged equipment.

To perform a post-mortem outage analysis and update historical database of
interventions.
Regardless of the country specific price regulation for the electricity distribution sector,
service quality regulation enforces adequate quality of service level. The continuity of supply
is one of its components that can be measured by different indexes, such as SAIDI and
CAIDI, and be used to create a scheme of incentives and penalties.
For instance, a regulated company performing below the performance standard can be
penalized and the one performing above the performance standard can be rewarded. Over
time, more rigorous directives for responsiveness are imposed on utilities, particularly for
more accurate restoration estimation, frequency of communication to customers and
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shortened outage duration.
In Sweden, from 2013 the distribution of electricity to low voltage customer is defined of good
quality regarding the number of unplanned long interruptions (3 min - 12 hours) if the number
of unplanned interruptions per calendar year is ≤ 3 interruptions and it is not of good quality if
the number of unplanned long interruptions per calendar year is > 11 interruptions.
Meanwhile, the NR, National Regulator, has proposed new and increased incentives for
2020-2023 that also includes outages of more than 12 hours.
1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
The main objective of this HLUC is to develop a process to optimize restoration and repair actions of
unplanned outages based on pre-fault data collected from sensors, on remote equipment diagnostics, and on
historical data collected from smart secondary substations. Moreover, it will be used a historical database
with details of past interventions thus enhancing the awareness of decision makers.
Unplanned outages can be caused by incidents, such as traffic accidents, power lines’ damage due to
snowstorms and/or high winds, etc. The process described in this use case aims to provide fast and reliable
detection of the outage, location and isolation of the faulted circuit, and restoration and repair of faulted
components.
The estimated result is a reduction in the outage time and consequently an improvement in the distribution
network continuity of service indexes, such as the SAIDI and the CAIDI. Furthermore, repair and replacement
decisions will take into account the preventive maintenance plan so other indexes related to the frequency of
unplanned outages will benefit as well.
The combination of multiple sources of information will not only allow to reduce the average outage duration,
but also to provide crew and dispatcher efficiency savings, and reduction in restoration and trouble call centre
costs.
This HLUC comprises the following general steps:
1. Detect and locate the outage
2. Isolate the fault and restore service
3. Service restoration intervention
4. Outage equipment repair/replacement
5. Post-mortem outage analysis
Complete description
As soon as an outage is detected, the first goal is to identify the origin and the section of the distribution
network that was affected. For that purpose, an intelligent outage management system based on sensor data
combined with self-diagnostic equipment is used. Customer outage calls can also be used as input for the
algorithm to narrow the search for faulty segments.
The intelligent outage management system takes advantage from historical data that is mined to find
common causes, failures and internal damages, allowing a more accurate and faster evaluation of the
outage. Moreover, by understanding the most common modes of failure, improvement programs can be
prioritized with those that provide the largest improvement on reliability for the lowest cost.
Common indicators used to evaluate a network reliability are the following (the improvement in some of these
will be used as KPI in this use case):

SAIDI – System Average Interruption Duration Index

SAIFI – System Average Interruption Frequency Index

CAIDI – Customer Average Interruption Duration Index

CAIFI – Customer Average Interruption Frequency Index

MAIFI – Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index

ENS – Energy Not Supplied

TIEPI – Equivalent interruption time related to the installed capacity (used in Spain and Portugal)
In order to analyse the location and extent of an outage, outage prediction capabilities are enabled by a
detailed representation of the distribution network. A model that represents the network’s current topology
and connection to the end consumer is essential to determine the location of the problem. With the objective
of minimizing the outage time for the affected customers, a series of switching operations will be defined so
the faulty segment is isolated and the best way to restore power to all related non-faulty segments is
obtained.
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Generic representation of the sequence: locate, isolate, restore and repair

Locate

•The process is triggered by a circuit breaker trip.
•The fault location is determined based on all available information (sensor
data, customer calls, self-diagnostic equipment, statistical data on outage
location and causes…).

Isolate

•Faulted area is identified and isolation actions are analyzed (power flow
calculations may be used and customer consequences considered). Automated
devices as disconnectors or remotly managed switches/breakers in action.

Restore

Repair

•Field teams perform switching actions, connect reserve power or other actions
to restore power to customers.

•Damaged equipment is repaired or replaced and fault repair history is
reported.

Traditionally, customers' trouble calls were the primary source of outage notification. However, customers
report only one third of outages in the first hour of outages. The advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) could
send outage notifications almost instantly to the utility and could also give restoration notification when power
is restored. While the primary purpose of the smart metering development is not to manage distribution
networks, it does offer significant potential benefits for the network planning and operation. In this sense,
intelligent outage management systems can benefit from the large-scale rollout of smart meters by using its
data as input to operate more efficiently and effectively.
As soon as the isolation strategy is defined, and a priority of actions is established, there will be an optimized
matching between the requirements of each intervention and the expertise of the field team. Repair or
replacement actions will be characterized by a priority level as well and take place after the restoration plan.
In some situations, the restoration of service will require repairing or replacement of equipment, thus there
might be just one intervention. Similarly, there will be cases where switching actions are enough to
temporarily solve the problem but the immediate repair or replacement is preferred, whether because of
costs or time.
1. Detect and locate the outage
1.1. Outage notification
1.1.1. Receive pre-triggering events
An unplanned outage is detected by the DMS system and operator using one or more indicators:

A relay is indicating a short-circuit fault, high temperature on transformer or overload.

Customer service is receiving outage calls.

Sensors are sending off-normal signals.

Smart meters are indicating loss of power supply.

Self-diagnostic equipment are communicating failure messages.
1.1.2. Filter data and declare permanent outage
Filter out the meter notifications due to corrupted data and outages of duration less than one specified period
(e.g. 2 minutes) to be deemed as temporary. In some cases, for example when the outage notification are
coming from smart meters, restoration of power supply notifications can be sent. If there is no restoration
notification from the meter, then the smart meter in AMI could be pinged, by virtue of its two-way
communication ability, to know the current status of the power supply. Therefore if the response of the meter
is positive, i.e., if the power supply has been restored to the customer, then the outage notification was due
to a temporary outage, which has been cleared by the operation of protective devices. In other case, there is
uncertainty about the type of outage because the inexistence of response might be due to the permanent
outage or communication failure by the smart meter.
1.1.3. Locate fault and identify affected equipment
Since there is a confirmation of a permanent outage, the objective at this stage is to point out the probable
origin of the fault and to identify the portion of the network that was affected. Distribution systems are
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commonly explored with a radial configuration and a fault in a given point will block the power supply to
downstream locations.
From the data gathered before and after the event, and the topology of the network, an analysis will be
conducted to circumscribe the outage area. The next step will be to determine the origin of the fault and if
possible the cause. Here the existence of a historical database of interventions can help by providing
information regarding past fault in that area as well as the strategy used to, first, restore the service and,
second, repair damaged equipment.
The output will be a report stating:

The probable fault location and cause of the outage.

The equipment affected by the outage.

The number of customers not being supplied by category (important to prioritize interventions).

A list of the past fault events involving the surrounding equipment of the probable fault location.

A list with the historical of maintenance actions of the surrounding equipment of the probable fault
location and the next scheduled intervention.
2.
Isolate the fault and restore service
2.1. Prioritize outage event
In case of multiple faults, the report generated in the previous step will be used to establish a priority
according to several criteria, like minimum repair time, number of customers not being supplied and type of
customers.
2.2. Identify the actions and the tools/equipment needed to isolate the fault and restore service
The innovation in this step is to automate the decision process according to predefined priorities and propose
a solution for the repair. The main goal is to restore electricity supply in minimum time.
The outage report along with topological information will allow to create switching strategies in order to
isolate the fault. If not every customer can be supplied from a change of topology, mobile generators may be
used to feed those customers.
3.
Service restoration intervention
3.1. Assign an Team to Restore Service
The available teams and the required interventions are matched considering a number of criteria:

Priority of the intervention.

Distance between the team and the fault location.

Expertize of the team in executing that kind of intervention.

Equipment needed to execute that intervention.
3.2. Team reassesses the intervention in the field and executes the job
When the team arrives to the location, a diagnostic will be performed to check if the expected intervention
solves the problem.
The repair team reports when the work order is completed and the customer is contacted (e.g., via text
message).
4.
Outage equipment repair/replacement
After isolating the fault and restoring the service, it is necessary to repair the damaged equipment or replace
it.
4.1. Define repair/replacement plan
This step is performed almost simultaneously to the definition of the restoration plan but the focus here is to
define a repair replacement plan and a priority level. The priority will depend on the solution found previously
to restore service and on the existence of customers still not being supplied. In some cases, there will be only
one plan if the restoration of service requires a repair/replacement of equipment. Likewise, if the effort
involved to repair equals, whether in terms of cost or time, is less or equal to the effort to just isolate the fault,
there will be only one plan.
4.2. Analyse preventive maintenance plan
These actions must take into account the preventive maintenance plan since the options repair or replace will
have an impact on both planning.
4.3. Request field intervention
The procedure used to assign teams and restore the service is followed to execute the repair/replacement.
5.
Post-mortem outage analysis
The novelty introduced by this use case is on the use of historical data to more efficiently react when an
unplanned outage occurs. Therefore, a thorough analysis to past outage events must be performed and
stored in a database.
5.1. Determine causes for failure
Pre-fault data collected from sensors, remote equipment diagnostics, and data gathered by the field teams is
used to determine the cause of the outage.
5.2. Update historical database
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A new entry will be added to the database comprising the following information:

Date and hour of the fault occurrence and of the permanent outage declaration.

Cause of the outage.

Equipment and number of customers affected by the outage.

Description of the isolation and restore plan.

Equipment and number of customers affected after the restoration plan being implemented.

Description of the repair/replacement plan.

Useful information for future failures.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

KPI01

SAIDI
improvement

Improvement percentage of SAIDI (%).

KPI02

CAIDI
improvement

Improvement percentage of CAIDI (%).

KPI03

ENS improvement

Reduction percentage of ENS (%).

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
Improve distribution network
reliability (higher-level business
goal). Value in reduced CML, 0,4
€/min and customer.
Improve distribution network
reliability (higher-level business
goal). Value in reduced CML, 0,4
€/min and customer (including
reduced repair time)
Improve distribution network
reliability (higher-level business
goal).

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Database with historical outage information available at the dispatch centre.

Fault location tool available in the DMS.

Work order management system available at the dispatch centre.

System and orders available for the field works.
Prerequisites

A structured and controlled fault repair process including control centre activities, high and reliable
communications and available field work personnel.

Structured database with data mining tools, big data analytics.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
This use case and HLUC03 – Perform health diagnostics and preventive maintenance planning of distribution
network assets – share the objective of improving distribution networks reliability indexes. If asset failures
can be predicted before they happen, and work schedules can be given a month or two in advance, overtime
should be reduced, emergency repairs are minimized, and costs will be reduced. On the other hand, repair
and replacement decisions must take into account the programmed preventive maintenance and influence it
as well.
Level of depth
High level use case (HL-UC)
Prioritisation
High priority for Ellevio.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical/system, regulatory use cases.
Further keywords for classification

Fault isolation and repair

SAIDI
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CAIDI
MV/LV control and monitoring
Sensors
Communication
Big-data analytics

1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

<<Objective>>
Identify fault location, detect activated
protection devices and identify

Field Fo rce Man agement Syste m

network equipment affected

<<Objective>>

DMS Operator

<<Objective>>

Identify optimal restoration actions
<<Objective>>

<<Objective>>
Select a restoration plan based on
several criteria

<<Objective>>

HLUC04 – Define optimal repair ac tions for unplanned out ages
based on s ens or data, his torical informat ion and remote equipment
diagnost ics
Records an d Asse t Manag eme nt

<<Objective>>

<<Objective>>
Select a team to restore service

<<Objective>>

<<Objective>>

<<Objective>>

Define optimal repair actions for
damaged equipment

<<Objective>>
Perform post-mortem outage analysis
and update historical database of
interventions

Data Manage r
Distri bution System Opti miser
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Actors
Actor Description
Ensures metered, network and contractual data
procurement, management, and transmission. The role
receives aggregates, validates, processes, analyses,
archives and provides data in a cost-efficient and secure
way.
Operator of the Distribution Management System.
Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of
the distribution network by managing network constraints,
including emergencies and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and nondiscriminatory manner.

Data Manager

DSO Role

DMS Operator

Person

Distribution System
Optimiser

System

Field Force Management
System

System

Applications helping to manage Field Force.

System

The Records and Asset Management actors track and
report on the substation and network equipment inventory,
provide geospatial data and geographic displays, maintain
records on non-electrical assets, and perform asset
investment planning.

Records and Asset
Management

3.2 References
N
o.

Reference
s Type

Reference

Regulatory
framework

Energy Inspectorate
and the income
frame regulation,
EIFS 2015:1,
2015:2, 2015:5 and
2015:6
CEER
Benchmarking
Report 5.2 on the
Continuity of
Electricity Supply C14-EQS-62-03
Outage
Management
System for Power
Distribution
Network
Smart Metering for
Outage
Management of
Electric Power
Distribution
Networks

Benchmarki
ng Report

Paper

Paper

InteGrid

References
Status
Impact on
use case
Actual
updated

Business
value of
reduced
repair time
and
frequency.
High-level
business
objectives

Guidance

Guidance

GA 731218

Originator /
organisatio
n
EIFS

Link

CEER

www.ceer.eu

IEEE

http://ieeexplore.iee
e.org/document/700
5598/

www.ei.se

http://ac.elscdn.com/S18766102
1631476X/1-s2.0S187661021631476
Xmain.pdf?_tid=b3f64
29e-5667-11e7955500000aab0f6b&acdn
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at=1498039085_e9d
c42f0fafc10c64116f
25cc04be523
4 Requirements
Categories
ID
QoS

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Quality of Service Issues

Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup, rollback,
etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and precision
of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

QoS-1
QoS-2

Elapsed time response requirements
for exchanging data
Availability of information flows

QoS-3

Accuracy of data requirements

QoS-4
QoS-5

Frequency of data exchanges
Commonly used techniques for
meeting quality of service
requirements of this data exchange
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description

Categories
ID
C

Configuration Issues

Requirement name

C-1

Communication access services
requirements

Categories
ID
DM

InteGrid

Continuous availability is very important.
Contingency communication channels must be
designed.
Age of data needs to be known; Quality of data
characterization is important
Triggered by failure event or upon request
Backup of data

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are relevant to the
use case step. These configuration issues include
numbers of devices and/or systems, expected
growth of the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth, existing
protocols, etc., but only from the user’s point of view.
In some cases, only one of the possible choices is
reasonable, while for other situations, more than one
choice is reasonable.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

C-2
C-3
C-4

Less than 1 second

Periodic reporting; Request-response for equipment
with 2-way communication protocol; Report-byexception
Communication paradigm
Many-to-One; One-to-many
Location of Information Producer
Substation
Location of Information Producers
Control room operation
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Data Management Issues

Covers both the management of the data exchanges
in each Use Case step and the management of data
at either end if that management is impacted by data
exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going
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Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

DM-1
DM-2

Type of source data
Correctness of source data

DM-3
DM-4

Categories
ID
S

maintenance of what data needs to be exchanged,
say between a Geographic Information System and
the many different applications that use its data. An
example of the second type of data management is
the need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if new
protection settings are issued to multiple field
devices, these settings need to be reflected in
Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should
concentrate on the user requirements for the
interfaces to databases and other data handling
applications.
Requirement description

Data is stored in a database
Source data is usually correct to the process of
validation and synchronization applied before storing
Up-to-date management
Data was synchronized to build a coherent historical;
Data is up-to-date as possible
Validation of data exchanges
Data is considered validated if available in database
though errors may be present
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Security Issues

Assess how different security measures applied to
different items can potentially interact and either
leave security holes or make user interfaces very
laborious and possibly unworkable. Security must not
only protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far more likely
inadvertent mistakes, failures, and errors. At the
same time, it is necessary to try to identify the
requirements and the concerns for implementing
security measures.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

S-1

Eavesdropping: Ensuring
confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate
use of data, and preventing
unauthorized reading of data, is:
Information integrity violation:
Ensuring that data is not changed or
destroyed is:
Authentication: Masquerade and/or
spoofing: Ensuring that data comes
from the stated source or goes to
authenticated receiver is:
Replay: Ensuring that data cannot be
resent by an unauthorized source is:
Information theft: Ensuring that data
cannot be stolen or deleted by an
unauthorized entity is:
Denial of Service: Ensuring

S-2

S-3

S-4
S-5

S-6

InteGrid
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Quite important

Important

Important

Important
Important

Crucial. Contingency communication channels must
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unimpeded access to data is:

be available

5 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
Permanent fault
Temporary fault
Fault isolation
Service restoration

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
No current in one or more phases during more than 100 ms.
No current in one or more phases during less than 100 ms.
Switching actions to reduce the number of affected customers.
Actions performed to re-establish power to customers. It may involve other
actions besides switching such as the use of mobile generators.
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HLUC05 - Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources connected
to the distribution network
1 Description of the use case

1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
HLUC05
(2) Grid and Market hub

Name of Use Case
Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources
connected to the distribution network

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1
1.0

Date

1.1

07.07.2017

1.2

28.07.2017

2.0

08.08.2017

2.1
2.2

12.10.2017
23.11.2017

12.06.2017
25.06.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Julien Le Baut (AIT)
First draft
Julien Le Baut (AIT),
Draft after considering comments from INESC
Ricardo Bessa (INESC) TEC
Julien Le Baut (AIT)
Modifications of the scenarios and steps after the
workshop with CyberGrid on the Traffic Light
Concept. Inclusion of the sequence and use case
diagrams.
Ricardo Bessa, Joao
Review of the HLUC
Silva (INESC)
Julien Le Baut, Tara
New version of the HLUC considering the
Ester, Johanna
comments from INESC
Spreitzhofer (AIT)
Tara Esterl (AIT)
Including further inputs from INESC TEC
Tara Esterl (AIT)
Including further inputs from INESC TEC
Serdar Kadam (AIT)

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

InteGrid

Flexibility resources connected at the Medium-Voltage (MV) or Low-Voltage (LV) levels can
provide flexibility to the network operators (for instance Manual Frequency Restoration
Reserves (mFRR) and Replacement Reserves (RR) can be offered to the TSO). However, it
is necessary to define a set of rules and roles as well as to specify in which modalities the
different actors interact with each other’s in order to exploit the maximum potential of these
resources while ensuring a sufficient quality and security of service. Moreover, the flexibility
resources can actively support the DSO to solve problems in the distribution grid.
The present high-level use case describes how the DSO ensures that the activation of
flexibility located in the distribution network by the TSO does not create any local constraint
(for instance, overloading in lines) while answers to specific frequency control requests.
The following actors are considered, some of them within the DSO’s associated roles:

Neutral Market Facilitator (NMF) – DSO role

Distribution system Optimizer (DsO) – DSO role

Transmission System Operator (TSO)

Flexibility Operator (FO)

Market Operator (MO)
The participation of the DSO in the Ancillary Services market is out-of-scope since this use
case concerns to the technical validation of the flexibility activated by the TSO.
Flexibility sources connected to the transmission network are not considered.
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The objectives related to the HLUC are the following:

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

1)
2)

To ensure a non-discriminatory access to the market for all actors
To enable the TSO to use the flexibility from the distribution grid for balancing
reserves, while the DSO guarantees the safe operation of the distribution grid in line
with the quality standard (e.g. voltage quality and interruption times)
3) To ensure a safe operation of the transmission grid
4) To minimize the curtailment of DER for security reasons
HLUC01- Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution network to prebook available flexibility.
HLUC02-Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibilities;
HLUC06- Provide data management and exchange between DSO;
HLUC10- Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV
prosumers

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
In the context of this Use Case, the TSO is contracting flexibility products on the balancing market
(mFRR and RR). These flexibilities are provided by resources connected on the distribution grid and
therefore their behaviour affects the distribution network state. For instance, the shedding of loads in
order to provide upward reserve has a direct impact on the voltage profiles of the feeder where the
loads are located; in case the contracted volume of reserve is too large, the upper voltage limit can be
exceeded. Therefore, the effects of flexibility activations on the distribution network must be evaluated
in order to ensure a safe and reliable operation of the network.
The High-level Use Case comprises two consecutive steps forming the process of evalua tion:
1) Ex-ante evaluation and Pre-activation validation: FOs submit their schedule to the DsO for
evaluation and the latter assesses the impact of the flexibility on his network state. He flags
each program based on the rules defined in the Traffic Light System. And the DsO evaluates
the programs submitted by each FO that are corresponding to the market bids and he flags
them according to the rules defined in the Traffic Light System. Thereby, the FO can anticipate
which units will probably be limited if activated close to real-time. For this evaluation all
flexibilities from all FOs that are on the merit order curve of the TSO are considered (including
backup flexibilities from the FOs in case needed).
2) Post-activation programs selection: the TSO selects the bids that he needs to activate in order to
reach the volume of balancing energy needed. The selection process is based on the merit order
curve. Based on the flexibility resources of the activated FOs (or based on the flexibility resources
from the bids in case this information is available) a new TLS validation is performed by the DSO. In
case some flexibility unit of a selected bid cannot be activated or are limited because they are
located in a problematic network area (this information is provided by the TLS flags) the FO can
either fulfil the full balancing energy request by the TSO (i.e. by using other units) or the FO is not
able to fulfil the full requested balancing energy amount. In this last case, the TSO will be informed
and the TSO will activate the next bid on the merit order.
Complete description
The HLUC includes the following steps:
1 Ex-ante evaluation and Pre-activation validation
The FO schedules the flexibility programs he intends to submit on the market and he sends them to
the DSO (via the NMF), which evaluates the potential impact of their activation (according to the
current network state. The programs of all the FOs are asses sed simultaneously (i.e. the ‘worstcase’ scenario is considered). Moreover, the flexibility offers are aggregated inside different
geographical areas and the result of the Traffic Light is provided for each FO inside an area.
After this step, the FO prepares the bids according to the Traffic Light result. The Market Operator
(MO) clears the market and he communicates the results to each FO via the NMF.
DsO evaluates the flexibility programs submitted by the FO
The FO schedules his flexibility programs according to the quantity he intends to bid on the market
he submits the information to the NMF that forwards it to the DsO. The quantities are not given for

InteGrid
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each flexibility unit but instead they are provided for pre -defined areas of the distribution network
(for instance, the flexibility units connected at the LV level could be grouped under the same MV
node).
Once the DsO has received the programs of each FO, he evaluates the impact of an activation on
the network state, by taking into account the intend ed volumes of all the flexibility located in his
operating area and by forecasting the operating conditions as well as the load and the generation.
Each network zone (e.g. MV node) is flagged based on technical information (the assessment of an
activation) and potentially on economic information as well (for instance the marginal price or the
price of the intended bid if this information is already available). If the DsO detects local constraints
(e.g. over-voltage or over-loading), he takes countermeasures to solve them (for instance he can
operate network assets such as OLTCs).
In case the problems cannot be solved by activation of the flexibility resources, the flexibility
activation is limited (in close real-time). This limitation will usually be in the direction that would
increase the problem.
In the worst-case scenario, close to real-time, if this curtailment of flexibility is not enough to solve
the technical problems, the rules defined in the national grid codes apply. In this case the system
stability is more important than individual interests and the DSO is allowed to take possible
countermeasures. In case they include flexibility this flexibility has to be provided typically for free,
but is a rule that is relevant short before real-time.
The DsO reports the results to the NMF, which combines the information of each DsO and forwards
it to the FO.
The evaluation process must be solved before the gate closure, in order to allow the FOs to
optimize their bids.
Market bidding and clearing
The FO creates bids based on the results of the technical evaluation considering also the potential
limitations of flexibilities by the TLS. FO submits them to the NMF, which communicates them to
the MO. In parallel, the TSO submits the desired volume of reserve to the MO. After the market
gate closure, the MO clears the market and the NMF communicates the accepted bids to the FO
and the merit order curve to the TSO.
Pre-activation validation
This pre-activation validation step is performed before the TSO requests an activation of balancing
reserves. The FO re-schedules continuously the programs of the flexibility units based on recent
forecast and information about the status of the units and he informs the DsO about the changes.
The latter performs a technical evaluation of the new programs and he flags them considering
forecasts of the operating conditions and the load/generation.
1.3.1 Rescheduling of programs and technical evaluation
This step must be achieved before the activation time of the TSO.
1.3.2 Continuous rescheduling of the flexibility programs by FO
The state of each flexibility units inside the FO portfolio can vary significantly after the first
scheduling performed in ex-ante. For instance, the FO can hold positions on different market s and
therefore he reschedules continuously the flexibility units inside its portfolio in order to maximize
his profit. The NMF communicates the updated programs to the DsO before the activation of
balancing reserves. As for the ex-ante step, the FO aggregates the programs inside network areas.
1.3.4 Evaluation of the flexibility programs by DsO
DsO updates the network state based on forecasting and state estimation and he evaluates the
impact of the updated flexibility programs activation on the network . The programs are flagged
based on the updated flexibility programs of the FOs to fulfil the accepted bids. Then NMF
communicates the results to the FOs.
1.3.5 Rescheduling of flexibility programs by FO
The FO reschedules the flexibility programs based on the results of the technical evaluation.
2

Post-activation selection of programs
Selection of bids for balancing energy activation based on merit order

InteGrid
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The TSO calculates the volume of reserve (mFRR or RR) he needs in order to restore the
frequency of the system. Then, he selects the bids to activate in order to meet the total volume of
reserve (based on the merit order curve). This information is sent to the FO and to the DSO.
TLS validation by the DSO
A new TLS validation is performed comparable to the steps described before. Thereby, the TLS
considers only the flexibility units from activated FOs or only the flexibility units linked to each
activated bid (latter depending on the availability of the information).
Activation of flexibilities by FO
Afterwards, each FO receives a notification of activation from the TSO and he optimizes the
activation of the flexibility units considering possible curtailments of flexibility units based on the
results from the former TLS validation from the DSO. Thereby, the FO can also use other flexibility
units that are located in other distribution grids without constraints to fulf il the balance energy
request.
Report of the activation decision
The reporting from the FO to the TSO is based on the real -activation of the FO (and not on the
requested balancing energy). In case the volume could not be entirely delivered by the FO due to
technical reasons (e.g. because too many flexibility units are located in critical areas), the FO
reports the missing power to the TSO so that the missing energy can be provided by activating
(partly) the next bid inside the merit order. The FO reports the information to the TSO.
Activation of next bid on the merit order
Based on the information the TSO received from the FO about missing balancing energy, the TSO
selects alternative bids (based on the merit order curve) and the previous steps are repeated for
the newly selected bid.
New status of the flexibility resources is sent to the gm-hub
The status of the flexibility resources is sent to gm-hub, so that the traffic light system has the information to
update the traffic light flags for the next periods in the former PUC 5.1.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

1

Amount of load capacity
participating in Demand
Response

2

Cost
due
rejection

3

Usage
of
Distribution
Network Assets

4

Avoided violations due to
the introduction of the
technical validation
Average flexibility quantity
validated per network area

Capture the amount of flexibility
provided by Demand Response
necessary to accommodate a preset level of DG without harming
any threshold values for grid
stability. Differentiates between
upward and downward services
The KPI measures the cost for
each stakeholder induced by the
rejection of a flexibility product.
Measures the frequency of usage
of the devices operated by the
Distribution System Operator (e.g.
OLTC, switches…)
Describes the number of violations
avoided by using the technical
validation.
Quantifies how much of flexibility
submitted by the FO is accepted in
average in the network areas.

5

InteGrid

to

offers

GA 731218

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
2, 3

1, 4

2

2, 4

1
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1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions
About the DSO
The DSO possesses all the infrastructure that enables him to conduct the technical validation at
different time-frames (i.e. ex-ante or close-to-real time), such as:
Knowledge of the MV grid’s topology and electrical characteristics
Metering, control and operation infrastructure
Existing data exchange infrastructure between the actors (e.g. between the DSO and the
flexibility providers or between the MO and the sellers/buyers).
Load and generation forecasting tools
State estimator
A tool that enables the DSO to simulate the grid states/conditions for different time frames and
therefore to detect potential constraints caused by the activation of a product. The tool should
also be able to solve the eventual problems by considering the usage of DSO owned assets
(e.g. tap changing, capacitors banks, network reconfiguration…) or the procurement of
flexibilities connected at the distribution level (MV and LV levels). The DSO should guarantee
access to the flexibility providers
About the market:
The market is operated by an independent Market Operator (MO).
It is assumed that the TSO only is able to contract AS products (mFRR and RR).
AS provided by the resources connected at the transmission level are not considered here.
The products considered in the market are balancing products (mFRR and RR).
The validation of the products is not included in the clearing algorithm, i.e. only the DSO is able
to assess the impact on the flexibility on the market.
We suppose that all the bids that have been submitted to the market have been previously pre -qualified
by either the DSO or an independent operator (see HLUC07 ‘Procure and manage regulate d flexibilities
from DER to optimize operation and costs’).
Regulatory framework
The regulatory framework allows the DSO to use external flexibility to solve technical problems (e.g.
grid contingencies).
The DSO is able to reject/modify offers made on the balancing markets if they affect the distribution grid
operation.
Prerequisites
The network is running under normal operation, there is currently no emergency.
Data regarding the internal flexibility is already gathered and available to the DsO
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
In InteGrid:
HLUC06: Data manager
HLUC01 and 02: for the procurement of flexibilities in order to solve potential problems
In evolvDSO:
Manage TSO requests at different timeframes (Business Use Case)
Primary Use Case:
Generate load and production forecasts
Estimate the network states
Evaluate flexibility programs before the gate closure
Validate flexibility before activation by the TSO
Select flexibility programs after activation by the TSO
Level of depth
High level use case (HL-UC)

InteGrid
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Prioritisation
High-Priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic: the Use Case is valid in the European Framework
Nature of the use case
Technical and business use case
Further keywords for classification
DSO, TSO, flexibility use, technical validation, traffic light system, balancing market

1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
Main objectives:
improve/maintain the quality and reliability of supply while answering to TSO requests (i.e.
replacement reserve or balancing services)
minimise current and future network costs by providing opportunities to delay or avoid network
investment
enable demand side participation
2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

InteGrid
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"PUC“
Ex-Ante Evaluation of the
flexibility programs by the
Traffic Light System

"PUC“
Post-activation selection of
programs

"use"

"use"

"HLUC"
HLUC05 Manage the impact of
flexibility activation from resources
connected to the distribution grid

Ex-Ante Evaluation

InteGrid
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FO

NMF

DsO

Program scheduling

Communicates program

Requests evaluation

Flexibility program
evaluation

Reports accumulates results

Reports results evaluation

Program rescheduling

Pre-activation evaluation

Post activation validation

3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

InteGrid
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Actor Name

Actor Type

Distribution System
Optimiser (DsO)

DSO Role

Transmission System
Operator (TSO)

Role

Market Operator (MO)

Role

Flexibility Operator (FO)

Role

Neutral Market Facilitator
(NMF)

DSO Role

Actors
Actor Description
Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of
the distribution network by managing network constraints,
including emergency situations and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and nondiscriminatory manner.
"a natural or legal person responsible for operating,
ensuring the maintenance of and, if necessary, developing
the transmission system in a given area and, where
applicable, its interconnections with other systems, and for
ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet
reasonable demands for the transmission of electricity".
The unique power exchange of trades for the actual
delivery of energy that receives the bids from the Balance
Responsible Parties that have a contract to bid. The
Market Operator determines the market energy price for
the Market Balance Area after applying technical
constraints from the System Operator tor. It may also
establish the price for the reconciliation within a Metering
Grid Area.
Generic role that links the role customer and its possibility
to provide flexibilities to the roles market and grid; generic
role that could be taken by many stakeholders. This
generic actor might be carried out by existing market roles
like energy suppliers with variable prices, aggregators,
Virtual Power Plant (VPP), energy servicing company,
agent, etc.
Administrates the exchange of market information and
validates the market participation of market participants
from a technical perspective in established markets.
Traditionally this role aims to provide access to the
network as well as to consumption information enabling
market actors’ transactions. Currently, it is evolving to also
include the facilitation of flexibility services within the
market. (evolvDSO)

3.2 References
No.
1

2
3
4

References
Type
Standard

Internal
Document
Internal
Document
Internal
Document

Reference
IEC
62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
InteGrid actors
list
KPI list
Description
of
the Traffic Light
Concept

References
Status
Impact on use
case
Published
Template
for
the use case
description
List of possible
roles and actors
Approved
List of KPIs
On going

Definition of the
traffic
light
concept
developed
in
the
InteGrid
project

Originator /
organisation
International
Electrotechnical
Commission
INESC TEC

Link

AIT
AIT, CyberGrid

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions

InteGrid
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No.

Scenario
name
Ex-ante
evaluation

Scenario
description
The
Flexibility
Operator
(FO)
communicates the
volume he intends
to bid on the
market
and
communicates it
to the DsO for a
technical
evaluation.
The
DsO flags the
programs of each
FO
for
the
different
geographical
areas defined.

Primary actor

2

Preactivation
validation

The FO submits
his
updated
programs before
the real time (e.g.
1 hour) and the
DsO
evaluates
the
network
states.

3

Postactivation
flexibility
selection

The
TSO
requests
the
activation
of
selected bids. FO
are notified and in
case they are not
able to provide
the
required
volume
for
technical reasons,
an
alternative
solutions is found
(either by using
back-up groups or
by selecting the
next bid in the

1

InteGrid

Triggering
event
Timing: the FO
submits
the
program
he
intends to bid
on the market to
the DsO.

Pre-condition

DsO
(Distribution
system
Optimiser)

Timing:
one
hour before the
real
time
according to the
TSO request

The market has
been
successfully
cleared in the
previous
step
and each FO
has updated his
program.

TSO
(Transmission
System
Operator)

Activation of the
balancing
reserve (mFRR
or
RR)
is
necessary

The DSO has
evaluated
all
the bids (by
geographical
area) and the
FO has been
notified
about
the results

DsO
(Distribution
system
Optimiser)

GA 731218

Both
transmission
and distribution
grids
are
operating under
normal
conditions and
there is external
and
internal
flexibility to be
exploited.

Postcondition
The flexibility
programs of
each FO has
been
evaluated
and flagged
by the DsO
according to
the
rules
defined in the
Traffic Light
Concept
(TLC). Each
FO
has
successfully
bided in the
market
according to
the
evaluation
results
and
the
market
has
been
cleared
by
the
Market
Operator.
The flexibility
program
related to the
accepted
bids
are
evaluated by
the DsO. FO
is aware of
the status of
the flexibility
programs
composing
each bid.
The
Flexibilities
have
been
successfully
activated to
fulfil
the
reserve
needs of the
TSO, without
creating
constraint in
the
distribution
grid.
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merit order)
4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario
name :
St Event
e
p
N
o.

No. 1 - Ex-ante Evaluation
Name
of
process
/
activity

Description
of
process/ activity

Servi
ce

Inform
ation
produc
er
(actor)

1.
1

Timely
triggere
d

Calculati
on of the
flexibiliti
es by
the FO
is
finished

FO schedules the
flexibilities
according to the
availability of each
unit
FO reports to the
NMF the intended
volume of
flexibilities he
plans to activate in
each geographical
area

CREA
TE

1.
2

1.
3

NMF
has
received
the
informati
on from
all the
FO
DsO has
received
the
intended
volumes
of all FO

FO
schedul
es
flexibiliti
es
FO
reports
the
intended
volume
of
flexibiliti
es to the
NMF
NMF
reports
volumes
to DsO

Evaluate
s impact
of
intended
flexibility
program
s
DsO
reports
the
results
of the
evaluati
on to the
NMF
NMF
reports
the
decision
of the
DsO to
the FO

1.
4

1.
5

Evaluati
on of the
flexibility
program
s is
finished

1.
6

NMF
has
received
the
results
of the
evaluati

InteGrid

Informati
on
Exchang
ed (IDs)

Requirement, RIDs

FO

Infor
matio
n
receiv
er
(actor
)
FO

1

SC.1, DM.1,
DM.2, DM.3,
DM.4, QoS.2,

REPO
RT

FO

NMF

1

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.2

NMF reports the
intended volume of
flexibilities of all
the FO belonging
to the DsO
operational area

REPO
RT

NMF

DsO

2

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.2

DsO evaluates the
impact of the
intended flexibility
programs on the
network states and
takes a decision
for each FO
DSO reports the
traffic light result
for each flexibility
program to the
NMF

CREA
TE

DsO

DsO

3, 4, 5

SC.1, SC.6,
DM.1, DM.3,
DM.4, QoS.3,
DM.5

REPO
RT

DsO

NMF

5

SC.3, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1

NMF reports the
decision of each
DsO to the FO

REPO
RT

NMF

FO

6

SC.3, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1
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1.
7

1.
8

1.
9

1.
1
0

on for
each
DsO
FO has
received
the
status of
each
flexibility
program
he
submitte
d
FO has
created
his bids
NMF
has
received
bids
from FO
Several
minutes
before
the gate
closure

1.
1
1

Gate
closure

1.
1
2

Market
has
been
cleared

1.
1
3

Market
has
been
cleared
NMF
has
received
all
accepte
d bids

1.
1
4

Scenario
name :
St Event
e
p
N

InteGrid

FO
creates
bids

FO creates the
bids for the market
based on the
results of the
evaluation
performed by each
DsO

CREA
TE

FO

FO

7

DM.2,
DM.3,QoS.1

FO
submits
bids to
NMF
NMF
reports
the bids
to the
MO
TSO
submits
his
demand
to the
MO
MO
clears
the
market
MO
reports
merit
order to
TSO
MO
reports
accepte
d bids
NMF
forwards
to FO
the
accepte
d bids

FO submits the
bids he created to
the NMF

REPO
RT

FO

NMF

7

The NMF forwards
the bids to the
Market Operator

REPO
RT

NMF

MO

7

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.4, QoS.1
SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.4, QoS.1

TSO submits the
balancing reserve
needed to the MO

REPO
RT

TSO

MO

8

MO clears the
market

CREA
TE

MO

MO

-

MO reports the
merit order to the
TSO

REPO
RT

MO

TSO

9

SC.2, DM.5,
QoS.2

MO reports the
bids that have
been accepted to
the NMF
NMF informs FO
about bids
accepted

REPO
RT

MO

NMF

10

SC.2, DM.5,
QoS.2

REPO
RT

NMF

FO

10

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4 SC.5,
SC.6 , DM.4,
DM.5, QoS.2

Inform
ation
receiv
er

Informati
on
Exchang
ed (IDs)

Requirement, RIDs

QoS.1

Scenario
No. 2 - Pre-activation validation
Name
of
process
/

Description
of
process/ activity

Servi
ce

GA 731218

Inform
ation
produ
cer
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o.
2.
1

2.
2

2.
3

Continu
ous
evaluati
on from
the FO
Triggere
d timely
(e.g. 1h
before
real time
accordin
g to the
TSO
request)
NMF
has
received
program
s from
each FO

2.
4

DsO has
received
program
s

2.
5

Evaluati
on of
flexibility
impact
is
finished
NMF
has
received
report of
evaluati
on from
each
DsO
FO has
received
results
of
evaluati
on

2.
6

2.
7

InteGrid

activity
Program
resched
uling

(actor)
FO

(actor)
FO

1

SC.1, DM.1,
DM.2, DM.3,
DM.4, QoS.2

REPO
RT

FO

NMF

1

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.2

NMF sends
aggregated
programs to DsO
for evaluation

REPO
RT

NMF

DsO

2

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.2

DsO evaluates the
impact of flexibility
programs on his
network and takes
decision

CREA
TE

DsO

DsO

3, 4, 5

SC.1, SC.6,
DM.1, DM.3,
DM.4, QoS.3,
DM.5

DsO reports the
results of the
evaluation to the
NMF

REPO
RT

DsO

NMF

5

SC.3, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1

Reports
accumul
ated
results

NMF reports the
results of the
evaluation
performed bythe
DsO to the FO

REPO
RT

NMF

FO

6

SC.3, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1

Program
resched
uling

FO updates
planning based on
the results he has
received

CREA
TE

FO

FO

1

SC.1, DM.1,
DM.2, DM.3,
DM.4, QoS.2

FO optimizes his
flexibility programs
and reschedules if
necessary

CREA
TE

FO
reports
his
program
s to the
NMF

FO reports his
updated programs
to the NMF

Request
s
flexibility
program
s
evaluati
on
Flexibilit
y
program
s
evaluati
on
Reports
results
of
evaluati
on
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Scenario
name :
St Event
e
p
N
o.
3. Continu
1
ous
calculati
on

Scenario
No. 3 - Post-activation flexibility selection
Name
of
process
/
activity
Balancin
g
reserve
calculati
on
Notify
activate
d bids

Description
of
process/ activity

Servi
ce

Inform
ation
produ
cer
(actor)
TSO

Inform
ation
receiv
er
(actor)
TSO

Informati
on
Exchang
ed (IDs)

Requirement, RIDs

The TSO evaluates
continuously the
upward and
downward reserve
needs
The TSO selects
the bids to activate
in order reach the
volume of reserve
needed and he
notifies the DSO
The TSO reports to
the FO the offers
that has been
activated

CREA
TE

11

DM.2, DM.3,
QoS.3

REPO
RT

TSO

DSO

12

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.5, QoS.1

REPO
RT

TSO

FO

12

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1

Reports
volume
to be
provided

The DSO
evaluates the bids
of each FO that the
TSO activated

REPO
RT

DSO

DSO

4

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.3, DM.4,
QoS.1

Reports
volume
to be
provided

REPO
RT

DSO

NMF

6

SC.3, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1

CREA
TE

FO

FO

13

DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1

REPO
RT

FO

NMF

13

REPO
RT

NMF

TSO

13, 14

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.3, DM.4,
QoS.1
SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.3, DM.4,

3.
2

Triggere
d Timely

3.
3

DSO
has
received
the
informati
on from
the TSO
DSO
has
received
the
informati
on from
the TSO
Internal
feasibilit
y check
is
finished
Notificati
on of
activatio
n
received
from the
NMF

Notify
activate
d of bids

Internal
feasibilit
y check
is
finished
NMF
has
received
feedbac

Reports
volume
to be
provided

The DSO provides
the NMF the TLS
flag of the
evaluated reserves
of the FOs
The FO checks
whether he can
provide the volume
requested by the
TSO, based on the
results of the
technical
evaluation
performed by the
DSO
The FO reports to
the NMF the
volume of reserve
that he will provide

Reports
total
volume
that will

The TSO receives
information about
the total amount of
power that can be

3.
4

3.
5

3.
6

3.
7

3.
8

InteGrid

Feasibili
ty check
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3.
9

3.
1
0

3.
1
1

3.
1
2

3.
1
3

3.
1
4

3.
1
5

3.
1
6

k from
all FO
TSO
has
received
informati
on about
the total
amount
of power
availabl
e
Triggere
d Timely

be
provided
Select
program
to cover
missing
volume

provided by the
activated offers
The TSO selects
alternative bids
according to the
merit order in order
to reach the total
volume of reserve
needed

Notify
activate
d bids

DSO
has
received
the
informati
on from
the TSO
DSO
has
received
the
informati
on from
the TSO
Internal
feasibilit
y check
is
finished
Notificati
on of
activatio
n
received
from the
NMF

Notify
activate
d of bids

Internal
feasibilit
y check
is
finished
NMF
has
received
feedbac
k from

InteGrid

QoS.1
CREA
TE

TSO

TSO

12

SC.1, DM.5,
QoS.1

The TSO selects
the bids to activate
in order reach the
volume of reserve
needed and he
notifies the DSO
The TSO reports to
the FO the offers
that has been
activated

REPO
RT

TSO

DSO

12

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.5, QoS.1

REPO
RT

TSO

FO

12

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1

Reports
volume
to be
provided

The DSO
evaluates the bids
per FO that the
TSO activated

REPO
RT

DSO

DSO

4

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.3, DM.4,
QoS.1

Reports
volume
to be
provided

REPO
RT

DSO

NMF

6

SC.3, SC.6,
DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1

CREA
TE

FO

FO

13

DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1

Reports
volume
to be
provided

The DSO provides
the NMF the TLS
flag of the
evaluated reserves
of the FOs
The FO checks
whether he can
provide the volume
requested by the
TSO, based on the
results of the
technical
evaluation
performed by the
DSO
The FO reports to
the NMF the
volume of reserve
that he will provide

REPO
RT

FO

NMF

13

Reports
total
volume
that will
be

The TSO receives
information about
the total amount of
power that can be
provided by the

REPO
RT

NMF

TSO

13, 14

SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.3, DM.4,
QoS.1
SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.3, DM.4,
QoS.1

Feasibili
ty check
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all FO
provided activated offers
5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description
of
information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
1

Name of information

Flexibility program data

Flexibility programs of the FO per
geographical area

2

Complied
programs

flexibility

Flexibility programs of all the FOs
compiled by the NMF

3

Consumption
and
generation forecasting
data
Grid state

Data on the generation and
consumption forecast (for different
intervals)
Data on the grid variables (real-time
voltage magnitude, historic voltage
magnitude, frequency, reactive
power consumption/injection and
meter
events
(e.g.,
underovervoltage,
outage,
reduced
contracted power)
Status of the flexibility program
submitted by the FO

4

5

Flexibility program flag
status

6

Compiled
flexibility
program flag status

7

Market bids

8
9

Balance
needed
Merit order

10

Accepted bids

11

Balancing
reserve
calculation
Activated bids

Volume of reserve needed by the
TSO
The TSO communicates the bids he
wants to activate

13

Flexibility
availability

14

Cumulated
flexibility
provision availability

This information describes how
much volume the FO can provide
for each bid activated by the TSO
Contains the total amount of
flexibility (upward or downward
reserve) that can be provided
(compared to the amount that has
been requested by the TSO)

12

reserve

provision

Status of the flexibility program
submitted by the FO compiled by
the NMF
Bids created by the FO

DSO submits the balance reserve
he needs
Merit order curve of the balancing
market provided by the MO
Information related to the bid
acceptance

Requirement, R-IDs

SC.1, SC.2, SC.3,
SC.5, SC.6, DM.3,
DM.5, QoS.2
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3,
SC.5, SC.6, DM.4,
QoS.2
SC.1, SC.6, DM.1,
DM.4, QoS.3, DM.5

SC.4,
DM.4,
SC.4,
DM.5,
DM.3,

SC.1, SC.6, DM.1, DM.3,
DM.4, QoS.3, DM.5

SC.1, SC.3, SC.6, DM.1,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, QoS.1,
QoS.3
SC.3, SC.6, DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.1
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6, DM.2, DM.3,
DM.4, QoS.1
QoS.1
SC.2, DM.5, QoS.2
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4
SC.5, SC.6 , DM.4, DM.5,
QoS.2
DM.2, DM.3, QoS.3
SC.1, SC.2,
SC.5, SC.6,
QoS.1
SC.1, SC.2,
SC.5, SC.6,
DM.5, QoS.1
SC.1, SC.2,
SC.5, SC.6,
QoS.1

SC.3, SC.4,
DM.4, DM.5,
SC.3, SC.4,
DM.3, DM.4,
SC.3, SC.4,
DM.3, DM.4,

6 Requirements
Requirements

InteGrid
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Categories
ID
SC

Category name for requirements

Category description

Security Issues

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far
more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and
errors. At the same time, it is necessary to try
to identify the requirements and the concerns
for implementing security measures.
Requirement description

SC.1

Eavesdropping

SC.2

Information integrity violation

SC.3

Replay

SC.4

Information theft

SC.5

Authentication and Access Control

SC.6

Network security measures

Requirements
Categories
Category name for requirements
ID
DM
Data Management issues

InteGrid

GA 731218

confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate use of
data, and preventing unauthorized reading of
data
Ensuring that data is not changed or
destroyed
Ensuring that data cannot be resent by an
unauthorized source
Ensuring that data cannot be stolen or
deleted by an unauthorized entity
Authentication
and
Access
Control
mechanisms commonly used with this data
exchange
Network security measures commonly used
with this data exchange (VPN, VLAN,
Firewalls and proxy servers, one-way
communications assurance)

Category description
Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each UseCase step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other data
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handling applications.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

DM.1

Type of source data

DM.2

Correctness of source data

DM.3

Up-to-date management

DM.4

Management of large volumes of data that
are being exchanged
Validation of data exchanges

DM.5

Requirements
Categories
Category name for requirements
ID
QoS
Quality of Service

Source data was directly measured
Source data was previously automatically
stored in a database
Source data was previously manually entered
in a database
Source data was calculated or output by an
application
Source data is usually correct
Source data is often not correct (incorrectly
entered, out of date, not available)
Received data must be up-to-date within
minutes or hours of source data changing
depending the type of source data
Some part of step involves handling large
volumes of data
Data mapping of data item names is required
for data from different sources
Data can be assumed as valid (or validity
checking is handled elsewhere)

Category description
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. QoS issues also address
accuracy and precision of data, the frequency
of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

QoS.1
QoS.2

Elapsed time response requirements for
exchanging data
Frequency of data exchanges

This information is critical for the three steps
due to the short time frames considered.
Data needs to be exchanged upon event or
upon request

QoS.3

Availability of information flows

Continuous availability is crucial

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
DsO
DSO
FO
HLUC
MO
mFRR
NMF
RR

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Distribution system Optimizer
Distribution System Operator
Flexibility Operator
High Level Use Case
Market Operator
Manual Frequency Restoration Reserves
Neutral Market Facilitator
Replacement Reserves
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TLC
TSO

InteGrid

Traffic Light Concept
Transmission System Operator
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HLUC06 - Provide data management and exchange between DSO and
stakeholders
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
HLUC06
(2) Grid and Market Hub

Name of Use Case
Provide data management and exchange between DSO and
stakeholders

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
1
2

Date

3

02.06.2017

4

29.06.2017

08.05.2017
12.05.2017

Version Management
Name
of Changes
Author(s)
Jorge Moreira
First version
José Miguel Costa Second version
(CNET)
José Miguel Costa Final version
(CNET)
José Miguel Costa Changes on the information exchanged and other
small grammatical modifications
(CNET)

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

InteGrid

The present HLUC aims to clarify how:

Customers’ metering data is managed and exchanged, through the Grid-Market Hub
(gm-hub), between the Distribution System Operator’s (DSO) associated roles and
external stakeholders;

The gm-hub external actors ask for/receive information to/from the gm-hub;

Permissions and other regulatory aspects affect gm-hub processes.
The scope was defined by the interactions between roles and actors that belong to different
areas of InteGrid’s gm-hub role model [REF D6.1].
Concerning the DSO’s associated roles, the following actors are considered:

Smart Meter Operator: should be able to collect customers’ metering data from the
field and communicate it to the gm-hub;

Customer Relationship Manager (CRM): should be able to mediate, confirm and
manage the relations between the gm-hub external stakeholders, including not only
their requests for metering data, but also their contractual relationships;

Data Manager: this role is responsible for receiving the metering data collected by
the Smart Meter Operator. Should be also able to receive the requests for data from
the Customer Relationship Manager and return the requested information. Finally, is
the actor that will validate the received data, labelling it as “good” or “bad”.
Outside the DSO domain, other actors (some of them not belonging to InteGrid list of actors
[REF 2]) are, as well, considered, even if not specifically addressed. The following list of
actors should be able to request customers’ metering data, via gm-hub:

Consumer: should be able to request and access its metering data, via gm-hub,
without constraints;

Retailer and Balancing Responsible Party (BRP): should be able to request and
access (in light of a contractual relationship with the DSO) customers’ metering data
for implementing billing services or flexibility settlement processes;

Transmission System Operator: should be able to request and access (in light of a
contractual relationship with the DSO) customers’ metering data to support grid
management and planning;

Regulator: should be able to request and access (in light of a contractual
relationship with the DSO) customers’ metering data to design tariffs structures and
other internal activities;

GA 731218
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Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

Energy Service Provider and other third parties (Data Science Company, software
vendors, etc.): should be able to request and access (only with consumers’ consent)
customers’ metering data, with the purpose of providing a specific service.
The primary actor is the Customer Relationship Manager and the HLUC should be included
in the gm-hub domain.
The necessary technical functions performed in each service, addressed in this use case, are
outside the scope of the it.
The following objectives are presented from the perspective of the primary actor – the
Customer Relationship Manager:
1. To successfully collect customers’ metering data;
2. To successfully reply to all customers’ metering data requests;
3. To present the requested data in a clear and transparent way in the gm-hub;
4. To guarantee that all the legal obligations (customers’ consents, contractual
relationships and privacy and security constraints) are respected;
5. To boost, and maintain, the registration of external stakeholders in the gm-hub;
6. To foster, and maintain, the provision of new data driven services that grow around
the gm-hub;
7. To promote, and maintain, the number of subscribers of the services offered in the
gm-hub.
HLUC02– Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibilities;
HLUC05– Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources connected to the
distribution network;
HLUC07– Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and
costs;
HLUC10– Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV
prosumers.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This high-level use case should describe the functional process of the grid and market hub services
provided by the DSO to the stakeholders (consumer, retailer, third parties, TSO, etc.). The description
should be centred in describing the interaction between the DSO and the stakeholders in terms of data
exchange inside the grid and market hub domain.
The DSO provides anonymized and pre-processed metering data available to external stakeholders in order
to promote new data driven services provided by market entities with benefits for distribution grid users and
market actors such as:
i)
provision of data regarding ToU / dynamic network tariffs to customers, suppliers, aggregators,
inducing end use flexibility;
ii)
provision of information to LV consumers about their peak demand in order to increase
threshold if necessary (e.g. based on switch disconnections information or based on peak load
before it happen) or the effective use of contracted power to incentivise them to reduce peak
demand;
iii)
provision of data (e.g. load diagram) to customers or 3rd parties (e.g. suppliers, ESCOs) with
an explicit consent from customers (acting also as authorization manager);
iv)
provision of information about abnormal consumption patterns or energy consumption above a
threshold defined by the consumer.
Complete description
This High Level Use Case describes how:

Customers’ metering data is managed, within the gm-hub, and exchanged between the DSO
(through the gm-hub-related entities) and external stakeholders (e.g.: retailer);

Gm-hub-external stakeholders request customers’ metering data, in order to provide new services;

Customers procedure to revoke consent of their metering data, concerning a specific service
offered by a third-party.
The current High Level Use Case includes the following steps:
3 Customers’ metering data management and exchange between DSO and stakeholders
The Smart Meter Operator collects customers’ metering data and reports it to the gm-hub, by
communicating it to the Data Manager. The following exchanges of metering data, and its management (by
the Customer Relationship Manager), are contemplated in this step:

Customer requests metering data;

InteGrid
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Retailer, BRP or TSO requests metering data;
Third-party (e.g.: Energy Service Provider) requests metering data.
Smart Meter Operator collects metering data

The Smart Meter Operator collects customer’s metering data through the installed smart meters. This is
performed without the need for a direct customer’s consent.
The flow of information concerns:

Meter point of delivery (POD) data;

Consumption data;

Technical data.
Smart Meter Operator reports to Data Manager
The Smart Meter Operator reports to the Data Manager the collected information. It’s in this step that the
consumers’ metering data reaches the gm-hub.
The flow of information concerns:

Meter point of delivery (POD) data;

Consumption data;

Technical data.
Data Manager validates metering data
The Data Manager performs a validation on the metering data received in step 1.2.
If received metering data is invalid, totally or partially, Data Manager will qualify it as “bad”. Otherwise, it’s
classified as “good”.
Invalid data is not available to market players and third-parties, but available to system maintenance actors
(e.g.: TSO) and customers.
The information that results from this step is:

Quality flag.
a Customer requests its metering data
A customer requests its metering data to the Customer Relationship Manager, via gm-hub.
The information that flows concerns:

Data request
o Requester ID;
o Type of service;
o Type of data;
o Start date;
o End date (if applicable).
The ending date may not be applicable, since the customer can request its metering data indefinitely, until it
expresses its wish to stop receiving it.
1.4b1 Retailer, BRP, TSO or Regulator requests customers’ metering data
The retailer, Balancing Responsible Party (BRP), Transmission System Operator (TSO) or regulator
requests customer’s metering data, via gm-hub.
The information that flows concerns:

Data request;
o Requester ID;
o Type of service;
o Type of data;
o Start date;
o End date (if applicable).

InteGrid
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1.4b2 CRM checks contractual relationship
The Customer Relationship Manager confirms the existence of a contractual relationship between the
Distribution System Operator and requester. Customer’s consent is not needed.
The information that results from this step is:

Access message.
If the contractual relationship does not exist, the Customer Relationship Manager reports to the requester
that the customer’s metering data will not be shared.
1.4c1 Third-party requests customers’ metering data
A third-party (Energy Service Provider, Data Science Company, etc.) requests customer’s metering data, via
gm-hub.
The information that flows concerns:

Data request
o Requester ID;
o Type of service;
o Type of data;
o Start date;
o End date (if applicable).
1.4c2 CRM asks for customers’ consent
The Customer Relationship Manager asks, via gm-hub, customers’ consent to share their data, regarding
the provision of a specific service.
The information that flows concerns:

Which metering data will be used;

Service provider and offered type of service;

How often the data will be collected;

Time of use;

Collection of metering data’s starting date;

Start date of desired metering data;

End date of desired metering data (if applicable).
1.4c3 Customer authorizes data provision
The customer authorizes, or not, the provision of its metering data, to be used within the scope of a service.
The information that results from this step is:

Customer’s data provision authorization.
If the customer does not authorize the sharing of its metering data, the Customer Relationship Manager
informs the requester.
CRM requests data to Data Manager
The Customer Relationship Manager requests the desired customers’ metering data to the Data Manager.
The information that flows concerns:

Data request
o Requester ID;
o Type of service;
o Type of data;
o Start date;
o End date (if applicable).
Data Manager reports to CRM
The Data Manager reports to the Customer Relationship Manager the desired customers’ metering data.
The information that flows depends on the type of requester, i.e., consumption data to customers, retailer,
BRP, regulator and third-parties and technical data to TSO and third-parties. An access message, regarding
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the existence of a contractual relationship, is also communicated to the Customer Relationship Manager.
If data’s quality is “bad” its sharing is:

Allowed to customers and TSO;

Disabled to market players and third-parties;
whereas “good” data is shared with every stakeholder identified in step 1.4.
If data access is disabled, the Customer Relationship Manager informs the requester.
1.7a CRM reports to customer
The Customer Relationship Manager reports to the customer its metering data.
The information that flows concerns:

Consumption data.
1.7b CRM reports to Retailer, BRP, TSO or Regulator
The Customer Relationship Manager reports to retailer, BRP, TSO or regulator customers’ metering data.
The information that flows concerns:

Access message;

Consumption data (if the requester is a retailer, BRP or regulator);

Technical data (if the requester is a TSO).
1.7c CRM reports to third-party
The Customer Relationship Manager reports to a third-party customers’ metering data.
The information that flows concerns:

Consumption or technical data, depending on the service offered by the third-party.
4 Provision of data driven services
From the available information in the gm-hub, the provision of the following data driven services is
contemplated in this HLUC:
Provision of data regarding Time-of-Use (ToU)/dynamic tariffs
With the goal of inducing use of flexibility and optimizing energy costs, data regarding ToU/dynamic tariffs is
provided to customer(s), retailer(s) and/or aggregator(s).
2.1.1 Customer, retailer or aggregator subscribes receiving dynamic tariffs’ data
A customer, retailer or aggregator signs in a service, offered through the gm-hub, that provides information
about ToU/dynamic tariffs. The request is forwarded to the Customer Relationship Manager.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Service ID;

Forecast margin error.
This service informs the subscriber about the hourly energy prices on a daily basis, in a day-ahead
perspective.
At the moment of subscription, the requester has an option that enables it to choose an error margin (%),
relative to the day-ahead forecasted dynamic price, above which the new price is communicated to the
subscriber, at most, one hour in advance, for the present day.
2.1.2 CRM requests data to Data Manager
The Customer Relationship Manager requests to the Data Manager the information about ToU/dynamic
tariffs, relative to the service signed in step 2.1.1.
The information that flows concerns:
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Requester ID;
Service ID;
Forecast margin error (%).

2.1.3 Data Manager reports to CRM
The Data Manager reports to the Customer Relationship Manager the information requested in 2.1.1.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Dynamic tariffs data
o Price (€/kWh);
o Hour of the day.
The Data Manager will always inform the Customer Relationship Manager about the day-ahead forecasted
ToU/dynamic tariffs.
If the forecast margin error is exceeded, the Data Manager will communicate the new price to the Customer
Relationship Manager, without the need of a new request by the latter.
2.1.4 CRM reports to customer, retailer or aggregator
The Customer Relationship Manager reports to the service subscriber (customer, retailer or aggregator) the
requested ToU/dynamic tariffs’ data.
The information that flows concerns:

Dynamic tariffs data
o Price (€/kWh);
o Hour of the day.
The aforementioned flow of information includes the day-ahead forecasted tariffs and dynamic prices whose
deviation exceeds the stipulated in 2.1.1.
Provision of information to LV consumers about their use of contracted power
The LV consumers are informed about their effective use of contracted power, in order to incentivise them to
reduce peak demand, considering grid operational conditions, season of the year and HEMS’ available
flexibility. These hypothetical readjustments will lead consumers to reduce their energy bill.
2.2.1 Customer subscribes receiving of information about its use of contracted power
A customer signs in a service, offered through the gm-hub, that provides information about its effective use
of contracted power and the possibility of reducing it. The request is forwarded to the Customer Relationship
Manager.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Service ID;

Contracted power service configuration
o Contracted power feedback option;
o Notification’s refresh rate;
o Notification’s communication channel;
o Usage of contracted power threshold (kVA);
o Service duration.
The customer can choose one or more of the following contracted power feedback options:

Statistics of power control switch disconnections or temporary contracted power limitations, due to
grid contingencies;

Statistics about the effective usage of the contracted power – active power interval measurements,
divided by contracted power -, and suggestions about decreasing the contracted power,
considering three different situations:
o Low number of hours, within a year, when the effective use of the contracted power is
above the usage of contracted power threshold (defined by the customer in this step);
o Seasonal adjustment of contracted power, after the performance of a data analysis over
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o

historical active power data. Here, the customer chooses between receiving a report with
recommendations based on historical consumption data, from a specific period, or
automatic suggestions about contracted power updates;
HEMS’ provided flexibility.

Regarding the frequency of the notifications that the customer will receive within this service, it can choose
between:

Daily;

Monthly;

Quarterly;

Other.
About the communication channels, the subscriber can choose one or more of the following:

E-mail;

Text message;

Online dashboard;

Other.
The customer can, at any time, access the gm-hub to consult data on its use of contracted power and
change the configurations selected in this step and cancel the subscription of this service, before its
contractual ending.
2.2.2 CRM requests data to Data Manager
The Customer Relationship Manager requests the Data Manager provision of information about requester’s
use of contracted power.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Service ID;

Contracted power service configuration.
2.2.3 Data Manager reports to CRM
The Data Manager reports to the Customer Relationship Manager the information requested in 2.2.1.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Contracted power data, according to the chosen options in step 2.2.1.
If the contracted power threshold is not exceeded and the trigger of other available options is not active, the
Customer Relationship Manager is not notified by the Data Manager.
2.2.4 CRM reports to customer
The Customer Relationship Manager reports to the service subscriber the requested use of contracted
power data.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Contracted power data, according to the chosen options in step 2.2.1.
If the contracted power threshold is not exceeded and the trigger of other available options is not active, the
Customer is not notified by the Customer Relationship Manager.
Inform customers about abnormal consumption patterns
This service generates customers-oriented alarms about excessive consumption, i.e., above a determined
threshold, and abnormal consumption patterns, identified through parameters and preferences stipulated by
the customer.
2.3.1 Customer subscribes notification about abnormal consumption patterns
A customer signs in a service, through the gm-hub, that provides alarms in the occurrence of abnormal
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consumption patterns or excessive consumption. The request is forwarded to the Customer Relationship
Manager.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Service ID;

Consumption alarms service configuration
o Abnormal consumption profile options

Historical data size used for abnormal profile detection;

Notification’s refresh rate (daily, monthly, quarterly, other)

Notification’s communication channel (e-mail, text message, online dashboard,
other);

Temporal discretization of the smart meter data interval (15 to 60 minutes);

Alarm structure (simple alarm notifying that “abnormal consumption profile –
check report in the gm-hub” or e-mail with full report about consumption
characteristics);

“Discord” search algorithm parameters (serve as anomaly detector);
o Excessive consumption options

Active power consumption threshold(s) (active power consumption values);

Active power aggregation temporal parameter (daily, monthly, other);

Notification’s refresh rate (same as above);

Notification’s communication channel (same as above);

Alarm structure (same as above);
The customer, while signing in this service in the gm-hub, can choose between the abovementioned
displayed options.
The customer can, at any time, access the gm-hub to consult data on its active power excessive
consumption and/or abnormal consumption profile alarms and change the configurations selected in this
step and cancel the subscription of this service, before its contractual ending.
2.3.2 CRM requests data to Data Manager
The Customer Relationship Manager requests the Data Manager the provision of information about
abnormal consumption patterns or excessive consumption.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Service ID;

Consumption alarms service configuration
2.3.3 Data Manager reports to CRM
The Data Manager reports to the Customer Relationship Manager the information requested in 2.3.1.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Alarm consumption data, according to the options chosen by the customer in 2.3.1.
If thresholds are not exceeded and extraordinary consumptions are not detected, no alarm is generated and
the Customer Relationship Manager is not notified by the Data Manager.
2.3.4 CRM reports to customer
The Customer Relationship Manager reports to the customer the requested excessive consumption or
abnormal consumption alarm.
The information that flows concerns:

Requester ID;

Alarm consumption data, according to the options chosen by the customer in 2.3.1.
If thresholds are not exceeded and extraordinary consumptions are not detected, no alarm is generated and
the Consumer is not notified by the Customer Relationship Manager.
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5 Customer revokes provision of its metering data
Customer decides to stop providing, via gm-hub, metering data used by a third-party, within the scope of a
specific service.
Customer requests CRM to stop providing its metering data
Customer informs the Customer Relationship Manager about its decision to stop having its metering data
sent to a third party, within the scope of a service.
The information that flows concerns:

Revocation message
o Customer ID;
o Service ID;
o Revocation date.
CRM cancels provision of customer’s metering data
The Customer Relationship Manager disables provision of customer’s metering data, regarding a specific
service.
The information that results from this step is:

Customer’s data provision authorization: changes to disable.
3.3a CRM reports to third-party
The Customer Relationship Manager reports to third party that its access to customer’s metering data has
been disabled.
The information that flows concerns:

Revocation message
o Customer ID;
o Service ID;
o Revocation date.
3.3b CRM reports completion of operation to customer
The Customer Relationship Manager acknowledges customer that the provision of its metering data has
been disabled.
The information that flows concerns:

Revocation acknowledgment.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID
1
2
3
4

5

6

InteGrid

Name

Description

Successfully
reply rate
Stakeholders’
satisfaction
Number
of
complaints
Number of gmhub
registrations
Number of gmhub
unregistrations
Number
of
subscriptions

Number of queries replied, by the CRM, without an
error/Number of queries received by the CRM
Inquire stakeholder about the way and format that the request
data is presented in the gm-hub (in a scale from 1 to 10)
Number of complaints about the non-compliance of legal
obligations, from any stakeholder
Number of new registrations in the gm-hub per month

Reference to
mentioned use
case objectives
2
3
4
5

Number of unregistrations in the gm-hub per month

5

Number of new subscriptions to gm-hub provided services, per
month

7
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7

Number
cancelled
subscription

of

Number of cancelled subscriptions in the gm-hub provided
services, per month

7

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

The gm-hub is a regulated platform operated by one DSO or one entity ruled by many DSOs;

Consumers give consent on personal data sharing through the web application that redirects this
consent to the DSO platform;

Service ID is automatically generated when a service is requested (it doesn’t depend on the
requester);

Requester ID is automatically generated when a stakeholder asks for metering data (it doesn’t
depend on the requester);

The gm-hub uses the following models, regarding data format:
o B2B services: XML data exchange format according to CIM IEC 61968;
o B2C services: comma separated values (CSV) Requests for Comments (RFC) 4180;

A gm-hub external stakeholder is able to provide valid information about it;

All the involved participants are successfully registered in the gm-hub;

Gm-hub intrinsic roles and external stakeholders have previously agreed on the use of a
communication protocol;

The services offered within the gm-hub follow the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
2016/679/EC;

The Data Manager has the requested data for the provision of services presented in the gm-hub.
Prerequisites

Metering data is processed before it reaches the gm-hub;

Customers, whose metering data is object of interest, have an installed and operational smart
meter;

The gm-hub has databases capable of storing the metering information collected and
communicated by the Smart Meter Operator;

The gm-hub participants have an active connection to internet;

The gm-hub participants use a web browser compatible with the platform;

Flexibility-related services’ subscribers possess the means to provide it;

A “discord” search algorithm is available for detection of abnormal consumption profiles.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC02– Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibilities: related to the
provision of the service “Receive flexibility information from HEMS”.
HLUC05– Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources connected to the distribution network:
related to the provision of the service “Traffic light concept”.
HLUC07– Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and costs: related to
the provision of the service “Receive flexibility information from HEMS”.
HLUC10– Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV prosumers: related
to the provision of the service “Receive flexibility information from HEMS”.
Level of depth
High level use case (HLUC)
Prioritisation
High level of priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Business use case
Further keywords for classification
Grid-Market Hub, Smart Meter, Metering Data
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
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Market trading isn’t contemplated in this use case: HLUC06 only describes the information exchange
between eligible and relevant stakeholders, boosting the provision of regulated services within the gm-hub.
The following gm-hub services were not considered, since they are specifically addressed in other use cases:

Traffic light concept;

Receive flexibility information from Home Energy Management System (HEMS);
Other services were also not considered, since they will be provided outside the gm-hub domain:

Residential energy sizing optimization;

Consumption profile.
The concept of ToU/dynamic tariffs applied in the current HLUC is the following: “(…) for Dynamic Tariffs or
Dynamic ToU [Time of Use] Tariffs only general rules are set and then with some hours or days in advance
the agent in charge of its management can declare that the price will be larger and will be applied to a
specific number of hours”.4
In Sequence Diagram 1, the role “Retailer” could be represented by the “BRP”, “TSO” or a “Regulator”. The
same applies to the “Energy Service Provider”, which depicts every third-party, like in Sequence Diagram 2.
Sequence Diagram 2 yields the provision of each of the services described within scenario 2, i.e., 2.2, 2.3
and 2.4. Since the flow of information between the entities is transversal, the representation of all of them
would be redundant.
The following requirements are transversal to all HLUC06 steps, designated, henceforth, as R_TRANS:

R-1_CONF;

R-2_CONF;

R-3_CONF;

R-1_SEC;

R-2_SEC;

R-3_SEC;

R-5_SEC;

R-6_SEC;

R-7_SEC;

R-8_DM.

4

Saraiva, J. T.; Fidalgo, J. N.; Pinto, R. B.; Soares, R; Santos Afonso, J.; Pires, G. (2016). Implementation of
Dynamic Tariffs in the Portuguese Electricity System – Preliminary Results of a Cost Benefit Analysis. In 2016
13th International Conference on the European Energy Market (EEM). Dresden, Germany, 2016-06-06. Dresden,
Germany: EEM. p.1-5.
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

Use Case Overview
Use case overview: Use case overview

<<Objective>>
Successfully colletcs customer’s
metering data

«ActorGrouping»
DSO

<<Objective>>
Successfully reply to all the
customers’ metering data
requests

<<Objective>>
Present the requested data in a
clear and transparent way in the
gm-hub

<<Objective>>
Guarantee that all the legal
obligations (customers’ consents,
contractual relationships and
privacy and security constraints)
are respected

«DSO Role»
Customer
Relationship Manager

«DSO Role»
Smart Meter
Operator

«DSO Role»
Data Manager

«use»

«use»

«use»

«use»

<<Objective>>
Boost and maintain the
ergistration of external
stakeholders in the gm-hub

<<Objective>>
Foster, and maintain, the
provision of new data driven
services that grow around the gmhub

<<Objective>>
Promote, and maintain, the
number of subscribers of the
services offered in the gm-hub

«Role»
BRP

«HLUC»
HLUC06 Provide data management and
exchange between DSO and stakeholders
«use»

«use»
«use»

«Role»
Consumer

«use»

<<Objective>>
Induce customers’ end use of
flexibility

<<Objective>>
Improve customers’ energy
efficiency (and reduce their
energy bill cost)

«Role»
TSO

«Role»
Energy Service
Provier

«Role»
Retailer

<<Objective>>
Reduce customers’ peak demand
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Diagram(s) of use case

HLUC-PUC Relations diagram
Domain overview: Domain overview-PUC

«FunctionalSystemGrouping»
Data management system

«PUC»
Validation of the metering data

«use»

«HLUC»

«PUC»
Confirmation of contractual
relationship between DSO and data
requester

«use»

HLUC06 Provide data management and
exchange between DSO and stakeholders

«PUC»
«use»

Customer’s metering data provision
revocation

«FunctionalSystemGrouping»
...

….
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Diagram(s) of use case

Sequence diagram for the macro-activity “Customers’ metering data management and exchange between DSO
and stakeholders”
Sequence diagram 1 – Customers’ metering data management and exchange between DSO and stakeholders

«Role»
Smart Meter
Operator

«Role»

«Role»

Data Manager

CRM

«Role»

«Role»
Consumer

Retailer

«Role»
Energy Service
Provider

1.1- Reports metering data()

1.2- Reports
metering data()

alt
a)

1.3- Validates
metering data()

1.5- Requests
metering data()

1.6- Reports
metering data()

1.4a- Requests
metering data()

1.7a- Reports
metering data()

1.4b1- Requests metering data()

b)

1.5- Requests
metering data()

1.6- Reports
metering data()

1.4b2- Checks
contractual
relationship()

1.7b- Reports metering data()

c)

1.4c1- Requests metering data()

1.5- Requests
metering data()

1.4c2- Asks for
consent
1.4c3- Authorizes
data provision

1.6- Reports
metering data()
1.7c- Reports metering data()
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Diagram(s) of use case
Sequence diagram 2 – Provision of data-driven services

«Role»
Consumer

«Role»

«Role»

CRM

Data Manager

2.2.1- Subscribes service()
loop
2.2.2- Requests service-related data()
[according to service selected options]
2.2.3- Reports service-related data()
2.2.3- Reports service-related data()

Sequence diagram 3 – Customer revokes provision of its metering data

«Role»
Energy Service

«Role»

«Role»
Consumer

CRM

Provider

3.1- Cancels provision of metering data()

3.2- Cancels provision of
metering data()

par
3.3a- Reports disablement to consumer’s
metering data()

3.3b- Reports cancellation of metering data
provision()
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Balancing Responsible
Party (BRP)

Role

Consumer

Role

Customer Relationship
Manager

Data Manager

DSO Role

DSO Role

Distribution System
Operator (DSO)

Actor

Energy Service Provider

Actor

Retailer

Role

Smart Meter Operator

DSO Role

Transmission System
Operator (TSO)

Role

InteGrid

Actors
Actor Description
A party that has a contract proving financial security and
identifying balance responsibility with the Imbalance
Settlement Responsible of the Market Balance Area
entitling the party to operate in the market. This is the only
role allowing a party to nominate energy on a wholesale
level.
Additional information: The meaning of the word “balance”
in this context signifies that that the quantity contracted to
be provided or to be consumed must be equal to the
quantity really provided or consumed.
End user of electricity, gas, water or heat.
NOTE: As the consumer can also generate energy using a
Distributed Energy Resource, there is an actor called
"Prosumer".
Manages the various contracts and requirements at the
distribution system level. These contracts and
requirements relate to:
- Access contracts and requirements for grid users
- DSO-Supplier contracts and requirements
- DSO-BRP contracts and requirements
Provides regulated services based on data management
and provision.
Ensures metered, network and contractual data
procurement, management, and transmission. The role
receives, aggregates, validates, processes, analyses,
archives and provides data in a cost-efficient and secure
way.
According to the Article 2.6 of the Directive: "a natural or
legal person responsible for operating, ensuring the
maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the
distribution system in a given area and, where applicable,
its interconnections with other systems and for ensuring
the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable
demands for the distribution of electricity". Moreover, the
DSO is responsible for regional grid access and grid
stability, integration of renewables at the distribution level
and regional load balancing.
Organisation offering energy services to the consumer.
Entity selling electrical energy to consumers - could also
be a grid user who has a grid connection and access
contract with the TSO or DSO. In addition, multiple
combinations of different grid user groups (e.g. those grid
users that do both consume and produce electricity) exist.
In the remainder of this document, the terms
customer/consumer
and
grid
user
are
used
interchangeably where appropriate.
Implementation, operation (e.g. software updates),
maintenance and decommissioning of the smart meter
infrastructure.
According to the Article 2.4 of the Electricity Directive
2009/72/EC (Directive): "a natural or legal person
responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of
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Actor Name

Actor Type

Actors
Actor Description
and, if necessary, developing the transmission system in a
given area and, where applicable, its interconnections with
other systems, and for ensuring the long-term ability of the
system to meet reasonable demands for the transmission
of electricity". Moreover, the TSO is responsible for
connection of all grid users at the transmission level and
connection of the DSOs within the TSO control area.

3.2 References
No.

References
Type
Standard

Reference

2

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid Actors

3

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
KPI
reference list

4

Project’s
deliverable

InteGrid D6.1 –
Concept
of
Market
Hub,
Central
Platform
and
Services

1

IEC
62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology

References
Status
Impact
on
use case
Published
Definition of
the
presented
template
Approved
Provision of
possible
actors
and
roles
Approved
Provision of
KPIs to be
included
On going
Provision of
crucial
concepts for
the
clarification
of roles, gmhub
role
model
(interactions
between
actors/roles)
and services

Originator
/
organisation
International
Electrotechnical
Commission

Link

INESC TEC

AIT

INESC TEC

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.

Scenario name

1

Customers’
metering data
management
and exchange
between DSO
and
stakeholders

2.1

Provision

InteGrid

of

Scenario
description
The available
customers’
metering data
in the gm-hub
is shared with
different
actors/roles
(consumers,
TSO, Retailer,
third-parties,
etc.) bounded
to accessibility
conditions
Inform

Primary actor
Customer
Relationship
Manager

Customer

GA 731218

Triggering
event
Some
actor
requests
customers’
metering data,
through the gmhub

Pre-condition
Available
customers’
metering data in
the
gm-hub,
bounded
to
accessibility
conditions

Postcondition
Customers’
metering data
shared,
through the
gm-hub, with
stakeholder(s
)

Some

Actor has the

Actor

actor
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Scenario conditions
No.

Scenario name
data regarding
Time-of-Use
(ToU)/dynamic
tariffs

2.2

Provision
of
information to
LV consumers
about their peak
demand or use
of
contracted
power

2.3

Inform
customers
about abnormal
consumption
patterns

3

Customer
revokes
provision of its
metering data

InteGrid

Scenario
description
Customers,
Retailer,
Aggregators,
through
the
gm-hub, about
ToU/dynamic
tariffs, inducing
end
use
flexibility and
optimizing
energy costs
Inform the LV
consumers,
though the gmhub,
about
their
peak
demand
in
order
to
increase
threshold
if
necessary or
the
effective
use
of
contracted
power
to
induce them to
reduce
peak
demand
Generate
alarms, though
the gm-hub, to
inform
customers
about
excessive
consumption
(monthly
consumption
above
a
threshold)
or
abnormal
consumption
profiles
Customer
stops providing
metering data
used
by
a
third-party

Primary actor

Triggering
event
signs in to be
informed about
ToU/dynamic
tariffs
throughout the
day

Pre-condition

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Customer signs
in for receiving
information
about
its
effective use of
contracted
power or peak
demand

Customer
consumption is
often below the
agreed
contracted
power or above
the
demand
charge
threshold

Set of a new
threshold,
regarding
customer’s
contracted
power
or
demand
charge
threshold,
resulting
in
economic
savings

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Customer signs
in for receiving
notifications in
the event of
excessive
or
abnormal
consumption

Detection
of
excessive
or
abnormal
customers’
consumption
profiles

Decrease of
consumption
or adoption of
normal
consumption
patterns by
the
alerted
customers

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Customer
requests CRM
to revoke the
provision of its
metering data to
a third-party

Third-party has
access
to
customer’s
metering data

Third-party
has
not
access
to
customer’s
metering data

Relationship
Manager

GA 731218

capability
of
providing
flexibility,
in
order to fulfil DR
schemes

Postcondition
provides
flexibility,
against
the
price defined
by
the
dynamic
tariffs,
resulting
in
economic
savings/profit
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.

Scenario
No. 1 - Customers’ metering data management and exchange between DSO and stakeholders
Name
of Description of process/ Service
Information
Information
Information
process/
activity
producer
receiver
Exchanged
activity
(actor)
(actor)
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

1.1

Smart Meter
Operator
collects
metering data

Smart Meter
Operator
collects
metering data

The Smart Meter Operator
collects customers’ metering
data from the respective
smart meters

GET

Consumer

Smart
Meter
Operator

1,2,3

R_TRANS; R-5_CONF; R8_CONF; R-9_CONF; R10_CONF; R-13_CONF; R15_CONF; R-3_QoS; R6_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R4_SEC; R-4_DM; R-5_DM;
R-6_DM

1.2

Smart Meter
Operator
reports to Data
Manager

Smart Meter
Operator
reports to Data
Manager

The Smart Meter Operator
reports customers’ metering
data to the Data Manager

REPORT

Smart Meter
Operator

Data Manager

1,2,3

R_TRANS; R-5_CONF; R11_CONF; R-14_CONF; R3_QoS;
R-4_QoS;
R6_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R4_SEC; R-8_SEC; R-1_DM;
R-4_DM; R-6_DM

1.3

Data Manager
validates
metering data

Data Manager
validates
metering data

CREATE

Data
Manager

1.4a

Customer
requests
its
metering data

Customer
requests
its
metering data

The Data Manager validates
customers’ metering data
provided by the Smart Meter
Operator
A customer reports, through
the gm-hub, its desire to
access its metering data

GET

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Consumer

5

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R8_CONF; R-9_CONF; R12_CONF; R-4_SEC; R9_SEC

1.4b1

Retailer, BRP,
TSO
or
Regulator
requests

Retailer, BRP,
TSO
or
Regulator
requests

A retailer, BRP, TSO or
Regulator requests, through
the gm-hub, access to
customer’s metering data

GET

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Retailer, BRP,
TSO
or
Regulator

5

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R8_CONF; R-9_CONF; R12_CONF; R-4_SEC; R9_SEC

4
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customers’
metering data
CRM checks
contractual
relationship
Third-party
requests
customers’
metering data

customers’
metering data
CRM checks
contractual
relationship
Third-party
requests
customers’
metering data

CRM asks for
customers’
consent
Customer
authorizes
data provision

1.5

1.4b2

CRM confirms contractual
relationship between DSO
and requester
A third-party (ESCo, etc.)
requests, through the gmhub, its desire to access
customers’ metering data

CREATE

CRM asks for
customers’
consent
Customer
authorizes
data provision

The CRM asks customers’
consent to share their data

GET

Consumer

Customer gives its consent
for sharing its metering data
with a third-party

REPORT

Consumer

CRM requests
data to Data
Manager

CRM requests
data to Data
Manager

The CRM requests named
customers’ metering data to
the Data Manager

GET

1.6

Data Manager
reports
to
CRM

Data Manager
reports
to
CRM

The Data Manager reports to
the
CRM
the
desired
customers’ metering data

1.7a

CRM reports
to customer

CRM reports
to customer

The CRM reports to the
customer its metering data

1.4c1

1.4c2

1.4c3

InteGrid

GA 731218

GET

Customer
Relationship
Manager
Customer
Relationship
Manager

6

Third-party

5

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R8_CONF; R-9_CONF; R12_CONF; R-4_SEC; R9_SEC

Customer
Relationship
Manager
Customer
Relationship
Manager

7

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R8_CONF; R-12_CONF

6,8

R_TRANS; R-8_CONF; R12_CONF; R-9_SEC; R1_O

Data
Manager

Customer
Relationship
Manager

5

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R6_CONF; R-12_CONF; R4_SEC; R-1_DM; R-6_DM

REPORT

Data
Manager

Customer
Relationship
Manager

2 or 3,4

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R6_CONF; R-11_CONF; R1_QoS;
R-2_QoS;
R5_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R4_SEC;
R-8_SEC;
R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R-2_DM;
R-6_DM; R-7_DM; R-9_DM

REPORT

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Consumer

2 or 3

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R7_CONF; R-9_CONF; R10_CONF; R-11_CONF; R1_QoS;
R-2_QoS;
R5_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R4_SEC;
R-8_SEC;
R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R-2_DM;
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R-7_DM; R-9_DM
1.7b

CRM reports
to
Retailer,
BRP, TSO or
Regulator

CRM reports
to
Retailer,
BRP, TSO or
Regulator

The CRM reports to the
Retailer, BRP, TSO or
Regulator
customers’
metering data

REPORT

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Retailer, BRP,
TSO
or
Regulator

2 and/or 3,4,6

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R7_CONF; R-9_CONF; R10_CONF; R-11_CONF; R1_QoS;
R-2_QoS;
R5_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R8_SEC; R-9_SEC; R-1_DM;
R-2_DM; R-6_DM; R-7_DM;
R-9_DM

1.7c

CRM reports
to third-party

CRM reports
to third-party

The CRM reports to a thirdparty customers’ metering
data

REPORT

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Third-party

2 and/or 3

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R7_CONF; R-9_CONF; R10_CONF; R-11_CONF; R1_QoS;
R-2_QoS;
R5_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R8_SEC; R-9_SEC; R-1_DM;
R-2_DM; R-6_DM; R-7_DM;
R-9_DM

Information
receiver
(actor)
Customer
Relationship
Manager

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
9,10,11

Requirement, R-IDs

Customer
Relationship

9,10,11

R_TRANS; R-6_CONF; R5_QoS; R-9_SEC; R-1_DM

Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.
2.1.1

2.1.2

InteGrid

Customer,
retailer
or
aggregator
subscribes
receiving
dynamic
tariffs’ data
CRM requests
data to Data

Scenario
No. 2.1 – Provision of data regarding ToU/dynamic tariffs
Name
of Description of process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Customer,
Customer,
retailer
or REPORT
Customer,
retailer
or aggregator signs in, through
retailer
or
aggregator
the gm-hub, a service that
aggregator
subscribes
provides
data
regarding
receiving
ToU/dynamic tariffs
dynamic
tariffs’ data
CRM requests The CRM requests the Data GET
Data
data to Data Manager the provision of
Manager

GA 731218
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2.1.3

Data Manager
reports
to
CRM

Scenario
No. 2.1 – Provision of data regarding ToU/dynamic tariffs
Name
of Description of process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Manager
data
regarding
dynamic
tariffs
Data Manager The Data Manager reports to REPORT
Data
reports
to the
CRM
information
Manager
CRM
regarding dynamic tariffs

2.1.4

CRM reports
to customer,
retailer
or
aggregator

CRM reports
to customer,
retailer
or
aggregator

Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.
Manager

Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.
2.2.1

InteGrid

Customer
subscribes
receiving
of
information
about its use
of contracted

The CRM reports to the
interested customer, retailer
or aggregator the requested
data on dynamic tariffs

REPORT

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Information
receiver
(actor)
Manager

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

Customer
Relationship
Manager

9,10,11,12

R_TRANS; R-6_CONF; R11_CONF; R-1_QoS; R2_QoS;
R-4_QoS;
R5_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R4_SEC;
R-8_SEC;
R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R-2_DM;
R-3_DM; R-6_DM; R-7_DM;
R-9_DM

10, 11,12

R_TRANS; R-7_CONF; R10_CONF; R-11_CONF; R1_QoS;
R-2_QoS;
R4_QoS;
R-5_QoS;
R8_SEC; R-9_SEC; R-1_DM;
R-6_DM; R-7_DM; R-9_DM

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
9,10,13

Requirement, R-IDs

Customer,
retailer
aggregator

or

Scenario
No. 2.2 – Provision of information to LV consumers about their use of contracted power
Name
of Description of process/ Service
Information
Information
process/
activity
producer
receiver
activity
(actor)
(actor)
Customer
A customer signs in, through REPORT
Customer
Customer
subscribes
the gm-hub, a service that
Relationship
receiving
of provides information about
Manager
information
its effective use of contracted
about its peak power, in order to readjust
demand
or this value

GA 731218
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Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.
power

2.2.2

CRM requests
data to Data
Manager

2.2.3

Data Manager
reports
to
CRM

2.2.4

CRM reports
to customer

Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.
2.3.1

InteGrid

Customer
subscribes
notification

Scenario
No. 2.2 – Provision of information to LV consumers about their use of contracted power
Name
of Description of process/ Service
Information
Information
process/
activity
producer
receiver
activity
(actor)
(actor)
use
of
contracted
power
CRM requests The CRM requests the Data GET
Data
Customer
data to Data Manager
to
provide
Manager
Relationship
Manager
information about customer’s
Manager
use of contracted power
Data Manager The Data Manager reports to REPORT
Data
Customer
reports
to the CRM information about
Manager
Relationship
CRM
customer’s use of contracted
Manager
power

CRM reports
to customer

The CRM reports to the
interested
customer
the
requested information about
its use of contracted power

REPORT

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Scenario
No. 2.3 – Inform customers about abnormal consumption patterns
Name
of Description of process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Customer
A customer signs in, through REPORT
Customer
subscribes
the gm-hub, a service that
notification
provides alarms in the

GA 731218

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

9,10,13

R_TRANS; R-6_CONF; R5_QoS; R-9_SEC; R-1_DM

9,10,14

R_TRANS; R-6_CONF; R11_CONF; R-1_QoS; R2_QoS;
R-4_QoS;
R5_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R4_SEC;
R-8_SEC;
R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R-2_DM;
R-3_DM; R-6_DM; R-7_DM;
R-9_DM
R_TRANS; R-7_CONF; R10_CONF; R-11_CONF; R1_QoS;
R-2_QoS;
R4_QoS;
R-5_QoS;
R8_SEC; R-9_SEC; R-1_DM;
R-6_DM; R-7_DM; R-9_DM

Customer

10,14

Information
receiver
(actor)
Customer
Relationship
Manager

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
9,10,15
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R-8_SEC;
R-
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Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.

2.3.2

about
abnormal
consumption
patterns
CRM requests
data to Data
Manager

2.3.3

Data Manager
reports
to
CRM

2.3.4

CRM reports
to customer

Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.
3.1

InteGrid

Customer

Scenario
No. 2.3 – Inform customers about abnormal consumption patterns
Name
of Description of process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
about
occurrence
of
abnormal
abnormal
consumption patterns or
consumption
excessive consumption
patterns
CRM requests The CRM requests the Data GET
Data
data to Data Manager the provision of
Manager
Manager
information about abnormal
consumption patterns or
excessive consumption
Data Manager The Data Manager reports to REPORT
Data
reports
to the CRM information about
Manager
CRM
abnormal
consumption
patterns
or
excessive
consumption

CRM reports
to customer

The CRM reports to the
interested
customer
the
requested information about
abnormal
consumption
patterns
or
excessive
consumption

REPORT

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Scenario
No. 3 – Customer revokes provision of its metering data
Name
of Description of process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Customer
Customer informs the CRM REPORT
Customer

GA 731218

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

9_SEC

Customer
Relationship
Manager

9,10,15

R_TRANS; R-6_CONF; R5_QoS; R-9_SEC; R-1_DM

Customer
Relationship
Manager

9,10, 16

R_TRANS; R-6_CONF; R11_CONF; R-1_QoS; R2_QoS;
R-4_QoS;
R5_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R4_SEC;
R-8_SEC;
R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R-2_DM;
R-3_DM; R-6_DM; R-7_DM;
R-9_DM

Customer

10,16

R_TRANS; R-7_CONF; R10_CONF; R-11_CONF; R1_QoS;
R-2_QoS;
R4_QoS;
R-5_QoS;
R8_SEC; R-9_SEC; R-1_DM;
R-6_DM; R-7_DM; R-9_DM

Information
receiver
(actor)
Customer

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
17

Requirement, R-IDs
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Scenario name:
Step
Event
No.

3.2

3.3a

3.3b

InteGrid

requests CRM
to
stop
providing
its
metering data
CRM cancels
provision
of
customer’s
metering data
CRM reports
to third-party

CRM reports
completion of
operation
to
customer

Scenario
No. 3 – Customer revokes provision of its metering data
Name
of Description of process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
requests CRM about its decision of stop
to
stop providing
metering
data
providing
its within the scope of a service
metering data
CRM cancels The CRM cancels provision CANCEL
Customer
provision
of of customer’s metering data,
Relationship
customer’s
regarding a specific service
Manager
metering data
CRM reports CRM reports to third party REPORT
Customer
to third-party
that its access to customer’s
Relationship
metering data has been
Manager
disabled
CRM reports
completion of
operation
to
customer

CRM reports to Customer
that the provision of its
metering data has been
disabled

GA 731218

REPORT

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Information
receiver
(actor)
Relationship
Manager

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

12_CONF; R-4_SEC

8, 9, 10

Third-party

17

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R7_CONF; R-13_CONF; R4_SEC; R-8_SEC; R-1_DM;
R-2_O

Customer

10, 18

R_TRANS; R-4_CONF; R7_CONF; R-13_CONF; R4_SEC; R-8_SEC; R-1_DM
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5 Information exchanged
Name
information
Meter POD data

Data used to identify the meter itself and the
point where the meter is installed

2

Consumption data

Data on the usage associated with the
meter. Among the forms of data collected
can be: real-time energy usage, current and
historic consumption and the energy
efficiency information when available, and
micro-generated input data

3

Technical data

Data on the grid variables associated with
the meter. Among the forms of data
collected can be: real-time voltage
magnitude, historic voltage magnitude,
frequency,
reactive
power
consumption/injection and meter events
(e.g., under-overvoltage, outage, reduced
contracted power)

4

Quality flag

Boolean that expresses the quality (“good”
or “bad”) of the metering data

InteGrid

of

Information exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
1

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

R_TRANS; R-5_CONF;
R-8_CONF;
R9_CONF; R-10_CONF;
R-11_CONF;
R13_CONF;
R14_CONF;
R15_CONF;
R-3_QoS;
R-4_QoS; R-6_QoS; R7_QoS; R-4_SEC; R8_SEC; R-1_DM; R4_DM; R-5_DM; R6_DM
R_TRANS; R-4_CONF;
R-5_CONF;
R6_CONF; R-7_CONF;
R-8_CONF;
R9_CONF; R-10_CONF;
R-11_CONF;
R13_CONF;
R14_CONF;
R15_CONF;
R-1_QoS;
R-2_QoS; R-3_QoS; R4_QoS; R-5_QoS; R6_QoS; R-7_QoS; R4_SEC; R-8_SEC; R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R2_DM; R-4_DM; R5_DM; R-6_DM; R7_DM; R-9_DM
R_TRANS; R-4_CONF;
R-5_CONF;
R6_CONF; R-7_CONF;
R-8_CONF;
R9_CONF; R-10_CONF;
R-11_CONF;
R13_CONF;
R14_CONF;
R15_CONF;
R-1_QoS;
R-2_QoS; R-3_QoS; R4_QoS; R-5_QoS; R6_QoS; R-7_QoS; R4_SEC; R-8_SEC; R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R2_DM; R-4_DM; R5_DM; R-6_DM; R7_DM; R-9_DM
R_TRANS; R-4_CONF;
R-6_CONF;
R11_CONF;
R-1_QoS;
R-2_QoS; R-5_QoS; R7_QoS; R-4_SEC; R8_SEC; R-9_SEC; R1_DM; R-2_DM; R-
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Information
exchanged
(ID)

Name
information

of







5

Data request

6

Access message

7

Customer’s consent
request

8

9

Customer’s
provision
authorization
Requester ID

10

Service ID

11

Forecast
error

InteGrid

Information exchanged
Description of information exchanged

data

Requester ID
Type of service
Type of data
Start date
End date (if applicable)

Access or denial to information




Which metering data will be used
Service provider and offered type
of service

How often the data will be
collected

Time of use

Collection of metering data’s
starting date

Start date of desired metering data

End date of desired metering data
(if applicable)
Boolean
that
expresses
customer’s
authorization, or not, regarding the provision
of its metering data to a specific service
POD that identifies the requester

Key that identifies the requested service

margin

Deviation from the price forecasted in the
previous day (%)

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

6_DM; R-7_DM; R9_DM
R_TRANS; R-4_CONF;
R-6_CONF;
R8_CONF; R-9_CONF;
R-12_CONF; R-4_SEC;
R-9_SEC; R-1_DM; R6_DM
R_TRANS; R-4_CONF;
R-7_CONF;
R9_CONF; R-10_CONF;
R-11_CONF; R-1_QoS;
R-2_QoS; R-5_QoS; R7_QoS; R-8_SEC; R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R2_DM; R-6_DM; R7_DM; R-9_DM
R_TRANS; R-4_CONF;
R-8_CONF;
R12_CONF

R_TRANS; R-8_CONF;
R-12_CONF; R-9_SEC;
R-1_O
R_TRANS; R-6_CONF;
R-8_CONF;
R9_CONF; R-11_CONF;
R-1_QoS; R-2_QoS; R4_QoS; R-5_QoS; R7_QoS; R-4_SEC; R8_SEC; R-9_SEC; R1_DM: R-2_DM; R3_DM; R-6_DM; R7_DM; R-9_DM
R_TRANS; R-6_CONF;
R-8_CONF;
R9_CONF; R-11_CONF;
R-5_QoS; R-8_SEC; R9_SEC; R-1_DM
R_TRANS; R-6_CONF;
R-7_CONF;
R8_CONF; R-9_CONF;
R-10_CONF;
R11_CONF;
R-1_QoS;
R-2_QoS; R-4_QoS; R5_QoS; R-7_QoS; R4_SEC; R-8_SEC; R-
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Information
exchanged
(ID)

Name
information

of

Information exchanged
Description of information exchanged

12

Dynamic tariffs data




13

Contracted
power
service configuration





14

Contracted
data

15

Consumption alarms
service configuration

InteGrid

power

Price (€/kWh)
Hour of the day

Contracted power feedback option
Notification’s refresh rate
Notification’s
communication
channel

Usage
of
contracted
power
threshold (kVA)

Service duration
Customers’ use of contracted power data,
according to the selected options



Abnormal consumption profile
options
o Historical data size used
for
abnormal
profile
detection
o Notification’s refresh rate
o Notification’s
communication channel
o Temporal discretization of
the interval of the smart
meter data
o Alarm structure
o “Discord”
search
algorithm parameters

Excessive consumption options
o Active
power
consumption threshold(s)
o Active power aggregation
temporal parameter
o Notification’s refresh rate
o Notification’s
communication channel
Alarm structure

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

9_SEC; R-1_DM; R2_DM; R-3_DM; R6_DM; R-7_DM; R9_DM
R_TRANS; R-6_CONF;
R-7_CONF;
R10_CONF;
R11_CONF;
R-1_QoS;
R-2_QoS; R-4_QoS; R5_QoS; R-7_QoS; R4_SEC; R-8_SEC; R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R2_DM; R-3_DM; R6_DM; R-7_DM; R9_DM
R_TRANS; R-6_CONF;
R-8_CONF;
R9_CONF; R-11_CONF;
R-5_QoS; R-8_SEC; R9_SEC; R-1_DM
R_TRANS; R-6_CONF;
R-7_CONF;
R10_CONF;
R11_CONF;
R-1_QoS;
R-2_QoS; R-4_QoS; R5_QoS; R-7_QoS; R4_SEC; R-8_SEC; R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R2_DM; R-3_DM; R6_DM; R-7_DM; R9_DM
R_TRANS; R-6_CONF;
R-8_CONF;
R9_CONF; R-11_CONF;
R-5_QoS; R-8_SEC; R9_SEC; R-1_DM
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Information
exchanged
(ID)
16

Name
information

17

Revocation
message

18

Revocation
acknowledgement

of

Alarm consumption
data

Information exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Customers’ alarms consumption
according to the selected options





data,

Customer ID
Service ID
Revocation date

Message informing the requester that the
revocation has been accomplished

Requirement, R-IDs

R_TRANS; R-6_CONF;
R-7_CONF;
R10_CONF;
R11_CONF;
R-1_QoS;
R-2_QoS; R-4_QoS; R5_QoS; R-7_QoS; R4_SEC; R-8_SEC; R9_SEC; R-1_DM; R2_DM; R-3_DM; R6_DM; R-7_DM; R9_DM
R_TRANS; R-4_CONF;
R-7_CONF;
R8_CONF; R-12_CONF;
R-13_CONF; R-4_SEC;
R-8_SEC; R-1_DM; R2_O
R_TRANS; R-4_CONF;
R-7_CONF;
R13_CONF;
R-4_SEC;
R-8_SEC; R-1_DM

6 Requirements
Categories ID
1

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Configuration (CONF)

2

Quality of Service (QoS)

3

Security (SEC)

InteGrid

GA 731218

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. Quality of Services issues also
address accuracy and precision of data, the
frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite
rare deliberate attacks, but also against the
far more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures,
and errors. At the same time, it is necessary
to try to identify the requirements and the
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concerns
for
implementing
security
measures.
Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each Use Case step and the
management of data at either end if that
management
is
impacted
by
data
exchanges. An example of the first type of
data management is the initial setting up and
on-going maintenance of what data needs to
be exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency
of data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to
multiple field devices, these settings need to
be reflected in Contingency Analysis
functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other
data handling applications.

4

Data Management (DM)

5
Requirement
R-ID
R-1_CONF

Others (O)
Requirement name

R-2_CONF
R-3_CONF
R-4_CONF
R-5_CONF
R-6_CONF
R-7_CONF
R-8_CONF
R-9_CONF

Communication configuration
Communication media
Communication ownership
Communication ownership
Data exchange methods
Data exchange methods
Data exchange methods
Growth

R-10_CONF

Number of Information Receivers

R-11_CONF
R-12_CONF
R-13_CONF
R-14_CONF
R-15_CONF
R-1_QoS
R-2_QoS

Operation mode of Information Producer
Operation mode of Information Producer
Operation mode of Information Producer
Operation mode of Information Receiver
Operation mode of Information Receiver
Contractual timelines for exchanging data is
required
Availability of information flows

R-3_QoS
R-4_QoS

Availability of information flows
Accuracy of data requirements

InteGrid

Communication
requirements

Requirement description
access

services

GA 731218

Request-response;
periodic
reporting;
select-before-operate; set parameter values;
subscribe
WAN
Wireless required
Utility-owned
Jointly-owned
Within the gm-hub
Gm-hub-to-client
Client-to-gm-hub
100x number of participating users - Over
the next 5 years
Hundreds to thousands (during the project
duration); in production, thousands to
millions are expected but the number
changes frequently
Manual and automatic
Manual
Automatic
Automatic
Manual and automatic
Within some longer time: duration of the
service (defined by the user)
Continuous availability not required but must
be available at specific times or under
specific conditions (i.e., according to the
information update frequency defined by the
user)
Available at each 15 minutes
Requires quality flag indicating at least
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R-5_QoS
R-6_QoS
R-7_QoS
R-1_SEC

Frequency of data exchanges
Frequency of data exchanges
Commonly used
data
formats
management techniques for this data
Eavesdropping

R-2_SEC

Information integrity violation

R-3_SEC

Authentication: Masquerade and/or spoofing

R-4_SEC

Repudiation

R-5_SEC

Replay

R-6_SEC

Information theft

R-7_SEC

Denial of service

R-8_SEC

R-1_DM

This data exchange has the following
requirements with respect to proof of
conformance and/or non-repudiation with
contractual agreements:
Authentication
and
Access
Control
mechanisms commonly used with this data
exchange
Type of source data

R-2_DM

Correctness of source data

R-3_DM

Up-to-date management

R-4_DM

Data consistency and synchronization
management across systems
Validation of data exchanges
Management of accessing different types of
data to be exchanged

R-9_SEC

R-5_DM
R-6_DM

R-7_DM

Data format requirements

R-8_DM

Management of data formats in
exchanges
Commonly used
data
formats
management techniques for this data

R-9_DM

InteGrid
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and

data
and

normal (Good) and not normal (Bad)
Upon request by the central platform or user
At each 15 minutes
Validation, Estimation and Edition (VEE)
functions
Ensuring confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate
use of data, and preventing unauthorized
reading of data is crucial
Ensuring that data is not changed or
destroyed is crucial
Ensuring that data comes from the stated
source or goes to authenticated receiver is
crucial
Repudiation: Ensuring that the source
cannot deny sending the data or that the
receiver cannot deny receiving the data is
crucial
Ensuring that data cannot be resent by an
unauthorized source is crucial
Ensuring that data cannot be stolen or
deleted by an unauthorized entity is crucial
Ensuring unimpeded access to data is
crucial
Logging of the source, destination,
requesting application, and requesting user
of information exchanges is required, but not
the data itself
Certificate; Access control through database
security mechanisms
Source data was previously automatically
stored in a database (hosted at the DSO
systems)
The source data should be corrected by
applying Validation, Estimation and Edition
functions
Received data does not need to be up-todata. The maximum update delay should be
one month.
15 minutes-by-15 minutes’ synchronization
Validity of data is not relevant
This data exchange could entail different
types of data (e.g.: excessive consumption
alarm and abnormal consumption profile
alarm)
Input data: Standardized data objects (XMLbased)
Output data: HTML-based (for reports);
Exchange of unstructured or special-format
data (e.g. text, documents, text message)
must be supported; CSV
The same data exchanged between different
applications have the same formats
HTML-based formats; Comma separated
variables (CSV) in a file; Data objects have
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R-1_O

Customer’s authorization response

R-2_O

Customer’s revocation report

well-known names (e.g. CIM and IEC61850);
Data is validated automatically
Customer must answer within 3 days, or it’s
assumed that it denies the access to
information
CRM must notify the third-party about the
customer’s revocation within the next
working day

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
BRP
CRM
CSV
DR
DsO
DSO
gm-hub
HEMS
POD
RFC
ToU
TSO

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Balancing Responsible Party
Customer Relationship Manager
Comma Separated Value
Demand Response
Distribution System Optimizer
Distribution System Operator
Grid-Market Hub
Home Energy Management System
Point of Delivery
Request for Comments
Time-of-Use
Transmission System Operator
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HLUC07 - Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize
operation and costs
1 Description of the high-level use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
Name of Use Case
HLUC07
(2) Grid and Market Hub
Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize
operation and costs
1.2 Version management
Version
No.
01
02

Date

03

27.06.2017

04

04.07.2017

31.05.2017
15.06.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Rafael Cossent
First draft
Lorenzo Simons,
Updated complete draft
Rafael Cossent
Rafael Cossent
Updated version with diagrams of use case after
revision from INESC-TEC
Lorenzo Simons,
Updated version of diagrams for use cases and
Rafael Cossent
requirements

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)





DSO operational planning and real-time operation for the MV distribution grid.
Flexibilities of DER connected to the MV and LV networks
Provision of non-frequency ancillary services at distribution level based on InteGrid
grid-market hub

Pre-qualify potential flexibility providers at distribution level

Collect information on available flexibilities and their updates

Define, sign and manage flexibility contracts with providers

Manage the exchange of information between the DSO and other stakeholders for
the provision of non-frequency ancillary services at distribution level
Use of distributed flexibilities as providers of non-frequency ancillary services for
different goals such as investment deferral, solving real-time technical constraints or
minimize energy losses.
Enable the activities of flexibility operators/providers in delivering value to the end
users and to the power system.
Enhance the efficiency of distribution grid operations to reduce network costs and the
corresponding network tariffs.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This HLUC comprises two main steps occurring in different time domains:
i) In the first stage, the DSO aims to pre-qualify potential flexibility providers/operators ensuring that
they can technically provide the service needed and define the terms and conditions of the flexibility
contracts signed with them. This step requires a techno-economic validation of the service
providers and a pre-assessment of network areas to determine where and when the services are
needed. This first stage happens before the horizon in which distribution grid operational planning
takes place (usually between one week and one day ahead of real -time operation).
ii) In the second stage, the DSO aims to activate the flexibilities previously contracted when and
where needed based on the flexibility needs for operational planning and real-time operation. In
order to do this, the DSO would compute the flexibility needs and publish them through the grid market hub. Qualified flexibility providers/operators would submit the information ab out their
available flexibility for the desired timeframe in order to identify the most efficient decisions
regarding the set of activated resources. Alternatively, in case the DSO identified an imminent risk

InteGrid
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to network security, flexibilities can be directly activated by the DSO through the LV smart meters to
reduce the demand of LV users temporarily.
Complete description
The following paragraphs describe the steps of a process that goes from the pre -qualification of
potential flexibility service providers to the activation of the distributed flexibilities.
1. Pre-qualify flexibility providers/operators and define flexibility contracts
This goal of this step is to contract the required flexibilities from pre -qualified providers in the required
amount, location and timeframe needed by the DSO.
Activation of the service provision falls out of the scope of this step.

1.1 Calculate flexibility needs
The DSO as distribution system optimiser determines the flexibility that is needed to address the potential
operational issues identified.
The definition of the flexibility needs must include quantity, location and timeframes.
The following sub-steps are involved:
1. The distribution system optimizer runs network analyses based on forecasts for generation and
demand in order to identify potential network constraints. This analyses can be triggered in two
forms:
a. The DSO runs a periodical operational planning analysis. Depending on the timeframe and
locational needs, the following flexibility mechanisms could be used in this case: bilateral
flexibility contracts (negotiated, regulated or allocated through tendering), dynamic netw ork
tariffs, or LV flexibilities (via a retailer/aggregator through the HEMS or directly through the
smart meter).
b. One or several new grid users request to be connected to the network. In this case, the
distribution system optimizer could also use the non-firm connection contracts.
2. The distribution system optimizer quantifies the amount of flexibility (in terms of capacity,
duration and activation frequency) that needs to be contracted considering its own resources
(tap changers, reconfiguration, capacitor banks, etc.). The flexibility needs must also
differentiate by network area and timeframe (activation time). A security margin may be
considered.
3. The DSO submits this information to the grid-market hub

1.2 Pre-qualify flexibility providers/operators
The DSO, in its role as neutral market facilitator/enabler, certifies that a flexibility operator complies with
all the technical, interoperability and cost-related requirements for the provision of non-frequency
ancillary services to the DSO.
A flexibility operator is pre-qualified if they comply with the aforementioned requirements and if its
participation does not threaten the operational security of the distribution network.
The following sub-steps are involved:
1. A flexibility operator submits a pre-qualification request to the grid-market hub. This request
should include the administrative information (legal name, activity, guarantees, etc.) as well as
the functional information (available flexibilities per locati on and timeframe or activation time,
interoperability conditions compliance, etc.).
2. The DSO as neutral market facilitator/enabler assesses the pre-qualification request to
determine if all the required administrative information has been provided and it i s correct.
Otherwise, a notification is sent to the flexibility operator and the process freezes until the
flexibility operator submits a correction.
3. The flexibility operator request is registered in the grid-market hub.
4. The DSO as distribution system optimiser assesses the compliance of the flexibility operator
with the technical functional requirements. The distribution system optimizer runs simulation
analyses to assess whether the activation of the flexibilities serves the DSO needs previously
declared. If this evaluation is negative, the request is denied for the corresponding locations or
services.
5. The flexibility operator is pre-qualified. The corresponding information is registered in the grid market hub and communicated to the flexibility operator.
6. If the distribution system optimizer or the flexibility operator request the withdrawal or
suspension of this pre-qualification, the information is updated in the grid-market hub. The
flexibility operator can no longer submit flexibility offers unless a new pre-qualification is
processed.

InteGrid
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1.3 A. Obtain available flexibilities
This step begins after the DSO has quantified published the flexibility needs and wants to contract
flexibility services with pre-qualified flexibility operators.
This step provides the DSO as distribution system optimizer and distribution constraints market officer
the flexibility offers (quantify and activation costs).
The following sub-steps are involved:
1. Flexibility operators receive the DSO flexibility needs through the grid -market hub.
2. Flexibility operators calculate their available internal flexibilities and the corresponding
activation costs per location and timeframe.
3. Flexibility operators submit this information to the grid-market hub.
1.3 B. Update available flexibilities
This step is triggered when a flexibility operator requests to modify its available flexibilities in the grid market hub.
The possible modifications include: add/remove a flexibility availability for a given location and
timeframe, change the characteristics of a declared flexibility availability.
The following sub-steps are involved:
1. Flexibility operators submit a modification request to the grid-market hub.
2. The distribution system optimizer receives a notification.
3. The distribution system optimizer validates the modified flexibility availability and determines
whether it needs to update the flexibility needs.
4. The information on flexibility availability and, in case necessary, updated DSO flexibility
requirements is updated in the grid-market hub.
5. The flexibility operator receives a notification.

1.4 Contract flexibilities
The aim of this step is that the DSO, as distribution constraints market officer, contracts or pre -books
flexibility from pre-qualified flexibility operators that have declared their available flexibilities in order to
meet the previously quantified flexibility needs.
The contractual conditions must also be defined in this step. These conditions should include, at least:
parties signing the contract, duration of the contract, network area in which the service is provide,
amount of flexibility available, type of flexibility (e.g. upwards or downwards), activation timeframe
possible, activation costs/remuneration of the service, and possible penalties for non -compliance.
The contractual conditions and allocation method depends on the flexibility mechanism u sed. The
following types of contracts are considered:
- Bilateral flexibility contracts allocated, whenever possible, through market -based mechanisms
(based on activation costs, i.e. merit order): these contracts can be used to contract MV
flexibilities or LV flexibilities activated through the HEMS.
- Non-firm connection contracts for new grid users
- Dynamic network tariffs
- Contracts for load-shedding under emergency conditions for LV flexibilities
The following sub-steps are involved:
1. The distribution constraints market officer determines the most suitable contractual form and
proposed remuneration based on the DSO flexibility needs and the available flexibilities
declared by pre-qualified flexibility operators. The goal is to minimize network costs.
2. The DSO as neutral market facilitator/enabler publishes this information in the grid -market hub.
Concerned flexibility operators are notified.
3. Flexibility operators evaluate the DSO proposals and submit their responses. They can either
accept or reject the flexibility contracts proposed.
4. The distribution system optimizer evaluates the responses received from flexibility operators
and validates that the flexibility contracted fulfils the operational needs.
5. In case further flexibility or any modification is required, the process is repeated from the
beginning.
6. Once the distribution system optimizer has validated the contracted flexibilities and these are
enough to meet the operational needs, flexibility operators are notified of the outcome,
7. The contracts are signed and registered in the grid-marker hub.
2.

Activate pre-booked flexibilities

The goal of this step is that the DSO, as distribution constraints market officer, activates flexibilities
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previously contracted with flexibility operators in order to solve potential network constraints following
the commands of the distribution system optimizer.
The following sub-steps are involved:
1. The distribution system optimizer identifies the need to ac tivate flexibilities that had been
previously contracted. At this stage, the DSO must specify how much flexibility is needed as
well as the area, duration and activation time limit for the service provision.
2. Based on the previous information, the distribution constraints market officer sends the
activation requests to the corresponding flexibility operators. The ensuing process depends on
the form of flexibility activation:
a. In case of day-ahead or intraday activation:
- The distribution constraints market officer selects the flexibility operators whose
flexibilities need activation. This selection is based on the merit order of the activation
costs of potential flexibility operators.
- The distribution constraints market officer submits an activation request t o the
corresponding flexibility operator/s.
- The concerned flexibility operators acknowledge the activation.
- In case not enough flexibility to address the need of the DSO has been acknowledged,
the process is repeated until this condition is satisfied.
b. In case of near to real-time activation:
- The DSO sends commands to the LV smart meters for a temporary reduction in the
power available at the corresponding metering points.
- If possible, end users are notified of the event, power limit set and duration of this
limitation.
3. Activation data is registered in the grid-market hub.
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1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID
New

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use case objectives

Engagement
of
flexibility
providers

Share of potential flexibility providers
that comply with the requirements and
offer flexibility through the grid-market
hub. The locational granularity should
be defined.
Reduction in the time spent in assessing
and approving a new grid connection
request achieved thanks to non-firm
connection agreements.

This KPI measures the fulfilment of the first two
objectives defined in section 1.3. It is a prerequisite for the fulfilment of the remaining
objectives.

Reduced
delays for new
connections

New

Amount
of
flexibility
contracted

New

Share
flexibility
activated

New

Flexibility
contracting
and activation
costs

of

Amount
of
flexibility,
presumably
measured in kW, the DSO contracts for
operational purposes. This may require
introducing a differentiation per type of
contract, timeframe, location and/or
voltage level.
Share of the flexibility that has been
previously contracted and that is
actually activated. This may require
introducing a differentiation per type of
contract, timeframe, location and/or
voltage level.
DSO total expenditures in contracting
and activation flexibilities. One year
could be a suitable horizon for the
calculation of this KPI.

This KPI measures the effectiveness of one
type of flexibility contract the DSO may sign
with grid users and affect the activation costs,
i.e. how much a grid user may be willing to
accept for a faster but non-firm grid access.
This KPI is mainly related to the third
objective of this HLUC.

This KPI requires the compliance with the first
three objectives and requires the fourth one
for a smooth activation process.

Transversal KPI which will, in the end,
determine the incentive seen by the DSO
(primary actor in this HLUC, to implement this
solution.

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

The DSO is allowed and encouraged by the regulation to use flexibilities for network operation.

The use of distributed flexibilities is less costly, or more convenient for other reasons (faster
deployment, impossibility to reinforce the grid), than grid reinforcements.

There are enough flexibilities in a given network area to satisfy the needs of th e DSO. A limited
flexibility activation may not allow the DSO to solve network constraints or avoid grid
reinforcements.

Dynamic network tariffs are possible.
Prerequisites

The DSO must comply with the technical requirements specified in section 4 of this HLUC in
order to quantify the flexibility needs and activate the contracted flexibilities.

Flexibility operators must be willing to and capable of providing flexibility ser vices in the terms
and conditions required by the DSO.
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1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC01: this HLUC will quantify the required DER flexibilities for the operation of the MV grid, including
flexibilities connected both to the MV and the LV networks, and request their activation for operational
planning purposes.
HLUC02: this HLUC will activate the pre-booked LV flexibilities in real-time and, under emergency conditions,
submit power limitation set-points to smart meters.
HLUC08: this use case should provide the available flexibilities and their activation costs for industrial
consumers.
HLUC10: this use case should provide the aggregated available flexibilities and their activation costs for LV
prosumers.
HLUC12: this use case should provide the aggregated available flexibilities and their activation costs for the
VPP resources.
Level of depth
High level use case (HL-UC) use case which describes a general requirement, idea or concept
independently from a specific technical realization like an architectural solution
Prioritisation
High level of priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Business use case
Further keywords for classification
Smart distribution grid, non-frequency ancillary services, flexibility, grid-market hub, aggregation.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

InteGrid
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
Use Case Diagram:

HLUC-PUC Relations Diagram:

Sequence Diagram:

InteGrid
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
The primary actor of this HLUC is the DSO in its role as distribution system optimizer, distribution constraints
market officer and neutral market facilitator.
All potential flexibility providers or operators and ancillary service providers would be secondary actors in this
HLUC. These include aggregators, industrial consumers, any other consumer/prosumer, VPPs, etc. The smart
meter is a relevant actor when the activation of the flexibility happens in the form of a direct DSO intervention
through the meter power limiter.
The Grid-market Hub defined in Deliverable D6.1 from InteGrid is the platform enabling this HLUC.
Lastly, end consumers would also act as stakeholders who have as an interest the protection of their personal
data needed to contract and provide flexibility services.

Actor Name

Actor
Type

Distribution System
Operator (DSO)

Actor

Distribution System
Optimiser

DSO
Role

Distribution
Constraints Market
Officer

DSO
Role

InteGrid

Actors
Actor Description

According to the Article 2.6 of the Directive: "a natural or legal person
responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of and, if
necessary, developing the distribution system in a given area and,
where applicable, its interconnections with other systems and for
ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable
demands for the distribution of electricity". Moreover, the DSO is
responsible for regional grid access and grid stability, integration of
renewables at the distribution level and regional load balancing.
Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of the
distribution network by managing network constraints, including
emergency situations and faults emerging on the distribution network,
in a cost-efficient and non-discriminatory manner.
Select, contract and activate flexibilities that may be used by the
Distribution System Optimiser in case of local constraints. The role
operates a dedicated market to solve specific distribution network
constraints by contracting flexibilities offered by flexibility operators in
advance, i.e. flexibilities may be offered and contracted at the mid- and
short-term time horizons. These flexibilities may also be offered and
contracted at the planning and connection (long-term) timeframe
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Neutral Market
Facilitator/Enabler

DSO
Role

Flexibility Operator

Role

Ancillary Services
providers

Role

Consumer

Role

Industrial consumer

Role

Aggregator

Role

Smart Meter

Device

Grid-Market Hub

System

through a call for tender. The flexibilities contracted by means of the
distribution constraints market may be activated day-ahead or intraday.
Administrates the exchange of market information and validates the
market participation of market participants from a technical perspective
in established markets. Traditionally this role aims to provide access to
the network as well as to consumption information enabling market
actors’ transactions. Currently, it is evolving to also include the
facilitation of flexibility services within the market.
Generic role which links the role customer and its possibility to provide
flexibilities to the roles market and grid; generic role that could be taken
by many stakeholders, such as a DSO company, an Energy Service
Company (ESCO) or an energy supplier.
Provides services and functions that support the reliable operation of a
network
End user of electricity, gas, water or heat.
NOTE: As the consumer can also generate energy using a Distributed
Energy Resource, there is an actor called "Prosumer".
A large consumer of electricity in an industrial / manufacturing industry.
May be involved in contract based Demand/Response.
Offers services to aggregate energy production from different sources
(generators) and acts towards the grid as one entity, including local
aggregation of demand (Demand Response management) and supply
(generation management). In cases where the aggregator is not a
supplier, it maintains a contract with the supplier.
The Smart Meter is a combination of the following meter-related
functions from the Smart Metering reference architecture: Metrology
functions including the conventional meter display (register or index)
that are under legal metrological control. When under metrological
control, these functions shall meet the essential requirements of the
MID; One or more additional functions not covered by the MID. These
may also make use of the display; Meter communication functions.
Platform to support the provision of services in a neutral standardized
way between customer relationship manager/neutral market facilitator
and stakeholders like electricity retailers, transmission system operator
(TSO), aggregators, group of consumers and energy services providers
(e.g., Energy Services Company - ESCo, data analytics companies).
The core goal is to facilitate market access allowing new business
models and services while ensuring efficient and secure network
operation as well as highest standards of data security.

3.2 References
No
.
1

References
Type
Consultation
Document

2

Standard

3

Excel
spreadsheet

InteGrid

Reference

Status

Guidelines of
good practice
for
flexibility
use
at
distribution
level.
Consultation
paper
IEC 62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
InteGrid
Actors

Published

References
Impact
on
use case
Helps define
regulatory
boundaries

Originator /
organisation
CEER

Published

Use
case
template

IEC

Approved

List
possible

INESC TEC

GA 731218

of

Link
http://www.ceer.eu/portal/page/port
al/EER_HOME/EER_CONSULT/CL
OSED%20PUBLIC%20CONSULTA
TIONS/ELECTRICITY/PC_on_Flexi
bility_Use_at_Distribution_Level
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4
5

6

Excel
spreadsheet
Excel
spreadsheet

InteGrid KPI
reference list
InteGrid nonfunctional
requirements

Approved

Project’s
deliverable

InteGrid D6.1
– Concept of
Market Hub,
Central
Platform and
Services

Under
preparation

Approved

actors
and
roles
List
of
possible KPIs
List
of
possible nonfunctional
requirements
Definition
of
key
actors,
systems and
interactions
between them.

AIT
INESC TEC

INESC TEC

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.

Scenario
name
Calculation of
flexibility
needs
and
prequalification of
flexibility
providers

Scenario
description
The DSO
determines its
flexibility needs
and certifies
whether a
flexibility
operator
complies with
all the
requirements to
provide
services to the
DSO

Primary
actor
DSO

Triggering
event
The distribution
system optimizer
quantifies the
amount of
flexibility needed
and a flexibility
operator submit
a prequalification
proposal

Pre-condition

Post-condition

The DSO requires the
support of flexibility
operators in one or more
areas of the grid and
there are flexibility
operators who can
potentially provide such
services

2

Contract
flexibilities

The
DSO
contracts or prebooks flexibility
from
prequalified
flexibility
operators

DSO

Flexibility
operators
receive the DSO
flexibility needs
through the gridmarket hub.

3.1

Day-ahead
and intraday
activation of
flexibilities

DSO

System
congestion
is
predicted
at
operational
planning stage

3.2

Activate
flexibilities
near to realtime

DSO sends an
activation
command
to
pre-booked
flexibilities
through
the
market hub.
DSO activates
near to real-time
through a direct
command to LV
smart meters

Information regarding the
flexibility
needs
is
registered in the gridmarket
hub
and
communicated to the
flexibility operator.
There are pre-qualified
providers
capable
of
meeting DSO needs.
The DSO has contracted
flexibility
from
prequalified
providers
in
advance.

The flexibility
operator may or
may not have
been prequalified.
The
corresponding
information is
registered in the
grid-market hub
and
communicated to
the flexibility
operator.
The contracts are
signed
and
registered in the
grid-marker hub.

DSO

Possible
congestion in the
distribution
network that was
not foreseen in
the operational
planning stage or

1

InteGrid
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Possible congestion in the
distribution network at real
time.
There are no other
mechanisms to deal with
it, either flexibility-related
or internal to the DSO

Flexibility
activation
is
confirmed
and
registered in the
grid-market hub.

Activation
commands sent.
Affected
grid
users informed.
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could not be
solved through
other
mechanisms.

resources.

4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
name :
Ste Event
p
No.

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

The
DSO
identifie
s the
potenti
al need
for
flexibilit
y
The
DSO
quantifi
es the
need
for
flexibilit
y
The
DSO
commu
nicated
its
flexibilit
y
needs
A
flexibilit
y
operato
r is
willing
to
provide
flexibilit
y
service
s
Prequalific
ation
request

InteGrid

Scenario
No. 1 - Calculation of flexibility needs and pre-qualification of flexibility providers
Name
of
proces
s/
activity

Description
of
process/ activity

Servi
ce

Comput
e the
required
flexibilit
y

The distribution
system optimizer
quantifies the
amount of flexibility
that needs to be
contracted through
network analyses
and considering its
own resources.
The distribution
system optimizer
communicates its
flexibility
requirements to the
grid-market hub

EXEC
UTE

Registe
r
flexibilit
y needs
in the
gridmarket
hub
Prequalifica
tion
request

Assess
ment of
the prequalifica

Commu
nicate
flexibilit
y
require
ments

Infor
matio
n
produ
cer
(actor
)
Distrib
ution
Syste
m
Optim
izer

Inform
ation
receive
r
(actor)

REPO
RT

Distrib
ution
Syste
m
Optim
izer

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.2
I.E.4

REG_01
REG_02

The distribution
system optimizer
flexibility needs are
registered in the
grid market hub

CREA
TE

Neutr
al
Marke
t
Facilit
ator/E
nabler

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.2
I.E.4

REG_01
REG_02

A flexibility operator
submits a prequalification request
to the grid-market
hub. This request
should include the
administrative
information as well
as the functional
information.

GET

Flexib
ility
operat
or

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.1
I.E.2
I.E.3

REG_01

The neutral market
facilitator/enabler
assesses the prequalification request

CREA
TE

Neutr
al
Marke
t

Flexibili
ty
operato
r

I.E.4

REG_01

GA 731218

Informati
on
Exchang
ed (IDs)

Requirement,
R-IDs

REG_01
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tion
request

1.6

Prequalific
ation
request
has
been
assess
ed

The
results
of
adminis
trative
assess
ment is
process
ed and
commu
nicated

1.7

Comple
te prequalific
ation
request

1.8

Techni
cal
validati
on of
prequalific
ation
request
is
comple
te

1.9

Techni
cal
validati
on
results
are
receive
d

Assess
ment of
the
complia
nce with
technic
al
require
ments
The
result of
the
technic
al
validatio
n of the
prequalifica
tion
request
is
notified.
Prequalifica
tion
validatio
n/denial
registry
and
commu

InteGrid

to determine if all
the required
administrative
information has
been provided and it
is correct.
The Neutral Market
Facilitator/Enabler
communicates the
flexibility operator
about the
assessment of
compliance with
administrative
requirements. In
case there is
missing information,
the process stops
until the flexibility
operator submits
the missing
information.
Otherwise, the
distribution system
optimizer is asked
to perform a
technical validation.
The DSO as
distribution system
optimiser assesses
the compliance of
the flexibility
operator with the
technical functional
requirements.

Facilit
ator/E
nabler

EXEC
UTE

Neutr
al
Marke
t
Facilit
ator/E
nabler

EXEC
UTE

Distrib
ution
Syste
m
Optim
izer

The result of the
technical validation
of the prequalification request
is notified to the
grid-market hub.
This notification can
be either positive of
negative.

REPO
RT

Distrib
ution
Syste
m
Optim
izer

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.2
I.E.4

REG_01

Pre-qualification is
either accepted or
denied The
corresponding
information is
registered in the
grid-market hub and
communicated to

CHAN
GE

DSO

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.1
I.E.7

REG_01
CONFIG_02
QOS_02

GA 731218

Flexibili
ty
Operat
or
and/or
Distribu
tion
System
Optimiz
er

I.E.1

REG_01

REG_01
REG_02
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nication
1.1
0

1.1
1

1.1
2

The
need to
withdra
w or
suspen
d a prequalific
ation is
identifie
d
A prequalific
ation
withdra
wal/sus
pensio
n
request
is
receive
d
A prequalific
ation
withdra
wal/sus
pensio
n
request
is
register
ed in
the
gridmarket
hub

Prequalifica
tion
withdra
wal/sus
pension

the flexibility
operator.
The distribution
system optimizer or
the flexibility
operator request the
withdrawal or
suspension of the
pre-qualification

REPO
RT

Update
informat
ion in
the gridmarket
hub

The information is
updated in the gridmarket hub in order
to remove the prequalification of the
concerned flexibility
operator

DELE
TE

Notify
prequalifica
tion
withdra
wal/sus
pension

The distribution
system optimizer or
the flexibility
operator are notified
of the
suspension/withdra
wal of a prequalification as
requested by the
other actor.

REPO
RT

Flexib
ility
Opera
tor or
Distrib
ution
Syste
m
Optim
izer
Neutr
al
Marke
t
Facilit
ator/E
nabler

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.1

REG_01

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.1

REG_01

Neutr
al
Marke
t
Facilit
ator/E
nabler

Distribu
tion
System
Optimiz
er or
Flexibili
ty
Operat
or

I.E.1

REG_01

Scenario
Scenario
name :
St Event
e
p
N
o.
2. Flexibilit
1
y is prequalifie
d

InteGrid

No. 2 - Contract flexibilities
Name of
process
/ activity

Description of process/
activity

Servi
ce

Informat
ion
produce
r (actor)

Informati
on
receiver
(actor)

Informatio
n
Exchange
d (IDs)

Requireme
nt, R-IDs

Contract
ual form
determin
ation

The distribution
constraints market officer
determines the most
suitable contractual form
and proposed
remuneration based on
the DSO flexibility needs
and the available
flexibilities declared by
pre-qualified flexibility

CREA
TE

Distributi
on
constrai
nts
market
officer

DSO

I.E.1

REG_01
REG_02

GA 731218
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2.
2

Contrac
tual
form is
determi
ned

2.
3

Publicat
ion of
the
contract
ual
informat
ion
DSO
proposa
l

2.
4

2.
5

2.
6

2.
7

2.
8

Evaluati
on of
the
proposa
ls
Flexibilit
y
operato
r
respons
e
Contrac
t
accepta
tion by
flexibilit
y
operato
rs
FO
respons
es
evaluat
ed

2.
9

Contrac
ts are
ready

2.
1
0

Flexibilit
y
operato
rs are
notified

InteGrid

Publicati
on of the
contract
ual
informati
on
Informati
on
available
for the
flexible
operator

operators. The goal is to
minimize network costs.
The DSO as neutral
market facilitator/enabler
publishes this information
in the grid-market hub.
Concerned flexibility
operators are notified.
The information about the
contractual form is
available and published by
the grid-market hub

REPO
RT

DSO

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.1

REG_01
REG_02
CONFIG_0
2
QOS_02

REPO
RT

Gridmarket
hub

Flexibility
operator

I.E.1

REG_01
REG_02

I.E.3
I.E.4

REG_01
REG_02

Evaluati
on of
DSO
proposal
s
Flexibilit
y
operator
respons
e
Respons
e
available
in the
GridMarket
hub
Evaluati
on of
flexibility
operator
s
respons
es

Flexibility operators
evaluate the DSO
proposals

GET

Flexibilit
y
operator

Flexibility operators send
a response to the DSO

GET

Flexibilit
y
operator

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.3
I.E.4

REG_01
REG_02

Grid-market hub publishes
the responses of the
flexibility operators

REPO
RT

Gridmarket
hub

Distributio
n
constraint
s market
officer

I.E.2

REG_01
REG_02

The distribution system
optimizer evaluates the
responses received from
flexibility operators and
validates that the flexibility
contracted fulfils the
operational needs.

EXEC
UTE

Distributi
on
constrai
nts
market
officer

I.E.3
I.E.4

REG_01
REG_02

Publicati
on
results
of
evaluatio
n
Notificati
ons of
contract
s

Distribution constraints
market officer publishes
the results of the flexibility
operator’s response

REPO
RT

Neutral
Market
Facilitator

I.E.2

REG_01
REG_02

Flexibility operators are
notified of the outcome.

REPO
RT

Distributi
on
constrai
nts
market
officer
Neutral
Market
Facilitato
r

Flexibility
operator

I.E.2
I.E.5
I.E.6

Registrat
ion of
contract
s

The contracts are signed
and registered in the gridmarker hub.

CHAN
GE

Flexibilit
y
operator

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.1

REG_01
REG_02
CONFIG_0
2
QOS_02
REG_01
REG_02

GA 731218
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Scenario
Day-ahead and intraday activation of flexibilities

Scenario
name :
Ste Event
p
No.

No. 3.1 Name of
process/
activity

Description of process/
activity

Servi
ce

3.1.
1

System
congest
ion is
predict
ed one
day
before.

Specificat
ion of
flexibility
needs

CREA
TE

3.1.
2

Amount
of
flexibilit
y to be
activate
d is
determi
ned
Distribu
tion
constrai
nts
market
officer
receive
s flex.
needs

Flexibility
needs
send to
Distributio
n
constraint
markets
officer
Flexibility
selection

The distribution system
optimizer identifies the
need to activate
flexibilities that had been
previously contracted. At
this stage, the DSO must
specify how much
flexibility is needed as well
as the area, duration and
activation time limit for the
service provision.
Flexibility needs are
submitted to the GridMarket Hub and then send
to the distribution
constraints market officer

Flexibili
ty
operato
r
selectio
n
Activati
on
request

Activation
request
submissio
n

3.1.
3

3.1.
4

3.1.
5

3.1.
6

Activati
on is
acknow
ledged

Scenario
name :
Ste Event
p

InteGrid

Acknowle
dgement
of
activation
Registrati
on of
activation

No. 3.2 Name of
process/

Inform
ation
produc
er
(actor)
DSO

Informat
ion
receiver
(actor)

Informatio
n
Exchange
d (IDs)

Requireme
nt, R-IDs

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.2
I.E.3
I.E.4
I.E.5
I.E.6

DAT_02

GET

Distribu
tion
constrai
nts
market
officer

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.3
I.E.6

SEC_01
DAT_02

The distribution
constraints market officer
selects the flexibility
operators whose
flexibilities need activation.
This selection is based on
the merit order of the
activation costs of
potential flexibility
operators.
The distribution
constraints market officer
submits an activation
request to the
corresponding flexibility
operator/s.
The concerned flexibility
operators acknowledge
the activation.

EXEC
UTE

DSO

Flexibilit
y
operator

I.E.3
I.E.6

SEC_01
DAT_02

GET

DSO

Flexibilit
y
operator

I.E.3
I.E.6

REPO
RT

DSO

I.E.2
I.E.3
I.E.6

Activation data is
registered in the gridmarket hub.

CHAN
GE

Flexibili
ty
operato
r
DSO

CONFIG_0
1
CONFIG_0
2
QOS_02
DAT_02
DAT_01
DAT_02

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.1

DAT_02

Informat
ion

Informatio
n

Requirement,
R-IDs

Scenario
Activate flexibilities near to real-time
Description of process/
activity

GA 731218
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No.

activity

3.2.
1

System
conges
tion is
predict
ed at
real
time

Specificati
on of
flexibility
needs

3.2.
2

Amount
of
flexibilit
y to be
activate
d is
determi
ned
Comm
and for
activati
on
Comm
ands
sent to
LV
smart
meters
Flexibili
ty is
activate
d

Comman
d for
activation

3.2.
3

3.2.
4

3.2.
5

Automatic
activation

Notificatio
n of the
event

Registrati
on of
activation

produc
er
(actor)
DSO

receiver
(actor)

Exchange
d (IDs)

Flexibilit
y
operator

I.E.2
I.E.3
I.E.4
I.E.5
I.E.6

REG_03
DAT_02

REG_03
CONFIG_02
QOS_01
DAT_01
DAT_02

The distribution system
optimizer identifies the
need to activate
flexibilities that had been
previously contracted. At
this stage, the DSO must
specify how much
flexibility is needed as well
as the area, duration and
activation time limit for the
service provision.
The DSO sends
commands to the LV
smart meters for a
temporary reduction in the
power available at the
corresponding metering
points.

CREA
TE

EXEC
UTE

DSO

Flexibilit
y
operator

I.E.2
I.E.3
I.E.4
I.E.5
I.E.6

Temporary reduction in
the power available at the
corresponding metering
points.
End users are notified of
the event, power limit set
and duration of this
limitation.

EXEC
UTE

Flexibili
ty
operato
r
DSO

DSO

I.E.6

Flexibilit
y
operator

I.E.5
I.E.6

REG_03
CONFIG_01
CONFIG_02
DAT_02

Activation data is
registered in the gridmarket hub.

CHAN
GE

DSO

Gridmarket
hub

I.E.1

REG_03

REPO
RT

5 Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
I.E.1

Name of information

I.E.2
I.E.3

Administrative
information
Functional information
Flexibility

I.E.4
I.E.5

Technical information
Set-point Plan

I.E.6

Available
schedule

InteGrid

flexibility

Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Requirement, R-IDs

Available
flexibility
for
each
available resource for a given time
period.
A group, or a single, set-point for
the network resources. It may
represent an active power operating
point or a tap position.
Maximum active power flexibility
available for each time period of the

GA 731218
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predefined time horizon.
I.E.7

Failure

6 Requirements

Categories ID
REG

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Regulatory requirement

Requirement RID
REG_01

Requirement name

REG_02

DSO benefits from flexibility activation

REG_03

DSO access to smart meter

Categories ID
CONFIG

Category name for requirements
Configuration Issues

Requirement RID
CONFIG_01

Requirement name

CONFIG_02

Location of Information Receiver

Categories ID
QoS

Category name for requirements
Quality of supply

Requirement RID
QoS_01

Requirement name

DSO allowed to contract flexibilities

Communication paradigm

Category description
This set of requirements are related to whether
existing regulation enables and provides actors
with the necessary incentives to engage in
flexibility contracts.
Requirement description
Current regulation allows the DSO to contract
services from flexibility operators in some or all
of the contractual forms mentioned in this
HLUC.
Current regulation provides the DSO with
economic incentives to use flexibility services in
order to reduce CAPEX and/or OPEX.
In case LV smart meters are used to
temporarily limit the demand of end users,
regulation should grant the DSO with access to
the smart meters to send such commands.
Category description
This set of additional requirements contains
configuration issues.
Requirement description
A
one-to-many
and
a
many-to-one
communication paradigm has to be established
for the DSO to communicate which flexibility will
be activated and for the providers to
communicate which flexible resources are
available.
Information receivers can be located at
domestic customer, industrial customer or
commercial sites. All these sites should be
accessible by the DSO to send information.
Category description
This set of additional requirements contains
quality of service issues.
Requirement description

QoS_02

Elapsed time response requirements
for exchanging data
Frequency of data exchanges

Categories ID
SEC

Category name for requirements
Security Issues

Requirement RID
SEC_01

Requirement name

The information needs to be received within
one day at most.
Data need to be exchanged upon event or upon
request.
Category description
This set of additional requirements that contain
security issues.
Requirement description

Information theft: Ensuring that data
cannot be stolen or deleted by an
unauthorized entity is

It is necessary to define clearly who owns which
data and what the owner can do with the data
within crossing legal barriers. Is the data owner

InteGrid
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Categories ID
DAT

Category name for requirements
Data Management Issues

Requirement RID
DAT_01

Requirement name

DAT_02

Existence
of
end-user
activation technologies

Data consistency and synchronization
management across systems

flexibility

allowed to sell the data to a retailer?
Category description
This set of additional requirements that contain
security issues.
Requirement description
In the case of a limitation of the power
demanded by end users using the smart
metering system, such infrastructure must
support
this
functionality
(two-way
communication, power limitation capability).
End users providing flexibility services must
have the technological capability to do so
(HEMS, smart meter, smart inverter, etc.).

5 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
CAPEX
DER
DSO
ESCO
HEMS
LV
MV
OPEX
TSO
VPP

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Capital Expenditures
Distributed Energy Resources
Distribution System Operator
Energy Service Company
Home Energy Management Systems
Low Voltage
Medium Voltage
Operational Expenditures
Transmission System Operator
Virtual Power Plant
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HLUC08 - Manage internal processes’ flexibility to minimize energy costs
according to market-driven mechanisms and system operators requests
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
HLUC08
Grid users

Name of Use Case
Manage internal processes’ flexibility to minimize energy costs
according to market-driven mechanisms and system operators
requests

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1
0.2

Date
24.03.2017
14.06.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
INESC, AdP
First version in physical meeting
INESC TEC
Additional contributions (revision, UML diagrams,
KPI, etc.)

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case
Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

Energy and flexibility optimization in urban water systems (water and wastewater)
considering dynamic tariffs and participation in ancillary services (replacement reserve)
1. Minimization of the energy cost considering retailing time-of-use tariffs for energy,
dynamic tariffs for network use and self-consumption from PV and biogas
2. Flexibility modelling and active demand side management of two water systems: water
(reservoir and pumping station) and wastewater (wastewater treatment plant)
3. Provision of flexibility services to distribution (grid constraints management) and
transmission system operators (replacement reserve)
The business case is the minimization of the consumer water tariff by improved scheduling of
electrical energy intensive processes.
Increase the sustainability and decrease the environmental footprint of the urban water
system.
Diversify the business areas by enabling new business roles from the water sector.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This use case covers the role of a large industrial consumer (wastewater utility) that explores flexibility
from its internal processes with two goals:
i)
to optimise electricity cost taking into account electricity purchasing costs, grid usage cost (specifi c
timeframe) and self-consumption if local generation is available;
ii) to sell flexibility to both DSO and TSO.
The goals of the use case will be achieved through analysing the existing flexibility in wastewater
treatment facilities. In general, these installations does not have buffer volume (reservoir). The flexibility
will be achieved by intertemporal displacement of energy intensive processes considering multi -period
constraints.
The use case is supported by flexibility audits to characterize the degrees of freedom in wastewater
treatment processes. From the flexibility characterization and activation (i.e., flexibility matrix),
wastewater processes are planned to minimize overall costs considering energy purchasing costs and
flexibility offers.
Complete description
A. ENERGY OPTIMIZATION WITH DYNAMIC TARIFS AND RESERVE PRICES
1.

Identification of the energy-intensive processes and flexibility

InteGrid
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1.1. Energy Audit
Energy audits gives information about the equipment’s, such as energy consumption, status, efficiency,
etc., that will be needed for equipment evaluation and identification of the energy consumers. It is done
a separation between inflexible and flexibility processes (which are characterized in step 1.2).
1.2. Flexibility Audit
The objective of this step is to characterize the flexibility processes according to the following
categories: i) reservoir (storage); ii) continuous with time deferral; iii) interruptib le in time and power
(partial load of the process).
The processes are characterized with the following parameters:

Minimum duration;

Initial or final time;

Risk (safety, operational, etc.)

Maximum water value;

Electrical power

Priority levels

Etc.
These parameters are specific of each process. A matrix with these parameters is constructed.
1.3. Priority processes identification
After the flexibility audits, the results are aggregated by unit operation, when it applicable, and identify
high energy process/consumers providing a list of “Priority Energy process/consumers”. Only the
energy-intensive processes are selected for the flexibility scheduling.
2.

Get electricity tariffs information and generate forecasts (input data)

2.1. Get dynamic electricity tariffs
The dynamic energy and network tariffs are retrieved for the next day and hours.
2.2. Generate forecasts for the input variables (water and reserve prices)
The forecasts for several input variables are generated, e.g. replacement reserve prices and direction
(upward and downward), water demand (urban water distribution systems), wastewater influent
(wastewater drainage system), inflexible energy consumption.
3.

Scheduling of the flexible processes for energy cost minimization

3.1. Modelling/optimization of the flexible and priority processes
Based on the flexibility characterization from step (1) and forecasts from step (2) an optimization m odel
is formulated for the priority process identified in “Priority Energy process/consumers” list.
The optimization model will take into account the dynamic tariffs and reserve price/direction forecasts
and it is expected to provide a new optimized operational strategy, in terms of pumping schedule,
flowrates, reservoirs/storage levels, treatment process variables such as dissolved oxygen levels (for
example).
3.2. Selection of the best operational scenarios
The industrial consumer (operator) will proceed to a validation process of the results/outputs of
optimization model in terms of cost and risk analysis.
3.3. Submission of the electricity market offers for electrical energy and flexibility (reserve)
The control set-points validated in step (3.2) are aggregated and used to derive an electrical energy and
flexibility offer to the electricity market.
4.

Implementation of the operational strategy
4.1. When the TSO or DSO select the offered flexibility, the industrial consumer implements in the
SCADA the work instructions produced in point (3.2).

4.2. Monitoring of the Operational strategies
The industrial consumer will monitor the scenarios implemented in terms of costs and operational

InteGrid
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reliability of the flexibility provision. It will be gathered data from sensors, ene rgy consumption, energy
costs and other data from the process variables.

5.

Update flexibility matrix

The flexibility matrix will be revised as follows: i) tests in real time scale and for limited periods of time
some of matrix measures depending on the results from the previous simulations; ii) performance in
past periods. Based on these results, the flexibility matrix will be calibrated.
B. DEMAND RESPONSE UNDER EMERGENCY GRID OPERATION
In real-time, and under emergency operating conditions, the DSO can, in advance, invite the industrial
consumer to reduce/increase its consumption during a pre-defined period.
1.

DSO sends consumption reduction/increase request

The DSO sends to the industrial consumer the following information: network area where
reduction/increase is requested; amount of power to change in the industrial processes and period of
time.
2.

Update and analyze flexibility matrix

The flexibility matrix from steps (1) and (5) is updated to assess if the DSO request can be fulfilled.
3.

Return available flexibility

3.1 Information to DSO
If it is not possible to fulfil the DSO request, the industrial consumers returns the maximum flexibility
that can be provided for the predefined period. If it is possible to meet the request, the industrial
consumers confirms its availability.
3.2 Provide the new work instructions
The industrial consumer provide a new strategy for the time request in terms of pumping schedule,
flowrates, reservoirs/storage levels, treatment process variables such as dissolved oxygen levels (for
example).
4. Implement consumption reduction/increase action
The operator using the SCADA will implemented the work instructions produced in last point.
Adjustment in the SCADA or manually in field.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name
Reduction of
energy cost
Peak demand
reduction ratio
Available
Flexibility
Flexibility
Provision

InteGrid

Reference to mentioned use case
objectives

Description
Reduction in the energy and network tariffs
costs by shifting flexible processes to less
expensive periods
Compare the peak demand before the
optimization with the peak demand after the
implementation of the strategy
Amount of flexibility available to the
distribution and transmission system
operators
Ability to respond to the activation signals
from the distribution system operators (grid
constraints management) and
transmission system operators

GA 731218
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(replacement reserve)
1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Particularly in wastewater treatment plants, due to the large numbers of intensive energy
consumption equipment, low-cost data acquisition is implemented for metering and submetering the electrical energy consumption for the processes.

Access to SCADA database (information about the processes status)

Dynamic tariffs for energy and network use are available

Industrial consumers can participate in replacement reserve (or balancing reserve markets)

Industrial consumers can provide demand response services to DSO (under normal and
emergency operating scenarios for energy network)
Prerequisites

Availability of forecasts for prices and water related variables

Control and monitoring capability in the urban water distribution system and wastewater
treatment plants

System that publishes the dynamic tariffs value for the next day

Dashboard to support operator decisions regarding flexibility processes strategies

The water quality and the water demand are guaranteed

The treated wastewater quality accomplished the discharge requirements
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC01 - Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution network to pre-book available
flexibility
HLUC07 -. Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and costs
HLUC12 - Aggregate geographically distributed third-party (multi-client) resources to offer ancillary services
to TSO (frequency) and DSO (non-frequency)
Level of depth
High level use case
Prioritisation
High priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Business use case
Further keywords for classification
Smart grid, flexibility, forecast, optimization, storage, water, wastewater, tariffs.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
Use Case Diagram

InteGrid
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<<DSO Role>>
Customer Relationship
Manager

Minimization of th e ener gy cost
considering retailing time -of-use
tar iffs for energy, dynamic tariffs
for netwo rk use and self-

<<Role>>
Market Operator

<<Business Actor>>
Investigative Analysis

<<objective>>

consumption from PV and biogas

<< BUC >>

Flexibility modelling and active
demand side mana gement o f
was tewater treatment plant

<<objective>>

Energy optimization under dynamic tariffs and reserve prices

<<objective>>
Pro vision of flexib ility services to
distr ibution (gr id constrain ts
mana gement) and tra nsmission
system oper ators (replacement
reser ve)

<<Role>>
TSO

<<Role>>
Industrial Consumer

Sequence Diagram – Scenario 1

InteGrid
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Industrial
Consumer

Energy Services
Company

Market
Operator

Investigative
Analysis

TSO

1.1 Energy Audit
1.2 Flexibility characterization

1.3 Priority processes identification

2.1 Get dynamic tariffs

2.2 Generate forecasts

3.1 Modelling and Optimization

3.2 Selection of best scenarios

3.3 Submission of bids

4.1 SCADA adjustment

loop

4.2 Monitoring

4.3 Update Flexibility

Sequence Diagram – Scenario 2

InteGrid
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Customer
Relationship
Manager

Industrial
Consumer
1. Flexibility assessment

loop

2. Activation signal

3.1 Signal validation

alt
Insufficient Flexibility

3.2 Adjusted activation signal

3.3 Activation signal

Sufficient Flexibility
3.4 Re-schedule operation

4. Flexibility provision

5. Update flexibility matrix

InteGrid
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Industrial consumer

Role

Customer Relationship
Manager

DSO Role

Energy Services
Company (ESCo)

Business Actor

TSO

Role

Market Operator

Role

Investigative Analysis

Business Actor

Actors
Actor Description
A large consumer of electricity in an industrial /
manufacturing industry. May be involved in contract based
Demand/Response.
Manages the various contracts and requirements at the
distribution system level. These contracts and
requirements relate to:
- Access contracts and requirements for grid users
- DSO-Supplier contracts and requirements
- DSO-BRP contracts and requirements”
Organisation offering energy services to the consumer.
According to the Article 2.4 of the Electricity Directive
2009/72/EC (Directive): "a natural or legal person
responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of
and, if necessary, developing the transmission system in a
given area and, where applicable, its interconnections with
other systems, and for ensuring the long-term ability of the
system to meet reasonable demands for the transmission
of electricity". Moreover, the TSO is responsible for
connection of all grid users at the transmission level and
connection of the DSOs within the TSO control area.
The unique power exchange of trades for the actual
delivery of energy that receives the bids from the Balance
Responsible Parties that have a contract to bid. The
Market Operator determines the market energy price for
the Market Balance Area after applying technical
constraints from the System Opera tor. It may also
establish the price for the reconciliation within a Metering
Grid Area.
External actor responsible for creating and undertaking
analyses providing conclusions that may inform future
business strategy decisions. These analyses include but
are not limited to: modelling, statistical analysis,
comparative analysis of options, or generation of
forecasts.

3.2 References
No.

Refere
nces
Type

Reference

Statu
s

1

Technic
al
report

Smart Grid
Task Force
(2014).
Overview of
the main
concepts of
flexibility
management.
Expert Group

Public

InteGrid

References
Impact on Originator
use case
/
organisati
on
Framework Smart Grid
for flexibility Task Force
manageme
nt

GA 731218

Link

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/
markets-and-consumers/smart-gridsand-meters/smart-grids-task-force
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2

Technic
al
report

3

Standar
d

4

Spread
sheet
Docum
ent
Spread
sheet
Docum
ent

5

1. Version 3.0.
Council of
European
Energy
Regulators CEER (2017).
CEER Public
Consultation
on Guidelines
of Good
Practice for
Flexibility Use
at Distribution
Level.
Consultation
Paper C16-DS29-03.
IEC 62559-2
Use Case
Methodology

Public

Framework
for flexibility
procureme
nt

CEER

Publis
hed

Definition
of the
presented
template
Provision of
possible
actors and
roles
Provision of
KPIs to be
included

IEC

InteGrid Actors

Appro
ved

InteGrid KPI
reference list

Appro
ved

http://www.ceer.eu/portal/page/portal/E
ER_HOME/EER_CONSULT/OPEN_P
UBLIC_CONSULTATIONS/PC_on_Inc
entives_Schemes_for_regulating_DSO
s/BG

INESC
TEC

INESC
TEC

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

2

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Energy
optimization
under
dynamic
tariffs and
reserve
prices

Demand
response
under
emergency
grid
operation

Scenario
description
An optimization
algorithm, using
information about
forecasts and
flexibility, is
applied to derive
optimal flexibility
offers to the
electricity market
(energy and
ancillary services
market).
In real-time, and
under emergency
operating
conditions, the
DSO can invite
the industrial
consumer in
advance to
reduce/increase

Primary actor
Industrial
consumer

DSO

GA 731218

Triggering
event
Market closing
hour

Pre-condition

Technical
violation of grid
constraints

Updated
flexibility matrix

Availability of
price and water
demand
forecasts.
Availability of
flexibility matrix.

Postcondition
Flexibility
offers.

Consumption
reduction/incr
ease of the
industrial
installation.
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its consumption
during a predefined period.

InteGrid

GA 731218
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios

2.1

Optimization
before market
gate closure

Scenario
No. 1 - Energy optimization under dynamic tariffs and reserve prices
Name of
Description
of
process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Execution of The energy audits gives
CREATE
Energy
energy audits information about the
Services
for
priority equipment’s, such as energy
Company
processes
consumption, status, efficiency,
(ESCo)
identification
etc., that will be needed for
equipment evaluation and
identification of the energy
consumers. It is done a
separation between inflexible
and flexible processes (which
are characterized in step 1.2).
Flexibility
This step characterizes the
TIMER
Industrial
characterizatio flexibility processes according
consumer
n of the
to the following categories: i)
processes
reservoir (storage); ii)
continuous with time deferral;
iii) interruptible in time and
power (partial load of the
process).
Priority
Identify high energy
TIMER
Industrial
processes
process/consumers providing a
consumer
identification
list of “Priority Energy
process/consumers”.
Get dynamic
The dynamic energy and
GET
Market
electricity
network tariffs are retrieved for
Operator
tariffs
the next day and hours.

2.2

Optimization
before market

Generate
forecasts for

Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1.1

1.2

1.3

The forecasts for several input
variables are generated, e.g.

GET

Investigative
Analysis

Information
receiver
(actor)
Industrial
consumer

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
IE.1

Requirement, R-IDs

Industrial
consumer

IE.2

SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5

Industrial
consumer

IE.3

CO.1, SC.1, SC.2, SC.3,
SC.4, SC.5

Industrial
consumer

IE.4

Industrial
consumer

IE.5

CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, SC.1,
SC.2, SC.3, SC.4, SC.5
SC.6, DM.1, DM.2, DM.3,
DM.8, DM.9, DM.10, DM.14,
Q.3, Q.4, Q.5, Q.7
CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, SC.1,
SC.2, SC.3, SC.4, SC.5

CO.1, SC.1, SC.2, SC.3,
SC.4, SC.5, DM.1, DM.7,
DM.9, OC.1

D1.2 - Use Cases and Requirements

gate closure

the input
variables

3.1

Optimization
before market
gate closure

Modelling and
optimization of
the flexible
and priority
processes

3.2

Optimization
concluded

Selection of
the best
operational
scenarios

3.3

Market gate
closure

Submission of
electrical
energy and
flexibility offers

4.1

Flexibility
activated by
TSO/DSO

Adjustment in
the SCADA
according to
activated
flexibility

InteGrid

replacement reserve prices
and direction (upward and
downward), water demand
(urban water distribution
systems), wastewater influent
(wastewater drainage system),
inflexible energy consumption.
An optimization model is
constructed for the priority
process identified in “Priority
Energy process/consumers”
list. The model formulation is
applied with the forecasted
data.

SC.6, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, DM.8,
DM.9, DM.10, DM.11,
DM.12, DM.15, DM.16, Q.1,
Q.2, Q.3, Q.4, Q.5, Q.6, Q.7

TIMER

Industrial
consumer

Industrial
consumer

IE.6

CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, SC.1,
SC.2, SC.3, SC.4, SC.5
SC.6, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, DM.6,
DM.7, DM.8, DM.9, DM.10,
DM.11, DM.12, DM.13,
DM.15, DM.16, Q.1, Q.2,
Q.3, Q.4, Q.5, Q.6, Q.7

Validation process of the
outputs of optimization model
in terms of cost and risk
analysis.

TIMER

Industrial
consumer

Industrial
consumer

IE.7

The industrial consumer
submits offers to purchase
electrical energy and sell
flexibility in the electricity
market to both TSO and DSO
The operator implements the
work instructions produced in
3.2 in response to a request
from the TSO and DSO

CREATE

Industrial
consumer

Market
Operator

IE.8

CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, CO.4,
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, DM.6,
DM.7, DM.8, DM.9, DM.10,
DM.11, DM.12, DM.13,
DM.15, DM.16, Q.1, Q.2,
Q.3, Q.4, Q.5, Q.6, Q.7
CO.2, SC.1, SC.6, DM.1,
DM.2, DM.7, DM.11

EXECUT
E

TSO/
Customer
Relationship
Manager

Industrial
consumer

IE.9

GA 731218
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CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, CO.4,
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, DM.6,
DM.7, DM.8, DM.9, DM.10,
DM.11, DM.12, DM.13,
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4.2

Monitoring of
the
Operational
strategies

Monitoring of
the
Operational
strategies

5

Update
flexibility
matrix

Update
flexibility
matrix

Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1

2

DSO
activation
signal

3.1

DSO

InteGrid

The industrial consumer will
monitor the scenarios
implemented in terms of costs
and operational reliability of
the flexibility provision.
The flexibility matrix will be
revised as follows: i) tests in
real time scale and for limited
periods of time some of matrix
measures depending on the
results from the previous
simulations; ii) performance in
past periods. Based on these
results, the flexibility matrix will
be calibrated.

TIMER

Industrial
consumer

Industrial
consumer

IE.10

TIMER

Industrial
consumer

Industrial
consumer

IE.11

Information
receiver
(actor)
Industrial
consumer

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
IE.12

Requirement, R-IDs

Industrial
consumer

IE.13

Industrial

IE.14

CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, SC.1,
SC.2, SC.3, SC.4, SC.5,
SC.6, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.5, DM.7, DM.8,
DM.9, DM.11, DM.12,
DM.13, DM.14, DM.16, Q.1,
Q.2, Q.3, Q.4, Q.5
CO.1, CO.3, SC.1, SC.2,

Scenario
No. 2 - DEMAND RESPONSE UNDER EMERGENCY GRID OPERATION
Name of
Description
of
process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Flexibility
From all the online processes
REPEAT
Industrial
assessment
plus the current schedule, the
consumer
industrial consumer specifies
its flexibility matrix in terms of
electrical power and duration
DSO sends
The DSO sends to the
GET
Customer
consumption
industrial consumer the
Relationship
reduction/incre following information: network
Manager
ase request
area where reduction/increase
is requested; amount of power
to change in the industrial
processes and period of time.
Validate DSO
Using the flexibility matrix
TIMER
Industrial

GA 731218

DM.15, DM.16, Q.1, Q.2,
Q.3, Q.4, Q.5, Q.6, Q.7
CO.1, CO.2, SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4, SC.5 SC.6,
SC.7, DM.1, DM.2, DM.3,
DM.4, Q.1, Q.2, Q.3, Q.4,
Q.5, Q.6, Q.7
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5
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SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5
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activation
signal

activation
signal

3.2

Insufficient
flexibility

3.3

Updated
activation
signal

3.4

Sufficient
flexibility

DSO
activation
signal
adjustment
DSO
validation of
the new
activation
signal
Reschedule
operational
set-points

4

Rescheduling
complete

Flexibility
provision

Update
flexibility
matrix

Update
flexibility
matrix

5

InteGrid

defined in step (1) the
industrial consumer checks if
there is enough flexibility to
fulfil the DSO request
Due to insufficient flexibility,
the industrial consumer informs
the DSO of its current
availability
The DSO receives the
available flexibility from the
industrial consumer, validates
it and send the updated
activation signal
The industrial consumer
defines a new operating
strategy (in terms of pumping
schedule, flowrates,
reservoirs/storage levels, etc)
in order to fulfil the DSO
activation signal
The operator will implement
the work instructions produced
in the last step. Adjustment are
made via SCADA or in field.
The flexibility matrix will be
revised as follows: i) tests in
real time scale and for limited
periods of time some of matrix
measures depending on the
results from the previous
simulations; ii) performance in
past periods. Based on these
results, the flexibility matrix will
be calibrated.

GA 731218

consumer

consumer

CREATE

Industrial
consumer

Customer
Relationship
Manager

IE.15

CO.1, CO.3, SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4, SC.5, DM.9,
DM.10, DM.14, DM.16

CREATE

Customer
Relationship
Manager

Industrial
consumer

IE.16

CO.1, CO.3, SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4, SC.5, DM.9,
DM.10, DM.14, DM.16

TIMER

Industrial
consumer

Industrial
consumer

IE.17

CO.1,CO.2,CO.3, CO.4,
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6, SC.7, DM.3,
DM.5, Q.5, Q.6, Q.7

TIMER

Industrial
consumer

Industrial
consumer

IE.18

Industrial
consumer

Industrial
consumer

IE.11

TIMER
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SC.3, SC.4, SC.5, DM.9,
DM.10, DM.14, DM.16

CO.1,CO.2,CO.3, CO.4,
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6, SC.7, DM.3,
DM.5, Q.5, Q.6, Q.7
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
IE.1

Name of information

IE.2

Flexibility matrix

IE.3

List of priority energy
process/consumers

IE.4

Dynamic energy and
network
tariffs are
retrieved for the next
day and hours

IE.5

Forecast for the input
variables

Forecast of reserve prices
Forecast water demand
Forecast of wastewater influent

IE.6

Modelling results report

IE.7

Validation
of
the
optimization solution

The optimization model will take in
account the dynamic tariffs and
reserve prices and it is expected
that gives a new optimized
operational strategy, in terms of
pumping
schedule,
flowrates,
reservoirs/storage levels, treatment
process variables such as dissolved
oxygen levels (for example).
Validation report, executed by an
expert, of the solution found by the
optimization

IE.8

Market bids

InteGrid

Energy audit report

information about the equipment’s,
such as energy consumption,
status, efficiency, etc.,
Matrix
with
the
process
characterized with the following
parameters:
•
Minimum duration;
•
Initial or final time;
•
Risk (safety, operational,
etc.)
•
Maximum water value;
•
Electrical power
•
Priority levels
•
Etc.
After the flexibility audits, the results
are aggregated by unit operation,
when it applicable, and identify high
energy process/consumers
Dynamic energy and network tariffs
are retrieved for the next day and
hours

Day-ahead market bids (purchase
of energy) and offers in the

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

CO.1, SC.1, SC.2, SC.3,
SC.4, SC.5, DM.1, DM.7,
DM.9, OC.1
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5

CO.1, SC.1, SC.2, SC.3,
SC.4, SC.5

CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, SC.1,
SC.2, SC.3, SC.4, SC.5
SC.6, DM.1, DM.2, DM.3,
DM.8,
DM.9,
DM.10,
DM.14, Q.3, Q.4, Q.5, Q.7
CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, SC.1,
SC.2, SC.3, SC.4, SC.5
SC.6, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, DM.8,
DM.9, DM.10, DM.11,
DM.12, DM.15, DM.16,
Q.1, Q.2, Q.3, Q.4, Q.5,
Q.6, Q.7
CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, SC.1,
SC.2, SC.3, SC.4, SC.5
SC.6, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, DM.6,
DM.7,
DM.8,
DM.9,
DM.10, DM.11, DM.12,
DM.13, DM.15, DM.16,
Q.1, Q.2, Q.3, Q.4, Q.5,
Q.6, Q.7
CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, CO.4,
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, DM.6,
DM.7,
DM.8,
DM.9,
DM.10, DM.11, DM.12,
DM.13, DM.15, DM.16,
Q.1, Q.2, Q.3, Q.4, Q.5,
Q.6, Q.7
CO.2, SC.1, SC.6, DM.1,
DM.2, DM.7, DM.11
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replacement reserve market
Work
instruction
for
energy
optimization with dynamic tariffs and
reserve prices

IE.9

Work instruction for
energy
optimization
with dynamic tariffs
and reserve prices

IE.10

Monitoring report

Results in terms of costs and
operational processes in the
demonstration sites

IE.11

Flexibility calibration

Reviewed flexibility matrix

IE.12

Short-term
Matrix

Matrix with the overall flexibility
considering all the processes that
are currently activated but also
considering
the
processes
scheduled to start in the following
periods

IE.13

DSO request

Network
node
where
reduction/increase is requested;
amount of power to change in the
industrial processes and period of
time.

IE.14

Flexibility report

Comparison between the available
flexibility and the DSO request

IE.15

Insufficient flexibility

IE.16

Available flexibility

IE.17

Reschedule operating
set points

The industrial consumer informs the
DSO that does not have enough
flexibility to fulfil the request
Information about the current
flexibility
available
from
the
industrial client side
Report with the changes in the
operational set points in order to
fulfil the activation signal

IE.18

Work instruction for
demand
response
under
emergency
operation

Flexibility

Work instruction for demand
response
under
emergency
operation

CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, CO.4,
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, DM.6,
DM.7,
DM.8,
DM.9,
DM.10, DM.11, DM.12,
DM.13, DM.15, DM.16,
Q.1, Q.2, Q.3, Q.4, Q.5,
Q.6, Q.7
CO.1, CO.2, SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4, SC.5 SC.6,
SC.7, DM.1, DM.2, DM.3,
DM.4, Q.1, Q.2, Q.3, Q.4,
Q.5, Q.6, Q.7
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5

CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, SC.1,
SC.2, SC.3, SC.4, SC.5,
SC.6, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.5, DM.7, DM.8,
DM.9, DM.11, DM.12,
DM.13, DM.14, DM.16,
Q.1, Q.2, Q.3, Q.4, Q.5
CO.1, CO.3, SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4, SC.5, DM.9,
DM.10, DM.14, DM.16
CO.1, CO.3, SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4, SC.5, DM.9,
DM.10, DM.14, DM.16
CO.1, CO.3, SC.1, SC.2,
SC.3, SC.4, SC.5, DM.9,
DM.10, DM.14, DM.16
CO.1, CO.2, CO.3, CO.4,
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.7, DM.1, DM.2,
DM.3, DM.4, DM.5, DM.6,
DM.7,
DM.8,
DM.9,
DM.10, DM.11, DM.12,
DM.13, DM.15, DM.16,
Q.1, Q.2, Q.3, Q.4, Q.5,
Q.6, Q.7
CO.1,CO.2,CO.3,
CO.4,
SC.1, SC.2, SC.3, SC.4,
SC.5, SC.6, SC.7, DM.3,
DM.5, Q.5, Q.6, Q.7

6 Requirements

InteGrid

GA 731218
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Categories
ID
CO

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Configuration

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

CO.1
CO.2
CO.3

Communication configuration
Data exchange methods
Distance between entities

CO.4

Communication configuration

SCADA
Client-server
Network connections for the same Decision
Support System between the different entities
NAVIA

Requirements
Category name for requirements

Category description

Categories
ID
SC

Security Issues

Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far
more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and
errors. At the same time, it is necessary to try
to identify the requirements and the concerns
for implementing security measures.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

SC.1

Eavesdropping

SC.2

Information integrity violation

SC.3

Replay

SC.4

Information theft

SC.5

Authentication and Access Control

SC.6

Network security measures

InteGrid

GA 731218

confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate use of
data, and preventing unauthorized reading of
data
Ensuring that data is not changed or
destroyed
Ensuring that data cannot be resent by an
unauthorized source
Ensuring that data cannot be stolen or
deleted by an unauthorized entity
Authentication
and
Access
Control
mechanisms commonly used with this data
exchange
Network security measures commonly used
with this data exchange (VPN, VLAN,
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Firewalls and proxy servers,
communications assurance)
SC.7

Other security measures

Other security measures commonly used with
this data exchange: backup

Requirements
Categories
Category name for requirements
ID
DM
Data Management issues

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

DM.1

Type of source data

DM.2

Correctness of source data

DM.3

Up-to-date management

DM.4

Management of large volumes of data that
are being exchanged
Data consistency and synchronization
management across systems
Management of timely access to data by
multiple different users
Validation of data exchanges

DM.5
DM.6
DM.7

DM.8

InteGrid

one-way

Management of accessing different types of
data to be exchanged

GA 731218

Category description
Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each UseCase step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications.
Requirement description

Source data was directly measured
Source data was previously automatically
stored in a database
Source data was previously manually entered
in a database
Source data was calculated or output by an
application
Source data is usually correct
Source data is often not correct (incorrectly
entered, out of date, not available)
Received data must be up-to-date within
minutes or hours of source data changing
depending the type of source data
Some part of step involves handling large
volumes of data
Minute-by-minute synchronization
Contractual/required time windows for
multiple access are within seconds
Data mapping of data item names is required
for data from different sources
Data can be assumed as valid (or validity
checking is handled elsewhere)
Each data exchange could entail different
types of data (e.g. query a database)
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DM.9
DM.10

Management of data across organizational
boundaries
Transaction integrity required (backup and
rollback capability)

DM.11
DM.12

Data format requirements
Management of data formats in data
exchanges

DM.13

Naming of data items

DM.14

Data exchange maintenance in which a
human changes or updates what is to be
exchanged
Database maintenance in which a human
changes or updates what is in the database
Data maintenance effort: human versus
automation

DM.15
DM.16

Requirements
Categories
Category name for requirements
ID
Q
Quality of Service

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Q.1

Elapsed time response requirements for
exchanging data
Contractual timelines for exchanging data is
required

Q.2
Q.3
Q.4

Availability of information flows
Precision of data requirements (normally
relevant only for conversions, e.g. analog to
digital)

Q.5
Accuracy of data requirements
Q.6
Q.7

Frequency of data exchanges
Commonly used techniques for meeting
quality of service requirements of this data
exchange

InteGrid
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Data exchanges go across departmental
boundaries
Data exchanges require the ability to rollback
to previous data states
Data exchanges require full backup for
immediate "failover" to a second source of
data
Data exchanges require backup of crucial
data for "cold" failover
Any formats are acceptable
Conversion of data formats is automatically
handled by each application
Matching of names is handled by a
"converter" at Information Receiver
Data exchanges rarely require maintenance

Database requires maintenance every few
weeks or months
Data maintenance is mostly automated buy
requires occasional intervention

Category description
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. QoS issues also address
accuracy and precision of data, the frequency
of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

10 seconds
Within 5 minutes
99% + availability -Allowed outage: 3.5 days
per year
>1% variance

Requires quality flag indicating at least
normal and not normal
Age of data needs to be knowable
Time skew of data must be known
Every few seconds
Failure detection
Backup of data
Transaction rollback
QoS monitoring
Alarming on QoS failure
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Requirements
Categories
Category name for requirements
ID
OC
Other constraints

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

OC.1
Subcontracting
7 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
WWTP
WTP
PS
Reservoir
energy-intensive processes
water demand
wastewater influent
SCADA
Inflexible processes
Flexibility processes
NAVIA

InteGrid

Category description
Constraints and issues not captured in the
previous characteristics may be political,
legal, financial, or just very specific to a
particular step. For instance, one step may
involve data received from another utility that
requires special handling: format conversions
or manual intervention. This is a catch-all for
such special issues.
Requirement description

Requires subcontracting services

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Wastewater treatment plant
Water treatment plant
Pumping Station
Water or wastewater storage
Processes with intensive consume of energy
Minimum water volume needed to transport/consume
The wastewater flowing in to the WWTP
Operational Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Those that occurs continuously in time and they never can stopped
Those that occurs schedule in time or those that can be stopped in an time
interval
Operational processes integration system
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HLUC09 – Home Energy Management
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
HLUC09
Grid users

Name of Use Case
Home Energy Management

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1
0.2
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3

Date
25.05.2017
05.06.2017
14.06.2017
20.07.2017
24.07.2017
27.07.2017

Name of
Author(s)
INESC
INESC
INESC
INESC
INESC
INESC

Version Management
Changes
Initial definition of the use-case characteristics
Additional definition of the use-case information
Final version draft
Updated use case definition
Corrections
Update and corrections

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

The scope of this HLUC is the energy management at the residential consumer premises to
maximize self-consumption and self-sufficiency. The ability of monitoring and control loads,
PV generation and storage can allow consumers to explore the potential of self-consumption
and electricity cost minimization.
It can also be exploited as a tool for implementing flexibility in the energy use by residential
consumers that can be used by service providers like DSO, retailers or aggregators in the
scope of HLUC10.

(1) Use of load management considering dynamic tariffs to minimize energy cost to
the end user.

(2) Use of load management to improve self-consumption from PV.

(3) Flexibility modelling so the consumers can participate in demand response
programs.
HLUC 7: Operate a marketplace for “regulated” flexibility trading from all DER
HLUC10 - Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV
prosumers.
HLUC11 - Engage consumers in demand-side management programs considering
contextualized (environmental, price, peak load reduction) feedback mechanisms.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This use-case presents a procedure for the provisioning of demand response that allows an optimal
schedule of operation for the appliances at end-user premises through a Home Energy Management
System (HEMS). This is a proactive approach aimed at making consumers energy-efficient in long-term.
Complete description
This HLUC describes how the load management in a household will contribute to maximize self consumption, and potentially reducing the energy costs for the end user.
The current HLUC includes the following steps:
1. COMPUTE FLEXIBILITY
The HEMS determines the potential energy use flexibility from the household, considering the comfort
considering the user comfort definitions, the configuration preferences of participating appliances and
systems and the selected optimization criteria.

InteGrid
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2. COLLECT DATA
The characteristics of a household’s demand load profile mainly depend on the surrounding weather
conditions, appliances used, comfort preferences and consumption patterns of its inhabitants. In order
to efficiently perform demand side management, it is necessary to collect and analyse the data about
domestic electricity consumption, as well as end-user requirements/preferences.
Both automatic and manual control of appliances is possible and the minimum comfort level specified by
the consumer should be maintained. This information will be used by the software algorithms to define
the optimal schedule of each appliance, on/off control signals are sent by the HEMS to the appliances
or manual action requests are sent to the prosumer.
3. SCHEDULE CREATION
The HEMS computes the optimal schedule for the next day/hours considering the user comfort
definitions, the configuration preferences of participating appliances and systems and the selected
optimization criteria. It publishes the proposed schedule on the user interface for either manual or
automatic validation. The validation will define which of the appliances and systems will be considered
for activation for the next day/hours. Then the HEMS stores the approved schedule on a local DB.
4. ACTIVATE APPLIANCES
After the creation of the schedule the approved set of appliances and systems will be activated (or
requested to be activated in the case of non-automated appliances). The HEMS will directly activate the
automated appliances and systems and notify the user of the necessary manual activations.
4.1. HEMS sends activation signals to automated appliances
The HEMS sends activation signals (e.g. on/off, temperature set -point, etc.) to the automated
appliances according to the optimal schedule and receives feedback on the requested activation.
4.2. HEMS Prosumer activates the manual appliances
The prosumer is responsible for the successful activation of appliances that are not automated,
according to the optimal schedule. The HEMS notifies the prosumer, with some time in advance, of the
need to activate a specific appliance (or a set of appliances) manually.

5. Verify Activation
The HEMS tracks down the loads that were effectively activated from the set proposed in the optimal
schedule. This include the direct retrieval of data from meters or indirectly inferred from the global
consumption data.
5.1. HEMS collects data from the activation of appliances
The HEMS retrieves data from appliances regarding their effective activation. This information (which
may include time of activation, energy consumed, etc.) can be retrieved both automatically from smart
appliances or smart plugs to which appliances are connected to.
5.2. HEMS collects data from the activation of appliances
The HEMS estimates the consumption from non-automated appliances using inference techniques
applied to the meter data from smart meters or other general meters to which these appliances are
connected to.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)

ID(*)
77

InteGrid

Name
Reduction of energy
costs

Description
Assess the economic benefits of a scheduling strategy
for prosumers coordinated by an aggregator. It
measures the cost of the energy traded by an
aggregator in the organized markets (day-ahead and
intraday) when following different optimization

GA 731218

Reference to
mentioned use
case objectives
(1) and (2)
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78

80

82

Ratio between
minimum and
maximum electricity
demand within a day.
Peak demand
reduction ratio

Demand Response

Self-consumption

strategies, and will compare them.
The ratios between maximum and minimum load for the
daily consumption.

Compare the peak demand before the aggregator
implementation (baseline) with the peak demand after
the aggregator implementation (per final consumer, per
feeder, per network)
This KPI evaluates the electricity cost per kWh which is
to check the optimization of the energy plan of flexible
demands.
Measures the amount of self-consumption that is
achieved by determining the amount of load allocated
to the potentially existent microgeneration (e.g. PV
production), considering the optimal schedule.

(1) and (2)

(1) and (2)

(3)

(2)

(*) The ID number is based on the project KPI reference list

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Dynamic tariffs for energy use are published in advance (hours/day)

PV generation forecast are available

Access to metering data (smart meters, smart appliances, smart plugs, etc.)

Control of devices via ON/OFF signals automated or requested to the user

Provide information about DR to the end-user

Frequent update of devices’ state of operation
Prerequisites

System that publishes the dynamic tariffs value for the next day

The prosumer must have:
o Connection to the LV power grid
o Connection to internet
o Monitor active power closed to real time
o Installation of the required software and hardware to communicate to smart meter
readings

Dashboard to support prosumer decisions regarding the optimized scheduling

Availability of smart appliances/ smart plugs/ participation of users for manual triggering

InteGrid
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1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases

HLUC 10
(Multi-period
Flexibility)

HLUC 11
(Consumers
Engagement)

HLUC 9
(Home Energy
Management)

PUC 9-1
Collect Data &
Schedule Optimization

HLUC 7
(Market HUB)

PUC 9-2
Automate Devices &
Verify Activation

Directly:
HLUC 7: Operate a marketplace for “regulated” flexibility trading from all DER
Indirectly:
HLUC10: Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV prosumers.
HLUC11: Engage consumers in demand-side management programs considering contextualized
(environmental, price, peak load reduction) feedback mechanisms
Level of depth
High level use case (HL-UC) use case which describes a general requirement, idea or concept
independently from a specific technical realization like an architectural solution
Prioritisation
High level or priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Business use case
Further keywords for classification
Flexibility, forecast, HEMS, optimization, prosumer, storage, tariffs.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
The methods and algorithms described in this section are solely software functions that can be embedded in
Energy Manager of a HEMS (which can be a cloud where the measured data is securely stored). It is
important to guarantee a standardized data structure for the information exchange between appliances and
the HEMS and middle layer where the HEMS pre-processes the measured information before being available
to the optimization/control functions.
The integration with the smart meter is also a point that should be analysed before integration phase. The
meter should be only a gateway to get electrical energy consumption measures and not a control hub. The
only control action possible and considered in the Market Hub use cases is the limitation of the contracted
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power, which should be also transmitted to the HEMS.
2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

InteGrid
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HLUC-PUC Relation Diagram
Domain Overview: HLUC-PUCs

«HLUC»
HLUC09 – Home Energy
Management

<<use>>

<<use>>

«PUC»

«PUC»

PUC 9-1 - Collect Data &
Schedule Optimization

PUC 9-2 - Automate Devices
& Verify Activation

HLUC Sequence Diagram:

InteGrid
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Sequence Diagram: Home Energy Management

Service
Provider

Prosumer

HEMS

Storage
System

Appliances

Electric
Vehicle

Meter

Flexibility methodology

User definitions and preferences

Get characteristics
Get characteristics
Get characteristics
Set prices and incentives

Get Meter data

Create Schedule

Activation
Verification
Verification
Verification
Verification
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Appliances
Home
Energy
Management System

System
System

Building operator

Role

Consumer

Role

Electric Vehicle (EV)

System

Prosumer

Role

Retailer

Role

Smart appliance

Device

InteGrid

Actors
Actor Description
Object devices.
Energy management system for energy customers to
optimize the utilization of energy according to supply
contracts or other economical targets. Is responsible for
gathering flexibilities within the customer premises and
providing them to an aggregator, and therefore does not
directly participate in flexibility markets.
A consumer of electricity which is a private or business
building, may also be involved in contract-based
Demand/Response.
Citizen who is end-user of electricity, gas, water or heat.
A vehicle with an electric drive (as only drive or in
combination with a fuel engine) and a battery which can
be charged at a charging station.
Consumer that can also generate energy using a
Distributed Energy Resource
Entity selling electrical energy to consumers - could also
be a grid user who has a grid connection and access
contract with the TSO or DSO. In addition, multiple
combinations of different grid user groups (e.g. those grid
users that do both consume and produce electricity) exist.
In the remainder of this document, the terms
customer/consumer
and
grid
user
are
used
interchangeably where appropriate.
An example of a smart device is a smart white goods
appliance which is an appliance that has the capability to
act in response to a signal from the grid and thereby
optimize its behaviour towards the energy supply network.
The signal can be received from a utility or a third-party
energy service provider directly or via a home energy
management system. The signal can be information like
the cost of energy or the amount of available renewable
energy, or it can be a Demand Respond signal (delay load
signal or other related information) that the appliance must
receive, interpret and react upon based on pre-set or
active consumer input. The smart appliance is not
guaranteed to respond, but will do so based on its status
and user settings in order to ensure the expected
performance. The consumer has the ultimate control of the
appliance and can override any specific mode (e.g.
override a delay to allow immediate operation, limit delays
to no more than a certain number of hours, or maintain a
set room temperature). Any appliance operation settings
or modes shall be easy for an average, non-technical
consumer to activate or implement.
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3.2 References

No.
1

References
Type
Standard

Reference
IEC
62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
InteGrid Actors

2

Spreadsheet
Document

3

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
KPI
reference list

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
nonfunctional
requirements

References
Status
Impact on use
case
Published
Definition of the
presented
template
Approved
Provision
of
possible actors
and roles
Approved
Provision
of
KPIs
to be
included
Approved
Provision
of
already-written
non-functional
requirements

Originator /
organisation
International
Electrotechnical
Commission
INESC TEC

Link

AIT

INESC TEC

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

2

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Collect
Data
&
Schedule
Optimizatio
n

Scenario description

Activate
Appliances

HEMS
sends
ON/OFF
signals
to
automated
appliances
and
the
prosumer activates manual
appliances according to the
schedule.

[optional] HEMS computes
the flexibility index and
reports it to the service
provider that exploits it.
Collection of data about
domestic
electricity
consumption, as well as
end-user requirements and
preferences.
HEMS
perform optimization and
creates optimized schedule
and flexibility for the next
day

Primary
actor
HEMS

Triggering
event
Data
gathering

Precondition
All technical
requirements
can be
fulfilled All
data fulfil the
minimum
requirement

Postcondition
[optional]: A
quantifiable
flexibility
index is
produced.
An
optimization
schedule is
produced

HEMS

Schedule
Optimization

An
optimization
schedule is
produced

The
technical
requirement
to connect
with
the
appliances
can
be
fulfilled
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
No. 1 - Collect Data and Schedule Optimization
Ste
Event
Name of
Description of process/ activity
p
process/
No.
activity
1
Flexibility
Flexibility
The flexibility computation
methodology methodology
parameters and computation rules
are sent to the HEMS

Service

SET

Information
producer
(actor)
Service
Provider

Information
receiver
(actor)
HEMS

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
SP-1

2

User
definitions
and
preferences

User
definitions
and
preferences

The prosumer inserts into the
HEMS the characteristics of the
appliances.

GET

Prosumer

HEMS

ACC-1, GUI-1

3

Get
characteristi
cs

Get
characteristic
s

The HEMS polls all the existing
appliances for their characteristics
and local preferences.

GET

HEMS

Smart
Appliance

ACC-1

4

Get
characteristi
cs

Get
characteristic
s

The HEMS polls existing storage
devices for their characteristics and
local preferences.

GET

HEMS

Storage
System

ACC-1

5

Get
characteristi
cs

Get
characteristic
s

The HEMS polls existing EV for
their characteristics and local
preferences.

GET

HEMS

EV

ACC-1

6

Get meter
data

Get meter
data

The HEMS polls all the available
meters associated to the building
(e.g. smart meter, electric panel
meter, smart plugs) to retrieve

GET

HEMS

Meter

XCCC-1, MD-1

InteGrid
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R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-SEC.1, RSEC.2; R-DM.1; RDM.3, R-DM.4, RDM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.1,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, RDM.4, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.3,
R-CONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3, R-
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7

Set prices
and
incentives

Set prices
and
incentives

8

Create
Schedule

Create
Schedule

9

Activation

Activation

10

Verification

Verification

11

Verification

12

13

InteGrid

current and/or historical energy
consumption.
The service provider sets the
available incentives for the HEMS
to compute the optimal scheduling
of appliances according to the user
energy preferences and
optimization criteria
The HEMS computes the optimal
schedule of appliances for the next
day/hours
HEMS controls the appliances
(automatically or manually
suggesting to the user) using the
optimal schedule.

DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-SEC.1, RSEC.2; R-DM.1; RDM.3, R-DM.4, RDM.5

SET

Service
provider

HEMS

SP-3, SP-4

EXECUTE

HEMS

HEMS

--

--

SET

HEMS

Appliance

EMP-3

HEMS requests the data of the
meters (smart plugs, panel meters,
etc.) in the end of the day, when all
the activations ended.

REPORTS

Appliance

HEMS

MD-1

Verification

HEMS requests the data of the
meters (smart plugs, panel meters,
etc.) in the end of the day, when all
the activations ended.

REPORTS

Storage Systen

HEMS

MD-1

Verification

Verification

HEMS requests the data of the
meters (smart plugs, panel meters,
etc.) in the end of the day, when all
the activations ended.

REPORTS

EV

HEMS

MD-1

Verification

Verification

The results of the analysis of step 9
are displayed to the prosumer

REPORTS

Meter

Prosumer

MD-1

R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.3,
R-CONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.3,
R-CONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.3,
R-CONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-CONF.4,
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through the graphical user
interface.

InteGrid
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R-CONF.5, R-SEC.1,
R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, RDM.5
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
SP-1

Name of information

Service Provide:
Flexibility parameters

Parameters used by the HEMS to
calculate the flexibility index sent by
the service provider

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5

SP-2

Service
Provider:
Flexibility index

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5

SP-3

Service Provider: Price
Data for Consumption

Flexibility index determined by the
HEMS according to the parameters of
ID1, the characteristics of the load
and generation available and the
preferences from the end-user
Data containing the price components
for the electric energy consumption.

SP-4

Service Provider: Price
Data for Generation

Data containing the price components
for the electric energy generation.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5

WD-1

Weather Data: Forecast

Data regarding the weather forecast
for the next day/hour provided by an
external entity.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5

EMP-1

Energy
Management
Parameters: Energy use
settings for controllable
devices

Settings regarding the energy use of
devices
(e.g.
appliances,
microgeneration, etc.)

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5

EMP-2

Energy
Management
Parameters:
Optimization settings

Settings regarding the optimization
preferences use in the computation of
the optimal schedule of loads (e.g.
appliances).

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5

EMP-3

Energy
results

Optimal schedule

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

ACC-1

Appliance
Characteristics
and
Configurations: Nominal
Power, Operating Time,
Type.
Appliance
Characteristics
and
Configurations: state of
operation.

Nominal power, operating time and
type of each appliance connected to
the HEMS.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

State of operation of each controllable
appliance.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

ACC-2

InteGrid

management
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R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
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ACC-3

Appliance
Characteristics
Configurations:
Operation Model

and

Model of the appliance operation (e.g.
thermal model)

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

XCCC-1

External
Controller
Characteristics
and
Configurations

External controller (e.g. smart plug)
characteristics and configurations

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5

uGCC-1

Microgeneration
Characteristics
and
Configurations: Nominal
Power and Operating
Time.
Microgeneration
Characteristics
and
Configurations: state of
operation.

Nominal power, operating time and
type of each appliance connected to
the HEMS.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

State of operation of each controllable
appliance.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

GUI-1

Graphical User Interface
Parameters

Configuration parameters set by the
prosumer regarding the configuration
of the graphical user interface.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, R-DM.5

DB-1

Database query for user
preferences

Query to the database to retrieve user
preferences data

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3

DB-2

Database query
device settings

Query to the database to retrieve
device settings data

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3

MD-1

Meter Data

Metering data retrieved from building
central meter (smart meter or electric
panel meter), distributed meters
(electric panel meters, smart plugs) or
from smart appliances directly.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5

uGCC-2
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6 Requirements
Requirements
Categories
Category name for
ID
requirements
CONF
Configuration

DM

SEC

InteGrid

Data Management

Security

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned communication
configurations that are relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of devices and/or systems,
expected growth of the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth, existing protocols, etc., but
only from the user’s point of view. In some cases, only one of the
possible choices is reasonable, while for other situations, more than
one choice is reasonable.
It includes:
- information exchanged with external entities (e.g. service provider,
weather data provider, etc.)
- information related to the electricity tariff scheme in current use (e.g.
variable price and fixed price components). The includes both
consumption and generation tariff information.
- information related to the weather conditions for the next day/hours to
be used by the optimal scheduling methodology to include the local
generation.
- all the characteristics and configuration parameters related to the use
of devices by the HEMS to produce an optimized schedule
- all the configuration parameters related to the user preferences in the
production of an optimized schedule
- the requirements for the information presentation to the end-user
- the communication solutions the data models used.
Covers both the management of the data exchanges in each use case
step and the management of data at either end if that management is
impacted by data exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going maintenance of what
data needs to be exchanged, say between a Geographic Information
System and the many different applications that use its data. An
example of the second type of data management is the need to
backup data or ensure consistency of data whenever it is exchanged,
such as if new protection settings are issued to multiple field devices,
these settings need to be reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should concentrate on the
user requirements for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications.
It includes:
- all the metering data related with the house consumption and, if
applicable, local generation. This information can be obtained by a
central metering equipment, like a DSO smart meter or a user electric
panel meter. It can also be obtained through distributed meters from
electric panel meters, smart plugs or directly from a smart
device/system.
- the requirements related to the storage of information locally and
remotely to the HEMS a structured access to data related to devices
and user preferences
Assess how different security measures applied to different items can
potentially interact and either leave security holes or make user
interfaces very laborious and possibly unworkable. Security must not
only protect against the very harmful but quite rare deliberate attacks,
but also against the far more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and
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errors. At the same time, it is necessary to try to identify the
requirements and the concerns for implementing security measures.
Includes all the security related requirements to allow data between
devices, systems and entities to be exchanged in a trustworthy way.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID
R-CONF.1

Requirement name
Communication
access
services
requirements

Provides access to the HEMS platform remotely to allow information
exchange in a secure way. This includes the necessary
communication interfaces and functionalities like the availability of
DNS lookup, security credentials, firewall configurations, etc.

R-CONF.2

Data
methods

exchange

Defines the way data is exchanged between different parties (devices,
systems, entities)

R-CONF.3

Existence of legacy
systems

Addresses the necessary changes (quantification of the effort) and
adaptations necessary to the HEMS as related devices to
accommodate the integration of legacy systems.

R-CONF.4

Operation mode of
Information Receiver
Operation mode of
Information
Producer
Authentication:
Masquerade and/or
spoofing: Ensuring
that data comes
from
the
stated
source or goes to
authenticated
receiver is:

Defines if the target device is operating in manual or automatic mode

R-SEC.2

This data exchange
has the following
requirements
with
respect to proof of
conformance and/or
non-repudiation with
contractual
agreements:

Guarantees the conformity of all the data exchange between the
HEMS and its service providers

R-SEC.3

Authentication and
Access
Control
mechanisms
commonly used with
this data exchange
Network
security
measures commonly
used with this data
exchange

Requires authentication and encryption of the data exchanged
between the HEMS and internal building devices as well as with
external systems (e.g. from service providers). Key encryption,
certificates and other access control mechanisms are necessary.

R-DM.1

Correctness
source data

of

Ensures that the data is correctly interpreted and used for the purpose
it was designed to.

R-DM.2

Management

of

Sets the type of data being exchanged and the expected periodic

R-CONF.5

R-SEC.1

R-SEC.4

InteGrid

Defines if the source device is operating in manual or automatic mode

Warrants protected access to the HEMS platform locally to allow
information exchange in a secure way. This includes the necessary
communication interfaces and functionalities, security credentials,
firewall configurations, etc.

Establishes communication network separation (including physical
one) and the firewall control list to allow external access to the HEMS.
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accessing different
types of data to be
exchanged

update (asynchronous or every x time). This is applicable to data
exchange internally (e.g. with local database) in the HEMS, with the
building devices and with other devices and systems external to the
building.

R-DM.3

Validation
exchange

data

Guarantees that data exchanged between parties (devices, systems,
entities) is valid. It can provide confirmation to originally sending party.

R-DM.4

Management of data
across
organizational
boundaries

Defines the necessary changes and adaptations to the data
exchanges across the building boundaries, between the HEMS and
other external systems.

R-DM.5

Data
format
requirements

Sets specific formats for the data exchange between devices, systems
and entities. The following formats are required to be supported by the
HEMS: standard computer formats (e.g. binary, integers and floating
pt, files); Serial transfer formats (e.g. DNP, Mobdus, LonTalk,
BACnet); Graphics formats; Mark-up based HTML, XML; Human
readable CSV and JSON; etc.

of

7 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
DR
DG
HEMS
HLUC
LV
UC

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Demand Response
Distributed Generation
Home Energy Management System
High Level Use Case
Low Voltage
Use Case
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HLUC10 – Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter
flexibility from LV and MV consumers
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
HLUC10
Energy Services

Name of Use Case
Aggregate and communicate multi-period
flexibility from LV and MV consumers

behind-the-meter

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
1
2

Date

3

08.05.2017

4

02.06.2017

5

27.07.2017

6

28.07.2017

11.04.2017
21.04.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Jorge Moreira
First version
José Miguel Costa Second draft (all sections completed, with exception
(CNET)
of section 2)
José Miguel Costa Third draft (all sections completed), after revision by
(CNET)
INESC TEC
José Miguel Costa Forth draft minor text changes
(CNET)
José Miguel Costa Fifth draft (steps removed and sequence diagrams
(CNET)
updated), after revision by EDP Comercial
José Miguel Costa Final version
(CNET)

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

InteGrid

The overall context where Energy Market players interact with Distribution System Operator
(DSO) and low-voltage (LV) and medium-voltage (MV) consumers, reaching grid’s efficient
use and stakeholders’ satisfaction.
The scope was defined by the interactions between the roles and actors aggregated in two
different areas, based on InteGrid’s global architecture.
Concerning the Grid – Market Hub (gm-hub), the following DSO roles are considered:

Distribution system Optimizer (DsO) – The DsO should be able to request flexibility
services to the Flexibility Operator;

Neutral Market Facilitator (NMF) – This role will manage and facilitate the
information exchange between the gm-hub and the Market Players; it is also
responsible for the technical validation of flexibility services, based on grid needs
(traffic light system).
In the Market Players domain, the following roles are considered:

Consumer – This role should be able to have available flexibility, which will be firstly
validated by the DSO (in the role of the NMF) and possibly traded in the wholesale
market. Both LV (residential, commercial and industrial) and MV consumers are
considered within this HLUC

Flexibility Operator (FO) – Should be able to manage all the flow of information
related to flexibility;

Retailer - This role should be able to trade its clients’ flexibility within the wholesale
market (day-ahead, intraday and ancillary services);

Market Information Aggregator – Should be able to provide information that enables
an economic evaluation, by the Retailer, to assess its participation in the wholesale
market with its clients’ available flexibility.

Market Operator – Should be able to enable all trading addressed within the
wholesale market.
Roles such as Transmission System Operator (TSO) and ESCOs are not included in the
scope of this HLUC.
The primary actor considered was the Flexibility Operator and the HLUC should be included
in Energy Services domain.
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The objectives of the current HLUC, albeit having its genesis in the availability of the LV and
MV consumers to provide flexibility, can be presented under two different perspectives:
Generic:

(1) Enables fully use of consumers’ flexibility;

(2) Aggregates and communicates consumers’ flexibility to the Grid-Market Hub.

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

Market domain:

(3) Day-ahead wholesale market: improve Retailer’s profit by trading its consumers’
flexibility in a day-ahead perspective. The customers will also benefit from this
action, since the cost of its energy will be optimized;

(4) Intraday perspective: use of consumers’ flexibility to reduce the deviation
between the energy consumption forecast and real value, improving benefit for both
customers and Retailer, by minimizing costs/improving profits;

(5) Ancillary services perspective: use the flexibility to provide some ancillary
services (reduce the variation between real and forecast generation, provide
balancing capacity, etc.), resulting in profit for both Retailer and end-users and
improving grid operation performance.
HLUC02 – Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibility. (To
perform control of LV network based on the available flexibility, the flexibility calculated in this
UC must be available to the DsO).
HLUC06 – Provide data management between DSO and stakeholders. (The registration of
the flexibility operator is done in this UC).
HLUC09 – Perform energy management to maximize self-consumption and self-sufficiency.
(The flexibility is calculated in LV, through the Home Energy Management System (HEMS),
or MV consumer’s, through the Building Management System (BMS)).
SENSIBLE UC2 – Flexibility and DSM in the market participation.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
The goal of this HLUC is to aggregate and communicate behind the meter flexibility calculated in the HEMS
or BMS (HLUC09) to the market hub. The aggregated flexibility from multiple LV (residential, commercial
and/or industrial) and MV consumers will be segmented and used in the market by performing bidding
optimization in day-ahead, intraday and ancillary services markets.
NOTES:
There should be a reference to the possibility of technical validation on the flexibility mechanisms by the DSO
before its activation.
Segmentation should be done at least reflecting the most important parameters for the DSO activity, namely
Contracted Power and Energy Consumption.
Complete description
In order to implement new business models and allow different stakeholders to actively participate in the
energy market, communication between stakeholders is an extremely important subject. These activities
involve the aggregation and communication of data and information between LV and MV consumers, DSOrelated entities, Flexibility Operator and gm-hub.
This High Level Use Case describes how:

The flexibility information flows between the involved actors and roles and how that information is
made available in the gm-hub;

The abovementioned flexibility is traded within the wholesale market.
The current High Level Use Case includes the following steps:
1

Communication of aggregated flexibility from consumers to the Grid-Market Hub

The Flexibility Operator aggregates the flexibility and the baseline (ordinary consumption profile) of each LV
and MV consumers computed in the respective HEMS and/or BMS and communicates it to the Grid – Market

InteGrid
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Hub. The following scenario is considered:

The Flexibility Operator aggregates and communicates flexibility, complying with the LV and MV
consumers’ targets.
Consumer reports to Flexibility Operator
The Consumer signs in for flexibility operation by communicating to a Flexibility Operator not only its intention
to do it, but also its available flexibility, which was calculated in the HEMS or BMS in a prior stage, and the
economic, technical and contractual conditions that need to be satisfied in order to consent the use of that
flexibility
The information that flows concerns:

The consumer’s flexibility calculated in the HEMS and/or BMS;

Baseline;

Time-range: information about the day, hour and time-of-use (n-hours ahead);

Economic, technical and contractual conditions.
Flexibility Operator aggregates consumers’ flexibility
The Flexibility Operator aggregates all the consumers’ multi-period flexibility per grid node, since that for MV
and LV network operational management, the proposal cannot be fully aggregated (technically).
The information that results from this step is:

Available flexibility per grid node.
Flexibility Operator reports to Neutral Market Facilitator
The Flexibility Operator informs the Neutral Market Facilitator about the aggregated available flexibility.
It’s in this point that flexibility information reaches the Distribution System Operator (DSO) and the GirdMarket Hub.
The information that flows concerns:

Available flexibility per grid node;

Time-range: information about the day, hour and time-of-use (n-hours ahead).
2

Participation in the wholesale market

Being the flexibility aggregated and communicated to the Grid-Market Hub (gm-hub) (scenario 1), the
Retailer (or other player with the same degree of freedom) can use that client’s flexibility to reduce the energy
costs for customers, retailer and the system. The aggregated flexibility can be used in day-ahead (2.1),
intraday or ancillary services markets (2.2), segmented by Contracted Power and Energy Consumption.
Participation in the day-ahead market
The aggregated flexibility is used by the Retailer, in order to minimize the energy costs in a day-ahead
perspective.
2.1.1 Retailer asks for day-ahead market information
The Retailer sends a request to the Market Information Aggregator, regarding day-ahead market information,
i.e., day-ahead market energy prices.
2.1.2 Market Information Aggregator performs simulation
The Market Information Aggregator performs a simulation which outputs a forecast on day-ahead market
energy prices.
The information resulting from this step is:

Forecast of the day-ahead wholesale market energy price.

InteGrid
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2.1.3 Market Information Aggregator reports to Retailer
The Market Information Aggregator reports to Retailer the results of the simulation, regarding day-ahead
market energy prices
The information that flows concerns:

Forecast of the day-ahead wholesale market energy price.
2.1.4 Retailer validation
The retailer, after receiving the forecast of the day-ahead market energy prices, performs an economic
validation, assessing its customers’ flexibility portfolio on possible profit for both actors.
The retailer also attains the individual benefit for each consumer that wants to participate with flexibility.
The information that results from this step is:

Retailer’s decision regarding the participation, or not, in the day-ahead market, using its customers’
flexibility (flag);

Expected individual benefit, for each consumer, from its provision of flexibility.
If all the economic, technical and contractual conditions are verified, there is no need to contact the costumer
to attain his confirmation, since it was explicitly given in step 1.1.
2.1.5 Retailer reports to Market Operator
The Retailer, having the consent of each consumer, presents its aggregated flexibility to the Market Operator
of the day-ahead wholesale market.
The information that flows concerns:

Available flexibility.
2.1.6 Market Operator buys flexibility
The Market Operator bids on the available flexibility presented by the Retailer.
The information that flows concerns:

Day-ahead market price of the flexibility.
2.1.7 Retailer schedules flexibility
The Retailer sends, to each consumers’ HEMS and/or BMS, the set-points that will define the provision of the
agreed flexibility.
The information that flows concerns:

Control commands sent to each consumer’s HEMS and/or BMS in order to provide the agreed
flexibility.
2.1.8 Retailer pays the consumers
Since the flexibility was already sold in the day-ahead wholesale market, the Retailer needs to pay each
consumer that accepted to provide flexibility a correspondent fee for this operation.
The Retailer will transact the aforementioned payment only after the provision of flexibility by the consumer,
since some error may occur in the management of flexibility executed by the HEMS and/or BMS.
The information that flows concerns:

Fee paid by the Retailer to each consumer for its available flexibility (0 if error occurs).

InteGrid
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Participation in the intraday and/or ancillary services market
The aggregated flexibility is used by the Retailer, in order to minimize the energy costs in an intraday
perspective, by reducing the deviations between its clients’ forecasted and real consumption (intraday
market) or by reducing, through its available flexibility, the error margin of the producers’ forecasts, power
imbalance, or any other ancillary service. A possibility to the Retailer is to trade its available clients’ flexibility
in both markets.
2.2.1 Retailer asks for intraday market information
The Retailer sends a request to the Market Information Aggregator, regarding intraday and ancillary services
market information, i.e., intraday and ancillary services market energy prices.
2.2.2 Market Information Aggregator reports to Retailer
The Market Information Aggregator reports to Retailer the requested information, regarding intraday and
ancillary services market energy prices.
The information that flows concerns:

Intraday wholesale market energy price;

Ancillary services market energy price.
2.2.3 Retailer validation
The retailer, after receiving the intraday and the ancillary services market energy prices, performs an
economic validation, assessing if the use of its customers’ flexibility portfolio brings economic benefits for
both and in which market its use will be more profitable. It can happen that the Retailer considers more
advantageous to trade its available flexibility in both markets, reducing its error margin of consumption and
providing some ancillary services.
The retailer also attains the individual benefit for each consumer that wants to participate with flexibility.
The information that results from this step is:

Retailer’s decision regarding the participation, or not, in the intraday and/or ancillary services
market, using its customers’ flexibility (flag);

Expected individual benefit, for each consumer, from its provision of flexibility.
If all the economic, technical and contractual conditions are verified, there is no need to contact the costumer
to attain his confirmation, since it was explicitly given in step 1.1.
2.2.4 Retailer reports to Market Operator
The Retailer, having the consent of each consumer, presents its aggregated flexibility to the Market Operator
of the intraday and/or ancillary services wholesale market.
The information that flows concerns:

Available flexibility.
2.2.5 Market Operator buys flexibility
The Market Operator bids on the available flexibility presented by the Retailer.
The information that flows concerns:

Intraday and/or ancillary services market price of the flexibility.
2.2.6 Retailer schedules flexibility
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The Retailer sends, to each consumers’ HEMS and/or BMS, the set-points that will define the provision of the
agreed flexibility.
The information that flows concerns:

Control commands sent to each consumer’s HEMS and/or BMS in order to provide the agreed
flexibility.
2.2.7 Retailer pays the consumers
Since the flexibility was already sold in the intraday and/or wholesale market, the Retailer needs to pay each
consumer that accepted providing flexibility a correspondent fee for this operation.
The information that flows concerns:

Fee paid by the Retailer to each consumer for its available flexibility.
The Retailer will transact the aforementioned payment only afterwards the provision of flexibility by the
consumer, since some error could occur in the management of flexibility executed by the HEMS and/or BMS.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID(*)
13

32

34

77

Name

Description

Amount
of
Load capacity
participating in
Demand
Response
Increased
flexibility from
energy players
Increased
economic
welfare
Reduction
of
energy cost

Capture the amount of flexibility provided by
Demand Response necessary to accommodate a
pre-set level of DG without harming any threshold
values for grid stability. Differentiates between
upward and downward services
Increase flexibility from the perspective of a TSO.
Measure of the additional storage participation in
ancillary services
Calculation of the reduction in consumers’
electricity bill

Assess the economic benefits of a scheduling
strategy for consumers coordinated by an
aggregator. It measures the cost of the energy
traded by an aggregator in the organized markets
when following different optimization strategies,
and will compare them
(*) The ID number is based on the project KPI reference list.
1.6 Use case conditions

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
(1)

(1), (2) and (5)

(3), (4) and (5)

(4) and (5)

Use case conditions
Assumptions

The consumer cannot export more than the contracted power;

For bid purposes this UC only deals with active power and consumption;

The participation of the consumer in the process is voluntary;

The Grid - Market Hub (gm-hub) is a regulated platform operated by one DSO or one entity
regulated by many DSOs;

Existence of a defined data model and communication protocols between all the involved actors and
roles;

Consumers are able to provide flexibility through their HEMS or BMS;
Prerequisites
The consumer must fulfil the following requirements:

Valid license for the RES;

Connection to the LV or MV power grid;

Connection to Internet;
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The active power is monitored in close-to-real time;
Installation of the required software and hardware to communicate the smart-meter readings;
Smart-meter compatible with the Grid - Market Hub communication protocols.

Certified Flexibility Operator access, provided by the National Regulatory Authorities, to the Grid-Market Hub.
All legal requirements regarding countries legislations are fulfilled by all involved participants.

1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC02 – Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibility. (To perform control of
LV network based on the available flexibility, the flexibility calculated in this UC must be available to the
DsO).
HLUC06 – Provide data management between DSO and stakeholders. (The registration of the flexibility
operator is done in this UC).
HLUC09 – Perform energy management to maximize self-consumption and self-sufficiency. (The flexibility is
calculated in the LV prosumer HEMS).
SENSIBLE UC2 – Flexibility and DSM in the market participation.
Level of depth
High level use case (HL-UC) use case which describes a general requirement, idea or concept
independently from a specific technical realization like an architectural solution
Prioritisation
High level of priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Business use case
Further keywords for classification
Flexibility, Flexibility Operator, Aggregation, Communication, HEMS, BMS, Prosumer, RES, Grid - Market
Hub, DsO
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
The concept of flexibility applied in the present HLUC is the following: “On an individual level, flexibility is the
modification of generation injection and/or consumption patterns in reaction to an external signal (price-signal
or activation) in order to provide a service within the energy system.”5
The present use case has two major components, respectively:

Aggregate and communicate consumers’ flexibility to the gm-hub, whose the main actor is the
Flexibility Operator;

Use of consumers’ flexibility to participate in the wholesale market (day-ahead, intraday and
ancillary services market), being the main actor the Retailer.
Herein, the role “consumer” refers to both LV (residential, commercial and industrial) and MV consumers.
The HEMS is the device through which LV consumers’ flexibility is calculated, while the BMS is the one
responsible for computing MV customers’ flexibility.
In reality, the Flexibility Operator is a role that can be played by the Retailer, staying the latter the main actor
of the use case. Other players with the same degree of freedom could play the role of Flexibility Operator,
such as the Aggregator, for instance.
5

EG3 report, Smart Grid Task Force (2015, January). Regulatory Recommendations for the
Deployment of Flexibility
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It could be interesting, although outside the scope of this use case, to conceive and predict bilateral
flexibility’s contracts within the wholesale market (peer-to-peer).
Another segmentation to be considered, besides the one based in Contracted Power and Energy
Consumption, could be by equipment of the source of flexibility (battery, heat pump, water heater, etc.), since
their response to Demand Response signals is different, which leads to a different ability to manage flexibility
between the different consumers.
The following requirements are transversal to all the steps, designated, henceforth, as R_TRANS. Exception
is made to the ones that address economic transactions which involve information flow:

R-3_CONF;

R-4_CONF;

R-21_QoS;

R-25_SEC, R-26_SEC, R-27_SEC, R-29_SEC; R-30_SEC;

R-38_DM;

R-43_DM;

R-47_DM.
Regulatory Recommendations for the Deployment of Flexibility; EG3 report; Smart Grid Task Force, January
2015.
Flexibility for solving distribution grid contingencies are out of the scope of this use case.
Flexibility Operator or Retailer/Energy services platform role may use its clients’ flexibilities for optimizing its
portfolio.
Only consumers’ loads are considered for flexibility activation.
2 Diagrams of use case
For clarification, in general it is recommended to provide drawing(s) by hand, by a graphic or as UML graphics.
The drawing should show interactions which identify the steps where possible.
Diagram(s) of use case
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Use Case Overview
Use case overview: Use case overview

«ActorGrouping»
DSO

«DSO Role»
Distribution
System Optimiser

«DSO Role»
Neutral Market
Facilitator/Enabler

<<Objective>>
Enables fully use of consumers’
flexibility

«objective»

«use»

«use»

<<Objective>>
Aggregates and communicates
consumers’ flexibility to the GridMarket Hub

«objective»

<<Objective>>
Improve Retailer’s profit by
trading its consumers’ flexibility in
a day-ahead perspective, which
will also benefit the customers

<<Objective>>
Use of LV consumers’ flexibility to
reduce the deviation between the
energy consumption forecast and
real value, improving benefit for
both customer and Retailer

<<Objective>>
Use the flexibility to provide some
ancillary services, resulting in
profit for both Retailer and endusers and improving grid
operation

«objective»

HLUC10 Aggregate and communicate multiperiod behind-the-meter flexibility from LV and
MV consumers
«use»
«objective»
«use»
«objective»

«use»

«Role»
Market Operator

InteGrid

«Role»
Flexibility
Operator

«HLUC»

GA 731218

«Role»
Consumer

«use»

«Role»
Market
Information
Aggregator

«Role»
Retailer
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Domain overview: Domain overview-PUC

«FunctionalSystemGrouping»
Flexibility management system

«PUC»
Aggregate end-user flexibility

«use»

«FunctionalSystemGrouping»
Electricity market system

«HLUC»
«use»

HLUC10 Aggregate and communicate multiperiod behind-the-meter flexibility from LV and
MV consumers

«PUC»
Participation in intraday and ancillary
services market

«use»

«PUC»
Forecast of day-ahead market energy
prices

«use»

«PUC»
Economic validation on the use of
available flexibility
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Sequence diagram for the macro-activity “Flexibility Operator aggregates and communicates flexibility”
Sequence diagram 1 – Flexibility Operator aggregates and communicates flexibility

«Role»
Consumer

1.1 – Reports individual flexibility
and economic, technical and
contractual conditions()

«Role»
Neutral Market
Facilitator

«Role»
Flexibility
Operator

loop
[Until every consumer's flexibility is communicated]

1.2 – Aggregates
flexibility()

1.3 – Reports aggregated flexibility()

Sequence diagram for the macro-activity “Participation in the day-ahead market”
Sequence diagram 2.1 – Participation in the day-ahead market

«Role»
Market
Information
Aggregator

«Role»
Retailer

«Role»
Consumer

«Role»
Market Operator

2.1.1 – Requests market
information()

2.1.2 – Simulates
day-ahead market
operation

2.1.3 – Reports day-ahead
market information()

2.1.4 – Performs
economic validation()

2.1.5 – Presents flexibility offer()

2.1.6 – Pays flexibility()

2.1.7 – Schedules flexibility()

2.1.8 – Pays flexibility()
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Sequence diagram for the macro-activity “Participation in the intraday and/or ancillary services market”
Sequence diagram 2.2 – Participation in the Intraday and/or ancillary services market

«Role»
Market
Information
Aggregator

«Role»
Retailer

«Role»
Consumer

«Role»
Market Operator

2.2.1 – Requests market
information()

2.2.2 – Reports market
information()

2.2.3 – Performs
economic
validation()

2.2.4 – Presents flexibility offer()

2.2.5 – Pays flexibility()

2.2.6 – Schedules flexibility()

2.2.7 – Pays flexibility()

3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Flexibility Operator (FO)

Role

Consumer

Role

Market Information
Aggregator

Role

Distribution system

DSO Role

InteGrid

Actors
Actor Description
Generic role which links the role customer and its
possibility to provide flexibilities to the roles market and
grid; generic role that could be taken by many
stakeholders, such as a DSO company, an Energy
Service Company (ESCO) or an energy supplier.
End user of electricity, gas, water or heat, that can also
generate energy using a Distributed Energy Resource.
Can be a LV (residential, commercial or industrial) or MV
consumer.
A party that provides market related information that has
been compiled from the figures supplied by different actors
in the market. This information may also be published or
distributed for general use.
NOTE: The Market Information Aggregator may receive
information from any market participant that is relevant for
publication or distribution.
Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of
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Optimiser (DsO)

Neutral Market
Facilitator/Enabler (NMF)

DSO Role

Retailer

Role

Market Operator

Role

the distribution network by managing network constraints,
including emergency situations and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and nondiscriminatory manner.
Administrates the exchange of market information and
validates the market participation of market participants
from a technical perspective in established markets.
Traditionally this role aims to provide access to the
network as well as to consumption information enabling
market actors’ transactions. Currently, it is evolving to also
include the facilitation of flexibility services within the
market.
Entity selling electrical energy to consumers - could also
be a grid user who has a grid connection and access
contract with the TSO or DSO. In addition, multiple
combinations of different grid user groups (e.g. those grid
users that do both consume and produce electricity) exist.
In the remainder of this document, the terms
customer/consumer
and
grid
user
are
used
interchangeably where appropriate.
The unique power exchange of trades for the actual
delivery of energy that receives the bids from the Balance
Responsible Parties that have a contract to bid. The
Market Operator determines the market energy price for
the Market Balance Area after applying technical
constraints from the System Opera tor. It may also
establish the price for the reconciliation within a Metering
Grid Area.

3.2 References

No.
1

References
Type
Standard

Reference
IEC
62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
InteGrid Actors

2

Spreadsheet
Document

3

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid KPI
reference list

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
nonfunctional
requirements

Project’s
deliverable

SENSIBLE D1.3
– Use Cases
and
Requirements

4

References
Status
Impact on use
case
Published Definition of the
presented
template
Approved Provision
of
possible actors
and roles
Approved Provision
of
KPIs
to
be
included
Approved Provision
of
already-written
non-functional
requirements
Published Starting point to
assess
the
participation of
flexibility within
the
wholesale
market

Originator
/
organisation
International
Electrotechnical
Commission
INESC TEC

Link

AIT

INESC TEC

USE

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios

InteGrid
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Scenario conditions
No.

Scenario name

1

Communication
of
aggregated
flexibility
from
consumers to the
Grid-Market Hub

2.1

Participation in
the
day-ahead
wholesale
market

2.2

Participation in
the
intraday
and/or ancillary
services
wholesale
market

InteGrid

Scenario
description
Provision
of
flexibility from
consumer
to
the
GridMarket
Hub,
through
the
Flexibility
Operator
Retailer trades
its
available
flexibility in the
day-ahead
market.

Primary
actor
Flexibility
Operator

Triggering
event
Consumer
signals available
flexibility to the
Flexibility
Operator.

Pre-condition

Retailer

Existence
of
available
aggregated
flexibility to be
offered in the
day-ahead
market by the
Retailer

The consumers
signal
their
available
flexibility
and
have the means
to do it

Retailer trades
its
available
flexibility in the
intraday
or
ancillary
services
market,
or
both.

Retailer

Existence
of
available
aggregated
flexibility to be
offered in the
intraday and/or
ancillary services
market by the
Retailer

The consumers
signal
their
available
flexibility
and
have the means
to do it

GA 731218

All
technical
requirements
can be fulfilled.

Postcondition
Consumer
provide
flexibility.

Flexibility was
traded in the
day-ahead
market and
both
the
retailer and
its
clients
benefited with
that.
Flexibility was
traded in the
intraday
and/or
ancillary
services
market and
both
the
retailer and
its
clients
benefited with
that.
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios

Scenario name :
Step No. Event

No. 1.1 Name
of
process/
activity

1.1

Consumer
reports to FO

1.2

FO
aggregates
flexibility
FO reports to
NMF

Consumer
reports
to
FO
FO
aggregates
flexibility
FO reports
to NMF

1.3

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

InteGrid

Retailer
asks for
day-ahead
market
information
Market
Information
Aggregator
performs
simulation
Market
Information

No. 2.1 Name of
process/
activity
Retailer asks
for dayahead
market
information
Market
Information
Aggregator
performs
simulation
Market
Information

Scenario
Flexibility Operator aggregates and communicates flexibility
Description
of
process/ Service
Informatio Information
activity
n
receiver
producer
(actor)
(actor)
The consumers signs in for REPORT
Consumer
FO
flexibility operation.
The FO aggregates all the
individual consumers’ flexibility
per grid node.
The FO informs the NMF about
the result of flexibility available.

CREATE

FO

REPORT

FO

NMF

Scenario
Participation in the day-ahead market
Description
of
process/ Service
Information
activity
producer
(actor)
Retailer inquiries Market
GET
Retailer
Information Aggregator about
the day-ahead market
information.
Market Information Aggregator
performs simulation about the
day-ahead market operation.

CREATE

Market
Information
Aggregator

Market Information Aggregator
informs Retailer about the day-

REPORT

Market
Information

GA 731218
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Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

1,3

R_TRANS, R-12_CONF, R16_CONF, R-19_QoS, R24_QoS, R-37_DM

2,3

R_TRANS, R-5_CONF, R7_CONF, R-16_CONF, R19_QoS, R-24_QoS

Information
receiver
(actor)
Market
Information
Aggregator

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Retailer

4

Requirement, R-IDs

R_TRANS, R-1_CONF, R16_CONF

R_TRANS, R-5_CONF, R7_CONF, R-16_CONF, R-

D1.2 - Use Cases and Requirements

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

2.1.4

2.1.5

2.1.6

2.1.7

2.1.8

Aggregator
reports to
Retailer
Retailer
validation

No. 2.1 Name of
process/
activity
Aggregator
reports to
Retailer
Retailer
validation

Retailer
reports to
Market
Operator
Market
Operator
buys
flexibility
Retailer
schedules
flexibility
Retailer
pays the
consumers

Retailer
reports to
Market
Operator
Market
Operator
buys
flexibility
Retailer
schedules
flexibility
Retailer pays
the
consumers

Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.
2.2.1

InteGrid

Retailer
asks for
intraday and
ancillary

No. 2.2 Name of
process/
activity
Retailer asks
for intraday
and ancillary
services

Scenario
Participation in the day-ahead market
Description
of
process/ Service
Information
activity
producer
(actor)
ahead market information.
Aggregator

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

19_QoS, R-20_QoS, R24_QoS, R-28_SEC, R37_DM

Retailer performs an economical
validation of the received energy
prices forecasts.
Retailer presents its flexibility
offer to Market Operator.

CREATE

Retailer

REPORT

Retailer

Market
Operator

5

The Market Operator bids on the
available flexibility.

EXECUTE

Market
Operator

Retailer

6

Retailer schedules flexibility in
each consumer HEMS/BMS.

REPORT

Retailer

Consumer

7

Retailer pays a fee to
consumers, consequently of the
traded flexibility.

EXECUTE

Retailer

Consumer

8

Scenario
Participation in the intraday and/or ancillary services market
Description
of
process/ Service
Information
Information
activity
producer
receiver
(actor)
(actor)
Retailer inquiries Market
GET
Retailer
Market
Information Aggregator about
Information
the intraday and ancillary
Aggregator
services market information.
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Requirement, R-IDs

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

R_TRANS, R-5_CONF, R7_CONF, R-16_CONF, R19_QoS, R-24_QoS, R28_SEC , R-48_O

R_TRANS, R-13_CONF, R16_CONF, R-19_QoS, R24_QoS, R-28_SEC

Requirement, R-IDs

R_TRANS, R-1_CONF, R16_CONF, R-24_QoS
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Scenario name :
Step
Event
No.

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.2.5

2.2.6

2.2.7

InteGrid

services
market
information
Market
Information
Aggregator
reports to
Retailer
Retailer
validation
Retailer
reports to
Market
Operator
Market
Operator
buys
flexibility
Retailer
schedules
flexibility
Retailer
pays the LV
consumers

No. 2.2 Name of
process/
activity
market
information
Market
Information
Aggregator
reports to
Retailer
Retailer
validation
Retailer
reports to
Market
Operator
Market
Operator
buys
flexibility
Retailer
schedules
flexibility
Retailer pays
the LV
consumers

Scenario
Participation in the intraday and/or ancillary services market
Description
of
process/ Service
Information
Information
activity
producer
receiver
(actor)
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

Retailer

9 and 10

R_TRANS, R-5_CONF, R7_CONF, R-16_CONF, R19_QoS, R-20_QoS, R24_QoS, R-28_SEC, R37_DM

R_TRANS, R-5_CONF, R7_CONF, R-16_CONF, R19_QoS, R-24_QoS, R28_SEC, R-48_O

Market Information Aggregator
informs Retailer about the
intraday and ancillary services
market information.

REPORT

Market
Information
Aggregator

Retailer performs an economical
validation of the received energy
prices.
Retailer presents its flexibility
offer(s) to Market Operator.

CREATE

Retailer

REPORT

Retailer

Market
Operator

11

The Market Operator bids on the
available flexibility.

EXECUTE

Market
Operator

Retailer

12

Retailer schedules flexibility in
each consumer HEMS/BMS.

REPORT

Retailer

Consumer

7

Retailer pays a fee to
consumers, after trading
flexibility.

EXECUTE

Retailer

Consumer

11 and/or 12
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5 Information exchanged
Information
exchanged
(ID)
1

Name of information

2

Available flexibility

3

Time range

4

Individual flexibility and
conditions of use

Information exchanged
Description
of
information
exchanged


Requirement, R-IDs

Flexibility calculated by the
consumer’s
HEMS/BMS
(HLUC09) (power value);

Economic, technical and
contractual conditions.
Available aggregated flexibility,
computed
through
the
value
attained in each HEMS/BMS (power
value), discriminated by grid node.
Gives information about the day,
hour and time-of-use (n-hours
ahead).

R_TRANS, R-12_CONF,
R-16_CONF, R-19_QoS,
R-24_QoS, R-37_DM

Forecasted day-ahead
market information

Forecast
of
the
day-ahead
wholesale market energy price.

RRRR-

5

Available
flexibility
presented
to
the
wholesale market

6

Flexibility price

7

Flexibility set-points

Value of the customers’ portfolio
flexibility of the Retailer, per grid
node, presented as tradable to the
wholesale market.
Price paid to the Retailer for its
proposal of flexibility to the
wholesale
market
(day-ahead,
intraday or ancillary services
market).
Control commands sent to each
consumer’s HEMS/BMS in order to
provide the agreed flexibility.

8

Day-ahead
market
participation fee

9

Intraday energy price

10

Ancillary
energy price

services

Ancillary services energy wholesale
market price.

11

Intraday
market
participation fee

12

Ancillary
services
market participation fee

Price paid to the consumers for its
provision of flexibility in the intraday
market.
Price paid to the consumers for its
provision of flexibility in the ancillary
services market.

Price paid to the consumers for its
provision of flexibility in the dayahead market.
Intraday energy wholesale market
price.

R_TRANS, R-5_CONF, R7_CONF, R-16_CONF, R19_QoS, R-24_QoS
R_TRANS, R-5_CONF,
7_CONF, R-12_CONF,
16_CONF, R-19_QoS,
24_QoS, R-37_DM
R_TRANS, R-5_CONF,
7_CONF, R-16_CONF,
19_QoS, R-20_QoS,
24_QoS, R-28_SEC,
37_DM
R_TRANS, R-5_CONF,
7_CONF, R-16_CONF,
19_QoS, R-24_QoS,
28_SEC , R-48_O

GA 731218

RRR-

R_TRANS, R-13_CONF,
R-16_CONF, R-19_QoS, ,
R-20_QoS R-24_QoS, R28_SEC

R_TRANS, R-5_CONF,
7_CONF, R-16_CONF,
19_QoS, R-20_QoS,
24_QoS, R-28_SEC,
37_DM
R_TRANS, R-5_CONF,
7_CONF, R-16_CONF,
19_QoS, R-20_QoS,
24_QoS, R-28_SEC,
37_DM

6 Requirements

InteGrid

RRR-
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Categories
ID
1

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Configuration (CONF)

2

Quality of Service (QoS)

3

Security (SEC)

4

Data Management (DM)

5
Requirement
R-ID(*)

Others (O)
Requirement name

InteGrid

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. Quality of Services issues also
address accuracy and precision of data, the
frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far
more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures,
and errors. At the same time, it is necessary
to try to identify the requirements and the
concerns
for
implementing
security
measures.
Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each Use Case step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications.
Requirement description
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R-1_CONF

R-21_QoS

Communication
access
services
requirements
Communication configuration
Communication media
Communication ownership
Data exchange methods
Location of Information Producer
Location of Information Receiver
Operation mode of Information Producer
Elapsed time response requirements for
exchanging data
Contractual timelines for exchanging data is
required
Availability of information flows

R-24_QoS
R-25_SEC

Frequency of data exchanges
Eavesdropping

R-26_SEC

Information integrity violation

R-27_SEC

Authentication: Masquerade and/or spoofing

R-28_SEC

Repudiation

R-29_SEC

Replay

R-30_SEC

Information theft

R-37_DM

Type of source data

R-38_DM

Correctness of source data

R-43_DM

Validation of data exchanges

R-47_DM
R-48_O

Data format requirements
Flexibility offers presentation

R-3_CONF
R-4_CONF
R-5_CONF
R-7_CONF
R-12_CONF
R-13_CONF
R-16_CONF
R-19_QoS
R-20_QoS

Request-response
WAN
Wireless required
Commercially provided
Peer-to-peer
Domestic or commercial customer site
Domestic or commercial customer site
Manual
1-2 seconds
Within 2 minutes
99.9999% + availability - Allowed outage: 1/2
second per year
Upon event
Ensuring confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate
use of data, and preventing unauthorized
reading of data is crucial
Ensuring that data is not changed or
destroyed is crucial
Ensuring that data comes from the stated
source or goes to authenticated receiver is
crucial
Ensuring that the source cannot deny
sending the data or that the receiver cannot
deny receiving the data is crucial
Ensuring that data cannot be resent by an
unauthorized source is crucial
Ensuring that data cannot be stolen or
deleted by an unauthorized entity is crucial
Source data was calculated or output by an
application
Source data is always correct (e.g. by
definition)
Data can be assumed as valid (or validity
checking is handled elsewhere);
Standardized data objects
Flexibility offers must be presented to the
Market Operator 1 hour before, at least, the
opening of the market gate.

*The R-ID number is based on the project non-functional requirements list, with exception to the last one (R -48_O)

7 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
BMS
DsO
DSO
DSM
DG
ESCo
FO

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Building Management System
Distribution system Optimizer
Distribution System Operator
Demand Side Management
Distributed Generation
Energy Service Company
Flexibility Operator
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Term
gm-hub
HEMS
HLUC
LV
MV
NMF
UC
TSO
VPP

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Grid and Market Hub
Home Energy Management System
High Level Use Case
Low Voltage
Medium Voltage
Neutral Market Facilitator
Use Case
Transmission System Operator
Virtual Power Plant
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HLUC11 – Engage Consumers in Demand Side Management Programs
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case

ID
HLUC11

Area / Domain(s)
Energy services

Name of Use Case
Engage Consumers in Demand Side Management Programs

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1

Date

0.2
0.3

2017-03-14
2017-04-20

0.4

2017-06-20

2017-03-13

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Anders Nilsson, Aram
First draft
Mäkivierikko, Hosam
Sherif, Hossein
Shahrokni
Ricardo Bessa
Comments from INESC TEC
Anders Nilsson, Aram
KTH and SIM revision based on INESC TEC
Mäkivierikko, Hosam
comments
Sherif, Hossein
Shahrokni
Anders Nilsson, Aram
Additional revisions based on INESC TEC
Mäkivierikko, Hosam
comments
Sherif, Hossein
Shahrokni

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case
Limited to feedback-based intervention strategies as a part of residential demand-side
management (primarily the residential LV network).
The grid side exchanges of information among Flexibility and Balancing Market Operators
are out of scope.

Scope

This Use Case assumes that
the TSO or DSO can transmit a forecasting signal based on planned grid mix
the residential homes have submetering or smart meters
this use assumes that there is a legal framework to grant permission by residents
that DSO, or Retailer, or a third party sub-metering company can transmit
information on their residential energy use.
Area of NTW Commercial Service
Metering
Customer Care
Area of NTW Development
Detailed final design of technical solution
Building of the technical solution
Area of NTW Operation
Short term Operational Planning (in days)

InteGrid
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Network under study
LV (primary focus)
MV (may be applicable in some circumstances)

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

Market under study
Day-Ahead Energy Market
Day-Ahead Balancing Market
To influence residential attitudes, interactions, and behaviors related to energy
To increase demand flexibility
To reduce overall electricity use
The values of smart grid depends on demand flexibility, that partially depends on active
interaction from households. However, achieving a long-term interaction from households
would require that a real need is first met in for the end-users. This high-level use case
describes that type of interaction mechanism.
The related business case is demand side flexibility.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This High-level Use Case describes how the DSO and/or Retailer provide a feedback mechanism in a
context that is relevant to the needs of the households, and thereby increases residential awareness and
engagement to demand side management programs in order to:
- increase residential demand flexibility
- decrease residential energy use
The High-level Use Case includes the following general steps:
1.
2.
3.

Based on data from TSO and or DSO a price and environmental forecasting signal is created based
on planned grid mix
Residential homes are deployed with sub-metered or have a smart meter managed by the DSO
The feedback is presented as a visualization in a relevant context. This context is provided in of two
different ways:
- either to increase residential comfort
- to simplify local life and increase social interactions in the local community

4.
5.

The home customer interacts with feedback mechanism
The home customer becomes more cognizant of his/her household’s energy use, and/or his/her
potential cost savings, and/or their potential contribution to environmental impacts
6. The Home Customer has react by reducing / shifting his/her energy use, either via automation or via
behavioral change
Complete description
This use case describes how demand flexibility could be achieved by providing feedback to end users. An
integral part of the described feedback mechanism is to address real needs of the households, and then
providing feedback of their electricity use in that context.
These contexts are described in two different mechanisms, provided in different types of homes, with similar
objectives. The first mechanism is improving of household comfort in a smart home, and the second
mechanism is to improve local life by providing a local social network to increase social cohesion.
1

Comfort-Oriented Feedback Mechanism in Smart Homes
Deploy sub-metering

Households are provided with extensive sub-metering with 10-20 meters per apartment measuring lighting
and plug loads by room, appliances, media, plug loads, kitchen equipment, water use, heating use and

InteGrid
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temperature.
Legal contracts
The residents are provided with a physical or digital form to grant access to potential third parties to securely
accessing and managing their residential energy data.
Forecasting signals
Based on TSO and/or DSO data, a price and and environmental forecasting signal is generated
that differentiates residential prices based on grid side flexibility needs and quantified greenhouse
gas emission (GHG). The GHGs are quantified based on grid mix, and planned imports and exports
on the TSO level.
Deploy automation and smart appliances
A home energy managmenet system (HEMS) is deployed that allows for automation of lights, plug loads, and
appliances to provide functions such as “home away”. Smart appliances connected to the HEMS to allow for
scheduling based on the forecasting signals e.g. “wash clothes before 7 AM whenever the price is cheapest”.
Based on individual thermal comfort needs of residents, the thermostats can also be automated to provide an
optimal thermal comfort when residents are present and decreasing indoor temperatures when, e.g.
residents travel away.
Deploy home visualization and apps
A home visualization hub and accompaniying apps that allows for setting lighting, schedules, temperatures,
etc. are deployed.
Estimating increased flexibility calculation
Based on number of deployed smart homes, and baseline metrics from reference apartments, the increased
grid flexibility is estimated based on the signals, and resulting load shifting and energy reduction.
Estimating changes in attidues and awareness
Based on surveys and interviews, the impacts on attidudes and awareness are assessed and documented.
2

Socially Oriented Feedback Mechanism
Deploying a Private Local Social Network

A local social network, with a GIS component, is deployed. The GIS component has tree layers: household,
building, community. The social network is primarily aimed at simplifying local life, by allowing neighbors to
securely interact, self-organize, exchange local information and recommendations that is not readily available
online, and exchange goods and services among each other. The service is designed with environmental
and social sustainability as the underlying objective.
Verifying Households
To increase trust among neighbors, each neighbor has to become verified via one verification method. Once
verified, neighbors get full access to the network These could include:
-

BankID
SMS
Postcard
Energy Retailer / DSO customer account
Onboarding and Increased Residential User Retention

To increase network effects, networks are onboarded by invitations from other neighbors, and information
campaigns about the network in the intended neighborhood. To further increase network effects, user

InteGrid
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retention is tracked to provide data on how to improve user experience and how to design and time
engagement mechanisms such as email reminders and notifications.
Residents Sign Contract for Access and Management of Smart Meter Data
For access and management of energy data, residents have to physically or digitally sign a contract that
gives permission to the DSO to grant access to a third party access and manage smart meter data. The
digital agreements, are managed by a service called eGreement.
Energy Service and Widget Architecture
An energy service is designed that maps users to household smart meters, and analyzes household energy
use, and aggregates to building energy use, and community energy use.
Behavioral Demand Response
An energy service is designed that maps users to household smart meters, and analyzes household energy
use, and aggregates to building energy use, and community energy use, and provides comparative metrics
historically and between buildings. Based on forecasting signals, the energy service prompts neighborhoods
to avoid peak load hours, and nudges users continuously to help their neighborhood reching the peak load
reduction targets.
Quantifing Peak Load Reduction / Increased Flexibility
Based on base-line smart meter data, the peak load reduction is quantified per household, building, and
community.
Surveys on Environmental Awareness, Local Trust, and Social Cohesion
Based on base-line survey data, the environmental awareness/attitudes, trust among neighbors,
neighborhood identity, and feeling of safety and assessed, and also analyzed to determine potential
correlations.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
Reference to mentioned use case
objectives
“increase demand flexibility”

ID

Name

Description

KT
HK
PI0
1
KT
HK
PI0
2
KT
HK
PI0
3
KT
HK
PI0
4
KT
HK
PI0
5

Peak
Load
Reductio
n
Load
Shift

reflects the impact of the Use Case on the
peak load of the network (therefore DSO
gains flexibility in operation and network
planning)
Changes
(relative
and
absolute)
in
distribution between electricity consumption
between peak periods and off peak periods

Energy
use
reduction

Changes (relative and absolute) in energy
consumption levels

“reduce overall electricity use”

Interactio
n

Interaction with the feedback mechanism

“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”

Selfawarenes
s
of
househol
d energy

End-users that are aware of their own
households’ energy use

“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”

InteGrid
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use

KT
HK
PI0
6
KT
HK
PI0
7
KT
HK
PI0
8
KT
HK
PI0
9

Price
awarenes
s

End-users’ awareness of cost savings
related to changes in electricity use

“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”

Environm
ental
awarenes
s
Electricity
cost
reduction

End-users’ awareness of the relationship
between their electricity use and climate
change

“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”

Residential cost reduction stemming from total
electricity reduction and/or peak load reduction
(provided that there is a differentiated price
tarif to incentivize peak load reductions)
Providing an indication of the quality the
project investment in the feedback technology
by accounting for grid side cost savings
compared against the investment of the
feedback technology over time.

“reduce overall electricity use”
“increase demand flexibility”

Economic
Internal
Rate
of
Return

“reduce overall electricity use”
“increase demand flexibility”

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Assuming that price and environmental signal are highly available (99.99 %)

Assuming that the feedback mechanism is functioning and available to end-users in pilot areas

Assuming that households respond to surveys
Prerequisites

Assuming access to DSO’s energy data, or retailer’s smart meters, or stand -alone smart
meters

Existing data communication channels (via API’s)

Assuming existing communication channels to end-users (to recruit/onboard)

1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
.
Within InteGrid
- Provide data management and exchange between DSO and stakeholders
- Perform energy management to maximize self-consumption and self-sufficiency
- Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV prosumers
To other EU-projects
Project, Use Case,
Use Case ID

Grid4EU
Customer
Engagement
(Display)

InteGrid

Automated
Flexibility

Manual
Flexibility

Historic
Feedback

No

No

Yes

Normative
Feedback

Social
Network
on three
levels

Neighborhood
level
social
network
for
other
every
needs

No

No

–

GA 731218

Yes
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Grid4EU – DEMO3
– UC_NG_004
Encourage resident
to adopt smarter
habits according to
network state
(DR
Manual
Engagement)
Grid4EU – DEMO3
– UC_NG_002
Reduce
power
demand
(DR
Automation)
Flexiciency,
WP5_4, To provide
consumers
with
custom feedback

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

(Yes) –
Claims
“Peer
Comparison”
only in short
description

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

NobelGrid
D11.1, EMA App,
Functionalities
No
Yes
Yes
specification
and
design
InteGrid, PUC 1,
Comfort Oriented
Yes
Yes
Yes
DR
InteGrid, PUC 2,
Socially
Oriented
No
Yes
Yes
DR
Primary use case 1: Comfort-oriented demand response program
Primary use case 2: Socially-oriented demand response program
Level of depth
High level use case

Prioritisation
High priority for Sweden, if implemented in Portugal, also high priority there.
.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic.
Nature of the use case
Business and test use case
Further keywords for classification
Demand side management, electricity feedback, residential user interaction
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

InteGrid

GA 731218
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Distribution
System
Operator (DSO)

Role

Home Automation
Operator (D)

generic
role

Home customer

Role

Retailer / Supplier

Role

Actors
Actor Description
according to the Article 2.6 of the Directive: "a natural or
legal person responsible for operating, ensuring the
maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the
distribution system in a given area and, where applicable,
its interconnections with other systems and for ensuring
the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable
demands for the distribution of electricity". Moreover, the
DSO is responsible for regional grid access and grid
stability, integration of renewables at the distribution level
and regional load balancing.
External actor interacting directly with the home
automation end device.
A residential consumer of electricity (including also
agriculture users) may also be involved in contract-based
Demand/Response.
Entity that offers contracts for supply of energy to a
consumer (the supply contract). Within this role he will
initiate DSM activities
NOTE: In some countries referred to as Retailer

3.2 References
No
.

Referenc
es Type

Referen
ce

Status

1

Energy
data
protocol

EDIEL

2

Legal

GDPR

Active, will
be replaced
by new
Scandinavi
an protocol
in 2020
Enforced
on May 25th
2018

References
Impact on Originator
use case
/
organisati
on
interoperabil Nordpool
ity

Limitations
to
data
access and
managemen
t

EU

Link

https://www.ediel.org/Sider/default
.aspx

http://www.eugdpr.org/

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Response in
terms
of
reduced
energy use
and/or
increased
demand

Scenario
description
Based on the
customer-oriented
feedback
mechanism the
consumer is
made aware of
their own energy

Primary
actor
Customer
Energy
Management
System

GA 731218

Triggering
event
The Customer
Energy
Management
System has
provided
feedback such
that the Home

Pre-condition
No or ineffective
type of
feedback

Postcondition
Reduced
energy use
and/or
increased
demand
flexibility
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flexibility

InteGrid

use and reduced
their overall
consumption and
shifted their loads

Customer has
reacted by
reducing his/her
energy use

GA 731218
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

No. 1 - Reference scenario
Name of
Description
process/
activity
activity

1

Consent to
data
management

Consent

Residential
Data is
received from
from DSO,
retailer’s smart
meters or
stand-alone
smart meters

Data transfer

2

of

process/

Service

DSO, or retailer, or third party
GET consent from household
to manage data (either via
paper or digital agreement via
BankID)

GET consent
to data
management

HEMS GET energy data from
DSO or directly from smart
meters. HEMS get forecasting
signals on price and
environmental peaks by DSO
or retailer,

GET data
transfer

Informatio
n
producer
(actor)
Household

DSO, or
retailer, or
smart
meters

Informatio
n receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

DSO, or,
retailer or
third party

KTH-I05

None if paper-based.

HEMS

KTH-I01, KTHI02, KTH-I03,
KTH-I04

In case case of digital
consent:
P2C5-c supported by:
P1C3-a, P1C3-b, P1C3-c,
P1C3-d, P1C3-e, P1C3-f,
P1C3-g, P1C3-hP1C3-i
P1C4-g
P1C4-i
P2C3-f, P2C3-g, P2C3-h,
P2C3-i
P2C4-g
P2C5-a and P2C5-b
supported by:
P1C2-a, P1C2-b, P1C2cP1C2-d, P1C2-e, P1C2-f,
P1C2-g
P1C3-a, P1C3-b, P1C3-c,
P1C3-d, P1C3-e, P1C3-f,
P1C3-g, P1C3-h, P1C3-i
P1C4-a, P1C4-e, P1C4-f,
P1C4-g, P1C4-h, P1C4-i,
P1C4-j, P1C4-k, P1C4-l,
P1C4-m, P1C4-n, P1C4-o,

InteGrid
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P1C4-p, P1C4-q
P2C1-a, P2C1-b, P2C1-e,
P2C1-f, P2C1-j, P2C1-n

3

4

The Home
Energy
Management
System
(HEMS)
processes the
incoming data

Data
processing

The Home
Energy
Management
System
(HEMS)
estimates peer
comparisons

Data
processing

EXECUTE calculations and
aggreggations of incoming
customer data, make
comparisons with already
existing data, create suitable
feedback and/or
recommended mitigation
actions for the customer.

EXECUTE
data
processing,
feedback
creation

HEMS

GET peer
building/neighbhorhood peer
comparisons from the same
reporting period

GET data
transfer,
comparative
feedback
creation

Retailer,
DS, or third
party

HEMS

-

P1C2-a, P1C2-b
P1C4-a, P1C4-e, P1C4-f,
P1C4-g, P1C4-h, P1C4-i,
P1C4-j, P1C4-k, P1C4-l,
P1C4-m, P1C4-n, P1C4-o,
P1C4-p, P1C4-q

HEMS

-

P2C5-a and P2C5-b
supported by:
P1C2-a, P1C2-b, P1C2cP1C2-d, P1C2-e, P1C2-f,
P1C2-g
P1C3-a, P1C3-b, P1C3-c,
P1C3-d, P1C3-e, P1C3-f,
P1C3-g, P1C3-h, P1C3-i
P1C4-a, P1C4-e, P1C4-f,
P1C4-g, P1C4-h, P1C4-i,
P1C4-j, P1C4-k, P1C4-l,
P1C4-m, P1C4-n, P1C4-o,
P1C4-p, P1C4-q
P2C1-a, P2C1-b, P2C1-e,

InteGrid
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5

6

The Home
Energy
Management
System
(HEMS)
processes the
incoming data

The HEMS
displays the
feedback to
the home
customer

Data
processing

Data display

EXECUTE comparative
calculations and
aggreggations of incoming
normative data, make
comparisons with already
existing data, create suitable
feedback and/or
recommended mitigation
actions for the customer.
Send for visualization in a
consumer-oriented interface
REPORT the calculated
feedback sent to and
visualized in a consumeroriented interface

EXECUTE
data
processing,
feedback
creation

HEMS

REPORT to
data display

HEMS

HEMS

-

P2C1-f, P2C1-j, P2C1-n
P1C2-a, P1C2-b
P1C4-a, P1C4-e, P1C4-f,
P1C4-g, P1C4-h, P1C4-i,
P1C4-j, P1C4-k, P1C4-l,
P1C4-m, P1C4-n, P1C4-o,
P1C4-p, P1C4-q

Home
customer

KTH-I06

P2C5-a and P2C5-b
supported by:
P1C2-a, P1C2-b, P1C2cP1C2-d, P1C2-e, P1C2-f,
P1C2-g
P1C3-a, P1C3-b, P1C3-c,
P1C3-d, P1C3-e, P1C3-f,
P1C3-g, P1C3-h, P1C3-i
P1C4-a, P1C4-e, P1C4-f,
P1C4-g, P1C4-h, P1C4-i,
P1C4-j, P1C4-k, P1C4-l,
P1C4-m, P1C4-n, P1C4-o,
P1C4-p, P1C4-q
P2C1-a, P2C1-b, P2C1-e,
P2C1-f, P2C1-j, P2C1-n

InteGrid

GA 731218
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7

8

The Home
Customer
reacts by
reducing /
shifting the
household’s
energy use
The HEMS
detects the
behavior
change

Home user
changes
behaviour

The Home Customer reacts by
reducing / shifting the
household’s energy use.

-

Home
customer

Home
customer

Behaviour
change / goal
achievment
detection

EXECUTE steps 2-6 to
compare condition with
previous data to detect that a
behviour change has occurred
and/or that a set goal has
been achieved

EXECUTE
data transfer,
calculations on
behaviour
change / goal
achievment
detection

HEMS

HEMS

KTH-I01, KTHI02

P2C5-a and P2C5-b
supported by:
P1C2-a, P1C2-b, P1C2cP1C2-d, P1C2-e, P1C2-f,
P1C2-g
P1C3-a, P1C3-b, P1C3-c,
P1C3-d, P1C3-e, P1C3-f,
P1C3-g, P1C3-h, P1C3-i
P1C4-a, P1C4-e, P1C4-f,
P1C4-g, P1C4-h, P1C4-i,
P1C4-j, P1C4-k, P1C4-l,
P1C4-m, P1C4-n, P1C4-o,
P1C4-p, P1C4-q

9

The HEMS
provides
feedback
about changed
behaviour

Data display

°Q1

REPORT data
display

HEMS

Home
customer

KTH-I06

P2C1-a, P2C1-b, P2C1-e,
P2C1-f, P2C1-j, P2C1-n
P2C5-a and P2C5-b
supported by:
P1C2-a, P1C2-b, P1C2cP1C2-d, P1C2-e, P1C2-f,
P1C2-g
P1C3-a, P1C3-b, P1C3-c,
P1C3-d, P1C3-e, P1C3-f,
P1C3-g, P1C3-h, P1C3-i

InteGrid

GA 731218
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P1C4-a, P1C4-e, P1C4-f,
P1C4-g, P1C4-h, P1C4-i,
P1C4-j, P1C4-k, P1C4-l,
P1C4-m, P1C4-n, P1C4-o,
P1C4-p, P1C4-q
P2C1-a, P2C1-b, P2C1-e,
P2C1-f, P2C1-j, P2C1-n

InteGrid

GA 731218
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5 Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
KTH-I01

Name of information

KTH-I02
KTH-I03

Household Power
Consumption
Price signal

KTH-I04

Environmental signal

KTH-I05

Consent of data

KTH-I06

Feedback
household

Household Electricity
Consumption

to

Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Requirement, R-IDs

Household Electricity Consumption
measured hourly [kWh]. Individual
consumption and aggregated
values are shown to the Home
Customers
Household Power Consumption
measured every 15 seconds [W]
Price signal that forecasts the
electricity price for the next 24 hours
[SEK/kWh]
Environmental signal for calculating
CO2 emissions from electricity
production [g CO2/kWh]
Agreement
where
household
provides
consent
of
data
management to DSO, retailer or
third party
Aggreggated consumption data,
comparisons (self / historical/ similar
households), KPI:s, improvement
suggestions,
gamification-related
data

6 Requirements

Categories ID
P1C1

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Configuration

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Requirement description

P1C1-a

Numbers of “end” entities or sources of data

Thousands to millions

P1C1-b

Numbers of “central” entities or users of
data
Distance between entities
Location of information producer (source of
data)
Location of information receiver (user of
data)

Thousands

P1C1-c
P1C1-d
P1C1-e

InteGrid

GA 731218

Varies and/or is not relevant
Household
Household
Other: Third party Database
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P1C1-f
P1C1-g
P1C1-h

Communications configuration
Communications media
Communications ownership

P1C1-i
P1C1-j
P1C1-k

Communication bandwidth
Data exchange methods
Communication
access
requirements
Data exchange pattern
Growth
Commonly
used
data
technologies

P1C1-l
P1C1-m
P1C1-n

Other: Smart electricity meters
Varies depending on part of data transfer
Utility-owned

services

Internet
Unknown
Through database
(Not relevant)
Data flow is <10% of bandwidth available?
10x number of participating devices -

exchange

Public Internet as communications media
Internet-based protocols (e.g. HTML, XML)
Transaction Technologies (e.g. Corba, EJB,
.NET, Web Services)

P1C1-o

Relative maturity of current implementation

Database Access Services (SQL, OQL,
object browsing)
Fairly new

P1C1-p

Existence of legacy systems

No changes will be needed

Categories ID
P1C2

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Quality of Service

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

P1C2-a

Elapsed time response requirements for
exchanging data
Contractual timeliness for exchanging data
is required
Availability of information flows
Precision of data requirements (normally
relevant only for conversions, e.g. analog
to digital)
Accuracy of data requirements
Frequency of data exchanges
Commonly used techniques for meeting
quality of service requirements of this data
exchange

P1C2-b
P1C2-c
P1C2-d

P1C2-e
P1C2-f
P1C2-g

Categories ID
P1C3

InteGrid

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Security

GA 731218

Category description
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. QoS issues also address
accuracy and precision of data, the
frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

No specific response requirements
Within 5 minute
No specific availability is required
Not relevant

Adequate accuracy can be assumed
Other: hourly data exchanged daily
Not needed or not relevant

Category description
Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly un workable.Security must not only
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protect against the very harmful but quite
rare deliberate attacks, but also against the
far more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures,
and errors. At the same time, it is necessary
to try to identify the requirements and the
concerns for implementing security
measures.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

P1C3-a

Eavesdropping: Ensuring confidentiality,
avoiding illegitimate use of data, and
preventing unauthorized reading of data,
is:
Information integrity violation: Ensuring
that data is not changed or destroyed is:

Crucial

Authentication:
Masquerade
and/or
spoofing: Ensuring that data comes from
the stated source or goes to authenticated
receiver is:
Repudiation: Ensuring that the source
cannot deny sending the data or that the
receiver cannot deny receiving the data is:
Replay: Ensuring that data cannot be
resent by an unauthorized source is:

Quite important

Information theft: Ensuring that data
cannot be stolen or deleted by an
unauthorized entity is:
Denial of Service: Ensuring unimpeded
access to data is:

Crucial

This data exchange has the following
requirements with respect to proof of
conformance and/or non-repudiation with
contractual agreements
Security measures commonly used with
this data exchange

Logging is not required

P1C3-b

P1C3-c

P1C3-d

P1C3-e

P1C3-f

P1C3-g

P1C3-h

P1C3-i

Quite important

Quite important

Quite important

Crucial

Access control through passwords
Access control through database security
mechanisms
Public key encryption (e.g. SSL/TLS)
Backup

Categories ID
P1C4

InteGrid

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Data Management

GA 731218

Category description
Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each UseCase step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
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Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications.
Requirement description

P1C4-a

Type of source data

Source data was directly measured

P1C4-b
P1C4-c

Correctness of source data
Up-to-date data management

P1C4-d

Management of large volumes of data that
are being exchanged
Data consistency and synchronization
management across systems

P1C4-e

P1C4-f
P1C4-g
P1C4-h
P1C4-i

P1C4-j
P1C4-k
P1C4-l

Management of timely access to data by
multiple different users
Validation of data exchanges
Management of accessing different types of
data to be exchanged
Management of data across organizational
boundaries
Transaction integrity required (backup and
rollback capability)
Data format requirements
Management of data formats in data
exchanges

P1C4-m

Naming of data items

P1C4-n

Management
across
different
implementations
Data exchange maintenance in which a
human changes or updates what is to be
exchanged
Database maintenance in which a human
changes or updates what is in the database
Data maintenance effort: human versus
automation
Commonly used data formats and
management techniques for this data

P1C4-o

P1C4-p
P1C4-q
P1C4-r

InteGrid

GA 731218

Source data was previously automatically
stored in a database
Source data is usually correct
Received data does not need to be up-todate if source data changes
No part of step involves handling large
volumes of data
Day-by-day synchronization: Data being
exchanged must be kept consistent and
synchronized with other systems within hours
or days
Contractual/required time windows for
multiple access are within seconds
Data cannot be validated
Numbers or types of data being exchanged
are rarely changed or updated
Data exchanges go across boundaries
between system developed by different
vendors
Data exchanges require the ability to rollback
to previous data states
XML-based, JSON
The same data exchanged between different
applications have different formats that need
to be "converted"
Names of data items are different in different
applications and must be “mapped” to each
other
Types of data being exchanged vary very
little in different implementations
Data exchanges require maintenance every
few weeks or months
Data exchanges require maintenance every
few weeks or months
Data maintenance is mostly automated but
requires occasional intervention
XML-based, JSON
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Categories ID
P1C5

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Other constraints

Category description
Constraints and issues not captured in the
previous characteristics may be political,
legal, financial, or just very specific to a
particular step. For instance, one step may
involve data received from another utility
that requires special handling: format
conversions or manual intervention. This is
a catch-all for such special issues.

7 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
Interaction
Awareness

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
To use the Customer Energy Management System, e.g. clicking/tapping on
screens, observing information/feedback, or programming it to shift loads.
Increase of knowledge with regards to something. In this case with regards
to home energy use, cost reduction potentials, and environmental impact
reduction potentials.

GA 731218
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HLUC12 – Aggregate geographically distributed third-party (multi-client)
resources to offer ancillary services to TSO (frequency) and DSO (nonfrequency)
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
HLUC12
(4) energy services

Name of Use Case
Aggregate geographically distributed third-party (multi-client)
resources to offer ancillary services to TSO (frequency) and
DSO (non-frequency)

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
1

Date

2

07.06.2017

3

28.09.2017

4

13.10.2017

19.05.2017

Version Management
Changes

Name of
Author(s)
Boris Turha,
Peter Nemček
Boris Turha, Christoph
Gutschi
Christoph Gutschi,
Boris Turha
Ricardo Bessa
Boris Turha
Christoph Gutschi

Initial Draft version
KPIs changed and added,
requirements added,
revision of information and requirements
KPIs revised to enhance economic significance
Revision to harmonize with HLUC10

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related
business
case(s)

Flexibility provision is decoupled from energy supply, so aggregation (by a market player) is
possible across many different balance responsible parties. The scope is the aggregation of
geographically distributed resources (e.g., distributed generation, energy storage, and
industrial consumers) and charging stations for electric vehicles. Flexibility is additionally
characterized by its location. The aggregated flexibility is used for commercial (mFRR
provision to TSO) or technical purposes (services for DSO to solve voltage problem or
local congestions). The primary actor is the flexibility operator, exploring the VPP
concept and potentially resources from different clients.
Flexibilities activated for optimizing retailer’s portfolio are out of the scope of this Use
Case.
Flexibilities activated by Balance Responsible Parties (day-ahead, intraday) in order to
optimise their portfolio are out of the scope of this Use Case.
The main objective is to supply reliable and efficient (technically and competitively
priced) flexibility to TSO or DSO from geographically distributed third-party energy
resources.
Offering ancillary services to TSO with commercial VPP.
Use of technical VPP for DSO needs.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This HLUC materializes goal of the virtual power plant (VPP) which is to offer bids in flexibility markets
by aggregating the flexibility from consumers and distributed energy resources and exploit management

InteGrid

GA 731218
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functions to support their participation in energy and ancillary services (i.e., frequency services for TSO
and non-frequency services for DSO).
Complete description
Consumers, third-party distributed energy resources (DER) which have ability of changing their
consumption/generation for short time could be aggregated, and their flexibility could be offered as ancillary
service to TSO or to be used for DSO grid purpose.
For commercial purpose the flexibility operator offers ancillary service to the TSO (frequency control, like
manual frequency restoration reserve – mFRR or replacement reserve – RR). The flexibility operator pools
consumers’ flexibility with storage and other flexible resources (generators), creating the commercial virtual
power plant (VPP) system, which is connected to the grid and market hub (gm-hub). Since DER are
connected to the distribution grid (direct in MV or aggegated in LV), their activation has to take into account
the state of DSO grid, in order not compromise DSO grid operation and to guarantee the security, reliability
and efficiency of network operation (linked to HLUC05 – “HLUC 05 - Manage the impact of flexibility
activation from resources connected to the distribution network”).
On the other hand, the same DER’s flexibility could be used by the DSO for non-frequency DSO needs
(solving local congestions and voltage problems). Flexibility operator aggregates resources with the technical
VPP concept. Therefore, information of activation of certain DER connected to MV grid must go to the
common platform gm-hub. Only flexibilities which are connected to ‘green light’ parts of the grid could be
activated, so activation for TSO does not compromise DSO grid operation.
This HLUC has two primary use cases. First use case (PUC 12-1) is commercial VPP for offering mFRR to
TSO. Second use case (PUC 12-2) is technical VPP for DSO needs.
In case of commercial VPP, when TSO triggers activation for mFRR, flexibility operator with VPP system
then fulfils TSO’s request, for a maximum period of time, by activating distributed flexibility resources like
loads, renewables and storage. Dispatch of flexible units is based on available data, state of the network
and the availability of aggregated flexibility composition of the optimal set of resources that are
activated in diverse ways. In this case list of activated resources has to be sent to the gm-hub, so this
information is available for DSO and other qualified parties. DSO needs this information to know why DER’s
power (including demand response from consumers) is different than normal. Other parties like the DSO
needs this information to know, that this DER could not be used for DSO grid purposes (solving local
congestions or voltage problems with technical VPP).
Second PUC is when flexibility of DER is used for DSO grid operation. Whenever DSO detects some
congestions or voltage problems, it orders activation of distributed flexibility resources. Only flexibilities which
are connected to the constrained part of the distribution grid are activated, so activation boosts security,
reliability and efficiency of network operation and does not compromise DSO grid operation. When flexible
operator activates DERs, it has to send list of activated DERs to the gm-hub.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

KPI-1

Required
amount of total
flexible
capacity
available
for
remote control

Describes the amount of flexibility from all
kind of DER necessary to provide the
required service for the mFRR market
throuout the whole service period without
harming any threshold values for grid
stability. Differentiates between upward
and downward services. Depending on
specifications of market and mix of
resources, a seasonal behaviour should
be taken into account.
Captures the total amount of communication
attempts within the allowed time frame and
indicates
the
efficiency
of
the
communication by revealing the portion of
successful communication.

KPI-2

InteGrid

Success index
in
meter
reading

GA 731218

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
KPI describes the technical requirements for VPP operation.
In
technical
VPP:
flexibility per grid area.

Required

In commercial VPP: Minimum
flexibility of pool to cover minimum
bid size (or contract size) under
consideration of internal backup.
Smart meters can be used to
provide online data for the VPP.
Thus, reliable meter reading is
crucial for the VPP operation.
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KPI-3

Commercial
VPP (mFRR or
RR) –
Economic
Parameters

KPI-4

Critical volume
of commercial
VPP

KPI-5

Technical VPP
– Economic
Parameters

market player perspective: The objective
of the KPI is to evaluate the benefits and
performance of the commercial VPP
(mFRR or RR) from an economic point of
view.
The KPI compares the revenues from the
mFRR or RR market participation with the
costs for operation of the VPP and the
reimbursement
of
the
DER
and
controllable resources within one year.
This KPI indicates the required amount of
tradeable flexibility in order to reach the
economic break even after 1 year (or 2
years).
DSO perspective: The objective of the KPI is
to evaluate the benefits and performance of
the technical VPP (DSO support) from an
economic point of view by comparison of
costs of the service provided by a technical
VPP with capital costs of (alternative) new
grid investments over a duration of 5 years
(or 10 years)

Complementary to KPI-1, this KPI
describes
the
economic
performance of the use case

KPI-4 indicates if commercial VPP
is
feasible
from
economic
perspective.
KPI-5 indicates if technical VPP is
feasible from economic perspective

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions
Aggregation of flexibility is cost competitive with conventional sources of mFRR.
Customers have an interest and ability to curtail their consumption or generation when requested.
Two-way communication between the TSO/DSO system and VPP system.
DSO SCADA detects the voltage problems and local congestions.
To have a proper business model, that consumers have an interest to curtail their consumption or
generation (flexibility) when requested. Reward for resources who participated could be lower g rid fee
or special discount on energy (for the grid and not for supplier).
Prerequisites
Regulatory conditions allow aggregation across balance responsible parties.
TSO ancillary service market is accepting flexibility offers.
DSO is allowed to purchase ancillary service for managing distribution grid.
Resources are aggregated and system is qualified for ancillary service delivery.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC01 - Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution network to pre-book available
flexibility
HLUC05 - Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources connected to the distribution network
HLUC07 - Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and costs
HLUC08 - Manage internal processes’ flexibility to optimize energy consumption according to market-driven
mechanisms and system operators requests
Level of depth
High level use case (HLUC)
Prioritisation
This UC will be demonstrated in the Slovenian and partially in the Portuguese demo side.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic.
Nature of the use case

InteGrid

GA 731218
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Business use case
Further keywords for classification
Flexibility aggregation, VPP, DR, ancillary services, TSO, DSO, grid and market hub, smart grid, electricity
metering, storage, traffic light system.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
.
2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
Use Case Diagram:

TSO

CONSUMER & DER

DSO

Aggregate resources for TSO and DSO grid

FLEXIBILITY OPERATOR

<<Objective>>
to supply reliable
and efficient
(technically and
competitively
priced) flexibility
to TSO or DSO
from
geographically
distributed thirdparty energy
resources.

Grid and market hub

MARKET PLAYER

HLUC-PUC Relations Diagram:

InteGrid

GA 731218
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Commercial VPP

Technical VPP
Flexibility operator of Technical VPP

Agregator of Commercial VPP

specific usage

specific usage

Aggregate geographically distributed thirdparty (multi-client) resources to offer
ancillary services to TSO (frequency) and
DSO (non-frequency)

Sequence Diagram:
1st scenario: Success scenario of activation for DSO needs

Flexib. operator

DER

MDM

gm-hub

Traffic Light System

DSO (SCADA)

1.1. Reading measurement from utility meter
1.2 Request metering data for DER
1.3 Sending alowed requested measurements of DER

1.4 Distrib. network constraint
1.5 Traffic light status update

1.5 Traffic light status update

1.6 Aggregated online data

1.7 An alarm signal from forecasting tool for specific grid area confirmed by SCADA operator
1.8 Updated list of activated DER
1.9 Optimised
dispatch of DER
1.10 DER dispatch/control
1.11 Update list of activated DER

1.8 Updated list of activated DER

1.12 change of alam signal from forecasting tool for specific grid area confirmed by SCADA operator
1.13 Optimised
dispatch of DER
1.14 DER (de)activation
1.11 Update list of activated DER

1.8 Updated list of activated DER

1.15 End of alarm signal from forecasting tool for specific grid area confirmed by SCADA operator
1.16 DER deactivation
1.8 Updated list of activated DER

1.11 Update list of activated DER

2nd scenario: Success scenario of mFRR activation

InteGrid

GA 731218
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P/F controller

market player /flexib. operator

DER

MDM

gm-hub

Traffic Light System

DSO (SCADA)

2.1. Reading measurement from utility meter
2.2 Request metering data for DER
2.3 Sending alowed requested measurements of DER
2.5 Traffic light status update

2.4 Distrib. network constraint
2.5 Traffic light status update

2.6 Aggregated online data

2.7 Activation request

2.8 Updated list of activated DER

2.9 Optimised dispatch
of DER
2.10 DER dispatch/control
2.11 Update list of activated DER for mFRR/RR

2.8 Updated list of activated DER

2.12 Activation change
2.13 Optimised
dispatch of DER
2.14 DER (de)activation
2.11 Update list of activated DER for mFRR/RR

2.15 Activation stop

2.8 Updated list of activated DER

2.16 DER deactivation
2.11 Update list of activated DER for mFRR/RR

2.8 Updated list of activated DER

3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Distribution System
Operator (DSO)

Actor

Transmission
System Operator
(TSO)

Role

DER

Process
Component

Flexibility operator

Role

Grid and Market

System

InteGrid

Actors
Actor Description
According to the Article 2.6 of the Directive: "a natural or legal person
responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of and, if
necessary, developing the distribution system in a given area and,
where applicable, its interconnections with other systems and for
ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable
demands for the distribution of electricity". Moreover, the DSO is
responsible for regional grid access and grid stability, integration of
renewables at the distribution level and regional load balancing.
According to the Article 2.4 of the Electricity Directive 2009/72/EC
(Directive): "a natural or legal person responsible for operating,
ensuring the maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the
transmission system in a given area and, where applicable, its
interconnections with other systems, and for ensuring the long-term
ability of the system to meet reasonable demands for the
transmission of electricity". Moreover, the TSO is responsible for
connection of all grid users at the transmission level and connection
of the DSOs within the TSO control area.
Small unit which generates energy and which is connected to the
distribution grid. Loads which could modify their consumption
according to external set points are often also considered as DER, as
well as storage.
Offers services to aggregate energy production from different sources
(loads, generators and storage) and acts towards the grid as one
entity, including local aggregation of demand (Demand Response
management) and supply (generation management). In cases where
the Flexibility operator is not a supplier, it maintains a contract with
the supplier.
Platform that allows the various stakeholders to communicate with the

GA 731218
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hub

gm-hub and interact with its available services, described in [REF
D6.1]. The platform is owned and operated by a DSO or an entity
composed by various DSOs.

3.2 References
No.

References
Impact on use case

Reference
s
Type
DLMS

Reference

Status

Device Language
Message
Specification

Supported by
major smart
meter vendors

2

IEC
608705-104

International
communication
standard

3

open
WS
API

Tele control
equipment and
systems - Part 5104: Transmission
protocols - Network
access for IEC
60870-5-101 using
standard transport
profiles
Open Web Service
Application
Programming
Interface

1

Vendor
specific

Originator /
organisation

Link

Metering data
exchange between
smart meter and
DSO’s AMI
Data exchange
between:
1) DSO and market
hub,
2) DER and
Commercial VPP
3) Commercial VPP
and TSO (optional)

DLMS User
association

www.dlms.c
om

International
Electrotechnical
Commission

https://webst
ore.iec.ch/p
ublication/25
035

Data exchange
between VPP and
DSO SCADA system

System
vendor

https://en.wi
kipedia.org/
wiki/Open_A
PI

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

2

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Success
scenario of
activation for
DSO needs

Success
scenario of
mFRR
activation

Scenario description
Because of grid
problems DSO
requests activation
from VPP, and VPP
successfully fulfils
requirement.
TSO requests mFRR
delivery from flexibility
operator and flexibility
operator successfully
fulfils requires

Primar
y actor
DSO

Triggering
event
Local voltage
problems, local
congestions

Pre-condition

TSO

Frequency
deviation

TSO acquired
mFRR reserves
from flexibility
operator on annual
tender

GA 731218

Regulatory
conditions allow
use of DER’s
flexibility for DSO
needs.

Postcondition
Flexible
resources are
rewarded for
their
participation
in activation
mFRR energy
is delivered to
the TSO
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1.1

Scenario
No. 1 - Success scenario of activation for DSO needs
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
Service
activity

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval

1.1 Reading
measurement from
utility meter
1.2 Request
metering data for
DER
1.3 Sending
measurements
from DER

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval

1.4 Distribution
network constraint

1.7

Forecast of
voltage level
triggers an
alarm

1.8

Command for
activation

1.7 An alarm
signal from forecasting tool for
specific grid area
confirmed by
SCADA operator
1.8 Updated list of
activated DER

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

InteGrid

1.5 Traffic light
status update
1.6 Aggregated
online data and
baseline

Information
producer
(system)
Utility meter
of DER

Information
receiver
(system)
DSO (MDM)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
Metering data
(I-1)

Requirement
, R-IDs

DSO reads measurements from utility
meter of DER

GET

VPP requests DSO for periodic metering
data of certain DER

CREATE

Technical
VPP

DSO (MDM)

Metering data
(I-1)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-1.3

If flexibility operator (VPP) is authorized
for measurement data of certain DER,
then DSO sends requested
measurement data
DSO (SCADA) periodically sends
information of distribution grid
constraints
Updated traffic light status per grid
section is published to qualified
receivers via gm-hub
VPP periodically sends aggregated
baseline and flexibility per distribution
grid area to the DSO

GET

DSO (MDM)

Technical
VPP

Metering data
(I-1)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-1.3

GET

DSO
(SCADA)

Traffic light
System

R-2.6

GET

Traffic light
System, via
gm-hub
Technical
VPP

Technical
VPP

Forecasting tool within DSO SCADA
sends an alarm signal to SCADA
operator. Confirmed alarm is send to the
technical VPP

CREATE

Forecasting
tool within
DSO SCADA

Technical
VPP

Constraints of
distribution grid
(I-2)
Traffic light
status of grid
sections (I-3)
Aggregated
baseline per
grid area (I-4);
aggreg.
flexibiltiy per
grid area (I-10)
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5)

Before VPP algorithm dispatches DER,
VPP reads list of already activated DER

GET

gm-hub

Technical
VPP

GA 731218
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DSO
(SCADA)

Analysis report
(I-7)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-1.3, R-3.2

R-2.6

R-2.5;
R-2.6
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received

1.9

Command for
activation
received

1.9 Optimised
dispatch of DER

1.10

Optimised
dispatch of
DER calculated

1.10 DER dispatch
and control

1.11

DER
dispatched
Periodically,
e.g. in 15min
interval

1.11. Update list of
activated DER
1.8 Updated list of
activated DER

1.12

Change of
voltage alarms

1.13

Request for
change
activation
received
Update of
optimised
dispatch of
DER calculated
End of voltage
alarm signals

1.12 Change of
alarm signal from
SCADA for
specific grid area
confirmed by
SCADA operator
1.13 Update of
optimised dispatch
of DER

1.8a

1.14

1.15

InteGrid

1.14 DER
(de)activation

1.15 Activation
stop request

(for TSO needs) so that those DER will
not be considered in activation for DSO
needs
Internal VPP algorithm selects DER in
optimised way (price) taking into
account traffic light from market hub and
availability of DER
VPP activates selected DER (sends
start signal and setpoint) and monitors
activation performance
After activating DER, VPP sends
updated list of DER to the gm-hub
gm-hub periodically sends list of
activated DER to DSO SCADA, to avoid
activating the same DER for TSO
purposes
Because of changed forecast of voltage
alarms, SCADA operator has to confirm
a needed change of activation and
technical VPP finally changes activation
parameters (duration or power of
activation).
New optimised selection of DER with
changed parameters of activation,
considering latest status of traffic light
and DER availability.
VPP activates selected DER (sends
start signal and setpoint) or deactivates
DER and monitors activation
performance
Forecasting tool within DSO SCADA
ends an alarm signal to SCADA
operator. Confirmed end of alarm is
send to the technical VPP to stop
activation

GA 731218

EXECUTE

VPP (Realtime control
of DER)

VPP (Realtime control
of DER)

EXECUTE

Technical
VPP

DER

CREATE

Technical
VPP
gm-hub

gm-hub

CHANGE

Forecasting
tool within
DSO SCADA

Technical
VPP

EXECUTE

Technical
VPP

Technical
VPP

EXECUTE

Technical
VPP

DER

CREATE

Forecasting
tool within
DSO SCADA

Technical
VPP

READ
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DSO

R-2.5

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5a)
Analysis report
(I-7)
Analysis report
(I-7)

R-5.1

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(i-5)

R-5.1

R-2.5
R-2.5

R-2.5

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(i-5a)
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5)

R-5.1
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1.16

Command to
stop activation
received

1.16 DER
deactivation

VPP deactivates activated DER (sends
stop signal) and monitors activation
performance

EXECUTE

Technical
VPP

DER

1.11

DER
dispatched
Periodically,
e.g. in 15min
interval

1.11. Update list of
activated DER
1.8 Updated list of
activated DER

After deactivating DER, VPP sends
updated list of DER to the gm-hub
gm-hub periodically sends list of
activated DER to DSO SCADA

CREATE

Technical
VPP
gm-hub

gm-hub

1.8a

Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

InteGrid

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
enduring
deviation of
grid frequency

READ

Scenario
No. 2 - Success scenario of mFRR activation with Correction of activation
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
Service
Information
activity
producer
(system)
2.1 Reading
DSO reads measurements from
GET
Utility meter
measurement from utility meter of DER
of DER
utility meter
2.2 Request
VPP requests DSO for periodic
CREATE
Flexibility
metering data for
metering data of certain DER
operator
DER
(VPP)
2.3 Sending
If flexibility operator is authorized
GET
DSO (MDM)
measurements
for measurement data of certain
from DER
DER, then DSO sends requested
measurement data
2.4 Distribution
DSO periodically sends information
GET
DSO
network constraint of distribution grid constraints
(SCADA)
2.5 Traffic light
status update
2.6 Aggregated
baseline
2.7 Activation
request

Updated traffic light status per grid
section is published to qualified
receivers via gm-hub
VPP periodically sends aggregated
baseline to the P/f controller of the
TSO (TSO specific procedure!)
P/f controller submits activation
command to VPP

GA 731218

GET

GET

CREATE

Traffic light
System, via
gm-hub
Flexibility
operator
(VPP)
TSO (P/f
controller)
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DSO

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5a)
Analysis report
(I-7)
Analysis report
(I-7)

R-2.5
R-2.5

Information
receiver
(system)
DSO (MDM)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
Metering data (I1)

Requirement,
R-IDs

DSO (MDM)

Metering data (I1)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-2.2

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

Metering data (I1)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-2.2

Traffic light
System

Constraints of
distrib. grid
(I-2)
Traffic light
status of grid
sections (I-3)
Aggregated
baseline of DER
(I-4)
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)
TSO (P/f
controller)
Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-2.2, R-3.2

R-2.5

R-5.1
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2.8

command for
mFRR
activation
received

2.8 Updated list of
activated DER

2.9

command for
mFRR
activation
received

2.9 Optimised
dispatch of DER

2.10

Optimised
dispatch of
DER calculated

2.11

DER
dispatched

2.8a

Periodically,
e.g. in 15min
interval

2.12

Unexpected
change in
deviation of
grid frequency
Request for
change of
mFRR
activation
received
Update of
optimised
dispatch of
DER calculated
Deviation of

2.13

2.14

2.15

InteGrid

(I-5)
Analysis report
(I-7)

Before VPP algorithm dispatches
DER, VPP reads list of already
activated DER (for DSO needs) so
that those DER will not be
considered in activation for mFRR
Internal VPP algorithm selects DER
in optimised way (price) taking into
account traffic light from market hub
and availability of DER

GET

gm-hub

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

EXECUTE

2.10 DER dispatch
and control

VPP activates selected DER (sends
start signal and setpoint) and
monitors activation performance

EXECUTE

VPP (Realtime control
of DER and
controllable
loads)
Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

VPP (Realtime control
of DER and
controllable
loads)
DER

2.11. Update list of
activated DER for
mFRR
2.8 Updated list of
activated DER

After activating DER, VPP sends
updated list of DER (dispatched for
mFRR) to the gm-hub
gm-hub periodically sends list of
activated DER for mFRR to DSO
SCADA, to avoid activating the same
DER for grid purposes
Because of changes in frequency,
P/f controller changes parameters of
activation (duration or power of
activation)
New optimised selection of DER with
changed parameters of activation,
considering latest status of traffic
light and DER availability.

CREATE

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)
gm-hub

gm-hub

DSO

Analysis report
(I-7)

R-2.5

CHANGE

TSO (P/f
controller)

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(i-5)

R-5.1

EXECUTE

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

VPP activates selected DER (sends
start signal and setpoint) or
deactivates DER and monitors
activation performance
P/f controller submits command to

EXECUTE

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

DER

CREATE

TSO (P/f

Flexibility

2.12 Activation
change

2.13 Update of
optimised dispatch
of DER

2.14 DER
(de)activation

2.15 Activation
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R-2.5

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5a)
Analysis report
(I-7)

R-2.5

R-2.5

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(i-5a)
Flexibility

R-5.1
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2.16

InteGrid

grid frequency
disappeared

stop request

stop activation to VPP

Command to
stop activation
received

2.16 DER
deactivation

VPP deactivates activated DER
(sends stop signal) and monitors
activation performance
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EXECUTE

controller)

operator
(VPP)

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

DER
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Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5)
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5a)
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
I-1

Name of
information
Metering data

1 min load profile of active power for each DER

I-2

Constraint of distribution grid
Traffic light status
per grid section

Constraint Locations of dis. grid. Sides generating
constraints and solution to solve these constraints.
Traffic light concept of market hub. Technical
validation of flexibility activated by flexibility operator in
the ancillary services market.
1 min aggregated baseline of all DERs

I-3

I-4
I-5

Aggregated
forecast of DER
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration (VPP
level)

I-5a

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration (DER
level)

I-6

Performance
analysis report

I-6a

DER Performance
analysis report

I-7

Analysis report

I-8

DER
activation
schedule
VPP
Activation
invoice
DER
Activation
invoice
Flexibility forecast
per
distribution
grid area

I-9
I-9a
I-10

InteGrid

Information of activation for DSO needs of VPP:
- grid area
- flexibility capacity
- starting time
- ending time or duration of an activation (maximum
full activation time FAT is defined in the contract or
market rules)
Information of activation of DER:
- flexibility capacity
- starting time
- ending time or duration of an activation (maximum
FAT is defined in contract or market rules)
Report of aggregated measurements and baselines of
DER in VPP with evaluation of delivered energy and
power in 1 min interval; incl. comparison with setpoint
or expected behaviour. This information is the basis
for invoices or tariff discounts (flexibility operator /VPP
to DSO, and DER to flexibility operator /VPP or DSO).
Report of individual measurements and baselines of
DER with evaluation of delivered energy and power in
1 min interval; incl. comparison with setpoint or
expected behaviour. This information is the basis for
invoices
(flexibility operator /VPP to ancillary service market
platform, and DER to flexibility operator /VPP).
Information of activated DER is updated by VPP or
flexibility operator every time DER are activated or
deactivated.
15 min average of activated power of DER
Invoice for activation of VPP in predefined format
according to contract or market rules
Invoice for activation of DER in predefined format
according to contract
Forecast of flexibility per distribution grid area
Time series must cover the upcoming planing period
and contain:
- flexibility [MW]
- direction [+, -]
- energy costs [EUR/MWh] (optional)
- capacity costs [EUR/MW/h] (optional)
- baseline [MW] (optional)
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Requirement, R-IDs

R-1.2, R-1.3, R-3.1,
R-3.2, R-3.1, R-3.2,
R-3.3, R4.1

R-2.6

R-2.5
R-2.6

R-2.4

R-2.4

R-2.5

R-2.6
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I-16

List of reserved
capacity per grid
area, of VPP only

I-16a

List of reserved
capacity per grid
area, of all market
participants

I-17

Information about
required
reservation of DER
capacity (I-17)
OPTIONAL

Information contained:
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
- Distribution grid area code
Information contained:
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
- Distribution grid area code
The demanded capacities must be reserved by the
DER.
Information contains:
- Energy price [EUR/MWh] of contract, (optional)
- Capacity price [EUR/MW/h] of contract, (optional)
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision

R-2.6

R-2.6

6 Requirements
Requirements
Categories ID Category name for
requirements
C-1
Configuration

Requirement
R-ID
R-1.1
R-1.2

R-1.3

Categories ID
C-2

InteGrid

Requirement
name
Communication
bandwidth
Number
Information
Producers
Communication
media

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned communication configurations
that are relevant to the use case step. These configuration issues include
numbers of devices and/or systems, expected growth of the system over
time, locations, distances, communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the user’s point of view. In some
cases, only one of the possible choices is reasonable, while for other
situations, more than one choice is reasonable.
Requirement description
56 kbps – 5Mbps

of

Category name for
requirements
Data Management

Few to a several hundreds

Wireless possible

Category description
Covers both the management of the data exchanges in each Use Case
step and the management of data at either end if that management is
impacted by data exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going maintenance of what
data needs to be exchanged, say between a Geographic Information
System and the many different applications that use its data. An example
of the second type of data management is the need to backup data or
ensure consistency of data whenever it is exchanged, such as if new
protection settings are issued to multiple field devices, these settings need
to be reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should concentrate on the user
requirements for the interfaces to databases and other data handling
applications."
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Requirement
R-ID
R-2.1
R-2.2
R-2.3
R-2.4
R-2.5

Categories ID
C-3

Requirement
R-ID
R-3.1
R-3.2
R-3.3

Categories ID
C-4

Requirement
name
Type of source data
Up-to-date
management
Up-to-date
management
Up-to-date
management
Up-to-date
management

Requirement description

Category name for
requirements
Quality of Service

Category description

Requirement
name
Availability
of
information flows
Accuracy of data
Frequency of data
exchanges
Category name for
requirements
Security

Requirement
R-ID
R-4.1

Requirement
name
Network
security
measures
commonly
used
with
this
data
exchange

Categories ID
C-5

Category name for
requirements
Other constraints

Requirement
R-ID
R-5.1

Requirement
name
Full activation time

R-5.2

Full activation time

InteGrid

Source data was directly measured
Received data must be up-to-date within minute of source data changing
Received data must be up-to-date within seconds of source data changing
Data must be provided until 3 am of following day.
Must be provided in less than one minute

Address availability of the system, such as acceptable downtime,
recovery, backup, rollback, etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and
precision of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description
99.9% + availability - Allowed outage: 9 hours per year
Device has error class 1% or better
1 min interval

Category description
Assess how different security measures applied to different items can
potentially interact and either leave security holes or make user interfaces
very laborious and possibly unworkable. Security must not only protect
against the very harmful but quite rare deliberate attacks, but also against
the far more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and errors. At the same
time, it is necessary to try to identify the requirements and the concerns for
implementing security measures.
Requirement description
VPN or private network

Category description
Constraints and issues not captured in the previous characteristics may be
political, legal, financial, or just very specific to a particular step. For
instance, one step may involve data received from another utility that
requires special handling: format conversions or manual intervention. This
is a catch-all for such special issues.
Requirement description
Resource must provide at least 90% of requested flexibility within 15 min
(TSO requirement)
Resource must provide at least 90% of requested flexibility within 25 min
(DSO requirement)
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7 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
DSO
mFRR
MV/LV grid
TSO
VPP
Commercial VPP

Technical VPP

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Distribution System Operator
manual Frequency Restoration Reserve
Medium/low voltage grid
Transmission System Operator
Virtual Power Plant, aggregation of DER’s flexibility
Aggregation of distributed DER’s flexibility for ancillary services provided to the TSO
(mFRR) or any other commercial market (not considered in this use case).
Geographical limitation is the control area of the TSO.
Service is usually not limited to a defined grid section (except for Redispatch service,
which is not considered in this use case), thus connection point of the DER is not relevant
for service provision.
Aggregation of DER’s flexibility to provide services for the local DSO.
Geographical limitation is the network of the DSO.
Services to DSO must be provided in a defined grid section (e.g. behind a substation) to
solve local issues (congestion, voltage band violation). The connection point of the DER is
thus highly relevant.
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Annex IV – Primary Use Cases
PUC01.1 – Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in
operational planning and optimize MV network operation
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC01.1
Grid Operations

Name of Use Case
Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints
detected in operational planning and optimize MV network
operation

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
1.0
2.0

Date
20.07.2017
14.08-2017

Version Management
Changes

Name of
Author(s)
André Silva
André Silva/Ricardo
Bessa

First Draft
Second draft

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case
The scope of this PUC is the operational planning of the medium voltage (MV) grid
considering DSO-owned equipment (such as OLTCs, capacitor banks) and also external
flexibility resources (such as industrial/commercial consumers and renewable energy power
plants).
Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

This function acts within the DSO domain and it is associated with the following DSO role:

Distribution System Optimizer: improving the development, operation, and
maintenance of the distribution network by managing network constraints, including
emergency situations and faults emerging on the distribution network, in a costefficient and non-discriminatory manner.
and operates at the SCADA/DMS functional level.
The objectives of this PUC are the following:
7. Anticipate and solve potential technical constraints violation of the MV distribution
grid, such as under/over-voltages or branch overloads;
8. Minimize the grid operational costs for a given time frame, while complying with the
grid technical requirements;
9. Reserve flexibility offers for activation upon request within a given time frame;
10. Exploit flexible resources for a better planning of maintenance actions over network
assets.
HLUC01 - Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution network to
pre-book available flexibility.
HLUC02 - Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibilities.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
The present primary use case describes a smart grid function for MV network operational planning and
flexibility management. It considers a Multi-period Optimal Power Flow (OPF) that acts over DSO assets
(such as OLTCs, capacitor banks and storage systems) and also over external flexibility resources

InteGrid
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(such as industrial/commercial consumers and RES). This function aims to provide operational
optimization while keeping the grid power flows and voltage magnitudes within admissible ranges. Such
targets are achieved by identifying and reserving flexibility-based actions to meet the grid technical
constraints management.
The PUC main inputs consist of a set of operating scenarios that are generated for a given time frame
considering a combination of measurements and load and generation forecast. These scenarios are
obtained from PUC “Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real time”.
The Multi-period OPF calculation function generates a set of preventive control actions for the given network
operation time frame. The need for considering the partial or full deployment of such control actions depends
on the close to real time technical constraints assessment function that is also provided by PUC “Estimate
the operating conditions of the MV network in real time”.
A subsequent (close to real time) single-period OPF calculation confirms the adequacy of proceeding with
the activation of the pre-booked flexibility, while ensuring that the preventive control actions defined for the
succeeding periods remain valid.
Complete description
The MV network operational planning and flexibility management consists of: a) multi -period Optimal
Power Flow (OPF) that employs a multi-temporal deterministic optimization approach; b) load and
renewable energy forecasting functions that generate information for the PUC “Estimate the operating
conditions of the MV network in real time”.
This use case performs grid operation optimization and ensures the technical constraints, by providing a set
of preventive control actions for a predefined time frame (e.g., between hours to a week-ahead). The smart
grid function uses a combination of measurements obtained at different time instants, forecasted load and
generation active and reactive power values for defining the net-injected power at every corresponding node.
This use case is divided in two main processes/operating domains:
1. Multi-period flexibility management;
2. Implement control actions close to real time.
The following steps provide a description of the main steps involved in the PUC identified processes.
1.

Multi-period flexibility management
Process input data
1.1.1 Retrieve operating scenarios

Process the pre-defined n-hours ahead operating scenarios from the outputs of PUC “Estimate the
operating conditions of the MV network in real time”. These scenarios provide the grid topology and
characterization for the networks’ equipment, as well as the active and reactive injections for all the
primary substations (HV/MV) and secondary substations (MV/LV). The forecasted operating point for
RES is also defined.
Process grid technical constraints (lower and upper bounds on voltage magnitudes and branch f low
limits). Process controllable equipment characteristics (generation limits, OLTCs, capacitors available
discrete stages and FACTS devices control bands).
1.1.2 Retrieve available flexibilities
Process the available flexibility resources upwards/downwards flexibility limits. Such limits can be
expressed as the minimum and maximum SoC for Storage Devices or a percentage of RES and DRES
forecasted operating values that can be used for curtailment.
Run network reconfiguration
This step deploys a network reconfiguration routine, which searches for the optimal network topology or
topologies for the given operating time frame. The search is driven by network active losses reduction and it
is limited by a specified maximum number of allowed grid topological changes within the optimization time
horizon.
The identified topological changes will then be applied to the previously processed operating scenarios.

InteGrid
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Run multi-period OPF
Solve the OPF problem. This step deploys a deterministic optimization algorithm, which considers an intertemporal approach for solving the retrieved n-hours ahead operating scenarios.
Tool called by this step
Multi-period optimal power flow
The optimization problem decision variables are:

Storage devices charging/discharging rated power;

OLTCs voltage set-point, Capacitor Banks stages and FACTS devices control set-points;

Generation curtailment (for conventional power plants and RES);

Loads consumption. The energy rebound concept is used, which considers a “decrease
consumption earlier to increase later” or the reversed logic.
The following set of constraints can be identified:

Specified limits for the network nodes voltage magnitudes and branch flows (voltages and
power constraints);

Inter-temporal bounds on the storage devices State-of-Charge limits (power bounded by
energy constraints);

OLTCs and Capacitor Banks stages lower and upper bounds. For a given time frame, the
total number of OLTCs and Capacitor Bank state changes can also be limited (discrete
constraints);

Generation active and reactive power limits (power constraints);

Dispatchable loads available flexibility bounds (power constraints).
The optimization process driving objective function is the:

Minimization of the total operational cost for the given time frame.
Two major types of costs can be considered:
o Linear cost expressions associated with the charging/discharging of Storage
devices, RES curtailment and load energy rebound logic;
o Network active power losses costs.
Define preventive MV grid control actions
As a primary result, the OPF calculation function generates a set of preventive control actions or equipment
set-points for a given network operation time frame of n-hours ahead. These control set-points are then sent
to the DSO and will be deployed or not, depending on the assessment provided by the PUC second process:
Implement control set-points close to real time.
From the OPF calculation results, voltage magnitude set-points are also derived for the secondary
substations. These results are passed to the PUC “Solve technical problems in LV networks” domain, for
which they may be interpreted as voltage operational references or targets for the Predictive LV control
function.
2.

Implement control set-points close to real time
MV grid technical constraints assessment

A verification is performed to assess if the grid close to real time grid operating conditions meet the technical
requirements or if, otherwise, potential constraints violations were detected. This security assessment step
invokes an external function that generates a set of alarms. This function belongs to the domain of the PUC
“Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real time”.
Depending on the generated alarms, the pre-booked flexibility may be signaled for activation by the next
step.
Implement control actions
The OPF function is executed for the close to real time operation.
Tool called by this step

InteGrid
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Optimal power flow
This calculation verifies if the pre-booked flexibilities should be partially or fully deployed. This execution is
conditioned through a set of heuristic criteria, to ensure that the inter-temporal coherence remains valid for
the results obtained in the network operation planning and optimization phase.
The flexibility reserves are activated, resulting on the implementation of the set-points plan. The activation of
the required flexibility (either total or partially) is acknowledged and confirmed.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

KPI01

Reduced
cost

overall

KPI02

Total active power
losses
improvement

KPI03

Total active power
losses
cost
reduction

KPI04

Total
time

execution

Description
Measures the reduction of the networks’ operational
costs by using the network planning cases obtained
through optimization in comparison to using the
business-as-usual network planning cases.
Comparison between the active power losses value
obtained for the MV network operating scenarios
without optimization, with the losses value obtained
considering optimization.
Comparison between the total cost for the active
power losses obtained for the MV network operating
scenarios without optimization, with the cost of the
losses considering optimization.
Measures the function total execution time for
evaluating the scalability of the tool. The execution
time is used for comparison between operating
scenarios with different dimensions and variables
complexity.

Reference to
mentioned use case
objectives
2

2

2

n/a

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions
The DSO must have observability over the active and reactive power for all the HV/MV and MV/LV
substation injection points.
A full knowledge of the MV grid’s topology and electrical characteristics is required.
A regulatory framework for providing flexibility services must exist.
Prerequisites
Link to HLUC01
Link to HLUC02
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
PUC01.2 - Avoid technical problems in LV networks.
PUC02.1 - Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real-time.
Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC)
Prioritization
High level of priority
Generic, regional or national relation
National
Nature of the use case
Business use case
Further keywords for classification
Grid-Market Hub, Flexibility Resources, Forecast Data, Operational Planning, MV distribution, Operation
Optimization, Multi-Temporal, MV Preventive Control

InteGrid
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1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

InteGrid
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Activities for Run multi-temporal optimization.

InteGrid
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Sequence diagram for Run multi-temporal optimization.

InteGrid
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Activities for Implement control set-points close to real time.
InteGrid
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Sequence diagram for Implement control set-points close to real time.

InteGrid
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Actor Description

DERs and RES

Device

Group of energy assets distributed in the grid and
available for flexibility control purposes. The assets group
includes power sources, loads and storage devices.

Distribution System
Optimizer

DSO Role/System

Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of
the distribution network by managing network constraints,
including emergency situations and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and nondiscriminatory manner.

FACTS Controller

Device

Mechanism that provides control over FATCS devices
operating set-points.

Data Aggregator
and Operator

Generic role which links the role customer and its
possibility to provide flexibilities to the roles market and
grid; generic role that could be taken by many
stakeholders, such as a DSO company, an Energy
Service Company (ESCO) or an energy supplier.
According to flexibility needs to guarantee technical
management of the distribution grid, it requests and
aggregates the answers (internal and external) which are
provided to the Distribution System Optimizer.

Role/System

Contains information on the flexibility offers of resources
connected to the distribution grid submitted to the ancillary
services market and/or selected by the TSO for activation.
The offers are validated (technical constraints evaluation)
by the power flow algorithm at the DSO level and modified
(if necessary) by applying an optimal power flow algorithm.
This validation and modified offers are transmitted via
Grid-Market Hub to the TSO and market players.

Function

Operational planning and assessment function that
provides future operating scenarios or close to real-time
snapshots (power flow variables, estimated values at
MV/LV substations and probabilistic alarms) of the MV
grid. Provides generation and consumption operational
data, for a given location and a specific time horizon. The
available data combines processed information gathered
for different time instants, either from SCADA
measurements or a Forecast Provider, or from both.

Function

Operational planning and management function based on
power flow analysis that defines optimal control settings
for DSO assets and available external flexible resources,
while keeping MV active and reactive power flows, nodes’
voltage magnitudes within the admissible limits (technical
constraints management). It can be executed for a given
point in time (single-period) or for a specified time frame of
n-hours (multi-temporal).

Function

Operational planning and management function that
defines operation strategies for the available flexibilities
(DSO assets and other external flexible resources) in
order to keep the LV grid within admissible voltage
magnitude limits, while anticipating future events, by
allowing the application of preventive control actions.

Flexibility Operator

Grid-Market Hub

MV Load Allocation

Optimal Power Flow

Predictive LV Control

InteGrid
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SCADA/DMS Database

DSO Actor

System which receives, aggregates, validates, processes,
analyses, archives and provides data in a cost-efficient
and secure way.

SCADA/DMS Operator

DSO Operator

Provides grid topology and equipment characterizations
data.

Stage Changer

Device

Mechanism for changing a capacitor bank operating stage.

Tap Changer

Device

Mechanism for changing transformer winding tap
positions.

3.2 References
No.

References
Type

Reference

1

Standard

EN 50160

2

Internal
Document

InteGrid Actors

3

Internal
Document

InteGrid
KPI
reference list

References
Status
Impact on use
case
The status
e.g. copy
of the
right, IPR
referenced
document.
Published
Requirements
for
supply
voltage
variations
n/a
Provision
of
possible actors
and roles
n/a
Provision
of
KPIs to be
included

Originator /
organisation

Link

CENELEC

n/a

INESC TEC

n/a

AIT

n/a

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.

Scenario name

1

Multi-period
flexibility
management

2

Implement
control
setpoints close to
real time

InteGrid

Scenario
description
After retrieving the
generated set of
future operating
scenarios, the
DsO performs the
operational
planning for the
MV grid,
acknowledging the
available flexibility
resources.
The close to real
time grid security
assessment
detects
an
unpredicted
deviation situation.
A set-points plan is
defined.

Primar
y actor
DsO

Triggering event

Pre-condition

Data available
indicates a
probable deviation
situation n-hour
ahead. The DsO
detects a need for
reserving
flexibilities to solve
grid contingencies.

There are
external and
internal
flexibility
resources
available to be
deployed to
solve technical
grid problems.

DsO

With
updated
measurements,
the close to real
time assessment
indicates
a
deviation situation.

Availability
of
control
over
external
flexibilities (not
owned by the
DSO).

GA 731218

Postcondition
Flexibilitybased setpoint plan is
created for
the n-hours
ahead
operation.

Flexibility
reserves are
deployed,
defining
a
number
of
set-points to
be applied.
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

No. 1 - Multi-period flexibility management
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
activity

1.1

DsO requests MV
Load Allocation for
data
Measurements and
forecast data
request

Request MV Load
Allocation data

1.3

Grid topology,
equipment
characterization
and grid
constraints request

Request
equipment
characterization
and grid
constraints

1.4

Create future
operational
scenarios

Create MV grid
operational
planning scenarios

1.5

Update operating
scenarios data

1.6

Flexibility
information is
requested
Request available
flexibilities

Retrieve MV grid
operational
planning scenarios
Request flexibility
offers

1.2

1.7

1.8

InteGrid

Flexibility offers
data is updated

Request for
measurements
and forecast data

Request available
flexibilities

Retrieve
flexibilities offers

The DsO issues a request for the nhours ahead operating scenarios
data to the MV Load Allocation.
The MV Load Allocation sends a
request for the measurements
historic and forecast data to the
SCADA/DMS Database.
The MV Load Allocation sends a
request to the SCADA/DMS
Operator, asking for the grid
topology and equipment
characteristics and also for the grid
operational constraints.
The MV Load Allocation function
creates operating scenarios for the
n-hours ahead operational planning
horizon.
The MV Load Allocation reports
back to the DsO with the requested
operating scenarios data.
The DsO sends a request to the
Flexibility Operator for the existing
flexibility information.
The Grid-Market Hub reports back
the Flexibility Operator with the
available flexibilities type and
characteristics.
The Flexibility Operator sorts and
aggregates the available flexibilities
offers and reports back the DsO.

GA 731218

Service

Information
producer
(actor)
DsO

Information
receiver
(actor)
MV Load
Allocation

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
I.E.3

Requirement, R-IDs

GET

SCADA/DMS
Database

MV Load
Allocation

I.E.1

1-config; 3-config; 1-SEC; 2SEC; 1-PDC; 1-data; 2-data;
4-data;

GET

SCADA/DMS
Operator

MV Load
Allocation

I.E.2

1-config; 4-QoS; 1-SEC; 2SEC; 1-PDC; 3-data; 4-data;

CREATE

MV Load
Allocation

MV Load
Allocation

I.E.3

1-config; 1-QoS; 2-QoS; 1PDC; 1-comp;

CHANGE

MV Load
Allocation

DsO

I.E.3

1-config; 1-QoS; 2-QoS; 1PDC; 1-comp;

REPORT

DsO

Flexibility
Operator

I.E.4

1-config; 3-QoS; 4-QoS; 2SEC; 1-PDC; 2-PDC; 4-data;

GET

Grid-Market
Hub

Flexibility
Operator

I.E.4

1-config; 3-QoS; 4-QoS; 2SEC; 1-PDC; 2-PDC; 4-data;

CHANGE

Flexibility
Operator

DsO

I.E.4

1-config; 3-QoS; 4-QoS;
2-SEC; 1-PDC; 2-PDC; 4data;

REPORT
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1.9

Optimal topologies
for the operating
scenarios are
defined
Determine
preventive setpoint plan

Define grid optimal
topologies

1.11

Voltage reference
set-points are sent

1.12

Store set-points’
plan

Send voltage
reference setpoints
Store preventive
control actions

1.10

Execute Multitemporal Optimal
Power Flow

The network Reconfiguration routine
finds a set of optimized topologies
for the expected operational
planning time frame.
The Multi-period flexibility
management generates a setpoints’ plan, which are transformed
into reserves of flexibility offers.
The derived voltage set-points are
reported to the Predictive LV
Control.
The generated set-points’ plan is
stored on the DsO local database.

UPDATE

DsO

DsO

I.E.2

1-config; 4-QoS; 1-SEC; 2SEC; 1-PDC; 3-data;

CREATE

DsO

DsO

I.E.5, I.E.7

1-config; 2-config; 1-QoS; 2QoS; 2-SEC; 1-PDC; 2PDC;

REPORT

DsO

Predictive LV
Control

I.E.7

TIMER

DsO

DsO

I.E.7

1-config; 2-config; 1-QoS;
QoS; 2-SEC; 1-PDC;
PDC; 2-comp;
1-config; 2-config; 1-QoS;
QoS; 2-SEC; 1-PDC;
PDC; 2-comp;

2222-

Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

No. 2 - Implement control set-points close to real time
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
activity

2.1

DsO requests MV
Load Allocation for
updated data

Request MV Load
Allocation security
assessment and
data update

2.2

Update
measurements and
forecast data

2.3

Update equipment
characterization
and grid
constraints

2.4

Update current

Request
measurements
and forecast data
update
Request
equipment
characterization
and grid
constraints update
Retrieve MV grid

InteGrid

The DsO requests the MV Load
Allocation for an update on the grid
close to real time operation, and also
for a security assessment on the
current status of the grid constraints.
The MV Load Allocation receives
new measurements and forecast
data for the current MV grid
operational status.
The MV Load Allocation receives an
update on the grid equipment
characteristics and the grid
operational constraints from the
SCADA/DMS Operator.
The DsO receives the updated –
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Service

Information
producer
(actor)
DsO

Information
receiver
(actor)
MV Load
Allocation

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
I.E.3

Requirement, R-IDs

GET

SCADA/DMS
Database

MV Load
Allocation

I.E.1

1-config; 3-config; 1-SEC; 2SEC; 1-PDC; 1-data; 2-data;
4-data;

GET

SCADA/DMS
Operator

MV Load
Allocation

I.E.2

1-config; 4-QoS; 1-SEC; 2SEC; 1-PDC; 3-data; 4-data;

CHANGE

MV Load

DsO

I.E.3

1-config; 1-QoS; 2-QoS; 1-

REPORT
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status on the MV
grid

operating
scenarios update

Retrieve security
assessment on the
MV grid current
status
The set-points’
plan is defined

Retrieve update
status on technical
deviations

2.7

Implement setpoints’ plan

Send set-points
plan for
implementation

2.8

The set-points’
plan gets executed

Execute set-points
plan

2.5

2.6

InteGrid

Define close to
real time setpoints’ plan

close to real time - operating
scenarios from the MV Load
Allocation.
The DsO receives the security
alarms generated from the MV Load
Allocation assessment over potential
deviations on the MV grid operation.
The DsO calls the Optimal Power
Flow functions to assess the need to
partially or fully deploy the prebooked flexibilities, in order to solve
grid contingencies.
The validated set-points’ plan is sent
to the Flexibility Operator for
deployment, signaling the prebooked flexibility reserves for
activation.
The Flexibility Operator
acknowledges the validated setpoints’ plan is sent to the Flexibility
Operator for deployment, resulting
on the activation of the pre-booked
flexibility reserves.

GA 731218

Allocation

PDC; 1-comp; 4-data;

CHANGE

MV Load
Allocation

DsO

I.E.6

1-config; 1-comp;

TIMER

DsO

DsO

I.E.5, I.E.7

1-config; 2-config; 1-QoS; 2QoS; 2-SEC; 1-PDC; 2-PDC;

REPORT

DsO

Flexibility
Operator

I.E.5, I.E.7

1-config; 2-config; 1-QoS; 2QoS; 2-SEC; 1-PDC; 2-PDC;
2-comp;

REPORT

Flexibility
Operator

Grid-Market
Hub

I.E.7

1-config; 2-config; 1-QoS; 2QoS; 2-SEC; 1-PDC; 2-PDC;
2-comp;
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Information
exchanged
(ID)

Name
information

I.E.1

Measurements
and Forecasts

of

Description of information exchanged

Requirement,
IDs



1-config; 3-config;
1-SEC; 2-SEC;
1-PDC;
1-Data; 2-data; 4data;




Injected active and reactive power for all the
primary and secondary substations nodes
Forecasts:
o Active and reactive power generation
o Active and reactive power demand
Voltage measurements for the network nodes

I.E.2

Equipment
Characterization
and
Grid
Constraints



Grid
topology
–
switching
devices
closed/opened
status
(circuit
breakers,
sectionalizers and others)
 Equipment characterization:
o Lines
and
transformers
parameters
(impedance, magnetizing losses, others)
o OLTCs tap changing positions
o Capacitor banks switching stages
o FACTS devices regulation bands
 Constraints:
o Voltage magnitude references at the
primary substations’ nodes (at the
TSO/DSO boundary) and for the HV and
MV clients connection points
o Admissible voltage magnitude limits for all
the network nodes
o Lines and transformers power ratings

1-config;
4-QoS;
1-SEC; 2-SEC;
1-PDC;
3-data; 4-data;

I.E.3

Operating
Scenarios Data

Combination of measurements and forecast data
that defines the active and reactive power injection
for RES and the net-injection for all the HV/MV and
MW/LV substations nodes, for a given time frame.

1-config;
1-QoS; 2-QoS;
1-PDC;
1-comp;

I.E.4

Flexibility

Available flexibility for each identifiable flexible
resource (internal or external) for a given
timeframe.
The exchanged information includes:
 Degree of control over flexible equipment
 Control and operation costs
 Contractual and regulatory limitations of the
available flexibilities

1-config;
3-QoS; 4-QoS;
2-SEC;
1-PDC; 2-PDC;
4-data;

I.E.5

Reserved
Flexibility Offers

Flexibility-based reserves, booked to solve grid
constraints. It represents an operating point for a
group, or a single, of the network flexibility
resources. It may refer to an active and/or reactive
power
operating
point
which
was
reserved/scheduled for later deployment.

1-config; 2-config;
1-QoS; 2-QoS;
2-SEC;
1-PDC; 2-PDC;

I.E.6

Security Alarms

A group, or a single, security alarm indicating the
presence and severity of identified technical
constraints deviations for the MV grid operating
condition (node voltage magnitudes and/or branch
flows).

1-config;
1-comp;

I.E.7

Set-point Plan

A group, or a single, set-point for the network
resources. It may represent an active power
operating point, a transformer tap position or a
voltage reference value.

1-config; 2-config;
1-QoS; 2-QoS;
2-SEC;
1-PDC; 2-PDC;
2-comp;

InteGrid
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6 Requirements
Categories ID
config

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Configuration

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-config

Information exchange

2-config

Communicate remote set-points

3-config

Distribution network observability

Categories ID
QoS

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Quality of Service (QoS)

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-QoS

Operational planning time frame

2-QoS

Operational planning time resolution

3-QoS

Update rate on flexibility information

4-QoS

DSO assets operating conditions

InteGrid

GA 731218

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Requirement description

Existence of a common platform or a
computational system that allows for
information to be exchanged between the
DSO, intermediate information processing
functions and external systems.
Existence
of
a
platform
or
other
communication infrastructure that allows the
DSO to send remote control set-points that
define the operating point of DSO-owned
assets or re-route the control set-points
information for implementation over external
resources.
Existence
of
devices,
communication
infrastructures or other means of providing
observability over the distribution network
equipment and major connection points (e.g.
power generation or demand metering
devices).

Category description
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. QoS issues also address
accuracy and precision of data, the
frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

The length of the operational planning time
horizon must be stated (e.g. 24 hours).
The duration of each operational planning
period must be specified (e.g. 1 hour)
The flexibility resources available operating
ranges must be updated with an adequate
rate (e.g. once a day)
The expected or normal operating states for
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the DSO-owned assets must be reported
(e.g.
weekly-scheduled
operation
for
capacitor banks, OLTCs tap positions and
switching devices status and operability).

Categories ID
SEC

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Security (SEC)

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-SEC

Database authentication

2-SEC

Encryption of information

Categories ID
PDC
Requirement
R-ID

The connections to the SCADA/DMS
database and systems must require a secure
authentication routine.
The channels used for information and data
exchange must be encrypted (e.g. FTP over
TLS or SSH network communication
protocols).

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Privacy and Data Confidentiality
Requirement name

1-PDC

Distribution network data confidentiality

2-PDC

External resources data confidentiality

Categories ID
Data

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Data Management (DM)

InteGrid

Category description
Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite
rare deliberate attacks, but also against the
far more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures,
and errors. At the same time, it is necessary
to try to identify the requirements and the
concerns
for
implementing
security
measures.
Requirement description

GA 731218

Category description
Data protection.
Requirement description

The distribution network operational planning
and equipment characterization data must be
protected and preferentially shared in a
“need-to-know” basis. This data must not be
publicly shared without proper authorization.
The information gathered from external
equipment/resources must be protected (e.g.
location, generation or consumption profiles).

Category description
"Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each Use Case step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
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the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency
of data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other
data handling applications."
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-data

Consistency of historic data

2-data

Historic data update rate and accuracy

3-data

Distribution network status

4-data

Data format requirements

The measurements historic used as source
data for forecasting, must not contain
information gaps that surpass the specified
threshold (e.g. measurements historic must
not be missing a week of information and
should provide a time resolution of 15
minutes).
The measurements historic should be
updated with the adequate rate and maintain
its correctness and validity (e.g. the netinjected power at all the primary substations
must be updated on a daily basis, the
recorded measurements must not contain
errors).
Access to the distribution network operational
status must be provided (e.g. on-off status on
switching devices)
The
formats
for electrical networks
information exchange must be compliant
with:
 IEC CIM standard for electricity version 14
or later - according to the XML
specification standard format version 1.0
or later - (e.g. ENTSO-E CIM Profile 1
based on IEC CIM UML14 or CGMES
v2.4 based on IEC CIM UML16)

Requirements
Category name for requirements

Category description

Compatibility

Compatibility with other functions

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Requirement description

1-comp

Compatibility with the MV Load Allocation
function

2-comp

Compatibility with the Predictive LV control

The multi-period measurements and
forecasts provided from the MV Load
Allocation must be compatible with the
optimization and control envisaged for the MV
network (period, discretization, format…).
Ensure compatibility with PUC “Estimate the
operating conditions of the MV network in
real-time”.
The pre-booked flexibility coming from the

Categories
ID
comp

InteGrid
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function

operational planning of the MV distribution
network must be compatible with the control
envisaged for the LV network (period,
discretization, format…).
Ensure compatibility with HLUC02.

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
CIM
CGMES
DER
DMS
DRES
DSO
DsO
ENTSO-E
FACTS
HLUC
HV
IEC
LV
MV
OLTC
OPF
PUC
RES
SCADA
SoC
TSO
XML

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Common Information Model (electricity)
Common Grid Model Exchange Standard
Distributed Energy Resource
Distribution Management System
Distributed Renewable Energy Source
Distribution System Operator
Distribution System Optimizer
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System
High Level Use Case
High Voltage
International Electrotechnical Commission
Low Voltage
Medium Voltage
On-Load Tap Changer
Optimal Power Flow
Primary Use Case
Renewable Energy Source
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
State of Charge
Transmission System Operator
Extensible Markup Language

GA 731218
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PUC02.1 – Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real time
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC02.1
Grid operations

Name of Use Case
Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real
time

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
1.0
1.1

Date

1.2
1.3
1.4

17.07.2017
18.07.2017
25.07.2017

1.5

28.08.2017

13.07.2017
14.07.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Gil Sampaio
First draft
Gil Sampaio, Jorge
Improvements to the description
Pereira
Ricardo Bessa
Improvements to the description
Gil Sampaio
Creation of diagrams and scenarios
Gil Sampaio, Ricardo
General improvements to the description of the
Bessa, Jorge Pereira
narrative, description of scenarios and
requirements
Gil Sampaio
Additional changes to maintain global coherency

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

This use case covers different stages of medium voltage (MV) network operation:

Real-time estimation of the network operating state, considering scenarios with and
without measuring devices installed at the secondary substation level (connected to
the LV side);

Operational planning (next hours/day) of the distribution network using load and
generation forecasts.
The objectives of this use case are:

In both real-time and operational planning, estimate the active and reactive power in
each secondary substation of the MV grid.

Estimate in close to real-time the operating conditions of the MV network by
combining data collected by the SCADA, metering devices installed in secondary
substations and renewable power plants, and including forecasted information as
well.

In operational planning, combine forecasts generated at different instants by using
measurements from multiple sources (e.g., SCADA, RTU, etc.).
HLUC01 – Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution network
to pre-book available flexibility.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This use case describes a load allocation process that serves the following purposes, resulting in two
different processes:
3. Real-time estimation of the operating conditions of the MV network: combine information
collected in different time instants, e.g. SCADA measurements (HV/MV feeders, RES power
plants) collected with very high refresh rate, active and reactive power in seco ndary
substations collected with 1-day to 1-week delay, and forecasts generated in previous hours.
This information is combined to estimate the network operating conditions close to real -time,
considering the uncertainty from having incomplete information close to real-time, which may
result in probabilistic alarms (e.g., overvoltage in node MT683 with probability 95%) for

InteGrid
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technical constraints violation.
Predictive estimation of the operating conditions of the MV network : combine forecasts
generated in different time instants, e.g. forecasts for the HV/MV feeders generated with
SCADA high-resolution time series data and forecasts for MV/LV substations generated with
data updated every day or week. This information is combined to construct future operating
scenarios for the MV network that will be used as inputs for the operational planning and
flexibility management (PUC01.1 - “Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints
detected in operational planning and optimize MV network operation”). A moving temporal
window comprising several hours (e.g., 24 hours) will be used to display these scenarios. As
time goes by, new information and forecasts that are more accurate will be used to update the
scenarios.
Not focusing on any particular technique, this methodology follows a priority sequence of techniques to
turn the system under analysis observable. This function can also cover MV networks where
measurements are only available at the HV/MV feeders, and the approach consists in combining
SCADA measurements with statistic information from the MV/LV substation (e.g., transformer power
rate, load simultaneous factor, typical load diagrams).
Complete description
The main objective of the smart grid function described in this primary use case is to provide the most
accurate state of the system for a specific temporal horizon while expressing levels of uncertainty on the
results (e.g., power flow, voltage magnitude, technical constraints violations). The function should be
prepared to work on radial parts and on weakly meshed parts of the selected network area, if there are
valid measurements at the roots.
Loads are classified in four general types, namely:

Type POWER – Substations for which one only knows transformer installed capacity and/or
peak load; capacitors are treated as loads by being transformed into reactive power values
under nominal voltage;

Type ENERGY – Substations for which there is also knowledge about their load composition in
terms of three classes of consumers (domestic, industrial and commercial) and their energy
consumption, including at peak, normal and light hours for some of them;

Type FORECASTED – Substations for which there is also a model that allows a forecast of the
load at a given hour;

Type MEASURED – Primary and secondary substations with meters for active and reactive
power consumption measurements. This information can be available in real-time (e.g., from
SCADA) or only with daily extractions (e.g., from AMI).
The operator will be able to specify the amount of relative weight to affect each of two criteria – power
and energy – in the estimation of the load value. This is a tuning process to be done considering system
history and operator experience. Similarly, for the power criterion, another parameter will be used t o
balance between peak power and installed power.
DERs can be of four types, namely:

Type POWER – Only installed power and/or peak power generation is known;

Type FORECASTED – There is a forecast model to estimate the contribution of the DER;

Type SCHEDULED – The DER operates according to a scheduling;

Type MEASURED – There are active and reactive measurements, which can be available in
real-time or with daily extractions.
In the end, a corrective procedure will adjust the allocations so the results are co herent with the
Kirchhoff laws. Additionally, voltages will be used to trigger alarms so the operator can take the due
actions.
4.

1. Real-time estimation of the operating conditions of the MV network
This process is triggered by the existence of new real-time measurements, which along with other
sources of information are used to determine the most likely state of the MV network. Since not all
information is available in real-time, different scenarios will be generated to run multiple power flows
and calculate probabilistic metrics for the power flow variables.
1.1. Access network management system
1.1.1. Retrieve topology and electrical characteristics of the network
The topology and the electrical characteristics of its elements are retrieved from the database to run the
topology processor.
1.1.2. Retrieve assets statistical data
Statistical data of each load and DER of the network is retrieved to be used eventually as a last resource in
guarantying the observability of the system. As described previously, this data includes transformers installed
capacity, segmentation of consumers, peak powers, etc.

InteGrid
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1.2. Run topology processor
The topology processor (interval sub-function of the OPF) will simplify the network by performing a
connectivity analysis, reducing it to branches and power injection nodes.
1.3. Access SCADA/DMS database
Real-time measurements are retrieved from the SCADA/DMS database.
1.4. Access Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) database
The most recent measurements (i.e., remote terminal units installed in the secondary substation, weather
stations) are retrieved from the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) periodically (e.g. every 24 hours).
1.5. Pre-processing of data
Predefined rules with expert knowledge are applied to detect, classify and correct inconsistent information in
the new measurements data.
1.6. Retrieve forecasts from the forecasting system database
The most up-to-date forecasts for the current instant are retrieved from the forecasting system database.
Tool called by this step
Load forecasting system for MV network
Renewable generation forecasting system for MV network
1.7. Build real-time operating scenarios
1.7.1. Run MV Load Allocation
The algorithm determines the contribution of each injection element of the network considering as inputs:

Characterization of loads and DERs regarding peak and installed power;

Segmentation of loads by type of consumer and energy consumption characterization for different
periods of the day;

Forecasts of load consumption and DER consumption/generation;

Real-time power measurements (instantaneous and/or average values).

Active and reactive power measurements from the MV/LV substations collected by the AMI
(instantaneous and/or average values).

Tool called by this step
MV Load Allocation
1.7.2. Estimate uncertainty and generate scenarios
The uncertainty between the estimated value and real value is estimated and random samples (scenarios)
are generated from the conditional probability distribution. These scenarios include the spatial dependency of
uncertainty and are used to create multiple snapshots of the operating conditions.
1.7.3. Run corrective procedure
A back/forward sweep-based power flow method is applied to make the allocation results coherent with the
Kirchhoff laws for each scenario generated in step (1.7.2).
Tool called by this step
Power Flow
1.8. Display voltage level alarms to operators
The voltages determined in step (1.7.3) are used to construct two types of alarms for the operators:

Expected voltage above or below the limits defined in standard EN 50160, which allows a tolerance
of +/- 10% of the nominal voltage.

Overvoltage or undervoltage with a certain probability (predefined by the operator).

2.
Predictive estimation of the operating conditions of the MV network
This process creates future snapshots of the MV network operating conditions, considering forecas ts
generated in different moments in time and with different data sources.
This predictive moving window is updated every time new data is available.
2.1. Access network management system

InteGrid
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2.1.1. Retrieve topology and electrical characteristics of the network
The topology and the electrical characteristics of its elements are retrieved from the database to run the
topology processor.
2.2. Run topology processor
The topology processor (interval sub-function of the OPF) will simplify the network by performing a
connectivity analysis, reducing it to branches and power injection nodes.
2.3. Retrieve forecasts from the forecasting system database
The most up-to-date forecasts for the next hours of the predictive window are retrieved from the database.

Tool called by this step
Load forecasting system for MV network
Renewable generation forecasting system for MV network
2.4. Update future network snapshots
2.4.1. Run MV Load Allocation
When new forecasts of the power injections at the HV/MV substation are available, the load and generation
forecasts previously generated (in a different time instant) for the secondary substations and RES power
plants are corrected by the MV Load Allocation function.
Tool called by this step
MV Load Allocation
2.4.2. Run corrective procedure
A back/forward sweep-based power flow method is applied to make the forecasting results coherent with the
Kirchhoff laws.
Tool called by this step
Power Flow
2.5. Display voltage level alarms to operators
The voltages determined in step (2.7.2) are used to construct two types of alarms for the operators:

Expected voltage above or below the limits defined in standard EN 50160, which allows a tolerance
of +/- 10% of the nominal voltage.
2.6. Store forecasted snapshot of network operating conditions
The future snapshots of network operating conditions are made available for the PUC01.1 – “Reserve
distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in operational planning and optimize MV
network operation”.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

KPI01

Operator
awareness

KPI02

Mean absolute
estimation error

KPI03

Maximum
absolute
estimation error

InteGrid

Description
This is a qualitative indicator on a scale of
1 – 10 (1 – extremely unaware, 10 –
extremely aware) for the awareness of the
operator regarding the state of the system.
Indicates the average absolute deviation
between the estimated and the real values
for different time horizons (e.g., 1-week, 1month, …).
Indicates the maximum absolute deviation
between the estimated and the real values
for different time horizons (e.g., 1-week, 1month, …).

GA 731218

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
Improve distribution network
reliability (higher-level
business goal).
Provide accurate state
estimations.

Provide precise state
estimations.
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1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

The system can access to SCADA/DMS and AMI database.

HV/MV substations have real-time measuring devices.
Prerequisites

The system must have access to SCADA/DMS historical database or be allowed to store
internally data to build historical information.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
The outputs of the methodology described in this use case will be used to feed the algorithm described by
the PUC01.1 – “Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in operational planning
and optimize MV network operation” (please refer to HLUC01 – “Operational planning (from hours to weekahead) of MV distribution network to pre-book available flexibility”).
Level of depth
Primary use case
Prioritisation
High priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical use case
Further keywords for classification
Distributed Energy Resources, MV networks monitoring, Load allocation, Smart Grids.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

AMI and/or SCADA

Distribution Network Topology Processor
Records and Asset
Management

Secondary substation
Primary substation
measuring devices (RTUs) measuring devices (RTUs)

<<Includes>>

MV Load Allocation
<<Includes>>
<<Invokes>>

<<PUC>>
Estimate the operating conditions
of the MV network in real time
DMS
operator

Functions for Validation, Estimation and
Edition (VEE)

<<Invokes>>

Load forecasting system for MV network
<<Invokes>>

<<Precedes>>

<<Invokes>>

<<PUC>>
Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve
constraints detected in operational planning and
optimize MV network operation

Renewable generation forecasting system for
MV network

Power Flow

InteGrid
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Records and asset
management

DMS operator

Load forecasting system
for MV networks

Renewable generation forecasting
system for MV networks

MV load allocation

Power Flow

1 New real-time
batch of data
(trigger)

loop
[New real-time data]
opt

1.1.1 Send topological and electrical
characteristics of the network

[Successful access]

1.2 Run topology processor

1.1.2 Assets statistical data
1.3 New real-time data
from SCADA/DMS database

opt
[Successful access]

1.4 Most recent data
from AMI database
1.5 Pre-processing of data

1.6 Send load forecasts

1.6 Send renewable generation
forecasts
1.7.1 Run MV load allocation

1.7.2 Estimate uncertainty
and generate scenarios
1.7.3 Run corrective
procedure
1.7.3 Run Power Flow
1.8 Display voltage levels alarms to operator
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Records and asset
management

DMS operator

Load forecasting system
for MV networks

Renewable generation forecasting
system for MV networks

loop

MV load allocation

Power Flow

2 New forecasts
(trigger)

[New forecasts]
opt

[Successful access]

2.1.1 Send topological and electrical
characteristics of the network
2.2 Run topology processor

2.3 Send load forecasts

2.3 Send renewable generation
forecasts
2.4.1 Run MV load allocation

2.4.2 Run corrective
procedure
2.4.2 Run Power Flow

2.5 Display voltage levels alarms to operator
2.6 Store forecasted snapshot of the network
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

DMS Operator
AMI System

Role
System

SCADA System

System

Records and Asset
Management

System

Remote Terminal Unit
(RTU)
Functions of Validation,
Estimation and Edition
(VEE)
Power Flow
Renewable generation
forecasting system for MV
networks
Load forecasting system
for MV networks

Actors
Actor Description
Operator of the Distribution Management System
Advanced Metering Infrastructure System
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition system provides
the basic functionality for implementing EMS or DMS,
especially provides the communication with the
substations to monitor and control the grid
The Records and Asset Management actors track and
report on the substation and network equipment inventory,
provide geospatial data and geographic displays, maintain
records on non-electrical assets, and perform asset
investment planning
Device that transmits analogic and digital telemetry to the
SCADA system.
Set of functions that analyse a dataset to synchronize,
detect and filter errors, and provide a limited
reconstruction of missing data
Calculation tool that calculates network power flow
variables (e.g. active and reactive power flow, branch
current)
Generates probabilistic forecasts for renewable energy
power plants (mainly wind and solar based generation)
that can be aggregated and used by the market player
Generates forecasts of active and reactive power
consumption for each market player client
Provides a close to real-time snapshot (power flow
variables, estimated values at MV/LV substations and
probabilistic alarms) of the MV grid, with a 15 minutes’
update
Simplifies the network by performing a connectivity
analysis, reducing it to branches and power injection
nodes

Device
Function

Application

Application
Application

MV load allocation

Application

Distribution network
topology processor

Function

3.2 References

N
o.

References Type

1

DER and load allocation
for an unbalanced
distribution networks
state estimator

2

Internal Document

Referenc
e

InteGrid
Actors

References
Status
Impact
case

on

use

Public

Basis for
classification of
loads and DERs

n/a

Provision of
possible actors
and roles

Originator /
organisatio
n
CIRED

INESC TEC

Link

http://cired.net/
publications/cir
ed2015/paper
s/CIRED2015
_1411_final.pd
f
n/a

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios

InteGrid
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Scenario conditions
No.
1

2

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Real-time
estimation
of the
operating
conditions of
the MV
network

Predictive
estimation
of the
operating
conditions of
the MV
network

Scenario description
This process is triggered by
the existence of new realtime measurements, which
along with other sources of
information are used to
determine the most likely
state of the MV network.
Since not all information is
available in real-time,
different scenarios will be
generated to run multiple
power flows and calculate
probabilistic metrics for the
power flow variables.
This process creates future
snapshots of the MV
network operating
conditions, considering
forecasts generated in
different moments in time
and with different data
sources.
This predictive moving
window is updated every
time new data is available.

Primary
actor
SCADA
System / AMI
System

Triggering
event
New realtime batch of
data

Precondition
n/a

Postcondition
Voltage level
alarms can
be issued

SCADA
System / AMI
System

New realtime batch of
data

n/a

Voltage level
alarms can
be issued;
snapshot of
the network
for the next
hours is
provided
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios

Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1

New real-time
batch of data

2

1 & Successful
access

3

1 & Successful
access

4

2

5

1 & Successful
access

6

1 & Successful
access

7

5 and 6

InteGrid

Scenario
No. 1 - Real-time estimation of the operating conditions of the MV network
Name of
Description
of
process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
1 New realThe existence of new real-time GET
SCADA
time batch of
measurements triggers the
System / AMI
data (trigger)
process of creating multiple
System
operating scenarios

1.1.1 Send
topological
and electrical
characteristic
of the network
1.1.2 Assets
statistical data

1.2 Run
topology
processor
1.3 New realtime data from
SCADA/DMS
database
1.4 Most
recent data
from AMI
database
1.5 Preprocessing of

Information
receiver
(actor)
DMS

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
IE-1, IE-2, IE-3,
IE-4

Information regarding the
topology of the network and its
elements’ characteristics are
sent to the topology processor

GET

Records and
asset
management

MV load
allocation

IE-17, IE-18,
IE-19, IE-20

Additional information such as
peak power, installed capacity,
type of consumer, etc., can be
later used to complement the
lack of measurements
The topology processor runs to
reduce the network to
branches and injection points
The real-time dataset that
triggered this process is sent to
validation

GET

Records and
asset
management

MV load
allocation

IE-21

CREATE

MV load
allocation

MV load
allocation

IE-17, IE-18,
IE-19, IE-20

GET

SCADA
System

MV load
allocation

IE-1, IE-2, IE-3,
IE-4

The most up-to-date
information gathered by the
AMI infrastructure is sent to
validation
Predefined rules with expert
knowledge are applied to

GET

AMI System

MV load
allocation

IE-5, IE-6, IE-7,
IE-8

CHANGE

MV load
allocation

MV load
allocation

IE-1, IE-2, IE-3,
IE-4, IE-5, IE-6,
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QoS-1, QoS-2, QoS-3,
QoS-4, QoS-5, QoS-8,
Conf-1, Conf-2, Conf-3,
Conf-4, Conf-5, DM-1, DM2, DM-3, DM-4, DM-5, DM6, OC-1
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data

8

1

1.6 Send load
forecasts

9

1

1.6 Send
renewable
generation
forecasts

10

2, 8, 9

1.7.1 Run MV
load allocation

11

10

1.7.2 Estimate
uncertainty
and generate
scenarios

12

11

13

12

1.7.3 Run
corrective
procedure
1.7.3 Run
power flow

14

13

Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

InteGrid

1.8 Display
voltage levels
alarms to
operator

detect, classify and correct
inconsistent meter
measurements in the new data
The forecasted contribution of
each renewable generation
source to the real-time flow of
powers is sent to the load
allocation module
The forecasted contribution of
each renewable generation
source to the real-time flow of
powers is sent to the load
allocation module
The algorithm determines the
contribution of each injection
element of the network
Scenarios are generated from
the conditional probability
distribution, originating multiple
snapshots of the operating
conditions
Snapshots need to be
corrected to comply with
kirchhoff’s laws
A corrective power flow
based on back/forward sweep
is run
Voltage can generate alarms
that are sent to the operator

IE-7, IE-8

GET

Load
forecasting
system for
MV networks

MV load
allocation

IE-9, IE-10, IE11, IE-12

GET

Renewable
generation
forecasting
system for
MV networks
MV load
allocation

MV load
allocation

IE-9, IE-10, IE11, IE-12

MV load
allocation

IE-13, IE-14,
IE-15, IE-16

CREATE

MV load
allocation

MV load
allocation

IE-13, IE-14,
IE-15, IE-16

GET

MV load
allocation

Power flow

IE-13, IE-14,
IE-15, IE-16

CHANGE

Power flow

Power flow

GET

Power flow

DMS
operator

IE-13, IE-14,
IE-15, IE-16,
IE-22
IE-23

CREATE

Scenario
No. 2 - Predictive estimation of the operating conditions of the MV network
Name of
Description
of
process/ Service
Information
Information
process/
activity
producer
receiver
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activity
2 New
forecasts
(trigger)

1

New forecasts
available

2

1 & Successful
access

3

2

4

1

5

1

2.3 Send
renewable
generation
forecasts

6

1, 4 and 5

2.4.1 Run MV
load allocation

7

6

8

7

2.4.2 Run
corrective
procedure
2.4.2 Run
power flow

InteGrid

2.1.1 Send
topological
and electrical
characteristic
of the network
2.2 Run
topology
processor
2.3 Send load
forecasts

(actor)
Load
forecasting
system /
renewable
generation
forecasting
system for
MV networks
Records and
asset
management

(actor)
DMS (MV
load
allocator)

(IDs)
IE-9, IE-10, IE11, IE-12

MV load
allocation

IE-17, IE-18,
IE-19, IE-20

CREATE

MV load
allocation

MV load
allocation

IE-17, IE-18,
IE-19, IE-20

GET

Load
forecasting
system for
MV networks
Renewable
generation
forecasting
system for
MV networks
MV load
allocation

MV load
allocation

IE-9, IE-10, IE11, IE-12

MV load
allocation

IE-9, IE-10, IE11, IE-12

MV load
allocation

IE-13, IE-14,
IE-15, IE-16

GET

MV load
allocation

Power flow

IE-13, IE-14,
IE-15, IE-16

CHANGE

Power flow

Power flow

IE-13, IE-14,
IE-15, IE-16

The existence of new forecasts
will conduct to the update of
the predictive window. A
snapshot of the operating
conditions for the next hours
will be generated

GET

Information regarding the
topology of the network and its
elements’ characteristics are
sent to the topology processor

GET

The topology processor runs to
reduce the network to
branches and injection points
The forecasted contribution of
each load to the flow of powers
for the next hours is sent to the
load allocation module
The forecasted contribution of
each renewable generation
source to the flow of powers for
the next hours is sent to the
load allocation module
The algorithm determines the
contribution of each injection
element of the network for
each instant of the predictive
window
Snapshot need to be corrected
to comply with kirchhoff’s laws
A corrective power flow
based on back/forward sweep
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DM-1, DM-2, DM-3, DM-4,
DM-5, DM-6, OC-1, QoS-6,
QoS-7, QoS-8
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10

8

10

9

InteGrid

2.5 Display
voltage levels
alarms to
operator
2.6 Store
forecasted
snapshot of
the network

is run
Voltage can generate alarms
that are sent to the operator

The new forecasted snapshot
of the network is sent to the
operator

GA 731218
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Power flow

DMS
operator

IE-23

GET

Power flow

DMS
operator

IE-13, IE-14,
IE-15, IE-16
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5 Information Exchanged
Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
IE-1

Name of information

IE-2

Q_i_r

IE-3
IE-4
IE-5

P_a_r
Q_a_r
P_i_h

IE-6

Q_i_h

IE-7
IE-8
IE-9

P_a_h
Q_a_h
P_i_f

IE-10

Q_i_f

Instantaneous forecasted reactive
power

IE-11

P_a_f

Average forecasted active power

IE-12

Q_a_f

Average forecasted reactive power

IE-13

P_i_a

IE-14

Q_i_a

IE-15
IE-16
IE-17
IE-18
IE-19
IE-20

P_a_a
Q_a_a
Switch_status
Cap_tap
OLTC_tap
Net_con

IE-21

Inj_charact

IE-22
IE-23

Volt_mag
Alarm

Instantaneous allocated active
power
Instantaneous allocated reactive
power
Average allocated active power
Average allocated reactive power
Status of switches
Tap of capacitor bank
Tap of OLTC
Network elements characteristics
and connectivity
Characterization of the injection
point (peak power, installed
capacity, type of consumer, etc.)
Voltage magnitudes (calculated)
Voltage levels alarms

P_i_r

Instantaneous real-time active
power
Instantaneous real-time reactive
power
Average “real-time” active power
Average “real-time” reactive power
Instantaneous historical active
power
Instantaneous historical reactive
power
Average historical active power
Average historical reactive power
Instantaneous forecasted active
power

Requirement, R-IDs

Sec-1, Sec-2
Sec-1, Sec-2
Sec-1, Sec-2
Sec-1, Sec-2

QoS-1, QoS-2, QoS-3,
QoS-4, QoS-5, Conf-1,
Conf-2, Conf-3, Conf-4,
Conf-5
QoS-1, QoS-2, QoS-3,
QoS-4, QoS-5, Conf-1,
Conf-2, Conf-3, Conf-4,
Conf-5
QoS-1, QoS-2, QoS-3,
QoS-4, QoS-5, Conf-1,
Conf-2, Conf-3, Conf-4,
Conf-5
QoS-1, QoS-2, QoS-3,
QoS-4, QoS-5, Conf-1,
Conf-2, Conf-3, Conf-4,
Conf-5

QoS-8
QoS-8
QoS-8

OC-1

6 Requirements

Requirements

InteGrid
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Categories
ID
QoS

Category name for requirements

Category description

Quality of Service Issues

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup, rollback,
etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and precision
of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

QoS-1

Elapsed time response for exchanging
data
Frequency of data exchanges

60 minutes (maximum)

Configuration Issues

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are relevant to the
use case step. These configuration issues include
numbers of devices and/or systems, expected
growth of the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth, existing
protocols, etc., but only from the user’s point of view.
In some cases, only one of the possible choices is
reasonable, while for other situations, more than one
choice is reasonable.
Requirement description

QoS-2
QoS-3

QoS-4
QoS-5

QoS-6
QoS-7
QoS-8

Categories
ID
Conf

Primary and secondary substation data: every 15
minutes
Availability of information flows
The percentage of missing values should be below
20% for each measurement device/source - allowed
outage: 1 day per month
Precision of data requirements
Measured value should be float with at least two
decimal digits
Data synchronization
Active and reactive power measurements should be
synchronized, i.e. average active/reactive power OR
instantaneous active/reactive power
Operational planning time frame
The length of the operational planning time horizon
must be stated (e.g. 24 hours).
Operational planning time resolution
The duration of each operational planning period
must be specified (e.g. 1 hour)
DSO assets operating conditions
The expected or normal operating states for the
DSO-owned assets must be reported (e.g. weeklyscheduled operation for capacitor banks, OLTCs tap
positions and switching devices status and
operability).
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Conf-1

Communication access services
requirements
Location of Information Producers
Location of Information Receiver
Commonly used data model

Conf-2
Conf-3
Conf-4
Conf-5

Operation mode of information
producer

Periodic data transfer/update according to the QoS
requirements
RTUs in primary and secondary substation
Control centre
RTU data should be provided in a standardized data
format
Automatic

Requirements

InteGrid
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Categories
ID
DM

Category name for requirements

Category description

Data Management Issues

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Covers both the management of the data exchanges
in each Use Case step and the management of data
at either end if that management is impacted by data
exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going
maintenance of what data needs to be exchanged,
say between a Geographic Information System and
the many different applications that use its data. An
example of the second type of data management is
the need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if new
protection settings are issued to multiple field
devices, these settings need to be reflected in
Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should
concentrate on the user requirements for the
interfaces to databases and other data handling
applications.
Requirement description

DM-1
DM-2

Type of source data
Correctness of source data

DM-3
DM-4
DM-5

DM-6

Categories
ID
OC

Requirement
R-ID

InteGrid

Source data was directly measured
As long as the QoS requirements are fulfilled,
correctness of source data is not relevant. The PUC
considers a VEE function to pre-process data.
Up-to-date management
Avoid delays of more than one day in data update
Validation of data exchanges
Validity of data is not relevant. Data in pre-process
with a VEE function.
Management of data formats in data
Conversion of data formats is automatically handled
exchanges
by each application. Output data is provided in a
standardized XML format: JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation)
Data format requirements
The formats for electrical networks information
exchange must be compliant with:
IEC CIM standard for electricity version 14 or later according to the XML specification standard format
version 1.0 or later - (e.g. ENTSO-E CIM Profile 1
based on IEC CIM UML14 or CGMES v2.4 based on
IEC CIM UML16)
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Other constraints

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are relevant to the
use case step. These configuration issues include
numbers of devices and/or systems, expected
growth of the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth, existing
protocols, etc., but only from the user’s point of view.
In some cases, only one of the possible choices is
reasonable, while for other situations, more than one
choice is reasonable.
Requirement description

Requirement name
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OC-1

Categories
ID
Sec

Availability of meta-data from each
measurement device/source

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Security

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Sec-1

Database authentication

Sec-2

Encryption of information

The following “static” information shall be available
for each substation: installed power,
load composition in terms of three classes of
consumers (domestic, industrial and commercial)
and their energy consumption, including at peak,
normal and light hours.
Category description
Assess how different security measures applied to
different items can potentially interact and either
leave security holes or make user interfaces very
laborious and possibly unworkable. Security must not
only protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far more likely
inadvertent mistakes, failures, and errors. At the
same time, it is necessary to try to identify the
requirements and the concerns for implementing
security measures.
Requirement description

The connections to the SCADA/DMS database and
systems must require a secure authentication
routine.
The channels used for information and data
exchange must be encrypted (e.g. FTP over TLS or
SSH network communication protocols).

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
DER
Load allocation
Validation, Estimation
Edition (VEE)

InteGrid

and

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Distributed Energy Resources. It may refer to renewable generation
sources, energy storage or flexible loads.
Process used to estimate the contribution of every injection device
connected to the network when measurements are not available.
Means validation, estimation and editing of metering data in order to identify
and compensate for missing and inaccurate measurements.
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PUC01.2 – Avoid technical problems in LV networks
1 Description of the use case

1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC01.2
(1) grid operations

Name of Use Case
Avoid technical problems in LV networks

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1
0.2

Date

0.3

17.07.2017

0.5

21.07.2017

0.8

20.08.2017

1.1

31.08.2017

23.06.2017
27.06.2017

Version Management
Changes

Name of
Author(s)
Hélder Costa
Hélder Costa, André
Madureira
Hélder Costa, André
Madureira, Ricardo
Bessa
Hélder Costa, André
Madureira
Hélder Costa, Ricardo
Bessa, André
Madureira
Hélder Costa, André
Madureira

Creation of the document
Draft revision
Internal Revision

Update activity diagrams
Requirements review

Requirements review

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

The context of this Primary Use Case (PUC) concerns the management of technical
problems in the Low Voltage (LV) network. It is part of the High Level Use Case (HLUC) with
the title Monitor and control the LV network in a distributed way using available flexibilities
(HLUC02).
It uses forecast data regarding LV demand and photovoltaic (PV) microgeneration and active
power flexibility from domestic clients in each node to determine preventive and real time
operational set-points.
Controllable resources are here defined as network assets which the Distribution System
Operator (DSO) can interact, being the DSO property or providing flexibility through a
bilateral contract for instance. The controllable resources considered here are the
transformer with On Load Tap Change (OLTC) capacity, Energy Storage Devices (ESD),
and the flexibility of LV domestic clients to change their consumption levels through their
Home Energy Management System (HEMS) applications.
The objectives of this PUC are related to the operation of the LV distribution network within
the scope of the DSO activity. The following objectives are therefore pursued:
Define a preventive operation plan for the available flexibilities in order to solve
potential network problems, namely in terms of voltage profiles.
Monitor and manage in real time the network operation by using the available
flexibilities.
HLUC02 – Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibilities
HLUC01 – Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in operational
planning and optimize MV network operation

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description

InteGrid
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This PUC regards the management of the network flexibilities in two distinct modes.
The preventive approach defines an operation plan for the available flexibilities in order to avoid potential
operation problems considering a time horizon of n-hours ahead. This mode uses forecasts of PV
microgeneration and demand by LV network node in order to identify potential operational constraints
during the considered period. The available flexibilities for each time of the considered period are also
taken into consideration in order to define the best suited control action plan in accordance with the
DSO’s preferences.
In real time operation, the algorithm analyses the network measurements that are directly obtained
through the metering infrastructure and/or using the state estimation function. Consequently, the current
state of operation can be compared to the one used in the preventive mode which was based on forecast
data. If the difference is significant, most likely the control actions defined may not be suited to manage
the problem and in this case the control actions plan is updated.
This real time approach intends to manage all unforeseen network constraints and correct/update the
control actions previously determined in the preventive control. The resulting s et-point plan is sent to the
DSO for validation before execution.
Complete description
This PUC concerns the control of the network available flexibilities in order to manage technical
constraints.
The main objective of the proposed control is to ensure that no technical constraints (such as voltage
violations or branch overloads) occur. In case any potential violation is foreseen, a set of control actions
are identified in order to overcome that situation.
The proposed approach will rely on two different and complementary approaches.
3. In a first level, a predictive control will be sought aiming at identifying potential violations for a
pre-defined time horizon (n-hours ahead) based on forecasting information. The forecasting data
required includes net-load and solar PV forecast for each bus of the LV network. Whenever
potential violations (voltage or congestions) are identified, a set of control actions are determined
for the available flexibilities to correct the violations and/or prepare beforehand certai n resources
to ensure the required flexibility (i.e., storage devices). These control actions consist on a set of
set-points for the DER (namely storage devices owned by the DSO and flexibility of domestic
clients via their HEMS) but also secondary substation transformers with On-Load Tap Changer
(OLTC) capability or FACTS devices for the pre-defined time horizon in order to mitigate the
violation identified.
4. In a second level, in real-time or close to real-time, the operation of the LV network is monitored.
In case the current operating conditions do not differ much from the scenario used to produce
the plan with control actions, the resulting set-points, which aim at mobilizing a specific amount
of flexibility, are sent to the Operator to be validated before being sent to the field. In case the
conditions are significantly different or should any unforeseen violation be detected, new control
actions must be determined based on the most recent data available.
The overview diagram presented in Error! Reference source not found., presents all the inputs and o
utputs of the proposed functionalities described before.

InteGrid
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Overview diagram
This control functions includes the following steps:
1 Preventive Management
The predictive control of the flexibilities available in the LV grid aims at determining a plan of set -points
for the available flexibilities in a rolling window of n-hours ahead based on forecasting data. The setpoints plan aims at mitigating foreseen violations that may occur during network operation by evaluating
the operating conditions in a preventive way. In the following description, it is enumerated in detail each
step of this approach in consistency with the diagrams presented in Preventive management overview
diagram and in Preventive Management sequence diagram.
Retrieve MV flexibility requirements
In this step, the information retrieved considers the requirements resulting from the PUC01.3 Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in operational planning and
optimize MV network operation regarding the voltage profile to be maintained at the secondary
(MV/LV) substation for each time instant of the time horizon considered.
Retrieve generation and demand forecasts
This data comprehends generation and demand active power forecasts for each node of the LV
network for a defined time period ahead. The data is updated periodically in order to obtain more
accurate forecasts for the next hours ahead.
Tools called by the step
Renewable generation forecasting system for MV and LV networks;
Load forecasting system for MV and LV networks
Retrieve flexibility offers
The resources present in the network enable an active power flexibility margin to be used by the
DSO. In this step, the active power flexibility for each time instant regarding each of the available
controllable resources is obtained. The available resourc es in the LV network that are DSO property
and can provide this type of flexibility are typically the Energy Storage Devices (ESD). The
consumer owned resources at a domestic level, which can be controlled through the HEMS, can
provide a defined level of flexibility at each instant that can be activated by the DSO following some
type of agreement between the client and the DSO, for instance, through bilateral contracts. Data
concerning these flexibilities, for each time frame, is gathered by the Flexibility Operator (FO) and
sent to the Neutral Market Facilitator (NMF) which then sends it to the Distribution System Optimizer
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(DsO). The flexibility information is updated for the time horizon ahead when new/updated data is
available in the Grid-Market Hub platform.
Retrieve network characteristics
In this step, the operation state of the network is retrieved considering the technical characteristics
of the network such as: topology, lines/cables technical data, operation restrictions, characteristics
of the available resources and other relevant information. This information is only updated when
there is a change in the network (i.e., new consumer, topology change).
Preventive analysis
1.5.1 Analyze ratios between Demand and Generation
Given the data from active power forecasts in each node, it is possible to analyse the ratio of
demand versus generation in each phase. For each time frame of the forecast data the ratio of
demand versus generation is calculated for each phase. The highest and lowest ratios f or each
phase are then selected and a power flow simulation is run for those scenarios. The highest and
lowest ratios are selected in order to identify the time frames for which voltage problems are most
likely to occur with higher deviation magnitudes from the defined admissible limits.
1.5.2 Run power flow
A power flow simulation is run for the scenario being evaluated. This power flow function considers
the typical unbalanced three phase operation of the LV networks with distributed resources.
Tools called by the step
Three phase Unbalanced Power flow
1.5.3 Select previous time frame
In case any of these operational scenarios result in a potential voltage deviation situation, the time
frame immediately before is considered and a power flow simulation is also run. If the voltage is also
outside the defined limits the time frame before is then considered and tested. This continuous
methodology is maintained until the algorithm finds the time frame before the voltage deviation
occurs.
In this step, the previous time frame depends on the time horizon and time steps defined (i.e., time
horizon of 24 hours with time steps of 15 minutes). The objective is to determine the initial time
when the voltage is outside the defined limits, finding the time frame when the voltage deviation
started.
1.5.4 Save time frame and voltage values
After identifying the maximum voltage deviation magnitude (step 1.5.2) and the instant where the
voltage starts to deviate from the defined limits (step 1.5.3) these two v ariables are saved. After all
scenarios are considered and saved this data is relayed to the control actions management module
(step 1.5.5).
Control Actions Management Module (CAMM)
The module will run for every scenario saved in step 1.5.4 and define the control actions to manage
the voltage deviation value using the resources available in the time frame saved for that scenario.
This function initially establishes a merit order of the available flexibilities, regarding the type of
resource, distance to the origin of the problem and cost of actuation in order to select the most
suitable resources to manage the network constraint. After the merit order is established, the
resources are selected and set-points of operation are determined and tested through power flow
simulations in order to find the solution that manages the problem. The set -point determined for
each scenario consists in operational set-points defined, to be sent to the field in the respective time
frame determined in step 1.5.3.
After all situations are covered, a function will analyse the set -points plan compatibility regarding the
state of charge of the network ESD, ensuring the necessary state of charge for the time frames
where the ESD will be necessary.
Tools called by the step
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Control Actions Management Module (CAMM)
Validate Set-Point Plan
After the control actions are established for each scenario, the defined set -point plan is sent to the
Contributor to System Security (CSS) for validation.
Store Set-Point Plan
The validated set-point plan is stored in the database.
2

Real time control

The real time control aims at monitoring the current state of the LV grid and implementing the set-points
calculated previously. In case any unforeseen violations occur, a new set-points’ plan is computed to be
validated and sent to the field. The following description of the methodology is divided into the main algorithm
steps and can be complemented with the diagrams presented in Real time control overview diagram and in
Real-time control sequence diagram.
Retrieve MV flexibility requirements
Same as described in step 1.1.
Retrieve generation and demand forecasts
Same as described in step 1.2.
Retrieve flexibility offers
Same as described in step 1.3.
Retrieve network measurements
The network measurements are updated. These measurements can be obtained directly through the
smart metering infrastructure, through the state estimation tool, or using the most updated forecasts.
In case there are missing measurements from the grid the state estimation tool will provide an
estimation of the missing voltage values maintaining the metered measurements available. Also,
missing active and reactive power values can be obtained using the most recent demand and
generation forecasts.
Tools called by the step
LV state estimator (PUC01.2 - Estimate the operating conditions of the LV network in real-time)
Run power flow
Same as described in step 1.5.2.
Confirm set-points’ plan
In this step, an analysis of the data available is done in order to check the set -point plan adequacy
(previously established in the preventive management) for the current time frame considering the
updated network measurements.
In case there is a voltage deviation situation this function will compare the most recent voltage
values with the ones obtained in the preventive control that were used to determine the set -point. If
the voltage difference is higher than a defined threshold, the set -point plan needs to be updated with
adequate set-point to efficiently manage the problem. It is also considered that unforeseen network
problem may occur that cover situations where there are voltage deviations in the network but there
is not a set-point plan defined to address them.
In both of these cases the Control Actions Management Module (CAMM) is run in order to establish
a set-point plan to manage the voltage problem.
Apply set-point plan
The plan of set-points is implemented, which means that the DER receive a set -point to change their
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operating point and the HEMS receive a set-point to activate the flexibilities associated to the LV
customers/prosumers. The activation of the required flexibility (either total or partially) is
acknowledged and confirmed by the HEMS.
Control Actions Management Module (CAMM)
Similar to the description made in step 1.6. The difference is that the module will determine control
actions for the current voltage value using the available flexibilities with the intention of managing
the problem as soon as possible.
Validate set-points’ plan
If a new or updated set-point plan is established in the Control Actions Management Module, the
corresponding plan is sent to the CSS for validation.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

B.1

Voltage
profile
improvemen
t

B.2

Flexibility
activation

Aged infrastructures, plus volatile and
dramatic changes of the power flow
patterns of RES/DER generation and load
cause may increase the risk of substantial
voltage deviations. The proposed control
is designed to improve the voltage profile
by minimizing the voltage deviations
magnitudes.
Percentage of the total flexibility available
that is used to manage operation without
technical constraints.

Reference to mentioned use case
objectives
Ensure that line voltage profiles fulfil
grid nominal voltage requirements, as
defined in EN 50160 standard.

Use of the flexibility available to avoid
technical problems at the LV level.

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions
The DSO has deployed smart meters and other IEDs in the LV grid.
A full knowledge of the LV grid’s topology and electrical characteristics is available.
Available controllable flexibilities exist that have real time monitoring capability (active power and
voltage).
The regulatory framework in place enables the use of flexibility services by the DSO for technical
constraints management.
Prerequisites
Link to HLUC01
Link to HLUC10
Link to PUC01.2
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
In InteGrid:
- HLUC02 Distributed monitoring and control of LV network using available flexibilities
- HLUC01 Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in operational planning and
optimize MV network operation
- PUC02.2 Estimate the operating conditions of the LV network in real-time
- PUC01.9 Collect data and schedule optimization
- PUC01.1 Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in operational planning and
optimize MV network operation
Level of depth
Primary use case
Prioritisation

InteGrid
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High level of priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Primary
Further keywords for classification
Smart grid, distribution system operator, voltage control, state estimation, distributed energy resources,
flexibility, storage.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

«Function»

Distribution System Optimizer

Renewable generation
forecasting system for MV and
LV networks

Grid-Market Hub

Contributor to network security

<<extend>>

«Function»
«HLUC»
Reserve distribution flexibility offers
to solve constraints detected in
operational planning and optimize
MV network operation

«PUC»
<<extend>>

<<extend>>

Avoid technical problems in LV
networks

<<include>>

<<include>>
<<extend>>

«HLUC»
Monitor and control the LV network
in a distributed way using available
flexibilities

Load forecasting system for
MV and LV networks

«Function»
Three-phase unbalanced
power flow

«Function»
LV state estimator

«PUC»
HEMS

OLTC

DER

FACTS

Estimate the ope ratin g
conditio ns of the L V netwo rk in
real-time

Use case diagram

InteGrid
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Input data update

1.1. Retrieve MV
flexibility requirements

1.2. Retrieve
generation/demand
forecasts

1.3. Retrieve flexibility
forecasts

1.4. Retrieve network
characteristics

1.5. Preventive analysis

1.6. Control Actions
Management System

1.7. Validate set-point
plan

1.9. Store set-point plan

End

Preventive management overview diagram

InteGrid
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Updated grid measurements

2.1. Retrieve MV
flexibility requirements

2.2. Retrieve
generation/gemand
forecasts

2.3. Retrieve flexibility
forecasts

2.4. Retrieve network
measurements

2.5. Run power flow

2.6. Confirm set-point
plan

Are there set-point
to be applyed?

Voltage problem?
Yes

No

No
Yes

Need for update?

No

Yes

2.8. Control Actions
Management System

2.9. Validate setpoints

2.7. Apply Set-points

End

Real time control overview diagram
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Grid-Market
Hub

Load/RES
Forecasting
system

SCADA/
DTC

DsO

Contributor to
Sytem Security

1.1 MV constraints
1.2 Generation and demand forecasts

1.3 Ative power flexibility

1.4 Network
characteristics
loop
1.5 Analyse power ratios

Preventive Management

1.6. Run power flow

1.8. Save Data

1.9. Control Actions Management Module

Set-Point Plan
1.10 Validate
set-point plan

Validated
Set-Point plan
1.11. Store Set-Point plan

Preventive Management sequence diagram
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Real-time control sequence diagram
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Distribution System
Optimizer

DSO Role

Contributor to System
Security

DSO Role

RES forecasting system

System

Load forecasting system

System

HEMS

System

Grid-Market Hub

Domain

Prosumer

Role

Distributed Energy
Resource

Device

OLTC

Device

FACTS

Device

Actors
Actor Description
Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of
the distribution network by managing network constraints,
including emergency situations and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and nondiscriminatory manner.
Responsible for the exchange of structural data (e.g.
network structure and its evolution) and forecasts (e.g.
load forecasts aggregated at primary substation) along
with the TSO. It also manages the operational planning
contracts. The goal of this role is to provide cost-efficient
local solutions to system wide problems, by responding to
the TSO’s operational planning, scheduling and security
requests (including emergency situations).
Provides RES forecast data through the use of statistical
algorithms. This data is provided by network node for solar
PV generation.
Provides load forecast data through the use of statistical
algorithms. These data are provided by network node for
net-load consumption.
Home Energy Management System (HEMS) provides a
platform for interaction between the grid and consumer.
Enables access to the consumer flexibility information and
an active management of the consumers’ energy.
It is a cloud based solution that supports the provision of
services in a neutral standardized way between neutral
market facilitator and stakeholders. Specifically in this use
case, providing flexibility information of the available
resources of the LV network.
Consumer that can also generate energy using a
Distributed Energy Resource.
Small unit which generates energy and which is connected
to the distribution grid. Loads which could modify their
consumption according to external set points are often
also considered as DER.
Transformer with On Load Tap Changer capability.
Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices
compensates and manages power flow in the system to
improve and maintain power quality and manage the
voltage profile.

3.2 References
No.

References
Type
Standard

Reference

2

Internal
Document

InteGrid Actors

3

Internal

InteGrid

1

InteGrid

EN 50160

KPI

References
Status
Impact on use
case
Published
Requirements
for
supply
voltage
variations
n/a
Provision
of
possible actors
and roles
n/a
Provision
of

GA 731218

Originator /
organisation
CENELEC

Link

INESC TEC

n/a

AIT

n/a

n/a
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4

Document

reference list

Project
Deliverable

GRID+
KPI
reference list

Published

KPIs
to
included
Provision
KPIs
to
included

be
of
be

GRID+ Project

n/a

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

2

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Preventive
control

Real-time
control

Scenario
description
The preventive
mode defines a
set-point plan for
managing a
probable
overvoltage
situation n-hours
ahead.
An
unpredicted
voltage deviation
situation
is
detected and a
set-point plan is
defined.

Primary actor
DsO

DsO

GA 731218

Triggering
event
Data available
indicates a
probable
voltage problem
n-hour ahead.

Pre-condition

Updated
measurement
from the grid
indicate
a
voltage
deviation
situation.

Network
operation
without
technical
problems.

Network without
any constraints
or activated
flexibilities.

any

Postcondition
Set-point
plan created
for the nhours ahead.

A number of
set-points are
determined to
be applied.
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

No. 1 - Preventive Control
Name of
Description of process/
process/
activity
activity
1.1 Retrieve
MV optimization sends the
constraints
desired voltage range to
from MV
DsO.
optimization

1

Data update

2

Data update

1.2 Retrieve
forecast data

3

Data update

1.3 Retrieve
flexibility
information

4

Data update

1.4 Retrieve
network
characteristics

5

[1-4]

1.5 Analyse
power ratios

6

7

InteGrid

5 or 7

6 & voltage

1.6 Run power
flow

1.7 Select

Service

CHANGE

Information
producer
(actor)
DsO

Information
receiver
(actor)
ADMS/DTC

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
I.E.4

Forecast provider sends new
forecast information
regarding active power for
demand and generation to
the DsO.
Flexibility Operator sends
the updated flexibility
information to the Neutral
Market Facilitator.
The network technical
characteristics are updated
(i.e., new consumer
integration).

CHANGE

Load/RES
forecasting
system

ADMS/DTC

I.E.1

CHANGE

Grid-Market
Hub

ADMS/DTC

I.E.3

CHANGE

DsO

ADMS/DTC

I.E.2

The active power ratio
between demand and
generation is analysed in
order to identify worst case
scenarios of operation for
the n-hours ahead.
The power flow is run with
the state of the network
specified in order to analyse
the voltage values.
The operation scenario

TIMER

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC

GA 731218

-

TIMER

TIMER

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC

Requirement, R-IDs

config 6; config 12; config
14;
QoS 1; QoS 2;
data 5;
sec 1
config 3; config 4; config 12;
config 14; QoS 1; QoS 2;
QoS 3;
data 2; data 3;
sec 1
config 1; config 12; config
14;
QoS 1; QoS 2; QoS 3;
data 4; sec 1
config 2; config 5; config 11;
config 13; config 14;
QoS 1; QoS 2; QoS 3;
data 1; data 6; data 7; data
8; data 9; data 10; sec 1

config 14

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC
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8

9

12

13

problem

previous time
step

REPEAT (6-7)

Search the
time frame
where the
voltage
deviation
starts

6&
no voltage
problem
9

12

1.8. Save time
instant and
voltage value
1.9 Control
actions
management
system

1.10. Validate
set-point plan

respecting the previous time
step is considered for
analysis.
The steps 6 and 7 will be
executed until the time frame
where the voltage are still
within the limits is found. The
following time frame will be
considered the moment
where the voltage starts to
deviate.
It is saved the time instant tijs and the voltage value Vtij.
For each occurrence of step
9, the Control Actions
Management Module will be
executed. The scenario with
the highest voltage deviation
is considered first.
The set-point plan resulting
from step 12 will be sent to
the Contributor to System
Security for validation.

TIMER

TIMER

TIMER

REPORT

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC

-

config 14

-

config 14

-

config 14

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC

Contributor
to System
Security

I.E.5

config 7; config 8; config 9;
config 10; config 14;
QoS 1; QoS 2;
sec 1

Information
receiver
(actor)
ADMS/DTC

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
I.E.4

Requirement, R-IDs

CHANGE

Information
producer
(actor)
DsO

CHANGE

Load/RES

ADMS/DTC

I.E.1

Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1

Data update

2

Data update

InteGrid

No. 2 - Real Time Control
Name of
Description of process/
process/
activity
activity
2.1 Retrieve
Same as described in
scenario No. 1. Step 1.
constraints
from MV
optimization
2.2 Retrieve

Same as described in

GA 731218

Service
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data 5;
sec 1
config 3; config 4; config 12;
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forecast data

scenario No. 1. Step 2

forecasting
system

3

Data update

2.3 Retrieve
flexibility
information

Same as described in
scenario No. 1. Step 3

CHANGE

Grid-Market
Hub

ADMS/DTC

I.E.3

4

Data update

2.4 Retrieve
network
measurements

Updated network
measurements are retrieved
through the state estimation
function available.

CHANGE

State
Estimation

ADMS/DTC

I.E.2

5

[1-4]

2.5 Run power
flow

The power flow is run with
for current state of the
network using the updated
data available.
The set-point plan
established in the preventive
control, in accordance with
the calculated voltage value,
is checked for adequacy
considering the voltage
value obtained with the
updated (real-time) data
available.
The set-points previously
determined in the preventive
control to be sent in this time
frame are sent to the
respective equipments.
Same as described in step 7.

TIMER

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC

6

5&
voltage
problem

2.6 Confirm
set-point plan

7

6&
No need for
update

2.7 Apply setpoints

8

5&
no voltage
problem &
existence of
set-points to

2.7 Apply setpoints

InteGrid

GA 731218

TIMER

ADMS/DTC

REPORT

ADMS/DTC

REPORT

ADMS/DTC

config 14; QoS 1; QoS 2;
QoS 3;
data 2; data 3;
sec 1
config 1; config 12; config
14;
QoS 1; QoS 2; QoS 3;
data 4; sec 1
config 2; config 5; config 11;
config 13; config 14;
QoS 1; QoS 2; QoS 3;
data 1; data 6; data 7; data
8; data 9; data 10; sec 1
-

config 14

-

config 14

ADMS/DTC

Consumer/Di
stributed
Energy
Resource/OL
TC/FACTS
Consumer/Di
stributed
Energy
Resource/OL
TC/FACTS
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config 7; config 8; config 9;
config 10; config 14;
QoS 1; QoS 2;
sec 1

I.E.5

config 7; config 8; config 9;
config 10; config 14;
QoS 1; QoS 2;
sec 1
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9

10

be applied
5&
no voltage
problem &
non-existence
of set-points to
be applied
6&
Need for an
update

18

10

19

18

InteGrid

End real-time
control
iteration

This iteration of the real-time
control for the considered
time frame is concluded.

TIMER

2.8 Control
Actions
Management
System
2.9 Validate
set-points

The network resources that
present an operation
flexibility for the current time
frame are selected.
The set-points calculated for
the selected resources are
sent to the contributor to
system security for
validation.
The set-points calculated
and validated are sent to the
respective resources.

TIMER

2.7 Apply setpoints

GA 731218

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC

ADMS/DTC
-

config 14

-

config 14

ADMS/DTC

REPORT

ADMS/DTC

Contributor
to System
Security

I.E.5

config 7; config 8; config 9;
config 10; config 14;
QoS 1; QoS 2;
sec 1

REPORT

ADMS/DTC

Consumer/Di
stributed
Energy
Resource/OL
TC/FACTS

I.E.5

config 7; config 8; config 9;
config 10; config 14;
QoS 1; QoS 2;
sec 1
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
I.E.1

Name of information

Forecasting Data

Generation and demand active
power, per node, for a predefined
time period.

I.E.2

Network
technical
characteristics
and
measurements

I.E.3

Flexibility

Information referring to the smart
meter measurements and estimated
values using the state estimation
function. Also contains information
regarding
the
technical
characteristics of the network and
respective assets.
Available
flexibility
for
each
available resource for a given time
period.

I.E.4

Voltage Range

Voltage range for the connection
between MV and LV.

I.E.5

Set-point Plan

A group, or a single, set-point for
the network resources. It may
represent an active power operating
point or a tap position.

Requirement, R-IDs

config 3; config 4; config
12; config 14; QoS 1; QoS
2; QoS 3;
data 2; data 3;
sec 1
config 2; config 5; config
11; config 13; config 14;
QoS 1; QoS 2; QoS 3;
data 1; data 6; data 7; data
8; data 9; data 10; sec 1

config 1; config 12; config
14;
QoS 1; QoS 2; QoS 3;
data 4; sec 1
config 6; config 12; config
14;
QoS 1; QoS 2;
data 5;
sec 1
config 7; config 8; config 9;
config 10; config 14;
QoS 1; QoS 2;
sec 1

6 Requirements
Categories
ID
config

Requirements
Category name for requirements

Category description

Configuration

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Config 1

Communication access: Grid Market Hub

Config 2

Communication
information

access:

Smart

Meters

Communication access to the grid market hub
database enabling data queries regarding
updated DER flexibility.
Communication access to the available
controllable resources smart meters data
(updated every 15 minutes). Enables access
to updated active power and voltage
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Config 3

Communication access: Load forecasting
system for LV and MV networks

Config 4

Communication
access:
Renewable
generation forecasting system for LV and MV
networks
Communication access: LV state estimation

Config 5
Config 6
Config 7

Communication access: MV voltage range
requirements
Communication access: Energy Storage
devices

Config 8

Communication access: HEMS systems

Config 9

Communication access: OLTC

Config 10

Communication access: FACTS

Config 11

Communication
access:
characterization information

Config 12

Communication
frequency:
Flexibility,
forecasts and MV requirements information

Config 13

Communication
frequency:
estimation
Infrastructure capabilities

Config 14

Categories
ID
QoS

Requirement
R-ID

InteGrid

Network

LV

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Quality of Service (QoS)

State

measurements
Communication access to the load
forecasting system in order to enable
forecasting data retrieval
Communication access to the renewable
generation forecasting system in order to
enable forecasting data retrieval
Communication access to the LV state
estimation function.
Communication access to the updated MV
voltage range requirements information.
Communication access to the controllable
energy storage device inverter in order to
send operation set-points (active power).
Communication access to the HEMS device
in order to send operation set-points (active
power)
Communication access to the transformer
with on-load-tap-change capability in order to
send operation set-points (tap position
number)
Communication access to the FACTS devices
in order to send operation set-points (voltage
set-point)
Communication to the network information
data. Access to information regarding the
network characteristics (e.g., topology,
connection phase, type of resources, cables
and lines). This information should updated
when necessary (e.g., new network consumer
connected).
Information regarding the load and renewable
generation forecasting systems, as well as
the flexibility information and the MV voltage
requirements information, should be updated
every hour (maximum of one hour from the
last update).
The state estimation function should provide
updated information every 15 minutes.
The system where the control is embedded
should have the computational capabilities to
execute the algorithm and its inherent
functions.

Category description
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. QoS issues also address
accuracy and precision of data, the frequency
of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

Requirement name

GA 731218
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QoS 1

Elapsed time response requirements for
exchanging data

QoS 2

Availability of information flows

QoS 3

Accuracy of data requirements

Categories
ID
sec

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Security Issues

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

sec 1

Eavesdropping

Categories
ID
data

Requirement

InteGrid

After 2 minutes of the data query execution,
and in case there is no response, the system
must issue retries every 2 minutes to a
maximum of 3 attempts. If the systems does
not respond, assume that data is unavailable.
Continuous availability not required but must
be available at specific times or under specific
conditions
Data must be accurate. The associated
measurements errors should be within the
accepted range.

Category description
Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far
more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and
errors. At the same time, it is necessary to try
to identify the requirements and the concerns
for implementing security measures.
Requirement description

Ensuring confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate
use of data, and preventing unauthorized
reading of data.

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Data Management

Category description
Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each Use Case step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications.
Requirement description

Requirement name

GA 731218
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R-ID
data 1

Data format
estimation

data 2

Data format requirements:
generation forecasting system

data 3

Data format requirements: Load forecasting
system

data 4

Data format requirements: DER flexibility

Data 5

Data format requirements: MV voltage range
requirements

data 6

Data format requirements: Network

data 7

Data format requirements: Network assets

data 8

Data format
equipment

data 9

Data format requirements: Energy Storage

data 10

Data format requirements: OLTC

InteGrid

requirements:

requirements:

LV

state

Renewable

Controllable

GA 731218

Data should be updated every 15 minutes
and contain voltage measurements regarding
every node of the network. Active power
estimations for the network nodes are also
useful but not essential.
The forecasting system should provide hourly
updates regarding the active power
generation in every node, for the next hours
ahead.
The forecasting system should provide hourly
updates regarding the active power demand
in every node, for the next hours ahead.
The data regarding the flexibility of DER
should contain the available resources active
power flexibility (e.g., HEMS) for the next
hours ahead with hourly updates.
The data regarding the MV voltage
requirements should define a minimum and
maximum voltage magnitude at the
secondary substation for the next hours
ahead with hourly updates.
The network data should contain information
regarding the topology (node connection
sequence and graphical representation), the
GPS coordinates of each node, the technical
characteristics of the connection cables/lines
(resistance and reactance, length and
maximum admissible current).
The network assets (e.g., DER), should be
characterized, Information regarding the
number, type of equipment, and nominal
power and other relevant specific information.
The available controllable equipment should
be fully characterized, Information must
contain the type of equipment (e.g., energy
storage, HEMS, OLTC) the connection
phase, nominal power and GPS coordinates.
It is necessary access to smart metering data
with update frequency of 15 minutes. The
metering data should contain current active
power and the voltage measurements. In
case of the OLTC, only the current tap
position and the voltage are necessary.
The essential technical information is the
nominal power and capacity. In case it is a
controllable resource, the measurements
necessary are the current power output, the
state of charge and voltage magnitude.
The essential technical information is nominal
tap position and reference voltage. In case it
is a controllable resource, the current tap
position information should be updated every
15 minutes.
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7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
CSS
DER
DSO
DsO
FACTS
FO
HEMS
HLUC
IED
LV
MV
NMF
OLTC
PUC
PV
RES

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Contributor to System Security
Distributed Energy Resources
Distribution System Operator
Distribution System Optimizer
Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System
Flexibility Operator
Home Energy Management System
High Level Use Case
Intelligent Electronic Device
Low Voltage
Medium Voltage
Neutral Market Facilitator
On-Load Tap Changer
Primary Use Case
Photovoltaic
Renewable Energy Sources

GA 731218
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PUC02.2 – Estimate the operating conditions of the LV network in real time
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC02.2
Grid operations

Name of Use Case
Estimate the operating conditions of the LV network in real
time

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
1.0
1.1

Date

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

14.07.2017
14.07.2017
14.07.2017
18.07.2017

1.6
1.7

09.08.2017
10.08.2017

1.8

29.08.2017

11.07.2017
13.07.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Gil Sampaio
First draft
Gil Sampaio, Jorge
Improved description
Pereira
Ricardo Bessa
Improved description
Gil Sampaio
Additional changes and text for missing sections
Ricardo Bessa
Comments and additional text
Gil Sampaio
Added diagrams, built scenarios and defined
requirements
Gil Sampaio
Revision of requirements
Ricardo Bessa, Gil
Revision of requirements
Sampaio
Gil Sampaio
Additional changes to maintain global coherency

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related
business
case(s)

Different challenges are now found and envisioned at the lower levels of the distribution
system: the growing penetration of renewable resources and storage devices, including
electric vehicles, demand-side-management strategies, the establishment of microgrids
with independent controllability and islanding capabilities, and the massive deployment
of smart meters. This justifies the development of new tools that increase the awareness
of operators since the traditional state estimation approaches are proven not to be
suitable for distribution networks. Therefore, the scope of this use case is the real -time
operation for power quality estimation supported by Information collected by a smart grid
infrastructure.
The objective of this primary use case is to estimate in real time, and with uncertainty
characterization, voltage magnitudes and active power of a LV network using a subset of
smart meters with real-time communication capability.
HLUC02 – Distributed monitoring and control of the LV network using available
flexibilities.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This use case describes the application of an innovative process for state estimation (i.e., voltage
magnitude and active power) for LV networks that relies on historical data collected by the smart grid
infrastructure to make up for the common incomplete characterization of network elements, on top of
the lack of full coverage of measuring devices with real-time communication capabilities. Additionally,
this methodology contributes even further to the awareness of the network operator by outputting
system states supplemented by estimation intervals (set of conditional quantiles) that can be used to
generate probabilistic alarms for operators (e.g., overvoltage with a probability of 95% in node BT1872).

InteGrid
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This primary use case comprises two different processes:
1. Update historical smart meter database and state estimator;
2. Perform real-time state estimation.
Complete description
Taking advantage on the large amount of data provided by smart meters, it is possible to identify
patterns and capture correlations in such a way that even a small subset of meters with real -time
communication can be exploited to provide an accurate estimation of the system state (i.e., real-time
snapshot of the network operating conditions). The next steps describe a state estimation functional
process that is based exclusively on data, i.e. data-driven process.
1.

Update historical smart meter database and state estimator

In this process, the most recent measurements gathered by smart meters or other equipment (i.e., remote
terminal units installed in the secondary substation, weather stations) are retrieved from the Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) periodically (e.g. every 24 hours) and added to the knowledge database of the
this process. The use of this knowledge database is two-fold: i) estimate hyper-parameters for the state
estimation tool; ii) analyse the performance of the state estimation function, which will be particularly
important whenever the topology of the network is changed.
1.1.

New batch data available

The most recent measurements gathered by smart meters or other equipment is retrieved to be stored in the
knowledge database. Additional information from weather prediction systems can be included in this
database.
1.2.

Pre-processing of data

Predefined rules with expert knowledge are applied to detect, classify and correct inconsistent smart meter
measurements in the new data.
1.3.

Update knowledge database

After checking consistency and synchronization, the new batch is added to the knowledge database.
1.4.

Performance analysis

If the estimation error is above a predefined threshold or a change has occurred in the low voltage
network (e.g., new photovoltaic installation, change in topology) the hyper-parameters of the state
estimation tool are re-tuned if there is sufficient historical data. Similarly, if the performance analysis is
executed and the performance level is not satisfactory, the state estimator will be trained again.
1.5. Optimize hyper-parameters
If the state estimator has not yet been trained and there is enough data to do it, the training will be
performed to obtain an optimized configuration of hyper-parameters. Likewise, the performance analysis
may require a new training.
1.6.

Save optimized configuration

The optimized configuration obtained from the training is saved in the knowledge database to be used upon a
real-time estimation request.
2.

Perform real-time state estimation

In this process, the arrival of real-time measurements trigger a state estimation process that will determine
the most likely state of the system conditioned by a set of explanatory variables.
2.1.

InteGrid

New smart meter data available in real-time
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When new data collected by the subset of smart meters is available, it is stored in the knowledge database
and the real-time state estimation process is initiated.
2.2.

Load hyper-parameters

The hyper-parameters from the last optimization are loaded from the knowledge database.
2.3.

New batch of real-time measurements

This data consists in active power and voltage magnitude measurements collected by the smart meters, but it
may also include real-time measurements from weather stations (or sensors) and measurements from
remote terminal units.
2.4.

Pre-processing of data

Predefined rules with expert knowledge are applied to detect, classify and correct inconsistent smart meter
measurements in the new data.
2.5.

Access historical measurements.

Historical dataset is retrieved from the knowledge database. This data may consist of: active power and
voltage magnitude in smart meters and remote terminal units; weather predictions; weather measurements.
2.6. Construct input variables (feature engineering)
Additional variables are constructed from the historical and real-time data in a feature engineering process.
These additional variables may consist of: hour of the day, day of the week, past measurements (e.g.,
previous day) of the voltage and active power.
2.7.

Determine a real-time snapshot of the low voltage network

The state estimation algorithm is applied to estimate the network state (active power and voltage)
conditioned to the available real-time information.
Tool called by this step
LV state estimator
This tool uses as inputs the information collected in steps (2.2-2.6) and produces the following outputs:

Expected value of active power and voltage magnitude in each low voltage network node;

Estimation intervals (uncertainty) of the real active power and voltage magnitude in each low voltage
network node (values per phase).
2.8.

Display voltage level alarms to operators

The output from step (2.7) is used to construct two types of alarms for the operators:

Expected voltage above or below the limits defined in standard EN 50160, which allows a tolerance
of +/- 10% of the nominal voltage.

Overvoltage or undervoltage with a certain probability (predefined by the operator).

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID
KPI01

InteGrid

Name
Operator
awareness

Description
This is a qualitative indicator on a scale of
1 – 10 (1 – extremely unaware, 10 –
extremely aware) for the awareness of
the operator regarding the state of the
system.

GA 731218

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
Improve distribution network
reliability (higher-level
business goal).
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KPI02

Mean absolute
estimation error

KPI03

Maximum absolute
estimation error

KPI04

Quantile calibration
maximum deviation

KPI05

Sharpness of
predictive
distributions

Indicates the average absolute deviation
between the estimated and the real
values for different time horizons (e.g., 1week, 1-month, …).
Indicates the maximum absolute deviation
between the estimated and the real
values for different time horizons (e.g., 1week, 1-month, …).
This indicator expresses the maximum
deviation between the nominal
proportions and the coverages obtained
from the estimation for quantiles 1%, 5%,
95% and 99%.
This indicator corresponds to the ability of
the probabilistic estimation method to
concentrate the probabilistic information,
considering two intervals: 1%-99% and
5%-95%.

Provide accurate state
estimations.

Provide precise state
estimations.

Provide reliable estimations
of uncertainty.

Reduce uncertainty.

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

DSO can use data collected by the AMI for LV network technical constraints
assessment/management
Prerequisites

The DSO must have deployed smart meters and other IEDs in the LV grid

There must be within the AMI some measuring devices with real-time communication
capabilities (e.g., 15 minutes update rate)
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
The outputs of the methodology described in this use case will be used to feed the algorithm described by
the PUC01.2 – “Solve technical problems in LV networks” (please refer to HLUC02 – “Distributed monitoring
and control of LV networks using available flexibilities”).
Level of depth
Primary use case
Prioritisation
High priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical use case
Further keywords for classification
Distributed Energy Resources, LV networks monitoring, LV networks state estimation, Smart Grids.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

InteGrid
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AMI Database

Smart Meters

Secondary substation
RTUs

Weather Forecast System

Functions for Validation, Estimation and
Edition (VEE)

Knowledge
database
<<Flow>>

<<Includes>>

<<PUC>>
Estimate the operating conditions
of the LV network in real time
DMS
operator

<<Invokes>>

LV State Estimator

<<Includes>>
<<Precedes>>

State estimation hyper-parameters optimizer
<<PUC>>
Solve technical problems in LV networks

InteGrid
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1.1 New batch data available

2.1 New smart meter data available in real-time

1.2 Pre-processing of
data

2.2 Load hyperparameters

1.3 Update
knowledge database

no

Is there an optimized configuration?
no

yes

First train &
Minimum data for trainning?

2.3 New batch of realtime measurements

yes

no

Performance analysis
request?

no

yes

Successful access &
Minimum real-time data?

1.4 Performance
analysis

yes

2.4 Pre-processing of
data
acceptable

Performance level

2.5 Access historical
measurements

unacceptable

no

1.5 Optimize hyperparameters

Successful access?
yes

2.6 Construct input
variables

1.6 Save optimized
configuration

2.7 Determine a real-time
snapshot of the LV network

2.8 Display voltage level
alarms to operators

InteGrid
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Knowledge
database

LV State Estimator

loop
1.1 Batch data

[New batch data]

1.2 Pre-processing of data

1.2 Send pre-processed data

opt
[Performance analysis
request]

1.4 Request performance analysis
1.4 Send historical data

1.4 Perfomance analysis

opt
[First train &
minimum data] or
[Unacceptable
performance]

1.5 Request optimization

1.5 Send historical data
1.5 Run optimization

1.6 Save hyper-parameters

InteGrid
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Knowledge
database

DMS operator

LV State Estimator

loop
Request state estimations

[New real-time data]

2.1 Perform
state estimation

par
2.3 New real-time
batch of data

[New real-time data]

2.4 Pre-processing of data

2.4 Store processed data
2.1 Request input data
for state estimation
2.6 Construct input variables

opt
[Optimized configuration]

2.2 Send hyper-parameteres

opt
[Successful access]

2.4 Send real-time
measurements

opt
[Successful access]

2.5 Send historical
measurements

2.7 Determine real-time snapshot
2.8 Send voltage level alarms

InteGrid
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

DMS Operator

Role

Knowledge database

Application

Functions of Validation,
Estimation and Edition
(VEE)

Function

State estimation hyperparameters optimizer

Function

LV State Estimator

Application

AMI System

System

Smart Meter

Device

Remote Terminal Unit
(RTU)

Device

Weather Forecast
System

System

Actors
Actor Description
Operator of the Distribution Management System
Database that concentrates processed historical data of
measurements gathered in a LV network
Set of functions that analyse a dataset to synchronize,
detect and filter errors, and provide a limited
reconstruction of missing data.
Assesses the capacity of a state estimator providing
accurate, precise and reliable estimations. In case of
unsatisfactory performance, the hyper-parameters of
the estimator are optimized.
Provides real-time state estimation of a LV network
including uncertainty.
Advanced Metering Infrastructure System.
The Smart Meter is a combination of the following
meter-related functions from the Smart Metering
reference architecture: Metrology functions including
the conventional meter display (register or index) that
are under legal metrological control. When under
metrological control, these functions shall meet the
essential requirements of the MID; One or more
additional functions not covered by the MID. These may
also make use of the display; Meter communication
functions.
Device that transmits analog and digital telemetry to the
SCADA system.
Provides weather forecast used for different utility
business processes (scheduling, planning, operational
planning, operation ...).

3.2 References

No.
1

2

References
Type
Standard

Reference

Internal
Document

InteGrid Actors

EN 50160

References
Status
Impact on use
case
Published
Requirements
for supply
voltage
variations
n/a
Provision of
possible actors
and roles

Originator /
organisation
CENELEC

Link

INESC TEC

n/a

n/a

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Update
historical
smart meter

Scenario
description
The most recent
non-real-time
measurements

Primary actor
AMI System

GA 731218

Triggering
event
New non-realtime batch of
data is

Precondition
n/a

Post-condition
Knowledge
database is up
to date.
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database
and state
estimator

2

InteGrid

Perform
real-time
state
estimation

are added to the
knowledge
database and the
hyperparameters of
the state
estimator are
optimized.
The arrival of
real-time
measurements
trigger a state
estimation
process that will
determine the
most likely state
of the system
conditioned by a
set of
explanatory
variables.

available

AMI System

GA 731218

New real-time
dataset is
available

Knowledge
database is
up to date.

System state is
determined
considering
probabilistic
distributions
and voltage
violation alarms
may be
triggered.
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios

Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1

New batch of
non-real-time
data

2

1

3

2

4

3

5

4 & (First train
or
Performance
analysis
request)
5

6

7

(5 &
Unacceptable
performance)
or (First train &
Minimum data)

Scenario
No. 1 - Update historical smart meter database and state estimator
Name of
Description
of
process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
1.1 Batch data Measurements gathered in the
GET
AMI System
last hours from devices without
real-time communication
capabilities are sent to the
system
1.2 PrePredefined rules with expert
CHANGE,
LV State
processing of
knowledge are applied to
TIMER
Estimator
data
detect, classify and correct
inconsistent smart meter
measurements in the new data
1.2 Send prePre-processed data is sent to GET
LV State
processed
the knowledge database
Estimator
data
1.3 Update
New data is added to the
TIMER
Knowledge
knowledge
knowledge database
database
database
1.4 Request
An assessment to the
GET
Knowledge
performance
performance of the estimator
database
analysis
was issued
1.4 Send
historical data
1.4
The performance of the
TIMER
LV State
Performance
estimator is assessed
Estimator
analysis
1.5 Request
The hyper-parameters of the
GET,
Knowledge
optimization
state estimator have to be
CHANGE
database
1.5 Send
optimized
historical data

Information
receiver
(actor)
DMS

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1

LV State
Estimator

IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1

Knowledge
database

IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1

Knowledge
database

IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1

LV State
Estimator

IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1, IE-4, IE5, IE-6

LV State
Estimator

IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1, IE-4, IE5, IE-6
IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1, IE-4, IE5, IE-6

LV State
Estimator

Requirement, R-IDs

QoS-1, QoS-2, QoS-3,
QoS-4, QoS-5, Conf-1,
Conf-2, Conf-3, Conf-4,
Conf-5, DM-1, DM-2, DM-3,
DM-4, DM-5, OC-1
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8

7

9

8

1.5 Run
optimization
1.6 Save
hyperparameters

The hyper-parameters of the
state estimator are optimized
New optimized configuration is
saved in the knowledge
database

TIMER,
CHANGE
GET

LV State
Estimator
LV State
Estimator

LV State
Estimator
Knowledge
database

IE-6

Information
producer
(actor)
DMS

Information
receiver
(actor)
LV State
Estimator

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
IE-1.2, IE-2.2,
IE-3.2

IE-6

Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1

New batch of
real-time data

2

1

3

2 & Optimized
configuration

4

3

5

4

6

5

7

6 & Successful

InteGrid

No. 1 – Perform real-time state estimation
Name of
Description
of
process/
process/
activity
activity
2.1 Perform
The process of state estimation
state
is initiated
estimation

2.1 Request
input data for
state
estimation
2.2 Send
hyperparameters
2.3 New realtime batch of
data
2.4 Preprocessing of
data

2.4 Store
processed
data
2.4 Send real-

Service

TIMER

The estimator requests data to
the knowledge database

GET

LV State
Estimator

Knowledge
database

The optimized configuration
stored in the knowledge
database is sent to the Low
Voltage state estimator
Real-time measurements are
sent to the system

GET

Knowledge
database

LV State
Estimator

IE-6

GET

AMI System

DMS

IE-1.2, IE-2.2,
IE-3.2

Predefined rules with expert
knowledge are applied to
detect, classify and correct
inconsistent smart meter
measurements in the new data
Pre-processed data is sent to
the knowledge database

CHANGE,
TIMER

LV State
Estimator

LV State
Estimator

IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1

GET

LV State
Estimator

Knowledge
database

IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1

If the database is successfully

GET

Knowledge

LV State

IE-1.2, IE-2.2,

GA 731218
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QoS-1, QoS-2, QoS-3,
QoS-4, QoS-5, Conf-1,
Conf-2, Conf-3, Conf-4,
Conf-5, DM-1, DM-2, DM-3,
DM-4, DM-5, OC-1
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access

time
measurements

8

7 & Successful
access

2.5 Send
historical
measurements

9

8

2.6 Construct
input variables

10

9

11

10

2.7 Determine
real-time
snapshot
2.8 Send
voltage level
alarms

InteGrid

accessed, real-time
measurements are sent to the
estimator
If the database is successfully
accessed, historical
measurements are sent to the
estimator
Along with the information
retrieved from the knowledge
database, the estimator will
apply feature engineering to
define a set of explanatory
variables and construct a
historical dataset
The state estimator will
determine the most likely realtime state of the system
Probability of undervoltages
and overvoltages to occur

GA 731218

database

Estimator

IE-3.2

GET

Knowledge
database

LV State
Estimator

IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1

TIMER

LV State
Estimator

LV State
Estimator

IE-1.1, IE-2.1,
IE-3.1, IE-1.2,
IE-2.2, IE-3.2,
IE-4, IE-5

TIMER

LV State
Estimator

LV State
Estimator

IE-6

GET

LV State
Estimator

DMS

IE-7
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5 Information Exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
IE-1.1

Name of information

IE-2.1

Historical
voltage
magnitude
Real-time
voltage
magnitude
Historical active power

IE-2.2

Real-time active power

IE-3.1

Historical
reactive
power
Real-time
reactive
power
Engineered data

IE-1.1

IE-3.2
IE-4

IE-5

Weather
measurements

IE-6

Hyper-parameters

IE-7

Undervoltage
and
overvoltage alarms

Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Requirement, R-IDs

Voltage magnitude per node’s
phase
Voltage magnitude per node’s
phase
Injected active power per node’s
phase
Injected active power per node’s
phase
Injected reactive power per node’s
phase
Injected reactive power per node’s
phase
Additional variables are constructed
from the historical and real-time
data in a feature engineering
process. These additional variables
may consist of: hour of the day, day
of the week, past measurements
(e.g., previous day) of the voltage
and active power
Average irradiance for the response
time of real-time measurements
updates
Parameters used by the state
estimator to adapt its predictive
characteristics to the system
Alarms triggered by the occurrence
of probabilistic voltage estimations
out of the tolerable bandwidth

6 Requirements
Categories
ID
QoS

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Quality of Service Issues

Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup, rollback,
etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and precision
of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

QoS-1

Elapsed time response for exchanging
data

Secondary substation data: 60 minutes (maximum)
Smart meters with close to real-time communication:
60 minutes (maximum)

QoS-2

InteGrid

Frequency of data exchanges

GA 731218

Smart meters without real-time communication: 24
hours (maximum)
Secondary substation data: every 15 minutes
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Smart meters with close to real-time communication:
every 15 minutes

QoS-3

QoS-4
QoS-5

Categories
ID
Conf

Smart meters without real-time communication: one
time per day (end of the day)
Availability of information flows
The percentage of missing values should be below
20% for each measurement device/source - allowed
outage: 1 day per month
Precision of data requirements
Measured value should be float with at least two
decimal digits
Data synchronization
Active power and voltage measurements should be
synchronized, i.e. average active power and voltage
OR instantaneous active power and voltage
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Configuration Issues

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are relevant to
the use case step. These configuration issues
include numbers of devices and/or systems,
expected growth of the system over time, locations,
distances, communications types, network
bandwidth, existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one of the
possible choices is reasonable, while for other
situations, more than one choice is reasonable.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Conf-1

Communication access services
requirements
Location of Information Producers
Location of Information Receiver
Commonly used data model

Conf-2
Conf-3
Conf-4
Conf-5

Categories
ID
DM

InteGrid

Operation mode of information
producer

Periodic data transfer/update according to the QoS
requirements
Smart meters and RTUs in secondary substation
Control centre or secondary substation RTU
Smart meter and RTU data should be provided in a
standardized data format
Automatic

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Data Management Issues

Covers both the management of the data exchanges
in each Use Case step and the management of data
at either end if that management is impacted by data
exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going
maintenance of what data needs to be exchanged,
say between a Geographic Information System and
the many different applications that use its data. An
example of the second type of data management is
the need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if new
protection settings are issued to multiple field
devices, these settings need to be reflected in
Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should
concentrate on the user requirements for the

GA 731218
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Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

DM-1
DM-2

Type of source data
Correctness of source data

DM-3
DM-4
DM-5

Categories
ID
OC

interfaces to databases and other data handling
applications.
Requirement description

Source data was directly measured
As long as the QoS requirements are fulfilled,
correctness of source data is not relevant. The PUC
considers a VEE function to pre-process data.
Up-to-date management
Avoid delays of more than one day in data update
Validation of data exchanges
Validity of data is not relevant. Data in pre-process
with a VEE function.
Management of data formats in data
Conversion of data formats is automatically handled
exchanges
by each application. Output data is provided in a
standardized XML format: JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation)
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Other constraints

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are relevant to
the use case step. These configuration issues
include numbers of devices and/or systems,
expected growth of the system over time, locations,
distances, communications types, network
bandwidth, existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one of the
possible choices is reasonable, while for other
situations, more than one choice is reasonable.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

OC-1

Availability of meta-data from each
measurement device/source

The following “static” information shall be available
for each device/source: connection phase and
feeder ID; contracted power of low voltage
consumer; rated power of microgeneration units.

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
Knowledge database

Hyper-parameters

Validation, Estimation
Edition (VEE)
Real-time estimation

InteGrid

and

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Internal database of the state estimation tool that is used to storage preprocessed historical data and real-time data collected from the smart
meters. This database is also used to save the hyper-parameters of the
statistical model.
Define higher-level concepts about the statistical model such as complexity,
or capacity to learn. Cannot be learned directly from the data in the
standard model training process and need to be predefined. Can be
decided by setting different values, training different models, and choosing
the values that test better
Means validation, estimation and editing of metering data in order to identify
and compensate for missing and inaccurate measurements.
Real-time snapshot of the network. Real-time estimation is consistent with
the update rate of the information collected by smart meters, e.g. 15
minutes.

GA 731218
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PUC01.3 –Health monitoring / assessment and lifetime estimation of batteries
1 Description of the use case

1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC01.3
Grid operations

Name of Use Case
Health monitoring and lifetime assessment of electrical energy
storage systems

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
01

Date

02
03
04

30-08-2017
25-09-2017
03-11-2017

01-08-2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Alejandra Fabian,
First version
Rianne ‘t Hoen
Rianne ‘t Hoen
Improved description
Rianne ’t Hoen
Add diagrams of use case
Rianne ‘t Hoen
Processed comments/ suggestions from review

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

The present PUC describes the function for health status and lifetime assessment of
electrical energy storage (EES) systems.
This function works within the grid operation domain supporting asset management of
battery energy storage systems connected to the grid.

Validate whether EES system is used according to its specifications.

Perform asset health diagnostics and assess the level of degradation of the EES
system.

Understand if the EES system will be able to deliver according to its specifications
for the intended application(s) until end-of-life.

Compare use-case scenarios with predictive analysis in order to determine the
optimal operation strategy.
Prequalification through previously tested systems, PUC 1.7 Technical pre-qualification, the
EES systems need to be qualified for the application(s) that the system needs to serve.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
The primary actor of the present PUC is the EES system operator. The EES system operator is
interested in the performance of his system, and whether the EES system is used in the best way.
EES systems are subject to degradation of the batteries. Therefore, it is important for the system user to
understand how the EES system behaves compared to a new EES system in ideal conditions. This is
measured by the State of Health (SoH).
The level of degradation can differ from the expected degradation as result of different operational load
than was assumed or because of different degradation behaviour. Comparison of the SoH with the
expected degradation will give insight in the EES system performance.
The expected lifetime of an EES system is the technical design duration for which the EES system
performance characteristics are valid at nominal operation. The lifetime depends on the performance
characteristics of the application that it was designed for, such as depth of discharge, input/ output
power and number of cycles. Assessment of the remaining lifetime, taking in to account both calendar
and cycle lifetime, indicates how long the EES system will be able to provide services for the agreed
application.
Estimation of the remaining lifetime in different use case scenarios allows the operator to choose the
best operation strategy, depending on the EES degradation and profit of the flexibility services that the
EES can provide.

InteGrid
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This use case describes three different processes:
1. Performance monitoring
2. State of Health check and lifetime assessment
3. Cost-based operation decision
Complete description
An EES system is subject to degradation of the batteries. The SoH is a measure of the condition of an
EES system (especially an electrochemical EES system) compared to a new EES system in ideal
conditions. The SoH takes into account factors such as charge acceptance, internal resistance, voltage
and self-discharge. The SoH provides an indication of the performance which can be expected from the
EES system in its current condition or provides an indication of how much of the us eful lifetime of the
EES system has been consumed and how much remains before it should be replaced. The expected
lifetime of an EES system is the technical design duration for which the EES system performance
characteristics are valid at nominal operation.
1

EES system characterisation

The most reliable prediction of EES system performance can be made, when the degradation
behaviour of a single cell is mapped.
The degradation behaviour of an individual cell within the EES system can be mapped by using a
pre-defined set of charge and discharge cycles. A series of various C -rates (i.e. (dis)charge
speed), and depth-of-discharge levels are used to charge and discharge the battery while
monitoring the voltage, current and capacity of the EES system. The speci fic set of cycling
depends on the specified application for the EES system and will resemble tests as performed for
technical pre-qualification (PUC 1.7).
The database that is created with this information is the basis for forecasts on performance and
expected EES system lifetime.
2

Performance monitoring

The operational load of the EES system can be different than was planned. The EES system usage
profile can be checked by estimating the state-of-health (SoH) and comparing this with the
predicted SoH.
Data collection
The SoH can be estimated by taking the EES usage profiles, and comparing these with the
degradation behaviour of the EES system. The historic deployment profiles consist of the power
and temperature profiles as function of time.
An overview of the deployment profiles can be given by showing:
Histograms of the EES charge and discharge power profiles
Histograms of the delta SoC charge and discharge profiles
Data analysis
The current SoH is estimated using the asset management tool. The power profiles as function of
time are used to estimate the energy capacity, and thus the SoH of the EES system.
Tools called by this step
Asset management tool
Data interpretation
Comparing the estimated SoH (SoH e) with the predicted one (SOH p), through the degradation curve,
gives insight in how the EES system is performing. Strong deviation from the expected degradation
indicates that the EES system lifetime needs to be reassessed, and repurposing (i.e. use the system for
other services/ applications) should be considered.
∆𝑆𝑜𝐻 =

𝑆𝑜𝐻𝑒 − 𝑆𝑜𝐻𝑝
𝑆𝑜𝐻𝑝

Deviation of the SoH is expressed as the ΔSoH. Three outcomes are possible:

If the SoH does not deviate significantly from the predicted SoH (e.g. -5% < ΔSoH < 5%), the
EES system is used as forecasted. Continue normal operation.
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3

In case the estimated SoH is lower than the predicted SoH (i.e. SoH e < 95%), the EES system
is used more often than planned.
In case the estimated SoH is higher than the predicted SoH (SoH e > 105%), the EES system is
used less often than planned.

Health check and lifetime assessment

The EES system degradation can be different than expected. To check if the EES system
degradation is in line with the expectations, the energy capacity should be measured. In case the
degradation is deviating the EES system lifetime should be reassessed.
Data collection
3.1.1 Measure the energy capacity
The energy capacity (EC m ) can be measured by making a full charge-discharge cycle at a C-rate of
1:
𝐸𝐶𝑚 = ∫ 𝑈(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
To get a reliable measurement, the EC m is averaged over three cycles.
3.1.2 Collect data deployment profiles
The actual energy capacity can be estimated by taking the EES usage profiles, and comparing
these with the degradation behaviour of the EES system. The his toric deployment profiles consist
of the power and temperature profiles as function of time.
An overview of the deployment profiles can be given by showing:
Histograms of the EES charge and discharge power profiles
Histograms of the delta SoC charge and discharge profiles
Data analysis
The current energy capacity is estimated using the asset management tool. The power profiles as
function of time in combination with the degradation behaviour as measured (0. Characterisation)
are input for the asset management tool to estimate the actual energy capacity.
Tools called by this step
Asset management tool
Data interpretation
Comparing the measured energy capacity with the estimated energy capacity will indicate whether the
EES system is degrading in a healthy way. Strong deviation from the estimated energy capacity
indicates that the EES system lifetime needs to be reassessed, and maintenance or repurposing (i.e.
use the system for other services/ applications) should be considered.
∆𝐸𝐶 =

𝐸𝐶𝑚 − 𝐸𝐶𝑒
𝐸𝐶𝑒

Deviation of the actual energy capacity is expressed as the ΔEC. Three outcomes are possible:

The measured energy capacity does not deviate significantly from the estimated energy
capacity, the EES system is performing well (e.g. -5% < ΔEC < 5%). Continue operation and
report the remaining lifetime.

In case the measured energy capacity is lower than the expected energy capacity (i.e. EC m <
95%), the EES system degradation is quicker than expected. Consider maintenance.

In case the measured energy capacity is higher than the expected energy capacity (i.e. EC m >
105%), the EES system degradation is slower than expected. Consider repurposing.
4

Repurposing

The lifetime asset management tool will predict the lifetime, the moment in time where the EES
system does not comply with the performance criteria values as agreed upon. The lifetime asset
management tool is capable of making predictions for the lifetime of the EES system in several
scenarios. The outcome helps the decision maker to choose between services/ applications where the
EES system should be used for.
At the end-of-life, the EES system does not comply with the performance criteria values as agreed
upon. The end-of-life of an EES system is reached when any of the following degradation phenom ena
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have occurred:
The actual energy capacity becomes lower than the end-of-life value
The in- and output power during (dis)charging for a specific duration is lower than the end -oflife value
Internal resistance increases
In this use case, we define for simplicity, the actual energy capacity as end-of-life criterion. End-of-life is
reached, when the actual energy capacity decreased to 70%.
External market changes, such as change in regulation, can raise the need for change in EES system
operation. Existing services can become less interesting, for example as a result of more competition or
less profit, when margins for a certain service become lower. An informed cost -based operation
decision can be made by comparing the use and profits for the present and alternative scenarios.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name
State
health

Description
of

The SoH is a measure of the condition of
an
EES
system
(especially
an
electrochemical EES system) compared
to a new EES system in ideal conditions.

Reference to mentioned use case
objectives
Performance monitoring

The state of health is a relative indicator
expressed in percentage with respect to
a new EES system, where 100%
corresponds to being perfectly healthy.

Calendar
lifetime

Cycle lifetime

The end-of-life of a system depends on
the specifications of the EES system.
Typically, 70% of the energy capacity
(i.e. SoH=70%), but can also include
decrease in power and increase of
internal resistance of the EES system.
Theoretically expected lifetime if the EES is
not cycled at all caused by EES
degradation over time [unit: years].
Many EES technologies will experience
regular degradation as a function of time,
even in the absence of cycling. The
calendar lifetime expresses the EES
system lifetime in years assuming no
cycling of the EES system.
Unit: years
Theoretically achievable number of
cycles when the EES is cycled with equal
full charge-discharge cycles [unit:1]

Cycle lifetime gives the number of full
charge-discharge cycles the EES system
is capable to provide within its calendar
lifetime.
Unit: Number of cycles
Remaining
The expected remaining lifetime from
lifetime
Time-to-Date until the End-of-Life criteria
are reached.
1.6 Use case conditions
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Use case conditions
Assumptions

Energy management system provides the required data

SCADA provides data communication between EES system and DSO-data manager at PCC

The EES system user is responsible for performance of the EES system, and liable when not
performing as contracted.

System is technical pre-qualified for the application (PUC 1.7), during the pre-qualification,
performance ranges are indicated.

The measurement system holds a record of the initial conditions or at least a set of standard
conditions for the SoH

The supplier provides expected degradation curves as function of time
Prerequisites

Supplier’s technical specification of EES system consists of
o Functionality/Application i.e. peak shaving, frequency support, load following, etc. The
expected use is described in terms of an expected in- and output power profile (time
series).
o Rated and nominal energy capacity
o Duty cycle
o Response time parameters
o Recovery times (i.e. required availability)
o Rated voltage (and range of voltage variations)
o Short circuit current
o Rated frequency (and range of frequency variations)
o Provision of Active/Reactive power
o Upward or downward service
o Location where the service can be provided
o Maximum threshold of harmonic voltage and current disturbances contributions
o Local grid code
o Grid stability required features i.e. voltage ride through, Q(U) characteristic, etc.
o Possible communication protocols for flexibility integration

EES system complies with IEC 62933-3-1:2017 clause 5.2.2-Grid parameters and requirements
validated/tested per IEC 62933-2-1:2017.

EES system complies with IEC 62933-3-1:2017 clause 5.4-Functional system performance
validated/tested per IEC62933-2-1:2017.

EES system complies with IEC CDV 61427-2:2014 clause 6-Battery endurance for the intended
application.

EES system complies with IEC 62933-5 Ed1:2016 clause 8-System Testing

EES system is pre-qualified for the planned application in the FPGL

In the situation that the EES system has already been used in the field, historic data (power
input and output versus time) is available.

The SoH definitions are specified by the supplier or by the user in terms of energy capacity, in and output power and/ or response time. Additional requirements may apply.

End-of-life criteria are defined specifically for each application and may include among others
o energy capacity reduction (e.g. <70% of initial capacity)
o internal resistance increase (e.g. >2x initial value)
o number of complete charge-discharge cycles
o total energy throughput
o calendar age
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC_03 Perform health diagnostics and preventive maintenance planning of distribution network assets
Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC) use case which describes in detail the functionality of (a part of) a business
process.
Prioritisation
Medium priority, for current operation low priority, but important to maximise use and profit using an energy
storage system
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
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Technical use case
Further keywords for classification

Electrical energy storage

State of health

Lifetime assessment

Maximize deployment of EES system

Degradation

Distributed Energy Resources
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
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2 Diagrams of use case
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

DSO

Role

EES operator

Role

EES supplier

Role

Actors
Actor Description
Has interest in the availability of the EES system (power,
duration, response time) for the next time frame
Needs to get insight about which operating behaviour
impact the degradation heavily. Can be DSO, or
aggregator.
Supplier of the EES system, depending on the
agreements between user and supplier warranties are
given, under the condition of a specific use of the EES
system.
The entity that tests the degradation behaviour of the cell
of the EES system
Ensures metered, network and contractual data
procurement, management, and transmission. The role
receives aggregates, validates, processes, analyses,
archives and provides data in a cost-efficient and secure
way.
Gives the State of Health and predicts the lifetime of a
EES system from the following input:
Characterisation of the battery (lab testing or field
testing)
(Historic) power in- and output profiles
Predictive analysis of the performance of alternative usecase scenario’s makes it possible to determine the optimal
operation strategy.

Test centre

Data Manager

Asset management tool

Application

3.2 References
References
Impact
on
use case
Published
Definitions of
the
key
performance
indicators
Draft
Definitions

No.

References Type

Reference Status

1

Recommended
practice

Gridstor
DNVGLRP-0043

2

Standard

3

Internal Document

IEC
62933-2-1:
2017
InteGrid
n/a
Actors

InteGrid

Originator / Link
organisation
DNV GL
www.dnvgl.com/gridstor

IEC

Provision
of INESC TEC
possible
actors
and
roles
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4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
0

Scenario name
EES system
characterization

1

Performance
monitoring
Health check &
lifetime
assessment
Cost-based
operation decision

2

3

Scenario description
The degradation behaviour of an
individual cell within the EES
system can be mapped by using a
pre-defined set of charge and
discharge cycles.
Check whether the EES system is
used/ operated as planned.
Check the performance of the EES
system and consider maintenance
or repurposing If relevant
Predict the EES system SoH and
remaining lifetime for two scenarios
(i.e. business-as-usual and
alternative scenario) to optimize the
operation strategy.

Primary actor
EES system
owner

Triggering event
Commissioning

Pre-condition
Ready to use

Post-condition
Normal operation

EES system
operator
EES system
operator

Monthly

Normal operation

Normal operation

Quarterly

Normal operation

Normal operation

EES system
operator

- Deviation of the performance of an
EES system wrt forecasts.
- Changes in external flexibility market
(such as additional services to
provide flexibility, or increase
competition)

Normal operation

Business-as-usual
or operation
according to
alternative
business-case

4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

No. 1 - Reference scenario
Name of
Description of process/ activity
process/ activity

0. EES system characterisation
0-1
Successful
EES system
prequalificatio
characterisation
n test

InteGrid

Measure the degradation behaviour of an
individual cell within the EES system by using a
pre-defined set of charge and discharge cycles.
A series of various C-rates (i.e. (dis)charge
speed), and depth-of-discharge levels are used
to charge and discharge the battery while
monitoring the voltage, current and capacity of

GA 731218

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

EXECUTE

Test centre

Asset
management
tool

Char1, Char2,
Char3
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0-2

Expected
performance

Predict usage
profile

1. Performance monitoring
1-1
Monthly
Performance
parameters

1-2

Estimate SoH

1-3

Predicted SoH

1-4

Deployment check

1-5a

InteGrid

Usage profile
as expected

Proceed operation

the EES system.
Output is a database with voltage, current and
state-of-charge as function of time.
Using the expected deployment profile in
combination with the degradation behaviour of
an individual cell, the EES system degradation
can be predicted.
Output: SoH as function of time (energy capacity
as function of time)
Collect the historic deployment profiles: power
and temperature as function of time.
Output:
- Histogram of the EES system (dis)charge
power
- Histogram of the delta SoC (dis)charge
- Average temperature
The current SoH is estimated using the asset
management tool. The power profiles as function
of time are used to estimate the energy capacity,
and thus the SoH of the EES system.
Output: estimated SoH
Lookup in the forecasted degradation curve, the
predicted SoH at this moment in time.
Output: predicted SoH
Compare the estimated state-of-health (SoHe)
with the predicted state-of-health (SoHp).
𝑆𝑜𝐻𝑒 − 𝑆𝑜𝐻𝑝
∆𝑆𝑜𝐻 =
𝑆𝑜𝐻𝑝
Output: deviation of estimated state-of-health
with respect to the forecasted state-of-health.
If the SoH does not deviate significantly from the
predicted SoH, the EES system is used as
forecasted (e.g. -5% < ΔSoH < 5%).
Continue normal operation and report the
remaining lifetime: “EES usage profile is as

GA 731218

EXECUTE

Asset
management
tool

EES system
operator

Char1, Char2,
Char3, Perf1,
Perf2
FC1, FC2

GET

Data manager

Asset
management
tool

Perf1, Perf2

EXECUTE

Asset
management
tool

Data manager

FC1, FC2

GET

Data manager

Data manager

FC1

EXECUTE

Data manager

Data manager

FC1, Comp1

REPORT

Data manager

EES system
operator

Comp1, FC2
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1-5b

Deviating
usage profile

Send alert

1-5c

Deviating
usage profile

Send alert

2. Health check & lifetime assessment
2-1
Quarterly
Performance
parameters

2-2

Estimate energy
capacity

2-3

Measure actual
energy capacity

forecasted, the remaining lifetime is FC2”
If the estimated SoH is lower than the predicted
SoH, the EES system is being used more often
than planned.
Report: “The EES system is more often used
than planned, consider repurposing. The
remaining lifetime with current use is FC2”
If the estimated SoH is higher than the predicted
SoH, the EES system is being used less often
than planned.
Report: “The EES system is used less often than
planned, consider repurposing. The remaining
lifetime with current use is FC2”
Collect the historic deployment profiles: power
and temperature as function of time.
Output:
- Histogram of the EES system (dis)charge
power
- Histogram of the delta SoC (dis)charge
- Average temperature
The current SoH is estimated using the asset
management tool. The power profiles as function
of time are used to estimate the energy capacity,
and thus the SoH of the EES system.
Output: estimated energy capacity (ECe)
The energy capacity (ECm) can be measured by
making a full charge-discharge cycle at a C-rate
of 1.

REPORT

Data manager

EES system
operator

Comp1, FC2

REPORT

Data manager

EES system
operator

Comp1, FC2

GET

Data manager

Asset
management
tool

Perf1, Perf2

EXECUTE

Asset
management
tool

Data manager

FC1, FC2

EXECUTE

Data manager

Data manager

FC1

EXECUTE

Data manager

Data manager

FC1, Comp2

𝐸𝐶𝑚 = ∫ 𝑈(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

2-4

InteGrid

Health check &
lifetime

To get a reliable measurement, the ECm the
average over three cycles.
Output: measured energy capacity (ECm)
Compare the measured energy capacity (ECm)
with the estimated (ECe).
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𝐸𝐶𝑚 − 𝐸𝐶𝑒
𝐸𝐶𝑒
Output: relative deviation of the measured
energy capacity with respect to the estimated
energy capacity.
2-5a Performance
Proceed operation If the measured energy capacity does not
as expected
deviate significantly from the estimated energy
capacity, the EES system is performing well
(e.g. -5% < ΔEC < 5%).
Continue operation and report the remaining
lifetime: “EES system is healthy, degradation as
expected. The remaining lifetime is FC2”
2-5b Deviating
Send alert
If the measured energy capacity is lower than
performance
the expected energy capacity, the EES system
degradation is quicker than expected.
Report: “The EES system degradation is quicker
than expected, consider maintenance. The
remaining lifetime with current use is FC2”
2-5c
Deviating
Send alert
If the measured energy capacity is higher than
performance
the expected energy capacity, the EES system
degradation is slower than expected.
Report: “The EES system degradation is slower
than expected, consider repurposing. The
remaining lifetime with current use is FC2”
3. Repurposing/ cost-based operation decision
assessment

3-1

Consider
repurposing

Collect
information about
the external
market

3-2

Define scenarios

3-3a

Deployment
profiles

InteGrid

∆𝐸𝐶 =

Information about the external market
conditions:
Requirements of the EES system
applications (power and duration)
Profit of using the EES system for each
application (EUR/ kWh or EUR/kW)
Define scenarios
Collect the historic deployment profiles: power
and temperature as function of time.
Output:

GA 731218

REPORT

Data manager

EES system
operator

Comp2, FC2

REPORT

Data manager

EES system
operator

Comp2, FC2

REPORT

Data manager

EES system
operator

Comp2, FC2

GET

EES system
operator

EES system
operator

PROCEDUR
E
GET

EES system
operator
Data manager

EES system
operator
Asset
management
tool
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3-4a

Estimate
remaining lifetime

3-3b

Deployment
profiles

3-4b

Estimate
remaining lifetime

3-5

Comparing
scenarios

InteGrid

- Histogram of the EES system (dis)charge
power
- Histogram of the delta SoC (dis)charge
- Average temperature
The EES system lifetime can be estimated using
the asset management tool. The power profiles
as function of time are used to estimate the
energy capacity as function of time. End-of-life is
reached, when the energy capacity fulfils the
end-of-life criteria.
Output: SoH as function of time and expected
lifetime
Create a deployment profiles: power and
temperature as function of time.
Output:
- Histogram of the EES system (dis)charge
power
- Histogram of the delta SoC (dis)charge
- Average temperature
The EES system lifetime can be estimated using
the asset management tool. The power profiles
as function of time are used to estimate the
energy capacity as function of time. End-of-life is
reached, when the energy capacity fulfils the
end-of-life criteria.
Output: SoH as function of time and expected
remaining lifetime
The most profitable scenario for the EES system
is choosen. For each scenario the profit over the
(remaining) lifetime can be calculated. If the
alternative scenario does not result in more
profit: “business-as-usual”, else: “repurpose”
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EXECUTE

Asset
management
tool

Data manager

FC1, FC2

CREATE

EES system
operator

Asset
management
tool

Perf1, Perf2

EXECUTE

Asset
management
tool

Data manager

FC1, FC2

EXECUTE

Data manager

EES system
operator
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5 Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
Char1
Char2
Char3
Perf1

Name of information

Perf2

Temperature(t)

FC1

SoH(t)

FC2
Comp1

Expected lifetime
(years)
ΔSoH

Comp2

ΔEC

Voltage(t)
Current(t)
Capacity(t)
Power(t)

Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Requirement, R-IDs

Voltage profile as function of time
Current profile as function of time
Capacity as function of time
Expected power profile as function
of time
EES system temperature as
function of time
State-of-Health and energy capacity
as function of time.
Expected lifetime (including both
calendar as cycle lifetime) in years
Deviation of the estimated SoH with
respect to the predicted SoH.
Deviation of the measured energy
capacity with respect to the
estimated SoH.

6 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
Installed (energy) capacity1

Nominal (energy) capacity1

Actual (energy) capacity/
remaining (energy) capacity1

State of Energy1 (SoE)
State of Charge1 (SoC)

State of Health1 (SoH)

Depth of discharge1 (DoD)

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
The (energy) capacity installed at t=0. Due to physical or chemical
limitations for most storage technologies the installed energy content is
often higher than the nominal (energy) capacity [unit: Ah/Wh].
Initial value of the (energy) capacity of the EES system as stated by the
manufacturer and by which the EES system is designated and identified
[unit: Ah/Wh].
Actual value, i.e. present value, of the (energy) capacity of the EES [unit:
Ah/Wh]
Note: The actual (i.e. remaining) capacity could be lower than the nominal
capacity of the EES due to ageing.
The available energy inside an EES system relative to the actual energy
capacity, given as a percentage [unit: %]
The available capacity inside an EES system relative to the actual energy
capacity, given as a percentage [unit: %]
Note: the SoC reference point may alternatively be defined using the EES
voltage.
Note: the point of SoC = 0% is generally defined by a certain EES voltage
related to a certain lower boundary value of the cell voltage
Actual energy capacity relative to the initial rated energy capacity of the
EES, given as a percentage [unit: %].
Note: actual and rated capacity may be charge capacity or energy
capacity.
Note: this is the narrowest definition of SoH; additional indicators may be
included in the SoH definition, i.e. maximum power relative to the initial
rated power or internal resistance..
The energy discharged from the EES during a cycle (discharge phase)
expressed as a percentage of the nominal energy capacity [unit: %]
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End-of-Life (EoL)

Begin-of-Lifetime (BoL)
Expected Lifetime (EL)

Time-to-Date (TtD)
Expected Remaining Lifetime
(ERL)
1Reference:

InteGrid

Moment in time after commissioning of the EES system when its
performance, whether technical, financial or otherwise, has degraded to
the point of being no longer usable in its current application
Note: end-of-life criteria are (among others):
(energy) capacity less than a specific percentage of the rated
capacity
In- and output power decreases
Internal resistance increases
Note: end of life may be reached before the expected lifetime because of
additional criteria beyond technical calendar life and cycle life.
The moment in time that the EES system is commissioned and at which
operation/ use of the EES system starts.
Technical design duration for technical design duration for which the EES
system performance characteristics are valid at nominal operation [unit:
years].
Note: expected lifetime is strongly related to calendar lifetime and cycle
lifetime
The time that has passed since commissioning and the EES system has
been taken into use [unit: years].
The expected remaining lifetime from Time-to-Date until the End-of-Life
criteria are reached.

GridStor update (to be published Oct 2017)
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PUC01.4 – Locate fault in MV network
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case

ID
PUC01.4

Area / Domain(s)
Grid Operations

Name of Use Case
Locate fault in MV network

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
v7

Date
16.08.2017
17.08.2017
18.08.2017
18.08.2017
31.08.2017
05.09.2017
08.11.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Ellevio, GE, Inesc
New from template
Ellevio, GE, Inesc
Many
Ellevio
Many
Ellevio
V3 clean
Olle Hansson
WMS to WFM and ADMS to DMS, Diagram 2
Olle Hansson
Inserted diagram 2
Olle Hansson
1.4 Complete description KPI, 1.8 General remarks
on TRL

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)


unplanned outages and part of network affected.

customers affected by outages.

affected assets equipped with data sensors

Available historical information about faults and maintenance related to the assets.

Network under study: MV and LV.

Area of operation: Asset management.
The objectives of this use case are:

To identify and detect the outage.

Scope of the outage - Affected customers and concerned network and
historical data on outage and/or maintenance history.

To identify the fault location, to detect the protection devices that opened upon the
fault (fuse, recloser or breaker) and to identify the network equipment affected.

To perform a post-mortem outage analysis and update historical database of
interventions.
Remedial and restoration actions and their consequences on KPIs and costs.
Regardless of the country specific price regulation for the electricity distribution sector,
service quality regulation enforces adequate quality of service level. The continuity of supply
is one of its components that can be measured by different indexes, such as SAIDI and
CAIDI, and be used to create a scheme of incentives and penalties.
For instance, a regulated company performing below the performance standard can be
penalized and the one performing above the performance standard can be rewarded. Over
time, more rigorous directives for responsiveness are imposed on utilities, particularly for
more accurate restoration estimation, frequency of communication to customers and
shortened outage duration and reduce ENS.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
The main objective of this PUC is to develop a process to locate the fault based on pre-fault data collected from
sensors, on remote equipment diagnostics, and on historical data collected from smart secondary substations.
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Moreover, it will be used a historical database with details of past interventions thus enhancing the awareness of
decision makers.
Unplanned outages can be caused by incidents, such as traffic accidents, power lines’ damage due to
snowstorms and/or high winds, etc. The process described in this use case aims to provide fast and reliable
detection of the outage.
The estimated result is a reduction in the outage time and consequently an improvement in the distribution
network continuity of service indexes, such as the SAIDI and the CAIDI
The combination of multiple sources of information will not only allow to reduce the average outage duration, but
also to provide crew and dispatcher efficiency savings, and reduction in restoration and trouble call centre costs.
This PUC comprises the following general steps:
6. Detect the unplanned outage
7. Locate the unplanned outage
8. Identify the faulted equipment
9. Post-mortem outage analysis
Complete description
As soon as an outage is detected, the first goal is to identify the origin and the section of the distribution network
that was affected. For that purpose, an intelligent outage management system based on sensor data combined
with self-diagnostic equipment is used. Customer outage calls can also be used as input for the algorithm to
narrow the search for faulty segments.
The intelligent outage management system takes advantage from historical data that is mined to find common
causes, failures and internal damages, allowing a more accurate and faster evaluation of the outage. Moreover,
by understanding the most common modes of failure, improvement programs can be prioritized with those that
provide the largest improvement on reliability for the lowest cost.
Common indicators used to evaluate a network reliability are the following (the improvement in some of these
will be used as KPI in this use case):
4.
Accuracy geographical position
5.
Accuracy faulty equipment
6.
Accuracy of cause
7.
Availability of communication
8.
Reduction of manual location
9.
Income frame effects by quality adjustment factor
In order to analyse the location and extent of an outage, outage prediction capabilities are enabled by a detailed
representation of the distribution network. A model that represents the network’s current topology and
connection to the end consumer is essential to determine the location of the outage. With the objective of
minimizing the outage time
Generic representation of the sequence: detect and locate

Detect

•The process is triggered by an unplanned event.
•The cause is determined based on all available information (sensor data,
customer calls, self-diagnostic equipment, statistical data on outage
location and causes…).

•Location of fault geographical position or the nodal asset in the grid
topology. Post mortem anlysis based on repair history.

Locate

Identify

1

•Faulted asset is identified. Location of fault geographical position or the
nodal asset in the grid topology Post mortem anlysis based on repair
history.

Detect the planned unplanned outage
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The process is triggered by an unplanned event in the DMS and SCADA at the operations centre.
The cause is determined based on all available information (sensor data, customer calls, self-diagnostic
equipment, statistical data on outage location and causes…). Access network management system.

An unplanned outage is detected by the DMS system and operator using one or more indicators:







A relay is indicating a short-circuit fault, high temperature on transformer or overload.
Customer service is receiving outage calls.
Sensors are sending off-normal signals.
Smart meters are indicating loss of power supply.
Self-diagnostic equipment is communicating failure messages.

When an indication of an unplanned outage received, it may be classified either as “Predicted” or “Confirmed”.
An outage is considered to be “Predicted” until which point that the scope is considered to be sufficiently certain
at which point it is marked as “Confirmed” either automatically by a system or by an engineer in control or in the
field. Conditions that allow an outage to be considered as “Confirmed” are:





Indication from a remotely monitored switch protection device that it has tripped OFF (via SCADA)
Visual inspection of a protection device which is not remotely monitored that it has tripped OFF (from field)
Sufficient indications from remotely monitored meters and / or voltage measurements which allow a
protection device to be marked as having operated in the case it is not remotely monitored.
In each of the above cases, a different procedure is utilised to move determine the scope of an outage and to
subsequently mark it as “Confirmed”.
Case 1: A remote indication is received by the SCADA system. The DMS (or other system) can trace
downstream from the protection device which has tripped, automatically creating an outage with the associated
scope and marking the outage as confirmed
Case 2: Calls and/or smart meter “No Supply” events are received from customer premises. The Outage
Management System may be able to group relevant calls in order to predict a possible protection device which
has operated. A crew is dispatched and visually inspects the predicted protection device. If it has operated, they
confirm the outage (via mobile device or by call to control). If not, they investigate further.
Case 3: Using the facilities of a Smart Meter Event Monitoring System, it may be possible to determine quickly
the scope of an outage based on received meter events in the control centre. This is an innovative approach, not
currently used in operation due to data errors.
Tool called by this step
Advanced Distribution Management System, DMS

2

Locate the unplanned outage

Concerned network is identified. Location of fault geographical position or the nodal asset in the grid topology.
and isolation actions are analyzed (power flow calculations may be used and customer consequences
considered). Automated devices as disconnectors or remotely managed switches/breakers in action. Post
mortem analysis used based on repair history.
When an permanent outage is confirmed, a range of techniques may be deployed to determine the cause and
location of the faulted asset which was the source of the interruption. Different techniques depend on the
available equipment, as well as the network configuration in question (especially overhead vs underground). A
list of techniques is presented here (for Ellevio to consider and expand where relevant):






Use of remotely monitored Fault Passage Indicators (both suitable for overhead and underground),
coupled with algorithmic Fault Location module in SCADA system
Use of substation-based distance to fault relays
Some relays can calculate directly the distance to fault
Sometimes, the impedance to fault is reported
Alternatively, the fault current measurement may be used if reported by the relay, and compared against
the impedance model in the DMS
Fault-hunting technique of closing switches into a fault based on a binary search approach. Not commonly
used for safety reasons
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Examination of fault recorder COMTRADE files from protection relay. Requires protection specialist to
analyse – slow.
 Historical data on faults and faulty equipment and causes
 Visual inspection of overhead lines to find source of fault
 Information from calls reporting third-party damage
 Field crews to investigate (isolate and fault injection in underground systems)
Where faults can be located quickly (really method 1 and perhaps 2), SCADA/DMS systems support automation
technology which can restore the maximum amount of network in < 3 minutes, reducing the KPIs for long
interruptions.
Tool called by this step
Advanced Distribution Management System, DMS

3

Identify faulted equipment

Network topology, overhead lines or cables, historical data on faults and repairs communicated to repair team
that reports actual faulted equipment.
Tool called by this step
Advanced Distribution Management System, DMS

4

Post-mortem analysis

Workorder report from repair team with data on actual faulted equipment, cause and location.
From the data gathered before and after the event, and the topology of the network, an analysis will be
conducted to circumscribe the outage area. The next step will be to determine the origin of the fault and if
possible the cause. Here the existence of a historical database of interventions can help by providing information
regarding past fault in that area as well as the strategy used to, first, restore the service and, second, repair
damaged equipment.
The output will be a report stating:






The probable fault location and cause of the outage.
The equipment affected by the outage.
The number of customers not being supplied by category (important to prioritize interventions).
A list of the past fault events involving the surrounding equipment of the probable fault location.
A list with the historical of maintenance actions of the surrounding equipment of the probable fault location and
the next scheduled intervention
Tool called by this step
Workforce Management system, WFM
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

KPI01

SAIDI
improvement

Improvement percentage of SAIDI (%).

KPI02

CAIDI
improvement

Improvement percentage of CAIDI (%).
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Improve distribution network
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KPI03

ENS improvement

Reduction percentage of ENS (%).

Improve distribution network
reliability (higher-level business
goal).

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Database with historical outage information as network device concerned and its location in the
network, cause, time and date, tension level available at the dispatch centre.

Fault location tool available in the DMS.

Prerequisites

ICT channels up time considered to be >95%”.

Structured database with data mining tools, big data analytics.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC04 - Define optimal repair actions for unplanned outages based on sensor data, historical information
and remote equipment diagnostics. The main objective of this HLUC is to develop a process to optimize
restoration and repair actions of unplanned outages based on pre-fault data collected from sensors, on
remote equipment diagnostics, and on historical data collected from smart secondary substations. Moreover,
it will be used a historical database with details of past interventions thus enhancing the awareness of
decision makers.
Level of depth
primary use case (PUC)
Prioritisation
High priority for Ellevio, GE.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical/system use case.
Further keywords for classification

Fault isolation

SAIDI

CAIDI

MV/LV control and monitoring

Sensors
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
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2 Diagrams of use case(Inesc to handle drawing according to separate wordfile)
Diagram(s) of use case
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actors
Actor Description

Actor Name

Actor Type

Sensors

Grid devices

Passive devices with a data concentrator to push relevant
data as voltage, current, temperature etc to the central
systems.

Workforce Management
System, WFM

System

Applications helping to manage Field Force reporting on
outage cause.

System

The Records and Asset Management actors track and
report on the substation and network equipment inventory,
provide geospatial data and geographic displays, maintain
records on non-electrical assets, and perform asset
investment planning.

Records and Asset
Management, historical
data on outages and
maintenance, DMS.
3.2 References(Inesc)

N
o.

Reference
s Type

Reference

Regulatory
framework

Energy Inspectorate
and the income
frame regulation,
EIFS 2015:1,
2015:2, 2015:5 and
2015:6
CEER
Benchmarking
Report 5.2 on the
Continuity of
Electricity Supply C14-EQS-62-03
Outage Management
System for Power
Distribution
Network
Smart Metering for
Outage Management
of Electric Power
Distribution
Networks

Benchmarki
ng Report

Paper

Paper

References
Status
Impact on
use case
Actual
updated

Business
value of
reduced
repair time
and
frequency.
High-level
business
objectives

Guidance

Originator /
organisatio
n
EIFS

Link

CEER

www.ceer.eu

IEEE

http://ieeexplore.iee
e.org/document/700
5598/

Guidance

www.ei.se

http://ac.elscdn.com/S18766102
1631476X/1-s2.0S187661021631476
Xmain.pdf?_tid=b3f64
29e-5667-11e7955500000aab0f6b&acdn
at=1498039085_e9d
c42f0fafc10c64116f
25cc04be523

4 Requirements
Categories
ID

InteGrid

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
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QoS

Quality of ICT Service Issues

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

QoS-1
QoS-2
QoS-3

Communication up time
Availability of information
Accuracy of data requirements

QoS-4
QoS-5

Frequency of data exchanges
Commonly used techniques for
meeting quality of service
requirements of this data exchange
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description

Categories
ID
C

Configuration Issues

Requirement name

C-1

Communication access services
requirements

Categories
ID
DM

InteGrid

99%
On site database shall store data for 30 days
Age of data needs to be known; Quality of data
characterization is important
Triggered by failure event or upon request
Backup of data

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are relevant to the
use case step. These configuration issues include
numbers of devices and/or systems, expected
growth of the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth, existing
protocols, etc., but only from the user’s point of view.
In some cases, only one of the possible choices is
reasonable, while for other situations, more than one
choice is reasonable.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

C-2
C-3
C-4

Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup, rollback,
etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and precision
of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

Periodic reporting; Request-response for equipment
with 2-way communication protocol; Report-byexception
Communication paradigm
Many-to-One; One-to-many
Location of Information Producer
Substation
Location of Information Producers
Control room operation
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Data Management Issues

Covers both the management of the data exchanges
in each Use Case step and the management of data
at either end if that management is impacted by data
exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going
maintenance of what data needs to be exchanged,
say between a Geographic Information System and
the many different applications that use its data. An
example of the second type of data management is
the need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if new
protection settings are issued to multiple field
devices, these settings need to be reflected in
Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should
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Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

DM-1
DM-2

Type of source data
Correctness of source data

DM-3
DM-4

Categories
ID
S

concentrate on the user requirements for the
interfaces to databases and other data handling
applications.
Requirement description

Data is stored in a database
Source data is usually correct to the process of
validation and synchronization applied before storing
Up-to-date management
Data was synchronized to build a coherent historical;
Data is up-to-date as possible
Validation of data exchanges
Data is considered validated if available in database
though errors may be present
Requirements
Category name for requirements
Category description
Security Issues

Assess how different security measures applied to
different items can potentially interact and either
leave security holes or make user interfaces very
laborious and possibly unworkable. Security must not
only protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far more likely
inadvertent mistakes, failures, and errors. At the
same time, it is necessary to try to identify the
requirements and the concerns for implementing
security measures.
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

S-1

Eavesdropping: Ensuring
confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate
use of data, and preventing
unauthorized reading of data, is:
Information integrity violation:
Ensuring that data is not changed or
destroyed is:
Authentication: Masquerade and/or
spoofing: Ensuring that data comes
from the stated source or goes to
authenticated receiver is:
Replay: Ensuring that data cannot be
resent by an unauthorized source is:
Information theft: Ensuring that data
cannot be stolen or deleted by an
unauthorized entity is:
Denial of Service: Ensuring
unimpeded access to data is:

S-2

S-3

S-4
S-5

S-6

Quite important

Important

Important

Important
Important

Crucial. Contingency communication channels must
be available

5 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
Permanent fault
Temporary fault
Fault isolation
Service restoration

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
No current in one or more phases during more than 100 ms.
No current in one or more phases during less than 100 ms.
Switching actions to reduce the number of affected customers.
Actions performed to re-establish power to customers. It may involve other
actions besides switching such as the use of mobile generators.
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PUC01.5 – Ex-ante evaluation of the flexibility programs by the traffic light
system
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC01.5
Grid and Market Hub

Name of Use Case
Ex-Ante evaluation of the flexibility programs by the Traffic
Light System (TLS)

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1
0.2
0.3

Date

1.0

13.11.2017

1.1
1.2

17.11.2017
22.11.2017

14.09.2017
20.10.2017
27.10.217

Version Management
Changes

Name of
Author(s)
Julien Le Baut (AIT)
Serdar Kadam (AIT)
Serdar Kadam (AIT)

Tara Esterl (AIT),
Serdar Kadam (AIT)
Serdar Kadam (AIT)
Serdar Kadam (AIT)

First draft
Second draft
Implementation of comments from INESC TEC
and CyberGrid
Implementation of comments from INESC TEC
Implementation of comments from INESC TEC
Implementation of comments from INESC TEC

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related
business
case(s)

The Flexibility Operator (FO) schedules flexibility programs in order to offer ancillary services
on the balancing market. The effect of their activation on the distribution network must be
assessed by the DSO, by means of the Traffic Light System (TLS), in order to prevent any
operating/technical issue. The results of the evaluation are communicated to the FO via the
Grid-Market Hub (gm-hub) platform. The Flexibility Operator can consider the evaluation by
the TLS in his bidding strategy.
The flexibility offered on markets other than the balancing market (for mFRR and RR) is outof-scope.
The balancing market is still in the tendering phase.
The participation of flexibility resources connected to the transmission network is out-ofscope (the effect of their activation on the distribution side is neglected).
1- The evaluation of the flexibility programs by the TLS provides reliable information to
the FO for his bidding strategy. It also provides the TSO a first idea concerning the
volume of “feasible” flexibility that will be available on the distribution grid.
2- The TLS does not constraint the FO to a market participation.
This PUC is related to the HLUC05: “Manage the impact of flexibility activation from
resources connected to the distribution network”.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
In the corresponding HLUC, the evaluation of the activation of flexibility products from resources located
in the distribution grid is considered. In particular, this PUC describes the first time evaluation process
of flexibility offers before the gate-closure (i.e. ‘Ex-ante’) by the TLS, which is owned and operated by
the DSO. FOs (e.g. a VPP operator, aggregators, industrial consumers, generators, etc.) submit the
flexibility programs they would like to offer on the balancing market to the gm-hub. The TLS evaluates
them, using a Power-Flow calculation. If one or more programs were flagged red/orange, an OPF can
be performed to identify future control actions to avoid a red/orange flag. The results of the evaluation
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are sent back to the gm-hub, such that the FO can consider the flagged flexibility programs in his
bidding strategy. The entire process is performed before and after the gate closure of the considered
balancing market but before the activation (close to real-time). After the gate closure and if significant
changes of the flexibility programs are made by FOs, they request the TLS evaluation.
Complete description
The ex-ante evaluation of the flexibility programs by the TLS is performed through the execution of the
following steps:
1) Preparation and submission of the flexibility programs
2) Evaluation of the flexibility programs and communication of the results
3) Pre-activation validation
1

Preparation and submission of the flexibility programs

Preparation of the flexibility programs
In this step, the FO schedules the flexibility units registered in his portfolio according to the volume
he intends to bid on the balancing market for the given time period.
Once the FO knows the total volume of flexibility that will be offered on the market and he also has
forecasted the amount of flexible power that each flexible unit should provide, the flexibility
programs can be prepared for submission: the schedules are grouped into the same area of the
distribution network (e.g. the flexibility of all the flexible units connected at the same secondary
substation is summed up to the equivalent MV node).
Submission of the flexibility programs
The FO sends to the gm-hub the flexibility programs for the balancing market that need to be flagged.
The following information is communicated:
Identifier of the flexibility program that must be evaluated (flexID)
Date (yyyy-mm-dd) , time (hh:mm) and duration of the activation (in minutes)
Amount of power (kW or MW)
Direction of the offer (upward or downward)
DSO identifier (DSOid)
Location of each flexible unit (e.g. MV node or secondary substation)
The FO is able to update the flexibility programs until the gate closure as often as needed.
Tools called by this step
Grid-Market Hub
2

Evaluation of the flexibility programs by the Traffic Light System
Prepare input data for the evaluation

Once the submission deadline has been exceeded, the TLS gets the flexibility programs of all FOs
in his distribution area (identified by the DSO identifier). The same information flow as described in
the step 1.2 is retrieved.
The forecasts of loads and generation and the state of the MV network are retrieved as well. The
DSO may provide the expected voltage and phase angle at the point of coupling between TSO and
DSO to the TLS, if known.
Tools called by this step
Grid-Market Hub
Forecasting for load and generation
MV Load Allocation

Evaluate the flexibility programs by the Traffic Light System
In this step, the TLS executes a Load-Flow or a Multi-Period OPF in order to:
1) Evaluate the impact of the flexibility programs on the state of the MV network (a simple
load flow calculation is performed);
2) In order to solve the eventual constraints detected due to the impact of the flexibility
programs, exploit the available flexible possibilities:
a. by operating DSO-owned devices such as OLTCs
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b.
c.

by performing reconfiguration actions
by reducing the amount of power of the flexible programs (curtailment) inside the
network area.
The Multi-Period OPF is responsible for trying to avoid the eventual technical problems by using
these resources. The input files for the OPF (choice of the objective function, control variables,
etc.) are prepared in this step, if needed.
Concerning the evaluation of the upwards and downwards flexibility programs, the TLS classifies
the result according to the following cases with respect to the expected network conditions:
1) Green Flag’: the entire flexibility resources proposed by the FO can participate limitless
(within the proposed volume of flexibility);
2) ‘Orange Flag’: the flexibility unit can only participate in the market to some limited amount and
not to its full flexibility potential - which is similar to a curtailment of the power. The TLS will
indicate to the FO the amount of flexibility can be provided by each flexibility resource to the
market without causing constraints in the distribution grid.
3) ‘Red Flag’: the flexibility is entirely rejected in case constraints cannot be avoided by any
mean (even by using the network devices). This flexibility resource cannot be activated for
balancing energy requests.
The TLS is capable to provide a traffic light for submitted programs up to 24 hours in advance. To
do so, it uses the load flow analysis, which is fed with data retrieved by the forecasting system, the
MV allocation and the gm-hub.
Tools called by this step
Load Flow
Multi-Period OPF

Communicate the results
The TLS communicates the results of the evaluation of the flexibility programs to the gm -hub. In
addition, the actions that must be taken in order to solve the constraints – for instance new
flexibility set points or the tap control of the OLTC obtained wi th the OPF execution- are reported to
the DsO.
The following information must be provided to the gm-hub:
Identifier of the flexibility program that has been evaluated (flexID)
Status of the Traffic Light (flag colour) and additional information if necess ary (i.e. upper limit
(MW) in case of Orange Phase)
The results of the Traffic Light evaluation must be available on the gm -hub with enough time in order to
enable the FO to consider them in the bidding strategy. Therefore, if desired by the FO, he can cha nge
its offer in order to avoid the expected curtailment (due to the orange or red phase).
The information provided to the DsO are the new planned set points of the controllable devices (i.e.
preventive set points) for a given network operation time frame.
The FO will get the results of the Traffic Light evaluation via the gm-hub platform.
After that, the DSO and TSO exchange Information (and set-points’ control), for flexibility management.
Tools called by this step
Grid-Market Hub
3

Pre-activation validation

Step 1 and 2 two are performed if significant changes of the flexibility programs are made by FOs
before the activation signal is sent by the TSO. The difference in this this step is, that the bids which are
accepted are already known. Also the backup capacities are evaluated in this step.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

KPI1

Average flexibility
quantity
flagged
red per network

Average of flexibility volume that will potentially be
rejected (per network area)
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KPI2

KPI3
KPI4

area
Operating cost to
ensure flexibility
access

Additional
available flexibility
Flexibility program
changes

Quantifies the additional (operational) cost for the DSO
caused by the use of controllable resources (such as
OLTC and storage) or commercial flexibilities, in order to
solve the constraints caused by the activation of a
flexible program.
Increase of the feasible flexibility volume by exploiting
other flexible resources (OLTCs, reconfiguration actions)
Number of changes in the flexibility programs/bids after
the TLS assessment

1, 2

1, 2
1, 2

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions
Regarding the DSO (and the TLS):
Knowledge of the MV grid topology and electrical characteristics (to perform accurate load flow
calculations)
Metering, control and operation infrastructure
Existing data exchange infrastructure between the DSO (user of the TLS) and the gm -hub
Functional LF and multi-period OPF coupled with load/generation forecasting
Regarding the flexibility operator
Two-way communication between the FO and the gm-hub
Infrastructure and tools to estimate accurately the availability and the status of the flexible units
Historical data of the balancing market (e.g. on the accepted volumes)
Regulatory aspects:
The FO is allowed to aggregate the flexibility of small individual (flexible) customers in order to
offer balancing services
The FO is qualified for ancillary services delivery
The DSO is allowed to know the location of aggregated flexibilities in his network (i.e. the MV
node at which resources are connected)
DSO is allowed to purchase flexibility (technical VPP) for his network operation
The LV losses are neglected (for the aggregation of units in the network area).
Prerequisites
The network is in normal condition
Regulatory conditions allow aggregation across balance responsible parties. Distributed flexibility
resources are aggregated and FOs are qualified for ancillary service delivery.
TSO ancillary service market is accepting offers from FOs located in distribution grids.
The FO knows the availability of each flexible unit.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC05 – Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources connected to the distribution network
HLUC06 – Provide data management and exchange between DSO and stakeholders
HLUC07 – Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and costs
PUC5.2 – Post-activation selection of programs
Level of depth
Primary Use Case (PUC)
Prioritisation
High level of priority. The UC will be demonstrated in the Portuguese and Slovenian demos (more precisely
the Traffic Light System itself)
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case

InteGrid
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Technical and business Use Case
Further keywords for classification
DSO, flexibility use, Traffic Light System, gm-hub, FO, flexibilities, ancillary services, network operation,
balancing market, ex-ante evaluation
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
Is used for further comments which are not considered elsewhere.

InteGrid
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

MV Load Allocation
TSO

"flow"

"invokes"

Load and generation
forecast

"invokes"
"flow"

„PUC“
Ex-ante evaluation of the flexibility
programs by the Traffic Light System

Grid-Market Hub

"includes"

Multi-Period Optimal
Power Flow

"includes"
"flow"

Power Flow

"invokes"

FO

„HLUC“
Manage the impact of flexibility
activation from resources connected
on the distribution network

Use Case diagram

InteGrid

GA 731218
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Flow Chart of traffic light decision-making algorithm

InteGrid
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TSO

Load and
generation
forecast

MV load
allocatio
n

SCADA/
DMS

Power
flow

DsO

MultiPeriod
OPF

cVPP
FO

G-m
g-m Hub

(1.1) Scheduling

(1.3) Request load and
generation forecasts

(1.2) Flexibility program
submission

(1.4) Return load and
generation forecasts

(1.5) Request flexibility
programs

(1.7) Request MV load allocation

(1.6) Send flexiblity
programs

(1.8) Return MV load allocation
(1.9) Request distribution
grid model
(1.10) Return distribution
grid model
(1.11) Input data
preparation

(1.12) Return prepared
input data

(1.13) Run PF

(1.14) Return PF
results
(1.15) Results interpretation
optional
(1.16) Call OPF

(1.17) Return OPF results
(1.18) Report Control
actions

(1.19) Report TLS flags and validation results

(1.21) Information exchange (and set-points’ control)

(1.20)Report TLS flags
and validation
results

(1.22) Information exchange (and set-points’ control)

Sequence diagram
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Transmission System Operator (TSO)

Role

DsO (Distribution System Optimizer)

DSO Role/System

Grid-Market Hub (gm-hub)

System

Power Flow

Function

Multi-Period Optimal Power Flow (OPF)

Function

InteGrid

GA 731218

Actors
Actor Description

According to the Article 2.4 of the Electricity Directive 2009/72/EC (Directive): “a natural or
legal person responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of and, if necessary,
developing the transmission system in a given area and, where applicable, its
interconnections with other systems, and for ensuring the long-term ability of the system to
meet reasonable demands for the transmission of electricity”. Moreover, the TSO is
responsible for connection of all grid users at the transmission level and connection of the
DSOs within the TSO control area.
Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of the distribution network by
managing network constraints, including emergency situations and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and non-discriminatory manner.
According to D6.1: “cloud-based solution to support the provision of services in a neutral
standardised way between DSOs (primary actor of this central platform) and stakeholders
like retailers, transmission system operators (TSOs), aggregators, group of consumers and
energy services providers (e.g., ESCO, data analytics companies). A specific objective is to
facilitate market access allowing new business models and services while ensuring
efficient and secure network operation as well as highest standards of data security. The
gm-hub operates in a regulated domain, thus all the embedded services are regulated and
subjected to a suitable regulatory framework for data management and provision.
Nevertheless, this central platform should be perceived as an enabler of non-regulated
services from service providers that can grow around the gm-hub ecosystem. In fact, the
word “market” is much broader than the electricity market since it encompasses both
wholesale and retailing markets, as well as energy services trading like energy efficiency,
consumer engagement and gamification and forecasting.”
Tool that calculates network power flow variables (e.g. voltage magnitude and angle, active
and reactive power flow, branch current). This tool is used within the Traffic Light System.
Operational planning and management function based on power flow analysis that defines
optimal control settings for DSO assets and available external flexible resources, while
keeping MV active and reactive power flows, nodes’ voltage magnitudes within the
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MV load allocation

Application

Traffic Light System

System

Flexibility operator

Role

DMS

System

SCADA System

System

DERs and RES

Device

admissible limits (technical constraints management). It can be executed for a given point
in time (single-period) or for a specified time frame of n-hours (multi-temporal).
Provides a close to real-time snapshot (power flow variables, estimated values at MV/LV
substations and probabilistic alarms) of the MV grid, with a 15 minutes’ update
According to D1.1: “DSO owned system that makes decision about the acceptance of
flexibility programs, based on the effect of their activation on the distribution network state.
The Traffic Light System makes use of the following functionalities: · Integration of
communication modules for the Grid-Market Hub · Real-Time communication with the
SCADA/DMS system · Integration of forecasting modules · Integration of Power Flow and
OPF module · Reporting of the results to the Grid-Market Hub · Traffic light decisionmaking algorithm”
Generic role that links the role customer and its possibility to provide flexibilities to the roles
market and grid; generic role that could be taken by many stakeholders. This generic actor
might be carried out by existing market roles like energy suppliers with variable prices,
aggregators, Virtual Power Plant (VPP), energy servicing company, agent, etc.
System that provides the functionalities for monitoring and controlling the distribution grid
from a centralized location. It has interfaces to other components (forecasting systems,
Technical VPP system orchestration environment, DRMS, etc).
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition system provides the basic functionality for
implementing EMS or DMS, especially provides the communication with the substations to
monitor and control the grid
Group of energy assets distributed in the grid and available for flexibility control purposes.
The assets group includes power sources, loads and storage devices.

3.2 References

No.
1

References Type
Standard

2

Internal Document

Reference
IEC 62559-2 Use Case
Methodology
InteGrid actors list

3
Internal Document
KPI list
4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios

InteGrid
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References
Status
Impact on use case
Published
Template for the use case
description
Approved
List of possible roles and
actors
Approved
List of KPIs
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Originator / organisation
International Electrotechnical
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AIT
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Scenario
conditions
No.
1

Scenario
name
Ex-Ante
evaluation
of the
flexibility
programs by
the Traffic
Light
System

Scenario
description
The
Flexibility
Operator
(FO)
communicates
the volume he
intends to bid on
the market to the
gm-hub.
The
DsO
assesses
the
flexibility
programs
in
order to perform
a
technical
evaluation. The
DsO through the
TLS flags the
programs
of
each FO for the
different
geographical
areas
defined
and
communicates it
to the gm-hub.

Primary actor
DsO
(Distribution
system
Optimiser)

Triggering
event
Timing:
the FO
submits
the
program
he intends
to bid on
the market
to the gmhub.

Pre-condition
Both
transmission
and
distribution
grids are
operating
under normal
conditions and
there is
external and
internal
flexibility to be
exploited.

Postcondition
The flexibility
programs of
each FO have
been
evaluated and
flagged by the
DsO
according to
the rules
defined in the
Traffic Light
Concept
(TLC). Each
FO has
successfully
bided in the
market
considering
the evaluation
results and
the market
has been
cleared by the
Market
Operator.

4.2 Steps – Scenarios

InteGrid
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Step No.

Event

Name of process/
activity

Description
of
process/ activity

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

1.1

Continuous
process

Scheduling

CREATE

FO

FO

-

1.2

Triggered timely

Flexibility programs
submission

REPORT

FO

gm Hub

1

2-config, 2-SEC

1.3

Triggered timely

Request load and
generation forecasts

FO schedules
continuously the
flexibility programs in
his portfolio
FO communicates to
the gm Hub the
flexibility programs
he wants to be
evaluated. The
submission is
triggered timely
The DsO requests
the load and
generation forecast,
which is necessary
for the power flow
and OPF calculation

GET

DsO

Load and
generation
forecast

-

-

1.4

Request received

Return load and
generation forecasts

The load and
generation forecast is
reported to the DsO

REPORT

Load and
generation
forecast

DsO

3

1.5

Triggered timely

Request flexibility
programs to be
evaluated

GET

DsO

gm-hub

-

1.6

Request received

Return flexibility
programs to be
evaluated

The DsO requests
from the gm-Hub the
flexibility programs
that need to be
evaluated
The gm-Hub returns
the flexibility
programs that need

1-config, 4config, 1-SEC,
2-SEC, 3-SEC,
4-SEC, 5-SEC,
6-SEC, 7-SEC,
2-PDC, 1-data
-

REPORT

gm-hub

DsO

2

InteGrid
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Requirement,
R-IDs

2-config, 2-SEC,
3-SEC, 4-SEC,
5-SEC, 6-SEC,
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1.7

Triggered timely
(TBD)

Request MV Load
Allocation

1.8

Request received

Return MV Load
Allocation

1.9

Triggered timely

Request distribution
grid model

1.10

Request received

Return distribution
grid model

1.11

Triggered timely

Input data
preparation

1.12

All input data
received

Return prepared
input data

InteGrid
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to be evaluated
The DsO requests
the MV Load
Allocation for an
update on the grid,
which is necessary
for the PF/OPF
calculation. The MV
Load Allocation
updates the
measurements and
forecasts.
The MV Load
Allocation returns the
measurements and
forecasts.
The DsO requests
the distribution grid
model, which is
necessary for the
power flow and OPF
calculation
The distribution grid
model, which is
necessary for the
power flow and OPF
calculation is
returned
The input data is
processed to meet
the requirements of
the PF
The SCADA/DMS
processes the data
received from the

7-SEC, 2-PDC
-

GET

DsO

MV Load
Allocation

-

REPORT

MV Load
Allocation

DsO

10

1-config, 1-PDC,
1-comp, 4-data,

GET

DsO

SCADA/DMS

-

-

REPORT

SCADA/DMS

DsO

4

CREATE

DsO

SCADA/DMS

1-config, 1-QoS,
1-SEC, 2-SEC,
3-SEC, 4-SEC,
5-SEC, 6-SEC,
7-SEC, 1-PDC,
2-data, 3-data,
4-data
-

REPORT

SCADA/DMS

DsO

2, 3,4

2-config, 1-SEC,
2-SEC, 3-SEC,
4-SEC, 5-SEC,
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1.13

Input data is ready

Run power flow

1.14

Power flow
calculation finished

Return power flow
results

1.15

Power flow
calculation finished

Results
interpretation

1.16

Result
interpretation
finished
OPF calculated

Call OPF

1.17

InteGrid

Return OPF results

GA 731218

DsO, MV allocation
and the
Load/generation
forecast in order to fit
to the format required
by the PF and to set
the
priority on the
resolution of
constraints
The DsO performs a
power flow (PF) to
assess the flexibility
programs.
The PF returns the
PF results to the DsO

6-SEC, 7-SEC,
2-PDC, 1-config,
4-config, 1-data,
1-QoS,
1-PDC,
2-data,
3-data,
4-data

CREATE

DsO

PF

-

-

REPORT

PF

DsO

2, 3, 4,5

The DsO evaluates
the LF results and it
is decided if OPF
calculations are
necessary or not
The OPF is executed

REPORT

DsO

DsO

-

1-config, 2config, 1-SEC,
2-SEC, 3-SEC,
4-SEC, 5-SEC,
6-SEC, 7-SEC,
2-PDC, 1-config,
4-config, 1-data,
1-QoS,
1-PDC,
2-data,
3-data,
4-data
-

CREATE

DsO

OPF

-

-

The results of the
OPF calculation are

REPORT

OPF

DsO

2, 3, 4, 6

1-config, 2config, 4-config,
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reported to the DsO

1.18

OPF calculation
performed

Report control
actions

1.19

Result
interpretation
finished

Report TLS flags
and evaluation
results

1.20

Gm-hub received
TLS flags for FO

1.21

1.22

InteGrid

1-SEC, 2-SEC,
3-SEC, 4-SEC,
5-SEC, 6-SEC,
7-SEC, 2-PDC,
1-data, 1-QoS,
1-PDC, 2,PDC
2-data,
3-data,
4-data, 1-comp
1-config, 3config, 1-QoS,
1-SEC, 3-SEC,
4-SEC, 5-SEC,
6-SEC, 7-SEC

The DsO reports the
control actions
required to allow the
potential activation of
offers that originally
would lead to
technical grid
problems
The TLS reports the
results of the
evaluation to the gm
Hub

REPORT

DsO

SCADA/DMS

7

REPORT

DsO

gm Hub

8

2-config, 2-SEC,
3-SEC, 4-SEC,
5-SEC, 6-SEC,
7-SEC

Report TLS flags
and evaluation
results

The gm-hub reports
the results of the
evaluation to the FOs

REPORT

gm Hub

FO

9

2-config, 2-SEC,
3-SEC, 4-SEC,
5-SEC, 6-SEC,
7-SEC

TLS evaluation
finished

Information
exchange between
DsO and TSO

REPORT

DsO

TSO

11

TLS evaluation
finished

Information
exchange between
TSO and DsO

Information exchange
(and setpoints’
control) for flexibility
management
Information exchange
(and setpoints’
control) for flexibility
management

REPORT

TSO

DsO

11

1-config, 3-SEC,
4-SEC, 5-SEC,
6-SEC, 7-SEC,
1-PDC, 2-PDC
1-config, 3-SEC,
4-SEC, 5-SEC,
6-SEC, 7-SEC,
1-PDC, 2-PDC

GA 731218
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description
of
information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
1
2

Name of information

Flexibility program data
Compiled
flexibility
programs

Flexibility programs of the FOs
Flexibility programs of all the FOs
compiled by the gm-hub

3

Load and generation
forecasting data

Data on the generation and load
forecast (for different intervals)

4

Distribution grid model

5

Load flow results

6

OPF results

7

Control actions

8

Compiled
flexibility
program flag status

9

Flexibility program flag
status

Accurate and up to date model on
the distribution grid to perform
power flow calculations e.g.
o Lines
and
transformers
parameters
(impedance,
magnetizing losses, others)
o OLTCs
tap
changing
positions
o Capacitor banks switching
stages
o FACTS devices regulation
bands
.
Load flow results for the period of
time covering all submitted flexibility
programs (e.g. up to 24h)
OPF results for the period of time
covering all submitted flexibility
programs (e.g. up to 24h)
Control actions that the DSO needs
to prepare to allow the potential
activation of offers that originally
would lead to technical grid
problems
Status of the flexibility program
submitted by the FO compiled by
the TLS
Status of the flexibility program
submitted by the FOs

10

Operating
Data

11

Information exchange

InteGrid

Scenarios

Combination of measurements and
forecast data that defines the active
and reactive power injection for
RES and the net-injection for all the
HV/MV and MW/LV substations
nodes, for a given time frame.
Information exchange (and setpoints’
control)
taking
place
between DSO and TSO, for
flexibility management

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

2-config, 2-SEC
2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC, 2-PDC
1-config, 4-config, 1-SEC,
2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC, 7-SEC, 2PDC, 1-data
1-config, 1-QoS, 1-SEC, 2SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC, 7-SEC, 1PDC, 2-data, 3-data, 4data

1-config

1-config

1-config, 3-config, , 1-QoS,
1-SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC, 7-SEC

2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC
2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC
1-config; 1-PDC;
1-comp;

1-config; 2-SEC; 3-SEC; 4SEC; 6-SEC; 2-PDC;
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5 Requirements

Categories ID
config

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Configuration

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-config

Information exchange with DSO

2-config

Information exchange with gm-hub

3-config

Communicate remote set-points

4-config

Distribution network observability

Categories ID
QoS

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Quality of Service (QoS)

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

4-QoS

DSO assets operating conditions

InteGrid
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Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Requirement description

Existence of a common platform or a
computational system that allows for
information to be exchanged between the
DSO, intermediate information processing
functions and external systems.
Existence of a computational system that
allows for information to be exchanged with
the gm-hub
Existence
of
a
platform
or
other
communication infrastructure that allows the
DSO to send remote control set-points that
define the operating point of DSO-owned
assets or re-route the control set-points
information for implementation over external
resources.
Existence
of
devices,
communication
infrastructures or other means of providing
observability over the distribution network
equipment and major connection points (e.g.
power generation or demand metering
devices).

Category description
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. QoS issues also address
accuracy and precision of data, the
frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description

The expected or normal operating states for
the DSO-owned assets must be reported
(e.g. scheduled operation for capacitor
banks, OLTCs tap positions and switching
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devices status and operability).

Categories ID
SEC

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Security (SEC)

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-SEC

Database authentication

2-SEC

Encryption of information

3-SEC

Eavesdropping

4-SEC

Information integrity violation

5-SEC

Replay

6-SEC

Information theft

7-SEC

Authentication and Access Control

Categories ID
PDC
Requirement
R-ID

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Privacy and Data Confidentiality
Requirement name

1-PDC

Distribution network data confidentiality

2-PDC

External resources data confidentiality

Categories ID

Requirements
Category name for requirements

InteGrid
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Category description
Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite
rare deliberate attacks, but also against the
far more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures,
and errors. At the same time, it is necessary
to try to identify the requirements and the
concerns
for
implementing
security
measures.
Requirement description

The connections to the SCADA/DMS
database and systems must require a secure
authentication routine.
The channels used for information and data
exchange must be encrypted (e.g. FTP over
TLS or SSH network communication
protocols).
confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate use of
data, and preventing unauthorized reading of
data
Ensuring that data is not changed or
destroyed
Ensuring that data cannot be resent by an
unauthorized source
Ensuring that data cannot be stolen or
deleted by an unauthorized entity
Authentication
and
Access
Control
mechanisms commonly used with this data
exchange

Category description
Data protection.
Requirement description

The distribution network operational planning
and equipment characterization data must be
protected and preferentially shared in a
“need-to-know” basis. This data must not be
publicly shared without proper authorization.
The information gathered from external
equipment/resources must be protected (e.g.
location, generation or consumption profiles).

Category description
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Data

Data Management (DM)

"Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each Use Case step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency
of data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other
data handling applications."
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-data

Consistency of forecasting data

2-data

Distribution network model

3-data

Distribution network status

4-data

Data format requirements

5-data

Consistency of historic data

6-data

Historic data update rate and accuracy

The forecasting accuracy shall increase the
closer the forecasted period is. The
forecasting error should not surpass
specified thresholds.
The provided distribution network model has
to be suitable to perform power flows.
Access to the distribution network operational
status must be provided (e.g. grid topology,
switch states, etc.)
The
formats
for electrical networks
information exchange must be compliant
with:
 IEC CIM standard for electricity version 14
or later - according to the XML
specification standard format version 1.0
or later - (e.g. ENTSO-E CIM Profile 1
based on IEC CIM UML14 or CGMES
v2.4 based on IEC CIM UML16)
The measurements historic used as source
data for forecasting, must not contain
information gaps that surpass the specified
threshold (e.g. measurements historic must
not be missing a week of information and
should provide a time resolution of 15
minutes).
The measurements historic should be
updated with the adequate rate and maintain
its correctness and validity (e.g. the netinjected power at all the primary substations
must be updated on a daily basis, the
recorded measurements must not contain
errors).

Requirements

InteGrid
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Categories
ID
comp

Category name for requirements

Category description

Compatibility

Compatibility with other functions

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

Requirement description

1-comp

Compatibility with the MV Load Allocation
function

The multi-period measurements and
forecasts provided from the MV Load
Allocation must be compatible with the
optimization and control envisaged for the MV
network (period, discretization, format…).
Ensure compatibility with PUC “Estimate the
operating conditions of the MV network in
real-time”.

6 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
DsO
DSO
FO
FR
HLUC
MO
mFRR
NMF
RR
TLA
TLS
TSO
VPP

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Distribution system Optimizer
Distribution System Operator
Flexibility Operator
Flexibility Resource
High Level Use Case
Market Operator
Manual Frequency Restoration Reserves
Neutral Market Facilitator
Replacement Reserves
Traffic Light Algorithm
Traffic Light System
Transmission System Operator
Virtual power plant
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PUC02.5 – Post-activation selection of programs
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case

ID
PUC05.2

Area / Domain(s)
Grid and Market Hub

Name of Use Case
Post-activation selection of programs

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1

Date

0.2

21.10.2017

0.3

27.10.2017

1.0

13.11.2017

2.0

17.11.2017

2.1

22.11.2017

27.09.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Julien Le Baut (AIT),
First draft
Tara Esterl (AIT)
Tara Esterl (AIT),
Requirements, information, scenarios and
Serdar Kadam (AIT)
diagrams included
Serdar Kadam (AIT)
Implementation of comments from INESC TEC
and cyberGRID
Tara Esterl (AIT),
Implementation of comments from INESC TEC
Serdar Kadam (AIT)
Tara Esterl (AIT),
Changes of the process based on the discussion
Serdar Kadam (AIT)
with INESC TEC
Tara Esterl (AIT),
Comments from INESC TEC included
Serdar Kadam (AIT)

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

InteGrid

The scope of this PUC02.5 is to use the results of the Traffic Light System (TLS) after the
TSO has sent the activation signal for mFRR/RR balancing energy (post-activation selection
of programs) in order to consider the state of the distribution grid short before the activation
of the flexibility units in these grid sections. The market participation and optimisation of the
flexibility units is done in other use cases. This PUC builds on the PUC01.5 “Ex-Ante
Evaluation of the flexibility programs by the Traffic Light System” that is the other PUC from
the HLUC05.
The objectives of this PUC are as follows:
(1) Total amount of balancing energy required by the TSO is activated
(2) Activation of cheapest bids
(3) Non-discriminatory access for aggregators:
a. no penalization in case of unforeseen problems in the distribution grid
b. freedom for aggregators to use either back up capacities in case of
unforeseen problems in the distribution grid or to limit the amount of
balancing energy activation
(4) Limiting the impact of unforeseen problems in the distribution grid due to e.g.
disconnection of lines/transformers due to protection management, on the activation
of balancing energy or failures in the grid
This PUC is directly related to:

HLUC05 “Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources connected to the
distribution network”,

PUC05.1 “Ex-Ante Evaluation of the flexibility programs by the Traffic Light
System”
Moreover it is linked to:

PUC12.1 “Commercial virtual power plant for offering ancillary services to
TSO (frequency) considering the state of the DSO grid”

Only to some limited extent to PUC12.2 “Technical virtual power plant for DSO
needs (non-frequency)”
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1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
Close to real time, the TSO calculates the volume of mFRR/RR balancing energy he needs in order to
restore the frequency of the system. The TSO selects the bids in order to meet the total volume of balancing
energy (based on the merit order curve). Then the TSO sends the information to the DSO, who can perform
an analysis of the impact of the activation on the distribution grid with the traffic light system (TLS). The TLS
considers all flexibilities from all activated FOs or - in case the information is available – only the flexibilities
that will be activated to meet the activated bids. The DSO provides the newest TLS flags (colour and limits)
to the activated FOs. Each FO chooses the most efficient flexibilities, activates the requested flexibility and
reports it to the TSO. In case to many flexibilities are limited by the TLS and the FO cannot fulfil the
requested balancing energy amount due to this, he informs the TSO that only a limited amount of balancing
energy can be activated and the process begins again with the TSO sending an activation signal to the next
bid on the merit order.
Complete description
The PUC post-activation selection of programs is performed close to real time and the following steps are
performed:
1) Selection of bids for activation based on merit order and TSO sends activation signals.
2) TLS validation by the DSO
3) Activation of flexibilities by FO
4) Confirmation signal to TSO for activation of bids
5) New status of the flexibility resources is sent to the gm-hub
1.

Selection of bids for balancing energy activation based on merit order and activation signals
sent

The TSO selects the bids based on the merit order and sends the activation signal to both DSO for the TLS
validation as well as to the FO for security reasons. The FO waits for the validated TLS flags before
activating its flexibility resources. The TSO sends to the DSO the requested balancing energy per FO.

2.

TLS validation by the DSO

The TLS validation for all flexibilities from all FOs that are activated by the TSO is performed close
to real-time. In case the information is available, the flexibility resources and the back -up flexibility
units are linked to the activated bids - therefore, only the flexibility units that are activated to meet
the activated bids are considered in the TLS validation.
Concerning the evaluation of the upwards and downwards flexibility programs, the TLS classifies
the result according to the following cases:
4) ‘Green Flag’: the entire flexibility resources proposed by the FO can participate limitless
(within the proposed volume of flexibility);
5) ‘Orange Flag’: the flexibility unit can only participate in the market to some limited amount and
not to its full flexibility potential - which is similar to a curtailment of the power. The TLS will
indicate to the FO the amount of flexibility can be provided by each flexibility resource to the
market without causing constraints in the distribution grid.
6) ‘Red Flag’: the flexibility is entirely rejected in case constraints cannot be avoided by any
mean (even by using the network devices). This flexibility resource cannot be activated for
balancing energy requests.
The power flow is used to investigate potential constr aints violations and the OPF to exploit the
use of DSO own assets. By these measures “originally” red flags can become orange or green.
The SCADA collect the measurements of the load and generation in the grid – either separate for
larger units or combined for e.g. a connected grid section of a lower grid level.
Tools called by this step
gm-hub
OPF (to exploit the use of DSO own assets. Through them flags “originally” red can become
orange/green)
Power Flow (PF to investigate potential constraints violations)
SCADA (to collect the measurements)

InteGrid
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3.

Activation of flexibilities by FO

FO monitors the TLS flags for his flexibility resources based on the TLS flag from the gm-hub (input from the
pre-activation evaluation). The FO received the activation signal from the TSO in step 1. Moreover, he gets
the current TLS status per flexibility unit from the gm-hub; thereby, only the flexibility units from FOs that are
activated by the TSO are considered in step 2 or – in case the information is available – only the flexibility
resources linked to the activated bids will be considered for the TLS validation. In other words, only the
flexibility resources chosen by each FO.
The FO optimizes his flexibility resources to provide the amount of flexibility requested by the TSO. Based on
the activation signal (amount of activated balancing energy) as well as the status of his flexibility units, the
activation costs and the traffic light flags, the most economical flexibility resources for activation are selected.
Therefore, the FO considers the TLS flags by curtailing the flexibility in critical distribution grids. The FO can
also use flexibility resources in other grid sections to fulfil the full requested amount by the TSO. After
optimizing his resources, the FO activates the chosen qualified programs to fulfil the requested balancing
energy by the TSO.
Tools called by this step
gm-hub

4. Confirmation signal to TSO for activation of bids
Each FO sends a confirmation signal to the TSO including the information about the total amount of
activated balancing. In case the full request cannot be fulfilled, the FO reports to the TSO that the full
flexibility cannot be activated. In this case the FO includes this information about the missing amount of
flexibility in the status message to the TSO. This information is also sent to the gm-hub – if the next bid
needs to be activated (step5), the activation of these programs needs to be considered in the new
assessment.
Tools called by this step
gm-hub

5. Activation of next bid on the merit order
In case the total amount could not be activated by the FO and thereby not enough flexibility could be
activated, the TSO will activate the next bid on the merit order. Therefore, the TSO sends a new activation
request to the next bid in the merit order and the processes 1 to 4 of this PUC are repeated until the full
requested balancing energy is activated.
6. New status of the flexibility resources is sent to the gm-hub
The status of the flexibility resources is sent to gm-hub, so that the traffic light system has the information to
update the traffic light flags for the next periods in the former PUC 5.1.
Tools called by this step
gm-hub

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPIs)

ID
KPI-1a
KPI-1b

InteGrid

Name
Fulfilment of
balancing energy
Non-fulfilled
balancing energy

Description
Percentage of fulfilled balancing energy in
comparison to total per FO
Percentage of non-fulfilled balancing energy
due to problems in the distribution grid (traffic

GA 731218
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KPI-1c
KPI-2

based on grid
problems
Amount of curtailed
flexibility
Higher costs for
TSO and FO

KPI-3

Higher revenues due
to traffic light system

KPI-4a

Number of avoided
problems in the
distribution grid by
traffic light system

light system) and amount of curtailed balancing
energy per year
Volume of flexibility curtailed/blocked based on
grid problems
In case the TSO uses the next bids or the FO
uses other flexibility units higher costs apply
than without the problems in the distribution
grid.
In case no traffic light system is implemented,
some flexibility units could not participate in the
markets. These additional revenues are
quantified.
Number per year of avoided problems in the
distribution grid by implementation of the traffic
light system

Objective 1
Objective 2

Objective 3

Objective 4

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions
The units that provide flexibility are located in the distribution grid. Some of the grids sections have problems
like under- or overvoltage, transformer overloading. For the detailed description of the traffic light concept see
the HLUC05 “Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources connected to the distribution
network”.
Depending on which markets the TLS should be used for, the base line for validating the flexibility will be
different. In this PUC the focus was on the balancing markets manual Frequency Restoration Reserve and
Replacement Reserve.
The bids can consist of several technical units (pooling is allowed in the balancing markets). By this smaller
units like battery storage systems are able to participate in the markets (this corresponds to the market
design proposed by GL EB).
The proposed traffic light concept takes into account the increased complexity of the balancing markets due
to smaller units participating in the markets. Since one bid no longer represents exactly one customer, the
curtailment cannot be done per bid as easily anymore. Furthermore, the TSO no longer has information
about all the individual flexibilities participating in their grid / their market and the location of the flexibilities,
which will be activated by the FOs, is not known in advance by TSO or DSO. Therefore, the TLS validation is
performed either for all flexibilities from all FOs that are activated and already running from previous
activations or in case the information is available the TLS validation is performed considering all flexibilities
directly linked to all activated bids (considering the backup for these bids if available). After this the FO can
decide which units of their pool they want to activate to meet the activation request as all possible flexibilities
are validated upfront and the limits of each flexibility unit are known.
Information exchange between the TSO and the DSO: The TSO sends the information of the balancing
energy request for each FO and to the DSO (to perform a TL assessment). The DSO knows which of the
flexibilities in the distribution grid are linked to which FO. In case the information is available, the flexibility
resources and the back-up flexibility units are linked to the activated bids and only the flexibility units from
activated bids are considered in the TLS validation. In the case of unforeseen grid constraints (e.g. line,
transformer failures) an event based communication between DSO, gm-hub and FO is possible.
The DSO knows which of the flexibilities in the distribution grid are linked to which FO. The DSO can use the
information regarding which flexibility resources are linked to which bid, in case this information is available to
the TSO depending on the regulation in the individual countries.
Prerequisites
The available flexibility units are known by the DSO and it’s known which flexibility units are linked to which
FO.
The network is in normal conditions.
This information used for the TLS validation is based on the forecast of the available flexibility of each
resource. The flexibilities have been flagged in the pre-activation phase (PUC5.01) as well as in this PUC.
The running time of the TLS validation and the extra communication is short. According to GL SO Article

InteGrid
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157 point 2c) the manual FRR full activation time of the LFC block shall not be more than the time to
restore frequency. This time to restore frequency is 15 min in all synchronous areas. So the maximum
time is 15 min from a frequency deviation until full activation including all processes (a lso incl. TLS
validation). Therefore, the whole TLS process has to be really fast to meet these requirements. To use
TLS as well for aFRR, the process has to be changed and the TLS validation has to be done before the
TSO sends an activation signal.
By the designed process it can be ensured that the full amount of balancing energy is activated. Depending
on the existing market design in the demo regions the process can vary slightly. The traffic light flags are
published and distributed via the Grid-Market hub (gm-hub). The FO considers the flags from the traffic light
system and due to the design of the process he can use its backup capacity (that has already a traffic light
flag) to fulfil its bid.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
This PUC is subordinated to the HLUC05 “Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources
connected to the distribution network”.
There is a close cooperation with the PUC12.1 “Commercial virtual power plant for offering ancillary services
to TSO (frequency) considering the state of the DSO grid”, where the available flexibility units and the optimal
curtailment of the flexibilities for the activation are selected by considering the state of the distribution grid.
This is done in the PUC05.1 “Ex-Ante Evaluation of the flexibility programs by the Traffic Light System”,
which provides input for the PUC05.2 and the output of this PUC05.2 is fed-back in this former PUC05.1.
Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC)
Prioritisation
High level of priority. This UC will be demonstrated at Slovenian and Portuguese demo side.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic and according to relevant network codes (especially System Operation Guideline and Guideline
Electricity Balancing).
Nature of the use case
Technical use case that will be demonstrated.
Further keywords for classification
VPP/aggregator, demand response, ancillary services, VPP-TSO-DSO coordination, traffic light system,
market hub / market facilitator, smart grid (technical VPP),

1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
-

InteGrid
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

TSO

"flow"

SCADA
invokes

"flow"
"flow"

Grid-Market Hub

„PUC“
Post-activation evaluation of the
flexibility programs by the Traffic Light
System

"includes"

Multi-Period Optimal
Power Flow

"includes"

"flow"
Load Flow

"invokes"

FO

„HLUC“
Manage the impact of flexibility
activation from resources connected
on the distribution network

Figure 1: Use-case diagram
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cVPP
FO

TSO

G-m
g-m Hub

Power
flow

DsO

OPF

Loop until 100% activation reached
(1.1) Selection of bids

(1.2) Request TLS evaluation
(1.4) Request
Flexibility
programs
(1.5) Return
Flexiblity
programs

(1.3) Send activation signal

(1.6) Request distribution grid model
(1.7) Return distribution grid model
(1.8) Request grid status
(1.9) Return grid status
(1.10) Input data preparation

(1.11) Return prepared input data
(1.12) Run PF
(1.13) Return PF results
(1.14) Result interpretation
(1.15) Call OPF

optional

(1.16) Return OPF results
(1.17) Report corrective actions
(1.19) Report TLS flags (1.18) Report TLS flags and
validation results
and
validation results

1.20 Prepare optimal activation of FRs

(1.21) Activation of FRs

(1.22) Activation report

(1.23) Status of FO

Figure 2: Sequence diagram
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3 Technical details
1.1 Actors
Actor Name

Actors
Actor Description

Actor Type

Transmission System
Operator (TSO)

Role

DsO (Distribution System
Optimizer)

DSO Role/System

Grid-Market Hub (gmhub)

System

Power Flow

Function

Multi-Period Optimal
Power Flow (OPF)

Function

Traffic Light System

System

InteGrid

According to the Article 2.4 of the Electricity Directive
2009/72/EC (Directive): “a natural or legal person
responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of
and, if necessary, developing the transmission system in a
given area and, where applicable, its interconnections with
other systems, and for ensuring the long-term ability of the
system to meet reasonable demands for the transmission
of electricity”. Moreover, the TSO is responsible for
connection of all grid users at the transmission level and
connection of the DSOs within the TSO control area.
Improves the development, operation, and maintenance of
the distribution network by managing network constraints,
including emergency situations and faults emerging on the
distribution network, in a cost-efficient and nondiscriminatory manner.
According to D6.1: “cloud-based solution to support the
provision of services in a neutral standardised way
between DSOs (primary actor of this central platform) and
stakeholders like retailers, transmission system operators
(TSOs), aggregators, group of consumers and energy
services providers (e.g., ESCO, data analytics
companies). A specific objective is to facilitate market
access allowing new business models and services while
ensuring efficient and secure network operation as well as
highest standards of data security. The gm-hub operates
in a regulated domain, thus all the embedded services are
regulated and subjected to a suitable regulatory
framework for data management and provision.
Nevertheless, this central platform should be perceived as
an enabler of non-regulated services from service
providers that can grow around the gm-hub ecosystem. In
fact, the word “market” is much broader than the electricity
market since it encompasses both wholesale and retailing
markets, as well as energy services trading like energy
efficiency, consumer engagement and gamification and
forecasting.”
Tool that calculates network power flow variables (e.g.
voltage magnitude and angle, active and reactive power
flow, branch current). This tool is used within the Traffic
Light System.
Operational planning and management function based on
power flow analysis that defines optimal control settings
for DSO assets and available external flexible resources,
while keeping MV active and reactive power flows, nodes’
voltage magnitudes within the admissible limits (technical
constraints management). It can be executed for a given
point in time (single-period) or for a specified time frame of
n-hours (multi-temporal).
According to D1.1: “DSO owned system that makes
decision about the acceptance of flexibility programs,
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Flexibility operator

Role

DMS

System

SCADA System

System

DERs and RES

Device

P/f controller

System

based on the effect of their activation on the distribution
network state. The Traffic Light System makes use of the
following functionalities: · Integration of communication
modules for the Grid-Market Hub · Real-Time
communication with the SCADA/DMS system · Integration
of forecasting modules · Integration of Power Flow and
OPF module · Reporting of the results to the Grid-Market
Hub · Traffic light decision-making algorithm”
Generic role that links the role customer and its possibility
to provide flexibilities to the roles market and grid; generic
role that could be taken by many stakeholders. This
generic actor might be carried out by existing market roles
like energy suppliers with variable prices, aggregators,
Virtual Power Plant (VPP), energy servicing company,
agent, etc.
System that provides the functionalities for monitoring and
controlling the distribution grid from a centralized location.
It has interfaces to other components (forecasting
systems, Technical VPP system orchestration
environment, DRMS, etc).
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition system provides
the basic functionality for implementing EMS or DMS,
especially provides the communication with the
substations to monitor and control the grid
Group of energy assets distributed in the grid and
available for flexibility control purposes. The assets group
includes power sources, loads and storage devices.
A system operated by the TSO to perform the
load-frequency-control inside the control area.
The P/f controller requests ancillary services like
aFRR and mFRR typically based on merit order activation
rule.

3.2 References
N
o.
1

Reference
s Type
Internationa
l
communica
tion
standard

InteGrid

Reference

Status

IEC 608705-104
(Tele
control
equipment
and
Systems)
and
IEC
60870-5101
(Transmiss
ion
protocols Network
access
for using
standard
transport

Publish
ed

References
Impact on Originator /
use case
organisation
Data
International
exchange
Electrotechnical
between:
Commission
1) DSO and
market hub,
2)
Prosumer
and cVPP
3)
cVPP
and TSO

GA 731218

Link
https://webstore.iec.ch/pu
blication/25035
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2

Standard

3

Application
programmin
g interface

profiles)
IEC 625592
Use
Case
Methodolo
gy
Open Web
Service
Application
Programmi
ng
Interface

Publish
ed

Basis
for
Definition of
Use Cases

International
Electrotechnical
Commission

Publish
ed

Interface
and
communica
tion of VPP
with DSO

System vendor

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

Scenario
name
Postactivation
selection of
programs

InteGrid

Scenario
description
This
scenario
focuses on the
activation of the
flexibilities of the
FO considering
the limitations of
the
distribution
grid.

Primary
actor
FO and DSO

GA 731218

Triggering
event
This event is
triggered by the
activation of
balancing
energy by the
TSO.

Pre-condition
The FO knows
exactly how
much flexibility
he can activate
in each grid
section
according to
the Traffic Light
validation
results. The
DSO knows
which
corrective
measures have
to be taken to
prevent
constraints
violation due to
the activation
of flexible
resources. The
gm-hub has the
latest Traffic
light flags for
each FO

Postcondition
The amount
of flexibility
required by
the TSO was
activated
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Step No.
Event

Name of process/
activity

Description
of
process/ activity

Service

Information
producer (actor)

Information
receiver (actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement,
R-IDs

Selection of bids for
activation for
necessary balancing
energy amount
based on merit order
to solve the
frequency deviation
TSO sends the
activation signal and
the information of
activated bids and
FOs to the DsO.

CREATE

TSO

TSO

-

-

REPORT

TSO

DsO

1

1-config, 3QoS, 2-SEC,
3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC,
6-SEC, 2PDC
3-QoS, 2SEC,3-SEC,
4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC,
7-SEC
-

1.1

Flexibilities need
to be activated

Selection of bids

1.2

Selection of bids
finished

Send activation
signal and
information about
merit order

1.3

TSO sends
activation signal
to FOs

Send activation
signal

The TSO sends an
activation signal to
the FOs of the
selected bids.

REPORT

TSO

FO

2,3

1.4

Triggered timely

The DsO requests
from the gm-hub the
avilable flexibility
that is evaluated

GET

DsO

gm-hub

-

1.5

Request received

Request possible
flexibility from all
flexibilities that are
linked to activated
FOs or bids
Return possible
flexibility from all
flexibilities that are
linked to activated
FOs or bids

The gm-hub returns
the flexibility
programs that need
to be evaluated

REPORT

gm-hub

DsO

4

1.6

Triggered timely

Request
distribution grid
model

The DsO requests
the distribution grid
model, which is

GET

DsO

SCADA/DMS

-

InteGrid
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1.7

Request received

Return distribution
grid model

1.8

Triggered timely

Request grid
status

1.9

Request received

Return grid status

InteGrid

necessary for the
power flow and OPF
calculation
The distribution grid
model, which is
necessary for the
power flow and OPF
calculation is
returned

The current grid
status (load,
generation
measurements) is
requested
The current grid
status (load,
generation
measurements) is
received

GA 731218

REPORT

SCADA/DMS

DsO

GET

DsO

SCADA/DMS

REPORT

SCADA/DMS

DsO
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5

1-config,
2-QoS,
1-SEC,
2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC,
7-SEC,
1-PDC,
2-data,
3-data,
4-data

6

1-config,
4-config,
1-QoS,
2-QoS,
3-QoS,
1-SEC,
2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC,
7-SEC,
1-PDC,
2-PDC,
3-data,
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1.10

Triggered timely

Input data
preparation

1.11

All input data
received

Return prepared
input data

1.12

Input data is
ready

Run power flow

InteGrid

4-data
-

The input data is
processed to meet
the requirements of
the PF
The SCADA/DMS
processes the data
received from the
DsO, MV allocation
and the
Load/generation
forecast in order to
fit to the format
required by the PF
and to set the
priority on the
resolution of
constraints

CREATE

DsO

SCADA/DMS

REPORT

SCADA/DMS

DsO

1, 4, 5, 6

The DsO performs a
power flow (PF) to
assess the flexibility
programs.

CREATE

DsO

PF

1, 4, 5, 6

GA 731218
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1-config,
2-config,
4-config,
1-QoS,
2-QoS,
3-QoS,
1-SEC,
2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC,
7-SEC,
1-PDC,
2-PDC,
2-data,
3-data,
4-data
1-config,
2-config,
4-config,
1-QoS,
2-QoS,
3-QoS,
1-SEC,
2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC,
7-SEC,
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1-PDC,
2-PDC,
2-data,
3-data,
4-data
1-config,
1-QoS,
2-QoS,
3-QoS

1.13

Power flow
calculation
finished

Return power flow
results

The PF returns the
PF results to the
DsO

REPORT

PF

DsO

7

1.14

Power flow
calculation
finished

Results
interpretation

The DsO evaluates
the LF results and it
is decided if OPF
calculations are
necessary or not

REPORT

DsO

DsO

-

-

1.15

Result
interpretation
finished

Call OPF

The OPF is
executed

CREATE

DsO

OPF

1, 4, 5, 6

1-config,
2-config,
4-config,
1-QoS,
2-QoS,
3-QoS,
1-SEC,
2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC,
7-SEC,
1-PDC,
2-PDC,
2-data,
3-data,

InteGrid
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1.16

OPF calculated

Return OPF
results

The results of the
OPF calculation are
reported to the DsO

REPORT

OPF

DsO

8

1.17

OPF calculation
performed

Report control
actions

The DsO reports the
control actions
required to allow the
potential activation
of offers that
originally would lead
to technical grid
problems

REPORT

DsO

SCADA/DMS

9

1.18

Result
interpretation
finished

Report TLS flags
and evaluation
results

The TLS reports the
results of the
evaluation to the gm
Hub

REPORT

DsO

gm-hub

10

1.19

gm-hub received
TLS flags for FO

Report TLS flags
and evaluation
results

The gm-hub reports
the results of the
evaluation to the
FOs

REPORT

gm-hub

FO

11

1.20

Activation of
flexibility
resources by FO

Prepare optimal
activation of FRs

The FO can select
his most economical
flexibility resources
to provide the
offered flexibility
considering the
status of the new
TLS flags

CREATE

FO

FO

-

InteGrid
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4-data
1-config,
1-QoS,
2-QoS ,
3-QoS
1-config,
3-config,
4-QoS,
1-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC,
7-SEC
2-config,
2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC,
7-SEC
2-config,
2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC,
7-SEC
-
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1.20

Activation of
flexibility
resources by FO

Activation of FRs

1.22

FO reports
activated FR

Status of FO

1.23

FO reports status
of flexibility
resources

Status of FRs

InteGrid

The FO activates the
most economical
flexibility resources
to provide the
offered flexibility
considering the
status of the new
TLS flags
The FO sends the
status report of the
activated flexibility. If
the full amount of
requested flexibility
could not be
activated, the
missing amount is
reported as well.
The FO sends the
status of the
activated flexibility
resources to gmhub.

GA 731218

CREATE

FO

flexibility
resources

12

2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC

REPORT

FO

TSO

13

2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC

REPORT

FO

gm-hub

14

2-config,
2-SEC,
3-SEC,
4-SEC,
5-SEC,
6-SEC,
7-SEC,
2-PDC
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description
of
information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
1

Name of information

2

Balancing energy
request

3

Activation signal

4

Compiled flexibility
programs

5

Distribution grid model

6

Load and generation
data

Data on generation and load
measurements intervals)

7

Load flow results

8

OPF results

9

Control actions

10

Compiled flexibility
program flag status

11

Flexibility program flag
status

Load flow results for the period of
time covering all submitted flexibility
programs (e.g. up to 24h)
OPF results for the period of time
covering all submitted flexibility
programs (e.g. up to 24h)
Control actions that the DSO needs
to take to allow the activation of
offers that originally would lead to
technical grid problems and
therefore would be
rejected/curtailed
Status of the flexibility program
submitted by the FO compiled by
the TLS
Status of the flexibility program
submitted by the FOs

12

Activation of flexibility
resources

13

Report of balancing
energy activation

14

Confirmation of
activation of balancing
energy

InteGrid

Balancing energy
request

Amount and direction of requested
balancing energy of all bids that
were selected in the merit order in
the area of a DsO
Amount and direction of requested
balancing energy from individual
FOs of activated bids that were
selected in the merit order
An activation signal is sent to the
FOs, whose bids were accepted.
All flexibility programs of the FOs
whose bids were accepted compiled
by the gm-Hub
Accurate and up to date model on
the distribution grid to perform
power flow calculations.

Amount and direction of activation
of single flexibility resources
confirmed by the TLS
The amount of activated (and nonactivated) balancing energy is
reported (e.g for each 15 min
interval).
A signal that confirms the full/part
activation of the requested
balancing energy.

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

1-config, 3-QoS, 2-SEC, 3SEC, 4-SEC, 5-SEC, 6SEC, 2-PDC
3-QoS, 2-SEC,3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC
3-QoS, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC
2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC, 2-PDC
1-config, 2-QoS, 1-SEC, 2SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC, 7-SEC, 1PDC, 2-data, 3-data, 4data
1-config, 4-config, 1-QoS,
2-QoS, 3-QoS, 1-SEC, 2SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC, 7-SEC, 1PDC, 2-PDC, 3-data, 4data
1-config, 1-QoS, 2-QoS, 3QoS
1-config, 1-QoS, 2-QoS ,
3-QoS
1-config, 3-config, , 4-QoS,
1-SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC, 7-SEC

2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC
2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC
2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC
2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC

2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC, 2-PDC
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Information exchanged
Description
of
information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
1

Name of information

2

Balancing energy
request

3

Activation signal

4

Compiled flexibility
programs

5

Distribution grid model

6

Load and generation
data

Data on generation and load
measurements intervals)

7

Load flow results

8

OPF results

9

Control actions

10

Compiled flexibility
program flag status

11

Flexibility program flag
status

Load flow results for the period of
time covering all submitted flexibility
programs (e.g. up to 24h)
OPF results for the period of time
covering all submitted flexibility
programs (e.g. up to 24h)
Control actions that the DSO needs
to take to allow the activation of
offers that originally would lead to
technical grid problems and
therefore would be
rejected/curtailed
Status of the flexibility program
submitted by the FO compiled by
the TLS
Status of the flexibility program
submitted by the FOs

12

Activation of flexibility
resources

13

Report of balancing
energy activation

14

Confirmation of
activation of balancing
energy

InteGrid

Balancing energy
request

Amount and direction of requested
balancing energy of all bids that
were selected in the merit order in
the area of a DsO
Amount and direction of requested
balancing energy from individual
FOs of activated bids that were
selected in the merit order
An activation signal is sent to the
FOs, whose bids were accepted.
All flexibility programs of the FOs
whose bids were accepted compiled
by the gm-Hub
Accurate and up to date model on
the distribution grid to perform
power flow calculations.

Amount and direction of activation
of single flexibility resources
confirmed by the TLS
The amount of activated (and nonactivated) balancing energy is
reported (e.g for each 15 min
interval).
A signal that confirms the full/part
activation of the requested
balancing energy.

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

1-config, 3-QoS, 2-SEC, 3SEC, 4-SEC, 5-SEC, 6SEC, 2-PDC
3-QoS, 2-SEC,3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC
3-QoS, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC
2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC, 2-PDC
1-config, 2-QoS, 1-SEC, 2SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC, 7-SEC, 1PDC, 2-data, 3-data, 4data
1-config, 4-config, 1-QoS,
2-QoS, 3-QoS, 1-SEC, 2SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC, 7-SEC, 1PDC, 2-PDC, 3-data, 4data
1-config, 1-QoS, 2-QoS, 3QoS
1-config, 1-QoS, 2-QoS ,
3-QoS
1-config, 3-config, 4-QoS,
1-SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC, 7-SEC

2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC
2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC
2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC
2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4-SEC, 5SEC, 6-SEC

2-config, 2-SEC, 3-SEC, 4SEC, 5-SEC, 6-SEC, 7SEC, 2-PDC
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5 Requirements
Categories ID
config

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Configuration

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-config

Information exchange with DSO

2-config

Information exchange with gm-hub

3-config

Communicate remote set-points

4-config

Distribution network observability

Categories ID
QoS

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Quality of Service (QoS)

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-QoS

Update rate on flexibility information

2-QoS

DSO assets operating conditions

3-QoS

Elapsed time response requirements for
exchanging data

InteGrid
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Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are relevant to
the use case step. These configuration issues
include numbers of devices and/or systems,
expected growth of the system over time,
locations, distances, communications types,
network bandwidth, existing protocols, etc., but
only from the user’s point of view. In some cases,
only one of the possible choices is reasonable,
while for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Requirement description

Existence of a common platform or a
computational system that allows for information
to be exchanged between the DSO, intermediate
information processing functions and external
systems.
Existence of a computational system that allows
for information to be exchanged with the gm-hub
Existence of a platform or other communication
infrastructure that allows the DSO to send remote
control set-points that define the operating point
of DSO-owned assets or re-route the control setpoints information for implementation over
external resources.
Existence
of
devices,
communication
infrastructures or other means of providing
observability over the distribution network
equipment and major connection points (e.g.
power generation or demand metering devices).

Category description
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup, rollback,
etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and
precision of data, the frequency of data
exchanges, and the necessary flexibility for future
changes.
Requirement description

The flexibility resources available operating
ranges must be updated with an adequate rate
(e.g. every 15 minutes)
The expected or normal operating states for the
DSO-owned assets must be reported (e.g.
scheduled operation for capacitor banks, OLTCs
tap positions and switching devices status and
operability).
This information is critical for the three steps due
to the short time frames considered.
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Categories ID
SEC

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Security (SEC)

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-SEC

Database authentication

2-SEC

Encryption of information

3-SEC

Eavesdropping

4-SEC
5-SEC

Information integrity violation
Replay

6-SEC

Information theft

7-SEC

Authentication and Access Control

Categories ID
PDC
Requirement
R-ID

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Privacy and Data Confidentiality
Requirement name

1-PDC

Distribution network data confidentiality

2-PDC

External resources data confidentiality

Categories ID
Data

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Data Management (DM)

InteGrid
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Category description
Assess how different security measures applied
to different items can potentially interact and
either leave security holes or make user
interfaces
very
laborious
and
possibly
unworkable. Security must not only protect
against the very harmful but quite rare deliberate
attacks, but also against the far more likely
inadvertent mistakes, failures, and errors. At the
same time, it is necessary to try to identify the
requirements and the concerns for implementing
security measures.
Requirement description

The connections to the SCADA/DMS database
and systems must require a secure authentication
routine.
The channels used for information and data
exchange must be encrypted (e.g. FTP over TLS
or SSH network communication protocols).
confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate use of data,
and preventing unauthorized reading of data
Ensuring that data is not changed or destroyed
Ensuring that data cannot be resent by an
unauthorized source
Ensuring that data cannot be stolen or deleted by
an unauthorized entity
Authentication and Access Control mechanisms
commonly used with this data exchange

Category description
Data protection.
Requirement description

The distribution network operational planning and
equipment characterization data must be
protected and preferentially shared in a “need-toknow” basis. This data must not be publicly
shared without proper authorization.
The
information
gathered from
external
equipment/resources must be protected (e.g.
location, generation or consumption profiles).

Category description
"Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each Use Case step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges. An
example of the first type of data management is
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the initial setting up and on-going maintenance of
what data needs to be exchanged, say between a
Geographic Information System and the many
different applications that use its data. An
example of the second type of data management
is the need to backup data or ensure consistency
of data whenever it is exchanged, such as if new
protection settings are issued to multiple field
devices, these settings need to be reflected in
Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should
concentrate on the user requirements for the
interfaces to databases and other data handling
applications."
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

1-data

Consistency of forecasting data

2-data

Distribution network model

3-data

Distribution network status

4-data

Data format requirements

The forecasting accuracy shall increase the closer
the forecasted period is. The forecasting error
should not surpass specified thresholds.
The provided distribution network model has to be
suitable to perform power flows.
Access to the distribution network operational
status must be provided (e.g. grid topology,
switch states, etc.)
The formats for electrical networks information
exchange must be compliant with:
 IEC CIM standard for electricity version 14 or
later - according to the XML specification
standard format version 1.0 or later - (e.g.
ENTSO-E CIM Profile 1 based on IEC CIM
UML14 or CGMES v2.4 based on IEC CIM
UML16)

6 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
DsO
DSO
FO
FR
HLUC
MO
mFRR
NMF
RR
TLA
TLS
TSO
VPP

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Distribution system Optimizer
Distribution System Operator
Flexibility Operator
Flexibility Resource
High Level Use Case
Market Operator
Manual Frequency Restoration Reserves
Neutral Market Facilitator
Replacement Reserves
Traffic Light Algorithm
Traffic Light System
Transmission System Operator
Virtual power plant
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PUC01.7 – Prequalification of potential flexibility for the DSO: technical
prequalification procedure/requirements for the DSO
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case

ID
PUC01.7

Area / Domain(s)
Grid-Market hub

1.2 Version management
Version Management
Version No. Date
1

21.07.2017

1.1
2

17.08.2017
28/08/2017

2.1
3

25/10/2017
26/10/2017

Name of Use Case
Technical pre-qualification procedure/requirements for the DSO

Name
of
Author(s)
Lorenzo
Simons,
Rafael Cossent
Alejandra Fabián
Lorenzo
Simons,
Rafael Cossent
André Neves
Rafael Cossent

Changes
First draft
Revision by DNV-GL
Revised version
Revision by EDP D
Final version for approval

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

InteGrid

The scope of this Primary Use Case (PUC) covers the pre-qualification process concerning
the technical requirements that a flexibility operator must comply with depending on the
flexibility application. The following technical requirements are considered:

Required duration of the service provision once activated

Duty cycle required to meet the DSO needs

Provision of Active/Reactive power

Amount of flexibility that can be offered (e.g. expressed in MW/MVar)

Upward or downward service

Location where the service can be provided

Response time parameters

Required availability

Compliance with grid codes and standards.
The technical requirements are typically a combination of the previously list as the DSO will
need for example a specific amount of upward active power in one specific node. These
requirements will limit the number of flexibility operators who can provide the required
services.
Moreover, the adequate communication technology and software and hardware capabilities
should be in place such that the DSO as a distribution system optimizer is able to have
updated information about the available flexibilities and call the contracted services upon
activation.
The following objectives are presented from the perspective of DSO:
1. Make sure that the list with pre-qualified services contains the adequate services to
fulfil the previously defined flexibility needs
2. The contracted flexibility operators have the adequate communication technology to
be activated upon request.
HLUC07 – Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and
costs

GA 731218
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1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This Primary Use Case describes the process through which the DSO certifies that a flexibility operator
complies with all the technical, interoperability and cost-related requirements for the provision of nonfrequency ancillary services to the DSO.
The process start when the Flexibility Operator submits a pre-qualification request to the grid-market hub.
The DSO will assess this request to determine if all the required administrative information has been
provided. After registering the request, the DSO assesses the compliance with the technical functional
requirements. If the flexibility operator does not comply with the technical requirements, he cannot submit
any offers unless a new pre-qualification process is started.
Complete description
The present use case describes:

Pre-requisites for the use case

The requirements when submitting a pre-qualification request

The possible outcomes of the use case
3 Submission and registration of pre-qualification request
Submission of request for pre-qualification
This request should include the administrative information (legal name, activity, guarantees, etc.) as well as
the functional information (available flexibilities per location and timeframe or activation time, interoperability
conditions compliance, etc.).
Assessment of administrative requirements for pre-qualification
The DSO determines if all the required administrative information has been provided and if all this
information correct is.
Registration of request for pre-qualification
The DSO registers the validated request in the grid market hub.
4 Pre-qualification phase
In this phase, the DSO as a distribution system optimiser runs a simulation analyses to assess whether the
activation of the offered flexibilities would serve the DSO needs. These needs have been declared before by
the DSO. In this evaluation, six criteria are taken into account.
Compliance with technical requirements for grid operations
2.1.2
Critical scenarios
The DSO defines a number of critical scenarios for which a network analysis will be run. For each
scenario, the flexibility operator needs to be able to fulfil the technical requirements for which he
asked the pre-qualification.
2.1.3

Network analysis for the different scenarios

After defining the different scenarios, the DSO needs to run a network analysis for each scenario.
This means that the state of the system with and without the offered flexibility for each scenario will
be analysed. A flexibility operator will be pre-qualified for offering flexibility services if he complies
with the following technical requirements.


Required duration of the service provision once activated

The DSO will evaluate if the service offered by the flexibility operator complies with the minimum duration to
fulfil the needs of the distribution system, i.e. if the flexibility provision may last for as long as the DSO
requires.


InteGrid

Duty cycle required to meet the DSO needs
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Narrative of Use Case
The flexibility operator has to specify how many times or how often the offered service can be activated
within a period of time. The number of activations has to be enough to cover the number of times that the
service is needed under a worst-case scenario.


Active/Reactive power provision

Depending on the problems that might occur, the DSO will specify different needs. To solve congestion
problems, the DSO will be interested in contracting flexibility operators who offer active power
increases/reductions. If voltage problems are more likely, the DSO may also rely on the provision of reactive
power control (depending on the R/X ratio of the network where the problems occur). This topic is relevant
because the control or active or reactive power will likely have different activation costs for flexibility
operators.


Amount of flexibility that can be offered

The DSO has to check that the quantity of flexibility offered (e.g. expressed in MW/MVar) can actually be
provided by the flexibility operator and if this quantity is sufficient to cover the needs previously defined.


Upward or downward reserve

Together with the previous technical constraint, it is necessary to know whether a flexibility operator can
equally provide upward and/or downward reserve or different amounts of flexibility for each of these types.


Location where the service can be provided

The non-frequency ancillary services typically required by the DSO (e.g. voltage control or congestion relief)
present a strong location component. Therefore, the DSO needs to ensure that the flexibility operator is able
to provide the service at the network area or buses where it is needed. Note that different services may
require different definitions of the relevant grid location, and that these may need to be updated after
changes in grid topology, new connections or changes in the behaviour of existing network users.


Response time parameters

Flexibility operators additionally need to specify their response time capabilities, i.e. how fast they can
respond to an activation request and whether there are some ramping constraints. Despite the fact that nonfrequency ancillary services do not usually require such as fast response, these parameters can be critical
under emergency situations.


Required availability

Flexibility operators must declare their expected availability so that the DSO may check that unavailability
periods do not occur when the flexibility services are needed.
2.1.4

Analysis of the results

The DSO will analyse the results from the previous technical network analyses and determine
whether the flexibility operators can be pre-qualified.
Compliance with technical requirements for activation of distributed flexibilities
The previous step should ensure that the flexibility providers could potentially deliver the services
needed by the DSO from a grid perspective. Nonetheless, the DSO must also verify that flexibility
operators have the technological capability to do so. Therefore, in this step, the DSO would
determine whether the flexibility operator complies with the following types of technological
requirements:
i)
Compliance with connection requirements and standards: flexibility operators must
comply with technical connection requirements as de fined in grid codes or other type
of regulation (for new connections or in case some requirements were not enforced at
the time of connection). These requirements include rated voltage (and range of

InteGrid
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Narrative of Use Case
voltage variations), short circuit current, rated frequen cy (and range of frequency
variations), maximum threshold of harmonic voltage and current disturbances
contributions, grid stability required features (i.e. voltage ride through, Q(U)
characteristic, etc.).
ii)
Communication systems compatibility: flexibility operators must present evidence of
having in place the necessary communication infrastructure and actuators enabling the
DSO, when acting as distribution system optimizer, to activate the contracted
flexibilities when needed. In this regard, flexibility p roviders should also specify its
communication technology, communication protocols, and if their flexibilities can be
activated on real time (with real time feedback) or if the activation must be done
through other means (e.g. by telephone).
iii)
Hardware and software capabilities to provide updated information to the DSO through
the grid market hub about the available flexibilities (communication links, interfaces to
exchange measurements or breaker position with the DSO).
5

Communicate pre-qualification decision to flexibility operators

After the assessment of the fulfilment of technical requirements, the DSO communicates the results of the
evaluation to the flexibility operator.
There are two possible alternatives:
Positive evaluation
The evaluation is positive; the services offered by the flexibility operator can now be contracted.
The DSO will register the corresponding information in the grid -market hub.
Negative evaluation
The evaluation of the compliance with the technical requirements is negative; the information is updated in
the grid-market hub and communicated to the flexibility operator.
The flexibility operator cannot submit any flexibility offers unless a new pre-qualification is processed.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

Share
of
flexibility
required that
has been prequalified

This KPI is computed as the ratio of prequalified flexibility over the flexibility
required that has been previously
identified by the DSO. It may be
computed separately for different types
of flexibility needs.
The time it takes for a flexibility operator to
respond to the request of the DSO. This
KPI is an indication of the existence of the
adequate technology.

Response
time
capability

Reference to mentioned use case
objectives
This KPI measures whether the DSO
has pre-qualified enough flexibility to
comply with the previously defined
flexibility needs.

The contracted flexibility operators
need
to
have
the
adequate
communication technology to be
activated upon request.

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

The DSO is allowed and encouraged by regulation to use flexibilities for network operation.

The use of distributed flexibilities is less costly, or more convenient for other reasons (faster
deployment, impossibility to reinforce the grid), than grid reinforcements.
Prerequisites

The DSO has determined the need for flexibility services.

Flexibility operators must be willing to provide flexibility services in the terms and conditions
required by the DSO.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases

InteGrid
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HLUC_07: Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and costs
Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC) use case which describes in detail the functionality of (a part of) a business
process.
Prioritisation
High level of priority
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Business use case
Further keywords for classification
Pre-qualification, non-frequency ancillary services, flexibility, grid-market hub.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

2

Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
Use Case Diagram:

3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Actors
Actor Description

Distribution System

Actor

According to the Article 2.6 of the Directive: "a natural or legal

InteGrid
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Operator (DSO)

Grid-Market Hub

System

Grid

System

Network operation
simulation

Application

Power Analysis Tool

Application

person responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of
and, if necessary, developing the distribution system in a given
area and, where applicable, its interconnections with other
systems and for ensuring the long-term ability of the system to
meet reasonable demands for the distribution of electricity".
Moreover, the DSO is responsible for regional grid access and
grid stability, integration of renewables at the distribution level
and regional load balancing.
Platform to support the provision of services in a neutral
standardized way between customer relationship
manager/neutral market facilitator and stakeholders like
electricity retailers, transmission system operator (TSO),
aggregators, group of consumers and energy services providers
(e.g., Energy Services Company - ESCo, data analytics
companies). The core goal is to facilitate market access
allowing new business models and services while ensuring
efficient and secure network operation as well as highest
standards of data security.
Power systems including power generation, transmission and
MV/LV distribution. Process actuators (e.g. Switchs or tap
changers) and sensing devices (e.g. current sensors or voltage
sensors) within the network are represented as separated
Actors.
This set of functions allows facilities to define, prepare and
optimise the sequence of operations required for carrying out
maintenance work on the system (release/clearance orders)
and operational planning.
Application used to undertake power system analyses,
including: power flow analyses, generation of energy profile
data, simulation, etc.

3.2 References

No.
1

References
Type
Standard

2

Standard

3

Standard

4

Standard

5

Technical
Guideline

InteGrid

References
Impact on
use case

Reference

Status

IEC 62933-31
Ed0.1:
2017
IEC 62933-21: 2017
IEC 62933-5
Ed1:2016
IEC 61427-2:
2014
Gridstor
DNVGL-RP0043

Draft

Originator /
organisation
IEC

Draft

IEC

Draft

IEC

Draft

IEC

Published

DNVGL

GA 731218

Link

https://goo.gl/dKJ567
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4 Requirements
Categories
ID
STD

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Standard compliance.

Category description
This set of requirements are related to the
compliance of flexibility providers with certain
standards
Requirement description

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

STD_01

Compliance with IEC 62933-3-1:2017

EES system complies with IEC 62933-31:2017 clause 5.2.2-Grid parameters and
requirements validated/tested per IEC629332-1:2017.

STD_02

Compliance with IEC 62933-3-1:2017

STD_03

Compliance with IEC CDV 61427-2:2014

EES system complies with IEC 62933-31:2017 clause 5.4-Functional system
performance validated/tested per IEC629332-1:2017.
EES system complies with IEC CDV 614272:2014 clause 6-Battery endurance for the
intended application.

STD_04

Compliance with IEC 62933-5:2016

EES system complies with IEC 62933-5
Ed1:2016 clause 8-System Testing

Categories
ID
TECH

Category name for requirements

Category description

Technical requirements for flexibility providers

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

This set of requirements are related to
technical conditions defined by the DSO that
flexibility providers need to meet in order to
be pre-qualified by the DSO
Requirement description

InteGrid
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TECH_01

Flexibility providers requirements

Technical specification needed for flexibility
providers are:
 Functionality/Application
i.e.
peak
shaving,
frequency
support,
load
following, etc.
 Rated and nominal energy capacity
 Duty cycle
 Response time parameters
 Required availability
 Rated voltage (and range of voltage
variations)
 Short circuit current
 Rated frequency (and range of frequency
variations)
 Provision of Active/Reactive power
 Upward or downward service
 Location where the service can be
provided
 Maximum threshold of harmonic voltage
and current disturbances contributions
 Local grid code
 Grid stability required features i.e.
voltage ride through, Q(U) characteristic,
etc.
 Possible communication protocols for
flexibility integration
 Communication technology and (realtime) activation capabilities

5 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
DER
DSO
EES
ESCo
IEC
LV
MV
TSO
VPP

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Distributed Energy Resources
Distribution System Operator
Electrical Energy Storage
Energy Service Company
International Electrotechnical Commission
Low Voltage
Medium Voltage
Transmission System Operator
Virtual Power Plant
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PUC01.9 – Collect data and schedule optimization
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC01.9
Grid users

Name of Use Case
Collect Data and Schedule Optimization

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1

Date

0.2

05.06.2017

1.0

14.06.2017

1.1

28.08.2017

25.05.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Claudia Abreu, David
Initial definition of the use-case characteristics
Rua
Claudia Abreu, David
Additional definition of the use-case information
Rua
Claudia Abreu, David
Final draft version
Rua
Claudia Abreu, David
Additional contributions to requirements
Rua

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related
business
case(s)

The scope of this PUC is to describe how the necessary data is collected to allow the
computation of an optimal schedule that considers user preferences and appliances and
systems configurations. This is achieved through the interaction with service provider and the
definition of the consumer flexibility.

(1) Use of data collection mechanisms to characterize the flexibility potential of the
consumer.

(2) Use preferences and configurations to produce optimal schedule of existing
devices and systems.
HLUC09 – Home Energy Management
PUC 9-2 – Automate Devices and Verify Activation

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
The scope of this Use Case is to define the details of data collection necessary for the energy manager
to compute the optimal schedule as well as the procedures associated to it.
Complete description
1. COMPUTE FLEXIBILITY
The Energy Manager (EM) determines the potential energy use flexibility from the household, considering the
comfort considering the user comfort definitions, the configuration preferences of participating
appliances and systems and the selected optimization criteria.
1.1. Energy Manager receives flexibility computation parameters
The service provider (retailer, aggregator, etc.) is responsible for updating the Energy Manager
flexibility calculation algorithm according to its own needs and requirements. This should allow the
Energy Manager to fully define the computation methodology and the ability to report requested
flexibility information back without disclosing any private information.
1.2. Energy Manager estimates the flexibility for the next day (virtual battery modelling?)
The objective is to allow a service provider to become aware for the potential flexibility of energy
consumption in homes to explore the participation in energy market services. The associa ted
methodology will use a computational algorithm to calculate the multi -period flexibility (i.e., envelope

InteGrid
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with all technically feasible operating trajectories) from a combination of forecasts and mathematical
modelling to produce a parameterized virtual battery abstraction.
Tool called by this step
Flexibility Estimation

1.3. Energy Manager reports flexibility to Service Provider Energy Platform
Energy Manager reports the expected flexibility that the home energy system for the next day. This
information will be used as input data to the Flexibility Operator (HLUC10).
2.

COLLECT DATA

The characteristics of a household’s demand load profile mainly depend on the surrounding weather
conditions, appliances used, comfort preferences and consumption p atterns of its inhabitants. In order
to efficiently perform demand side management, it is necessary to collect and analyse the data about
domestic electricity consumption, as well as end-user requirements/preferences.
Both automatic and manual control of appliances is possible and the minimum comfort level specified by
the consumer should be maintained. This information will be used by the software algorithms to define
the optimal schedule of each appliance, on/off control signals are sent by the Energy Man ager to the
appliances or manual action requests are sent to the prosumer.
2.1. Energy Manager gets the characteristics of appliances
Through the Energy Management User Interface (EMUI), it is possible to catalogue which type of
appliance exists in the household and its technical and functional characteristics. This information is
typically input only when a new appliance is associated to the Energy Manager or when there is an
appliance replacement. This information is either manually input by the user or the Energy Manager can
trigger an automated discovery procedure to retrieve that information (typically via smart appliances).
Two groups of appliances are considered to provide flexibility and can be scheduled for a minimal
impact on comfort. The first type consists of shiftable appliances, such as dishwashers, washing
machines and electric vehicles. The second type consists of buffered appliances such as electric water
heaters and refrigerators.
2.2. Energy Manager receives consumption data from meter systems
Energy use information is received periodically by the Energy Manager from several metering sources.
These sources and their availability may vary as well as the granularity of the information provided by
each one of them, ranging from device, system, to the whole building.
2.3. Energy Management User Interface gets inputs from the prosumer
The prosumer defines the energy use preferences associated to the building system, which may include
the configuration of systems and devices. Comfort requirements will be established by the prosumer
through the Energy Management User Interface. These are related to the end -user preferences
regarding the operation of appliances. For example, deadline for appliance to finish, preferred time of
operation, room/device temperature, etc. This information is always requested to be inserted by the
prosumer either confirming a default/preferred/last-used setting or by inserting new values for the
parameters.
The prosumer also defines the daily availability periods where he is willing to implement manual
activation of devices (appliances). These periods can be grouped for example by week days and week end days. This information will influence the optimization algorithms results to account for use of manual
actions. This information is only inserted at the beginning of the Energy Manager configuration or
whenever the prosumer needs to make changes to the availability time intervals.
2.4. Energy Manager retrieves price data from service provider
The Energy Manager retrieves information from the service provider platform (via subscription based
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platform) about the hourly prices (incentives) for the next day (24h ahead). This information needs to be
made available in advance by the service provider to allow the HEMS to compute the optimal
scheduling of appliances considering the preferences from the prosumer. The DR model receives the
24h hourly tariffs from the service provider, which are published in advance (i.e. a few hours before its
activation).
3.

SCHEDULE CREATION

The Energy Manager computes the optimal schedule for the next day/hours considering the user
comfort definitions, the configuration preferences of participating appliances and systems and the
selected optimization criteria. It publishes the proposed schedule on the user interface for either manual
or automatic validation. The validation will define which of the appliances and systems will be
considered for activation for the next day/hours. Then the Energy Manager stores the approved
schedule on a local DB.
3.1. Energy Manager assesses the validity of the input data
The Energy Manager checks the integrity of the input data and if there is enough information available
to carry out an optimization procedure. If not, it requests the missing i nformation to the prosumer. If
there is not sufficient data until a specified time (hour of the day) the optimization computation for the
next day scheduling is not run.
3.2. Energy Manager computes an optimized schedule for the next day
The objective is to schedule the appliances operation in case of shiftable appliances or change their
cycles in case of thermal appliances, in accordance with the price or self -consumption target.
The associated methodology is an integral solution for home domain using mixed i nteger linear
programming optimization techniques. Using this method, providing the consumption patterns as
physical characteristics for all the appliances and the user preferences, the Energy Manager will be able
to make an optimal scheduling for all the connected appliances regarding the dynamic prices or PV
production. For thermal appliances, which have a fixed power requirement and operation period, the
optimization will ensure continuous supply of power. For shiftable appliances the Energy Manager will
be able to control the switch and provide sufficient power corresponding to the power pattern during the
scheduled periods.
Tool called by this step
Energy Optimization
3.3. Energy Manager stores the optimized schedule
The Energy Manager stores the optimized schedule for later notification to the user (prosumer) and for
statistical purposes in evaluating the performance of the optimization algorithms.
3.4. Energy Manager notifies the prosumer of the optimal schedule
An optimal schedule of appliances is presented to the user (prosumer) via a GUI to notify him of the
automated actions as well as the required manual actions regarding the local use of energy. The
estimated cost involving the optimal actions is provided to the prosumer allowing an understandi ng of
the implications of the actions as well as the benefit compared to a baseline scenario (no optimization).
3.5. The prosumer selects actions from schedule
The prosumer selects from the provided list of actions (automated and manual) those that are accept ed
to be implemented. This can be a total acceptance, meaning that the optimized schedule is accepted
without reserves, partial acceptance where some actions are rejected, or complete rejection where no
action is accepted to be implemented.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
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ID(*)
PUC91.KPI.1
PUC91.KPI.2
PUC91.KPI.3
PUC91.KPI.4
PUC91.KPI.5
PUC91.KPI.6
(*) The ID

Name
Number of
controllable devices
Time to compute an
optimal schedule
Number of changes
in comfort
preferences
Number of device
settings change
Number of accepted
scheduled devices
Number of accepted
solutions
number is based on the

Description
Number of controllable devices (including loads and
generation).
The time it take the energy optimization algorithms
to run according to the operation scenario and the
selected optimization criteria.
Number of times that the prosumer changes the
comfort preferences using the EMUI.
Number of times that the prosumer changes the
device settings using the EMUI.
Number of devices that were considered within the
proposed optimal schedule
Number of solutions that are fully accepted by the
user
project KPI reference list

Reference to
mentioned
use case
objectives
(1)
(1),(2)

(1)

(1)
(2)
(2)

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Dynamic tariffs for energy use are published in advance (hours/day)

PV generation forecast are available

Access to metering data (smart meters, smart appliances, smart plugs, etc.)
Prerequisites

System that publishes the dynamic tariffs value for the next day

The Energy Manager must have:
o Connection to the LV power grid
o Connection to internet
o Monitor active power closed to real time
o Installation of the required software and hardware to communicate to smart meter
readings

Dashboard to support the Energy Management User Interface and allow the prosumer to take
decisions regarding the optimized scheduling of flexible devices and systems.
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1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases

HLUC 9
(Home Energy
Management)

PUC 9-1
Collect Data &
Schedule Optimization

PUC 9-2
Automate Devices &
Verify Activation

Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC)
Prioritisation
High level of priority. This use case will be demonstrated in the project demonstration activities.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical/System use case
Further keywords for classification
Flexibility, forecast, energy management, optimization, prosumer, storage, tariffs.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

InteGrid
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
PUC 9-1: Collect Data & Schedule Optimization – Sequence Diagram
Sequence Diagram PUC 9-1: Collect Data and Schedule Optimization

Service Provider
Energy Platform

Energy Management
User Interface

Energy
Manager

Storage
System

Appliances

Electric
Vehicles

Meters

opt
Flexibility computation methodology
Estimate Flexibility
Report flexibility
Comfort preferences and configuration of devices

Confirmation of input

Get characteristics

Send Characteristics

Get characteristics

Send Characteristics

Get characteristics

Send Characteristics
Get Meter data

Meter data
Set energy optimization preferences
Confirmation of input

Set prices and incentives

Validate input data

Compute optimized schedule

Reports optimal schedule
alt

Set schedule selection

Compute new optimized schedule

Report new optimal schedule
[Does not accept all scheduled actions]
Set schedule approval
[Accepts scheduled actions]
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Appliances
Energy Manager

System
Device

Electric Vehicle

System

Storage System

System

Energy Management User
Interface

Device

Service Provider Energy
Platform

System

Smart appliance

Device

Meters

System

InteGrid

Actors
Actor Description
Object devices.
The Energy Manager (EM) is a device that is part of a
Home Energy Management System (HEMS) as a
centralized management system that monitors and
controls devices and systems of a building (ex: house). It
can run the optimization algorithms to find the best
schedule of devices (ex: appliances) and systems (ex:
microgeneration) for the next day.
A vehicle with an electric drive (as only drive or in
combination with a fuel engine) and a battery which can
be charged at a charging station.
An electrochemical or heat storage device that can be
monitored and controlled by the Energy Manager
according to specific use preferences and optimization
criteria.
The Energy Management User Interface (EMUI) is a
device that is part of a Home Energy Management System
(HEMS) that allows the user of the energy manager to
retrieve relevant information and allow the prosumer to
input of the necessary information regarding preferences
of energy use as well as the configuration of devices and
systems available to be managed and control.
A system part of the service provider with which the
Energy Manager interacts to exchange relevant
information for the energy optimization criteria to be
followed. It will be responsible for the parameterization of
the local flexibility calculation.
An example of a smart device is a smart white goods
appliance which is an appliance that has the capability to
act in response to a signal from the grid and thereby
optimize its behaviour towards the energy supply network.
The signal can be received from a utility or a third-party
energy service provider directly or via a home energy
management system. The signal can be information like
the cost of energy or the amount of available renewable
energy, or it can be a Demand Respond signal (delay load
signal or other related information) that the appliance must
receive, interpret and react upon based on pre-set or
active consumer input. The smart appliance is not
guaranteed to respond, but will do so based on its status
and user settings in order to ensure the expected
performance. The consumer has the ultimate control of the
appliance and can override any specific mode (e.g.
override a delay to allow immediate operation, limit delays
to no more than a certain number of hours, or maintain a
set room temperature). Any appliance operation settings
or modes shall be easy for an average, non-technical
consumer to activate or implement.
Instrument intended to measure electrical energy by
integrating power with respect to time. Contains one or
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Smart Meter

Device

Other Meter

Device

more registers. This is a group that includes all existing
meters inside a building from which relevant consumption
information can be gathered (ex: smart/legacy meters,
panel meters, smart plugs, etc.)
The Smart Meter is a combination of the following meterrelated functions from the Smart Metering reference
architecture:
Metrology
functions
including
the
conventional meter display (register or index) that are
under legal metrological control. When under metrological
control, these functions shall meet the essential
requirements of the MID; One or more additional functions
not covered by the MID. These may also make use of the
display; Meter communication functions
This includes all other meters that are not include in the
previous group (ex: smart plugs, smart appliances
monitor)

3.2 References

No.
1

References
Type
Standard

Reference
IEC
62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
InteGrid Actors

2

Spreadsheet
Document

3

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
KPI
reference list

4

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
nonfunctional
requirements

References
Status
Impact on use
case
Published
Definition of the
presented
template
Approved
Provision
of
possible actors
and roles
Approved
Provision
of
KPIs
to be
included
Approved
Provision
of
already-written
non-functional
requirements

Originator /
organisation
International
Electrotechnical
Commission
INESC TEC

Link

AIT

INESC TEC

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Collect
Data
&
Schedule
Optimizatio
n

Scenario description
[optional] Energy Manager
computes the flexibility
index and reports it to the
service
provider
that
exploits it.
Collection of data about
domestic
electricity
consumption, as well as
end-user requirements and
preferences.
Energy
Manager
perform
optimization and creates
optimized schedule and
flexibility for the next day

Primary
actor
Energy
Manager

GA 731218

Triggering
event
Data
gathering

Precondition
All technical
requirements
can be
fulfilled All
data fulfil the
minimum
requirement

Postcondition
[optional]: A
quantifiable
flexibility
index is
produced.
An
optimization
schedule is
produced
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
No. 1 - Collect Data and Schedule Optimization
Ste
Event
Name of
Description of process/ activity
p
process/
No.
activity
1
Flexibility
Flexibility
The flexibility computation
computation computation
parameters and computation rules
methodology methodology
are sent to the Energy Manager
2

Estimate
flexibility
Report
flexibility

Estimate
flexibility
Report
flexibility

4

Comfort
preference
and
configuration
of devices

Comfort
preference
and
configuration
of devices

5

Confirmation
of input

Confirmation
of input

6

Get
characteristi
cs

7

Send

3

InteGrid

Service

Information
producer
(actor)
Service
Provider
Energy
Platform
EM

Information
receiver
(actor)
Energy
Manager

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
SP-1

EM

-

REPORT

Energy
Manager

SP-2

GET

EMUI

Service
Provider
Energy
Platform
EM

SET

The Energy Manager computes the
flexibility indicators to
The Energy Manager sends back to
the Service Provider the calculated
flexibility index to determine the
participation
The prosumer inserts manually into
the Energy Management User
Interface the comfort preferences
and the characteristics of the
appliances (including manual and
smart appliances) that may be
scheduled by the optimization
algorithms
The Energy Manager
acknowledges the information input
and if necessary requests
additional information.

EXECUTE

REPORT

EM

EMUI

ACC-1, GUI-1

Get
characteristic
s

The Energy Manager polls all the
existing smart appliances for their
characteristics and local
preferences.

GET

EM

Appliances

ACC-1

Characteristic

Smart appliances send their

REPORT

Appliances

EM

ACC-1
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ACC-1, GUI-1

Requirement, R-IDs

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, RDM.4, R-DM.5
-R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, RDM.4, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, RDM.5

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, RDM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, RDM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
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Characteristi
cs

s

characteristic and current settings

8

Get
characteristi
cs

Get
characteristic
s

The Energy Manger polls all the
existing Storage Systems for their
characteristics and local
preferences.

GET

EM

Storage
System

ACC-1

9

Send
Characteristi
cs

Characteristic
s

Energy Storage Systems send their
characteristic and current settings

REPORT

Storage
System

EM

ACC-1

10

Get
characteristi
cs

Get
characteristic
s

The Energy Manager polls all the
Electric Vehicles for their
characteristics and local
preferences.

GET

EM

EV

ACC-1

11

Send
Characteristi
cs

Characteristic
s

Electric Vehicles send their
characteristic and current settings

REPORT

EV

EM

ACC-1

12

Get meter
data

Get meter
data

The Energy Manager polls all the
available meters associated to the
building (e.g. smart meter, electric
panel meter, smart plugs) to
retrieve current and/or historical
energy consumption. It may include

GET

EM

Meters

XCCC-1, MD-1

InteGrid
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R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, RDM.5
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R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, RDM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, RDM.5

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, RDM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, RDM.5

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
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13

Meter data

Meter data

14

Set energy
optimization
preferences

Set energy
optimization
preferences

15

Confirmation
of input

Confirmation
of input

16

Set prices
and
incentives

Set prices
and
incentives

17

Validate
input data

Validation of
input data

18

Compute
optimized
schedule
Reports
optimal

Compute
optimized
schedule
Reports
optimal

19

InteGrid

also the meters associated to any
existing microgeneration systems.
The available meters (smart meter
or any other meter) report back to
the Energy Manager the readouts
concerning either central and
distributed electricity consumption.
The prosumer set the preferences
regarding the energy optimization
criteria to be used by the
algorithms, via the Energy
Management User Interface.

REPORT

Meters

EM

XCCC-1, MD-1

SET

EMUI

EM

EMP-2, GUI-1

The Energy Manager confirms to
the prosumer, via the Energy
Management User Interface, the
current preference that will be used
for the optimal computation.

REPORT

EM

EMUI

EMP-2, GUI-1

The Service Provider Energy
Platform sets the available
incentives for the Energy Manager
to compute the optimal scheduling
of appliances according to the user
energy preferences and
optimization criteria
The Energy Manager validates all
of the necessary input data prior to
the energy optimization procedure
and may request further/missing
information.
The Energy Manager computes the
optimal scheduling of appliances for
the next day/hours
The Energy Manager informs the
prosumer, via the Energy

SET

Service
Provider
Energy
Platform

EM

SP-3, SP-4

EXECUTE

EM

EM

--

--

EXECUTE

EM

EM

--

--

REPORT

EM

EMUI

EMP-3, GUI-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
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R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.1,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, RDM.4, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.1,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, RDM.4, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, RDM.4, R-DM.5
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schedule

schedule

20

Set
schedule
selection

Set schedule
selection

21

Compute
new
optimized
schedule

Compute new
optimized
schedule

22

Optimal
schedule

Optimal
schedule

23

Set
schedule
approval

Set schedule
approval

InteGrid

Management User Interface, of the
proposed optimal scheduling of
appliances for approval. This
includes the automated and manual
activations (their timing and
activation set-point) for the
fulfilment of the schedule.
The prosumer selects, via the
Energy Management User
Interface, which part of the
schedule is approved (total, partial,
none) and informs the Energy
Manager of the outcome of the
proposed solution selection.
This is event is only triggered if the
user does not accept the initial
optimal schedule and a new optimal
solution needs to be computed by
the Energy Manager.
The Energy Manager reports to the
prosumer, via the Energy
Management User Interface, of the
latest computed optimal schedule

The prosumer informs the Energy
Manager, via the Energy
Management User Interface, of the
acceptance of the proposed optimal
schedule.

GA 731218

R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, RDM.5

SET

EMUI

EM

EMP-3, GUI-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, RDM.5

EXECUTE

EM

EM

--

--

REPORT

EM

EMUI

EMP-3, GUI-1

SET

EMUI

EM

EMP-3, GUI-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, RDM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, RDM.5
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
SP-1

Name of information

SP-2

Service
Provider:
Flexibility index

SP-3

Service Provider: Price
Data for Consumption

Parameters used by the Energy
Manager (part of the HEMS) to
calculate the flexibility index sent by
the service provider
Flexibility index determined by the
Energy Manager (part of the HEMS)
according to the parameters of ID1,
the characteristics of the load and
generation
available
and
the
preferences from the end-user
Data containing the price components
for the electric energy consumption.

SP-4

Service Provider: Price
Data for Generation

Data containing the price components
for the electric energy generation.

WD-1

Weather Data: Forecast

Data regarding the weather forecast
for the next day/hour provided by an
external entity.

EMP-1

Energy
Management
Parameters: Energy use
settings for controllable
devices

Settings regarding the energy use of
devices
(e.g.
appliances,
microgeneration, etc.)

EMP-2

Energy
Management
Parameters:
Optimization settings

Settings regarding the optimization
preferences use in the computation of
the optimal schedule of loads (e.g.
appliances).

EMP-3

Energy
results

Optimal schedule

ACC-1

Appliance
Characteristics
and
Configurations: Nominal
Power, Operating Time,
Type.
Appliance
Characteristics
and
Configurations: state of
operation.
Appliance
Characteristics
and
Configurations:
Operation Model
External
Controller
Characteristics
and

ACC-2

ACC-3

XCCC-1

InteGrid

Service Provide:
Flexibility parameters

management

Nominal power, operating time and
type of each appliance connected to
the Energy Manager (part of the
HEMS).
State of operation of each controllable
appliance.

Model of the appliance operation (e.g.
thermal model)

External controller (e.g. smart plug)
characteristics and configurations

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
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Configurations

uGCC-1

Microgeneration
Characteristics
and
Configurations: Nominal
Power and Operating
Time.
Microgeneration
Characteristics
and
Configurations: state of
operation.
Graphical User Interface
Parameters

Nominal power, operating time and
type of each appliance connected to
the Energy Manager (part of the
HEMS).

DB-1

Database query for user
preferences

Query to the database to retrieve user
preferences data

DB-2

Database query
device settings

Query to the database to retrieve
device settings data

MD-1

Meter Data

uGCC-2

GUI-1

InteGrid

for

State of operation of each controllable
appliance.

Configuration parameters set by the
prosumer regarding the configuration
of the graphical user interface of the
EMUI.

Metering data retrieved from building
central meter (smart meter or electric
panel meter), distributed meters
(electric panel meters, smart plugs) or
from smart appliances directly.

GA 731218

R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5
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6 Requirements
Requirements
Categories
Category name for
ID
requirements
EXT
External Data

PC

Preferences and
Configurations

DM

Data Management

MD

Meter Data

QoS

Quality of Service

SEC

Security

Requirement
R-ID
EXT-1

Requirement name

EXT-2

EXT-3
EXT-4
PC-1

PC-2
PC-3
PC-4

Flexibility
parameters
calculation
Tariffs information

Weather forecasting
information
PV forecasting
information
Optimization
preference
Shiftable appliances
preferences
Shiftable appliances
nominal power
Shiftable appliances
time of operation

PC-5

Thermal appliances
preferences

PC-6

Thermal appliances
nominal power
User participation
availability
Preferences and
configurations
storage

PC-7
DM-1

InteGrid

Category description
Requirements for the data that the HEMS can receive from the service
provider that will potentially influence the optimization strategy and
consequently the behaviour of users
Requirements associated with the information that needs to be
inserted by the user into or inferred by the HEMS regarding the
preferences and configuration of the system and related devices.
Requirements associated to the data maintenance handling,
verification and storage.
Requirements for the data that needs to be collected for the operation
of the HEMS
Address availability of the system, such as acceptable downtime,
recovery, backup, rollback, etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and
precision of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirements for ensuring cyber security in all data exchanges made
locally in the home area network (HAN) or with an external network of
a service provider and the respective authentication, cyphering and
anonymization schemes.
Requirement description
Access to the parameters that allow the local computation of flexibility
so that information can be safe exchanged with the service provider
Receive, on a regular basis, information related with the energy prices
(for multiple periods) for consumption and production. All other
relevant information related to the energy cost should be accessible by
the HEMS, like contracted power.
Receive on a regular basis, information related with the local weather
conditions.
Receive on regular basis information related with the forecasting of
PV.
Determine the optimization preferences set by the user in the HEMS
UI or derived from the flexibility parameters sent by the service
provider.
Get information from the user regarding the expected operation of the
controllable shiftable devices
Get information directly from the device or though the user, via the UI,
of the nominal power of the shiftable appliance
Get information directly from the device or through the user, via the UI,
of the device time of operation. If the user is providing a value, an
estimate/approximate value can be used.
Get information from the user regarding the expected operation of the
controllable thermal devices. Ex: “heat pump” (water temperature,
number of baths, hour of bath.
Get information directly from the device or though the user, via the UI,
of the nominal power of the shiftable appliance.
Define the time of the day where the user interacts with the HEMS to
receive notifications or to provide specific data inputs
Store the user preferences regarding the configuration of the HEMS
and well as the use of devices and system under its control in
database system.

GA 731218
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DM-2

Optimal schedule

DM-3

Real time status

DM-4
DM-5

Data access
differentiation
Data validation

DM-6

Usage statistics

DM-7

Alarms and
notifications
Global consumption
data
Device energy
consumption data
Smart plug
consumption data

MD-1
MD-2
MD-3

QoS-1

Optimization runtime

QoS-2

Optimal
improvement over
baseline
User roles

SEC-1
SEC-2
SEC-3

Authenticated user
input
Data encoding and
encryption

Store in the local database and publish in the HEMS UI the optimal
schedule of appliances and systems for the following day.
Store locally the current status of operation of the different devices and
systems under control by the HEMS automation system.
Provide access to data differentiated to distinct types of: users,
devices and service providers.
Validate the data exchanged between the HEMS, devices and remote
systems (like the service provider energy platform). Protect all stored
data against errors and/or omissions.
Store usage statistics of the HEMS configuration and operation. This
includes the number of configurations made by the users of HEMS as
well as the number of accepted or rejected optimal schedules.
Rank and store different types of alarms and notifications pertaining
the status of different actions related with the HEMS operation.
Get metering data from the house energy and power consumption with
a sample period of 15 minutes maximum.
Get metering data from the existing devices energy and power
consumption with a sample period of 15 minutes maximum.
Get metering data from the existing smart plugs (where legacy devices
are connected) energy and power consumption with a sample period
of 15 minutes maximum.
Ensure that the energy optimization procedure is carried out within a
specified time limit.
Ensure that the produced energy optimization schedule has lower
cost, higher comfort or both.
Set distinct roles for the user (general, administrator, etc) to allow the
protection of sensitive information.
Authenticate user via different sets of credentials (ex: user/password,
pin, etc.) when the user wants to change.
Encode the data exchanged between the HEMS and the service
provider energy platform via different mechanisms secure keys, user
password.

7 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
DR
DG
HEMS
EM
EMUI
EV
HLUC
LV
UC

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Demand Response
Distributed Generation
Home Energy Management System
Energy Manager
Energy Management User Interface
Electric Vehicle
High Level Use Case
Low Voltage
Use Case

GA 731218
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PUC02.9 – Automate devices and verify activation
1 Description of the use case

1.1 Name of the use case

ID
PUC02.9

Area / Domain(s)
Grid users

Name of Use Case
Automate Devices and Verify Activation

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1

Date

0.2

05.06.2017

1.0

14.06.2017

1.1

28.08.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Claudia Abreu, David
Initial definition of the use-case characteristics
Rua
Claudia Abreu, David
Update on the definition of the use-case
Rua
Claudia Abreu, David
New version with corrections
Rua
Claudia Abreu, David
Additional contributions to requirements
Rua

25.05.2017

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case
Scope

Objective(s)
Related
business
case(s)

The scope of this PUC is to describe how the Energy Manager is able to automate the
devices remotely or manually and verify the result of the activation.



(1) Use of automation schemes to implement the optimal schedule
(2) Use existing metering systems to verify the actual activations from the proposed
schedule (optimal).

HLUC09 – Home Energy Management
PUC 9-1 – Collect Data and Schedule Optimization

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
The scope of this Use Case is to define the details of device automation and the verification procedures
of the produced activation.
Complete description
1. ACTIVATE APPLIANCES
1.1. Energy Manager sends activation signals to controllable devices
The Energy Manager sends activation signals (e.g. on/off, temperature set-point, etc.) to the automated
devices (ex: appliances, storage, electric vehicles) according to the optimal schedule and receives
feedback on the requested activation.
1.2. Prosumer activates the manual appliances
The prosumer is responsible for the successful activation of appliances that are not automated,
according to the optimal schedule using the Energy Management User Interface. The Energy Manager

InteGrid
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notifies the prosumer, via the Energy Management User Interface (EMUI), with some time in advance,
of the need to activate a specific appliance (or a set of appliances) manually.
1.3. Energy Manager collects data from the activation of manual appliances
The Energy Manager retrieves data from appliances regarding their effective activation. This information
(which may include time of activation, energy consumed, etc.) can be retrieved both automatically from
smart appliances or manually inferred from meter to which, directly (via smart plugs) or indirectly (via
smart meters or other general meters), the appliances are connected to.
2. Verify Activation
The Energy Manager tracks down the loads that were effectively activated from the set proposed in the
optimal schedule. This include the direct retrieval of data from meters or indirectly inferred from the
global consumption data. This allows the Energy Manager to evaluate the performance of the energy
management effectiveness and the participation of users
2.1. Energy Manager collects data from the activation of appliances
The Energy Manager retrieves data from appliances regarding their effective activation. This information
(which may include time of activation, energy consumed, etc.) can be retrieved both automatically from
smart appliances or smart plugs to which appliances are connected to.
2.2. Energy Manager collects data from the activation of appliances
The Energy Manager estimates the consumption from non-automated appliances using inference
techniques applied to the meter data from smart meters or other general meters to which these
appliances are connected to.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)

ID(*)
PUC92.KPI.1

Name

Description

Number of automated
implemented actions

Number of actions that we successfully
implemented by the energy manager in an
automated fashion (if applicable).
PUC9Number of manually
Number of actions that are successfully
2.KPI.2
implemented actions
implemented by prosumers in a manual
fashion (if applicable).
(*) The ID number is based on the project KPI reference list

Reference to
mentioned use
case objectives
(1), (2)

(1), (2)

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Access to metering data (smart meters, smart appliances, smart plugs, etc.)

Control of devices via ON/OFF signals automated or requested to the user

Provide information about DR to the end-user

Frequent update of devices’ state of operation
Prerequisites

The Energy Manager must have:
o Connection to the LV power grid
o Connection to internet
o Monitor active power closed to real time
o Installation of the required software and hardware to communicate to smart meter
readings

Availability of smart appliances/ smart plugs/ participation of users for manual triggering

InteGrid
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1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases

HLUC 9
(Home Energy
Management)

PUC 9-1
Collect Data &
Schedule Optimization

PUC 9-2
Automate Devices &
Verify Activation

Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC)
Prioritisation
High level of priority. This use case will be demonstrated in the project demonstration activities.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical/System use case
Further keywords for classification
Flexibility, forecast, energy management, optimization, prosumer, storage, tariffs.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

InteGrid
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
PUC 9-2: Automate Devices and Verify Activation – Sequence Diagram
Sequence Diagram PUC 9-2: Automate Devices and Verify Activation

Energy Management
User Interface

Energy
Manager

Storage
System

Appliances

Electric
Vehicle

Meter

Set appliance

Report activation

Activation confirmation

Request manual
activation

Set manual activation
opt

Report manual activation
Set storage

Activation confirmation
Set EV

Activation confirmation
Request Consumption

Report Consumption
Infer activation
Request Consumption
Report Consumption

Determine activation
Determine effective flexibility

Flexibility related data

3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Actor Description

Appliances
Energy Manager

System
Device

Object devices.
The Energy Manager (EM) is a device that is part of a
Home Energy Management System (HEMS) as a
centralized management system that monitors and
controls devices and systems of a building (ex: house). It
can run the optimization algorithms to find the best
schedule of devices (ex: appliances) and systems (ex:
microgeneration) for the next day.

Electric Vehicle

System

Storage System

System

InteGrid

A vehicle with an electric drive (as only drive or in
combination with a fuel engine) and a battery which can
be charged at a charging station.
An electrochemical or heat storage device that can be
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Energy Management User
Interface

Device

Service Provider Energy
Platform

System

Smart appliance

Device

Meters

System

Smart Meter

Device

Other Meter

Device

monitored and controlled by the Energy Manager
according to specific use preferences and optimization
criteria.
The Energy Management User Interface (EMUI) is a
device that is part of a Home Energy Management System
(HEMS) that allows the user of the energy manager to
retrieve relevant information and allow the prosumer to
input of the necessary information regarding preferences
of energy use as well as the configuration of devices and
systems available to be managed and control.
A system part of the service provider with which the
Energy Manager interacts to exchange relevant
information for the energy optimization criteria to be
followed. It will be responsible for the parameterization of
the local flexibility calculation.
An example of a smart device is a smart white goods
appliance which is an appliance that has the capability to
act in response to a signal from the grid and thereby
optimize its behaviour towards the energy supply network.
The signal can be received from a utility or a third-party
energy service provider directly or via a home energy
management system. The signal can be information like
the cost of energy or the amount of available renewable
energy, or it can be a Demand Respond signal (delay load
signal or other related information) that the appliance must
receive, interpret and react upon based on pre-set or
active consumer input. The smart appliance is not
guaranteed to respond, but will do so based on its status
and user settings in order to ensure the expected
performance. The consumer has the ultimate control of the
appliance and can override any specific mode (e.g.
override a delay to allow immediate operation, limit delays
to no more than a certain number of hours, or maintain a
set room temperature). Any appliance operation settings
or modes shall be easy for an average, non-technical
consumer to activate or implement.
Instrument intended to measure electrical energy by
integrating power with respect to time. Contains one or
more registers. This is a group that includes all existing
meters inside a building from which relevant consumption
information can be gathered (ex: smart/legacy meters,
panel meters, smart plugs, etc.)
The Smart Meter is a combination of the following meterrelated functions from the Smart Metering reference
architecture:
Metrology
functions
including
the
conventional meter display (register or index) that are
under legal metrological control. When under metrological
control, these functions shall meet the essential
requirements of the MID; One or more additional functions
not covered by the MID. These may also make use of the
display; Meter communication functions
This includes all other meters that are not include in the
previous group (ex: smart plugs, smart appliances
monitor)

3.2 References

InteGrid
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No.
1

References
Type
Standard

Reference
IEC
62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
InteGrid Actors

2

Spreadsheet
Document

3

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
KPI
reference list

4

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
nonfunctional
requirements

References
Status
Impact on use
case
Published
Definition of the
presented
template
Approved
Provision
of
possible actors
and roles
Approved
Provision
of
KPIs
to be
included
Approved
Provision
of
already-written
non-functional
requirements

Originator /
organisation
International
Electrotechnical
Commission
INESC TEC

Link

AIT

INESC TEC

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
2

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Activate
Appliances

Scenario description
HEMS
sends
ON/OFF
signals
to
automated
appliances
and
the
prosumer activates manual
appliances according to the
schedule.

Primary
actor
Energy
Manager

GA 731218

Triggering
event
Schedule
Optimization

Precondition
An
optimization
schedule is
produced

Postcondition
The
technical
requirement
to connect
with
the
appliances
can
be
fulfilled
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
Ste
Event
p
No.
1
Set appliance

No. 2 - Activate Appliances and Verify Activation
Name of
Description of process/ activity
process/
activity
Set appliance
An optimal schedule for the next
day is defined with ON/OFF
controls (last scenario). At the time
when the appliance needs to be
activated (by the optimal schedule)
a set point signal is send.
Activation
The smart appliance returns a
Confirmation
confirmation (success or failure) of
the activation.

Service

SET

Information
producer
(actor)
EM

Information
receiver
(actor)
Appliances

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
EMP-3

GET

Appliances

EM

EMP-3

2

Activation
Confirmation

3

Report
Activation

Report
Activation

Through the graphical user
interface is sent the confirmation
(success or failure) of the activation
of the smart appliance.

REPORT

EM

EMUI

GUI-1, EMP-3

4

Request
manual
activation

Request
manual
activation

For the appliances that cannot be
remotely controlled, is sent a
request to the prosumer, via the
EMUI, for a manual activation.

SET

EM

EMUI

GUI-1

5

Set manual
activation

Set manual
activation

Prosumer controls manually the
appliance using the EMUI, at the
time suggested by the optimal

SET

EMUI

Appliance

--

InteGrid
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Requirement,
IDs

R-

R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.1,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1,
R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.4, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.1,
R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
--
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6

Report manual
activation

Report manual
activation

7

Set storage

Set storage

8

Activation
confirmation

9

schedule produced by the EM.
The EMUI reports to the prosumer
the confirmation (success or failure)
of the activation.[OPT]

REPORT

EMUI

EM

GUI-1

The storage device is set according
to the optimal schedule approved
by the prosumer

SET

EM

Storage
System

EMP-3

Activation
confirmation

Confirmation of activation of the
storage device is sent to the EM

REPORT

Storage
System

EM

EMP-3

Set EV

Set EV

The EV is set according to the
optimal schedule approved by the
prosumer

SET

EM

Storage
System

EMP-3

10

Activation
confirmation

Activation
confirmation

Confirmation of activation of the EV
is sent to the EM

REPORT

Storage
System

EM

EMP-3

11

Request
Consumption
Data

Request
Consumption
Data

EM requests the data of the meters
(smart plugs, panel meters, etc.) in
the end of the day, when all the

GET

EM

Meter

MD-1

InteGrid
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R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.1,
R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.3, R-
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activations ended.

CONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.3, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.5
--

12

Report
Consumption
Data

Report
Consumption
Data

Meters returns the activation
related data

REPORT

Meter

EM

MD-1

13

Infer Activation

Infer Activation

EXECUT
E

EM

EM

--

14

Request
Consumption
Data

Request
Consumption
Data

EM analyse the daily historical
(appliances activations failure,
delays, etc.)
The results of the analysis of step 9
are displayed to the prosumer
through the EMUI.

REPORT
S

EM

EMUI

GUI-1

15

Report
Consumption
Data

Report
Consumption
Data

Meters returns the activation
related data

REPORT

Smart
Appliance

EM

MD-1

16

Determine
Activation

Determine
Activation

EXECUT
E

EM

EM

--

17

Determine
Effective
Flexibility

Determine
Effective
Flexibility

EM determines the effective
activation produce, which includes
the detection of changes to the
original activation (optimal)
EM determines the effective
flexibility that the energy
management was able to provide

R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.1,
R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, RCONF.3, RCONF.4, RCONF.5, R-SEC.3,
R-DM.1, R-DM.2,
R-DM.3, R-DM.5
--

EXECUT
E

EM

EM

--

--

InteGrid
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18

InteGrid

Flexibility
Related Data

Flexibility
Related Data

A flexibility index will exchanges
with the service provider via market
hub

GA 731218
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EM
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Service
Provider

SP-2

R-CONF.1, RCONF.2, R-SEC.1,
R-SEC.2; R-DM.1;
R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
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5 Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
SP-1

Name of information

SP-2

Service Provide:
Flexibility parameters

SP-3

Requirement, R-IDs

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5

Service Provider: Price
Data for Consumption

Parameters used by the Energy
Manager (part of the HEMS) to
calculate the flexibility index sent by
the service provider
Flexibility index determined by the
Energy Manager (part of the
HEMS)according to the parameters of
ID1, the characteristics of the load
and generation available and the
preferences from the end-user
Data containing the price components
for the electric energy consumption.

SP-4

Service Provider: Price
Data for Generation

Data containing the price components
for the electric energy generation.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5

WD-1

Weather Data: Forecast

Data regarding the weather forecast
for the next day/hour provided by an
external entity.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5

EMP-1

Energy Management
Parameters: Energy use
settings for controllable
devices

Settings regarding the energy use of
devices
(e.g.
appliances,
microgeneration, etc.)

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5

EMP-2

Energy Management
Parameters:
Optimization settings

Settings regarding the optimization
preferences use in the computation of
the optimal schedule of loads (e.g.
appliances).

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5

EMP-3

Energy management
results

Optimal schedule

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

ACC-1

Appliance
Characteristics and
Configurations: Nominal
Power, Operating Time,
Type.
Appliance
Characteristics and
Configurations: state of
operation.

Nominal power, operating time and
type of each appliance connected to
the Energy Manager (part of the
HEMS).

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

State of operation of each controllable
appliance.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

ACC-2

InteGrid

Service Provide:
Flexibility parameters

Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

GA 731218

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
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ACC-3

Appliance
Characteristics and
Configurations:
Operation Model

Model of the appliance operation (e.g.
thermal model)

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

XCCC-1

External Controller
Characteristics and
Configurations

External controller (e.g. smart plug)
characteristics and configurations

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5

uGCC-1

Microgeneration
Characteristics and
Configurations: Nominal
Power and Operating
Time.
Microgeneration
Characteristics and
Configurations: state of
operation.

Nominal power, operating time and
type of each appliance connected to
the Energy Manager (part of the
HEMS).

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

State of operation of each controllable
appliance.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

GUI-1

Graphical User Interface
Parameters

Configuration parameters set by the
prosumer regarding the configuration
of the graphical user interface of the
EMUI.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.4, R-CONF.5,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, R-DM.5

DB-1

Database query for user
preferences

Query to the database to retrieve user
preferences data

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3

DB-2

Database query for
device settings

Query to the database to retrieve
device settings data

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3

MD-1

Meter Data

Metering data retrieved from building
central meter (smart meter or electric
panel meter), distributed meters
(electric panel meters, smart plugs) or
from smart appliances directly.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-CONF.4,
R-CONF.5, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5

uGCC-2

InteGrid
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6 Requirements

Requirements
Categories
Category name for
ID
requirements
DM
Data Management
MD

Meter Data

QoS

Quality of Service

SEC

Security

Requirement
R-ID
DM-1

Requirement name

DM-2

Preferences and
configurations
storage
Optimal schedule

DM-3

Real time status

DM-4
DM-5

Data access
differentiation
Data validation

DM-6

Usage statistics

DM-7

Alarms and
notifications
Global consumption
data
Device energy
consumption data
Smart plug
consumption data

MD-1
MD-2
MD-3

QoS-1

Optimization runtime

QoS-2

Optimal
improvement over
baseline
User roles

SEC-1
SEC-2
SEC-3

InteGrid

Authenticated user
input
Data encoding and
encryption

Category description
Requirements associated to the data maintenance handling,
verification and storage.
Requirements for the data that needs to be collected for the operation
of the HEMS
Address availability of the system, such as acceptable downtime,
recovery, backup, rollback, etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and
precision of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirements for ensuring cyber security in all data exchanges made
locally in the home area network (HAN) or with an external network of
a service provider and the respective authentication, cyphering and
anonymization schemes.
Requirement description
Store the user preferences regarding the configuration of the HEMS
and well as the use of devices and system under its control in
database system.
Store in the local database and publish in the HEMS UI the optimal
schedule of appliances and systems for the following day.
Store locally the current status of operation of the different devices and
systems under control by the HEMS automation system.
Provide access to data differentiated to distinct types of: users,
devices and service providers.
Validate the data exchanged between the HEMS, devices and remote
systems (like the service provider energy platform). Protect all stored
data against errors and/or omissions.
Store usage statistics of the HEMS configuration and operation. This
includes the number of configurations made by the users of HEMS as
well as the number of accepted or rejected optimal schedules.
Rank and store several types of alarms and notifications pertaining the
status of different actions related with the HEMS operation.
Get metering data from the house energy and power consumption with
a sample period of 15 minutes maximum.
Get metering data from the existing devices energy and power
consumption with a sample period of 15 minutes maximum.
Get metering data from the existing smart plugs (where legacy devices
are connected) energy and power consumption with a sample period
of 15 minutes maximum.
Ensure that the energy optimization procedure is carried out within a
specified time limit.
Ensure that the produced energy optimization schedule has lower
cost, higher comfort or both.
Set distinct roles for the user (general, administrator, etc) to allow the
protection of sensitive information.
Authenticate user via different sets of credentials (ex: user/password,
pin, etc.) when the user wants to change.
Encode the data exchanged between the HEMS and the service
provider energy platform via different mechanisms secure keys, user
password.

GA 731218
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7 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
DR
DG
HEMS
EM
EMUI
HLUC
LV
UC

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Demand Response
Distributed Generation
Home Energy Management System
Energy Manager
Energy Management User Interface
High Level Use Case
Low Voltage
Use Case

GA 731218
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PUC01.10 – Aggregate end-user flexibility
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC01.10
Energy Services
1.2 Version management
Version Management
Version No. Date
1
2

05.06.2017
28.07.2017

Name of Use Case
Aggregate end-user flexibility

Name
Author(s)
CNET
CNET

of

Changes
First draft
Second draft,
guidelines

after

INESC

comments

and

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

The scope of the present Primary Use Case (PUC) was defined through the interactions that
the primary actor – the Flexibility Operator – must perform in order to aggregate the available
flexibility, per grid node, and communicate it to the interested stakeholders’ systems. The
following systems were considered:

Home Energy Management System (HEMS): should be able to communicate
residential LV consumers’ available multi-period flexibility;

Building Management System (BMS): should be able to communicate commercial
and industrial MV consumers’ available multi-period flexibility;

Energy Services Platform (owned by the Flexibility Operator): should be able to
perform several actions related to the flexibility flow of information, respectively:
o Gather consumers’ available flexibility;
o Aggregate consumers’ available flexibility per grid node;
o Create a merit-order list, to define consumers’ priority in providing flexibility;
o Run a simulation whose outputs are previsions of the benefits, for each
consumer, that result from the provision of flexibility in the day-ahead
market;
o Interact with several stakeholders’ systems to receive and communicate
essential data to the aggregation of flexibility per grid node.

Grid-Market Hub (gm-hub): should be able to store aggregated flexibility data;

Geographic Information System (GIS) (owned by the DSO): communicates to the
Energy Services Platform the grid node where the consumers are connected.
The future use of the aggregated flexibility (in the market and/or for grid operational
management), as well as the provision of services that can arise around the available
flexibility, is out of the scope of the present use case, which should be included in the Energy
Services domain.
The following objectives are presented from the perspective of the primary actor – the
Flexibility Operator:
3. To maximise consumers’ flexibility potential;
4. To engage end-users’ long-term participation in the provision of flexibility for market
and/or grid operations actions;
5. To ensure that the flexibility providers with higher rank are the ones that most
benefit from the process.
HLUC10 – Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV and
MV consumers

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description

InteGrid
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Narrative of Use Case
This Primary Use Case describes the functional process through which the Flexibility Operator, after
receiving the available multi-period flexibility from each consumers’ HEMS and/or BMS, aggregates it per grid
node. To accomplish that goal, the Flexibility Operator has to request to the DSO the grid node in which the
flexibility providers are located, in order to assign each individual flexibility offer to that specific node. That
information is obtained through the DSO-owned GIS.
In order to define which consumers will have priority in providing flexibility, the Flexibility Operator applies a
merit-order rank to all of clients, clustered by grid node. This merit-order best ranks the consumers that had,
in previous analogous processes, a better performance in providing flexibility, regarding the offers initially
assigned.
The issue of price-signals, via HEMS/BMS, aiming customers to fully engage in this process, is also
considered in this PUC.
Complete description
The present use case describes how:

The customer-related individual flexibility is aggregated per grid node;

To each consumer of a grid node with available flexibility is assigned a merit-order, concerning the
provision of a flexibility solution;

Price-signals are communicated to consumers, in order to motivate them to engage in this process.
1

Aggregation of individual flexibility

The Flexibility Operator, through its systems, receives, from the HEMS and/or BMS, individual multi-period
flexibility values and a baseline, and aggregates the flexibility offers per grid node, through the following
steps, communicating price-based incentives to the consumers:
HEMS and/or BMS reports flexibility to Energy Services Platform
After signing in for the provision of flexibility, the consumer communicates to the Flexibility Operator the
available multi-period flexibility, i.e., in terms of systems, the HEMS and/or BMS communicates to the Energy
Services Platform, responsible for storing this information.
The multi-period flexibility is discriminated by hour, for the next day. Given that, there is a daily “integration
period”, whereas the Flexibility Operator accepts the communicated hourly flexibility individual values.
Beyond this limit, the offers are not accepted.
The information flow concerns:

Individual flexibility
o Flexibility value;
o Hourly time ranges;
o Point of delivery (POD);
o (Consumption baseline).
Energy Services Platform requests grid node information
The Energy Services Platform requests, to the DSO-owned GIS database, the grid node of the clients that
will provide flexibility, in order to aggregate the consumers’ flexibility. A list with the PODs of each consumer
that reported available flexibility in step 1.1 is provided to the GIS database, since the Flexibility Operator will
only have access to the information about the grid node of its portfolio of clients.
The information flow concerns:

POD of the consumers available to provide flexibility.
GIS database reports grid node information
The DSO attends the Flexibility Operator’s request and provides the grid information (an ID) about a specific
set of consumers, presented by the latter. The Flexibility Operator stores the grid node of each flexibility
provider, i.e., this step is deemed only if it’s the first time that a specific consumer engages in this process.
The information flow concerns:

Grid node (ID) associated to each consumer engaged in flexibility provision.

InteGrid
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Narrative of Use Case
Energy Services Platform system aggregates flexibility
With all the necessary grid nodes information, the Energy Services Platform aggregates the multi-period
flexibility values into one proposal per grid node, assigning each consumer to an identified grid node ID.
The information that results from this step is:

Aggregated flexibility
o Aggregated flexibility value per grid node;
o Hourly time ranges.
Energy Services Platform system assigns merit-order
For each grid node, the Flexibility Operator assigns a merit-order to each consumer engaged in flexibility
offers. This step is important, since the aggregated flexibility that will be used can be less than the one that is
available, hence, a list that stablishes the order of the available sources of flexibility that will be activated is
needed.
The criterion of the abovementioned merit-order is the previous performance of the consumer, i.e., the
degree of offered flexibility when comparing to the value that was communicated initially. For example, a
consumer that had 75% of the flexibility made-available in step 1.1 will have priority in providing flexibility, in
a future time slot, compared to another one that offered only 50%. In the event of a consumer with several
participations, an arithmetic average shall be considered.
The default value for a consumer’s first offer will be 50%.
For two or more consumers having the same historic average flexibility offer, more recent engagement dates
will be considered as prevailing.
The information that results from this step is:

Consumer’ merit-order: list that, for each grid node with an associated aggregated flexibility,
stipulates the priority of the connected consumers in providing flexibility.
Energy Services Platform reports aggregated flexibility
The Energy Services Platform reports to the gm-hub the aggregated flexibility, i.e., the value of flexibility
available per grid node and its discrimination by consumer, following the process described in step 1.5.
The information flow concerns:

Aggregated flexibility
o Aggregated flexibility value per grid node;
o Hourly time range;

Consumers’ merit-order list.
Energy Services Platform runs simulation
The Energy Services Platform runs a simulation to assess the individual gains coming from each consumer’s
provision of communicated flexibility in step 1.1, by performing a probabilistic forecast of the day-ahead
market prices. The goal of this step is to incentivize the consumer in fully engaging in this process.
Tool called by this step
Price forecasting system (market player operated)
The information that results from this step is:

Price signal: consumer’s gains, based on day-ahead market operation forecasts coming from the
provision of flexibility, for each hourly time range.
Energy Services Platform reports to HEMS and/or BMS
The Energy Services Platform reports to each consumer, via HEMS/BMS, a price-signal (forecasted
economic benefits coming from the fully provision of the communicated flexibility) attained in step 1.10.

InteGrid
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Narrative of Use Case
The information flow concerns:

Price signal: consumer’s gains, based on day-ahead market operation forecasts coming from the
provision of flexibility, for each hourly time range.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

1

Amount
of
provided flexibility

2

Flexibility ratio

3

Consumer
engagement
Consumer
engagement ratio

Capture the amount of flexibility provided by
the aggregated consumers, without harming
any threshold values for grid stability.
Differentiates between upward and downward
services
Ratio, per consumer, between the provided
flexibility and the one communicated by the
HEMS/BMS
Number of times that a specific consumer has
provided flexibility
Ratio between the number of times that a
consumer has provided flexibility and the
number of times that it flagged an offer
Assessment on the compliance of the meritorder list, i.e., if the consumers with a higher
rank provide more flexibility than the ones with
a lower one

4

5

Merit-order
compliance

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
1

1

2
2

3

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

The consumer has previously accepted to provide information about its available flexibility and
baseline to the Flexibility Operator, being aware of all the contractual arrangements (penalties,
communication time, etc.);

Consumers are able to provide flexibility information to the Energy Services Platform through their
HEMS/BMS;

The computation of each consumer’s multi-period flexibility, via HEMS/BMS, is successful;

Information regarding the service offered by the Flexibility Operator is presented to the participants
in a transparent way;

The Flexibility Operator complies with the privacy requirements related to the consumers’ data;

If a specific consumer had already been aggregated, the Flexibility Operator has stored information
about its performance, for ranking purposes;

Case a consumer has never provided flexibility, its rate, by default, is 50%;

The use of flexibility is underpinned by an adequate regulatory framework;

The Flexibility Operator is a pre-qualified entity by the DSO;

The DSO knows to which distribution grid node a consumer is connected to and agrees in providing
that information to the Flexibility Operator;

In the event of a modification of the expected provided flexibility, the last value is the one that
prevails;

The Flexibility Operator is able to perform the tool “price forecasting system (market player
operated)”.
Prerequisites

The consumer that signed for flexibility provision must fulfil the following requirements:
o Valid license for the RES and accordance with present grid codes;
o Connection to the LV or MV power grid;
o Installation of the required software and hardware to communicate the flexibility
values;
o The HEMS/BMS is able to register customers’ consumption on balance settlement
time period;
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o Stable communication channel to Flexibility Operator’s Energy Services Platform.
The Flexibility Operator has the capacity to record a large amount of data in its databases.

1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
In reality, the Flexibility Operator is a role that can be played by the Retailer. Other players with the same
degree of freedom could play the role of Flexibility Operator, such as the Aggregator, for instance.
Consumers’ flexibility can be later used for different purposes, namely for grid operational management or
within the non-regulated domain, through the provision of several services.
Herein, the role “consumer” refers to both LV (residential, commercial and industrial) and MV consumers.
The HEMS is responsible for computing LV customers’ flexibility, while, for MV customers’, the used device is
the BMS.
The consumers’ merit-order list is communicated, by the Energy Services Platform, to the gm-hub, once it
can be useful for the provision of flexibility-related services that will emerge around the provided data (multiperiod flexibility and merit-order list). Nevertheless, this information is useless when considering the prebooked flexibility to solve distribution grid contingencies or the activation of flexibility resources by the TSO.
The price-signal only concerns the trading of flexibility within the day-ahead market. Although, its use in the
intraday and ancillary services market is also possible, but, given their close to real time operation, the
forecast of economic incentives would not be suitable, for incentives purposes.
The following requirements are transversal to all the steps, designated, henceforth, as R_TRANS:

R-1_CONF;

R-2_CONF;

R-9_QoS;

R-1_SEC;

R-1_DM;
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
The present PUC describes how the individual flexibility of each LV and MV consumer is aggregated in
HLUC10 (Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV and MV consumers),
step 1.2.
Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC) use case which describes in detail the functionality of (a part of) a business
process.
Prioritisation
High level of priority. This use case will be demonstrated in the Portuguese and Slovenian demo.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical/system use case
Further keywords for classification
Aggregation; HEMS; BMS; Flexibility; Flexibility Operator; Grid-Market Hub; Grid Node; Merit-order, Price
signal
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
Use Case Diagram

«ActorGrouping»
Consumer

«Consumer system»
HEMS

«Consumer system»
BMS

«use»

«PUC»
«use»

PUC01.10 Aggregate end-user
flexibility

«System»
Energy Services
Platform

«invokes»

Price forecasting system (market player
operated)

«use»

«use»

«System»
Grid and Market
Hub

InteGrid

«Function»

«DSO System»
GIS database
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Diagram(s) of use case
Sequence diagram 1 – Aggregation of individual flexibility

«System»
Energy Services
Platform

«System»
HEMS/BMS

«System»
GIS database

«System»
gm-hub

1.1 – Reports flexibility()
1.2 – Requests grid node
information()

1.3 – Reports grid node
information()

1.4 – Aggregates
flexibility()
1.5 – Assigns
merit-order()

1.6 – Reports aggregated flexibility()
1.7 – Runs profit-related
simulation()

1.8 – Reports price signal()
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

BMS

System

HEMS

System

Energy Services Platform

System

GIS database

System

Gm-hub

System

Actor Description
According to D1.1: “A system consisting of several
decentralized controllers and a centralized management
system to monitor and control the heating, ventilation, air
conditioning, light and other facilities within a building.”
According to D1.1: “Smart solution for residential selfconsumption and grid support that manages customer’s
consumption, according to different targets. It enables
clients to get a better grasp on their energy consumption
and identify potential saving opportunities.”
According to D1.1: “Platform through which the service is
computed (from internal data, data available in the gm-hub
and data provided by market platforms) and offered to a
client. It also enables the company to submit bids by the
company to the intraday and ancillary services market
platforms.”
According to D1.1: “Database composed by geographical
data. Information System which manages a georeferenced inventory of the network assets of the DSO. It
usually provides the master source geospatial data of the
electrical network to other systems (i.e. the DMS).”
According to D6.1: “cloud-based solution to support the
provision of services in a neutral standardised way
between DSOs (primary actor of this central platform) and
stakeholders like retailers, transmission system operators
(TSOs), aggregators, group of consumers and energy
services providers (e.g., ESCO, data analytics
companies). A specific objective is to facilitate market
access allowing new business models and services while
ensuring efficient and secure network operation as well as
highest standards of data security. The gm-hub operates
in a regulated domain, thus all the embedded services are
regulated and subjected to a suitable regulatory
framework for data management and provision.
Nevertheless, this central platform should be perceived as
an enabler of non-regulated services from service
providers that can grow around the gm-hub ecosystem. In
fact, the word “market” is much broader than the electricity
market since it encompasses both wholesale and retailing
markets, as well as energy services trading like energy
efficiency, consumer engagement and gamification and
forecasting.”

3.2 References
References
No. References Type
1

Standard

2

Spreadsheet

InteGrid

Reference

Status

IEC
62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
InteGrid Actors

Published

Approved

GA 731218
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template
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/
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International
Electrotechnical
Commission
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References
No. References Type

Reference

Status

Document
3

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
KPI
reference list

Approved

4

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
nonfunctional
requirements

Approved

5

Project’s
deliverable

ADDRESS D1.1
– Technical and
Commercial
Conceptual
Architectures

Published

6

Project’s
deliverable

Submitted

7

Project’s
deliverable

InteGrid D6.1 –
Concept
of
Market
Hub,
Central Platform
and Services
InteGrid D1.1 –
Technical
Specification of
the
Project
Global
Architecture

On going

Impact on use
case
possible actors
and roles
Provision
of
KPIs
to
be
included
Provision
of
already-written
non-functional
requirements
Theoretical
support for the
concepts
of
Flexibility
Operator
and
aggregation of
flexibility
Provision of the
gm-hub
definition,
presented
in
section 3.1.
Provision
of
information
regarding
the
hardware
components
and the tools
that
will
be
developed
within the scope
of the project

Originator
organisation

/

Link

AIT

INESC TEC

EDF
SA,
University
of
Manchester, Enel
Distribuzione,
Iberdrola,
ABB,
VTT, Consentec
INESC TEC

CNET

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Aggregation
of individual
flexibility

Scenario
description
The
Energy
Services
Platform
aggregates
individual values
of
consumers’
flexibility,
calculated by the
HEMS
and/or
BMS, per grid
node

Primary actor

Triggering event

Pre-condition

Energy
Services
platform

An
end-user
reports to the
Energy
Services
platform
its
available multiperiod flexibility,
for a specific
time slot and
expected profit.

Flexibility
presented
terms
individual
values,
available
flexibility
end-user

GA 731218

in
of
i.e.,
per

Postcondition
Available
flexibility
in
each node of
a
specific
distribution
grid, for a
specific time
slot
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name:
Step Event
No.
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

InteGrid

HEMS and/or
BMS reports
flexibility
to
Energy
Services
Platform
Energy
Services
Platform
requests grid
node
information
GIS database
reports
grid
node
information
Energy
Services
Platform
aggregates
flexibility
Energy
Services
Platform
assigns meritorder
Energy
Services
Platform

No. 1 - Aggregation of individual flexibility
Name
of Description of process/ activity
process/
activity
HEMS and/or After signing in for providing
BMS reports flexibility,
each
end-user
flexibility
to HEMS/BMS reports to the
Energy
Energy Services Platform the
Services
available flexibility
Platform
Energy
The Energy Services Platform
Services
asks the DSO for consumers’
Platform
grid node connection ID, which
requests grid will be provided by GIS
node
database
information
GIS database GIS database reports the
reports
grid location information of the
node
listed consumers to Energy
information
Services Platform
Energy
The Energy Services Platform
Services
aggregates
the
individual
Platform
flexibility values per grid node
aggregates
flexibility
Energy
The Energy Services Platform
Services
assigns merit-order, based on
Platform
consumers’
previous
assigns merit- performance
order
Energy
The Energy Services Platform
Services
reports to the gm-hub the
Platform
aggregated flexibility per grid

GA 731218

Service

Information
producer
(actor)
HEMS/BMS

Information
receiver
(actor)
Energy
Services
Platform

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
1

REPORT

Energy
Services
Platform

GIS database

2

REPORT

GIS
database

Energy
Services
Platform

3

R_TRANS; R-9_CONF; R3_QoS; R-4_DM

CREATE

Energy
Services
Platform

4

R-1_O; R-2_O; R-7_CONF;
R-3_QoS; R-8_QoS; R2_DM; R-3_DM

CREATE

Energy
Services
Platform

5

R-6_CONF; R-3_QoS; R3_DM

REPORT

Energy
Services
Platform

4,5

R_TRANS; R-1_O; R-2_O;
R-6_CONF; R-7_CONF; R10_CONF; R-1_QoS; R-

REPORT
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Requirement, R-IDs

R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R4_CONF; R-5_CONF; R7_CONF; R-8_CONF; R11_CONF; R-1_QoS; R2_QoS;
R-3_QoS;
R5_QoS; R-2_DM; R-3_DM
R_TRANS; R-7_CONF; R9_CONF; R-3_QoS; R6_QoS; R-7_QoS; R-3_DM
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Scenario
Scenario name:
Step Event
No.

1.7

1.8

InteGrid

reports
aggregated
flexibility
Energy
Services
Platform runs
simulation
Energy
Services
Platform
reports
to
HEMS/BMS

No. 1 - Aggregation of individual flexibility
Name
of Description of process/ activity
process/
activity
reports
node
aggregated
flexibility
Energy
The Energy Services Platform
Services
runs a simulation on the profit
Platform runs that the provision of flexibility
simulation
can bring to each consumer
Energy
The Energy Services Platform
Services
reports to each consumer’s
Platform
HEMS/BMS a price signal
reports
to coming
from
the
future
HEMS/BMS
provision of flexibility

GA 731218

Service

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

3_QoS;
R-6_QoS;
R7_QoS; R-2_DM; R-3_DM;
R-4_DM
CREATE

Energy
Services
Platform

REPORT

Energy
Services
Platform
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6

HEMS/BMS

6

R_TRANS; R-1_O; R-2_O;
R-5_CONF; R-8_CONF; R11_CONF; R-1_QoS; R4_QoS; R-8_QoS; R-2_DM
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Information
Name of information
exchanged (ID)
1
Individual flexibility

2

Flexibility
POD

providers’

3

Grid node information

4

Aggregated flexibility

5

Consumers’
order

6

Price-signal

merit

Description
of
information
exchanged

Flexibility value

Time horizon

POD

(Consumption baseline)

POD of the consumers available to
provide flexibility

Grid node (ID) to which each listed
consumer is connected

Aggregated flexibility value
per grid node

Time horizon

List that, for each grid node with an
associated aggregated flexibility,
stipulates the priority of the
connected consumers in providing
flexibility
Consumer’s gains, based on dayahead market operation forecasts,
coming from the provision of
flexibility, for each hourly time range

6 Requirements
Requirements
Categories ID Category name for requirements
1
Configuration (CONF)

2

InteGrid

Quality of Service (QoS)

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs
R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R4_CONF; R-5_CONF; R7_CONF; R-8_CONF; R11_CONF; R-1_QoS; R2_QoS;
R-3_QoS;
R5_QoS; R-2_DM; R-3_DM
R_TRANS; R-7_CONF; R9_CONF; R-3_QoS; R6_QoS;
R-7_QoS;
R3_DM
R_TRANS; R-9_CONF; R3_QoS; R-4_DM
R_TRANS; R-1_O; R-2_O;
R-6_CONF; R-7_CONF;
R-10_CONF; R-1_QoS; R3_QoS;
R-6_QoS;
R7_QoS;
R-8_QoS;
R2_DM; R-3_DM; R-4_DM
R_TRANS; R-1_O; R-2_O;
R-6_CONF; R-7_CONF;
R-10_CONF; R-1_QoS; R3_QoS;
R-6_QoS;
R7_QoS; R-2_DM; R-3_DM;
R-4_DM
R_TRANS; R-1_O; R-2_O;
R-5_CONF; R-7_CONF;
R-8_CONF; R-11_CONF;
R-1_QoS; R-4_QoS; R6_QoS;
R-8_QoS;
R2_DM

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. Quality of Services issues also
address accuracy and precision of data, the
frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
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3

Security (SEC)

4

Data Management (DM)

5

Other constraints (O)

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

R-1_O

Penalty for non-delivery

R-2_O

Flexibility delivery specification

R-1_CONF
R-2_CONF
R-3_CONF
R-4_CONF
R-5_CONF
R-6_CONF

Communication configuration
Communication media
Location of Information Producer
Location of Information Receiver
Operation mode of Information Producer
Merit-order target function

InteGrid

Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far
more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and
errors. At the same time, it is necessary to try
to identify the requirements and the concerns
for implementing security measures.
Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each Use Case step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications.
Constraints and issues (non-functional) not
captured in the previous characteristics may
be political, legal, financial, or just very
specific to a particular step. For instance, one
step may involve data received from another
utility that requires special handling: format
conversions or manual intervention. This is a
catch-all for such special issues.
Requirement description

GA 731218

The amount to be paid by the consumer,
case it does not provide the agreed flexibility,
must be dealt in the agreement between
customer and Flexibility Operator
The maximum and minimum time window
length between the acceptance of the
flexibility offer and its actual delivery must be
dealt in the agreement between customer
and Flexibility Operator
WAN, dedicated channel
Wireless, cable
Customer (consumer) premises
Flexibility Operator control room
Automatic
The target function of the merit-order list can
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R-7_CONF

Multi-period flexibility update

R-8_CONF

Communication between Energy Services
Platform and HEMS/BMS

R-9_CONF

Communication between Energy Services
Platform and GIS database

R-10_CONF

Communication between Energy Services
Platform and gm-hub

R-11_CONF

Communication protocol (between Energy
Services Platform and HEMS/BMS)

R-1_QoS

Acknowledge timeout

R-2_QoS
R-3_QoS
R-4_QoS

Frequency of individual flexibility
exchanges
Frequency of other data exchanges
Individual flexibility report

R-5_QoS

Available flexibility integration period

R-6_QoS

Recovery period

R-7_QoS

Aggregated flexibility update

R-8_QoS

Price-signal report

R-9_QoS
R-1_SEC

Availability of information flows
Eavesdropping

InteGrid
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data

be reconfigured at any time
Each time an individual flexibility value is
activated, its value is recalculated, since the
activation of a customer’s flexibility for one
time range influences the next-time ranges
proposals
The flexibility information produced in each
HEMS/BMS shall be uploaded to the Energy
Services Platform, at least, 1 hour before
day-ahead market gate closure.
If the Flexibility Operator does not have its
customer’s consumption baseline (t; kWh), it
should ask for customer’s consent to get this
data
Using gm-hub web service, the Energy
Service Platform may query GIS database
about the grid node associated to a specific
set of customers. Should timeout error occur,
then FO should execute a new query
operation
Using gm-hub web service, the Energy
Services Platform shall post aggregated
flexibility offer. Should timeout error occur,
then FO should execute a new post
operation. The associated data model follows
ISO/IEC/IEEE guidelines
Application layer protocols are new
equipment’s dependent, so they will be
defined later
1 minute for any machine to machine
communication
Daily (until 09:00 UTC) and upon update
Daily (after 09:00 UTC) and upon update
The multi-period flexibility concerns 24 hourly
periods
The Flexibility Operator performs the
acquisition of the individual multi-period
flexibilities, calculated in the HEMS/BMS, at
09:00 UTC, every day
The required time between 2 activations of
flexibility, for the same customer, is 1 minute
Changes in an aggregated flexibility offer
must be presented to the gm-hub until gate
closure (10:00 UTC)
The price-signal is sent to the customers at
10:00 UTC, every day
99.9% + availability
Ensuring confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate
use of data, and preventing unauthorized
reading of data, is crucial.
 VPN channel should be used between
machines in the same (SGAM) domain.
 Web services should run over Secure
Socket Layer (SSL)
 File sharing between two machines should
occur over FTPS or using pre-agreed
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R-1_DM
R-2_DM

Correctness of source data
Flexibility data format

R-3_DM

Date format

R-4_DM

Grid node data format

encrypted format (file format; private key)
Source data is always correct
Will be defined later. It will be standardized in
order to comply with all types of HEMS/BMS
The information regarding dates is presented
in the format YYYY-MM-DD HH:mm:ss
GIS response to Energy platform database
querying (POD (text)) will come as follow:
POD (text); GridNodeID (text)

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Common Terms and Definitions
Term
BMS
HEMS
DSO
FTPS
GIS
Gm-hub
HLUC
POD
PUC
SGAM
SSL

InteGrid

Definition
Building Management System
Home Energy Management System
Distribution System Operator
File Transfer Protocol Secure
Geographic Information System
Grid-Market Hub
High Level Use Case
Point of Delivery
Primary Use Case
Smart Grid Architecture Model
Secure Sockets Layer

GA 731218
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PUC02.10 – Participation in Intraday and Ancillary Services Market
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC02.10
Energy Services

Name of Use Case
Participation in Intraday and Ancillary Services Market

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Date
03.08.2017
24.08.2017
30.08.2017
15.09.2017
22.09.2017
03.10.2017
30.10.2017

Name of
Author(s)
CNET
CNET
CNET
CNET
CNET
CNET
CNET

8

02.11.2017

CNET

9

15.11.2017

CNET

Version Management
Changes
First draft
Changes based on EDP C comments on Steps
Diagrams added
Complete description concluded
Final adjustments
Changes based on INESC TEC comments
New function – “Flexibility activation assessment”
-, suggested by EDP C, considered
Update section 2 diagrams and include
requirements
Requirements updated

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

InteGrid

The scope of the present Primary Use Case (PUC) is confined to the interactions between
the Energy Services Platform – the primary actor – and other systems to enable the
participation of the former in the intraday and/or ancillary services market, offering
Replacement Reserve (RR), using the available aggregated flexibility. The following
components were considered:

Home Energy Management System (HEMS): should be able to receive control setpoints, in order to comply with the provision of an agreed flexibility for a domestic LV
consumer;

Building Management System (BMS): should be able to receive control set-points, in
order to comply with the provision of an agreed flexibility for a commercial or
industrial LV and MV consumer;

Energy Services Platform (owned by the Flexibility Operator): should be able to:
o Forecast intraday and ancillary services market prices;
o Elaborate flexibility plan and execute it within the ancillary services market
and participate in the intraday market;
o Communicate the proposed flexibility plan to the Grid and Market Hub (gmhub) platform and the Traffic Light System;
o Submit bids to the intraday and/or ancillary services market;
o Send control set-points, in order to deliver the proposed flexibility;
o Account for delivered individual flexibility.

The Traffic Light System (owned by the DSO) should be able to:
o Evaluate the flexibility plan proposed by the Energy Services Platform;

Gm-hub platform should be able to:
o Receive the flexibility plan from the Traffic Light System and the Energy
Services Platform;
o Communicate the flexibility plan to the Energy Services Platform.

Intraday Market Platform: should be able to:
o Receive bids from other systems;
o Perform intraday market settlement and clearance.

Ancillary Services Market Platform: should be able to:
o Present information regarding the flexibility required by the TSO to other
systems;
o Receive bids from other systems;
o Perform ancillary services market settlement and clearance.

GA 731218
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Objective(s)

Related
business
case(s)

The aggregation of flexibility is outside the scope of this PUC, since this topic was addressed
in PUC01.10 – Aggregation of end-user flexibility, as well as the pre-activation and postactivation evaluation considered in HLUC05 (PUC05.2 and PUC05.3, respectively).
Are also outside the scope of this use case all factors leading to portfolio deviation which
incur into market penalties.
The following objectives are presented from the perspective of the primary actor – the Energy
Services Platform (representing, herein, the Flexibility Provider):
1. To maximise customers’ flexibility provision;
2. To optimise trading portfolio through use of flexibility;
3. To optimise trading portfolio in the intraday market;
4. To optimise trading portfolio in the ancillary services market, through the provision of
the following balancing product: Replacement Reserve (RR).
HLUC10 – Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV and
MV consumers

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
The present PUC addresses the functional processes through which the Flexibility Operator
(represented, herein, by the Energy Services Platform) optimises its portfolio through flexibility
activation or participation in intraday market and/or participates in the ancillary services market, offering
RR services based on its customers’ flexibility. To attain that optimisation, the Energy Services Platform
performs price forecasts and outputs flexibility plans, that are later evaluated, through the Traffic Light
System, by the DSO, that communicates a hypothetical constraint that can be, or not, voluntarily
rectified (if the system is being operated in normal mode).
Three decision tools are called:

Intraday market participation assessment: assessment that concludes about intraday market
participation or use of available flexibility;

Ancillary services market participation assessment: assessment on the activation of flexibility
for further provision of ancillary services;

Flexibility activation assessment: infers about the most profitable way of using the available
flexibility: for portfolio internal balancing, within ancillary services market or both.
In the event of flexibility trading (within intraday and/or ancillary services market), the control set-points
are communicated to the customers via HEMS/BMS.
Complete description
The present use case describes how:

Flexibility Operator participates in intraday flexibility market;

Flexibility Operator participates in ancillary services market;

Flexibility Operator decides to participate in one or both above mentioned markets.
1

Participation in intraday market

Energy Services Platform forecasts the next intraday market session hourly prices and assesses the
optimization of its portfolio, by making use of its aggregated flexibility offers or participating in the
intraday market.
1.1-Energy Services Platform forecasts market prices
The Energy Services Platform (owned by the Flexibility Operator), gathers the information about all of
their customers’ available flexibility. In this context, in order to choose the strategy that enables him to
optimise its portfolio, the Energy Market Platform forecasts the prices of the next session of the intraday
market.
Tool called by this step
Price forecasting system (market player operated)
The information that results from this step is:

InteGrid
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Probabilistic forecasts of intraday prices.

1.2-Energy Services Platform assesses intraday market participation
The Energy Services Platform decides for the best profitable option to optimise its portfolio: or to
participate in intraday market or to just make use of aggregated flexibility to reduce the deviation from
the real and predicted customers’ consumption.
Tool called by this step
Intraday market participation assessment
The information that results from this step can assume one of the following values:

0: no action (portfolio optimisation is deemed as no profitable);

1: participate in intraday market;

2: use consumers’ aggregated flexibility.
If the Energy Services Platform concludes that it is not profitable to optimise its portfolio, the process
ends here.
1.3a-Energy Services Platform assesses flexibility activation
The Energy Services Platform decides for the most profitable way of using its customers’ available
flexibility, since the optimisation of its portfolio (through internal balancing and without bidding in the
intraday market) and the participation in the ancillary services market will compete for the same
flexibility.
Tool called by this step
Flexibility activation assessment
The information that results from this step can assume one of the following values:

0: use consumers’ aggregated flexibility for portfolio internal balancing;

1: use consumers’ aggregated flexibility for providing RR within ancillary services market;

2: use consumers’ aggregated flexibility for performing, simultaneously, both last actions.
If the Energy Services Platform decides for providing RR instead of, internally, optimising its portfolio,
the next step is the one described in 2.5.
1.3b-Energy Services Platform submits bids
After intraday market session gate opening, the Energy Services Platform submits bids to the Intraday
Market Platform.
The information flow concerns:

Bid for each hour of the intraday market session (+MWh or -MWh).
1.4a-Energy Services Platform creates flexibility plan
The Energy Services Platform, opting for a portfolio internal balancing without participating in the intraday
market, elaborates a flexibility plan, to be complied by its customers. Since this is an internal process, there
is no need to communicate the plan to the DSO, for further validation, through the Traffic Light System.
The information that results from this step is:

Proposed flexibility value, aggregated per grid node (MW-h).
1.4b-Intraday market settlement
After gate closure and before market clearance, the Intraday Market Platform performs market settlement,
i.e., selects bids and executes the price determination process.

InteGrid
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The information that results from this step is a float value, for each period:

Accepted bids (+or -MWh), and respective price (€/MWh), in the intraday market, for each hour.
1.5a-Energy Services Platform accounts for individual flexibility
The Energy Services Platform accounts each consumer’s provided flexibility, to further compensation.
The information flow concerns:

Accounted flexibility (accumulated value of individual provided flexibility (€/MW-h)).
1.5b-Intraday market clearance
The Intraday Market Platform communicates the accepted bids to the Energy Services Platform.
The information flow concerns:

Accepted bids (+or -MWh), and respective price (€/MWh), in the intraday market, for each hour.
1.6a-Energy Services Platform sends set-points
The Energy Services Platform sends the control set-points to its customers’ HEMS (case they are connected
to the LV network) or to the BMS (case they are connected to the MV grid), in order to comply with the
flexibility plan.
The information flow concerns:

Control set-points.
2

Participation in Ancillary Services market

The Energy Services Platform, after checking the TSO need for RR, forecasts reserve prices and
assesses the activation of flexibility, in order to provide it to the TSO, within the Ancillary Services
Market Platform.
2.1 Energy Services Platform checks Ancillary Services Market Platform
The Energy Services Platform accesses the Ancillary Services Market Platform for attain TSO’s
required flexibility values.
The information that results from this step is:

Flexibility demand:
o TSO’s demanded flexibility (MWh);
o Time horizon.
If Energy Services Platform cannot perform required flexibility, the process ends here.
2.2 Energy Services Platform forecasts reserve prices
The Energy Services Platform forecasts the RR-related prices of the next time slot.

Tool called by this step
Price forecasting system (market player operated)
The information that results from this step is:

Highly accurate, and country-specific, reserve price forecasts of a certain ancillary services market
operating period (€/MWh and reserve direction for each period)
2.3 Energy Services Platform assesses provision of ancillary services

InteGrid
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The Energy Services Platform, based on the information attained in the last steps, decides if the
provision of ancillary services, through the activation of available aggregated flexibility is profitable.
Tool called by this step
Ancillary services market participation assessment
The information that results from this step is a flag:

Provide (1), or not (0), ancillary services.
The Energy Services Platform will provide ancillary services, through the activation of flexibility, in two
different scenarios:
1. Upward reserve needed: flexibility will be activated with the purpose of reducing customers’
consumption profile;
2. Downward reserve needed: flexibility will be activated with the purpose of increasing
customers’ consumption profile.
If the Energy Services Platform concludes that it is not profitable to provide ancillary services, the
process ends here.
2.4 Energy Services Platform assesses flexibility activation
The Energy Services Platform decides for the most profitable way of using its customers’ available
flexibility, since the optimisation of its portfolio (through internal balancing and without bidding in the
intraday market) and the participation in the ancillary services market will compete for the same
flexibility.
Tool called by this step
Flexibility activation assessment
The information that results from this step can assume one of the following values:

0: use consumers’ aggregated flexibility for portfolio internal balancing;

1: use consumers’ aggregated flexibility for providing RR within ancillary services market;

2: use consumers’ aggregated flexibility for performing, simultaneously, both last actions.
If the Energy Services Platform decides for portfolio internal balancing instead of providing RR, the next
step is the one described in 1.4a.
2.5 Energy Services Platform activates flexibility
The Energy Services Platform reports the flexibility plan to the Traffic Light System, for the performance
of the ex-ante validation (process described in PUC01.5).
The information flow concerns:

Proposed flexibility value, aggregated per grid node (MW-h).
2.6 Evaluation of the proposed flexibility plan
The Traffic Light System evaluates the received flexibility plan, by assigning one of the following cases:

Green phase: the proposed flexibility plan is entirely accepted;

Orange phase: the plan is partially rejected, i.e., the Traffic Light System limits the maximum
flexibility that can be activated, without causing distribution grid contingencies;

Red phase: the plan is completely rejected, if the subsequent constraints cannot be solved
through the use of DSO-internal flexibility (e.g.: OLTC).
In this step, there is not a rejection or limitation of the flexibility offer, since that the deemed operation
mode of the distribution grid is the normal one.

InteGrid
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The information that results from this step is a flag:

Evaluated flexibility value, aggregated per grid node (MW-h).
2.7 Traffic Light System communicates evaluated plan
The Traffic Light System communicates to the Gm-hub platform the evaluated flexibility plan, before
next operating period gate closure.
Since in the previous step the flexibility plan is not rejected or modified, a hypothetical constraint, that
can result from the activation of the proposed flexibility plan, is communicated in the present step. This
constraint can be, or not, willingly rectified by the Energy Services Platform.
The information flow concerns a flag:

Evaluated flexibility value, aggregated per grid node (MW-h).
2.8 Gm-hub platform communicates evaluated flexibility plan
The Gm-hub platform communicates to the Energy Services Platform the evaluated flexibility plan, until
next operating period gate closure.
The information flow concerns a flag:

Accepted flexibility value, aggregated per grid node (MW-h).
2.9a Energy Services Platform submits bids
After next operating period gate opening, the Energy Services Platform submits bids to the Ancillary
Services Market Platform, based on the evaluated flexibility plan returned by the Gm -hub platform.
The information flow concerns:

Flexibility bid for each hour of the ancillary services market operating session (MW-h).
2.9b Energy Services Platform communicates bids
The Energy Services Platform communicates the bids, that were submitted to the Ancillary Services Market
Platform, to the gm-hub platform. This step is repeated every time that the Energy Services Platform modifies
their flexibility bids (until gate closure).
The information flow concerns:

Flexibility bid for each hour of the ancillary services market operating session (MW-h).
This information will be later communicated to the Traffic Light System, for its evaluation, through the
process described in PUC05.2.
2.10 Ancillary services market settlement
After gate closure and before market clearance, the Ancillary Services Market Platform performs market
settlement, i.e., selects bids and executes the price determination process.
The information that results from this step is:

Accepted bids (MW-h), and respective price (€/MW-h and €/MWh), in the ancillary services market.
If some selected bid causes distribution grid contingencies, the Energy Services Platform can decide
either to activate back-up groups, complying with the initial proposal, or to deactivate the problematic
flexibility units (in this case, the missing energy is contracted by activating the next bid of the merit order
list). This process is described in PUC05.3.
2.11 Ancillary services market clearance

InteGrid
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The Ancillary Services Market Platform communicates the accepted bids to the Energy Services
Platform.
The information flow concerns a flag:

Accepted bids (MW-h), and respective price (€/MW-h and €/MWh), in the ancillary services market.
2.12 Energy Services Platform accounts for individual flexibility
The Energy Services Platform accounts each consumer’s provided flexibility, to further compensation.
The information that results from this step is:

Accounted flexibility (accumulated value of individual provided flexibility (€/MW -h)).
2.13 Energy Services Platform sends set-points
The Energy Services Platform sends the control set-points to its customers’ HEMS/BMS, in order to
comply with the accepted bids.
The information flow concerns:

Control set-points.
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

6

Name

Description

1

Amount
of
provided flexibility

2

Flexibility ratio

3

Deviation
reduction

4

Intraday deviation
reduction

56

Ancillary services
deviation reduction

Capture the amount of flexibility provided by
the aggregated consumers, without harming
any threshold values for grid stability.
Differentiates between upward and downward
services
Ratio, per consumer, between the provided
flexibility and the one communicated by the
HEMS/BMS
Percentage of the reduction of Flexibility
Provider’s deviation, through use of flexibility.
Case the provided flexibility would not be
sufficiently large to impact the global
deviations of the Flexibility Operator, the
number of required clients to reach a null
deviation, based in the attained flexibility
values, will be estimated.
Percentage of the reduction of Flexibility
Provider’s deviation, through participation in
intraday market. Case the provided flexibility
would not be sufficiently large to impact the
global deviations of the Flexibility Operator, the
number of required clients to reach a null
deviation, based in the attained flexibility
values, will be estimated.
Percentage of the reduction of Flexibility
Provider’s deviation, through participation in
ancillary services market. Case the provided
flexibility would not be sufficiently large to
impact the global deviations of the Flexibility
Operator, the number of required clients to

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
1

1

2, 4

3

4

See last paragraph of section 1.8
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ID

Name

Description

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives

reach a null deviation, based in the attained
flexibility values, will be estimated.
1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

The Energy Services Platform already has information about the available multi -period
aggregated flexibility (PUC01.10), complying with the following considerations:
o The consumer has previously accepted to provide information about its available flexibility
and baseline to the Flexibility Operator, being aware of all the contractual arrangements;
o Consumers are able to provide information about the available flexibility to the Energy
Services Platform via HEMS/BMS;
o The consumer is able to revoke previously given consents at any time.

The customer enabled the Flexibility Operator to directly control its consumption and/or production
through an agreement, prior to the sending of those set-points, in order to allow the provision of RR
(Replacement Reserve);

Information regarding the service offered by the Flexibility Operator is presented to the participants
in a transparent way;

The Flexibility Operator complies with the privacy requirements related to the consumers’ data;

The use of flexibility is underpinned by an adequate regulatory framework;

The Flexibility Operator is a pre-qualified entity by the DSO;

The Flexibility Operator is able to perform the tool “price forecasting system (market player
operated)”;

The distribution grid is not being operated in emergency mode;

The DSO is able to evaluate if a flexibility plan will cause contingencies in the distribution grid,
through the Traffic Light System;

The DSO has the right to reject or modify the activated flexibility in case of emergency operation of
the distribution grid, without being obliged to compensate the Flexibility Operator;

The Flexibility Operator has the right to sell their clients’ flexibility in the ancillary services
market or use it to manage its internal portfolio.
Prerequisites

The consumer that signed for flexibility provision must fulfil the following requirements:
o Valid license for the RES and accordance with present grid codes;
o Connection to the LV or MV power grid;
o Installation of the required software and hardware to communicate the flexibility
values;
o The HEMS/BMS is able to receive control set-points in order to comply with specific
values of provided flexibility;
o Stable communication channel to Flexibility Operator’s Energy Services Platform;

The Flexibility Operator that owns the Energy Services Platform complies with all the requirements
to access the ancillary services market:
o Can provide the minimum tradable value;
o Can pay the costs to access this market;
o Their flexibility plans are considered as reliable balancing products by the TSO or
NRA.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
PUC01.10 – Aggregation of end-user flexibility
Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC) use case which describes in detail the functionality of (a part of) a business
process.
Prioritisation
High level of priority. This use case will be demonstrated in the Portuguese demo.
Generic, regional or national relation
National
Nature of the use case

InteGrid

GA 731218
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Technical/system use case
Further keywords for classification
Aggregation, HEMS, BMS, Flexibility, Grid – Market Hub, Intraday market, Ancillary services market
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
It is considered that the Energy Services platform has already the aggregated, per grid node, flexibility of a
group of consumers, as established in PUC 01.10 – “Aggregate end-user flexibility”.
Herein, the role “consumer” refers to both LV (residential and commercial) and MV consumers (industrial).
Intraday market participation assessment and Ancillary services market participation assessment are
operational internal tools of the Flexibility Operator; hence, they are not identified in D1.1.
Flexibility for solving distribution grid contingencies are out of the scope of this use case.
Flexibility Operator or Retailer/Energy services platform role may use its clients’ flexibilities for optimizing its
portfolio.
The following requirements are transversal to all the steps, designated, henceforth, as R_TRANS:

R-1_CONF;

R-2_CONF;

R-2_QoS;

R-1_SEC;

R-1_DM.
Only consumers’ loads are considered for flexibility activation.
Since it is not expected the participation of a considerable number of customers engaged in the provision of
flexibility, KPI 3 and 4 will be difficult to measure, considering the reduced amount of flexibility provided.
Nevertheless, these KPIs will be significant from a scalability perspective, where a larger number of
consumers will be providing flexibility.
This PUC will be demonstrated in Portugal, where the participation with flexibility products in the ancillary
services market is still not legal, hence, KPI 5 will not be measured. In terms of replicability (considering the
demonstration in another country or market where that participation is legally framed), this KPI is important to
evaluate the current PUC.
2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

InteGrid

GA 731218
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Use Case Diagram

«ActorGrouping»
Consumer

«Function»
Price forecasting system (market player
operated)

«Consumer system»
HEMS

«Consumer system»
BMS
«invokes»

«use»

«Function»
Traffic Light System

«use»

«System»
Energy Services
Platform

«invokes»

«PUC»
PUC01.10 Participation in Intraday
and Ancillary Services Market
«use»

«System»
Ancillary Services
Market Platform

«invokes»

«Function»
Intraday market participation assessment

«use»

«use»

«use»

«invokes»

«Function»
Ancillary services market participation
assessment

«System»
Intraday Market
Platform

«System»
Gm-hub platform

«System»
Traffic Light
System

«invokes»

«Function»
Flexibility activation assessment

InteGrid
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Sequence diagram 1 – Participation in intraday market

«System»
HEMS/BMS

«System»
Energy Services
Platform

«System»
Gm-hub
platform

«System»
Traffic Light
System

«System»
Intraday Market
Platform

1.1 – Forecasts
market prices()
1.2 – Assesses
intraday market
participation()
alt

1.3a – Assesses flexibility activation()

a)

1.4a – Creates flexibility plan()
1.6a – Sends set-points()

1.5a – Accounts for individual flexibility()

b)

1.3b – Submits bids()

1.4b – Performs
settlement()

1.5b – Performs clearance()

InteGrid
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Sequence diagram 2 – Participation in ancillary services market

«System»
HEMS/BMS

«System»
Energy Services
Platform

«System»
Ancillary
Services Market
Platform

«System»
Traffic Light
System

«System»
Gm-hub
platform

2.1 – Reports TSO’s required flexibility

2.2 – Forecasts reserve
market prices()
2.3 – Assesses provision
of ancillary services()
2.4 – Assesses flexibility
activation()
2.5 – Reports flexibility plan()
2.6 – Evaluates
flexibility plan()

2.7 – Reports evaluated
flexibility plan()
2.8 – Reports evaluated
flexibility plan()
par

2.9a – Submits bids()

2.9b – Reports bids()

2.10 – Performs
settlement()

2.11 – Performs clearance()

2.13 – Sends set-points()

InteGrid

2.12 – Accounts for
individual flexibility()
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Ancillary Services Market
Platform

System

BMS

System

Energy Services Platform

System

Gm-hub platform

System

HEMS

System

Intraday Market Platform

System

Traffic Light System

System

Actors
Actor Description
According to D1.1: “Platform that provides information
about the operation of the ancillary services market and
enables the submission of bids and subsequently
transactions with other components.”
According to D1.1: “A system, used by LV and MV
consumers, consisting of several decentralized controllers
and a centralized management system to monitor and
control the heating, ventilation, air conditioning, light and
other facilities within a building and to compute the
flexibility of the building.”
According to D1.1: “Platform through which the service is
computed (from internal data, data available in the gm-hub
and data provided by market platforms) and offered to a
client. It also enables the company to submit bids by the
company to the intraday and ancillary services market
platforms.”
According to D6.1: “Platform that allows the various
stakeholders to communicate with the gm-hub and interact
with its available services, described in D6.1. The platform
is owned and operated by a DSO or an entity composed
by various DSOs.”
According to D1.1: “Smart solution for residential selfconsumption and grid support that manages customer’s
consumption, according to different targets.”
According to D1.1: “Platform that provides information
about the operation of the intraday market and enables the
submission of bids and subsequently transactions with
other components.”
According to D1.1: “DSO owned system that makes
decision about the acceptance of flexibility programs,
based on the effect of their activation on the distribution
network state. The Traffic Light System makes use of the
following functionalities:

Integration of communication modules for the
Grid-Market Hub

Real-Time communication with the SCADA/DMS
system

Integration of forecasting modules

Integration of Power Flow and OPF module

Reporting of the results to the Grid-Market Hub

Traffic light decision-making algorithm”

3.2 References
No.
1

2

References
Type
Standard

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid

Reference
IEC
62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
InteGrid Actors

References
Status
Impact on use
case
Published
Definition of the
presented
template
Approved
Provision
of
possible actors
and roles

GA 731218

Originator /
organisation
International
Electrotechnical
Commission
INESC TEC

Link
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3

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
KPI
reference list

Approved

5

Project’s
deliverable

InteGrid D6.1 –
Concept
of
Market
Hub,
Central
Platform
and
Services
InteGrid D1.1 –
Technical
Specification of
the
Project
Global
Architecture

Submitted

6

Project’s
deliverable

On going

Provision
KPIs
to
included
Provision of
gm-hub
definition,
presented
section 3.1.

of
be

AIT

the

INESC TEC

in

Provision
of
information
regarding the
hardware
components
and the tools
that will be
developed
within
the
scope of the
project

CNET

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
N
o.
1

Scenario
name
Participation in
intraday
market

Scenario
description
The
Energy
Services
Platform, through
the
available
aggregated
flexibility
or
intraday market
participation,
optimises
its
portfolio
deviation

Primary
actor
Energy
Services
Platform

Triggering event

2

Participation in
ancillary
services
market

The
Energy
Services
Platform, through
the
available
aggregated
flexibility,
provides ancillary
services
(Replacement
Reserve) to the
TSO

Energy
Services
Platform

The Energy Services
Platform
has
the
possibility of creating
value to its clients by
participating
in
ancillary
services
market
with
aggregated flexibility

InteGrid

The Energy Services
Platform
has
the
possibility
of
optimizing
flexibility
operator’s/retailers’
portfolio
through
intraday
market
participation
or
flexibility use

GA 731218

Precondition
The Energy
Services
Platform has
an
aggregated
value
of
flexibility to
activate and
access to the
intraday
market

The Energy
Services
Platform has
an
aggregated
value
of
flexibility to
trade within
the ancillary
services
market

Postcondition
The
Energy
Services
Platform
optimized
its
portfolio
by
reducing
the
difference
between
forecasted and
measured
consumption,
through
its
participation in
the
intraday
market
or
flexibility
activation
The
Energy
Services
Platform
improves profit
through
its
participation in
the
ancillary
services
market,
by
providing RR
to the TSO.
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name:
Step Event
No.
1.1

Energy Services
Platform
forecasts market
prices

No. 1 - Participation in Intraday market
Name of
Description of process/
process/
activity
activity
Energy Services The Energy Services
Platform
Platform forecasts the
forecasts market prices of the next session
prices
of the intraday market

1.2

Energy Services
Platform
assesses
intraday market
participation

Energy Services
Platform
assesses
intraday market
participation

1.3a

Energy Services
Platform
assesses
flexibility
activation

Energy Services
Platform
assesses
flexibility
activation

1.3b

Energy Services
Platform
submits bids

Energy Services
Platform submits
bids

1.4a

Energy Services
Platform creates
flexibility plan

Energy Services
Platform creates
flexibility plan

1.4b

Intraday market
settlement

Intraday market
settlement

InteGrid

The Energy Services
Platform decides for the
best profitable option to
optimise its portfolio: or to
participate in intraday
market or use its
aggregated flexibility
The Energy Services
Platform decides for the
most profitable way of
using its customers’
available flexibility (portfolio
optimisation vs ancillary
services provision)
After intraday market
session gate opening, the
Energy Services Platform
submits bids to the Intraday
Market Platform
The Energy Services
Platform elaborates a
flexibility plan in order to
optimise its portfolio
The Intraday Market
Platform calculates the

GA 731218

Service

CREATE

Information
producer
(actor)
Energy
Services
Platform

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
1

CREATE

Energy
Services
Platform

2

CREATE

Energy
Services
Platform

3

REPORT

Energy
Services
Platform

CREATE

Energy
Services
Platform

5

CREATE

Intraday
Market

6

Intraday
Market
Platform
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Scenario
Scenario name:
Step Event
No.

1.5a

1.5b

1.6a

Energy Services
Platform
accounts for
individual
flexibility
Intraday market
clearance

Energy Services
Platform sends
set-points

Scenario name:
Step Event
No.
2.1

2.2

InteGrid

Energy
Services
Platform checks
Ancillary
Services Market
Platform
Energy

No. 1 - Participation in Intraday market
Name of
Description of process/
process/
activity
activity
prices and accepts or
rejects bids
Energy Services The Energy Services
Platform
Platform accounts each
accounts for
consumer’s provided
individual
flexibility, to further
flexibility
compensation
Intraday market
The Intraday Market
clearance
Platform communicates the
accepted bids to the
Energy Services Platform
Energy Services The Energy Services
Platform sends
Platform sends the control
set-points
set-points to its customers’
HEMS/BMS, in order to
comply with the flexibility
plan

Service

Information
producer
(actor)
Platform

CREATE

Energy
Services
Platform

REPORT

Intraday
Market
Platform

REPORT

Scenario
No. 2 - Participation in Ancillary Services market
Name of
Description of process/ Service
process/
activity
activity
Energy Services The Energy Services
GET
Platform checks
Platform consults the
Ancillary
Ancillary Services Market
Services Market Platform for TSO’s required
Platform
flexibility
Energy Services

The Energy Services

GA 731218

CREATE

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

7

R-3_CONF; R-1_O; R-3_O

Energy
Services
Platform

6

R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R8_CONF; R-3_O; R-7_DM

Energy
Services
Platform

HEMS/BMS

8

R_TRANS; R-1_QoS; R6_CONF; R-4_DM

Information
producer
(actor)
Ancillary
Services
Market
Platform

Information
receiver
(actor)
Energy
Services
Platform

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
9

Requirement, R-IDs

10

R-9_CONF; R-6_DM

Energy
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Scenario name:
Step Event
No.

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

InteGrid

Services
Platform
forecasts
reserve prices
Energy
Services
Platform
assesses
provision of
ancillary
services
Energy
Services
Platform
assesses
flexibility
activation
Energy
Services
Platform
activates
flexibility
Evaluation of
the proposed
flexibility plan
Traffic Light
System
communicates
evaluated plan

Scenario
No. 2 - Participation in Ancillary Services market
Name of
Description of process/ Service
process/
activity
activity
Platform
Platform forecasts the RRforecasts
related prices of the next
reserve prices
operating period

Information
producer
(actor)
Services
Platform

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Energy Services
Platform
assesses
provision of
ancillary
services

The Energy Services
Platform, based on the
information attained in the
last steps, decides if the
provision of ancillary
services is profitable

CREATE

Energy
Services
Platform

11

Energy Services
Platform
assesses
flexibility
activation

The Energy Services
Platform decides for the
most profitable way of
using its customers’
available flexibility (portfolio
optimisation vs ancillary
services provision)
The Energy Services
Platform reports the
flexibility plan to the Traffic
Light System, in order to
provide ancillary services
The Traffic Light System
evaluates the received
flexibility plan
The Traffic Light System
communicates to the Gmhub platform the evaluated
flexibility plan, until next
operating period gate

CREATE

Energy
Services
Platform

3

REPORT

Energy
Services
Platform

CREATE

Traffic Light
System

REPORT

Traffic Light
System

Energy Services
Platform
activates
flexibility
Evaluation of the
proposed
flexibility plan
Traffic Light
System
communicates
evaluated plan

GA 731218

Traffic Light
System

12

Requirement, R-IDs

R_TRANS; R-3_QoS; R2_DM; R-3_DM

13

Gm-hub
platform
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Scenario name:
Step Event
No.

2.8

Gm-hub
platform
communicates
evaluated plan

2.9a

Energy
Services
Platform
submits bids

2.9b

Energy
Services
Platform
communicates
bids
Ancillary
services market
settlement

2.10

2.11

Ancillary
services market
clearance

2.12

Energy
Services
Platform
accounts for
individual

InteGrid

Scenario
No. 2 - Participation in Ancillary Services market
Name of
Description of process/ Service
process/
activity
activity
closure
Gm-hub
The Gm-hub platform
REPORT
platform
communicates the
communicates
evaluated flexibility plan to
evaluated plan
the Energy Services
Platform, until next
operating gate closure
Energy Services After next operating period
REPORT
Platform submits gate opening, the Energy
bids
Services Platform submits
bids to the Ancillary
Services Market Platform
Energy Services The Energy Services
REPORT
Platform
Platform communicates the
communicates
bids (that were submitted to
bids
the market) to the gm-hub
platform
Ancillary
The Ancillary Services
CREATE
Services market Market Platform calculates
settlement
the prices and accepts or
rejects bids
Ancillary
The Ancillary Services
REPORT
services market
Market Platform
clearance
communicates the
accepted bids to the
Energy Services Platform
Energy Services The Energy Services
CREATE
Platform
Platform accounts each
accounts for
consumer’s provided
individual
flexibility, to further
flexibility
compensation

GA 731218

Information
producer
(actor)

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

Gm-hub
platform

Energy
Services
Platform

13

R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R1_QoS; R-3_QoS; R4_QoS; R-2_DM; R-3_DM

Energy
Services
Platform

Ancillary
Services
Market
Platform

14

R_TRANS; R-10_CONF; R11_CONF; R-12_CONF; R13_CONF; R-14_CONF; R8_DM

Energy
Services
Platform

Gm-hub
platform

14

R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R10_CONF; R-11_CONF; R13_CONF; R-14_CONF; R8_DM

15

R-3_CONF; R-10_CONF;
R-11_CONF; R-13_CONF;
R-8_DM

15

R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R1_QoS; R-10_CONF; R11_CONF; R-13_CONF; R3_O; R-8_DM

6

R-3_CONF; R-1_O; R-2_O;
R-3_O

Ancillary
Services
Market
Platform
Ancillary
Services
Market
Platform

Energy
Services
Platform

Energy
Services
Platform
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Scenario name:
Step Event
No.

2.13

InteGrid

flexibility
Energy
Services
Platform sends
set-points

Scenario
No. 2 - Participation in Ancillary Services market
Name of
Description of process/ Service
Information
process/
activity
producer
activity
(actor)
Energy Services
Platform sends
set-points

The Energy Services
Platform sends the control
set-points to its customers’
HEMS/BMS, in order to
comply with the accepted
bids

GA 731218

REPORT

Energy
Services
Platform

Information
receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

HEMS

8

R_TRANS; R-1_QoS; R6_CONF; R-4_DM
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5 Information exchanged
Information
exchanged
(ID)
1

Name of information

2

Intraday market
participation decision

3

Flexibility activation
decision

4

Intraday bids

5
6

Proposed
flexibility
plan
Intraday accepted bids

7

Accounted flexibility

8

Set-points

9

Flexibility demand

10

Probabilistic forecasts
of reserve prices

11

Boolean decision #2

12

Proposed
ancillary
services
market
flexibility plan

13

Probabilistic forecasts
of intraday prices

Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged
Highly accurate intraday price
forecasts for the all the hours of the
respective
intraday
session
(€/MWh)
Do not perform any action (0);
participate in intraday market (1) or
use
consumers’
aggregated
flexibility (2)
Use flexibility for portfolio internal
balancing (0); use flexibility for
providing RR (1); use flexibility for
portfolio internal balancing and
providing RR (2)
Bid for each hour of the intraday
market session (+MWh or -MWh)
Proposed
flexibility
value,
aggregated per grid node (MW-h)
Accepted bids (+or -MWh), and
respective price (€/MWh), in the
intraday market, for each hour.
Accumulated value of individual
provided flexibility (€/MW-h)
Control set-points


Requirement, R-IDs

R-7_CONF; R-5_DM

R_TRANS; R-8_CONF; R7_DM

R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R8_CONF; R-1_O; R-2_O;
R-3_O; R-7_DM
R-3_CONF; R-1_O; R-3_O
R_TRANS; R-1_QoS; R6_CONF; R-4_DM

TSO’s demanded flexibility
(MWh)

Time horizon
Highly accurate, and countryspecific, reserve price forecasts of a
certain ancillary services market
operating period (€/MWh and
reserve direction for each period)
Provide (1), or not (0), ancillary
services
Proposed
flexibility
value,
aggregated per grid node (MW-h)

R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R3_QoS; R-3_DM

Evaluated
ancillary
services flexibility plan

Evaluated
flexibility
value,
aggregated per grid node (MW-h)

R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R1_QoS;
R-3_QoS;
R4_QoS; R-2_DM; R-3_DM

14

Ancillary services bids

Flexibility bid for each hour of the
ancillary services market operating
session (MW-h)

15

Ancillary
services
accepted bids

Accepted
bids
(MW-h),
and
respective price (€/MW-h and
€/MWh), in the ancillary services
market

R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R10_CONF; R-11_CONF;
R-12_CONF; R-13_CONF;
R-14_CONF; R-8_DM
R_TRANS; R-3_CONF; R1_QoS; R-10_CONF; R11_CONF; R-13_CONF;
R-3_O

InteGrid

GA 731218

R-9_CONF; R-6_DM

R_TRANS; R-3_QoS; R2_DM; R-3_DM
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6 Requirements
Categories
ID
1

Requirements
Category name for requirements
Configuration (CONF)

2

Quality of Service (QoS)

3

Security (SEC)

4

Data Management (DM)

5

Other constraints (O)

InteGrid

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned
communication configurations that are
relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of
devices and/or systems, expected growth of
the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the
user’s point of view. In some cases, only one
of the possible choices is reasonable, while
for other situations, more than one choice is
reasonable.
Address availability of the system, such as
acceptable downtime, recovery, backup,
rollback, etc. Quality of Services issues also
address accuracy and precision of data, the
frequency of data exchanges, and the
necessary flexibility for future changes.
Assess how different security measures
applied to different items can potentially
interact and either leave security holes or
make user interfaces very laborious and
possibly unworkable. Security must not only
protect against the very harmful but quite rare
deliberate attacks, but also against the far
more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and
errors. At the same time, it is necessary to try
to identify the requirements and the concerns
for implementing security measures.
Covers both the management of the data
exchanges in each Use Case step and the
management of data at either end if that
management is impacted by data exchanges.
An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and ongoing maintenance of what data needs to be
exchanged, say between a Geographic
Information System and the many different
applications that use its data. An example of
the second type of data management is the
need to backup data or ensure consistency of
data whenever it is exchanged, such as if
new protection settings are issued to multiple
field devices, these settings need to be
reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but
should concentrate on the user requirements
for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications.
Constraints and issues (non-functional) not
captured in the previous characteristics may
be political, legal, financial, or just very
specific to a particular step. For instance, one

GA 731218
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Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

step may involve data received from another
utility that requires special handling: format
conversions or manual intervention. This is a
catch-all for such special issues.
Requirement description

R-1_CONF
R-2_CONF

Communication configuration
Communication media

WAN, dedicated channel
Wireless, cable

R-3_CONF

Operation mode of Information Producer

Automatic

R-4_CONF

Data model between two systems

R-5_CONF

Communication
systems

R-6_CONF

Communication between Energy Services
Platform and HEMS/BMS

R-7_CONF

Intraday market prices forecast data

R-8_CONF

Intraday market bid resolution

From HEMS/BMS to Energy Services
Platform, shall enable:

Format
for
intraday
market
operation;

Format for ancillary services market
operation
From Energy Services Platform to gm-hub,
shall enable:

Format to post intraday and ancillary
services proposal to traffic-light
system.
Application layer protocols are new
equipment’s dependent, so they will be
defined later.
Case different (SGAM) domains are involved,
web service should be used
The flexibility information produced in each
HEMS/BMS shall be uploaded to the Energy
Services Platform.
If the Flexibility Operator does not have its
customer’s consumption baseline (t; kWh), it
should ask for customer’s consent to get this
data
Intraday market prices forecasts must be
available before gate opening of each
intraday market session
Each bid has an hourly resolution

R-9_CONF

Reserve market prices forecast data

R-10_CONF

Replacement reserve bid activation

R-11_CONF

Replacement reserve bid duration

R-12_CONF

Replacement reserve bid submission

InteGrid

protocol

between

GA 731218

two

Reserve market prices forecasts must be
available before deadline for bid submission
of day-ahead balancing market session
The individual flexibilities can be delivered
within 15 minutes, complying with the
aggregated offer presented in the balancing
market. They must be capable to
communicate to the Energy Services Platform
the flexibility activation status at a constant
refresh rate, or timeout error will occur
Each aggregated flexibility offer can be
maintained, at least, for two consecutive
hours. The individual flexibilities must be
capable to communicate to the Energy
Services Platform the flexibility delivery status
at a constant refresh rate, or timeout error will
occur
Each bid is submitted until 8 pm for each dayahead programmed session
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R-13_CONF

Replacement reserve bid resolution

Each bid has an hourly resolution

R-14_CONF

Replacement reserve bid update

R-1_QoS

Acknowledge timeout

Each replacement reserve bid is updated
after each intraday market session until 50
minutes before the gate opening of the
respective intraday market session
1 minute

R-2_QoS

Availability of information flows

99.9% + availability

R-3_QoS

Update rate of information exchanged

Upon modification

R-4_QoS

Update rate of evaluated flexibility reporting

R-1_SEC

Eavesdropping

R-1_DM

Correctness of source data

The evaluated flexibility plan must be
reported to the Energy Services Platform
before the deadline for ancillary services
market bid submission
Ensuring confidentiality, avoiding illegitimate
use of data, and preventing unauthorized
reading of data, is crucial.
 VPN channel should be used between
machines in the same (SGAM) domain
 Web services should run over Secure
Socket Layer (SSL)
 File sharing between two machines should
occur over FTPS or in pre-agreed
encrypted format (file format; private key)
Source data is always correct

R-2_DM

Flexibility data format

R-3_DM

Up-to-date management

R-4_DM
R-5_DM

Control set-points sent to HEMS/BMS data
format
Intraday market prices forecast data format

R-6_DM

Reserve market prices forecast data format

R-7_DM

Intraday market bid format

R-8_DM

Reserve market bid format

R-1_O

Consumer’s penalty for non-delivery

R-2_O

Flexibility Operator’s penalty for non-delivery

R-3_O

Transactions’ currency

Will be defined later. It will be standardized in
order to comply with all types of HEMS/BMS
Received data must be up-to-date within
seconds of source data changing
(HH:mm – HH:mm; MWh) and (HH:mm –
HH:mm; MW)
(h; €/MWh)
(h; €/MW; +/-), where:

+: upward reserve

-: downward reserve
(h; €/MWh; MWh)
(h; €/MWh; +/- MWh) and (h; €/MW; +/- MW),
where:

+: upward reserve

-: downward reserve
The amount to be paid by the consumer, case
it does not provide the agreed flexibility, must
be dealt in the agreement between customer
and Flexibility Operator
The amount to be paid by the Flexibility
Operator, case it does not provide the
flexibility contracted by the TSO, must be
specified by the latter
All transactions are performed in euros, with
two decimal places, rounding to the nearest
cent

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
DSO
FTPS
Gm-hub

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Distribution System Operator
File Transfer Protocol Secure
Grid and Market Hub
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HEMS
LV
NRA
PUC
RES
RR
SGAM
SSL
TSO

InteGrid

Home Energy Management System
Low Voltage
National Regulatory Authority
Primary Use Case
Renewable Energy Source
Replacement Reserve
Smart Grid Architecture Model
Secure Sockets Layer
Transmission System Operator
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PUC01.11 – Engage consumers in comfort-oriented demand side management
in smart homes
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC01.11
Energy Services

Name of Use Case
Engage Consumers in Comfort-Oriented
Management in Smart Homes

Demand

Side

1.2 Version management
Version Management
Changes

Version
No.
0.1

Date
20.07.2017

Name of
Author(s)
KTH

0.2
0.3
0.4

22.08.2017
06.09.2017
15.09.2017

KTH
KTH
KTH

0.5
0.6
0.7

20.09.2017
11/11/2017
25/11/17

KTH
INESC TEC
KTH

Setup of template based on INESC TEC’s
instructions
Added text descriptions
Added sequence diagram
Added use case diagram. Added “Tools or functions included in this step” boxes to the Complete
description in 1.4.
Corrections from INESC TEC review
Changes performed by INESC TEC
Major revision based on scope dialogue with
INESC TEC

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case
The scope of this PUC is limited to feedback-based intervention strategies as a part of
residential demand-side management (primarily the residential LV network).
The grid side exchanges of information among Flexibility and Balancing Market Operators
are out of scope.

Scope

This Use Case assumes that
the TSO and/or DSO can transmit a forecasting signal based on planned generation
mix at the grid level
the residential homes have sub-metering or smart meters and actuators
there is a legal framework to grant permission by residents that the Retailer is
allowed to transmit information on their residential energy use.
Compared to HLUC09 (in particular PUC01.9), this PUC is characterized by a higher level of
automation and monitoring at the residential level and the application of non-economic
(environmental) signals to induce automatic demand-side adjustments. Moreover, instead of
the HEMS concept, this PUC explores the “away from home button”.


Objective(s)
Related
business
case(s)

To influence residential attitudes, interactions, and behaviours related to energy by
relying on the added comfort provided by a smart home.

To increase demand flexibility.

To reduce overall electricity use.
HLUC 11 – Engage Consumers in Demand Side Management Programs
HLUC 09 – Home Energy Management
PUC 9-1 – Collect Data and Schedule Optimization

1.4 Narrative of use case

InteGrid
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Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This PUC describes the data flows and computations related to the smart living concept, which is a
smart home equipped with sub-metering, smart appliances, and actuators, intended to raise
consumer/prosumer engagement. The retailer provides a feedback mech anism in a smart home that
provides added comfort to its tenants, and thereby has a better opportunity to increase residential
awareness and engagement in demand side management programs.
The following general steps are considered:
7.

Based on the forecasted generation mix at the transmission and/or distribution a environmental
forecasting signal is created. A economic signal based on the retailer costs in the wholesale
market, can be combined with the environmental signal.
8. Residential homes are deployed with sub-meters and actuators in smart appliances and lights.
9. The feedback is visualized in an in-home-display.
10. The user interacts with feedback mechanism for comfort and / or energy -related purposes.
11. Through these interactions, the home customer receives feedback that supports him/her to
become more cognizant of his/her household’s energy use, and his/her potential cost savings,
and/or their potential contribution to environmental impacts
The Home Customer can then react by manually reducing / shifting his/her energy use and see how that
changes the household level energy use, or by using home automation such as an “away from home
button” or setting clothes washer to the optimal time based on the forecasting signals.
Complete description

1. Collect and Summarize Current State Data
The HEMS receives data updates from all devices, meters, smart plugs, smart appliances, EV, PV, and
water meters, and thermostats and computes this into real-time, historical, and normative KPI’s. The
HEMS also gets characteristics of the devices connected to the smart plugs, and labels them based on
user input.

2. User is provided with incentives
User is provided with two types of incentives for energy consumption behavioral change:
a)

Feedback on energy consumption, including electricity, heating, and hot tap water. Feedback is
provided in several forms
1) real-time feedback, i.e. current consumption on the start-page dashboard of the HEMS
display,
2) historical comparison, i.e. previous consumption where the user can switch between
different views, showing previous hourly/daily/weekly/monthly consumption, respectively,
and
3) normative comparison, i.e. showing the current average consumption of all programparticipating households.

b) Price or environmental forecast signal on HEMS (showing the price or environmental impact of
the next 24 hours, where the environmental signal is based on the price signal, showing the same
curve but expressed in terms of ‘high’ or ‘low’ environmental impact instead of SEK/kWh). It
retrieves information from the TSO and the local grid about the hourly prices for the next day (24h
ahead). This information needs to be made available in advance to allow the HEMS to compute the
optimal scheduling of appliances considering the preferences on price and environmental impacts
from the user.

InteGrid
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3. User is provided with flexibility features
User is provided with a number of flexibility features for increased comfort and to support energyreducing behavioral change:
a) Scheduling function for washing machine and EV-charging on HEMS: Starting washing/charging
session within a user-defined time period when the price/environmental impact is as lowest
b) Smart plugs to be connected to optional appliances to be managed via HEMS: Switching on and
off smart plug-connected appliances
c) Away-button: Switching off all lightning and appliances connected to smart plugs
d) Eco Away-button: Switching off all lightning, appliances connected to smart plugs, and lowering
the indoor temperature with 3 degrees
e) Lighting control for each room on HEMS: Switching on/off/dimming
f) Temperature settings for each room on HEMS: Defining indoor temperature for each room
4. User actively respond to the provided incentives:
Based on the incentives, feedback signals, available features, and personal preferences, the user can
make the following choices:
a) Increasing demand flexibility by scheduling their washing machine: Defining when the washing
session has to be done by latest -> HEMS computes the slot of lowest price/environmental impact
within the defined period and start the machine accordingly
b) Increasing demand flexibility by scheduling their EV-charging: Defining when the charging has to
be done by latest -> HEMS computes the slot of lowest price/environmental impact within the
defined period and start the charging accordingly
c) Reducing electricity use by turning off smart plugs via interface
d) Reducing electricity use by using the Away-button via interface
e) Reducing electricity and heating use by using the Eco Away-button via interface
f) Reducing electricity use by switching off lightning via interface
g) Reducing heating use by lowering indoor temperature via interface
h) Reducing electricity use manually
i) Reducing hot tap water use manually
5. The schedules are computed
Based on the user’s choices, a schedule is computed through optimization algorithms using MultiInteger-Linear-Programming (MILP), Dynamic Programming, and Minimum Cut Algorithm (MCA), to
solve the scheduling problem based on rules provided by boundary conditions given by user
preferences. Thereby it can make an optimal schedule for all the connected smart appliances regarding
the dynamic prices or environmental impact.
6. Grid side flexibility is forecasted
The combination of the states of the devices, and the forecasting signals/incentives, and the planned
schedules, are used as input by a remote demand response flexibility management system (DRMS) to
determine grid side flexibility forecast for the following day.
7. The User Receives Feedback on Updated State
The user is provided feedback with updated states on historical and normative consumption use metrics.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)

ID

InteGrid

Name

Description

GA 731218
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1

Peak Load
Reduction

2

Energy use
reduction
Monthly
Interactions
Selfawareness
of household
energy use

3
4

5
6

Price
awareness
Environment
al awareness

reflects the impact of the Use Case on
the peak load of the network (therefore
DSO gains flexibility in operation and
network planning)
Changes (relative and absolute) in
energy consumption levels
Interaction
with
the
feedback
mechanism
Prosumers that are aware of their own
households’ energy use

“increase demand flexibility”

Prosumer awareness of cost savings
related to changes in electricity use
Prosumer awareness of the relationship
between their electricity use and
climate change

“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”
“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”

“reduce overall electricity use”
“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”
“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Assuming that price and environmental signal are available

Assuming deployment of all smart home-related technologies

Assuming that enough households respond to surveys and allow data access

Tenants can set the room temperature for each room individually.
Prerequisites

Assuming access to smart meters, actuators and smart plugs

Existing data communication channels (via API’s and web-service of demand side management
server)

Assuming existing communication channels to end-users (to recruit/onboard)


The smart homes are controlled with the aid of a demand side management server. It is a tablet that
displays exactly how much energy is being used and that helps control the home. For example,
consumers can ensure that the lights are switched off and the temperature is reduced when there is
no-one at home; or that the car is charged and the laundry is washed at times when electricity is
cleanest and cheapest.

A dashboard for visualization of solar power production should be available for the prosumer.

InteGrid
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1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases

To other EU-projects
Project, Use Case, Use
Case ID

Grid4EU – Customer
Engagement
(Display)
Grid4EU – DEMO3 –
UC_NG_004
Encourage resident to
adopt smarter
habits
according
to
network state
(DR
Manual
Engagement)
Grid4EU – DEMO3 –
UC_NG_002
Reduce power demand
(DR Automation)
Flexiciency, WP5_4, To
provide consumers with
custom feedback
NobelGrid
D11.1,
EMA
App,
Functionalities
specification and design
InteGrid,
PUC
1,
Comfort Oriented DR
InteGrid, PUC 2, Socially
Oriented DR

Manual
Flexibility

Historic
Feedback

Normative
Feedback

Social
Network
on three
levels

Neighbourhood
level
social
network
for
other everyday
user needs

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

(Yes) – Claims
“Peer
Comparison”
only in short
description

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC)
Prioritisation
High level of priority. This use case will be demonstrated in the project demonstration activities.
Generic, regional or national relation

InteGrid
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Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical/System use case
Further keywords for classification
Flexibility, forecast, energy management, optimization, prosumer, storage, tariffs.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

InteGrid
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
PUC 11-1: Engage Consumers in Comfort-Oriented Demand Side Management in Smart Homes – Use Case Diagram

PUC 11-1: Engage Consumers in Comfort-Oriented Demand Side Management in Smart Homes – Sequence Diagram

InteGrid
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actors
Actor Name

Actor Type

Actor Description

User

Residential end-user that is a prosumer by providing grid flexibility and PV energy

Interface

Device

The interface is a device that is part of a Home Energy Management System (HEMS) that allows the user of
the energy manager to retrieve relevant information and allow the prosumer to input of the necessary
information regarding preferences of energy use as well as the configuration of devices and systems
available to be managed and control. Part of this functionality is also available via apps on phones and
tablets.

Home energy management
system (HEMS)
Price and environmental DSO
forecasting system

System

Electric Vehicle

Device

Photovoltaic System

System

User

System

Smart washing machine

Device

Smart drying machine

Device

Smart Meters

Device

InteGrid

The Home Energy Management System monitors devices and systems of a home. It processing forecasting
signals and historical demand, and runs algorithms to find the best schedule to reduce peak loads.
Price and environmental forecasting signals for smarter home automation, controlled through the DSMS, will
be implemented in order to demonstrate their grid efficacy and load shifting-related consequences
A vehicle with an electric drive (as only drive or in combination with a fuel engine) and a battery which can
be charged at a charging station.
A roof-top photovoltaic installation with a smart meter.
A smart washing machine has the capability to act in response to a signal from the grid and thereby optimize
its behaviour towards the energy supply network. The signal can be received from a utility or a third-party
energy service provider directly or via a home energy management system. The signal can be information
like the cost of energy or the amount of available renewable energy, or it can be a Demand Respond signal
(delay load signal or other related information) that the appliance must receive, interpret and react upon
based on pre-set or active consumer input. The smart appliance is not guaranteed to respond, but will do so
based on its status and user settings in order to ensure the expected performance. The user has the
ultimate control of the appliance and can override any specific mode (e.g. override a delay to allow
immediate operation, limit delays to no more than a certain number of hours, or maintain a set room
temperature).
A drying machine has the capability to act in response to a signal from the grid and thereby optimize its
behaviour towards the energy supply network.
The Smart Meter is a combination of the following meter-related functions from the Smart Metering
reference architecture: Metrology functions including the conventional meter display (register or index) that
are under legal metrological control. When under metrological control, these functions shall meet the

GA 731218
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essential requirements of the MID; One or more additional functions not covered by the MID. These may
also make use of the display; Meter communication functions
Smart Plugs

Device

Smart plugs act as smart meters that are connected to outlets in the home and allow for

Room Lighting Control
Room Thermostat Control
Away Button

Device
Device
System

Eco Away Button

System

Controls for switching lighting on/off/dimming by room
Controls for setting thermostat set temperature by room
Signal that is sent to the HEMS to switch off all lightning and appliances connected to smart plugs
Signal that is sent to the HEMS to switch off all lightning and appliances connected to smart plugs, and
lowering the indoor temperature with 3 degrees

Demand Side Management
System - DSMS

System

Grid side system that computes the capacity and when to utilize residential flexibility

3.2 References
References
Impact on use case

No.

References Type

Reference

Status

1

Standard

IEC 62559-2 Use
Case Methodology

Published

Definition
of
presented template

3

Legal

EDPR

Approved, enforced
May 25th 2018

Limitations
to
data
access and management

4

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid Actors

Approved

Provision of possible
actors and roles

INESC TEC

5

Spreadsheet
Document
Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
reference list
InteGrid
functional
requirements

KPI

Approved

AIT

non-

Approved

Provision of KPIs to be
included
Provision of alreadywritten
non-functional
requirements

6

Originator /
organisation
the

International
Electrotechnical
Commission
EU

INESC TEC

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.

InteGrid

Scenario
name

Scenario description

Primary
actor

GA 731218
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event

Precondition

Postcondition
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1

Collect
Data
&
Schedule
Optimizatio
n

Energy Manager computes
the flexibility index and
reports it to the service
provider that exploits it.
Collection of data about
domestic
electricity
consumption, as well as
user’s requirements and
preferences.
Energy
Manager
perform
optimization and creates
optimized schedule and
flexibility for the next day

Energy
Manager

Data
gathering

All technical
requirements
can be
fulfilled All
data fulfil the
minimum
requirement

[optional]: A
quantifiable
flexibility
index is
produced.
An
optimization
schedule is
produced

4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
Ste
Event
p
No.

2

3

4

InteGrid

No. 1 - Collect Data and Schedule Optimization
Name of
Description of process/ activity
process/
activity

Service

Get device
data

Get device
data

The HEMS receives data updates from all
devices, meters, smart appliances, EV,
PV, and water meters, and thermostats

GET

Get smart
plug data

Get smart pug
data

The HEMS also gets characteristics of the
devices connected to the smart plugs, and
labels them based on user input.

GET

Get
Forecasting
Signal
Compute
key
performance

Get
forecasting
signal
Compute key
performance
indicators

The HEMS receives from the DSO or
Retailer, the forecast signal electricity cost
or electricity environmental impact
HEMS computes current, historical, and
normative metrics of consumption data
and computes resulting key performance

GET

GA 731218

EXECUTE

Informatio
n
producer
(actor)
Lights,
appliances,
thermostat
s, EV, PV

Informatio
n receiver
(actor)

Smart
plugs

HEMS

DSMS,
TSO, DSO

HEMS

HEMS

HEMS
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Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

HEMS
ACC-1, ACC-2,
MD-1, EV-1,
EV-2, PV-1

ACC-1, ACC-2

Requirement, R-IDs

PC-2, PC-3, PC-4, PC5, PC-6, PC-8, PC-9,
DM-1, DM-2, MD-1,
MD-2, MD-3, MD-4,
MD-5, SEC-3, EXT-3
PC-2, PC-3, PC-4, PC5, PC-6, DM-1, DM-2,
MD-1, MD-2, MD-3,
MD-4, MD-5, SEC-3

SP-3, SP-4

EXT-2, EXT-4, SEC-3

ACC-1, ACC-2,
MD-1, EV-1,
EV-2, PV-1

PC-2, PC-3, PC-4, PC5, PC-6, PC-8, PC-9,
DM-1, DM-2, MD-1,
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Scenario
Scenario name :
Ste
Event
p
indicators
No.

No. 1 - Collect Data and Schedule Optimization
Name of
Description of process/ activity
process/
indicators, as well forecast signal
activity

5

1

6

7

InteGrid

Feedback

User
responds:
manual

User
responds:
set
scheduling

Energy use
reduction

User
schedules
appliances,
and EVcharging

Service

User is provided with feedback on
a) energy consumption in real-time,
historical, and normative
b) price or environmental incentives
to reduce loads in the following
24 hours

REPORT

User reacts by reducing energy use in
peak hours designated in the HEMS
interface by:
a) Reducing electricity use by turning off
smart plugs via interface
b) Reducing electricity use by using the
Away-button via interface
c) Reducing electricity and heating use by
using the Eco Away-button via interface
d) Reducing electricity use by switching off
lightning via interface
e) Reducing heating use by lowering
indoor temperature via interface
g) Reducing electricity use manually
h) Reducing hot tap water use manually
User responds by:
a) Increasing demand flexibility by
scheduling
their
washing
machine:
Defining when the washing session has to
be done by latest -> HEMS computes the
slot of lowest price/environmental impact
within the defined period and start the
machine accordingly
b) Increasing demand flexibility by

EXECUTE

GA 731218
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Informatio
n
producer
(actor)
HEMS

USER

USER
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Informatio
n receiver
(actor)
Interface,
User

Information

Requirement, R-IDs
MD-2, MD-3, MD-4,
MD-5, SEC-3, EXT-3

GUI-1, DB-1,
DB-2, ACC-1,
ACC-2, MD-1,
EV-1, EV-2,
PV-1

PC-1, PC-2, PC-3, PC4, PC-5, PC-6, PC-7,
PC-8, PC-9, EXT-3,
DM-1, DM-2, MD-1,
MD-2, MD-3, MD-4,
MD-5, SEC-1, SEC-2,
SEC-3, SEC-4

MD-1

MD-1, MD-2, MD-3,
MD-4, MD-5, DM-2,
SEC-3

GUI-1, SP-3,
SP-4, EMP-1,
EMP-2, EMP-3

EXT-1, EXT-2, EXT-3,
EXT-4, PC-1, PC-2,
PC-3, PC-4, PC-5, PC6, PC-7, PC-8, SEC1, SEC-2, SEC-3,
SEC-4 MD-1, MD-2,
MD-3, DM-1, QoS-1,
QoS-2

HEMS

HEMS
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Scenario
Scenario name :
Ste
Event
p
No.

No. 1 - Collect Data and Schedule Optimization
Name of
Description of process/ activity
process/
scheduling their EV-charging: Defining
activity
when the charging has to be done by latest
-> HEMS computes the slot of lowest
price/environmental impact within the
defined period and start the charging
accordingly

8

Validation of
input data

9

10

11

InteGrid

Validate
input data

Service

Informatio
n
producer
(actor)

Informatio
n receiver
(actor)

The Energy Manager validates all of the
necessary input data prior to the energy
optimization procedure and may request
further/missing information.

EXECUTE

EM

EM

Compute
optimized
schedule

Compute
optimized
schedule

The Energy Manager computes the
optimal scheduling of appliances for the
next day/hours

EXECUTE

Grid side
flexibility is
forecasted

Grid side
flexibility

The combination of the states of the
devices,
and
the
forecasting
signals/incentives, and the planned
schedules, are used as input by a remote
demand response flexibility management
system (DRMS) to determine grid side
flexibility forecast for the following day.

EXECUTE

User is provided with feedback on energy
consumption in real-time, historical, and
normative that reflects their choices to
reduce energy use and compare with the
previous time cycles, and neighbors

REPORT

Updated
feedback

User is
provided with
the updated
state

GA 731218
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Information

Requirement, R-IDs

--

DM-5

ACC-1, ACC-2,
MD-1, EV-1,
EV-2, PV-1,
EMP-1, EMP-2,
EMP-3, MD-1,

EXT-1, EXT-2, EXT-3,
EXT-4, PC-1, PC-2,
PC-3, PC-4, PC-5, PC6, SEC-1, MD-1, MD2, MD-3, MD-4, MD-5,
DM-1, SEC-3, QoS-1,
QoS-2

SP-1, SP-2,
SP-3, SP-4

EXT-1, EXT-2, EXT-3,
EXT-4, PC-1, PC-2,
PC-3, PC-4, PC-5, PC6, SEC-1, MD-1, MD2, MD-3, SEC-3

GUI-1, DB-1,
DB-2, ACC-1,
ACC-2, MD-1,
EV-1, EV-2,
PV-1

PC-1, PC-2, PC-3, PC4, PC-5, PC-6, PC-7,
PC-8, PC-9, EXT-3,
DM-1, DM-2, MD-1,
MD-2, MD-3, MD-4,
MD-5, SEC-1, SEC-2,

EM

DSMS

Interface,
User
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Scenario
Scenario name :
Ste
Event
p
No.

InteGrid

No. 1 - Collect Data and Schedule Optimization
Name of
Description of process/ activity
process/
activity
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Service

Informatio
n
producer
(actor)
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Informatio
n receiver
(actor)

Information

Requirement, R-IDs
SEC-3, SEC-4
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5 Information exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)

SP-1

SP-2

SP-3
SP-4

EMP-1

Name of information

Service Provider:
Flexibility parameters

Service
Provider:
Flexibility index
Service Provider: Price
Data for Consumption
Service
Provider:
Environmental Data for
Consumption
Energy
Management
Parameters: Energy use
settings for controllable
devices

Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Parameters used by the DSMS to
calculate grid side flexibility
Flexibility DSMS according to the
parameters
of
SP-1,
the
characteristics of the load and
generation
available
and
the
preferences from the end-user
Data containing the price components
for the electric energy consumption.
Data
containing
the
emission
components
for
the
electric
environmental impact
Settings regarding the energy use of
devices (e.g. appliances)

EMP-2

Energy
Management
Parameters:
Optimization settings

Settings regarding the optimization
preferences use in the computation of
the optimal schedule of loads

EMP-3

Energy
results

Optimal schedule

management

Appliance and Smart
Plug Characteristics and
Configurations: Nominal
Power, Operating Time,
Type.
Appliance and Smart
Plug Characteristics and
Configurations: state of
operation.

Requirement, R-IDs

EXT-1, EXT-2, EXT-3,
EXT-4, PC-1, PC-2, PC3, PC-4, PC-5, PC-6,
SEC-1, MD-1, MD-2,
MD-3, SEC-3
EXT-1, EXT-2, EXT-3,
EXT-4, PC-1, PC-2, PC3, PC-4, PC-5, PC-6,
SEC-1, MD-1, MD-2,
MD-3, SEC-3
EXT-2, SEC-3
EXT-4, SEC-3

DM-1, SEC-1, SEC-2,
SEC-3
EXT-1, EXT-2, EXT-3,
EXT-4, PC-1, PC-2, PC3, PC-4, PC-5, PC-6,
SEC-1, MD-1, MD-2,
MD-3, SEC-3
EXT-1, EXT-2, EXT-3,
EXT-4, PC-1, PC-2, PC3, PC-4, PC-5, PC-6,
SEC-1, MD-1, MD-2,
MD-3, SEC-3, QoS-1,
QoS-2

Nominal power, operating time and
type of each appliance connected to
the Energy Manager (part of the
HEMS).

PC-2, PC-3, PC-4, PC-5,
PC-6, DM-1, SEC-3

State of operation of each controllable
appliance.

MD-1, MD-2, MD-3, MD4, MD-5, DM-2, SEC-3

EV-2

Appliance
Characteristics
and
Configurations: state of
charge

State of EV charge

DM-3, SEC-3

PV-1

PV
generation
characteristics

PV Generation

EXT-3, DM-1, SEC-3

GUI-1

User
Parameters

Configuration parameters set by the
prosumer regarding the configuration
of the interface.

PC-1, PC-2, PC-5, PC-7,
PC-8, DM-1, SEC-1,
SEC-2, SEC-3, SEC-4

ACC-1

ACC-2

InteGrid

Interface
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DB-1

Database query for user
preferences

Query to the database to retrieve user
preferences data

DM-1, DM-4, SEC-1,
SEC-2, SEC-3

DB-2

Database query
device settings

DM-3, DM-4, DM-5,
SEC-1, SEC-2, SEC-3

MD-1

Meter Data

Query to the database to retrieve
device settings data
Metering data retrieved from building
central meter (smart meter or electric
panel meter), distributed meters
(electric panel meters, smart plugs) or
from smart appliances directly.

6 Requirements
Requirements
Categories
Category name for
ID
requirements
EXT
External Data

PC

Preferences and
Configurations

DM

Data Management

MD

Meter Data

QoS

Quality of Service

SEC

Security

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement name

EXT-1

EXT-2

EXT-3
EXT-4

PC-1

PC-2
PC-3

InteGrid

for

MD-1, MD-2, MD-3, MD4, MD-5, DM-2, SEC-3

Category description
Requirements for the data that the HEMS can receive from the service
provider that will potentially influence the optimization strategy and
consequently the behaviour of users
Requirements associated with the information that needs to be
inserted by the user into or inferred by the HEMS regarding the
preferences and configuration of the system and related devices.
Requirements associated to the data maintenance handling,
verification and storage.
Requirements for the data that needs to be collected for the operation
of the HEMS
Address availability of the system, such as acceptable downtime,
recovery, backup, rollback, etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and
precision of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirements for ensuring cyber security in all data exchanges made
locally in the home area network (HAN) or with an external network of
a service provider and the respective authentication, cyphering and
anonymization schemes.
Requirement description

Flexibility
parameters
calculation

Access to the parameters that allow the local computation of flexibility
so that information can be safe exchanged with the service provider

Tariffs information

Receive, on a regular basis, information related with the energy prices
(for multiple periods)
for consumption and production. All other
relevant information related to the energy cost should be accessible by
the HEMS, like contracted power.

PV generation
information
Environmental
information
User preference for
load balancing –
environmental or
price.
White goods and
smart plugs
preferences
White goods and
smart plugs nominal

Receive data of building PV generation of max 15 minute interval.
Receive, on a regular basis, information related with the environmental
load on consumption and production.
A user input to decide whether to optimize based on environmental or
price signals.
Get information from the user on preferences for when clothes should
be washed or dried by the latest.
Get information directly from the device or though the user, via the UI,
of the nominal power of the white goods.
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power
PC-4

Shiftable appliances
time of operation

PC-5

Thermal appliances
preferences

PC-6
PC-7
PC-8
PC-9
DM-1

DM-2

Thermal appliances
nominal power
User participation
availability
EV preferences
EV nominal power
Preferences and
configurations
storage
Optimal schedule
depending on price
or environmental
preference

DM-3

Real time status

DM-4

Data access

DM-5

Data validation

DM-6

Usage statistics

DM-7
MD-1
MD-2
MD-3

Alarms and
notifications
Global consumption
data
Device energy
consumption data
Smart plug
consumption data

MD-5

Room temperature
data
Hot water data

QoS-1

Optimization runtime

QoS-2

Optimal
improvement over
baseline

SEC-1

User roles

MD-4

SEC-2
SEC-3
SEC-4

InteGrid

Authenticated user
input
Data encoding and
encryption
Consent

Get information directly from the device or through the user, via the UI,
of the device time of operation. If the user is providing a value, an
estimate/approximate value can be used.
Get information from the user regarding the expected operation of the
controllable thermal devices. Ex: “heat pump” (water temperature,
number of baths, hour of bath.
Get information directly from the device or though the user, via the UI,
of the nominal power of the shiftable appliance.
Define the time of the day where the user interacts with the HEMS to
receive notifications or to provide specific data inputs
Get information about user preferences for charging
Get information about EV battery's nominal power.
Store the user preferences regarding the configuration of the HEMS
and well as the use of devices and system under its control in
database system.
Store in the local database, the optimal schedule of appliances and
systems for the following day depending on user choice of
environmental or price optimization.
Store locally the current status of operation of the different devices and
systems under control by the HEMS automation system.
Provide access to data.
Validate the data exchanged between the HEMS, devices and remote
systems (like the service provider energy platform). Protect all stored
data against errors and/or omissions.
Store usage statistics of the HEMS configuration and operation. This
includes the number of configurations made by the users of HEMS as
well as the number of accepted or rejected optimal schedules.
Rank and store several types of alarms and notifications pertaining the
status of different actions related with the HEMS operation.
Get metering data from similar apartments energy and power
consumption with a sample period of 15 minutes maximum.
Get metering data from the existing devices energy and power
consumption with a sample period of 15 minutes maximum.
Get metering data from the existing smart plugs (where legacy devices
are connected) energy and power consumption with a sample period
of 15 minutes maximum.
Get metering data from room thermometer with a sample period of 15
minutes maximum
Get hot water data from smart meter with a 15 min maximum period.
Ensure that the energy optimization procedure is carried out within a
specified time limit.
Ensure that the produced energy optimization schedule has lower
cost, lower environmental impact or both.
Set distinct roles for the user (general, administrator, etc) to allow the
protection of sensitive information.
Authenticate user via different sets of credentials (ex: user/password,
pin, etc.) when the user wants to change.
Encode the data exchanged between the HEMS and the service
provider platform via different secure keys, user password.
User provides consent for data management
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7 Common Terms and Definitions

Term
DR
HEMS
DSMS

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Demand Response
Home Energy Management System
Demand Side Management Server

HLUC
LV
UC
QoS

High Level Use Case
Low Voltage
Use Case
Quality of Service

InteGrid
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PUC02.11 – Engage consumers in demand side management programs utilizing
a social context
1 Description of the use case

1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC02.11
Energy Services

Name of Use Case
Engage Consumers in Demand Side Management Programs
Utilizing a Social Context

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
0.1

Date
20.07.2017

Name of
Author(s)
KTH

0.2
0.3
0.4

15.08.2017
06.09.2017
15.09.2017

KTH
KTH
KTH

0.5

05.10.2017

KTH

Version Management
Changes
Setup of template based on INESC TEC’s
instructions
Added text descriptions
Added sequence diagram
Added use case diagram. Added “Tools or
functions included in this step” boxes to the
Complete description in 1.4.
Corrections from INESC TEC review

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case
The scope of this PUC is limited to feedback-based intervention strategies as a part of
residential demand-side management (primarily the residential LV network).
The grid side exchanges of information among Flexibility and Balancing Market Operators
are out of scope.
This Use Case assumes that
the TSO or DSO can transmit a forecasting signal based on planned grid mix
the residential homes have sub-metering or smart meters
there is a legal framework to grant permission by residents that DSO, or Retailer, or
a third party sub-metering company can transmit information on their residential energy use.

Scope

Area of NTW Commercial Service
Metering
Customer Care
Area of NTW Development
Detailed final design of technical solution
Building of the technical solution
Area of NTW Operation
Short term Operational Planning (in days)
Network under study
LV (primary focus)
MV (may be applicable in some circumstances)
Market under study

InteGrid
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-

Day-Ahead Energy Market
Day-Ahead Balancing Market


Objective(s)
Related
business
case(s)

To influence residential attitudes, interactions, and behaviors related to energy by
relying on social influence

To increase demand flexibility

To reduce overall electricity use
HLUC 11 – Engage Consumers in Demand Side Management Programs
HLUC 09 – Home Energy Management
PUC 9-1 – Collect Data and Schedule Optimization

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
This Primary Use Case describes how the DSO and/or Retailer provide a feedback mechanism in a
social context that is inherently relevant to the households, and thereby has a better opportunity to
increases residential awareness and engagement in demand side management programs in order to:
- increase residential demand flexibility
- decrease residential energy use
The Primary Use Case includes the following general steps:






Based on data from TSO, DSO or Retailer a price and/or environmental forecasting signal is
created based on planned grid mix
Residential homes are deployed with sub-metered or have a smart meter managed by the DSO
or Retailer
The feedback is presented as a visualization in a local social network. This context is provided
in of two different ways to simplify local life and increase social interactions in the local
community
The home customer interacts with feedback mechanism for social and / or energy -related
purposes
Through these interactions, the home customer receives social feedback that supports him/her
to become more cognizant of his/her household’s energy use, and his/her potential cost
savings, and/or their potential contribution to environmental impacts

The Home Customer can then react by reducing / shifting his/her energy use and see how that changes
the household and neighborhood level energy use.
Complete description
1 Socially Oriented Feedback Mechanism

Deploying a Private Local Social Network
A local social network, with a GIS component, is deployed. The GIS component has tree layers: household,
building, community. The social network is primarily aimed at simplifying local life, by allowing neighbors to
securely interact, self-organize, exchange local information and recommendations that is not readily available
online, and exchange goods and services among each other. The service is designed with environmental
and social sustainability as the underlying objective.
Tools or functions included in this step
LocalLife social network
Verifying Households
To increase trust among neighbors, each neighbor has to become verified via one verification method. Once
verified, neighbors get full access to the network. These could include:

InteGrid
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-

BankID
SMS
Postcard
Energy Retailer / DSO customer account
Onboarding and Increased Residential User Retention

To increase network effects, neighbors are onboarded by invitations from other neighbors, and information
campaigns about the network in the intended neighborhood. To further increase network effects, user
retention is tracked to provide data on how to improve user experience and how to design and time
engagement mechanisms such as email reminders and notifications.
Residents Sign Contract for Access and Management of Smart Meter Data
For access and management of energy data, residents have to physically or digitally sign a contract that
gives permission to the DSO to grant access to a third party access and manage smart meter data. The
digital agreements, are managed by a service called eGreement.
Tools or functions included in this step
LocalLife social network
Authentication service
DSO Energy Management System

Energy Management Service and Widget Architecture
An energy management service is designed that maps users to household smart meters, and analyzes
household energy use, and aggregates to building energy use, and community energy use.
Tools or functions included in this step
Energy Management Service
Behavioral Demand Response
The energy management service from 1.5 provides comparative metrics historically and between buildings.
Based on forecasting signals, the energy service prompts neighborhoods to avoid peak load hours, and
nudges users continuously to help their neighborhood reaching the peak load reduction targets.
Tools or functions included in this step
Energy Management Service
LocalLife Social Network
Energy feedback widget interface
Quantifying Peak Load Reduction / Increased Flexibility
Based on base-line smart meter data, the peak load reduction is quantified per household, building, and
community.
Tools or functions included in this step
Energy Management Service
Surveys on Environmental Awareness, Local Trust, and Social Cohesion
Based on base-line survey data, the environmental awareness/attitudes, trust among neighbors,
neighborhood identity, and feeling of safety and assessed, and also analyzed to determine potential
correlations
Tools or functions included in this step
LocalLife Social Network
1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)

InteGrid
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ID

Name

Description

14

Peak Load
Reduction

84

Energy use
reduction
Monthly
Interactions
Selfawareness
of household
energy use

reflects the impact of the Use Case on
the peak load of the network (therefore
DSO gains flexibility in operation and
network planning)
Changes (relative and absolute) in
energy consumption levels
Interaction
with
the
feedback
mechanism
End-users that are aware of their own
households’ energy use

85
86

87
88

Price
awareness
Environment
al awareness

End-users’ awareness of cost savings
related to changes in electricity use
End-users’
awareness
of
the
relationship between their electricity
use and climate change

Reference to mentioned use case
objectives
“increase demand flexibility”

“reduce overall electricity use”
“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”
“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”

“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”
“Influencing attitudes, interaction, and
behaviors”

(*) The ID number is based on the project KPI reference list
1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions

Assuming that price and environmental signal are available

Assuming that the feedback mechanism is functioning and available to end-users in pilot areas

Assuming that enough households respond to surveys
Prerequisites

Assuming access to DSO’s energy data, or retailer’s smart meters, or stand -alone smart
meters

Existing data communication channels (via API’s)

Assuming existing communication channels to end-users (to recruit/onboard)

InteGrid
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1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases

Within InteGrid
- Provide data management and exchange between DSO and stakeholders
- Perform energy management to maximize self-consumption and self-sufficiency
- Aggregate and communicate multi-period behind-the-meter flexibility from LV prosumers
To other EU-projects
Project,
Use
Case, Use Case
ID

Grid4EU
Customer
Engagement
(Display)

Neighborhood
level
social
network
for
other
every
needs

Manual
Flexibility

Historic
Feedback

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

(Yes) –
Claims “Peer
Comparison”
only in short
description

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

–

Grid4EU – DEMO3
– UC_NG_004
Encourage resident
to adopt smarter
habits according to
network state
(DR
Manual
Engagement)
Grid4EU – DEMO3
– UC_NG_002
Reduce
power
demand
(DR
Automation)
Flexiciency,
WP5_4, To provide
consumers
with
custom feedback
NobelGrid
D11.1, EMA App,
Functionalities
specification
and
design
InteGrid, PUC 1,
Comfort Oriented

InteGrid

Normative
Feedback

Social
Network
on three
levels
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DR
InteGrid, PUC 2,
Socially Oriented
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
DR
Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC)
Prioritisation
High level of priority. This use case will be demonstrated in the project demonstration activities.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic
Nature of the use case
Technical/System use case
Further keywords for classification
Flexibility, forecast, energy management, optimization, prosumer, storage, tariffs.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks

InteGrid
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case
PUC 11-2: Engage Consumers in Demand Side Management Programs Utilizing a Social Context – Use
case diagram

PUC 11-2: Engage Consumers in Demand Side Management Programs Utilizing a Social Context –
Sequence Diagram

InteGrid
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors
Actors
Actor Name
Energy Feedback Widget
Interface
Energy Management
Service

Actor Type
System
System

Local Social Network

System

Authentication Service

System

DSO Energy Management
System

Device

Smart Meter

Device

InteGrid

Actor Description
A widget inside the social network providing collective
visual feedback
The Energy Manager (EM) is a system that monitors
devices and systems of a home. It processes forecasting
signals and historical demand, and runs algorithms to find
the best schedule to reduce peak loads.
A (Local Social Network) LSN that provides a secure way
for neighbors to connect and interact on everyday issues
surrounded to their building, neighbourhood and
surrounding areas. The LSN includes a energy feedback
widget interface that provides household and collective
feedback with practical tips on how to collectively reduce
peak loads.
A digital contract signing system through which tenants
authenticate and approve the use of their energy data by a
third party for the purposes of receiving energy services.
This enables DSO’s to send smart meter data.
The energy management and customer system on the
DSO side containing historical and current energy use by
customer ID and meter ID.
The Smart Meter is a combination of the following meterrelated functions from the Smart Metering reference
architecture:
Metrology
functions
including
the
conventional meter display (register or index) that are
under legal metrological control. When under metrological
control, these functions shall meet the essential
requirements of the MID; One or more additional functions
not covered by the MID. These may also make use of the
display; Meter communication functions
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3.2 References

No.
1

References
Type
Standard

Reference
IEC 62559-2
Use
Case
Methodology
EDIEL

References
Impact
on
use case
Published
Definition
of
the presented
template
Active, will be interoperability
replaced by
new
Scandinavian
protocol in
2020
Status

2

Energy data
protocol

3

Legal

EDPR

Approved,
enforced May
25th 2018

4

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid
Actors

Approved

5

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid KPI
reference list

Approved

6

Spreadsheet
Document

InteGrid nonfunctional
requirements

Approved

Limitations to
data
access
and
management
Provision
of
possible
actors
and
roles
Provision
of
KPIs to be
included
Provision
of
already-written
non-functional
requirements

Originator /
organisation
International
Electrotechnical
Commission
Nordpool

Link

EU

http://www.eugdpr.org

https://www.ediel.org
/Sider/default.aspx

INESC TEC

AIT

INESC TEC

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.
1

2

InteGrid

Scenario
name
Provide
Household
Feedback

Scenario description

Monitor
behavioral
change

HEMS detect a change in
behaviour
and
provide
relevant feedback

HEMS
authentication to
energy feedback

receive
provide

Primary
actor
HEMS

Triggering
event
Data request

HEMS

Change
energy
demand

GA 731218

in

Precondition
Collective
energy
feedback is
requested in
the
social
network
A behaviour
is changed

Postcondition
Energy
feedback is
generated

Custom
recommend
ations
are
provided
based
on
change
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario
name :
Provide Household
Feedback
Step Event
No.

No. 1 - Reference scenario

Name of
process/
activity

Description
activity

1

Get smart
meter data

Data transfer

DSO GET household energy
data from Smart Meter device
via GPRS and stores this in
the DSO Energy Management
System

GET Smart
Meter Data

2

Consent to
data
management

Consent

Local Social Network
EXECUTES requests
authentication from tenant and
Authentication Service GET
consent from household for
management of data, and
DSO GET signed digital
contract.

GET consent
to data
management

InteGrid

GA 731218

of

process/

Service

Informatio
n
producer
(actor)
Smart
Meter

Informatio
n receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

DSO
Energy
Manageme
nt System

MD-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RCONF.3, R-SEC.3, R-DM.1,
R-DM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5

Authenticat
ion Service

DSO
Energy
Manageme
nt System

CC-1
DB-1
DB-2

R-DM.6
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3

Residential
Energy Data
and
Forecasting
Signals is
received from
from DSO

Data transfer

HEMS GET energy data from
DSO Energy Management
System. HEMS get forecasting
signals on price and
environmental peaks by DSO.

GET energy
and
forecasting
data

DSO
Energy
Manageme
nt System

HEMS

SP-1
SP-3

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.1, R-SEC.2; R-DM.1;
R-DM.3, R-DM.4, R-DM.5

4

The Home
Energy
Management
System
(HEMS)
processes the
incoming data

Data
processing

EXECUTE calculations and
aggreggations of incoming
customer data, make
comparisons with already
existing data, create suitable
feedback and/or
recommended mitigation
actions for the customer.

EXECUTE
data
processing,
feedback
creation

HEMS

HEMS

SP-2
EMP-2
DB-1
MD-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.1, R-SEC.2; R-DM.1;
R-DM.3, R-DM.4, R-DM.5

5

The Home
Energy
Management
System
(HEMS)
estimates peer
comparisons
The Home
Energy
Management
System
(HEMS)
processes the
incoming data

Data
processing

GET peer
building/neighborhood peer
comparisons from the same
reporting period

GET data
transfer,
comparative
feedback
creation

HEMS

HEMS

DB-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RCONF.3, R-SEC.3, R-DM.1,
R-DM.2, R-DM.3

Data
processing

EXECUTE comparative
calculations and
aggreggations of incoming
normative data, make
comparisons with already
existing data, create suitable
feedback and/or
recommended mitigation
actions for the customer.

EXECUTE
data
processing,
feedback
creation

HEMS

HEMS

EMP-3

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.3, R-DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5

6

Send for visualization in a

InteGrid
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consumer-oriented interface

7

8

The Local
Social
Network
requests an
update of the
widget based
on active
users
The Energy
Feedback
Widget
Interface
provide
feedback to
the home
customer

Widget
updates

The Local Social Network GET
and update of the Energy
Feedback Widget Interface
based on current active users

GET update

Local
Social
Network

Energy
Feedback
Widget
Interface

GUI-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.1, R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.4, R-DM.5

Energy
feedback

REPORT the calculated
feedback sent to and
visualized in the Energy
Feedback Widget Interface

REPORT to
Energy
Feedback
Widget
Interface

HEMS

Energy
Feedback
Widget
Interface

GUI-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.1, R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.4, R-DM.5

Informatio
n
producer
(actor)

Informatio
n receiver
(actor)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement, R-IDs

Scenario
Scenario
name :
Monitor Behavioral
Change
Step Event
No.

InteGrid

No. 2 - Reference scenario

Name of
process/
activity

Description
activity

GA 731218

of

process/

Service
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1

Residential
Energy Data
and
Forecasting
Signals is
received from
from DSO

Data transfer

HEMS GET energy data from
DSO Energy Management
System. HEMS get forecasting
signals on price and
environmental peaks by DSO.

GET energy
and
forecasting
data

DSO
Energy
Manageme
nt System

HEMS

SP-1
SP-3
DB-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.1, R-SEC.2; R-DM.1;
R-DM.3, R-DM.4, R-DM.5,
R-DM.9

2

The HEMS
detects a
behavior
change

Behavior
change / goal
achievement
detection

EXECUTE steps 2-6 to
compare condition with
previous data to detect that a
behavior change has occurred
and/or that a set goal has
been achieved

HEMS

HEMS

EMP-3
MD-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.3, R-DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5, R-DM.10, RDM.11

4

The Home
Energy
Management
System
(HEMS)
recevies peer
data for same
period
The Home
Energy
Management
System
(HEMS)
processes the
incoming data

Data
processing

GET peer
building/neighborhood peer
comparisons from the same
reporting period

EXECUTE
data transfer,
calculations on
behavior
change / goal
achievement
detection
GET data
transfer,
comparative
feedback
creation

HEMS

HEMS

MD-1
DB-1
DB-2

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RCONF.3, R-SEC.3, R-DM.1,
R-DM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5,
DM.7, R-DM.8, R-DM.9, RDM.10, R-DM.11

Data
processing

EXECUTE calculations and
aggregations of incoming
customer data, make
comparisons with already
existing data, create suitable
feedback and/or
recommended mitigation
actions for the customer.

EXECUTE
data
processing,
feedback
creation

HEMS

HEMS

EMP-3
DB-1
DB-2

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.3, R-DM.1, R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.5

5

InteGrid
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6

7

InteGrid

The Local
Social
Network
requests an
update of the
widget based
on active
users
The Energy
Feedback
Widget
Interface
provide
feedback to
the home
customer

Widget
updates

The Local Social Network GET
and update of the Energy
Feedback Widget Interface
based on current active users

GET update

Local
Social
Network

Energy
Feedback
Widget
Interface

GUI-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.1, R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.4, R-DM.5

Energy
feedback

REPORT the feedback sent to
and visualized in the Energy
Feedback Widget Interface

REPORT to
Energy
Feedback
Widget
Interface

HEMS

Energy
Feedback
Widget
Interface

GUI-1

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2, RSEC.1, R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.4, R-DM.5, DM.7, RDM.8, R-DM.9, R-DM.10, RDM.11
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description of information
exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
CC-1

Name of information

SP-1

Service Provide:
Flexibility parameters

SP-2

Service Provide:
Flexibility parameters

SP-3

Service Provider: Price
Data for Consumption

Flexibility index determined by the
HEMS according to the parameters of
SP-1, the characteristics of the load
and the preferences from the enduser
Data containing the price components
for the electric energy consumption.

EMP-2

Energy Management
Parameters:
Optimization settings

Settings regarding the optimization
preferences use in the computation of
the optimal schedule of loads

EMP-3

Energy management
results

Optimal schedule

GUI-1

Graphical User Interface
Parameters

Configuration parameters set by the
prosumer regarding the configuration
of the graphical user interface of the
EMUI.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.3
R-DM.1; R-DM.2, RDM.3, R-DM.4, R-DM.5

DB-1

Database query for user
preferences and peer
comparison

Query to the database to retrieve user
preferences and peer data

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3

DB-2

Geo-database

Geo-database
including
neighborhood
polygons,
geocoordinaties
of
buildings
and
addressess.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.7, R-DM.8

MD-1

Meter Data

Metering data retrieved from DSO, or
from third party directly.

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5, R-DM.7, RDM.8, R-DM.9, RDM.10, R-DM.11

InteGrid

Contract of Data
Consent

Digital contract giving consent to third
parties to access household energy
data to provide services
Parameters used by the HEMS to
calculate the flexibility index sent by
the service provider

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

R-DM.6

R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.1, R-SEC.2; RDM.1; R-DM.3, R-DM.4,
R-DM.5
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-CONF.3, R-SEC.3, RDM.1, R-DM.2, R-DM.3,
R-DM.5, R-DM.7, RDM.8, R-DM.9, RDM.10, R-DM.11
R-CONF.1, R-CONF.2,
R-SEC.3, R-DM.1, RDM.2, R-DM.3, R-DM.5,
R-DM.7, R-DM.8, RDM.9, R-DM.10, RDM.11
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6 Requirements
Requirements
Categories
Category name
ID
for
requirements
CONF
Configuration

DM

SEC

Requirement
R-ID
R-CONF.1

InteGrid

Data
Management

Security

Requirement
name
Communication
access services
requirements

Category description

Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned communication configurations
that are relevant to the use case step. These configuration issues include
numbers of devices and/or systems, expected growth of the system over
time, locations, distances, communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the user’s point of view. In some
cases, only one of the possible choices is reasonable, while for other
situations, more than one choice is reasonable.
It includes:
- information exchanged with external entities (e.g. DSO, third-party digital
agreement provider etc.)
Covers both the management of the data exchanges in each use case
step and the management of data at either end if that management is
impacted by data exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going maintenance of what
data needs to be exchanged, say between a Geographic Information
System and the many different applications that use its data. An example
of the second type of data management is the need to backup data or
ensure consistency of data whenever it is exchanged, such as if new
protection settings are issued to multiple field devices, these settings need
to be reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should concentrate on the user
requirements for the interfaces to databases and other data handling
applications.
It includes:
- digital consent contracts granting metering data access to third parties
- all the metering data related with the house consumption and, if
applicable, local generation. This information can be obtained by a central
metering equipment, like a DSO smart meter or a user electric panel
meter. It can also be obtained through distributed meters from electric
panel meters, smart plugs or directly from a smart device/system.
- the requirements related to the storage of information locally and
remotely to the HEMS a structured access to data related to devices and
user preferences
Assess how different security measures applied to different items can
potentially interact and either leave security holes or make user interfaces
very laborious and possibly unworkable. Security must not only protect
against the very harmful but quite rare deliberate attacks, but also against
the far more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and errors. At the same
time, it is necessary to try to identify the requirements and the concerns for
implementing security measures.
Includes all the security related requirements to allow data between
devices, systems and entities to be exchanged in a trustworthy way.
Requirement description
Electricity data from the DSO needs to be able to be sent to the energy
management system in an agreed format such as EDIEL via SMTP.
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R-CONF.2

Data exchange
methods

Electricity consumption data is sent in files with EDIEL data using the
SMTP protocol. The social network communicates with the energy
management system using SOAP web services.

R-SEC.1

Authentication:
Masquerade
and/or spoofing:
Ensuring that
data comes from
the stated
source or goes
to authenticated
receiver is:

For the energy consumption data which is sent using SMTP, there is no
way to guarantee that the data comes from the correct sender.

R-SEC.3

Authentication
and Access
Control
mechanisms
commonly used
with this data
exchange
Correctness of
source data

The EDIEL data must include the EDIEL id of one of the DSO:s that we
cooperate with, and a known meter ID, in order to be processed.

R-DM.1

R-DM.3

Validation of
data exchange

R-DM.5

Data format
requirements

R-DM.6

Consent
Contract
Geographical
Data Format

R-DM.7

R-DM.8
R-DM.9
R-DM.10
R-DM.11

Annual Updates
of Geo-data
Price
forecast
signal
Frequency
of
metering
Metering delay

Sanity checks are made according to the EDIEL requirements (no
negative consumption, sum of hourly readings equal the difference of the
meter readings for the whole day etc.), but no guarantees can be made
that the source data is correct.
When a EDIEL message is received, the syntax and contents are
checked, and a confirmation message (or error message) is sent back to
the sender.
EDIEL for smart meter data. SOAP web services for communication
between the energy management system and the social network. JSON
(using REST) in case a foreign front-end needs to communicate with the
social network back-end
Processing and storing digital consent contract where tenants allow
access of energy metering data to third parties
A data-set with polygons for neighborhood boundaries, coordinates for
building addresses, and unique identifiers for apartments associated with
those buildings, communicated with KMZ or similar geo-format.
The geographical data needs to be updated at least annually to reflect
current conditions
A price forecast signal that us updated at least on a weekly basis
Smart meter data updated at least daily
Smart meter data: preferably below 1 hour delay. Maximally 24 hours
delay.

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
DR
DG
HEMS
EM
EMUI
HLUC
LV

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Demand Response
Distributed Generation
Home Energy Management System
Energy Manager
Energy Management User Interface
High Level Use Case
Low Voltage
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SLN
UC

Social Local Network
Use Case

PUC01.12 – Commercial VPP for offering ancillary services to TSO
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC01.12
(4) energy services

Name of Use Case
Commercial VPP for offering ancillary services to TSO

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
1

Date

2

30.6.2017

3

31.08.2017

4

04.09.2017

5
6
7

07.09.2017
14.09.2017
26.10.2017

19.05.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Boris Turha,
First draft version.
Peter Nemček
Boris Turha,
KPIs changed and added,
Christoph Gutschi
requirements added,
revision of information and requirements
Boris Turha
Major revision,
Christoph Gutschi
new scenarios for bidding process and
accounting/invoicing
Boris Turha
Update of section 1.4
Christoph Gutschi
reordering of scenarios
Christoph Gutschi
Boxes with “included tools” added.
Christoph Gutschi
Elimination of minor errors (typos, etc.)
Boris Turha,
Harmonization with HLUC12, sharpen profile and
Christoph Gutschi
reduce overlap with other use cases

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related
business
case(s)

PUC - Commercial virtual power plant for offering ancillary services to TSO (mFRR
market)
Flexibility pooling is decoupled from energy supply, so aggregation is possible across many
different balance responsible parties. VPP system aggregates geographically distributed
energy resources (DER), includig renewables, demand response and storage units.
Flexibility is additionally characterized by its location. The VPP system will be operated
by a flexibility operator, which can be an independend market player, but al so a retailer.
Flexible units can be acquired and pooled the by the flexibility operator. Aggregated
flexibility is used for commercial purpose (mFRR or RR market operated by TSO).
Flexibilities used for optimizing retailer’s portfolio are out of the scop e of this Use Case.
Flexibilities used by Balance Responsible Parties (day-ahead, intraday) in order to
optimise their portfolio are out of the scope of this Use Case.
VPP system can supply reliable and efficient (technically and competitively priced) flexibility
as mFRR to TSO, taking into account the state of the DSO grid.
Offering ancillary services to TSO.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
To offer ancillary services to TSO (frequency) by aggregation of geographically distributed flexibility
resources like loads, renewables and storage. The activation of these flexibilities takes into

InteGrid
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consideration the state of the DSO grid.
Complete description
Introduction
Transmission system operators (TSO) need ancillary services to maintain the balance between
generation and consumption in real time and to guarantee reliable grid operation. Ancillary services are
divided into frequency containment reserve (FCR), automatic frequency restoration reserve (aFRR),
manual frequency restoration reserve (mFRR) and replacement reserve (RR) according to the full
activation time and the duration of activation. Despite many harmonization efforts by ENTSO -E, there
are still different detail specifications of the individual TSOs, and some TSO even still use the old terms
of primary, secondary and tertiary reserve. mFRR and RR usually has to be fully -activated within 15
minutes (or even later) and can thus be activated manually.
In the past only conventional generators could offer their flexibilities to the mFRR market. But nowadays
this kind of service can also be delivered by flexibility operators operating a virtual power plant (VPP).
First, flexibility operator has to fulfil pre-qualifications tests, at which TSO checks if VPP system fulfils
all required technical characteristics. These are:
- limits of minimum and maximum power of offered flexibility.
- TSO-specific bidding intervals from several hours to an entire year (e.g. in case of Slovenia contracted
power could be activated 24/7 all year long)
- 15 minute full activation time from call of TSO to provision of full capacity of the unit
- maximum duration of activation can be limited (e.g. two hours in Slovenia)
- full (100%) delivery already the first minute of activation, otherwise penalization might be applied
- Capacity must stay within narrow limits during the whole duration of activation (e.g. in Slovenia in
every 15 minute interval energy in activation could vary 20%) otherwise penalization applies
- measurement and forecast (baseline) must be provided in 1 minute resolution or lower
- In Slovenia, all distributed generators or loads have to be connected to distribution grid and not to
transmission grid.
Only a flexibility operator which fulfils all these requirements could offer mFRR service to the TSO. A
company active in the non-regulated sector, e.g. a retailer or a power trader will play the role of
flexibility operator and operate the commercial VPP and offer ancillary service (mFRR or RR) to the
TSO. Based on various business models the VPP operator is purchasing flexibility from different
distributed flexibility sources. The business model depends on type of DER (industrial, commercial,
diesel generator set, CHP, renewables, demand response, storage etc.). Flexibility operator has a
special contract for buying flexibility from DER, which can be independent from the energy supply
contract.
Step-by-step description of the use case
The required steps can be differentiated between ex-ante procedures (ancillary service bidding), realtime procedures (mFRR or RR activation) and ex-post procedures (Reporting and invoicing)
Ancillary service bidding procedure
1)

The VPP gets information about expected market prices for mFRR or RR or both.
Tools or functions included in this step
OPTIONAL: Price forecasting system (market player operated)

2)

The VPP gets information about available flexible capacities inside the pool. If no information is
received from external systems, the VPP performs an internal calculation.
The VPP has an internal forecasting algorithm which can predict DER’s behaviour ba sed on
behaviour of the past 10 weeks, if more precise information should not be available.
Tools or functions included in this step
OPTIONAL: Flexibility estimation
OPTIONAL: Renewable generation forecasting system for MV and LV networks

InteGrid
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OPTIONAL: Load forecasting system for MV and LV networks (market player-operated)

3)

The Traffic light systems periodically calculates the outlook for traffic lights per distribution grid
section using latest data from the DSO’s SCADA or other forecasting tools.

4)

The VPP gets information about restrictions from grid operation via the Traffic Light System
from gm-hub.
If the traffic light forecast is changed (from green to yellow/orange or red or vice versa) for a
grid section, then the flexibility forecast for each DER in that grid section will be corrected
accordingly. The VPP saves the capacity forecast of each DER separately in an internal
database.
Tools or functions included in this step
Grid and market hub

5)

The TSO publishes the Auction schedule via the ancillary service trading platform.

6)

The VPP calculates available capacity and optimal price of bids, considering grid restrictions
and further rules for internal backup.
The bids submitted by the VPP must fit to the auction schedule (start -time, end-time, minimum
capacity) and reflect the variable costs of ancillary service provision by DER as minimum price
limit. Considering all the incoming and internally calculated information, the VPP assesses the
available capacity of the pool in the mid-term (next upcoming trading period) and based on
related costs derived from contracts with DERs, the VPP calculates possible bids for the mFRR
or RR market. In this phase, the last published traffic light forecast and internal backup rules
(e.g. n-2, -30%, etc.) are taken into account in order to assure, that the capacity of submitted
bids can be provided with a very high reliability during the whole delivery period.
Tools or functions included in this step
Bid optimization module

7)

The VPP submits bids to the ancillary service trading platform.

8)

The VPP sends information about volume and location of submitted bids to gm -hub.
The traffic light system will use this information to update the traffic light forecast.
Tools or functions included in this step
Grid and market hub

9)

The ancillary service trading platform informs the VPP about acceptance or non -acceptance of
submitted bids.

10) The VPP internally assigns flexibilities (incl. backup) to accepted bids and reserves the
capacities (of DER) to avoid double trading of flexibilities.
Thus, already reserved capacities cannot be used for bidding on other markets.
Tools or functions included in this step
Bid optimization module
11) The VPP sends information about volume and location (in the grid) of accepted flexible
reserves to the gm-hub.
Tools or functions included in this step
Grid and market hub
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12) The traffic light system gets the information of reserved flexibilities (DER) from gm-hub and
recalculates the traffic lights.
This information is updated on gm-hub and read by the VPP to update the flexibility forecast
regularly (e.g. in 15min intervals).
Tools or functions included in this step
Grid and market hub
13) Optional: The VPP informs the DER about reservation of flexibilities, if this was agreed
between the parties.

Reserve activation
1)

The VPP periodically receives measurement of each DER via the DSO’s MDM.
If a customer wants to participate in a VPP, the minimum requirement is collecting reliable
measurements, from the DSO’s meter or any other certified measurements device installed at
the customer site. In the Slovenian case, the TSO demands measurements from the main billing meter, and not from sub-meters of flexible units (loads, steam turbines, generators, etc.).
All smart meters provide a 15-minute load profile which is used for billing purpose (energy
consumption and maximum demand in a month). For efficient operati on, a VPP needs real time
measurement data with at least minute by minute readings. In the Slovenia case, the TSO
specifies that measurements to prove the mFRR or RR provision have to be in 1 minute
resolution. Usually, the DSO replaces the billing meter with a new one which has ability to
measure and store double load profile and has two independent communication channels.
Double communication channels are needed, because simultaneous requests of 15 min and 1
minute measurements from a metering center may collide and hinder the data transfer. One
communication channels is for billing purpose, so DSO can, usually once per day, read billing
registers and 15 minute load profile of the previous day. The second communication channels
are for collecting 1 minute active power profiles in real time for VPP purpose. Both
communications with the meter are established from DSO’s Meter Data Management (MDM)
system. The VPP requests measurement data via a Web service from the MDM system. MDM
validates each request and if the VPP has approved licence for measurement data, then it
receives the data, otherwise not.
An alternative way for collecting 1 minute data without changing main meter is to install an
RTU which is connected to a pulse output of the main meter. The RTU t hen counts pulses from
the meter and calculates power/energy in 1 minute resolution and sends measurements to the
VPP.

2)

The VPP periodically receives traffic lights of each relevant grid section.
This information is used in the VPP to correct the current and future availability of the affected
DER. During the delivery period, the VPP will receive information based on the current grid
conditions (Traffic Light System) from grid market–hub (gm-hub) platform. The Traffic Light
System will allow or prevent participation of DER with flexibilities at certain part of the grid.
Only flexibilities which are connected to ‘green light’ areas of grids could be activated, so
activation for TSO does not compromise DSO grid operation.
gm-hub is providing the connection between the VPP and the Traffic light system. A forced
activation of DER for distribution grid support is not foreseen in the given use case, but the
VPP must consider published forecasts of Traffic light situations in the phase of bid generation
and activation.
Tools or functions included in this step
Grid and market hub

3)

InteGrid

The VPP periodically calculates the aggregated values of the pool (e.g. baseline, measure -
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ments, available capacities) and sends the information to the TSO’s P/f controller. This is only
done if there is an accepted bid, which is currently active, otherwise 0 MW will be sent. (TSO specific requirements)
Based on the prediction of baseline of individual DER the VPP periodically sends aggregated
prediction (baseline) to the TSO for the entire pool (in the Slovenian Demo). Aggregated
prediction also takes into account Traffic Light information from gm-hub.
In ex-ante forecasting and bid optimization the positive and negative value of flexibility of the
DERs is the relevant value. In the real-time processes and activation control there is also a
need to calculate a baseline, which is the reference point of active power (which the DER
would generate or consume in normal operation without ancillary service provision.) The
provided ancillary service is calculated in real-time as the difference between the baseline and
the real measurement of active power. The VPP (and the TSO) must know the delivered
amount of mFRR or RR in each time interval.
The baseline definition is market and TSO-dependent, a frequently used baseline can be e.g.
the day-ahead trading schedule of the DER (only available for large units), a 15min average of
the same quarter-hour of the past 5 days, or the last measurement before reception of a
switching command, etc.
The VPP System aggregates flexible units (DER) by collecting measurement data and current
availability, and based on their characteristics modulates and predicts the available flexibility.
The VPP calculates current available flexibility of each DER based on different input variable.
For example, if it is known, that at certain customer cannot curtail (lower their consump tion)
below a given threshold value then an algorithm inside the VPP takes current consump tion into
account for calculating availability. DER operators have access to a graphical interface which
allows to insert information of their partly or total unavailability in the future (in case of
scheduled maintenance or refit). The algorithm can even take into account on -line information
if DER provides their availability via RTU over digital or analogue signals.
The pool values (of measurements, baselines, flexibility), which must be sent to the TSO, are
the sum of the values of each DER in the pool, and are calculated as soon as the calc ulation
for each individual DER is finished.
4)

In case of an enduring frequency deviation the P/f-controller initiates the activation of DER by
sending an activation request to the VPP.
The TSO request activation by phone call to the VPP operator (in the Slovenian Demo).
Alternatively, a direct ICT interface between TSO’s P/f-controller and the VPP is used to
communicate activation commands and pool values in real time. In the Slovenian demo, the
VPP operator manually inserts TSO’s requested parameters of activation by inserting start and
end time of activation and requested capacity. Alternatively, the activation command received
via ICT interface will directly be used by the VPP to trigger the activation automatically.

5)

The VPP reads the latest activation status of DER from the gm-hub and corrects the available
flexibility periodically.
Tools or functions included in this step
Grid and market hub

6)

The VPP calculates the optimized dispatch of DER.
A VPP internal function (Real time control of DER) then dispatches and activates DER based
on costs and other parameters (availability, capacity, time delay settings, full activation time,
maximum duration of activation, number of activations per period, etc.).
Tools or functions included in this step
Real time control of DER and controllable loads

7)

InteGrid

The VPP sends activation commands to the DER(s) and monitors the performance of the
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activation.
There are many ways for activating DERs from SMS message, e -mail to direct switching DER
(loads or generators) via RTU or comparable direct ICT connections with DER.
By means of real-time measurements (e.g. 1-minute interval) and the pre-calculated baseline,
a closed loop control algorithm checks continuously if the activation is successful (power
provision within tolerance band) or not. In case of deviation from the expected behaviour,
individual DER’s setpoints are corrected or additional DERs are activated or deactivated.
Tools or functions included in this step
Real time control of DER and controllable loads
8)

The VPP sends information about activated DER to the gm-hub.
Other systems like the DSO’s SCADA can read the information of all activated DER to adapt
grid operation if needed.
Tools or functions included in this step
Grid and market hub

9)

If needed, the TSO’s P/f controller can change the activation schedule (capacity, end time or
both) by sending a new command to the VPP.

10) If an activation change was received (step 9) the VPP repeats the steps 6) to 8) to adjust
provision of ancillary service to the new schedule.
Tools or functions included in this step
Real time control of DER and controllable loads
Grid and market hub
11) The TSO’s P/f controller sends the “activation stop” message to the VPP.
12) The VPP sends deactivation commands to the DER(s) and continues monitoring the behaviour
of the DER(s).
Tools or functions included in this step
Real time control of DER and controllable loads
13) The VPP sends an updated list of activated DER to the gm-hub, so other systems like the
DSO’s SCADA can get updated information of activated DER from the gm-hub.
Tools or functions included in this step
Grid and market hub

Reporting and invoicing
1)

After the end of a delivery period (bidding period) or on the following day the VPP sends a
report about activation performance to the ancillary service market platform.
This report is TSO-specific and may for instance contain detailed measurements and baselines
of activated DER in 1-min interval etc.

2)

The ancillary service market platform checks the report and send an approval message to the
VPP.

3)

The VPP sends a schedule of activation of each activated DER to the gm -hub.
The VPP calculates the 15min schedule (average power provision of mFRR or RR) of all DER,
which were participating in activations, and sends them to the gm-hub. This information might
be used by the energy market operator or balance responsible party (BRP) to adapt the market
schedule of the DER to guarantee correct clearing and imbalance settlement.
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4)

The VPP submits an activation invoice to the Ancillary service market platform of the TSO.

5)

The VPP sends an activation performance report to the DER.
The VPP sends activation reports to DER if that is foreseen in the contracts and handles
invoices for activations.

6)

The DER submits an activation invoice to the VPP.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

KPI-1

Required
amount of total
flexible
capacity
available
for
remote control

Describes the amount of flexibility from all
kind of DER necessary to provide the
required service for the mFRR market
throuout the whole service period without
harming any threshold values for grid
stability. Differentiates between upward
and downward services. Depending on
specifications of market and mix of
resources, a seasonal behaviour should
be taken into account.
Captures the total amount of communication
attempts within the allowed time frame and
indicates
the
efficiency
of
the
communication by revealing the portion of
successful communication.
Economic Parameters from market player
perspective: The objective of the KPI is to
evaluate the benefits and performance of
the commercial VPP (mFRR or RR) from
an economic point of view. The KPI
compares the revenues from the mFRR or
RR market participation with the costs for
operation
of
the
VPP
and
the
reimbursement
of
the
DER
and
controllable resources within one year.
This KPI indicates the required amount of
tradeable flexibility in order to reach the
economic break even after 1 year (or 2
years).
Used to evaluate the accuracy of the
forecasting algorithm (load/generation) This
is a measure for the reliability of the applied
forecasting method as a function of the
considered forecast horizons. This provides
an error measure for the variance of the
considered
load/generation
prediction
horizons in the field. Divided between MV
and LV

KPI-2

Success index
in
meter
reading

KPI-3

Commercial
VPP (mFRR or
RR) –
Economic
Parameters

KPI-4

Critical volume
of commercial
VPP

KPI-6

Forecasting
accuracy

Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
KPI describes the technical requirements for VPP operation.
In
technical
VPP:
flexibility per grid area.

Required

In commercial VPP: Minimum
flexibility of pool to cover minimum
bid size (or contract size) under
consideration of internal backup.
Smart meters can be used to
provide online data for the VPP.
Thus, reliable meter reading is
crucial for the VPP operation.
Complementary to KPI-1, this KPI
describes
the
economic
performance of the use case

KPI-4 indicates if commercial VPP
is
feasible
from
economic
perspective.
Accuracy of forecasting is relevant
for VPP operation: (a) planning of
available capacity of pooled
resourced in the scope of next day
(b) forecasting can be integral part
of baseline calculation and thus
directly influence the evaluation of
activated flexibility

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
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Assumptions
Aggregation of flexibility is cost competitive with conventional sources of mFRR or RR (e.g. gas/coal
thermal power plant, big hydro power plant etc.).
DERs have an interest and ability to curtail their consumption or generation (flexibility) when requested.
Two-way communication between the TSO system and VPP system, and grid and market hub platform
and VPP system.
Prerequisites
Regulatory conditions allow aggregation across balance responsible parties.
TSO ancillary service market is accepting flexibility offers from VPPs.
Distributed flexibility resources are aggregated and VPP system is qualified for ancillary service
delivery.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC01 - Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution network to pre-book available
flexibility
HLUC05 - Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources connected to the distribution network
HLUC06 - Provide data management and exchange between DSO and stakeholders
HLUC07 - Procure and manage regulated flexibilities from DER to optimize operation and costs
HLUC08 - Manage internal processes’ flexibility to optimize energy consumption according to market-driven
mechanisms and system operator’s requests
Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC)
Prioritisation
This UC will be demonstrated at Slovenian and Portuguese demo side.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic in most aspects, national specifications (concerning market organisation and ICT requirements) of
the TSO as operator of the mFRR system must be considered.
Nature of the use case
Technical/system use case.
Further keywords for classification
Flexibility aggregation, VPP, DR, ancillary services, TSO, DSO, flexibility operator, market hub, smart grid,
electricity metering, storage, traffic light system
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
Is used for further comments which are not considered elsewhere.

InteGrid
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

Use Case Diagram:

TSO

gm-hub,
other systems

Ancillary
service
market platf.

gm-hub

P/f controller

VPP
Price
forecasting

Bid
optimization

Flexibility
forecasting

Realtime
communic.
module

TimeSeries
(DB)

Real-time
control of
DER ...

Short-term
baseline
calculation

Reporting /
Invoicing

DSO

Traffic light
system

Meter Data
Management
(DB)
RTU(s)

DER(s)
Smart
meter(s)

DER
controller(s)

DER(s)

1st scenario: Ancillary service bidding procedure

InteGrid
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raint

SO (SCADA)

InteGrid

1.10 Accepted bids

1.7 Submission of bids

Price forecasting system

1.4 Traffic light status update
1.13 information of reservation (optional)

1.4 Traffic light status update

DSO (SCADA)

1.3 Distrib. network constraint

1.9 inform. of bid volumes (whole market)

1.4 Traffic light status update

Traffic Light System

1.11 Volume of reserved capacity per grid area (only VPP) 1.12 inform. of bid of reserve volumes (whole market)

1.8 information of volume of bids and grid area (only VPP)

1.6 bid processing

gm-hub

1.2 DER flexibility forecasts (optional)

Flexibility forecasting
systems

1.4 Traffic light status update

1.2 DER flexibility forecasts

1.1 Price forecast

Comm. VPP (bid optim.
module)

1.5 Auction schedule

Ancillary service market
platform
DER
(DER)
Prosumer
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2nd scenario: Success scenario of mFRR or RR activation with (optional) correction of capacity
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Distribution System Operator
(DSO)

Actor

Transmission System Operator
(TSO)

Role

DER

Role

Flexibility operator

Role

Retailer

Role

Actors
Actor Description
According to the Article 2.6 of the Directive: "a natural
or legal person responsible for operating, ensuring the
maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the
distribution system in a given area and, where
applicable, its interconnections with other systems and
for ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet
reasonable demands for the distribution of electricity".
Moreover, the DSO is responsible for regional grid
access and grid stability, integration of renewables at
the distribution level and regional load balancing.
According to the Article 2.4 of the Electricity Directive
2009/72/EC (Directive): "a natural or legal person
responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of
and, if necessary, developing the transmission system
in a given area and, where applicable, its
interconnections with other systems, and for ensuring
the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable
demands for the transmission of electricity". Moreover,
the TSO is responsible for connection of all grid users
at the transmission level and connection of the DSOs
within the TSO control area.
A Distributed Energy Resource (DER) can be a
generator, renewable generator, demand response
unit or storage unit.
Offers services to aggregate energy production from
DER (generators, renewables or storage) and acts
towards the grid as one entity, including local
aggregation of demand (Demand Response
management) and supply (generation management).
In cases where the flexibility operator is not a
supplier, it maintains a contract with the supplier.
Entity selling electrical energy to consumers - could
also be a grid user who has a grid connection and
access contract with the TSO or DSO. In addition,
multiple combinations of different grid user groups
(e.g. those grid users that do both consume and
produce electricity) exist. In the remainder of this
document, the terms customer/consumer and grid user
are used interchangeably where appropriate.

3.2 Systems and functions
System Name

Commercial VPP

InteGrid

System Type

System

Systems
System Description
The commercial VPP pools flexibilities of DER, trades
it on ancillary service markets (only mFRR considered
in the use case) and maintains real time
communication with the TSO’s P/f controller. If the P/f
controller requests an activation, the commercial VPP
optimally dispatches DER to provide the needed
capacity within the required full activation time.
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Ancillary service market
platform

System

P/f controller

System

Grid and market hub

System

(DER) Flexibility forecasting

Function

Price forecasting

Function

Bid optimization

Function

Real-time communication

Sub-System

Real-time control of DER and
controllable loads

Function

Reporting and Invoicing

Function

Short-term baseline calculation

Function

InteGrid

Additionally, the VPP communicates with the gm-hub
to update information about bids, traffic light status,
activated DER and schedule of activation
A system operated by the TSO to purchase the
required amount of mFRR. Details of organisation
(contract duration and volumens, tendering schedules,
etc.) are TSO specific
A system operated by the TSO to perform the loadfrequency-control inside the control area. The P/f
controller requests ancillary services like aFRR (not
relevant in the ) and mFRR
The gm-hub provides data about traffic light status of
grid sections to the VPP. Further it receives (accepted)
bids, activation status of DER and ex-post activation
schedules from the VPP and provides it to qualified
third parties (e.g. DSO, Traffic light system, Balance
responsible party)
Flexibility forecasting functions are needed to assess
available flexibility of the pool in the current state and
for the future (time period of future bids). The forecast
needs to be available per DER unit and can be
provided directly from the DER, from a separate
forecasting system or by internal forecasting
algorithms of the VPP, which provide a future forecast
based on past x working days or weekend days.
The price forecasting function can be used optimally to
improve expected income from flexibility bidding on
mFRR markets.
The bid optimization function calculates optimal bid(s)
based on available flexibilities, minimum costs of DER
activation, backup rules (n-2, n-20%, etc.),
The communication module establishes and maintains
communication channels with the TSO’s P/f-controller,
DSO’s MDM and DER(s) to continuously exchange
data, usually in 1min intervals.
The real time control processes activation commands
from the P/f controller. Included steps are validation of
commands, optimized close-to-real-time dispatch,
sending of activation commands to DER, monitoring of
activation performance and adjustment of activation
via a closed loop control algorithm. Received date is
sent to time series database.
After end of activation and bid period, usually at the
beginning of the following day, the activation is
evaluated and (if required) reported to the TSO.
Information about activation performance is also made
available to qualified DER. The 15 min averages of
activated power (per unit) is provided as activation
schedules to the gm-hub, where the schedules are
forwarded to qualified third parties (e.g. to correct
market schedules and perform clearing of imbalances)
Based on activation performance, relevant bids and
contracts with DERs invoicing information is calculated
(market specific procedures)
The baselines serve as reference for the calculation of
activated power of the pool and the units. Thus,
baselines must be calculated continuously and fixed as
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TimeSeries DB

Sub-System

RTU

Device

Traffic Light System

System

Meter Data Management
(MDM)

System

Smart Meters

Device

Distributed Energy Resource
(DER)

System

DER Controller

Function

InteGrid

soon as an activation command is received from the
P/f controller. The calculation of baselines must be in
accordance with national rules. The VPP will support
different baseline methods.
The time series database (DB) stores all information
about unit measurements, baselines and activation
performance in short time intervals and thus
represents powerful data storage. Data is made
available for reporting and invoicing and further expost analyses.
The remote technical unit (RTU) is installed at the DER
and establishes a communication between DER and
VPP. It is used to communicate activation commands
but may also send measurement in monitoring
direction.
The traffic light system (TLS) provides data about grid
related restrictions (per grid section or substation) via
the gm-hub to the VPP. The VPP is obliged to respect
the indicated restrictions. The available information
about traffic light status must also be considered by
the VPP algorithms in the bid calculation phase.
VPP sends information about accepted bids to the TLS
via the gm-hub.
The MDM is operated by the DSO and provides data
from smart meters in short intervals to qualified
requesters like the VPP.
The smart meter is installed at the DER and measures
profiles of active power consumption of feed-in. Two
separate profiles are communicated to the MDM
parallel: 1min profile for mFRR units and 15min profile
for standardized energy market procedures (e.g.
billing).
The DERs are the providers of flexibility and are
manged by the VPP. DER can be of different nature,
like industrial consumers, renewable generators,
batteries etc. Any DER which can follow activation
commands and shows the required level of reliability
can be accepted. Communication between DER and
VPP is usually performed via an RTU, but alternative
ways are also possible.
A controller which can take influence on the behaviour
of the DER. The DER controller is also responsible for
communication with the VPP.
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3.3 References
No.

References
Impact on use case

Reference
s
Type
DLMS

Reference

Status

Device Language
Message
Specification

Supported by
major smart
meter vendors

2

IEC
608705-104

International
communication
standard

3

open
WS
API

Tele control
equipment and
systems - Part 5104: Transmission
protocols - Network
access for IEC
60870-5-101 using
standard transport
profiles
Open Web Service
Application
Programming
Interface

1

Vendor
specific

Originator /
organisation

Link

Metering data
exchange between
smart meter and
DSO’s AMI
Data exchange
between:
1) DSO and market
hub,
2) DER and
Commercial VPP
3) Commercial VPP
and TSO (optional)

DLMS User
association

www.dlms.c
om

International
Electrotechnical
Commission

https://webst
ore.iec.ch/p
ublication/25
035

Data exchange
between VPP and
DSO SCADA system

System
vendor

https://en.wi
kipedia.org/
wiki/Open_A
PI

4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No.

Scenario
name
Ancillary
service
bidding
procedure

Scenario
description
VPP calculates
possible bids and
communicates bids
with gm-hub and
ancillary service
market platform

Primary
actor
VPP
operator
(flexibility
operator)

Triggering
event
Tender or
auction via
ancillary
service
market
platform

Pre-condition

Post-condition

Forecasts of
prices and
flexibilities
available

2

Success
scenario of
mFRR
activation
with
(optional)
correction of
capacity

VPP
operator
(flexibility
operator)

Frequency
deviation

TSO acquired
mFRR reserves
from flexibility
operator

3

Reporting
and
accounting

TSO requests
mFRR delivery from
flexibility operator
and flexibility
operator
successfully fulfils
requires. During
activation TSO
changes end time
(duration) or
requested power
(set-point)
VPP reports time
series of mFRR
provision to gm-hub
and reports financial
results to DER

Accepted bids
communicated
to gm-hub;
flexibility
reserved for
service
provision
mFRR energy is
delivered to the
TSO

VPP
operator
(flexibility
operator)

mFRR
activation on
the day
before

Data available in
time series DB

1

InteGrid
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios
Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

No. 1 - Ancillary service bidding procedure
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
activity

Service

1.1

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 day
interval

1.1 Price forecast

bid optimization function receives price
forecast for mFRR market

GET

1.2

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval

1.2 DER flexibility
forecast

bid optimization function receives
forecast per DER or groups of DER

GET

1.2a
(opti
onal)
1.3

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval

1.2 DER flexibility
forecast
(optional)
1.4 Distribution
network constraint

bid optimization function approves
VPP’s report of activation

GET

Information
producer
(system)
Price forecasting
system (external
source or VPP
internal)
Flexibility
forecasting
system (external
source or VPP
internal)
DER

GET

DSO (SCADA)

1.4

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval

1.5 Traffic light
status update

GET

1.5

Trading
period
opened

1.5 Auction
schedule

1.6

Trading
period
schedule
received

1.6 Bid processing

DSO SCADA periodically provides
information
of
distribution
grid
constraints for upcoming trading
period
Updated traffic light status per grid
section (forecast for upcoming trading
period) is published to qualified
receivers via gm-hub
Ancillary service market platform
publishes schedule of auctions,
tendering or trading periods and starts
acceptance of bids for upcoming
trading period
The
bid
optimization
function
generates bids for the pool of available
DERs considering forecasts of market
prices and DER flexibilities, traffic light
forecast, market rules and internal

InteGrid
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Information
receiver
(system)
VPP
(bid
optimization
function)

Information

VPP
(bid
optimization
function)

DER flexibility
forecast
(I-11)

VPP
(bid
optimization
function)
Traffic
light
System

DER flexibility
forecast
(I-11)
Constraints of
distrib.
grid
(I-2)

Traffic
light
System, via gmhub

Flexibility
operator (VPP)

GET

Ancillary service
market platform

Flexibility
operator (VPP)

Traffic
light
status of grid
sections
(I-3)
Trading period
schedule
(I-12)

CREATE

VPP
(bid
optimization
function)

VPP
(bid
optimization
function)
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mFRR
forecast
(I-10)

List
available
(I-13)

price

of
bids
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1.7

1.8

List
of
available bids
generated
Bids
submitted

1.7 Submission of
bids

backup rules
Bid optimization function submits bids
to the ancillary service market platform

SEND

1.8 Information of
volumes of bids
and grid area
1.9 Information of
bi volumes (whole
market)

VPP sends VPP bid volume per grid
area to the gm-hub

SEND

gm-hub sends total bid volume to
Traffic light system

SEND

VPP
(bid
optimization
function)
VPP
(bid
optimization
function)
gm-hub

TSO (Ancillary
service market
platform)
gm-hub

1.9

List of bids
received

1.10

mFRR
market
cleared
Accepted
bids received

1.10 Accepted
bids

Ancillary service market platform
sends list of accepted bids to VPP

GET

Ancillary service
market platform

Flexibility
operator (VPP)

1.11 Reservation
of volumes

SEND

VPP
(bid
optimization
function)

gm-hub

1.12

Lists
reserved
volumes
received

1.12 Information of
reserve volume

SEND

gm-hub

Traffic
system

1.13

List
of
accepted bids
received

VPP reserves required capacity of
DER (including backup) needed to
fulfil the accepted bids and sends list
of
reserved capacities (without
backup) to gm-hub
gm-hub sends information about all
reserved
volumes
for
ancillary
services (only mFRR considered in
this PUC) to Traffic light system. The
list does not contain information about
individual market participants
Optional: Depending on individual
agreements, the VPP may inform the
DER about market participation and
required preparedness

SEND

VPP

DER

1.11

Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

InteGrid

of

1.13 Information
about reservation
to DER

Scenario
No. 2 - Success scenario of mFRR activation with Correction of activation
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
Service
Information
activity
producer
(system)
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Traffic
system

Information
receiver
(system)

light

light

List
of
available bids
(I-13)
List of bidding
volume
per
grid area (I-14)
List of bidding
volume
per
grid area (I14a)
List
of
accepted bids
(I-15)
List
of
reserved
capacity
per
grid area (I-16)
List
of
reserved
capacity
per
grid area (I16a)
Information
about required
reservation of
DER capacity
(I-17)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)

Requirement,
R-IDs

D1.2 - Use Cases and Requirements

2.1

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval

2.1 Reading
measurement from
utility meter
2.2 Request
metering data for
DER
2.3 Sending
measurements
from DER

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
enduring
deviation of
grid frequency

2.4 Distribution
network constraint

2.8

command for
mFRR
activation
received

2.8 Updated list of
activated DER

2.9

command for
mFRR
activation
received

2.9 Optimised
dispatch of DER

2.10

Optimised
dispatch of
DER calculated

2.10 DER dispatch
and control

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

InteGrid

2.5 Traffic light
status update
2.6 Aggregated
baseline
2.7 Activation
request

DSO reads measurements from
utility meter of DER

GET

Utility meter
of DER

DSO (MDM)

Metering data (I1)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-2.2, R-3.2

VPP requests DSO for periodic
metering data of certain DER

CREATE

DSO (MDM)

Metering data (I1)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-2.2

If flexibility operator is authorized
for measurement data of certain
DER, then DSO sends requested
measurement data
DSO periodically sends information
of distribution grid constraints

GET

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)
DSO (MDM)

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

Metering data (I1)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-2.2

GET

DSO
(SCADA)

Traffic light
System

Updated traffic light status per grid
section is published to qualified
receivers via gm-hub
VPP periodically sends aggregated
baseline to the P/f controller of the
TSO (TSO specific procedure!)
P/f controller submits activation
command to VPP

GET

Traffic light
System, via
gm-hub
Flexibility
operator
(VPP)
TSO (P/f
controller)

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)
TSO (P/f
controller)

Before VPP algorithm dispatches
DER, VPP reads list of already
activated DER (for DSO needs) so
that those DER will not be
considered in activation for mFRR
Internal VPP algorithm selects DER
in optimised way (price) taking into
account traffic light from market hub
and availability of DER

GET

gm-hub

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

Constraints of
distrib. grid
(I-2)
Traffic light
status of grid
sections (I-3)
Aggregated
baseline of DER
(I-4)
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5)
Analysis report
(I-7)

EXECUTE

VPP activates selected DER (sends
start signal and setpoint) and
monitors activation performance

EXECUTE

VPP (Realtime control
of DER and
controllable
loads)
Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

VPP (Realtime control
of DER and
controllable
loads)
DER
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Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

R-2.5

R-5.1

R-2.5

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
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2.11

DER
dispatched

2.8a

Periodically,
e.g. in 15min
interval

2.12

Unexpected
change in
deviation of
grid frequency
Request for
change of
mFRR
activation
received
Update of
optimised
dispatch of
DER calculated
Deviation of
grid frequency
disappeard

2.12 Activation
change

Command to
stop activation
received

2.16 DER
deactivation

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.11. Update list of
activated DER for
mFRR
2.8 Updated list of
activated DER

2.13 Update of
optimised dispatch
of DER

2.14 DER
(de)activation

2.15 Activation
stop request

After activating DER, VPP sends
updated list of DER (dispatched for
mFRR) to the gm-hub
gm-hub periodically sends list of
activated DER for mFRR to DSO
SCADA, to avoid activating the same
DER for grid purposes
Because of changes in frequency,
P/f controller changes parameters of
activation (duration or power of
activation)
New optimised selection of DER with
changed parameters of activation,
considering latest status of traffic
light and DER availability.

CREATE

(I-5a)
Analysis report
(I-7)

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)
gm-hub

gm-hub

DSO

Analysis report
(I-7)

R-2.5

CHANGE

TSO (P/f
controller)

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(i-5)

R-5.1

EXECUTE

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

VPP activates selected DER (sends
start signal and setpoint) or
deactivates DER and monitors
activation performance
P/f controller submits command to
stop activation to VPP

EXECUTE

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

DER

CREATE

TSO (P/f
controller)

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

VPP deactivates activated DER
(sends stop signal) and monitors
activation performance

EXECUTE

Flexibility
operator
(VPP)

DER

READ

R-2.5

R-2.5

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(i-5a)
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5)
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5a)

R-5.1

Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

InteGrid

No. 3 - Reporting and invoicing
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
activity

GA 731218

Service

Information
producer
(system)
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Information
receiver
(system)

Information

Requireme
nt, R-IDs
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3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

InteGrid

End
of
bid
period
(or day after
activation)
Flexibility
operator’s
activation
report received
TSO’s
activation
approval
received
TSO’s
activation
approval
received
TSO’s
activation
approval
received
Activation
report of VPP
received

3.1 Activation
report generation

VPP generates a report about
activation and sends it to the
Ancillary service market platform

CREATE

Flexibility
operator (VPP)

TSO (Ancillary
service market
platform)

Performance
analysis
report (I-6)

3.2 Activation
report approval

TSO approves
activation

of

CREATE

TSO (Ancillary
service market
platform)

Flexibility
operator (VPP)

Performance
analysis
report (I-6)

3.3 Schedule of
DER activation

15min schedule of activation is
generated and sent to gm-hub

CREATE

Flexibility
operator (VPP)

gm-hub

3.4 Activation
invoice generation

Flexibility operator issues
invoice for activation to the TSO

an

CREATE

Flexibility
operator (VPP)

TSO (Ancillary
service market
platform)

DER
activation
schedule
(I-8)
VPP
Activation
invoice (I-9)

3.5 Activation
report to DERs

VPP generates individual activation
report for each DER and sends it to
DERs

CREATE

Flexibility
operator (VPP)

DER

3.6 DER issues an
invoice

After VPP sends activation reports to
DER, they evaluate the report,
generate an invoice and send the
invoice for activation

CREATE

DER

Flexibility
operator (VPP)

GA 731218
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DER
Performance
analysis
report (I-6a)
DER
Activation
invoice
(I-9a)

R-2.4
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5 Information exchanged
Information
exchanged
(ID)
I-1

Name of information

Information exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Metering data

1 min load profile of active power for each DER

I-2

Constraint of distribution grid

I-3

Traffic light status per
grid section

I-4

Aggregated forecast
of DER
Flexibility Perimeter
Declaration (VPP
level)

Constraint Locations of dis. grid. Sides
generating constraints and solution to solve
these constraints.
Traffic light concept of market hub. Technical
validation of flexibility activated by flexibility
operator in the ancillary services market.
1 min aggregated baseline of all DERs

I-5

I-5a

Flexibility Perimeter
Declaration (DER
level)

I-6

Performance analysis
report

I-6a

DER Performance
analysis report

I-7

Analysis report

I-8

DER activation
schedule
VPP Activation
invoice
DER Activation
invoice
mFRR price forecast

I-9
I-9a
I-10

InteGrid

Information of mFRR activation of VPP:
- flexibility capacity
- starting time
- ending time or duration of an activation
(maximum full activation time FAT is defined in
the contract or market rules)
Information of mFRR activation of DER:
- flexibility capacity
- starting time
- ending time or duration of an activation
(maximum FAT is defined in contract or market
rules)
Report of aggregated measurements and
baselines of DER in VPP with evaluation of
delivered energy and power in 1min interval;
incl. comparison with setpoint or expected
behaviour. This information is the basis for
invoices (flexibility operator/VPP to ancillary
service market platform, and DER to Flexibility
operator/VPP).
Report of individual measurements and
baselines of DER with evaluation of delivered
energy and power in 1 min interval; incl.
comparison with setpoint or expected
behaviour. This information is the basis for
invoices
(Flexibility operator/VPP to ancillary service
market platform, and DER to Flexibility
operator/VPP).
Information of activated DER is updated by
VPP or flexibility operator every time DER are
activated or deactivated.
15min average of activated power of DER

Requirement,
IDs

R-1.2, R-1.3, R-3.1,
R-3.2, R-3.1, R-3.2,
R-3.3, R4.1

R-3.5

R-3.4

R-3.4

R-3.5

Invoice for activation of VPP in predefined
format according to contract or market rules
Invoice for activation of DER in predefined
format according to contract
Forecast (or estimation) of mFRR market price
for capacity and energy for the next relevant
trading interval (bidding period or tendering

GA 731218
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I-11

DER flexibility
forecast

I-12

Trading period
schedule

I-13

List of available bids

I-14

List of bidding volume
per grid area (I-14), of
VPP only

I-14a

List of bidding volume
per grid area (I-14) all
market participants

I-15

List of accepted bids

I-16

List of reserved
capacity per grid
area, of VPP only

I-16a

List of reserved
capacity per grid
area, of all market
participants

I-17

Information about
required reservation
of DER capacity

InteGrid

phase, …)
Forecast of flexibility per DER (or group of
DER)
Time series must cover the upcoming trading
period and contain:
- positive flexibility [MW]
- direction [+, -]
- energy costs [EUR/MWh] (optional)
- capacity costs [EUR/MW/h] (optional)
- baseline [MW] (optional)
schedule of auctions, tendering or trading
periods
containing:
- start/end of bidding interval(s)
- start/end of provision period(s)
- min./max. bid size
- other requirements and market rules (TSO
specific)
Bids which can be fulfilled by the VPP
containing:
- Energy price [EUR/MWh]
- Capacity price [EUR/MW/h]
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
Information contained:
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
- distribution grid area code
Information contained:
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
- distribution grid area code
Condensed volumes, not containing any
information about particular market participants
Bids which are accepted by TSO and thus must
be reserved by VPP:
- Energy price [EUR/MWh]
- Capacity price [EUR/MW/h]
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
Information contained:
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
- Distribution grid area code
Information contained:
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
- Distribution grid area code
The demanded capacities must be reserved by
the DER.
Information contains:
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OPTIONAL

6 Requirements
Requirements
Categories
Category name
ID
for requirements
C-1
Configuration

Requirement
R-ID
R-1.1
R-1.2

R-1.3

Requirement
name
Communication
bandwidth
Number
of
Information
Producers
Communication
media

Categories
ID
C-2

Category name
for requirements
Data
Management

Requirement
R-ID
R-2.1

Requirement
name
Type of source
data
Up-to-date
management
Up-to-date
management
Up-to-date
management
Up-to-date

R-2.2
R-2.3
R-2.4
R-2.5

InteGrid

- Energy price [EUR/MWh] of contract,
(optional)
- Capacity price [EUR/MW/h] of contract,
(optional)
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned communication
configurations that are relevant to the use case step. These
configuration issues include numbers of devices and/or systems,
expected growth of the system over time, locations, distances,
communications types, network bandwidth, existing protocols, etc., but
only from the user’s point of view. In some cases, only one of the
possible choices is reasonable, while for other situations, more than
one choice is reasonable.
Requirement description
56 kbps – 5Mbps
Few to a hundred

Wireless possible

Category description
Covers both the management of the data exchanges in each Use Case
step and the management of data at either end if that management is
impacted by data exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going maintenance of what
data needs to be exchanged, say between a Geographic Information
System and the many different applications that use its data. An
example of the second type of data management is the need to backup
data or ensure consistency of data whenever it is exchanged, such as
if new protection settings are issued to multiple field devices, these
settings need to be reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should concentrate on the
user requirements for the interfaces to databases and other data
handling applications."
Requirement description
Source data was directly measured
Received data must be up-to-date within minute of source data
changing
Received data must be up-to-date within seconds of source data
changing
Data must be provided until 3 am of following day.
Must be provided in less than one minute
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R-2.6

management
Distribution
grid
area code list

Categories
ID
C-3

Category name
for requirements
Quality of Service

Requirement
R-ID
R-3.1

Requirement
name
Availability
of
information flows
Accuracy of data
Frequency of data
exchanges

R-3.2
R-3.3

Categories
ID
C-4

Category name
for requirements
Security

Requirement
R-ID
R-4.1

Requirement
name
Network security
measures
commonly
used
with
this
data
exchange

Categories
ID
C-5

Category name
for requirements
Other constraints

Requirement
R-ID
R-5.1

Requirement
name
Full activation time

R-5.2

Full activation time

A list of areas or section of the distribution grid represented by unique
area codes
Category description
Address availability of the system, such as acceptable downtime,
recovery, backup, rollback, etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and
precision of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description
99.9% + availability - Allowed outage: 9 hours per year
Device has error class 1% or better
1 min interval

Category description
Assess how different security measures applied to different items can
potentially interact and either leave security holes or make user
interfaces very laborious and possibly unworkable. Security must not
only protect against the very harmful but quite rare deliberate attacks,
but also against the far more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and
errors. At the same time, it is necessary to try to identify the
requirements and the concerns for implementing security measures.
Requirement description
VPN or private network

Category description
Constraints and issues not captured in the previous characteristics
may be political, legal, financial, or just very specific to a particular
step. For instance, one step may involve data received from another
utility that requires special handling: format conversions or manual
intervention. This is a catch-all for such special issues.
Requirement description
Resource must provide 100% of requested flexibility within 15 min
(TSO requirement)
Resource must provide at least 90% of requested flexibility within 25
min (DSO requirement)

7 Common Terms and Definitions
Term
Commercial VPP

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Aggregation of distributed DERs’ flexibility for ancillary services provided to the TSO
(mFRR or RR) or any other commercial market (not considered in this use case).
Geographical limitation is the control area of the TSO.
Service is usually not limited to a defined grid section (except for Redispatch service,
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DER
DSO
mFRR
MV/LV grid
RR
TSO
VPP

InteGrid

which is not considered in this use case), thus connection point of the DER is not
relevant for service provision.
Distributed energy resource, this includes controllable generators as well as
controllable loads
Distribution System Operator
manual Frequency Restoration Reserve
Medium/low voltage grid
Replacement Reserve
Transmission System Operator
Virtual Power Plant, aggregation of DER flexibility
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PUC02.12 – Flexibility operator of technical VPP
1 Description of the use case
1.1 Name of the use case
ID
Area / Domain(s)
PUC 02.12 (4) energy services

Name of Use Case
Flexibility operator of technical VPP

1.2 Version management
Version
No.
1

Date

2

30.6.2017

3

14.9.2017

4

26.10.2017

5

13.11.2017

19.05.2017

Version Management
Name of
Changes
Author(s)
Boris Turha,
First draft version.
Peter Nemček
Boris Turha,
KPIs changed and added,
Christoph Gutschi
requirements added,
revision of information and requirements
Boris Turha,
Revised version after INESC comments and
Christoph Gutschi
guidelines
Peter Nemcek
Christoph Gutschi,
Changes to align with other use cases
Boris Turha
KPIs updated and aligned with HLUC12
Ricardo Bessa
Clearer DSO’s functions/procedures.

1.3 Scope and objectives of use case
Scope and Objectives of Use Case

Scope

Objective(s)
Related
business
case(s)

Flexibility is decoupled from energy, so aggregation is possible across many different
balance responsible parties. Technical VPP system, operated by a flexibility operator
aggregates geographically distributed energy resources (DER), like CHP, renewables
demand response and storage units. Flexibility is additionally characterized by its
location. Aggregated flexibility is used for non-frequency related DSO ancillary services.
Flexibilities used for optimizing retailer’s portfolio or for TSO’s balancing ma rket are out
of the scope of this Use Case.
Flexibilities used by Balance Responsible Parties (day-ahead, intraday) in order to
optimise their portfolio are out of the scope of this Use Case.
Solving congestions or voltage problems with activation of flexibility of distributed resources
on constrained parts of grid.
Offering system (or flexibility) services to DSO.

1.4 Narrative of use case
Narrative of Use Case
Short description
Technical VPP system used for DSO grid needs, like solving local congestions or solving voltage
problems and communicating with the market hub. The VPP (regionally) aggregates distributed
flexibility resources like loads, renewables and storage per MV/LV grid area. Only flexibilit ies which are
connected to problematic MV/LV grid are activated, so activation boosts security, reliability and
efficiency of network operation and does not compromise DSO grid operation. For economic reasons
the technical VPP focusses on flexibilities connected to the MV grid.
Complete description
Introduction
A VPP managing customer’s flexibility can be used for handling distribution grid issues. In this case we
are talking about a “technical VPP” for DSO purpose in case of voltage problems or local con gestions.

InteGrid
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The VPP is focussing on provision of the ancillary service of active power activation from third parties’
units. A probabilistic alarm signal from MV load allocation tool of DSO SCADA system or similar tools
will trigger the activation of flexibilities (managed by the technical VPP and connected at critical grid
location) to restore secure and reliable operation. The calculation of the required flexibility (amount,
direction, grid section) is not performed by the technical VPP. This information wi ll be provided by a
separate tool.
Based on various business models the flexibility operator is purchasing flexibility from different flexible
DER. The business model depends on type of load or generator (industrial, commercial, diesel
generator set, renewable, storage). A flexibility operator has a special contract for buying flexibility from
DER, which is independent from the energy supply contract.
Step-by-step description of the use case
The required steps are separated in real-time procedures (activation) and ex-post procedures
(Reporting and invoicing).
1

Activation
1.1 Process input data
1.1.1 Retrieve measurement of each DER via the DSO’s MDM.

If a customer wants to participate in a technical VPP, the minimum requirement is collecting reliable
measurements, from the DSO’s meter. For the DSO is important that flexibility of DER has an impact on
the grid, so only measurements from the main-billing meter is relevant and not measurements from submeters of flexible units (loads, steam turbines, generators, etc.). All smart meters provide a 15-minute
load profile which is used for billing purpose (energy consumption and maximum demand in a month).
For efficient operation, a technical VPP needs real time measurement data with at least minute by
minute readings. Usually, the DSO change the billing meter with a new one which has ability to measure
and store double load profile and has two independent communication paths. Double communication
channels are needed, because simultaneous requests of 15 min and 1 minute measurements from a
metering center may collide and hinder the data transfer. One communication channel is for billing
purpose, so DSO can, usually once per day, read billing registers and 15 minute load profile of the
previous day. The second communication channel is for collecting 1 minute load profile in real time for
technical VPP purpose. Both communications with the meter are established from DSO’s Meter Data
Management (MDM) system. The technical VPP requests measurement data via a Web ser vice from
the MDM system. MDM validates each request and if the VPP has approved licence for measurement
data, then it receives the data, otherwise not.
1.1.2 Retrieve traffic lights of each relevant grid section and further restrictions
This information is used in the technical VPP to correct the current and future availability of the affected
DER. During the delivery period, the technical VPP will receive information based on the current grid
conditions (Traffic Light System) from grid market–hub (gm-hub) platform. The Traffic Light System will
allow or prevent participation of DER with flexibilities at certain part of the grid for commercial use. The
gm-hub is providing the connection between the technical VPP and the Traffic light system. Even if DER
is in the area of ‘red light’ it could be activated for DSO purpose in technical VPP.
Because DER could offer their flexibility to commercial and technical VPP, technical VPP also receives
information (from gm-hub) if specific DER is already planned for activation for manual frequency
restoration reserve (mFRR) and replacement reserve (RR).
Tools called by this step
Grid-Market Hub
1.1.3 Calculate aggregated values of different regions
The VPP periodically calculates the aggregated values of the different regions of the grid (available
capacities, baseline, measurements) and sends the information to the DSO. Aggregated prediction of
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available flexibility also takes into account Traffic Light Information and DER activation status from gm hub.
In ex-ante forecasting the positive and negative value of flexibility of the DERs is the relevant
information. In the real-time processes and activation control there is also a need to calculate a
baseline, which is the reference point of active power (which the DER would generate or consume in
normal operation without activation for DSO needs). The provided flexibility is calculated in real -time as
the difference between the baseline and the real measurement of active power. The VPP (and the DSO)
must know the delivered amount of energy in each time interval.
The baseline definition is depending on DSO’s preferences, a frequently used baseline can be e.g. the
day-ahead trading schedule of the DER (only available for large units), a 15 min average of the same
quarter-hour of the past 5 days, or the last measurement before reception of a switching command, etc.
The VPP system aggregates flexible units (DER) by collecting measurement data and current
availability, and based on their characteristics modulates a nd predicts the available flexibility.
The VPP calculates current available flexibility of each DER based on different input variable. For
example, if it is known, that at certain customer cannot curtail (lower their consump tion) below a given
threshold value then an algorithm inside the VPP takes current consumption into account for calculating
availability. The DER (operator) has access to a graphical interface which allows to insert information of
their partly or total unavailability in the future (in case of scheduled maintenance or refit). The algorithm
can even take into account on-line information if DER provides their availability via RTU over digital or
analogue signals.
Values for regions (of measurements, baselines, flexibility), which must be sent to the DSO, are the sum
of the values of each DER in the pool, and are calculated as soon as the calculation for each individual
DER is finished.
Tool called by this step
Short-term baseline calculation
1.1.4 DSO activation request
The DSO sends an activation request to the technical VPP considering information provided by the
process described in PUC01.1. The message provides: amount of (change in) active power needed,
direction, staring time, activation duration and grids section.
Preceding decision making process of the DSO:
Process the pre-defined n-hours ahead operating scenarios and probabilistic alarms from the outputs of
PUC01.2 “Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real time”. Probabilistic alarms (e.g.
overvoltage in node MT683 with probability 95%) for technical constraints violation initiate the activation
of DER (via the VPP) by sending an activation request to the SCADA operator. SCADA operator then
decides to activate VPP or not.

Call PUC01.2 - Estimate the operating conditions of the MV network in real time
Call PUC01.1 - Reserve distribution flexibility offers to solve constraints detected in
operational planning and optimize MV network operation
1.2 Activation of VPP
1.2.1 Retrieve latest activation status of DER
The VPP reads the latest activation status of DER from the gm -hub and corrects the available flexibility
periodically. DER can offer their flexibility for commercial or technical needs. If DER is already activated
for commercial purpose (offering ancillary service to TSO), it cannot be activated (not available) for
DSO needs.
Tool called by this step
Grid and market hub
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1.2.2 Calculate optimized dispatch of DER
A VPP internal function (Real time control of DER) then dispatches and activates DER based on costs
and other parameters (availability, capacity, time delay settings, full activation time, maximum duration
of activation, number of activations per period, etc.). Primary objective is to provide the requested
amount of active power in the required grid section. The state of the grid is considered indirectly by
taking into account the traffic light information when calculating the flexibility forecast (see 1.1. 3)
Tool called by this step
Real-time control of DER and controllable loads
1.2.3 Sending activation commands to the DER and monitoring the performance of the activation
There are many ways for activating DERs or controllable loads from SMS message, e-mail to direct
switching loads via RTU or comparable direct ICT connections with DER.
By means of real-time measurements (e.g. 1-minute interval) and the pre-calculated baseline, a closed
loop control algorithm checks continuously if the activation is successful (power provision within
tolerance band) or not. In case of deviation from the expected behaviour, individual DER’S setpoints are
corrected or additional DER are activated or deactivated.
Tool called by this step
Real-time control of DER and controllable loads
1.2.4 Sending information about activated DER to the gm-hub
Other systems like the Commercial VPP (ancillary service for TSO) and DSO SCADA can read the
information of all activated DER from gm-hub.
Tools called by this step
Grid-Market Hub
1.2.5 Retrieve update of alarms from forecasting tools
If forecasting tool sends different alarms this information is evaluated by the SCADA operator, who can
trigger the change of activation in the technical VPP (such as changed capacity or end time or both). If
an activation change was received the VPP repeats the steps 1.2.2 to 1.2.4 to adjust to the new
schedule.
1.3 Stopping activation of VPP
1.3.1 Retrieve stop message
If forecast tool stops sending alarms for a grid section this means for the VPP to stop activation
focussing on that grid section.
The SCADA operator can enter a schedule at the start of activation (1.2.3), change it during the
activation (1.2.5) or stop the activation spontaneously by submitting the “stop activation” command.
1.3.2 Deactivating DER(s)
The VPP sends “stop activation” signals to the DER and continues monitoring behaviour of the DER(s).
Tool called by this step
Real-time control of DER and controllable loads
1.3.3 Sending information about deactivated DER to the gm-hub
The VPP sends an updated list of deactivated DER to the gm-hub, so other systems like the commercial
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VPP (ancillary service for TSO) can get updated information of activated DER from the gm -hub.
Tools called by this step
Grid-Market Hub

2

Reporting and invoicing
2.1 Sending activation report to the DSO

After the end of activation or on the following day the VPP sends a report about activation performance
to the DSO. This report may for instance contain detailed measurements and baselines of activated
DER in 1-min interval etc.
2.2 DSO’s approval of activation report
DSO checks the report and sends an approval message to the VPP.
2.3 Sending activation schedule to the gm-hub
The VPP sends a schedule of activation of each activated DER to the gm-hub.
The VPP calculates the 15 min schedule (average of active power) of all DER, which were participating
in activations, and sends them to the gm-hub. Depending on the market rules, this information might be
used by the energy market operator or balance responsible party (BRP) to adapt the market schedule of
the DER to guarantee correct clearing and imbalance settlement.
2.4 VPP sends activation report to the DER
The VPP sends activation reports to DERs (DER operators) if that is defined in the contract.

1.5 Key performance indicators (KPI)
ID

Name

Description

KPI-1

Required
amount
of
total flexible
capacity
available for
remote
control

Describes the amount of flexibility from all
kind of DER necessary to provide the
required service for the mFRR market
throuout the whole service period without
harming any threshold values for grid
stability. Differentiates between upward and
downward
services.
Depending
on
specifications of market and mix of resources,
a seasonal behaviour should be taken into
account.

Success
index
meter
reading

Captures the total amount of communication
attempts within the allowed time frame and
indicates the efficiency of the communication by
revealing
the
portion
of
successful
communication.
DSO perspective: The objective of the KPI is to
evaluate the benefits and performance of the
technical VPP (DSO support) from an economic
point of view by comparison of costs of the
service provided by a technical VPP with capital
costs of (alternative) new grid investments over
a duration of 5 years (or 10 years)
Used to evaluate the accuracy of the

KPI-2

KPI-5

Technical
VPP –
Economic
Parameters

KPI-6

Forecasting

InteGrid
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Reference to mentioned use
case objectives
KPI describes the technical requirements for VPP operation.
In technical VPP: Required
flexibility per grid area.
In commercial VPP: Minimum
flexibility of pool to cover
minimum bid size (or contract
size) under consideration of
internal backup.
Smart meters can be used to
provide online data for the VPP.
Thus, reliable meter reading is
crucial for the VPP operation.
KPI-5 indicates if technical VPP
is feasible from
economic
perspective of DSO

Accuracy

of

forecasting
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KPI-7

accuracy

forecasting algorithm (for load or generation)
This is a measure for the reliability of the
applied forecasting method as a function of the
considered forecast horizons. This provides an
error measure for the variance of the considered
load/generation prediction horizons in the field.
Divided between MV and LV

Technical
VPP annual
service costs

The specific average costs to operate the
technical VPP expressed as EUR/MW/a, from
the perspective of the flexibility operator

relevant for VPP operation: (a)
planning of available capacity of
pooled resourced in the scope of
next day (b) forecasting can be
integral
part
of
baseline
calculation and thus directly
influence the evaluation of
activated flexibility
KPI-7 indicates if technical VPP
is feasible from the economic
perspective of the flexibility
operator.

1.6 Use case conditions
Use case conditions
Assumptions
To have proper business model, that customers/DERs have an interest to curtail their consumption or
generation (flexibility) when requested. Reward for DERs which participated could be a lower grid
capacity tariff or special discount on energy tariff (for the grid and not for supplier).
Two-way communication between the DSO system, VPP system and market hub platform is realized in
a highly-reliable and secured way.
Prerequisites
The regulatory framework allows aggregation across balance responsible parties.
The regulatory framework allows reduction of grid tariffs for DERs, which provide flexibility to the DSO,
or direct payments of DSO for ancillary services.
Distributed flexibility resources are aggregated and VPP system is qual ified for ancillary service delivery
to the DSO.
1.7 Further Information to the use case for classification / mapping
Classification Information
Relation to other use cases
HLUC01 – Operational planning (from hours to week-ahead) of MV distribution network to pre-book available
flexibility
HLUC05 – Manage the impact of flexibility activation from resources connected to the distribution network
HLUC06 – Provide data management and exchange between DSO and stakeholders
Level of depth
Primary use case (PUC)
Prioritisation
This UC will be demonstrated at Slovenian demo side.
Generic, regional or national relation
Generic in most aspects, specifications of the DSO operator must be considered.
Nature of the use case
Technical/system use case.
Further keywords for classification
Flexibility aggregation, technical VPP, DR, ancillary services, DSO, flexibility operator, market hub, smart
grid, electricity metering, storage, traffic light system, DER.
1.8 General Remarks
General Remarks
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2 Diagrams of use case
Diagram(s) of use case

Use Case Diagram:

gm-hub,
other systems (optional)
gm-hub

Flexibility
forecasting

DSO

VPP

Traffic light
system

Forecasting
tools

Meter Data
Management
(DB)

Real-time
communic.
module

Time Series
(DB)

Real-time
control of
DER

Short-term
baseline
calculation

Reporting /
Invoicing

Smart
meter(s)
RTU(s)

DER(s)
DER
controller(s)

DER(s)
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1st scenario: Success scenario of activation for DSO needs

Tech. VPP

DER

MDM

gm-hub

Traffic Light System

DSO (SCADA)

1.1. Reading measurement from utility meter
1.2 Request metering data for DER
1.3 Sending alowed requested measurements of DER

1.4 Distrib. network constraint
1.5 Traffic light status update

1.5 Traffic light status update

1.6 Aggregated online data

1.7 An alarm signal from forecasting tool for specific grid area confirmed by SCADA operator
1.8 Updated list of activated DER
1.9 Optimised
dispatch of DER
1.10 DER dispatch/control
1.11 Update list of activated DER

1.8 Updated list of activated DER

1.12 change of alam signal from forecasting tool for specific grid area confirmed by SCADA operator
1.13 Optimised
dispatch of DER
1.14 DER (de)activation
1.11 Update list of activated DER

1.8 Updated list of activated DER

1.15 End of alarm signal from forecasting tool for specific grid area confirmed by SCADA operator
1.16 DER deactivation
1.8 Updated list of activated DER

1.11 Update list of activated DER

2nd scenario: Reporting and invoicing

DSO

Tech. VPP

DER

gm-hub

2.1. activation report
2.2 Activation report approved

2.3. Schedule of DER activation
2.5 Activation reports
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3 Technical details
3.1 Actors

Actor Name

Actor Type

Distribution System Operator
(DSO)

Actor

DER (operator)

Role

Flexibility operator

Role

Retailer

Role

Actors
Actor Description
According to the Article 2.6 of the Directive: "a natural
or legal person responsible for operating, ensuring the
maintenance of and, if necessary, developing the
distribution system in a given area and, where
applicable, its interconnections with other systems and
for ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet
reasonable demands for the distribution of electricity".
Moreover, the DSO is responsible for regional grid
access and grid stability, integration of renewables at
the distribution level and regional load balancing.
Market participant which operates a Distributed Energy
Resource (DER)
Offers services to aggregate energy production from
different sources (generators) and acts towards the
grid as one entity, including local aggregation of
demand (Demand Response management) and supply
(generation management). In cases where the
flexibility operation is not a supplier, it maintains a
contract with the supplier.
Entity selling electrical energy to consumers - could
also be a grid user who has a grid connection and
access contract with the TSO or DSO. In addition,
multiple combinations of different grid user groups
(e.g. those grid users that do both consume and
produce electricity) exist. In the remainder of this
document, the terms customer/consumer and grid user
are used interchangeably where appropriate.

3.2 Systems and functions
System Name

System Type

Technical VPP

System

Grid and market hub

System

(DER) Flexibility forecasting

Function

InteGrid

Systems
System Description
The technical VPP uses flexibilities of DER for DSO
purposes, and maintains real time communication with
the DSO. If an alarm signal from SCADA forecasting
tool requests activation for specific part of the grid, the
technical VPP optimally dispatches DER to provide the
needed capacity within the required full activation time.
Additionally, the VPP communicates with the gm-hub
to update information about traffic light status,
activated DER and schedule of activation
The gm-hub provides data about traffic light status of
grid sections to the VPP. Further it receives (accepted)
bids, activation status of DER and ex-post activation
schedules from the VPP and provides it to qualified
third parties (e.g. TSO, Traffic light system, Balance
responsible party)
Flexibility forecasting functions are needed to assess
available flexibility of the pool in the current state and
for the future (time period of future bids). The forecast
needs to be available per DER unit and can be
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Real-time communication

Sub-System

Real-time control of DER and
controllable loads

Function

Reporting and Invoicing

Function

Short-term baseline calculation

Function

TimeSeries DB

Sub-System

RTU

Device

Traffic Light System

System

Meter Data Management
(MDM)

System

Smart Meters

Device

InteGrid

provided directly from the DER, from a separate
forecasting system or by internal forecasting
algorithms of the VPP, which provide a future forecast
based on past x working days or weekend days.
The communication module establishes and maintains
communication channels with the DSO’s MDM and
DER(s) to continuously exchange data, usually in 1min
intervals.
The real time control processes activation commands
from VPP. Included steps are validation of commands,
optimized close-to-real-time dispatch, sending of
activation commands to DER, monitoring of activation
performance and adjustment of activation via a closed
loop control algorithm. Received date is sent to time
series database.
After end of activation, usually at the beginning of the
following day, the activation is evaluated and reported
to the DSO. Information about activation performance
is also made available to qualified DER. The 15 min
averages of activated power (per unit) is provided as
activation schedules to the gm-hub, where the
schedules are forwarded to qualified third parties (e.g.
to correct market schedules and perform clearing of
imbalances)
Based on activation performance, relevant bids and
contracts with DERs invoicing information is calculated
(market specific procedures)
The baselines serve as reference for the calculation of
activated power of the pool and the units. Thus,
baselines must be calculated continuously and fixed as
soon as an activation command is received from the
DSO SCADA. The calculation of baselines must be in
accordance with national rules. The VPP will support
different baseline methods.
The time series database (DB) stores all information
about unit measurements, baselines and activation
performance in short time intervals and thus
represents powerful data storage. Data is made
available for reporting and invoicing and further expost analyses.
The remote technical unit (RTU) is installed at the DER
and establishes a communication between DER and
VPP. It is used to communicate activation commands
but may also send measurement in monitoring
direction.
The traffic light system (TLS) provides data about grid
related restrictions (per grid section or substation) via
the gm-hub to the VPP. The VPP is obliged to respect
the indicated restrictions. The available information
about traffic light status must also be considered by
the VPP algorithms in the bid calculation phase.
VPP sends information about accepted bids to the TLS
via the gm-hub.
The MDM is operated by the DSO and provides data
from smart meters in short intervals to qualified
requesters like the VPP.
The smart meter is installed at the DER and measures
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Distributed Energy Resource
(DER)

System

DER Controller

Function

profiles of active power consumption of feed-in. Two
separate profiles are communicated to the MDM
parallel: 1min profile for VPP units and 15min profile
for standardized energy market procedures (e.g.
billing).
The DERs are the providers of flexibility and are
manged by the VPP. DER can be of different nature,
like industrial consumers, renewable generators,
batteries etc. Any DER which can follow activation
commands and shows the required level of reliability
can be accepted. Communication between DER and
VPP is usually performed via an RTU, but alternative
ways are also possible.
A controller which can take influence on the behaviour
of the DER. The DER controller is also responsible for
communication with the VPP.

3.3 References

No.

References
Impact on use case

Reference
s
Type
DLMS

Reference

Status

Device Language
Message
Specification

Supported by
major smart
meter vendors

2

IEC
608705-104

International
communication
standard

3

open
WS
API

Tele control
equipment and
systems - Part 5104: Transmission
protocols - Network
access for IEC
60870-5-101 using
standard transport
profiles
Open Web Service
Application
Programming
Interface

1

InteGrid

Vendor
specific

Originator /
organisation

Link

Metering data
exchange between
smart meter and
DSO’s AMI
Data exchange
between:
1) DSO and market
hub,
2) DER and
Commercial VPP
3) Commercial VPP
and TSO (optional)

DLMS User
association

www.dlms.c
om

International
Electrotechnical
Commission

https://webst
ore.iec.ch/p
ublication/25
035

Data exchange
between VPP and
DSO SCADA system

System
vendor

https://en.wi
kipedia.org/
wiki/Open_A
PI
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4 Step by step analysis of use case
4.1 Overview of scenarios
Scenario conditions
No
.
1

Scenario
name
Success
scenario of
activation for
DSO needs

3

Reporting
and
accounting

InteGrid

Scenario description

Primary actor
VPP operator
(Flexibility
operator)

Triggering
event
Forecast of
voltage
deviation or
power
congestions

Precondition
DSO
requests
activation
from
technical
VPP

Postcondition
energy is
delivered to
the DSO

An alarm signal from
DSO SCADA forecasting tool for specific
grid area requests
activation from technical
VPP and VPP
successfully fulfils the
request. During
activation, DSO can
change end time
(duration) or requested
power (set-point)
VPP reports time series
of activation to gm-hub
and reports financial
results to DER

VPP operator
(Flexibility
operator)

activation on
the day
before

Data
available in
time series
DB

Reports
received by
other
systems
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4.2 Steps – Scenarios

Scenario name :
Step Event
No.
1.1

Scenario
No. 1 - Success scenario of activation for DSO needs
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
Service
activity

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 min
interval

1.1 Reading
measurement from
utility meter
1.2 Request
metering data for
DER
1.3 Sending
measurements
from DER

Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval
Periodically,
e.g. in 1 h
interval

1.4 Distribution
network constraint

1.7

Forecast of
voltage level
triggers an
alarm

1.8

Command for

1.7 An alarm
signal from forecasting tool for
specific grid area
confirmed by
SCADA operator
1.8 Updated list of

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

InteGrid

1.5 Traffic light
status update
1.6 Aggregated
online data and
baseline

Information
producer
(system)
Utility meter
of DER

Information
receiver
(system)
DSO (MDM)

Information
Exchanged
(IDs)
Metering data
(I-1)

Requirement
, R-IDs

DSO reads measurements from utility
meter of DER

GET

VPP requests DSO for periodic metering
data of certain DER

CREATE

Technical
VPP

DSO (MDM)

Metering data
(I-1)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-1.3

If Flexibility operator (VPP) is authorized
for measurement data of certain DER,
then DSO sends requested
measurement data
DSO (SCADA) periodically sends
information of distribution grid
constraints
Updated traffic light status per grid
section is published to qualified
receivers via gm-hub
VPP periodically sends aggregated
baseline and flexibility per distribution
grid area to the DSO

GET

DSO (MDM)

Technical
VPP

Metering data
(I-1)

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-1.3

GET

DSO
(SCADA)

Traffic light
System

R-2.6

GET

Traffic light
System, via
gm-hub
Technical
VPP

Technical
VPP

Forecasting tool within DSO SCADA
sends an alarm signal to SCADA
operator. Confirmed alarm is send to the
technical VPP

CREATE

Forecasting
tool within
DSO SCADA

Technical
VPP

Constraints of
distribution grid
(I-2)
Traffic light
status of grid
sections (I-3)
Aggregated
baseline per
grid area (I-4);
aggreg.
flexibiltiy per
grid area (I-10)
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5)

Before VPP algorithm dispatches DER,

GET

gm-hub

Technical
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DSO
(SCADA)

Analysis report

R-1.1, R-1.2,
R-1.3, R-3.2

R-2.6

R-2.5;
R-2.6
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activation
received

activated DER

1.9

Command for
activation
received

1.9 Optimised
dispatch of DER

1.10

Optimised
dispatch of
DER calculated

1.10 DER dispatch
and control

1.11

DER
dispatched
Periodically,
e.g. in 15min
interval

1.11. Update list of
activated DER
1.8 Updated list of
activated DER

1.12

Change of
voltage alarms

1.13

Request for
change
activation
received
Update of
optimised
dispatch of
DER calculated
End of voltage
alarm signals

1.12 Change of
alarm signal from
SCADA for
specific grid area
confirmed by
SCADA operator
1.13 Update of
optimised dispatch
of DER

1.8a

1.14

1.15

InteGrid

1.14 DER
(de)activation

1.15 Activation
stop request

VPP reads list of already activated DER
(for TSO needs) so that those DER will
not be considered in activation for DSO
needs
Internal VPP algorithm selects DER in
optimised way (price) taking into
account traffic light from market hub and
availability of DER
VPP activates selected DER (sends
start signal and setpoint) and monitors
activation performance
After activating DER, VPP sends
updated list of DER to the gm-hub
gm-hub periodically sends list of
activated DER to DSO SCADA, to avoid
activating the same DER for TSO
purposes
Because of changed forecast of voltage
alarms, SCADA operator has to confirm
a needed change of activation and
technical VPP finally changes activation
parameters (duration or power of
activation).
New optimised selection of DER with
changed parameters of activation,
considering latest status of traffic light
and DER availability.
VPP activates selected DER (sends
start signal and setpoint) or deactivates
DER and monitors activation
performance
Forecasting tool within DSO SCADA
ends an alarm signal to SCADA
operator. Confirmed end of alarm is
send to the technical VPP to stop

GA 731218

VPP

EXECUTE

VPP (Realtime control
of DER)

VPP (Realtime control
of DER)

EXECUTE

Technical
VPP

DERs

CREATE

Technical
VPP
gm-hub

gm-hub

CHANGE

Forecasting
tool within
DSO SCADA

Technical
VPP

EXECUTE

Technical
VPP

Technical
VPP

EXECUTE

Technical
VPP

DER

CREATE

Forecasting
tool within
DSO SCADA

Technical
VPP

READ
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DSO

(I-7)

R-2.5

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5a)
Analysis report
(I-7)
Analysis report
(I-7)

R-5.1

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(i-5)

R-5.1

R-2.5
R-2.5

R-2.5

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(i-5a)
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5)

R-5.1
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1.16

Command to
stop activation
received

1.16 DER
deactivation

activation
VPP deactivates activated DER (sends
stop signal) and monitors activation
performance

1.11

DER
dispatched
Periodically,
e.g. in 15min
interval

1.11. Update list of
activated DER
1.8 Updated list of
activated DER

After deactivating DER, VPP sends
updated list of DER to the gm-hub
gm-hub periodically sends list of
activated DER to DSO SCADA

1.8a

EXECUTE

Technical
VPP

DERs

CREATE

Technical
VPP
gm-hub

gm-hub

READ

DSO

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration
(I-5a)
Analysis report
(I-7)
Analysis report
(I-7)

R-2.5
R-2.5

Scenario
Scenario name :
Step Event
No.

No. 2 - Reporting and invoicing
Name of process/ Description of process/ activity
activity

2.1

2.1 Activation
report generation
and submission

VPP generates a report about
activation and sends it to the DSO

CREATE

2.2 Activation
report approval

DSO approves VPP’s report of
activation

2.3 Schedule of
DER activation

2.4 Activation
report to DERs

2.2

2.3

2.4

InteGrid

End of
activation (or
day after
activation)
Flexibility
operator’s
activation
report received
DSO’s
activation
approval
received
DSO’s
activation
approval
received

Information
producer
(system)
Technical VPP

Information
receiver
(system)
DSO (SCADA
operator)

Information

Requireme
nt, R-IDs

Performance
analysis report
(I-6)

R-2.4

CREATE

DSO (SCADA
operator)

Technical VPP

Performance
analysis report
(I-6)

15min schedule of activation is
generated and sent to gm-hub

CREATE

Technical VPP

gm-hub

DER activation
schedule
(I-8)

VPP generates individual activation
report for each DER and sends it to
DERs

CREATE

Technical VPP

DER

DER
Performance
analysis report
(I-6a)
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5 Information exchanged
Information exchanged
Description of information exchanged

Information
exchanged
(ID)
I-1

Name of
information
Metering data

1 min load profile of active power for each DER

I-2

Constraint of distribution grid
Traffic light status
per grid section

Constraint Locations of dis. grid. Sides generating
constraints and solution to solve these constraints.
Traffic light concept of market hub. Technical
validation of flexibility activated by flexibility operator in
the ancillary services market.
1 min aggregated baseline of all DERs

I-3

I-4
I-5

Aggregated
forecast of DERs
Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration (VPP
level)

I-5a

Flexibility
Perimeter
Declaration (DER
level)

I-6

Performance
analysis report

I-6a

DER Performance
analysis report

I-7

Analysis report

I-8

DER
activation
schedule
VPP
Activation
invoice
DER
Activation
invoice
Flexibility forecast
per
distribution
grid area

I-9
I-9a
I-10

InteGrid

Information of activation for DSO needs of VPP:
- grid area
- flexibility capacity
- starting time
- ending time or duration of an activation (maximum
full activation time FAT is defined in the contract or
market rules)
Information of activation of DER:
- flexibility capacity
- starting time
- ending time or duration of an activation (maximum
FAT is defined in contract or market rules)
Report of aggregated measurements and baselines of
DER in VPP with evaluation of delivered energy and
power in 1 min interval; incl. comparison with setpoint
or expected behaviour. This information is the basis
for invoices or tariff discounts (flexibility operator/VPP
to DSO, and DER to flexibility operator/VPP or DSO).
Report of individual measurements and baselines of
DER with evaluation of delivered energy and power in
1 min interval; incl. comparison with setpoint or
expected behaviour. This information is the basis for
invoices
(flexibility operator/VPP to ancillary service market
platform, and DER to flexibility operator/VPP).
Information of activated DER is updated by VPP or
flexibility operator every time DER are activated or
deactivated.
15 min average of activated power of DER
Invoice for activation of VPP in predefined format
according to contract or market rules
Invoice for activation of DER in predefined format
according to contract
Forecast of flexibility per distribution grid area
Time series must cover the upcoming planning period
and contain:
- flexibility [MW]
- direction [+, -]
- energy costs [EUR/MWh] (optional)
- capacity costs [EUR/MW/h] (optional)
- baseline [MW] (optional)

GA 731218

Requirement, R-IDs

R-1.2, R-1.3, R-3.1,
R-3.2, R-3.1, R-3.2,
R-3.3, R4.1

R-2.6

R-2.5
R-2.6

R-2.4

R-2.4

R-2.5

R-2.6
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I-16

List of reserved
capacity per grid
area, of VPP only

I-16a

List of reserved
capacity per grid
area, of all market
participants

I-17

Information about
required
reservation of DER
capacity (I-17)
OPTIONAL

Information contained:
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
- Distribution grid area code
Information contained:
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision
- Distribution grid area code
The demanded capacities must be reserved by the
DER.
Information contains:
- Energy price [EUR/MWh] of contract, (optional)
- Capacity price [EUR/MW/h] of contract, (optional)
- Capacity [MW]
- Direction [+, -]
- Period of provision

6 Requirements
Requirements
Categories ID Category name for
requirements
C-1
Configuration

Requirement
R-ID
R-1.1
R-1.2

R-1.3

Categories ID

Requirement
name
Communication
bandwidth
Number of
Information
Producers
Communication
media

C-2

Category name for
requirements
Data Management

Requirement
R-ID

Requirement
name

InteGrid

R-2.6

R-2.6

Category description
Reflect the typical, probable, or envisioned communication configurations
that are relevant to the use case step. These configuration issues include
numbers of devices and/or systems, expected growth of the system over
time, locations, distances, communications types, network bandwidth,
existing protocols, etc., but only from the user’s point of view. In some
cases, only one of the possible choices is reasonable, while for other
situations, more than one choice is reasonable.
Requirement description
56 kbps – 5Mbps
Few to a several hundreds

Wireless possible

Category description
Covers both the management of the data exchanges in each Use Case
step and the management of data at either end if that management is
impacted by data exchanges. An example of the first type of data
management is the initial setting up and on-going maintenance of what
data needs to be exchanged, say between a Geographic Information
System and the many different applications that use its data. An example
of the second type of data management is the need to backup data or
ensure consistency of data whenever it is exchanged, such as if new
protection settings are issued to multiple field devices, these settings need
to be reflected in Contingency Analysis functions.
It should not address database design, but should concentrate on the user
requirements for the interfaces to databases and other data handling
applications."
Requirement description
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R-2.1
R-2.2
R-2.3
R-2.4
R-2.5
R-2.6

Categories ID
C-3

Requirement
R-ID
R-3.1
R-3.2
R-3.3

Categories ID
C-4

Type of source data
Up-to-date
management
Up-to-date
management
Up-to-date
management
Up-to-date
management
Distribution
grid
area code list

Source data was directly measured
Received data must be up-to-date within minute of source data changing

Category name for
requirements
Quality of Service

Category description

Requirement
name
Availability
of
information flows
Accuracy of data
Frequency of data
exchanges
Category name for
requirements
Security

Requirement
R-ID
R-4.1

Requirement
name
Network
security
measures
commonly
used
with
this
data
exchange

Categories ID
C-5

Category name for
requirements
Other constraints

Requirement
R-ID
R-5.1
R-5.2

Requirement
name
Full activation time
Full activation time

Received data must be up-to-date within seconds of source data changing
Data must be provided until 3 am of following day.
Must be provided in less than one minute
A list of areas or section of the distribution grid represented by unique area
codes

Address availability of the system, such as acceptable downtime,
recovery, backup, rollback, etc. QoS issues also address accuracy and
precision of data, the frequency of data exchanges, and the necessary
flexibility for future changes.
Requirement description
99.9% + availability - Allowed outage: 9 hours per year
Device has error class 1% or better
1 min interval

Category description
Assess how different security measures applied to different items can
potentially interact and either leave security holes or make user interfaces
very laborious and possibly unworkable. Security must not only protect
against the very harmful but quite rare deliberate attacks, but also against
the far more likely inadvertent mistakes, failures, and errors. At the same
time, it is necessary to try to identify the requirements and the concerns for
implementing security measures.
Requirement description
VPN or private network

Category description
Constraints and issues not captured in the previous characteristics may be
political, legal, financial, or just very specific to a particular step. For
instance, one step may involve data received from another utility that
requires special handling: format conversions or manual intervention. This
is a catch-all for such special issues.
Requirement description
Resource must provide 100% of requested flexibility within 15 min.
Resource must provide at least 90% of requested flexibility within 25 min.

7 Common Terms and Definitions

InteGrid
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Term
DSO
DER
MV/LV grid
TSO
VPP
Technical VPP

InteGrid

Common Terms and Definitions
Definition
Distribution System Operator
Distributed energy resource, this includes controllable generators as well as controllable
loads
Medium/low voltage grid
Transmission System Operator
Virtual Power Plant, aggregation of flexibilities provided by DERs
Aggregation of flexibility of DERs for DSO’s needs (voltage deviation, local constraints).
Geographical limitation is the grid area of the DSO.
The service is usually focussing on a defined grid section; thus the connection point of the
DER is relevant for service provision.
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